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FOREWORD

During the period of May - October, 1974, an Internationaj, Exposition on the

.Environment, EXPO '74, was held in the city of Spokane, Washington. Because of

its environmental theme, and as part of our public service effort, the Institute,

for Environmental .Studies at the University of Washington'was interested in pro,

vi ding some,envir.onmental contribution to the fair as well as assisting Spokane

in its efforts.. This interestWas-realized early in 1974 when it was learned

that a 'series of internaiiona, .environmental symposia was planned, and that the

U.S. Environmental Pr6tection Agency waswillin-g to help support this effOrt

through a grant to be administered. by th University.

The grant was received, and partial, support was provided for three 'EXPO,,'74 \

sponsored symposia,, as well as full support for one symposium to be sponsored by

the Institute:

"The Dilemma Facing Humanity", May 1974, EXPO '74

"Environmental Accomplishments to Date: A Reason MI' Hope,
July 1974, EXPO. '74

"Creating the Future: Agendas fur iomorrow", October
EXPO '74

"Learning for.Survival, A Symposium on Environmental
Education and Mater Quality for, the Future",
October 1974, University of Washington

Financial as well as planning- support for the Learning for Survival Symposium

was proyided by staff of the Environmental Protection Agen y; and the Battelle

Memorial Institute; through the Battelle Research Center and thepttelle.Pacific,

Northwest Laboratories, Richland. The Advisory Committee listed elsewhere

assisted in planning for the Symposium. \.

There were three principal thrusts or' objectives, all with related interests,

that were incorporated concurrently into this Learning for Survival program., The

largest portion of the program was developed for those inrested in designing

and finding methods for improving environmental education at all clevels and stages

of learning; profesSional educators;civil servants, elected officials, industrial

hepresentatives, students and citizens. Water quality, as an,example of environ-

'mental concern, helped by providing a unifying theme. Special sessions on water

'quality education were.held concurrently.and specifically for membertOf the EPA

ix



.

Advisory Committee on Water Quality where attendance was open.to all syMposium

participants.

Additional special sessions were held.for edUcators involved in a National

Science Foundation supported grant through the University on the management of

large-sca,le interdisciplinary research projects, where the improved. management

Of environmental research is one of the prin'cipaT area of concern. Additional

financial support to participants was provided by EPA for the Water Quality

Advisory Committee dnd by the NSF grant for its ahicipants. Key planning

assistance for these.concurrent sessions was i'ien by Robert Ruhl and Bernard

Lukco of EPA, and Dona,ld Bevin anCi .Bria ar and Donald.Baldwin'of the Un4versity.

The symposium was successful meeting its objectives, thanks to the Advisory

Committee; the planner%of the concurrent"SesSions and the participants. We hOpe

that readers'will.firld these proceedings of value in developing and conducting

their environmental study programs. . .

x

11

Robert 0.,Sylvester
Director
Institute for Environmental Studies

:University of Washington

O



EDITOR'S'IPREFACE,'

These proceedings' are a record, somewhat condensed, of what 'took place 'at

'the symposium. The final 'prograwis incorporated in the table of contents;

96cause of themany concurrent sessions,. nb,one participant couldattend all of

the symposium; the proceedings now provide thaeopportunity.

Papers as submitted by .speaker4 are included, and edited transcripts are .

used where manuStitotswtre not available. The entire symposium wastape recorded,

except for a few instances where recorder's failed (to our regret):: Where material

is based on transcripts, we have done our best to capture the Intent:of the

speaker. NwattemOt has been made to bring facts up to date.

In the case of t,he dliscussions:among panelts and participants, we have',

tried to capture ,thellfl a .i/or wi etc:it:verbatim transcription. Rel evancst ruSeful ness

and interest Were ou'r,,$)tiandards for including discussion, rather than consistency.

Where speakers could riadily be ideritified, they have- been. If any errors ave

been made in these id4ifications,We,
A
apologize. .SometiOeS discussions that ook

'plate at./arious times during ,a session have been consolidated. We hope that the'

final result will, however, still sound familiar to those, who took part.

Responsibility for ali decisions regarding arrangement- and inclusion of

d)material rests with the editor:

P-J

.

xi

12. G

Ann. Widditsch
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Session 1

SETTING THE FRAMEWORK:

A PHILOSOPHICAL PERSPECTIVE ON ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

Ruth C. Clusen

When I look back nearly 20 years ta,the time when the League of Women Voters

of the United States first decided to undertake work on water resources, I real-.

ize how much has changed since then--from all perspectives. Later than some,

but earlier than most, we realized the growing need for public. education and ac-

tion on*a whole spectrum of related issues on the -tOtal environment.

In the two decades since we began on water reSources we have come a long.

way--but not nearly far enough. 'I speak not from the vantage point of what.

.should be contained in an academic curriculum specifiCally, although the

League's long and close association with the academic, world has given us some

insights into this. Rather6 I-spealcof what it seems to me the public needs to

,know in order to Meet.the new environmental challenges. Perhaps this talk

' might be more aptly titled, "What citizens need to knoithat.the bOoks don't

tell." -Nine you find in it some assistance, based on broad experience, in

seeking answers to howiaest to "learn giand teach) for survival" in the next 20

years.

There Was so much we did not know When. it all began (and I use "we" to mean

concerned citizens, .not just the League). We did not, for example, fully cam-

prehend the dimensions of environmental problems or that it was impossible to

look at water resources management, or at air qualityand not solid waste man -.

agement, and landuse planning. We gave only lip service to the-incontroverti-

ble fact that, as causes, social justice and dbllution abatement are not:natu-

ral allies. Nor did we really believe that physical problems,are international.

Indeed there was even'a tendency to deal with them in this country on a communi-

ty or state-wide basis.

We did not realize how much we needed to know And that a lot of it we could

not get simply from the media and.popular pieces. No one told us that wg had

tf)

Ruth C. Clusen, of Green Bay, Wisconsin, is President of the League, of Women.
Voters of the United States, having served on the League's national board since
1966. She was an official observer at the United Nattons Conference on the
Human Environment, in Stockholm, June 1972; is a member of the Environmental
Protectioh Agency's. Technical Advitory Group on Wastewater Treatment, and has
been environmental consultant' to many other agencies and groups.

,O,



to be not only environmentalists but
engineers, lawyers, economists- -and, most

ppf all, politicians. We sallied forth, secure in the knowledge that our"cause

\
ivtas jUst--,to tackle industry, business, government, and an apathetic and unia- .

formed public - -armed only with a few basic facts and figures and a crusader's

zeal. We naively believed that if we could just arouse and inform the public,

make sure that decision-Makers really understood the problems, they'wOuld see

the light. What amazes me now is not that we accomplished so little--but that

iwe gained so much, with so little ammunition.
.

IObviously circumstances have changed and with the change comes a new and

deeper realization of the kind of environmental education essential to sustain

some of the progress made and to move forward again. This understanding, I
Y

think, is the true challenge of "learning for survival " - -the theme of this con-

ferente. -.Therefore, I should like to suggest to You some of the things it seems

to me we all need to perceive, whether we are professional or layman, student or

teacher, if we are to survive.
.

In the last half of the 70's, I see at least four basic concepts which are

I.

abso3utely essential in helping people to cope with a changing environmental

climate. With no particular priority these are:

i

1) understanding of the relation between economics and enviror, ntal

needs;
'', e°

,2) sophisticated knowledge of legislation, including regulations,

guidelines, standards;

3) more emphasis on improvirig the urban environment;
, .

4) a global view of environmental problems.

As we look back over the past 18 months, there can'be,little doubt that en-,:

vi,ronmental programs have become the scapegoat for both rising inflation and
. ,

the energy shortage. Those who work for improved environmental quality can't

Possibly parry-the attacks on government or pnivate'programs without.a Prag-

matic understanding of the close, relationship between.the environment and eco-

nomics. It is not enough either to stubbornly maintain there'ls bo correlation.
. _ .

or to have only a Superficial' knowledge. Jr' fact, economic effectS are, where

the action it now. Regression or progress depends on our ability to cope with

economics. ,
...

r

I find reassurance in a recent statement by Environmental Protection Agency

/Administrator, Russell Train, that "Environmental expenditures are not a signifi-

cant factor tri the present inflation and are not to any sighificant,degree

responsible for the capital squeeze." He also 'oted that all available evidence

suggests that the benefits of pollutitn control expenditure far exceed their

costs. According to the latest Chase Econometrics Associatesjorecasts pollu-

tion control programs will cause an average annual inflation rate of abbot.0.3

percent for the period 1973-78 and an average annual rate of 0.2 perceht for

2

17



,;.1973,82. The Chase Study also forecasts that between 1973-82, pollution control

,will result in a negligible average increase in the rate of unemployment..

Nevertheless the process of environmental budget cutting goes on. In

Congre4s a pending bill that would reduce EPA's fiscal '75 operating budget

to $642 million from the $612 million previously authorized seems destined to

pass both Houses. This cavalier attitude, plus the long impoundment orfunds
.--

,..

for waste water treatment constriction, lays bare the unconscionable attemata--

reverse or delay programs endorsed by most of the dongres and a largefeart of

the public.
....

Over the past few years there has gown a general recognition of the impor-.

tance of economic analysis in the development and implementation of sound
.

/environmental policies. The essence of the economists' message is that any

goods or service; whether a new automobile or cleaner air, costs something.

Having decided that environmental quality is a valuable goal, we now have to

decide more precisely how much we want; show we Will pay for it and who will

pay fdr it. Those decisions, especially in a complex economic situation, often

"require complicated analyses involving difficult trade-offs, A sound back,-,

ground in estima ng cost effectiveness irf relationAo goals is now more essen-

tial than ever to e vironmental education. qo

The second factor which seems to me imperative is the capacity to undertake

a more thorough and comprehensivelook at legislation, and to go beyond authori-

zatibn to impleme tation procedures and, executive and administrative orders.

It is no longer en gh to be involved only in the passage_of legislation. Laws%u
tend to be written i general language; standards and ulatioas are detailed.

Guidelines for the application of the law may enhaned duce, or modify its

original intent. If people concerned wit envir issues cease their ef-
\

'forts when laWs are passed, the real gut e de'ided by othe6. .

.. s,

, We must learn.to deal with proposed /it, how an&when to have most

effective input, how and when to react most ellgently to Criteria and.Stan-

dards, and to environmental impact statements The latest addition to the list

is the "inflation impact" statement, which, is. now, by orderof the-President;'

to be attached to any new regulatory proposal from the Executive Branch. Vila

-wit! watch that other valus, non-economics will receive equal weight?, Who will

be prepared to analyze inflation impact statements ,to ascertain their true

relevance and meaning?

There was a time when the League of Women VoterS used to tal),it eonstitu-,

ency that they need not be experts.to appear at hearings. We were given to say-

ing that citizens should' learn the basic information, decide what they wanted,

and go down and testify'. It worked then=-but it won't work. now. The changing

nature of the governmental role and the great body of'enVironmental

,passed in the last decade make It necessaryfon citizens to do much more than



make general statements. Now we heed to understand teChnical terminology, to

knoW if a degree of difference in temperature,standards represents degradation,

to analyze and select from many legislative proposals those that will really ac-

complish our goals.. Now to be really effective we must know more and follow

through the entire process./ ,

One ofthe growing garis'in rdoSt environmental education curricula seems to,
, . .

be the artificial separation of traditiqnal natural.reSources courses from

urban-oriented plan/ping courses.' Americans have. been very slow to grasO that

physical environment means both natural and human tnd that., vhen we speak of a

"quality" environment we have to be talking, about urban areas, too. In the real

world of city planning and natural resource\management, this is recognized more

often in the breach than in the observance. For the most part, city planners

still plan for urban areas, and natural resou ces managers still Concentrate on

opeh space; preservationpollution abatement nd recreation, with only. an oc-

dasional foray into each other's territory.

Two.of 'the most important, environmental fac s of life are that 12 Tercent--

some
,

say."22 percent--of the population of the U ited States is and that,

by.and large, the poor are getting the worst of it as far as environmental pol-

'Won is'concerned. The nation's poverty areas have their own discouraging
,

'environmental characteristics, and the urban poor are trapped in them. Of
t

course legislation and technical assistance Programs dealing with air and

water pollution, noise,, workers' safety, toxic substances,. rats, etc., can.and

have heIPed to alleviate some of the'environmenfal'degradation of:fhe poor.

Neverthel6S, the poor don't see themselves as involVed in environmental con,-

Cerns, *Inner city people'Aave a'feeling of hopelessness abou'iconstructive

/ i'

One of the greatest contributions which envirojIbbental education could make
.

would be to focus Onlhow to identify and suggest,sOlutions for urban areas

where there'iS litlle.or no awareness of physical environmental dan'ge'r and

where there is antagonism toward who choos the urban environment as

their cause. Urban 'dwellers do not identify with environmentalists; they don't

see their unhealth,fs'urroundings as environment 1 problems; they are unaware or

frustrated by the see0thgly insurmountable ifticultieS of getting a handle on

the funds and advice needed to help them. '/I.
,

Environmental education must play a difficult but vital'Tole in urban areas,

a role by no means fully .realize'd as yet.. , Much more time and effort must be

<devoted to ,
showing an interest in and knowledge of urban environments' beyond

the cosmetic and superficial attack now being made..., Seriater Gaylord Nelson has

suggested that poverty and pollution have !'common roots ". An education which
1,

.

largely ignores those common.roOis of ignorance and indifference does.sd at its

own-peril.



To'broadeR.the en4ronMental constituency in an urban age,.organilations and

:institutions concerned about the quality of man's natural. environment must seek

and win the confidence. of the urban power structure.and of inner city, reSidentS.

Environmentalists Must demonstrate how the relevance of their interests and

skills can alleviate city problems. Ondoif the basic truths which must be dealt

with is that environmentalists cannot be effeFtive so long as they seek urban '

environmental improvement in ways that penalize the poor for a situation they

did not create.

Without adequate attention to and underStanding of the tremendously complex

urban environmental problems by those who are both perceptive and.informed, much

of the base of public support for environmental quality, which built up in the

60's, will'disappear in the 7O s.

The late 60's and early 7d's marked a major turning point in the priority

given to the.environment on the international scene. Before then; environment-

. al protection received little attention.in the domestic programs and inter-
,

national relations of most countries. Ihternational'environmental Cooperation .

was a rarity and 'agreements-between nations to address shared :problems were

virtually unknown. As one .decade.became another therq was an explosion of

environmental interest and activity in a number of nations. The 1972 United

Nations Conference in St6ckholm stimulated a spirit of global cooperation which

continued this year in conferences in Caracas on the LaW of the Sea, in

'Bucharest on Population, and will focus next month in RoMe on food. .-

Nowe'ver, the aura of good will has been dimmed considerably by the events

of last minter and this summer. We must see the.possibility"of world-wide

shortages and.the'growing r*ealization,thatcooperation is being replaced by com-.

petition. The oil embargo of a year ago pointed out more clearly than words

ever could both global interdependence andthe growing use of resources as

°political weapons.' While international cooperation for environmental protec-

tion still goes drifto some extent, it is unrealistic not to face squarely the

fact that it is imperiled by the lack of a global.perspective toward the earth's

resources. . . .
.

EnvironMentalistsAid.not start the Arab.-Jsraell War or make us dependents

upon Arab oil. Nor did they cause the climatic conditions that,have brought us

to the H'rink of a world -wide food shortage.. In fact, environmentalists have

warned for years that the course we were pursuing would lead to, the situation

we now face. Obviously we did not yell loud enough*or'reach the-right ears,

or use tie most effective tacticsbecause .few governments. listened. How

ironic it, is that we who gave early warning should now be the villains of the

future we\foresaW.
/

There re lessons to be learned from this'denigration. Whether you belohg

to the"sh rt- term" school of thought which believes that tight ing our'belts
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and voluntary conservation programs will get us over the-hump, or subscribe to

the "long.term" school which thinks the only hope lies in fundamental changes

in lifd styles, is immaterial. What does matter is that in order to make prog-

ress'we need to work on both the demand and supply ends--by offering appropri-

ate incentives, by institutional inventiveness, by education, by example-

settingand from a global point of view:

Even as environmental improvement in the united States, depends upOn respon-

sible institutions and adequate legal authorities,'5o is the same true in the

international arena, although providing the infrastructure would be somewhat

more difficult. There has been progress in creating institutions and a body of

international law necessary for global, cooperation.. New institutions-have.

been formed and old ones reorganized. The world community is moving; forward to

adopt necessary legal authorities to control pollution, direct development and

preserve the world's heritage.'

Today concentration on cooperation should bring forward the Ward questions

like the impact of environmental 'standards on the balance Of trade and develop-

ment of adequate cost data on the effects of economic growth on pollution

abatement costs. Far from resolvtTbnard questions about propects for easing

food supply problems or for approaching the limits to expansion of agricultural

output. There is a growing demand, in the United States and abroad that the

food problem be perceived and treated as one that calls for world-wide coopera-

tion rather than a biTateral/Or internal adjustment. N9 6efully the Food Confer-,

ence in ilhme in November will point the way--not with rhetoric but with deeds.

As with domestic resource problems, the most important force forinter-

national action is broad public demand. and intereit.,I The sooner we stop look

ing on the world's environmental problems in a nar,r`ow sense and focus instead .

on the global resource shortage in the broadest senSe, the better the chance

Oat we just might find solutions behre we are,engulfed by a rising tide of

such crises. .

The energy crisis of 1973 seems'to have been replaced by the economic cri-

sis of 1974, but both point up the hard eho,ces we face between alternative uses

of our natural world, when one kind of exploitation or enjoyment interferes with

another, in some places choices between eXploltation in genera) and environment-

al integrity. The .purpose ,of education/should be to:41p us learn how to cope

with hard choices with knowledge and intelligence. We do not need an environ:

mental education per se--we need an dducation'in economics, we need an educa7

tion in social justice, we need a political education, we need 'a global educa-

tion yhich sees beyond pollution pinci:proservation- The challenge to environ-'

mental educ,ators and citizens now 'is to merge these needs,.and'manyOther'ele-
,
ments, into an education for survival in this century and the next. The pro-,

ram for this seminar has recognized the necessity for an inter-disCiplinar'y

Approach--more power to you.

6
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We hear a great deal nowadays about the importance of standing up and being

counted on' a variety of issues.. Environmentalists cannot afford the luxury of

sitting back and contemplating the progress of the past two decades--or of

standing up and being counted on behalf of time tested environmental causes.

Over.100 years ago, Oliver Wendell Holmes said, "I find the great thing in this

. world Is not so much where we stand, as fn what direction we are moving .... We

mustssail sometimes with the wind and sometimes against it. But we must sail,

and not drift, nor lie at anchor." I commend this philosophy to you as you

seek the answers to learning for survival

7 gl
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Session 1

. NOTES ON THE "NEW VIRGINIA":

THE AMERICAN LAND IN PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE

David G. Barry

The images of the American land, particularly those of the AmericarCWett,
.

are complex and multi- faceted.. This has been so since the first European white

men landed on eastern shores. They were confronted by a new and 'strange

environment, one which contained plants and animals never before known or seen

in Europe....tobacco, maize (corn), round potatoes, pumpkins.and squash, and

"round-horned" elk, the jaguar, cougar, raccoon and opossum to name a few.

These images have changed with different periods in our history, varying as our

information and experience with the American land have varied. Americans -have

alternately been seduced'by the land in times Of apparent bounty and abundance,

and,thrOugli ignorance, avarice, or misinterpretation,liave been destroyed by it

in times of over-exploitation, devastation, droilght and scarcity. Although

such hard'times haVe bred bitterness, disillusionment and alienation froM the

land, our attention has Always returned to it- as. a force which perhaOs more

'than any other has determined our personal values and images and given shape to

thatAme;ican Culture evolving from our first colonial experiences.

In the 1840's Alexis De Tocqueville foresaw the eventual impact of the vast -'

ness of the American landscape on human experience and response. Caught up in

the westward expansion and change as he:was, he recognized that the time would

come "when one hundred and fifty million men would be living in North.America
_ .

all belonging to one faMily". The resehe said "was Ocertain". It is.fair-to

say that De Tocqueville well anticipated the "uncertainties" that have resulted

in our relations. with the land, relations which will be Under serious considera

tion in the Bicentennial year, 1976, when bur population will have well exceeded

.200 million persons.

Thoreau also. spoke with a deep concern for the American.lanb and the West.

"Eastward I go only by.force; but westward I ioofree." This was"the man who

said, "My needle is slow to settle....varies -A few degree's- and does' of always

David G. Barry fsthe Founding ChairMah of the Washington Commission for the
Humanities, a state-based agency of the National Endowment for the Humanities,,
in Olympia, Washington. He was formerly Vice President and Provost-of The
Evergreen State College, Olympia, and Dean of the School of Science-and
Executive Vice President of California State University at Sap Jose.
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point due southwest, it is true, and it has good authority for this variation,

but it always settles between west and south-sbuthweSt. The future Ties that,

way to me, and the earth seems more unexhausted and richer on that side."

Forty years later, the Englishman, James. Bryce, carried the image still fur-

ther in.the American COmmonwealth*when he wrote, "For the West is the most

important part'ofAmerica;' that is to say, the part where those features which

distinguish America from Europe come out in strongest relief."

There was both myth and substance in these images. In the West did lie the

great vast lands of America. The image of the beautiful."paradise garden" and

the myth of manifest destiny were the foundatiOnS on which the agrarian society

we, built--first bn the eastern shores'and in the South, then moving into'the.

MissiSsippi Valley 'and onto the Great Plains, and then leaping across the moun-

tains into the Valley of the Great Salt Lake; the SouthweSt; the valleys of

California and the Willamette:the Columbia and Puget Sound....pressing beyond

the continental United States to Alaska and Hawaii. Only, now do these myths

,and/images come into perspective with the realization,that there are 'no more

free lands to the west.' We have reached the end of our tether and must make do

with what we have.

One of the first Americans to recognize the potential influence the land

would exert on Aperican culture was Thomas 'Jefferson, He struggled to break'

bonds with European images!and wrote whatiWilliam Peden has called, "the most

important scientific and political book written by an'American before 1785",

Notes on the State of Virginia. Long befOre De Tocqueville,Thoreau and bthers

spoke enthUsiasti6lly about the West, JefferSon, the American ,enVironmentalist":'

had spoken his mind clearly. As we approach our country's
-
Bicentennial, we

see his views on land eve provocative and central in the development of

our Culture.-Jefferson raised many issues about the land and our nation that.

remain unresolved. It,was his intention then (as it is ours today),

utilize knowledge of the past to remedy present injustices and to help prepare

fora better future."' What'greater meaning and purpose can there be 'for thp.

American!Bicentennial year than to reaffirm drat commitment wbich,,Jefferson

gave for"the writing of'his Notet on the State
,

of Virginia? 4

He began with an "exact description".of the boundaries of Virginia-the

largest siate',in the Confederation -- claiming territory close to one-third the

area of the continent, land later to be subdivided into numerous states, He

.estimated that the PboUndaries include an area somewhat triangular, of 121,525

square miles, whereof 79.650 lie westward of the AlleghenY mountains;,and

57,034 westward of the meridian of the mouth of the Great Kaiihaway, This state'

is therefore one -third larger than'the islands of Great Br.tain and Ireland,

which are reckoned'at 88,35 square Tiles." Its size and extent alone ere



enough to supply him with "an irrestible impulse into thevastness of the West."

A scant 15 years later Jefferson became the President of the United States who

authorized and promoted ;he Lewis and Clark E,pedition, the first.to penetrate

the: westerh lands-and reach the Pacific shores.

Notes on the State of Virginia was a controversial. book because Jefferson

expressed the American belief.that in this new land man could test hfs ideas

about liberty and justice, hopefully to improve the human tondition. JefferSon.:.

used facts as a means to an end. His work which began with'an inclusive compil-

ation of data led to speculations on inherent social, political end moral impli-'

cations. With an almost mystical belief in American destiny, linked with an

amateur scientist's awareness-of the vast spaces and the unexp)ored.natural

resources that this continent held,'Jefferson conceived.the idea of an "empire

of liberty". -William Peden in his introduction to a 1955 edition of the Notes

identifies some of the continuing human issuesQd.fferson raised which were cen-

trai to. the 'new and struggling nation and which remain central to the nation .as

we approach our Bicentennial:

19-
In'his Notes on V r , Jefferson at one tine or another
criticizes most of the vested interests of his time. He attacks ,

the assumption and usurpation of power by the xich, the powerful
and the well born; the tyranny of the church;, the dogmas of the
schoolmen; the bigotry pf the man on ho'seback; the enslaVemeht
of man by man; theinjuStice of racial superiority. Specifi-
cally,'he questions such matters as the origin of 'shell (mollus0
formatibn; rejects the theory of.the universal deluge, and dis-
agrees with the pontifical statementef-Buffon (the, French,

v
zoolo-

gist) concerning the degeneracy of animal life in the neworld.
Specifically, he argues for the need to educate all those who .

have the capacity to learn, regardless of their social ,or eco-
nomic status. Specifically, he attacks those-legislators who
would overthrot4 a foreign.king only to replece.him,with, a native
dictator. But his, ultimate goalwas-always essentially the same

the right of the individual to freedom and happineSs,under
just and equitable law.

I Moreover, holistic environmentalist that he was, Jefferson'coUnt-
.

ered the Count de Buffon's assertions that the American environment had a.nega-.-
.

tive and limiting effect on all living thingsthat it touched.' BUfforylaelieved
,.,

1. That the animals common both to heoId and new world,
are smaller in the latter,'

2. That those peculiar-td the new are on a smaller scale. .

That those which have been domesticated in have
degenerated in America.

4. ,Thatn'the whole it (Amerita)sexhibits.ferr species..

11
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Methodically, with carefully,prepared 'acts' an' analysis, Jefferson defended
. .

the Affierican land and s-tBuffon's opinions aside. .
.

H'e countered Buffon's derogati,Qg descriptions of Native Americans, highly

complimenting the Indians! bravery,\industry, intelligence, capacity for family

loyalty and liendship, and diiAnity and eloquence in aural history and persUa-

sion. In deferlding!-the geographic dispersal of the Indian tribes into small

bands, he came close to identifying the .ecological concept of the "carrying

capacity of2-,the land" which necessitates such-dispersal An a huning society,

but not in an agrarian society where intensified cultivation can produce More

food.per acre. Howeverthis idea was not2:clearly identified and understood

until after the Ameri&n Centennial Year When the ecological concept was given

-.-ig:clearer shape and form by.Darwin andthe biologist Haeekel. Jefferson spoke

critically of early American. efforts to till the, soil when he said, "The indif-

ferent'state of that2amorly us (agriculture) does not proceed from a want of

knowledge merely; it is from our having such quantities of land to waste as we
0

,please. In Europe the object is tomake the most of-land;:labour being abun-

dant; .herecit is,...tonake the most of our labour, land being abundant."

. Jefferson attribuida-ihe-bounty of the American land to a bOuntiful God.'

The continent waVlargel9 unexplored and where it was settlea, the main images

in the landscape were the results of toe work of the Crg;.atur: weather,, animals,

plants, soiAs, minerals an flowing waters. The pOwer man needed for his Work

came fi-om the'horseand the waterfall.. Eventually, With:the advent.ofthe'

machine and industHaTilatIon, the transplanted'European caused displacements

In the Jefferscnian world of agrarian nature by the creation of his own
2 0

envirOnments.froM steel., concrete and plastic.

However, before that transition occurred, the'vaYues held by an agrarian

society led to a confrontation with those of the Native Americans,2 The values ,

of the former found their authority in,biblical.gssurances that Christian Van

was-.a creature separate from nature vested with the potential for dominion

throgghanifeSt Destiny over all things on earth;in contrast, the values of

the latter were .derived from-the reqdual;wisdom.of generations of life experi-

ence that recognized man-as,2-a creatpre. amOng creatures., AS a Pahf.of and

responsible twhaural cycles gf events in,
the2eCosyStems* of the American

laridS!c6P'P2

De.differences in firWassumptfas and points of view of the Native

Amqrigan,red man and the white man towardthe AMeicaelanehad different
2 '

As tskin.this paper an ecosystem iq a recpgrfizable,.coherentunit-of the
landf.eape composed of livin things: plants;- animals; and man; environmental'

factors: climate; temperat e; earth; air; and water; aiYd their interactions'

.,One upon the,other over time.-



cOneguenxe; in.,hapio; t,e term and the action of their lives and cultures,

Ore difference was stated clearly b*.Qohn Quincy Adams in WO when he said of

the In4ians, "Their cultivated fields, their constructed habitatidns, a space of

ample s>ficiency for their subsistence, and whatever they had annexed to them-

persogal ,labor, was,undpubtedly by the law of nature, theirs. Hut

what is the right of a huntsman to the forest of a thousand miles over which he

has accidentally ranged in quest of prey?" (From History of thePeople of Tcsa,

by Cyrenus Colp'

Adams' question was rhetorical. He (lid not seek an answer. The question

implies a, fundamental difference in view betweeh the red and the white men,

hunters and farmers. The hunter was part of a, dynamic ecosystem which required

hundreds,Aen thousands ,of square miles to generate adequate food for self and

family. Adams' viewWAS that of the agriculturalist, the husbandman from Europe

.where "by definition" man "possessed" the land and "used" the land, forcing-his

will through intensive agriculture rupon the naturafecoSystems.
,

These alternative definitions and understandings defined differences in

assumed "huoln rights" which later led'to extreme confrontation, between the red.

man and the white man in the American land, each considering the other to be

mistaken and unyielding as he pressed his point of view. Extending the argument

of ,John Quincy A9ams, it mould follow that the processes by which the men from

F,urope. acquired the lands from the Native Americans were apprgpriate and just.

According to the white man,.these lands were not "being used" in the sense of

European'agriculture, and as such were unclaimed wilderness lands, free and

available for conversion to support their own human needs.. This fundamental dif-
,

4rrence in viewpoint grew and became barrier-to comtiiugication, a barrier

present even today.

Chief Luther Standing sear of the Lakota tribe of the high plains ecosystem

(called Sioux'by the French) clarifies another difference in the thinking of the

white manand the, :ed man when in his autooiography, Land of the Spotted Eagle,

'he'describes the attitudes of the Native Amerid'a'n toward the land:

ti
The earth was full of sounds which the old-time Indian could
hear, sometimes putting his ea'r to it so as to hear more
clearly, The forefathers cf the Lakota had done this for long
ages until. there had come to them real understanding of earth
ways. It was almost asjf man were still a part of the earth
as.he was in the beginning.

This attitude was the basis for the association of the Lakota hunting cul-

ture with the things of the earth, with the natural environment.

From Waken Tankii (The Big Holy, the maker of the earth, sky
and water) there came a great unifying life force that flowed

13
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in and through All thins the flowers or the plains, blowing

winds, rocks, trees, birds, aniwals....and was the saroe.force

tat had been.. breathed into the first man. -Thus all things

were' kindred and brought together by the same Great Mystery.

::.sch
Aumption about natural eosyst:2rts, when treated di a "real

ani active principle', supported a kinship of equivalency among all creatures of

the ea'to, sky and water, quite in contrast to the view of the white man who

held, "ficmiion' over all other elcilents of nature. Forthe Indian, knowledge

was ihhhent in airthings. On the surface, this was a view similar to that of

the early New England Puritan who studied
Natural. Theology that hr might better

kricwthe Creator, to 'know the designer. through the study of his design.

:tint, there was a clacked diffr;rence in interpretation.
Certain extremes in

tne katare" were thouirht of as "punishments" for man by the New England

Piari.tan.. For theNAtive American, ,"through study of the 'library of nature' and

its boo: the stunes, leaves, brooks,..and the bit's and animalscthat

shared, al us, the storms and bl ssings of Earth, the Indian learned to

'feel Ts, Tne Native Amerian cons' red himself an integral part of the

andind hear of the Lakota puts it:

p never railed at the storms, the furious winds, and the

biting frost; and snows. To do so intensified human futil-

4Y. So, whatever came, we adjusted ourselves, by more

effort and energy if necessary but without complaint.

tug diO nut think of the great open plains, the beautiful

tplling hills andawinding streams with tangled growth as

"wild". Only to the white man was nature a "wilderness"

Ahikonly 1...o him was the land "infeSted" with wild animals

andisavage people. To us it was tame. Earth-was bounti-

ful and we were surrodndexl with the blessings of the Great

My.;tery. Not until the hairy man from the east came and

with brutal frenzy heaped injustices upon us and the far*.

lies we loved was it "wild" for us. When the'very animas

of the forest began fleeing his approach, then it was that

us the "wild west" began.

0

lire';.'
fiffering.definitions led the red and he white men along differen4

paths. standing irear said, "The Indian and the white man sense things differ-

ently because the white man has put distance between himself and nature; and

assumira a lofty pluce'in the scheme of order of things has lost for him both

reverence and understanding" of nature and the land around him.

The white man came from a Western Christian tradition that defined the Wild-

ness-gar Nature in contrast to the delicate beauty of the Garden of Paradise.

cord Kenneth Llark in his work, Landscape into Art, describes the theme as

..the beautiful subject of the enclosed garden, whereippr Lady can sit on the

ground and her Son play with the ,birds." At first the image of the Garden is

very small, only a symbol of an enclosure.. Later painter Areated the Garden in

14
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A,t. ,!N ONIOr- , A the descriptions of Boccaccio and Albertus

AiV,6, Nature in thei,e imager, was tre:i'ted :iyMbolically, the white man being a,

,:.reature of the Paradise Garden, separated from the Wilderness and not viewed as

part of the unified systems of Nature. Jefferson and later De Tocqueville ex-

i }r..id this. view to include the Aineci,::an land a=z, a "garden", a wilderness to be

hapedy hand and plow.

vreaerick Jackson Turner in development of this theory of the American fron-

tier identified yet another difference in the thinking of the red man and the

white man, and opened new paths for'growth of social conscience. According to

I'Artor the white man was a "European Colonial" who chose to remain a foreigner

in 3 .mange and wilderness land; he did not accommodate himself to the land as

the red Icon long before had learned to do. Rubert Frost recognized this, too,

ana suggested the need for accommodation:

THE GIFT OUTRIGHT

The land was ours before we were the land's,

She Was our land more than a hundred years

Before.we were her people. She was ours

In Massachusetts, in Virginia,

Bu( we were England's, still colonials,

Possessing what we still were unpossessed by,

Possessed by what we now no More possessed.

Something we were withholding made us weak

Until we found out that it was ourselves

We were withholding from our land of living,

And forthwith found salvation in surrender.

Such as we were we gave, ourselves outright

(The deed of gift was many deeds of war)'

To the land vaguely realizing westward,

But still unstoried, artless, unenhanced,

Such as she was, such as she would become,

',tan.linq Bear also speaks to the distinction with equal eloquence:

Indian faith sought the harmony of man with his surroundings,'

the other sought the dominance of surroundings. In sharing,

in loving all and everything, one people naturally Found a
measure of the thing they sought; while, in fearing, the other

found 'wed of conquest. For one man the world was full of
beauty; for the other, it was a place of sin and ugliness to
be endured until he went to another world, there to become a
creature of wings, half-man and half-bird....small wonder
this Man could not understand the other.

15
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The distinctions be ame cledrer as the westward migraition reached the 98p

meridian and settlers were confronted by the arid great plains. The American

pioneer was an agriculturalist accustomed to the ample rainfall of the forests

east. The plains were a land scarce in Water, of extremes of heat and cold, of

flat rolling surfaces where the winds blow constantly at high velocity, and

where the sun shines brilliant and burning. It was the home of the Plains

Indian with a culture adapted to this land over many generations. The Indianlane

acquired mastery'over the horse before the white man arrived. The horse

gave the Indian mobility, and pdwer both in the hunt and in battle. He was

described rightly as the "Red Knight" of the plains. In confrontation the white'

man could at best get off three shots in a minute, two from-single shot pistols

and one from a rifle, whereas the red man, expert horseman that he was, could in

that same time ride three hundred yards at top speed, hanging out of sight on

his horse, and discharge twenty arrows. (From The Great Plains.)

As it was, late in the 19th century, the white man realized that the only

way to dominate -the Indian way to disrupt the plains ecosystem through destruc-

tion of the buffalo, his primary food source.' As this was methodically accom-

plished, the white man first pushed on westward across the plains to the Pacific

West, later to settle anl control the plains themselves. The definitions of

relationships to the land did not change. The white man merely displaced the

red man and continued to dominate the land, remaining still a European in a

strange and wilderness la;.'

D. H. Lawrence, the European, left no doubt that Americans were still,Coloni-

els, struggling to free themselves of European images, still struggling to find

their "Spirit of Place" in the new land. In a letter to Gilbert Seldas in.1923,

he spoke prophetically:

But I feel about U. S. A. as I vaguely Felt a long time.ago:
that there is a vast unreal intermediary thing intervening
between the real thing which was Europe and the next real
thing. Which will probably be America, but which isn't yet,
at all.

Seems, to me a vast death Oappening must come first. But
probably it is here, in America (I don't say U. S. A.) that
the quick will keep alive and clue through.

,a0.57 /'

As we approach the Bicentehnial year, that "vaSt death, happening" may well be

upon us in the form of the energy and environmental_ crisis, marking the end of

our colonization of a continent that had been assumed to be of-Unlimited domain

and resources. The white man at long last has come to realize that he, like the

red man, is ultimately constrai,ed by the limits of his environment, and to

extend his kind into the future calls for redefinitions and redirection of cul-

tural goals in America to make them compatible with the ecosystems of the land.

Only then will tne white man share with the red man a "Spirit of Place" in the

16
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American landscapi,,: This will not happen until each-of us has followed Robert

frost and found.,%ur salvation in surrender" to the land. Then as well, the

white man will have developed a feeling for the American land that will suppo .

the "social conscience .= that Turner called for at the turn of the century.

As with Jefferson, we must seek "....to utilize knowledge of the past to

remedy present injustices and to help prepare fon a better future."

NI%
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Reprinted from Land and Pursuit of Happiness, a Bicentennial Anthology orig-
inally published in 1975 by the Western Humanities Center of the National
Endowment for the Humanities at the University of California, Los Angeles.
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DISCUSSION

Session 1

Question: I'd, like to ask Mrs. Clusep how she would see the current politi-

cal battle in overcoming such ideas as energy independence in. the coming years.

The current administration seems to completely ignore reality in this area. What

is your experience with this? Politically, are these messages not getting

.through?

Clusen: It's a tough question. I wish I really knew. I do see it in a dis-'

couraging way, is the easiest thing to.say, but that doesn't mean that we dont-C.

have to go on trying.

Why is the message not getting through?' Because it is much easier and more

comfortable for people to believe what they are being told, that We can and will

become independent in 10 years. By the time the unhappy truth dawns on them,

many of the incumbent officeholders whb are pressing this point of view will prob-
.

ably.not be around to reap the harvest of what they have sown.

I guess .that I think one of the most effective Weapons is going to be avail-

able in November. Question the, candidate. Don't let them get away with simplis-

tic answers and the kind of rhetoric which avoids the real issues. And of course,

make them live up to what they've said they will do. Stay on their backs. Remem-

ber it when you go to the polls. Its the-handiest tool I know of right now, and

eery incumbent is running scared this time, because nobody knows what's going

to happen and what the reaction will be to the.ekpeiiences we've just been,

through. Press the parties to make their candidates more responsible in regard

to the statements they make about the energy crisis and the. siturtTOThwhich we

face., Challenge them when they encourage you to think that if you just turn down

the thermostat two degrees and drive five miles .an hour slower it will all go

away. That's wishful thinking. But you know as well as I-do that a lot of the

American public likes to'be told that the problems can be solved relatively easily

and withdut much sacrifice. And I don't think the hard truths have dawned-on .

most people yet. Tell your students, if you are a teacher, not to settle for

this kind of response.

Ann Widd.itsch, the moderator for Session 1, is the planner-coordinator of the
Symposium for the University of Washington.
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Question: To both speakers. You have both addressed subjects other than

science and technology in dealing with the environment and environmental educa-

tion. Perhaps this isn't fair since it lies out of your field of interest, but

do you see that science and technology will be the answer to all our envirop-.

montal probleMS?

13ara:. The power of science it neutral. The technology which results frgm

scien0 is also neutral:, 'ft will be usgtf fOf those ends' that-we'decide, and

these Ocisions will reflect the value systems thatme hold. And I spoke to

'.some of the value systems that have been extant since the beginningtif.this coun-

try and'of how they have interplayed with the American environment. I think it's

extremely important that we not just depend upon science and techriologY with a

siMplisticr hoge that somehow or, other the value questions will be-dealt with

adequately there. We cannot talk abOut science and technology in the'contempo-

rary scene when we're living with the value systems which were generatell in the

196..and the 18th century in this ,country. They have to be brought into focus.

And unless they're brought out and discussed in th:a sense, we will lack-the

holistic,point of view.

I-spoke of Jefferson. Jefferson Was one of the early.peOple that worked in

American science, and he was effeCtive. He produced new knoWledge about the

American environment, but he would 'not view himself, as a scientist-technologist

He was as ,concerned for philosophy as he wasIgr anything else', and his Notes

on the State of Virginia so reflects. So I would argue that we must have, an

interdisciplinary.approach t9 this. And there are institutions that .are doing

this. For anybody that's interested, Lehigh University has a tremendous program,

and bibliographic log Of material, in the Whole area of the humanities and,tech-

- nology. It's a new yea.. Since about 1900 we've.narrowed things, we've'special-

_ized things doWn to the different disciplines so' much that we have alm6st forgot-

ten that the other areas.exist; and suddenly. now, with a confrontation about the

environment as our previous Speaker said (and I'm ready to enderse),.We just

can't deal with thdse'problems through the approach of any-one discipline:

Clasen: The main reason'that I didn't talk about science and technology is

'that this is what most current environmental.education is based on, and I was

trying to indic,te the other looks that need to be taken at environmentaleduca-

tint). You know, Americans have been worshipping on the altar of science and

technology for nearly the last century. I think there is no need to press this

kind of framework becaUse it's there, it's happening, and What We need is. to add

other dimenslons to it. In no way would I put this down, because, as I indica-

ted in talking about hearings and'cciti'zen
acfion, we're helpless without the kind

of scientific and technical information and background which scientist-
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technologists give us toback up the values"we have chosen. But let us get away

'from the view that it can solve everything, 4d.rapidly. It's only by moving be-

yond that framework; I think, that there is hope; but i do not mean to downplay

the very important role which both play in maintaining some kind of effective
. .

.environmental prograM.

Question: I was wondering if we could get the two speakers to comment on

what they thought the. value of the other ones perspective was? That is to say,

Dr. Barry talked a lot about the nee in the early American period for Americans

to escape from European images., td develop ones more appropriate to this country,

and in many ways now we find ourselves in need of developiqg.some new image of

what a society Might be like Where we are more in tune'withthe world's ecosyStem.

And yet, listening to Ms. Clusen, the only perspective she has is crisis to cri-

sis to .crisis,.when you're involved in a political fight to gain one thing or

another in each - -it's a very short-term thing without any image of the 'future.

I'd like to hear each of you address whether the other's perspective is useful.

Clusen: I think we were approaching' it in two different ways and both; I

think, are equally valid. 'My ideas are a short term look,. I tend to think in

pragmatic, political terms. That's the nature.of my job, and what I've been

spending my time doing for the laSt 20 years; As far as environmental problems

are concerned, the future is how. If We don't tend to our immediate crises and

'try to at least foresee the next one which is just over the horizon, there will

be little time to think in deep philosophical terms about what will happen next,

or Where we're.going.

But I think one of the.most valid thing's-that Dr. Barry said is that we must

learn from history. He was saying, as far as I was concerned, that all of this

is for naught if we haven't learned anything from past mistakes in the way we've

handled the lariI, in our attitudeS toward it. I did address myself to the imme-

diate things which I think we can do here and now as educators and as concerned

citizens to help us deal with our current problems becauSe-l'm afraid that there

is not time right now to think that far aheack--But I don't think they're mutual,

-ly exclusive. There's no reason tha,t, in the course of tackling our Present

problems, we can't also be developing g different kind of image and.philosophy

about the environment. That should always be our ultimate goal.

Barry: I agree. fully. There's,no incompatibility; infact, there's full

compatibility here. Let me put iethis way. If you attempt to meet theday-to-

day decisions. in a political framework without a perspective of where yoU,ds an

individual have been and where.you think circumstancesoughtto move, what are'

you doing? YOO're just rearranging matchsticks without any sense of purpose

21
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whatsueyer. Thus T 'argue for the larger persptctive.

At the same time,however, one does not dare stand on the hill and make

preachments aboUt goodness. One has to become involved. This is the responsi-

bility of citizenship fn a democracy. And you need perspective here, so you

know why you're involved, and you're'not just rearrangin-g matchsticks. I would

say, personally, that I think Project Independence is a-very fine example of
4

rearranging matchsticks without information and without the kind of philosuphi-,

cal. perspective that the country really needs.
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Session 2

THE PRESENT STATE OF THE ART IN UNbERGRADaATE

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES EDUCATION

James R. Albers

The history of undergraduate eduction in environmental studies is very.

short, with very few programs as mach as five years old, and most four years

old or less. This is too short a time to come to any final concluSions about

the efficacy of these programs. So, today, I.will confine my remarks to a

description of the types of environmental programs that'are now extant, some

general comments and'criticisms about environmental studies, and a few guesses

about future possibilities for environmental studies. I recognize that there

are exceptions to what I shall be'saying. I havg tried to give a general and

consequently somewhat simplified overview of a cross-section of environmental

programs.

There are presently many more programs in environmental studies than Could

be described in detail in 20 minutes. HOwever, present programs seem to f'all

into two general groupings:

4.
1) Programs that are characterized by none or.a few faculty and

courses of their own, whose courses and faculty reside in tradi-

tional departments and whose major role is one of coordination.

2) Self-contained programs where faculty and courses are primarily

within the unit and which have considerable autonomy with

. respect to the wider institution.

The first type representS the most prevalent model for environmental studies,

programs at present., Although there are many variations within this overall

classification, some examples of this type are the program§ at Penn State,

State University of New York at Buffalo, Dartmouth, and the University of

Washington.. It seems to be, le,structure primarily used at Universities. The

advantaga of this model is that i provides a focus and coordinating mechaniOm

for all environmental classes and programs on a campus. There are, however', 4
1

James R. Albers is Vice Provost for Instruction and Research, Western
Washington State College, Bellingham. He was formerly Associate Professof of
Systems and Simulations at Huxley College of Environmental Studies (a diflsion
of Western Washington State College), is an environmental consultant, and is
active as a citizen environmentalist.

Robert O. Sylvester was the moderator for Session 2.
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number of disadvantages of this structure which have become apparent. From the

administrative point of view there ate. aften_problems of territoriality. The

success of the program depends on the cooperation and good-will-of a large. num-

ber of traditional departments and schools, and thiS is sometimes non-existent

or even negative. This type of structure also often tends to impede rewards for

the faculty member. Work done on environmental problems is not always.recog-

nized as appropriate disciplinary research and is not credited to tenure or pro-

motion. This'works as a disibCentive for faculty to take part in environmental

programs. .A few schools, such as the University pf Washington, have tried to

alleviate this problem by working out the conditi ns of tenure and promotion:

with each department before joint appointments a
Yr
e made. From the students'

viewpoint the program often lacks cohesion-and course materials are.not.alwayS

well integrated since courses are taken in different departments.
_.

Some examples of programs of the second type are those of the College of the

Atlantic, Kresge College and Huxley College. These programs are all housed in

separate colleges. The Collegeofthe Atlantic is totally devoted to environ-

mental studies. Kresge College is part of the University of California at Santa

Cruz,and Huxley is part of WWSC. ,Tfie advantages of this administi-ative arrange-

ment for the faculty.is that the criteria for tenure and promotion rest with the

environmental studies unit and. not with other departments. This means that com-

munity service which is an.important part of-most environmental programs may re,

ceive as much weight as research activity for purposes of tenure and promotion,

From the students' viewpointv the single unit_ has the advantage of providinc., a
.

sense of community--a belonging to. an identifiable group. Separate units make

it easier to provide students with extracurricular activities and social events
-__

.which help build a feeling. of community. Probably the greatest advantage of a

separate college or school for environmental studies is curricular autonomy.

The ability to explore new curricular configurations is especially important to

environmental programswhere there are no traditional curricular guidelines.

As Clark Kerr has said, "Changing the curriculum at a University is like trying

to move a'cemetery." Programs that can make curricular changes-without-going

through the whole university curricular mechanism have a much better chance to

be innovative and flexible. As usUal, there is a price one pays. for this advan-r

tage. It usually takes the form of the dual charge of "watered -down courses"

and "course duplication". I would like to defer the question of academic qual--

ity for a,few minutes. The problem of course duplication has several aspects.

Occasionally there may really be duplication, 'e.g., a course in ecology taught

by the,biology-department and in the environmental studies unit. Any such real

duplication should, of course, be eliminated. The problem arises when both

units teach a. course such as ecology with the same title and different content,

or even with same or similar content, but with different viewpoint and emphasis.
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Often no one checks On the details and there are charges and countercharges of

duplication and wasting of resources which result in increased hostility toward
-

the environmental studies unit.

Another disadvantage of the separate unit is that it may becomisolated

from the other programs do campus. A feeling of siege sets in and it becomes

"us against them". This makes the environmental studies' unit especially vulner-

able when resource allocations are made. This-is particularly true at present

when resources are scarce and many institutions have experieneed budget cuts.

Envitonmenial studies is the new boy in town and - represents a target of oppor-

tunity for the older established programs. ,

Some independent environmental programs have also experimented with alter-

nate grade structures and other adUcational innovations which have made them-

"appear.radical. in the eyes of the more traditional groups on campus. This tends

to reduce on-campu5 communication and increase the isolation of the program.

In summary, coordinating units have better communication and fewer problems

with duplication but tend to have problems with faculty rewards, cohesion and

curricular autonomy. Separate programs tend to have just the oppesitasitua-

tion. Theyhava prdblems.with communication and duplication, but usually are ,

cohesive% have curricular autonomy, and a satisfactory faculty reward system. I

don't think there is any easy answer to the question of which of these struc-

tures is the best. It depends too much upon the particular circum5tances, tra-

ditions and political ambience of each institution. It.iS important that peo-

ple who ae planning new programs be aware of the advantage and disadvantages

of each structure, but .a final evaluation can only be done in terms: of the'pe-
.

cific conditions on their own campus.

More important than the structure of a program is its content. The content

of environmental programs'is as diverse asthe environment itself. They range

from very qualitative, descriptive courses to very'sophisticated mathematical

modeling and analysis courses including environmental sciences, human ecology,

environmental educatign and many Others. I see no point in just cataloging the

various course offerings that have beeriproffered under the aegis of the envi-

ronmetalstudies banner. I Would,' however, like to point out a,few fairly

common aspects that have tended to -make environmental programs somewhat differ-

ent from the majotity of the more traditional areas.

First, most ,programs have an introductory or core course. This, of course,

is not new and these- courses suffer from the same defects as other introductory

courses, i.e., heterogeneous student background, shallowness of coverage and so

on. I think, though, that there are some differences worth noting. The prob-

lem of variations in background is probably even worse than in other areas due

.to wide variations in high school preparation. SoMe high schools are doing a

good job on environmental studies and a few.stUdents haye an excellent'
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background. Others have essentially no programs and the only background they

have is .what they've read in newspapers. adpefull Y, this situation gill improve ,

.

as the-high schools develop their programs.' However, until diey do, the core

course isliable to generate siderable studont disOontent because one group

,,ff,/ is bored to death and another is in over their heads. There Are ways to reme-

a
dy this 'problem: credit by examination and waivers forthe well-prepared stu-

dent; special sections for the poorly prepared student:- it.is'a drob9em that :

instructorS-need to deal. with very carefully: :

: There is a second and more iMPOrtant way in whichaany environmental core

cours..es differ from other introductory courses. .This is in the effort to pre-

Frit not only a wide range of information, but also some sort of integrative

structure within which that information can be organized into a coherent view of -

the erNironment. I think it is the emphasis on this holistic perception that
t. ,

reallydistinguishes the environmentAl,approach. The environment is a very com-

plex syftem with multiple, subtle interconnections and feedbacks, It is the

realization that the connections Are as important as the things they connect

which Fs the strength of the environmental curriculum and particuloirly of the
.

1

,,, .,

-.environmental Core course. ,

. c

. Another' pedagogfcal emphais which distinguishes environmental studies. frOm
- :-

some of the more.traditional prbgrams is the emphasis on some practical involve-

,ment of the student:with ihe ofT-campus world. This idea takes nady forms in

different-pregrams..- It can be an internship, a work-study program, membership

in
,

environmental' action groupS, recycling centers, student PrOjects Or even ,..--

clas'swck, and i am sure there are Othermodes of which f 'am not aware. What-
,

everNe made,-the purpose of these experiences is to give the student an (JP-

portunity to apply what he has learned in a real world :Situatilin, with all its
. 1-

difficulties. and frustrations. In additionthese programs seem to be very pop-
.

.

ular with students'.
:

.
...

The final And, I think, most fundamental difference between environmental

studies:courses:0d more traditional courses .1 the emphasis on a problem-
:

centered, holistic approach rather than a fact-centered approach to curricular
,

Organiiation andcontent: For eaple, an hironmental problem such as air '

pollution is considere not just as &-techdicai prblem, but also as-aneco-
.

nomic, social and political problem. Although this method is embraced in the .

written descriptions of mbst environmental programs, my impression is that it *.

omis setimesmore rhet.iric than fact. This is-not hard to'understand-if you

have ever triedfto teach a problem-centere'd course: It requires cohsiderable

rethinking oT pedagogical strategies ane e lot of.preparatiop time, particular- ,

ly when including infoi'Matio/1 frOm outside.your area of -exp6rtise. These preS'-

sures.make it easy to slip ba& into old habits with the resulting beast being

neither fish-nor fowl and with the result tbat no one is very satisfled.

-v
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Indeed: it may not bd desirable that, every course hqe this format: However, '

the advantag 'this tecknique.is that it emphasizes the whole system and the

ihteractions athen than a specific part of the system, ,Which is4a treatment

which is r*are con runt with the actual nature of environmental problems. I

hope we can continue to expend the effort it will take to refine and expand

thisste:chino technique. 41(

In summary, I see three factors which tend to differentiate the majority of

environmental programs from traditibnadiscIplines. They are the integrative.

nature of the introductory course, the emphasis on some sort of practical experi-

ence, and the use of problem-centered courses.

Next I would 1.,jce twconsider some criticisms' which are often leveled at en-

virorental studiprogras.from the outside and then some problems that I See

from the inside. probably the most common criticism from other academics is a

,concern over the quality of environmental programs. This takeS the 4Q,r,7 of

charges of watered,down course or that students .know a little bit about a lot'

of things but have no depth, in a ything. I amsUrethat there are indeed poor

environmental courses just as the e arepoor-courges in other areas. There are

perhaps even more such ones in env romental programs due to their,newness, but

there is an underlying problem which is I think based to someextent on a mis-

understanding reoarding the purpose of many environmental courses. This mis-

understanding occurs because the purpolge of the course is not to increase the

sophistication' of the information presented, which is often the goal tn other

areas, but to discover new arrangements and relationships among that iriforma-

don. This concern with a holistic, systems approach toknowledge is.often mis-

construed to be lack of rigor. The orgy solution to thisprablem seems to be

more effort,on twr'part in explaining to our colleagues wha,,we are.trying'to do

in these courses.

The second question of the gpneralist vs. the Specialist may never be satis-

factorily. resolved. There is a need for both types of pepple:,.=those who can

take.ideas apart as well as thok Who can Rut them back together.. .1 think"there

is also a compromise. If the generalist is a mile wide and an inch deep and the

specialist an inch wide and a mile deep, perhaps we should be turning,out stu-

dents who are funnel-,shaped-44hd'haVe a broad environmental background, but also

with some expertise in one area. Obviously, it takes time to 'give a broad back-

.
ground--time Which, therefore, is not available for speciafized study. Thus erl'2

vironmental students with an interest in chemistry won't know as much about

chemistry as a chemistry major, tut their training should be sufftctent to en

.able. them to do t,he practical chemistry of pollution monitoring. Such a person

coula ho'efully avoid tale pitfalls of both over-specialization and shallow

generalization.

,
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The N0-0: would like to make grow Out of some of my own observa-

tions of the process of environmental education. There is a lot of casting.,

about for directions and some schizophrenia in environmental programs. An

oample of the latter is those who want their environmental program to include

a large .voint of eco-action: active resistance to local poll, fers, attempts

to lecislation, and a general identification with environmental

uauses. Opposed.to this is the idea of the honest information broker: an un-

iased, expert source of information about the environment. This person sees

'his credibi-lity being destroyed by espousing particular causes. This schism

occur-5 nut only, in programs, but also in individuals. I don't think that pro-

sionally wiean have it both ways fOr very long. This does not mean that we

Should discourage our students from eco-action or that as individual citizens

we shouldn't participate in various environmental causes. However, if we. are

cuing tc establish ourselves as credible, professional environmentalists, we

,oNt uncritically supportevery environmental issue chat comes along. Nowa-

day", most environmental decisions involve some sort citizen participation.

The problem, it seems to me, is that citizens almost never have a source of un-

biased technical infortion to guide them. Very often they are called upon to

make sophisticated decisions from food additive;lo nuclear energy with little

more than propaganda to aid, them. I hope that as professionals we can contrib-

ote to the quality of public debate by providing reliable information on '-

environmental questions.

Another division"whjch occurs in some'envirOnmental programs is environment-

al wie%e vs. envirinmentarstudies. This is often accompanieP by the implica-

tion that the formeOis rigorous while the latter is a little soft- headed, This

i-7,,partly a reflection of old attitudes and has. its roots in the two cultures

problem. I think, though, that'if we are committed to a holistic view of the

environment, human ecology, environmental education and planning are just As

necessary to understand the environment as environmental -science. This is not

to largue that every program should have all of these elements, but that it is

ne(eosAry to understand the role of science in the wider social setting and that

there is hardly any environmental problem which, does not have social and politi-

cal implications.

The final comment I. would like to make concerns the conflict between advo-

-Ary and open inquiry. To illustrate what I mean I would like to read two short

from the catalogue material of two different environmental programs.

All of this might be termed an out-reach program of.communitY
education to inciiTtete the proper value system-reg-arding eco- ,

nomic development versus the r vatien and proper manage-
ment of the natural PR' nment and to study actual cases.lead-
irig toward community action plans to solve the problem.
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It is the identification, analysis, discussion, planning and
action on these key problems that together with the inculca-
tion of the proper value system will lead to the priireal-O-li
preservation and proper management and use of the natural

environment

Our coursds study the world as a system of organized struc-
ture, and the courses themselves make up a coherent and inter-

dependent system. We do not neglect the practice of what we
teach, and much of our attention is given to ways of effect-
ing practical change in the world once we have discovered
what these changes should be and what effects, they will have.

Temphasis added.)

These comments betray the true believer. The idea that environmentalists

know how, the world should be changed or what the "proper value system" is is

both pretentious and dangerous. History overflows with examples of the harm

that such arrogance can generate, from Roman emperors to religious zealots.

This demand for deCtrinal purity is'understandable in an occasionally

beleaguered minority, but it is inexcusable in an academic enterprise. This

does not mean that we should not examine personal or social values, but that

value systems should be examined with the same critical analysis as other con-

cepts. I find this issue to be the most serious of all the criticisms :If en-

vironmental programs. I hope that this aspect of environmental studies will

disappear as our programs become more mature, and that we shall be able to

approach environmental studies with the same sense of open inquiry that we

would in other academic areas.

Finally, I would like to indicate a few future trends in environmental edu-

catitA. I,am well aware of the problems of predicting the future whether one

uses the entrails of birds or computers, so these remarks are offered with suit-

able trepidation. As I mentioned at the beginning, environmental studies is

very young and has had growing pains, some*of which I have already discussed,

and it will doubtless have more. However, thetproblems of the environment are

so critical and the need for people who can deal with them so severe that it

seems to me there is no chance that such programs will disappear. In fact, my

perception is that environmental programs are becoming more intellectually

demanding and that we are moving toward the establishment of a new discipline,

i.e., a new branch: of knowledge whiCh combines parts of many older disciplines

in the same way that biochemistry combines parts of the older disciplines of

biology and chemistry. This will mean new graduate schools and Ph.D.'s in

environmental science and environmental studies and the whole educational

apparatus that goes with them in our society. Our present programs will un-

doubtedly mutate, but I hope that what I think is the greatest strength of

environmental studies remains -- namely, the systems or integrated approach to

problem solving. Further, we might consider as a goal for undergraduate
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environmental educatyn the development of people who are trained in the art

o$'the utilization of knowledge to meet human needs.
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Session 2

GRADUATE EDUCATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

Russell F, Christman

An analysis of the status and needs of graduate envirbnmental education is

a difficult task. Without sinking into the academic habit of rigorous defini-

tion it must be recognized that what is meant by the term; "graduate environmen-

tal education",denend-S-Very heavily upon the background of the analyst. Partly

_thi-s-ii-ilbe to differences in what is meant by "environmental" studies and

partly it is due 'to different interpretations of what a graduate school exPeri-

ence should be. I want to emphasize that these differenes of opinion are

-responsible for what might best be called an unbalanced /approach that univer-

,.ities have made to environmental study at the graduatilevel. Further, it is

my,,.elief that more effective university response must await systemic changes

in Lniversity structure which might result from a
/
lessening of the science/

huminism polarity that exists on campuses today

's
4

s an example of the first difficulty, "en is used.by some 'to des-

scribe surroundings and in this sense it is a/directional concept, describing a

defined area around a person or an object.(/In another sense it is used to

identify a problem category analogous to urban decay, traffic accidents, poverty

and hunger. In its most esoteric usage it is a philosophical extension of eco-

logical principles through which human activity can be judged according to con-

formance with known natural forces. None of the most common usages is completely

inscribed by any traditional body of knowledge at least-as represented by univer-

sity departments (1). We are therefore not speaking of a body of knowledge

with regard to envirbnmental studies but a deep-rooted social problem to which

bodies of knowledge may be applied. The second difficulty arises through com-

parison of traditional graduate programs which are based upon extensive under-

graduate preparation in aspecialty field (e.g., zoology, economics, microbiology

and chemistry) and those in which the first real exposure to the specialty Occurs

at the master's degree level (e.g., environmental engineering).. In'the former

case the graduate experience is devoted to extending skills developed e rlier,

getting a firm grasp on all major elements of the body of knowledge and
1/1

through.

. Russell F. Christmanis Professor of Environmental Sciences and Head of the
Department of Environmental Sciences and'Engineering, Un versity of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill. He was formerly-Assistant to th Provost and Director,

Division of Environmental Affairs, University of Washingto responsible for
coordination of environmental 'program development, which re lted in establish-
ment of Institute for Environmental Studies in 1972.
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research training working one's way up to the frontier of knowledge in the area.

Unfortunately, traditional departments at universities tend to exclude practical

applications from their curricula. Universities, in particular, tend to regard

their duty as one of adding to, polishing, admiring or rearranging the body of

knowledge but not of using it to solve problems. In the latter case where , .

(departments (often engineering} are oriented toward problem solving, a signifi-

cant portion of the graduate experience rnust be given to remedying certain

"undergraduate deficiencies" and to the extent this 'is true, time is lost for'

other graduate purposes. This problem is characteristic of all graduate efforts

which do not build upon sound undergraduate preparation and constitutes the most'

significant obstacle to high-quality research.in these programt.. I will return

to this prcblem after comparing what is being offered at the graduate level

today with a framework for environmental research questions typical of graduate

study.

CURRENT GRADUATE PROGRAMS

There has been a tremendous increase in the number of environmental offer-

ings (courses, programs) at universities since the mid 1960's. Almolt every

university has a general Man and His Environment, offering but other courses on

Environmental Law, Environmental ResOurce Economics, Environmental Chemistry,

Environmental Engineering, Environmental Planning can be found at the graduate.

level. Most of these courses howeverand most of the M.S. and Ph.D. degree

programs that are available are in the technical fields of science, engineering,

urban planning, or special professional schools such as Forest Resources and

Public Affairs. These programs number in the hundreds (Table 1) although there

is virtually no standardization of content among them. A much smaller number

of graduate-level Institutes for Environmental ,Studies have developed on some

campuses and are generally Oriented around special inte isciplinary.research

studies usually in close association with spa soring depa tments; inmost cases

they are dependent on these departments. Although the d t regarding the exact

number and content of existing gradulte environmental pr s is sparse, several

generalizations can'be made.. First, programs in the soci 1 s fences and human-
.

ities are very few and,their input into existing technica programs is slight.

Second, although technology has often been cited as the caUse of environmental

problems, graduate technical ,programs have been by far the most responsive to

environmental educational needs. Among the technical fields, Engineering,

particularly Civil Engineering, has the longest history of educational concern

for'environmental studies(Table 2).

324.,
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TABLE 1

Program Categories Related to Environmental Studies
and Listed in the 1974 Annual Guides to Graduate Study'
Published'by'Peterson's Guides, Inc., Princeton, N. J.

Title of Administrative Unit Number of Programs Listed

Divisiols of Biological Sciences
(including medical school departments)

Departments of Biology

Programs and Departments in Ecology 46

104

295

'Programs and Departments in Environmental Biology 20

Programs anti Departments in Virology 31

/
DepartmtptS of Zoology 105

Agricultural Engineering 103

Bioengineering 108

Biomedical Engineering 11

Chemical Engineering 138

Civil Engineering 148

Environmental Engineering 48

Sanitary Engineering 21

Environmental Health Sciences 44

Assembled by Mrs. Jan Miller, Environmental Sciences and Engineering Department,

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.



TABLE 2 ti

Environmental (Sanitary) Engineering Education (USA)

First Formal Instruction - M.I.T. (edgwick) 1890

First GraduatO Program Harvard (Whipple) 1911

First Doctorate Harvard (H. G. Baity) 1927

Civil Engineering has housed the subspecialty Sanitary Engineering for over

'60 years. Sanitary En ineering has been relabelled Environmental Engineering.

within the last 10 years. In the fate 1950's Sanitary Engineering pi.:ograms

"interdisciplinized" before this act was virtuous by adding biologists'and

chemists to their engineering faculty. These programs are the. strongest, most

numerous and best organized of the graduate technical environmental programs

today, and currently have all the trademarks of anAndependent, identifiable

professional diScipline, i.e., they maintaih a national professional'societY

( Association of Environmental Engineering Professors), support an accreditation

mechanism, specialty research journals, .and have recently recommended the

developmemt of undergraduate programs. (2) The Association of Environmental..

Engineering Professors Register of Graduate Programs lists 71 separate M.S. and

Ph.D. curricula at different institutions (3'). A measure of their strength and

identity can be obtained from the fact that in the ten-year period from 1962-

1972 The Environmental Protection Agency and its predecessor agencies invested

over 25 million, dollars in water quality training grants to approximately 100

different universities to support the preparation of over 4000 M.S. and Ph.D.

graduates trained to cope with water pollution problems (4): During this same

period a smaller number of grants were awarded these programs for the training

of air pollution, radiological hygiene and solid waste specialiSts, and federal

investment in resew h grants in these programs has e;(6eeaedii14a'Ining grant

investment by several times. Ironically at mime when current legislation will

require'8000 new positions in air pollution control and 20,000 new positions in

water pollution control by 1976, the federal government is terminating its

environmental, training grant program (5).

',-
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development of some material section of nature 'Which will satisfy the need. If

significant material or economic 'quantities are involved public policy will be

formulated to regulate the development and the resultant effects On the environ-

ment will in time be observed'(Figure 1). This framework is of coursearbitrary

but it serves to emphasize the point that the areas of intensive need for new

research and the interrelationships between these.-study areas are well known to

us (Table 3), and are fully addressable by current academic divisions of univer-

sities. .Teehnologists.are facing theSe questionS every day,bikt. find they are

not properly equipped to deal with them in the key areaS\of Need Perception,

Public Policy and the non-physical parts of Effecis Analysis.

-- TABLE 3

Components of.Environmental Studies (8)

Need Perception Studies of human motivation, goal
and value discrimination as a
function of,culture, personality
and experience, focused on human
values for space, food, shelter,
mobility, ete.

Resource Description & Studies of the quantity, quality
Technical Development and characteristics of any material

useful to man,; the oceans,. forests,
'atmospheric resources, etc., and
devices, used.; to extract, convert or
use these resources.

L.0^,

Public Policy

Effects Analysis

Studies of the institutional
characteristics, governmental' and
agency strategies for implementation.
orregulation'of actions affecting
use of resources.

Studies of the impact on resources
Of users of these resources result.-
ing from activities.undertaken to
satisfy perceived needs. Develop-
ment o'f environmental qUality indi-
cators.

Social scientists and hbmanists have not joined the inquiry to a significant

degree due to the fact that universities have made arp incomplete adaption to the

addition: Of technological Specialization to the list of university -functions.

Actually, universities are still struggling with the union of science and

humanism and with its modern day counterpart, liberal versus specialist educa-

tion.., Academic governance through departmentalization of 'faculties helps pre-

serve the idea of .a untversity but is an obstacle to adaptation a5,it-separate"s
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NEEDS IN GRADUATE ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

The question remains as

the nation's need

the eme

to where these developing technical programs fit in

for gPaduate environmental education. 'I would suggest that

rgence of Environmeotal Engineering is an ordinary and des;"able evolu-

tion within the engineering educational sector as these programs are struggling

to produce the very technologists society needs to conceive, .plan, design and

implement,environmental quality control devices. It is not however the answer

to the nation's environmental problem. In the first place, engineers deal with

.the results of the problem--not the cause. In the second place, by stimulating

the demand for large-scale central treatment. facilities in urban areas they may

even have aggravated the problem of land development and urban sprawl.. TechL

nologists, however, do not tend to overstate their role"imeeting national

needs. 'Their sense of purpose has always been keyed to manpower needs and their

enrollments have traditionally fluctuated-with trends in the national job market.

It is a common illusion among newcomers to the environmental studies field

that an innovative and interdisciplinary degree program if established could

. provide graduates capable to solving the nation's environmental problem. Typt-

cal of these suggestions is that of Dr. Willard-Libby at UCLA which calls for a

new degree program to produce an "Environmental Doctor" (7). The function Of

this product, much like his medical analogue, would be to diagnose the effects*"

of proposed actions and advise decision makers.of environmental conseqUences

before steps are taken. The proposal calls for these graduates.to be "trained

in all aspects of physical and ecological science and engineering," and they

would leave'graduate school with the equivalent of undergraduate majors in _

three of the areas--mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology, engineering and _

earth sciences. This suggestion implies note only a complete devotion of gradu-

ate school time to remedial studies but more fundamentally it-denies the very

nature of the environmental problem. We do not need a new kind.of person with

a sign around his neck announcing that he or she is here to solve our problem;

we need the same kinds of products we have now, chemists, engineers,.business

managers, economists, sc:,00l teachers, etc. but with their senses of values

altered. To the extent that such anew product wouldfind a place in the

decision-making chain it would be counterproductive to reducing our individual

demand for resources which is of course the problem. Through the environmental'

impact statement process and through public hearings, administrators and aver -

age citizens are already struggling with priorities and values f-.t the local

level. P:professional advicdkpiver is the last thing needed.
_

At this point it might be instructive to look at the conceptual framework

in which environmental research questions appear. All actions affecting envir-

onment can be viewed as arising from the perception of.need proCeeding through

38



the engineer from the chemist and the chemist from the historian. _Unlike pure

science, technology is inseparable from humanism and as ,Lord Ashby (6) has so

appropriately noted, the technologist is up to his neck in human problems

whether he likes it or not,' It could be that technological problem study, such

as environmental study, could become-the cement between science and humanism.

This will require expansion of the humanistic content in technical studies

and an equivalent expansion of technical offerings in liberal studies. One of

the principal problems of graduate environmental education, the need for increased

contact between different parts of the university, cannot be separated from changes

in the undergraduate curricula.

Technologists need to develop undergraduate programs within the specialty

areas to permit a more effective use of the graduate-level experience. Secondly,

they need to participate in the'development'of new courses 'designed to acquaint

the non-technologist with the major technical problems faced by society. Thirdly,

they need to build relevant humanistfdstudies into their technical specialists..

This will require more than extending the humanitieS/sucial science requirement,

for undergraduate engineers, since carefully constructed courses are needed

through which young technologists, can be shown the deep social effects of tech-

nological change.

These changes are substantive and involve changes in personal values just as

the environmental issue demands. It was a long time before liberal curricula, at

Alle'universities contained a science component and we might expect a'similar time

lag prior to incorportion of technological appreciation into these programs.

The key is simply this, to recognize the overridihg need for the development of

a technological humanism--a coalition of currently separate intellectual.communi-..

ties on our university campuses; not to mass produce a patched-together enViron-

mental adviser.
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INTRODUCTION

FINDING A NICHE IN ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION:

THE STUDENT'S STRUGGLE TO SURVIVE*

Nancy Jane Stockholm

r.

Session 2

Surviving many features ofAmerican ed cation is a struggle in itself,i,but

most- undergraduates interested in environmental studies face more than their

share of struggles in planning and implementing their education. 'During this

symposium, experts will: address specialized issues in environmental education.

I appreciate this opportunity to offer my views from an undergraduat:os perspec-

tive. In this paper I define "environmental studies" broadly to mean course of-.

fer'ings and programs that contribute to the education of the genefalist Or the -

specialist in the environmental field.

Although I illuste points about environmental studies with a number.of

personal examples, since high school I have known many other students With similar

interests who have shared my problems. During two year's of college:in the (last,

and now as ,a transfer student at Stanford, I tave woeked with departments and
.

curiiculuM committee; as well as individual faculty and administratorsLboth

sympathetid and unsympathetic to, those probidms.. I also seevedon the Task Force

of the Superintendent of Public Instruction to develop a master plan.for environ-

Mental'education in Illinois. I hope that these experiences have broadened My

appreciation of administrative and educational:problems, but certainly I speak

primarilylfrom a student's viewpoint. My paper examines several areas of concern

o me: advising on a high school and college level, college,frameworks for en-

vi onmentai studies, the role of the faculty, process education. and internships,

and overnmentsuppOrt for uridergraduates'. If I, seem dritical'about environmental

educ tion todaY;'this is not to ignore many fine programs going on now, bul to

emphcsizetheir rarity, especially on the undergraduate level. Also, I feel that.

I haL been more fortunate than many students regarding opportunities for environ-
.

menta 'studies. As I relate Personal examples of my problems, remember that I

*I appreciate the assistance of Prof. Leonard Ortolanoef Stanford's Civil Engin-
eering Department in preparing this paper.

Nancy Jane.Stockholm is an-undergraduateat Stanford University, California.
Her environmental activities have included,a summer internship with Congressman
John D. Dingell, and work in the Publjc Affairs Office ofthe Environmental Pro-
tection Agency, Region V (Chicago)..'
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.,00 with an pui,t4nding environmental orientation, that my

seandary school's high rating helped me get into an "elite " college, and that ,L,

could afford to transfer when I felt that Stanford provided more environmental

otforinls.

NE NISH _COCA ',IUDNT tJ.GROUND

In'many ways, I had more chances- for environmental 4tudies during high school,

than during my first two yi/ars of college. Obviously, I am not advocating a con-

centrationin so-called "environmental courses" in high school or use/lege. I are

r.eferring to experiences inside and outside thexTassroom that increase Students'

awareness and motivation. Alolkwith hundreds of high school students I attended

inten-,ive'week-long workshops, on conservation at Southern Illinois University.'

dent, like me returned to their high schools to organize dew courses like en- tt

yironmental biology or to set up
t
clearingliouses for environmental projects and

information in the conounity. The success of these programs depended on the

willingness of teachers and administrators to recognizeand alannel student en-

thusiasm. I'm sure tht other'speakers.v011 describe in detail the ability of

students like those at Oak Park-River Forest High or with,the Cleveland Institute

far Environmfrital Education who are, among other projects, lobbying in their state

capitals, writing local legislation? and gathering scientific data acceptable in

coprtaris.

ADVISINGHI/1H sCorM ^s

Encouraged by imaginative environmental studies and process education in high

s(tiool%, students like myself face their first problem when they try to pursue

thee interetl. Students of wtd'ely different'llackgrounds'md capabilities have

practically no way of getting information, about colleges or vocational program

oct high school counseldi's have no training that would enable them to advise

these students about a job or college. Students still hear what I heard from

smile i;ouns,elors: You want to major in environmental studies? Why, to be a for-

est ranger?' College representatives are°usually vague-regarding their school's

envirorik,ental programs. Alternate sources of information like teachers and even

- people ni,w.e,,,Tiov:id in environertal positions are not alviays helpful, because

the field is so new that they often have had no formal training for their posi-

tion.
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d,vising needs to inform triree hasih types of students:

l! The relatively f,:-w who know that they i'iarl a pecialized environmental

caronr lie envirnmental engineering; or .a job like a park employee or

wastewater technijan, net requiring college.

,") Those socking a broad, but, cohesive interdisciplinary program to prepare

them for law school, business school, journalism, or other .oraduate study.

3) those who consider environmental studies important to. their liberal

education.

Ideally, all students Thor 11 be exposed;in a fiiulti-disciplinary way to environ-.

mental con:jderation, but t' is" three groups represent students who, choose

s000ls according to environmental offerings. These are also the students most

handicapped by poor advising and limited educational options throughout college.

I know of no governnt publications that describe environmental careers and

.!-.1Ady faration for high school and college students. :.Therefore I looked forward

ellerly to the fnvironmenW Protection Agency's (EPA) new environmental career

booklet. Thi:. publication does make a start, but it is a slow start: The book-

let briefly debtxibes '.aime blue collar and white collar environmental jobs, and

then sorts that student go to school cotinselors, "a good source for further

for' dtin on lenoral and specific subjects." Then it goes on to recommend that

Judents write to state and federal agencies for more information.'

As I said before, many counselors in high school don ft have the material

T-airt..nt,; need, and the state and federal agencies that I am familiar with can't

handle volurdes of requests, unlef6 the agencies simply send a general pamphlet

oot. A-Aepartment head in the National Park !;.ryice told me recently that he

reoilyes thouands of letters from students each yeaf asking for career and col-

lege information, many of thee inquiries prompted by high school counselors.

!Jestriptions of schoo4s and jobs must be more comprehensive than thcrie in the

booklet. , For et spin, a student in high school using the publication would

. tiro a two-line Teocription of some colleges and univerf,itios--in code form. The

indicatcs (if the information is available, which it isn't in many entries)

. .wnethr r.here is an A.fL, B.A., or B.S. degree, or Ph.D. program existing at the

school in some way connected to the environmental field. The entry Maye'also give

A r'-t' for how many coarse; are available there in en et*ironmental area (an

moanirpiiess number). -The must useful part of the EPA guide is the .

;astade that lists addresses for career information. If a student writes, to

tre Conservation Education Association, he May obtain their college directQry

whi:Ji includes a paragraph or more detailing options at many schools, as well as

the name; and.adiresses of colliTrl!,,artirent chairmen to write for specific de-

,
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holpful 1 11.J tit rt
tier, which gives averav tuition y,

vironentAl program:i.

FilftSfit FRP,

at the ':ttudent Conservation Associa-

ulFool% along with information on en-

Educational inform Linn is important not only to high school students who are
c.

tmlei:ting a college or job, but to college freshmen.

Although they mightnot have to select a major until sophomore or junior year,

entPring college students usually must select a department, and choose between a

8.A. or G.S. program. College catalogs in general do not give a clear idea to

new students of what options are availablV. Too many students, myself included,

have teen lured fresh out of high school into natural resources departments in

larup where they are channeled into a narrow curriculum still de-

signed for wildlife scientists and outdoor recreation specialists. In my case, I

was otIvrted by an "environmental conservation" major at my school, only to dis-

cover afivr a disappointing first year that my courses were the same as a fisher-

wildlife student's, except that I had a few more electives, most of which

had to be chosen from the department or at least from the School of Agriculture.

What especially disturbs me is that the department's literature and orientation

actually'discouriges students about opportunities in the very fields it trains

them for. Under "aquatic science"-the university notes, "even for those with ad-

vanced degrees, appropriate jobs are not plentiful at the present time." Under

"fishery science' thp school warns, "much.interest in this area of study has in-

creased competition for both jobs and graduate study." The department makes no

effort to suggesjt alternative studies related to the environment, and ones that

have substantial assurance of providing future jobs.

I entered /he natural resources department, because I thought it came closest

to my interests. I had no idea, even after*I spoke with my=freshman advisor,.

that I could have desi red ar dependent major in the College of Arts and Scien-

ces combining courses ti ources, economics, political science, and

other departments. `+fir

Rut natural resources' departments are t the only narrowly-deS4gned college,'

departments. The School'of Engineering at my first collegp is an example Al-.

though, EnginoorinToffered some courses on pollution and the environment, and

some limited environmntalspecializations,'I the curriculum was so structured that

.engineers couldn't take courses from the natural resources department, or even

many from political science, and the humanities in general. I atteTied sot ", of

N
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the :fnqineering Lisut%es that the department offered, and found that these courses

were biased with little or no consideration given to ethical and social aspects

" of technology and the environment. I also took two sequential courses on the en-

vironment from the natural Tesources department for three hours in the fall and

for two hours in'the spring. Engineers in my class told me that although they

had learned much front the fall term, they couldn't take the spring term oecause

they needed a three-hour elective. An'arrangement to give engineers an extra

. hour of credit for research on environmental engineering or something related was

not an option--there were no faculty to speak of in engineering that would supeP-

vise the study for credit, and the smaller natural resources faculty was over-

workk already.

MAKING fRAMLWORKS,FLEXIBLE

At this point I would like to describe two examples that show how traditional

department', can adapt to environmental education.

Recently I spoke with Dr. Loren Cole, principal organizer of Berkeley's De-

partment of Natural Resources. This program, "Conservation of Natural Resources,"

began in 1970 after two years of active planning: Begun with sixty students, it

now has three hundred (with many turned away), and has involved eight hundred

faculty from sixty departments. Studens can apply directly to the Department,

or from other parts of the university. There are three core courses, the first

one being for freshmen. This course puts new students together with faculty mem-

bers in small groups in an outdoor setting. Together they discuss educational

goals and the practical problems of designing individual prograTs.

The faculty associated with the department encompass a wide range of back-'

grounds. Soon after students enter, they submit a paper stating their purpose

in being in the department (specific or not). Each student receives a dossier

on faculty members, and several recommendations for advisors. Students then in-
,

torview several advisors and choose the one they want. Also the students can

switch advisors anytime, which is not too practical at many institutions. The ad-

ministrative affairs and hiring /firing are the responsibility of an elected com-

mittee, half students, half faculty members.

As to the quality of such an unstructured program, a few examples will test-

ify. Twelve National Science Foundation grants have been won by students in the

last three years for independent research, as well as grants from the state and

companies like Dupont. The students' research is on a range of issues from

teaching environmental education to urban children to writing environmental laws.
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Almost no student project '15 too ambitious in the eyes of the faculty, who insti-

tuted the unique concept of "Fail ,and Get an A." This means a student can tackle

a project that he later realizes is too difficult or broad, but he can learn by

trying and then summarizing his mistakes (and still get an A). Often such a

"failure" encourages the student to take additional courses to'cope with the prob-

lem. (Suddenly there's a reason to take environmental health and chemistry, if

you're researching air pollution.)

Internships and field work are integral parts oW Berkeley's. program; students'

can get eight to fifteen, credits for an "lacadeMically relevant" project. An ex-

ample might be setting up a complete wate quality monitoring system for Monterey

Bay, or drafting afloOd control plan for astate agency. The point here is that

."academically relevant" does not mean traditional in the educational sense--it

means challenging and educational for the indiviAl student.

The students do receive excellent preparation for careers; 95% o/f'the grad-

uates are employed in jobs related to their education, and the demand for students

graduated from erkeley's program is increasing, I would add that another import-

ant indicator o/ success is the enthusiasm of both faculty and students for a

program in which teaching is emphasized, and where students come first as indiv-

iduals. Educationally, I think that Berkeley's program recognizes the flexibility

cessary to prepare an environmental decisionmaker. SaySDr. Cole, "We realize

tha an ecologist can have the right knowledge, but the wrong .Conceptual frame-='

wOrk."

Although I am new to Stanford, I have noticed a different approach in the Eng-

.
ineering School here, as compared to my old college. Stanford's Engineering School

.has' a technical program that still permits innovative concentrations in environ-
i

Mental studies. Along-with a rigor'bus scientific background,, the department re-
.

quires that students "have an appreciation of tbe role of technology inn society".

At least two courses addressing the engineer's role in society are mandatory, and
I

linaddition
students usually haVe thirty to forty units of electives. in order

to help students design individual majors, the School makes available lists of

course plans and advisors for bio- Or premedical engineering, urban planning,

ocean engineering, and engineering and society. Graduate programs include envir-

onmental planning, urban and regional planning, environmental radioactivity, and

engineering-economic planning: programs which draw on other courses in the univ-

ersity from political science, economics, values, science and technology (VTS),

communications, computer science, sociology, statistics and food research. Other

unusual majors besides those listed are available,with the approval ofa student/

faculty committee.

The important characteriskn of both Berkeley's and Stanford's programs is that

they not only provide stude s with curriculum flexibility, but'they make inform-,

ation readily available to them.
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INTERDISCIPLINARY STU(TIES

My sophomore year in college, I decided to transfer from Natural Resources to).

the College of Arts and Sciences, where I thought I could design an independent

major tailored to my interests. It was a great idea--little did I know that Ie
would spend an entire semester running from department to departmentto obtain ad-

vice oh courses. I was expected to submit a four year.plan listing numbered

courses, and to follow that plan, unless I submitted another statement signed by

my advisor explaining any course changes.

My advisor, who was in the Government department, helped me selecrgovernment

courses, but it was my assignment to interview professOrs and students frcim de-

partments in engineering, architecture, economics, naturai resources; agricultural

economics, industrial and labor relations, English, education, biology,,chemisIry,'

botany, sociology, and from the law and business schools. ',Mad no curriculum

planno folldwi and no help from the committee that reviewQd my proposal, except

a caution not to "plan a cafeteria-style major:" I'do feel that a student should

have the responsibility for his education and the initiative to work for that

education, but I and many other students I knew had a difficult time determining

which courses to take and in what proportion. Just the time to organize my pro-

posal took significant time away from my classes.

, It is wasteful at a school with so many course offerings not to have an inter-

disciplinary committee to advise environmental studies students. A university-

wide curriculum committee at the, university was formed two years earlier to make

recommendations on interdisciplinary studies relating to the,environment, Unfor-,

tunately during my time there the committee; produced nothing helpful for students,

Other students and I along with a faculty member, were told by committee members

that meetings were closed to students, and that student representation would be

appropriate only in later stages of the committee's work, After a year of per-

sistence, another student and I were invited tentatively to a meeting of the com-

mittee last summer on campu. When I wrote to indicate that I would be glad to

drive from Chicago to attdndI never received a reply with the exact date and'

time.

Even after my independedt major was approved, my problems continued. I found

that some courses that I had included in my plan gave priority to majors in a

certain department. In Natural Resources, due to budget cuts; one of the best

introductory courses on the environment was limited to majors in that department,

which I think lessens the course's value, Other independent majors have told me

that they had some trouble getting into "major" seminars and honors ;rograms,

Another difficulty is that many graduate schools seem suspicious of interdiscip--

Unary majors.
1
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ATTITUDES OF GRADUATE SCHOOL AND EMPLOYERS

sgrIgus,problen!$,JA tat plany. gi*R4..te schopjs arid, employers;

seem wary of student's
7

who have taken interdisciplinary studies and independent

programs. Interdi!Sciplinary or independent programs' can be so general and un-2

structured that they provide the student with'no specific skills or expertise.

A very general background may or may not be appropriate for graduate study; a very

general undergraduate background is not acceptable to many employers.

On the Other handy with proper faculty advising, students can design a unique

'study program not possible under traditional majors, with depth in one or two

areas. for example, a student planning to practice. environmental law might as an

undergraduate combine courses in.engineering (land and water resource management,

urban planning) and science (biology, chemistry and ecology), with a concentration

in economics or;public policy. Because the'law schOol curriculum is highly ttrUc-

tured, undergraduate years are the only!time that the student could choose these

broad environmental courses which will certainly aid km in the future.

SCIENCE AND SOCIETY PROGRAMS

Some schools now have partially structured majors or minors in science, tech-

nology and society,. etc. I am familiar with two such programs. The Science,

Technology-& SOCiety (STS) programat my old school had promise while I was there,

but never achieved its potential to educate undergraduates for several reasons.

There was a general lack of knowledge about STS on the part of faculty and stu-

dents. Most of the courses seemed aimed at graduate.studerits--or if the courses

were open and interesting to undergraduates, often these courses were so concen-

trated that a two-hour course in STS equaled a three or four hour course normalli

taken by.undergraduates.in terms of preparation, which caused undergrads already

snowed with premed studies or engineering to avoid STS. Departments did not often

count STS courses as anything.but electives, even though they were taught'by:fac-

ulty from regular departments. Courses varied greatly in content and methodology,
.

so that there was no sequence or Major concentration available in STS. 'Finally,

/there was no advising staff to help students select STS courses.

The Values, Technology and Society program (VTS) at Stanford provides many 1.

more acvantages. First, information and course description for VTS are widely

available, and freshman orientation gives information on VTS. The VTS office is

accessible, a't are its staff who havehad a wide range of experiences with stu-

dents from science, the humanities, and other areas. The VTS office hat sample
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programs that other students have designed, both interdisciplinary majors and min-

ors in VTS. .

VTS courses' pull together" knowledge that students have; in isolated tour es,

allowing students to 5ee a larger context for scientific and environmental issues.

FOr example, I 'am currently taking a ,51 course titled, "Ownership, Property and

Environment," which is an excellent synthesis of ethical and legal concerns re'..

lating to natural resource ownership.

THE IMPORTANCE OF ACCESSIBLE INFORMATION

At a school like Stanford, the student facing theindependent/interdisciplin-

ary dileirMa has help in finding programs like VTS. First, there is,a university

Office of acadAmic information, which I have found to be an invaluable resource

and timesaver. Here-students can find student evaluations of every course, as

well as faculty descriptions and .reading lists. Another list gives the name and

phone for a. representative in every department who is available for advising.

There 'J4-e alsb descriptions:of special 'programs like VTS, Human Biology, SWOPSI

(Student Workshops on Political and Secial. Issues) and SCIRE (Student Center for

Innovation in Research and Education). Another applicable program for environ-

mental studies is Undergraduate Research, a project coordinated by the assistant

dean of undergraduate studies, B, Michael Closson. Students, can apply now for

about One hundred research slots in sixty areas, ranging from biology to political

.science. Compensation can be in the rovql of pay or academic credit. (Please see

Appendix I.),

THE ROLE OF THE FACULTY

Besides information on course offerings and programs, faculty and administra--

tive commitment is essential in implementing environmental programs in interdi5-

.ciplinary studies. At both colleges I have attended, I feel that.the faculty do,

not receive adequate-compensation for devoting extra time to innovative, student

programs. For instance, a faculty member usually is assigned twenty or more ad-

visees frOm his own department., If he wants to advise interdepartMenlal majors

too, he must set aside extra time foi' them. Or,, if a professor sponsors a SWOPS!

course or supervises independent study,pe must do this on his own time with no

financial compensation from the university., Without dedicated faculty to help,
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students like myself couldn't design independent Majors.

PROCESS EDUCATION: MAKING EDUCATION WORK

If I had to isolate one factor besides faculty encouragement*that has motivated

me to continue my struggles in environmental studies, it has been my experience

outside the formal classroom related to my interests. Most of these opportunities

to tackle real life environmental problems mame in high school or in summer jobs.

They included cooperating with the Open lands Project, an outstanding Chicago- .

based conservation group that brought students from high schools across the state

to attack pollution problems regionally'; lelping to organize a student/fatulty

workshop on environmental problem solving using funds Om the Office of Envlron-

mental Education; and setting up a program for students to lecture on environment

to locajk4ententary schools, as one service of my high.school's "Pollution Control

Center." These experiences not,only made me more committed to the environmental

field, but they made education important to me. I gained insights in dealing

with people, toooptimism from seeing successful cooperation among people--and

realisM from experiencing dissappointments in dealing with people and institutions.

Two summer jobs especially inspired me: the summer before college when I

Worked in the U.S. EPA Public Affairs Office in Chicago, and the next summer when

I worked for Congressman Dingell in Washington. In both cases not only were my

employers working for the public good and environmental improvement, but they

gave me (and other students whom I know worked'for them) responsible assignments.

I don't hesitate to say that these two jobs contributed more to my education

than most courses I've had so far in college; yet I could not obtain academic

credit for either, even if I submitted a Paper and documented work for these pos-

itions.

I.thInk it is crucial that colleges recognize the value of jobs like hese

and help students to find them. It is interesting to note that I fo d both my

jobs by chance; neither my high school nor my college had placement a istance in

my field.

The most exciting work 'that I know of to provide college students with these

kinds of opportunities is the Massachusetts Audubon Society Internship Program,

which has provided jobs for three hundred and twenty students in seventy-five

agencies in rural and urban areas. The Internship Program, coordinated by John R.

Cook, Jr., a former environmental investigator for New York's Attorney General,

selects outstanding students and places them in professional level summer jobs

with agencies. Students come from almost every discipline: liberal arts, social
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sciences, life and physical and behavioral sciences; law, engineering, fine arts,

management', journalism, education, computer science and others. The New England

projects have included (to name a few): land use planning for the Windham Region-

al'Planning Commission, research on pesticides'for Vermont Tomorrow, a tax study

for Ecology Action, naturalist work for the Audubon Society, research in an exper-

imental forest for Harvard's Museiimiof Comparative Zoology, and preparation of

maps for the Maine State Planning fffice.

The program has been funded by private foundations with matching grants from

public and private agent4es Based on the enthusiastic response from the agencies

served and the students' employed, plans are in progress to extend the program

nationwide. I think that the best appraisal of this program is from those people

involved, so I have included some of their comments in this paper. (Please see

Appendix II.)

THE GOVERNMENT GAP

By providing students with meangingful employment during college summers, the

Environmental Intern Program fills a gap that government agencies have left vacant.

After talking with representatives from the U.S. EPA this summer, I concluded that

EPA grant programs at universities did not involve undergraduates, and that sup-
,

port was available most often for limited graduate work in conjunction with a col-

lege department. I understand the importance of research, bui L believe that EPA

and other government agencies are ignoring great potential by not involving under-

graduates in environmental work.

I also feel-that much more could be 'accomplished with EPA's support at the

high school level with school/community environmental programs. The EPA Presi-

dent's Environmental Merit Program does not come close to directing.these.kinds

of process education projects. High school students need more than a "certificate

of merit" to convince school. administrators and the community to support local

education and environmental action.

The Office of Environmental Education in HEW has funded many excellent pro-

grams, especially on the elementary, secondary and continuing education levels.

However, when I called several of the largest grant recipients under PL 91-516 for

fiscal '74, I found evidence of only one mcidergraduate working with. any grant pro-

posals; the rest Are handled exclusively by.professors or community groups. It

seems to me that the federal dollar would be better spent for the dual purpose of

educating' undergraduates and sponsoring environmental programs!
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The success of programs like.Undergraduate Research at Stanford and the Environ-

mental Intern Program.demonstrates students' willingness and competence to tackle

environmental problem solving. think that it's time for American schools, the

government, and organizations to give, these students the opportunity to \Learn

and to contribute. 111F.

. J

APPENDIX I

From THE STANFORD DAILY, September 30, 1974

NEW CLEARINGHOUSE-TO EXPAND UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH EFFORTS

by4Roger Thompson

A new clearinghouse will attempt to provide ways for unuel.graduates with a

strong interest in a project to work with faculty in research situations.

One of the main purposes-of the program is to increase faculty-undergraduate

interaction, according to the program's initiator, [4% Michael Closson, assistant

dean of undergraduate studies.

Selection for the approximately 100 research slots in about 60 different

projects ranging from medicine and biology to political science will be handled

by the individual faculty sponsor. But the program will assist students who have

research ideas in attempting to find faculty research sponsors.

Nothing more than an interest in the project is required for some of the posL

itions; others necessitate kwwledge of lab-techniques and subject matter..

Opportunities Directory

Research opportunities. are ltsted in the Directory of Undergraduate Research

Opportunities, but supplies of copies from the initial printing were exhausted last

week. Additional cwies should be available today in the SWOPSI office and the

Academic Information Center,

Some of the research positions could be considered full-time jobs, requiring

as many as 1Q hours a week during the school year and 40 hours weekly during the

summer. Others require only several hours a week for a quarter.
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Compensation for research work will'come in the- -form of pay or acadethic

credit.

Acknowledgjng that there exists a danger of-tasks for the undergraduate be-

coming menial and.of little academic value, Closson said his office will attempt

. to insure that the positions remain truly research-oriented,

Program to Expand?

Because the need for undergduate research help is on the rise, Closson said

he envisions the program as two or three times larger next year.

Closson also hopes to find permanent department representatives to provide

news of new research programs as they are initiated.

The idea for the sermjce comes from a program at the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology now in its fifth year.

Last May a questionnaire was distributed to faculty members attempting_to_

deterMine their receptiveness to the idea. Of the 35 percent returning the sur

veY, over 95 percent liked the idea.

-Faculty Surveyed

Generally, the faculty indicated that students could provide assistance in

the :implementation of research ideas, and saw the approath as an alternate way of

interacting with and teaching students.

About 32 percent said they would be interested in having an undergraduate re7

search-assistant if they were required to underwrite the hiring costs.

But almost 80 percent of the faculty members returning the queptionnairs said

they would employ undergraduates if the costs were covered by the university.

Funding Request

Closson is preparinga-requeSt for fUnding from the University, It will be

presented in a Thw weeks..

Closson hopes to expand the program, which now emphasizes biology-, chemistry,

and medicine, to include more research opportunities in the social sciences and

humanities. Such organizations as the Hoover Ins -ti- to -ti-on -and the Food Research

Institute might also take part, he said.
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APPENDIX II*

"The opportunity at this stage of my educational process was exactly what I needed

to place my goals in the proper. perspective with the goals of other people in the

.
environmental design, and planning field...The summer, as far as I am concerned,

could unequivocally be termed a success "'

Peter Wargo, MRP '74, Univ..of Mass.

W.R.P.D.C. (Vt.) Intern

The quality of both interns (F. Lyman, A. Biondi) In performing their self7

assigned responsibilities was excellent. Frankly, I have never hadtwo better in-

terns to assist. my Division in putting together a summer study of this scope.

The interns' usefu&'ness to the agency has been unquestionably total. Without

them, the Abandoned Railroads Study never. would have been completed."

Thomas.Cielinski, Planning Director

Maine Department of Parks and RecreatiOn

feel Massachusetts Audubon is to be congratulated for its continued-support df,

this effort...because it offers students a chance to learn about and help solve,

some important questions."
4

,Tim Sheeran, JD '75, Harvard University

Ecology Action for Rhode Island, Intern

"I think Massachusetts Audubon's internship program haS made a potentially valu-.

able contribution to the woeful)y limited body of information concerning what I

consider to be a critical trade-off issue in the environmental/economic:dichotomy."

Arthur Ristau, Director, EPIC, Vt.,

"The internship set-up'fills a void which has been.neglected for too many years.

lt,has giverime the opportunity to see the range of environmental fields and to

work in ah area of vital concern. And perhaps most valuable, it hasidut me in

contact with human resources which will be so necessary in future projects and 1

undertakings."

'*From Massachusetts Audubon. literature

Cheryl Barton, MLA '74,.Harvard University

Mass!.Dept. of Natural Resdurces, Intern
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"Tim Sheeran was inwative, not' only in his own, program, but in the overIllApper

ation'of.theorgdnifatTon, 'The citizen's organizatiOn that grew out of Tfi 's ef-

fort and which continues., to function today was cited by'EPAkpersonnel at a public

hearing as the most effe6f1Ve Suith effort in New'England.m

Dr. Harold, Ward, President

Ecology Action for 'Rhode Island

"The Noyes Foundation s4ports several similar internship programs a'ncI we think

yours stacks up with the best of them."

Mrs. Edith Muna, President

Jessie Smith Noyes Foundation

"Miss Reavis is an extremely bright and creative person, able to work with a min,

imum of supervision but at the same time responding Well to'direction...Our office
. I

was fortunate to obtain Miss Reavis a5-an intern .and she made asubstahtial con-

tnibution to our work efforts..."

O
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'es,jon 2

COOPERATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCL

AND UNIVERSITY l'F1100f1ANI5

Robert S. Cook

In both the EnvironMental Educati&il Act of 1970 and that of 1974, the U. S.

Congress stressed the need for environmental studies programs, especially in our

nation's 14.-12 systems The /974 act reinforced the initial,act by stating in

its guidelines that environmental education programs should include the,

following: . I

a. problem solving

U. student participation

stress on local environmental problems where the class
becomes involved with the community and the community
with the class.

How one university system is attempting to assist some secondary schools in

implementing the above is the subject of thii: paper. It is hoped that these

tested examples may serve to assist others in developing and implementing en-

vironmeaal,studies programs.

First, some background information on the University involved is necessary.

The University or Wisconsin-Green Bay was legislated into being in 1965. Plan-

ning during the subsequent three4eas resulted in a University academic pro-

gram that was unique and well designed to meet the changing demands being placed

upon higher education at that time--namely, relevance of subject matter to real

problems, and the personalizing of the students: education.

Thus, people and the problems .associated with their natural and man -make en-

vironments were selected as the core of the entire UWGB academic plan. Becoming

proficient in a disciplinary area (called an option at UWGB) would not be'suffi-6-

cient. Environmental education'is a Process in which we use the disciplines,"

-ince finding solutions to most'environmental problems requires multi-

disciplinary study. Therefore, each student would have to learn how to apply;

his/her knowledge in formulating alternative solutions to environmental prob-

. lens. Under the plan, the student builds an academic program around a broad

problem of the physical, biological or social environment (called a concentra-

tion at UWGB), rather than a standard disciplinary major. The courses selected

Robert S. Cook is Associate Professor of Environmental Science, University
of Wisconsin -Green Bay.
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may be in a v%rility of in a traditional university program- -but they

. e'e t be able to-relate tt', knowledge acquired to the problem area chosen for

study.

With such a heavy empha;is on problem-oriented education, it is quite evi-

dent that learning situations involving problems could not be easily contrived

in the laboratory. The student must go where the action isr-to the community- -

not only to observe -arid learn, but ttacontributb to society's needs whenever

-possible their learning experience can result in a service, the sense of

achievement and. social responsibility on the part of the student is not only,

developed, but is intensified as well. The drudgery,of learning becomes sub-

merged in the excitement of doing something "real"..

A vital part of the:OWGB plan is the Liberal Education Seminar (LES). This

program runs as a_thread through the entire four years and helps the spdent,

regardless of the'chosen area of study, to relate the academic preparation to

the roal world.

huring the freshman year the seminar addresses a variety of,topfcs ranging

frort! Man in the Biosphere, to Technology and Human ValueS, to Resource Utilize-

ion-and the American Character. It is during these seminars that students be-

gin to identity the classic concepts and comptnents of ecological problems and

to examine them from various viewpoints. Many community persons serve as

resource people in this Program._

During the sophomore and junior seminars each student restricts study top

-topic of choice, usually in the problem area in which he/she hopes. :to cancer

trate. An off-camPus project is a-requirement, and theme student exaines the .

chosen fieldof study,in some detail,, usually for 'the first, time, This necesl-

0 sitastes a c4areful community ILaisan and northea5tern.Wistonsin his given full'

"u)cporatipn tQ this program. '.Induistry, agencies, businesS schools and many '

otherwarp aking.the time to.talk with students and to felp them achieve a

bettk tsideriltanding of fheirt!:ohosen study areas. One of the secondary educa--

tiorrprograms,1 will discuss later.hesul6d from the LES program. 1 in

While the academic plan stress* the understanding of environmental prob-

it'mrs'and the'ir solutions, it soon became evident that only a small number of

entering freshmen had been thinking -in- -terms of,problem-focused, inter-

disciplinary, community - oriented education. ConSequently, UWOB Ingo to develop

ways,at,introduCingthe environmental education concept into elementary and sec:

onlary'School programs. In developing the seconda'r,y level programs we strived

to ifvolve UWGB facility and students with schooluleachers and students in pro-

fiects where they could work and learn totlether. Also, the passage Of the

Environmental E-9i.ation Act of 1970 gave impetus to this thfast; Following are

exaMples,of o "efforts Ajch,Vnived secondary. schools.
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t art ^:rth,::' , r nertol OW5R students

sele-ted :Or ',Lill Kali 140 sgaare Mile watershed

1 Ate..1 witnin 20 miles of the campah. The watershod.is primarily a region of

T,hrr river itself has the potential of becoming one of the finest

1a, agriaaltural land-use prac-

ti,:e; afd inadequate sewage treatn:t tacilities-appear to be the primary physi-

cal ",tote and federal requirements arc causing the communities to up-

pvi? their sewage treatment procedures, but land-use reform is slow. Spring;

run -oft, dequate handling of animal wastes and lacF of stream bank protection

e maior ,..oncerns

mie-econoTaa problems app6red to to boa deicease in farming, high unemploy-

-,ent and an out -" ";ration of young people. Also, the county did not have an

;clan for tne future, however, the M. S. Soil Conservation Service

ha beer' conducting d feasibility study with the County Board on the possibility

tundinj for a Public! Law°566 project which would provide water retard-

afloh :.tnucturos to control siltation and flooding. Very little concern for

prohlems would be involved in tie proposed program. It was short-

ly after t' SC', feasibility study had been completed that UWCA contacted the

C::.anty Wtcam,hel planning committee and became. involved.

one problem with Pl. 566 projects is the lack of resources to conduct ade-

quate Alta culletion studies necessary tor exploring the total problem and alter--

-,ulutions. The coulittee welcomed the,offer of students to gather data

and :-J; scar: in tn0 evaluation process.

r!r'is of informal meetings were attended by citizens, faculty and stu--

Ants frnm Kewaunee High School, one of the two secondary schools in the water-

,MGB. The initial concern was the area of responsibility Of each.

gre it was critical to keep each group working on the project without becoming

the dominating fo'rce. The following five guidelines were worked out:

!iigh c h,ol and university students would be directly involved in

ioll,loWnq and analyzing phy:jeal, biological and socio-economic

data.

it iveimity students and faulty would help high school students

Ind faLulfy by providing seminars, laboratory facilities, and

,rme leadership of high school teams.

students Would he appointed to the citizens' water-

,nea v11nninq'c:uninittee with full voting privileges.

Loth nigh school and university facilities would be used to

analyze data and an independent testing laboratory volunteere

it; services to verify measurements.

Toe high ':idIDD1 students would begin a campaign to inform anted

involve the community. This was to be initiated through news



articles and public speaking engagements. Here university person-

nel would also participate on invitation.

During the first summer, 1972, a course was taught a,t UWGB entitled Environ-

mental Awareness. There were no prerequisites and high school seniors as well

as university students enrolled. The purpose of the course was to acquaint stu-

dents with the watershed approach to problem - solving and to give them first-

hand experience in getting acquainted with the area; namely its biological,

physical, and socio-economic characteristics. Also, techniques in data gather-

ing were discussed and performed on a trial basis.

The results of the summer course indicated a real potential for the project

and it was accepted as a full UWGB sophomore LES course during 1972 -13. During

that year, students spent the first semester getting to know the problem through

a variety of lectures by community and Univerity people dr by numerous dis-

cussions and field trips. The second semester they chose articular part of

the problem and designed a field experience which they performed. They were

encouraged to work in interdisciplinary teams and to involve community, higtr

5Lhool and University resources whenever possible. Many UWGB senior science

students became interested and volunteered to lead teams in their inyestiga4 -

tions, In this way, students are learning fromtheir peers as well by

experi4nce.

In,addition, other faculty have become interested in conducting research on
,/

various problems in the watershed, e.g. in climatology, soils, wildlife, and

economics This makes addittclnal data available and adds new dimensions to the

project,

The relationship between UWGB and the high schools has developed steadily.

The Kewaunee High School program has grown from several students working outside

regular class hours to a full summer course in 1972 to a now regularly scheduled

credit'course. The other secondary school in the watershed, Luxemburg-Casco, is

beginning the same process and problem oriented education is becoming an estab-

lished part of both schools' curricula. Mr. Fred Schroeder, Kewaunee High

School biology instructor, has written several reports on the secondary schools'

invclvement and'progress.

In January of 1974 the SCS announced the second phase of their PL 566 pro:

ject. That phase recommended five sites at which daMs might be built on triba-

taries after sufficient land -use practices have been implemented on the upland,

they were seeking more precise information on the biophysical aspects of each

site in order to decide whether or not the benefits will be greater than im-

poundment damage. UWGB and Kewaunee High-School students cooperated with the

Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources in collection of the data. The
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students then attended an open meeting in May, 1974, where their findings were

nresented and discussed.

Recently there has been a reorganization of regional planning commissions in

Wi'sconAin and theliew office in Northeastern Wisconsin, which includes Kewaunee,

is very interested in the project. This planning agency will add another, new

dimension that will be invaluable for program continuity.

This type of project allows an ongoing program to be used as a learning sit-

uatT6h1for students year after year. The written reports, faculty and interest

o; upper-class students in returning to help, provide continuity to each suc-

ceeding group. Each grou0feels a sense of accomplishment as well as learning- -

an ingredient we find of utmost value in the educational process.
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Session 2

WHERE ARE WE IN ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION? VIEW FROM THE CITIZEN

Phyl Smith

First of all, which citizen? I assume we mean that great heterogeneous number

of people which make up the out-of-school adult public, -A small number of these

citizens work in groups to protect the environmental values they prize and will

actively seek their own environmental education. The vast remainder are dependent

for their education upon whatever information is provided directly to them and

upon their own decisions to respond to it, In both cases every citizen is con-

stantly making decisions affecting environmental conditions. My remarks today

will be from both citizen viewpoints--one attempting to influence and the other

being influenced--in terms of, individual, environmental decision-making,

Many of you here are involved in technical fields and undoubtedly approach

academic environmental problems with the traditionalscientific method of inquiry,

My background as a citizen. activist included two professional scientist parents,

my own scientific profession, an engineer husband and, therefore, an unquestioned

acceptance.of the scientific method as the proper approach to life. Even after

moving to a town with no good professional job opportunities and no institution

of higher learning (the nearest one is 50 miles' away and we don't communicate), I

instinctively involved myself in an organization whichutilized the same approaCh

in its goal of solving selected public programs, The League of Women Voters

prides itself on its ability to define the problems, collect facts about them from

a variety of sources, objectively evaluate the facts and come to conclusions--but

.
it goes further and attempts to solve the problems by emphasizing the necessity

of effective political action to implement its conclusions.

However, after years of applying these techniques within and without the League

framework with.seemingly more failures than successes in accomplishing change, and

deciding only that we hadn't worked hard enough, it..beCame apparent that something

else.was needed other than just more of the same' hard work. Why, if the facts

made sense to us, didn't they affect others the same way? And is that not, essen-

tially, what academia finds itself saying--not directly to .citizens, but to dif-

fereA parts of itself, to governmental agencies, to business, to lawmakers?

Phyl Smith is a charter member and former vice chairman of the Association for
the Humanities in Idaho, an agency of the National'Endowment for the Humanities.
She owns and operates a bookstore in Idaho Falls, Idaho, and was formerly.a-member
of the National-Board of Directors, League of-Women Voters.
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Since that time my personal involvement in a special kind of retail business,

a bookstore, and my organizational involvement in the programs of the National

Endowment for the Humanities have been revealing -nd rewarding to my concern about

tne human decision-making process and how it is influenced. The humanities are

concerned with helping .people'understand just what it is that is really important

to them, why that is so, and how different values can filter the.same facts and

produce different decisions about them. Additionally, the humanities tend to en-

courage commInication on a feeling rather than an intellectual level; this kind

of communication allows everyone to possess a non-debatable position and the dis-

cussion can proceed on the basis of shal-ing individual problems, goals, anxieties

. and pleasures which can produce a mutual understanding of conflicting intellect-

ual positions--and even a comfortable resolution of them.

Have you ever seen the value-development process actually happen? I was fas-

cinated by participating in a simulation game which illustrated our very natural

Spiral progression from our initial emotions and anxieties to our need for pro-

tection of our values (what was really important to us) to our broad subjective

views of society and our own relationship to it. The human decision-making pro-

cess was operating, but it was not operating the way I was taught it should.

A bookstore is involved in communication too, and it offers easy ways to ob-

serve where people are. In terms of being environmentally educated many people

reflect their need to take individual, non-governmental action to live with a'

guarded environment by buying a great number of books about. how to be, Teif-suffi-

dent with nature. And at least half my customers indicate they are aware of the

timber-energy-paper-eriergy-solid waste disposal-environmental degradation process

by saying they can do without a paper bag for their purchases when given a choice,

with younger people saying so more often than middle-aged ones.

But bookbuyers are readers.by choice and therefore information-seekers. Other

citizens are not, but all of u are living an integrated environmental life, mak-

ing decisions all the time w ich involve whatever environmental awareness and

education we may have and ur personal economics. In this we are way ahead of

much academic instituti 41 life' which I hear still needs to think about its en-

vironmental education In significant interdisciplinary-ways. What kind ofinform-

ation, then, do we ve to use in our decision-making process and where does it

come from and when 'do we decide to be influenced by it? We may know that we

should decide carefully, but the conflicting solutions to environmental problems

offered us lead only to confusion. Most inforMacion, especially that politically

oriented, seems to attaatne recommended solution over anoth& as being evilly

inspired. Citizens so assaulted usually respond negatively to the whole Mess and

we may well make our degisions,in the least stressful way we know, regardless of.

environmental impact. No one has provided us with either a current analysis of
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the. problem itself, or, even better, with a compendium of usable-information which

encourages us to define it ourselves. Without that understanding, we can easily

see any proposed solution as clothed in suspicious motives.

How do you as educators, technical'or otherwise, decide what is the best way

to educate those Who educate us out-of-school'citiiens? If I have heard correctly,

I believeyou really haven't decided among yourselves yet. But first, may I ask

if you really want to?t While I doubt that the reply could everbe "no." the re-

sults of academic behavior could indicate just, that. After all, this society

teaches us to strive for competence, and possession of information demonstrates

some kind.of competence and with it, status and power. Sharingthat information

may be a quick way to lose that competency-status7power position,'so infOrmation

gaps are often created and maintained. Evidence? Notice to what extent the

-spetialized languages are used; does that use guarantee understanding or prevent

it? Does then, the hierarchial educational' system have a need to create and main-

tain educational gaps all. the way doWn to the citizenry? The rear question may

be: 'if we citizens are 'dumb and uncaring, why? If you really want an educated..

citizenry, you will .get it.

If as citizens our everyday lifestyle decisions as well as our official voting

decisiOns are important, what kind and form of information are usable to us? Can

you show us how we use our value systems to create an environment and then shape

new values from its impact upon us? Can you take us front where we are --

geographically -- at home, on our way work, on the job, in recreation;

,tconomically. spending our money, With those options and tr'adeoff's

we are, aware of;

.functioning, as best we think we can;

psychologically -- with the goals we hold, the pleasures we need, the overt

and covert worries we haVe;--

and show us goals for better living? Beyond the basics of security, what are

they? In everyday tarms.'not philosophical ones, what differences will it Make

to us,.-immediately; if we learn more from you? How,challenging are the goals?

How hassling? Once we accept the goalsiand define the problems, our process for

reaching solutions must be both personally exciting andpersonally rewarding--an

ego trip, as it Were--for us to maintain our interest and momentum and effort:

Someone also will be deciding for us about the format and the means of pre-

senting your" information--to which we are expected to respond,: Some of us are

`readers --it's a nice, quiet activity--and two-way discussers, not passive viewers

or listeners. Others are the opposite: television keeps them company and doesn't

argue back.. Readers can usually read in depth 'whenthey want to and decide. to

take time to ao so, but with limited time they would respond with gratitude to;

for, instance; cartoons which giVe them succ4nctiv the same basics abOut a problem
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and solutions to it which they could eventually glean from a longer article; if

they got around to reading it, that is. But non-readers respond to cartoons too,

so that approach could reach everybody.

In addition to education about goal specifics, we need technical,helQ. through

regular, consistently-presented progress reports, such as the already.fairly com-

mon air quality indices which are much improved in format to be visually exciting

and to convey a Sense of important individual involVement. Again, cartoons in

newspapers and on TV with, progressive information on the status of a goal, showing

what investment of money was, or was not accomplishing and with an added-"human-

ities" touch--a statement from the past, a current quote, a related incident com-

ment, a bit of appropriate folklore--could attract and influence us both intellett-

ually and emotionally. But do check with us to find out if you're coming across.

And we need a flow chart for our access to power for changing environmental

situations;-

--where to go to find out what the problem we notice may really be.;

--where to go for getting action on it (a common environmental problem attack-

ed long ago is garbage pickup: almost everyone knows what to do and does

it about the failufe of the immediate solution to that problem);

--how to check up on the results of our investment of time and effort.

If environmental information is valuable to.citizens in their everyday lives,

we will have no problem using it and will then be described as being environment-

ally edgcated. If edur4tors will - -not can--translate and transmit their special-

ized environmental information through our various value systems for general dis-

covery of common goals and methods of Teaching them, demonstrating both by exam-

ple, surely we will all Se further along in learning to survive, not minimally

but optimally.
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Session 3

INTERFACE:

HOW CAN INSTITUTIONS RELATE.TO EACH OTHER

IN ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION?

Panel: David A: Kennedy, RoSemary Richardson, Frank Nicol.

Laura Williamson, Tom J. Bartuska, Robert 0. Sy10!ster

DAVID KENNEDY:

From my perspective, it is essential to have support from a.1 facets of society

as we attempt to get environmental education programs together and mt:ving. Get-

ting support on a broadly cooperative basis is, as you well kntA4 by now, a very,

very difficult task and it certainly has not happened.yet. I think tiers. are some

signs that there is hope on the horizon and that we have begun to get a handle on

how to do this. There are lots of ways to approach the problem. I would like to

briefly treat just one today.

I contend that the adoption of a,formal policy statement of agencies seeking

to relate to each other for environmental 'education purposes is vital to the ul-

timate survival of that relationship. It is necessary, although, not sufficient by.

itself, to the actual accomplishment of any far-reaching or long-term gOals.

I am concerned with something more than just a casual relationship between

agencies and institutions. I want something that is much more definitive. A pol-

icy is any plan or course of action adopted by a government, a political party, a

business Organization or institution or the like designed to influence and deter-

mine decisions, actions nd other matters. The adoption of a written policy.state-

merit as opposed to an informal understanding (o merely something that an insti-

tujon does, something informal), is important, because it can bring legitimacy,

and thereby, more hope for viability as we look toward courses of action. Need-

less totsay, a written policy does not guarantee viability. Policies, written or

not, can be overridden. We see them overridden ail the time at all levels of gov-
t

ernment. They can be bru0ed aside, forgotten, irksome into conflict with other

and stronger policies. In practice, however, and in the context of developing an

inter-institutional' environmental education policy, the adoption of a written pol-

icy supporting the program can become a very powerful bargaining tool. At the

David A. Kennedy is supervisor of Environmental Education Programs in the of-
fice of the Washington State Superintendent of Public Instruction. He has taught
science at the elementary, junior high and senior high school levels, and has
worked in teacher education programs at the college level, as well as directing
outdoor-environmental education programs.
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very least, it can. floome a start and I think that is really what we are looking

for: a place to begin.

I suggest that the first or the,initial policy development should be charac-

terized as lbw-key, nonspecific and evolutionary as oppbsed po revolutionary. An

ardent supporter of environmental education may find such a policy lacking in sub-

stance, color and emotion and, most of all, lacking i- d, kind of strong commit-

ment that 'he or she would like to see given to this cause. The policy should be

designed to be acceptable to institutions OureaucraciO, if you will), and its

major strategy might be called political. Recently, politics has been referred

to as the art of the possible. You can play with that one if you liVe.

Of course it is dangerous to generalize about all institutions with respect

to their receptivity to ihnwiations, but experience demonstrates that adopting and

implementing new policy is more possible when the noljcy is considered safe rather

than revolutionary, no matter how worthwhile the goals of said policy might appear

to he. I won't belabo'r the point, but perhaps a quote from one authority on pol-

iuy might suffice. In Sharkansky's book, Policy Analysis in Political Science,

Ralph Huitt states:that "....Low political feasibility must be attached to what-

ever is genuinely new or innovative, especially if it can be successfully labeled

as such, and more importantly, if it rubs an ideological nerve. What is most

feasible is what is purely implemental or can be made to appear so, or can be

made to seem a comfortable next step under a program which has already.receivcd a

good conduct medal."

Maintaining a low profile may be,even more important today when institutions

and,bureaucracies, like the rest of us, are suffering from the inflation, stagna-

tion, recession kinds of jitters. Hopefully, however, the first or the initial

policy.Can do the job. The initial policy can allbw an agency or institution to

comit'support to an environmental education program.

Ieecommend a rather blatant attempt to show that the new policy is in fact

more:or less a continuation of at least two previous institutional policies. For

exarriple, let's take a state agency that manages some kind of natural resource,

bel:ause we are always dealing with thop kinds of people. A safe approach for

them to take might he to amend policies that treat (1) informing the public, and

(2) cooperating with other state agencies. They have always done those things;

they always will. _.

I don't think that mention should be made in the first or the initial policy

slatement of how much the institution is going to contribute to the program. I -

think that is dangerous. Herein lies an admitted weakness of the policy, if one

means a more or less comprehensive plan. One of the dangers of selling short such

a project as this at its inception is that it will never get off the ground, or if

it does, it will never go anywhere: Ideally, any educational endeavor should be
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-thoroughly planned with specific goals and objectives and with an adequate budget

to obtain the same; and yet, specifying necessary if additional resources now

could quash the entire proposal. We have found that it is much more effectiVe to

be purposely cautious and successful than to use a disruptive and threatening ap-

proach. An answer to this dilemma is that something is better than nothing, but_

a better answer might be that the project will fly or not on its merits. That is

what we are hoping for; that it-will fly because of the merits of the kinckorpro-

gram it is.

I feel that an inter-institutional environmental educal.2i-On program will suc-

ceed to the degree that each. institution contributes to it, and that in turn, each

institution will contribute as much as it can when it is convinced that the pro-

gram does indeed benefit itself; all the participants must have a satisfactory

answer to the question "what's in it for me?" The institution has to understand

,that, and hopefully it will lead to some of the results demanded by that institu-

tion's charter, or that institution's mission statement. This is a very important

Part of this policy relationship.

The public relations job of securing adeghato resources, then, is seen to be

a continuous process rathen-than _one which is seltled once and for all at the in-

ception of the .project or the agreement between the two institutions (or as many

as exist in an agreement). In a like manner, the tasks of planning, development,

implementation and evaluation will be .conducted continuously through the life of

the project, building upon project successes and hopefully learning from mistakes.

A legitimate inference which coull be made, from this approach is, that within

reasonable limits, institutions will embark upon a program with more or less the

same amount of material and personnel resources that they now contribute to allied

endeavors, The hope-and expectation is that current resources will be used legit-

imately and more effectively. It would, behoove institutions7I feel_, to live

within these constraints until they demonstrate that additional resources will be

used wisely and well. At that time, well, this suggested approach does not man-

date a minimum level of support, but. neither does it limit maximum kinds of sup-

port.

In summary, agencies and institutions involved in any cooperative arrangement

need to share their -human and material resources in a legitimate mariner. They

can't "bootleg" it any longer as so many of these institutions have done. They

traditionally charge it to something else, call it something else, but do environ-

mental education; I'M afraid that isn't going to wash any longer. Environmental

education activities need to be consistent withan institution's °dig- duties,

functions, prograhs and responsibilities; and finally, the inter- relationships be-

tween institutions need to be formally cemented with a policy statement in order

to achieve those far-reaching and long-term goals that can be agreed upon by in-

stitutions seeking to relate to each other

.
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ROSEMARY RICHARDSON:j
,

t /
F.

I would like to.speak today on how I see the role of the community college

more than on what I have specifically been doing. I feel that the two-year college

can have a three-part role'in environmental education. I think that we can be in-

volved in technical training, training people as operators and monitors for in-

dustry, government and various institutions. I think we can have a role as an.

academic base or core for those students who are in academic transfer programs and

for those students who complete their formal education in community college. I

also:think Ole community college can play a tremendous role in public service and

community activities. To expand a little bit, I think the Community. college is

an ideal place for copperat4ye or work study programs in training .technicians to

work in government fields of monitoring water pollution and air pollution--in

other words, these'peo le that we are now training to operate machines. In the

ilcommunity college notionly can they learn how to operate machines but they can
/

.

a so receive a background in what it means. We talked a lot this.modn4g-about

values.. I think we can get, some of these values in addition to just plath,techni-

cal knowhow of monitoring equipment. .

I think the second thing thp community college can, provide is the acasipmic

background in environmental education,'both fon those students in academic programs

in the four-year college and those who are finishing their education with us. The

greatest problem that we have in this field is that we get both students in the

Same course. The_ need's of both groups of studentS must be met. We are supposed

to give students awareness of environmental issues: how to make good decisions

when reading the newspaper, when, as was suggested thismorning, we go to the polls.

How are we going to decide? The community college can provide.this by creatingan

atmosphere of.awareness. The area of transfer programs is more difficult. At ---

this time I don't see the community college as having the capacity, the multidis-

ciplinary expertise to provide a two-(year program in environmental education.

think thit today, anyway, we have to leave this 6D the four-yeqr institutions. .

They have the research expertise, they have the experts in the multi-disciplinary

fields, that w9 at the two-year colleges often lack. I'll speak a little ,later on

how they can help us.

The third role of the community college is in the'area of public service and

community awareness. Tile two-year college has the greatest access to the most

people. Welr .?. in the communities. The four-year colleges are not as prevalent.

Rosemary Richardson is an instructor of ecology, botany and'general biology at
'Bellevue Community College (Washington), and has participated in courses and in-

stitutes in science and environmental education. . 6

I.
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We are there. tier exports can play a central r e, by means of public serv4ce-

programs, seminars, workshops, and2boCt Courses', as well as providing advisory

personnel for community groups; for local4government, for ourpublic schools. .W6
,

can also assist in local industry- '2 elopment. Community colleges should be.com-

0 munity oriented. We must become more irrolved in this field. Most community,,col-'

leges today are not. Overall, I think thOreatest,problem we'.inthe community

colleges today are facing is in educating:themmunity college educator. Most of

us who today are teaching. environmental Studies' Programs in'the'community colleges

were tapped-to do this job becauSe we were there, When someone in 1970 or 1971

"We need to offer courses on: the environment. ".' Many of us do not hOe'.

multidisciplinary backgrbunds. Many of us do come 'from -.a science background, but

as woyn heard today, several times,'we need also to include political knowledge,

economic knowledge, human value. Many of us don't have this background. This is

where I suggest that we can work in conjunction with four-year institutions to

provide a broader base for us, the educators. We could do this by having special

projrams, or summer workshops, perhaps funded at tate or regional.levels, which

would provide an access, a source of expertise for us to broaden our own background,

to update the knowledge we acquired several years ago in formal education. I thinK_

also that we could form environmental educatioh associations. The purpose of these

would be to disseminate information, to update, to broaden backgrounds. Lists

would be valuable, of where Oe experts are. Who can we tap for specific know-

,- ledge? Again, summer progrAras would be a good start for this. Funding for the

'community college is orten/a difficult problem. d'Ur funds usually have to come

from state budgets, We ery seldom get research funding from nafkonal,.or phlvate

foundations.

So, in conclusionA' I think that the Community college can and should' play a

vital role in environmental education. It can become apart of the enlarging net-

work of institutiPhs that communicate with each other in this area and especially

in public service to the communities of which we are part.

FPANK NICOL:

-I'm Qr_rt going to provide you with a success story,-in part because were still

n the middle of developing it. I'd first like to indicate a little bit aboUt what

FrankNicol is Director of the Environmental Studies Program at Eastern Wash-
ington State College (Cheney), was consultant on environmental affairs for EXPO '74,
and is a member of the Poard of DirectOrs, WashingtonFnvironmental Council.
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7h- iot), a i dow:lopinl 1 waltilcirplir,ory prO(:WoM, to break

tnrcugh thee re.;triction Or' face, biK,aue of our overspociali.7ation.

a",e,rntin..1 to T,rocFit:0 an unlbrella orlanization and, while I'm re,.isting do

r.ajir, I =11; advert Ling tho'ie cearse,; in the variou-; depart-

:..e!'.!tA. tAt !lakif.* envirnrl'iental u 4 ttan At ,the .;11le ti!Re. that we're ,,IYing a

7,M-key imo.jtirin at the there is'therproblf, of ,,urvival within a bureau-

!rai-y aril ,,ure what I'm goingto have to do in order to deveTop

t. F0 fYrm i no.!led.. This same attitude is being transferred to the

and as in Phyl requetf what we're trying to do with the envir-

show the adult', the adult greup, how, wf,en, where, what

to 10 in order t9 be effective.

: vrl he vierition earlier about nnt becoming too active with the groups.

.%;.1 an ,nviron01ntal. activist. 'After you decide on what you're going

1,, , have to go and do it. For the group', to hive ,OMP cOntinuitY,

en,ourage them to develop their own action programs.

fl.r,hinge in instruction between different institutions, but

1,.;ne ircular rio, . There is a request, now, 'to bring a'consortium

intro v re...earch program. We du ifivertise our spr'cial''abilities at the

;or exat'ile, or t!lvt: indicated what our library a(quisitions ire, so we pre-

4,..rt

nruani.!ini bias inn groups between the irrAitutions.

cm trio pi ii Uppurt of [1,/ institution, and enr:ouraged by various of the

Fr n' t ,Iroup:, I took an active role in trying to help the business common-

t:he onvironriontal 'Aherne for Elf) '74. I have learned a 10t,

)ne 'IAT-thp rniwr, I have dune. recently, is to ti'y to bring foreign visitors to

al nt the ar..1 vii P's talking about the Northwest in this sense). For ex-

rent jm11 is visitors, thew that came here to help in developing the

viewpoint t,JtrrPrIt. one group i`; now touring flie northwest part Of

:ho Pdrk `,orvice,'Forerr-,t Servke, and Western Washington

ate andortand that sovop of the personnel from the University of

hi too will hi there with them. Yesterday we hosted four at .r..,-.tern. Unat-

tne,v a contingent.at Whitvp,rth in the morning and the same gro4ip

in th., aft(,rnoon. AnT)ther group is with Washington State

II I at 1,J11'. I:an/on ud ';one :.),th,t areas down there. And on C.inday,

n.on or,;ani,-,1 to 4i,-4w Grand (oulee '!ar and the whole Colum6ia.Basin

cm0
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of the new ihtrt IP tn.- enyironmeft and. to c-o if we Cry' con.

'nat. 01.1 co. thf,14 inti j nr ArL' Or 't tutore, we acquire'
an. i I

Ir own ca%e, and 1 tan rww now pe,v1 in other institutions feel about

/Th, innovation not r.c. parti.tilarlv withir.\ the stoic, ,.-,ystem, whrti

tir I., Al I on Thher Fdocatich I a;king .fer greater and greater evidence of

0+.p_itHnal me,caurpl in tc,rmg of the nuNfer of students you

ar,auftl, -ou. I fhint we ell are going to have ti at4. fur permission

tme onry way Wthi 01 We' no

tnat hav,, .cime relevancy:

of the Unvirgnmental Fducation Icgter at Portland 'tato Univer-

it. The ton tio,,t difficult kind of inter-institutional

Arc.,71q intitutional business offices. I, and two of our

cf4, work for the'Oregon ,yst,tfol of Hiohnr Education; our director is an

0,-1!ni:;.tritor fro., Portland Public ':,choel; and our secretary in provided through

FAndation rant to the Oregon Musew of Science and Indwitry.

Incre flr'e wnt now, o'Or" than evr-r, we need to look at ways in
wo ,7.an acrog intitutional line:

dn
tho arobles we face in nomu ch larger than the resources allocated in-

di tI An of the wan'; we t)i.firie more efficient with our limited resource is

t1P!inatlng duplitatin. Right row, this A suppo,,elly being done for t.r, by our

and fonain; i.lgen,,ies--bu I don't VO finuld rely on their judo-

'A', (

by It Or II problem, vii' can't afford the

uh,r :.1c .cone Hr-;t.cwticos A problem and the till' when we 'et up a new

Fwojrlii, to di' ii with tbh problerii. Lich new institution we must in-

'v. 1'''f the failure of exriting bureaucracies and programs to not

And rewain

. . .. .
Laura Williason is Manager- of the Environwental Education Center and Research

ir,tart at Hrtiand State University (Oregon). Alt" was a member of the working
,.,FrcIffee for tho 1f1I '11 Knvirorm:ntal Syraiosia ",,erieg and ha'; been an environ

, r jilt Ant.: to raft-i 91 I Al
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inat the h. oxcitinq and that your focir, be in "ancla.kced"

ter ry. the organizinq device -i in the enviroirnental

the 1...rneral focus that the EEC'',,se:, is that great 71n-

Pather than trying to encourage people to talk to-

,;(ither atIout the -aiHIp. project-, they have alrnatv developed, w'e try to: bring

iert,pwth., wo. be ihtre-,red in the new im,sihilities, funding

'cur'. , rleas, opportunities, or technologies. We have found that our,thture

orintati:m and our r,tatus a an eduation experiiient, make it easier for us to .4

fain a center fp communication and cooperation.

re currently'involvd a regional xperiment in nom, ication and cooper-

oti,..n NorthwetJCNET. The rationale and riany of the techniques I ha.ve

ire the tar for this Erivirolimental Education At and Hill Faluily

funded project. The purpo!,e of thc, Northwest. ECONI:T project is to identify, en-

na;ce, ?0:end the environmental corvunicAion patterns in the PacifiC North-

* flur i., mthly ntwIetter, RAIN, a Portland video access center, the SHARE

di,'0,;:try to be dimin,,-,trated next week at EXPO are all hurt of

'nal component is a ..;eries of brainstorm meetings being held in

different ; the Northwes' to develop regionally-oriented, inter-inStitu-.

tirJnal, t,riented viromiental education projects.tent,

Alt

},1 t.r e, one must. IndkJ a very hort response= to a very significant

The interta,.e i; a fundarlontal concept Co many aspects -of environmental

P, an important need in our very young,, developing history. The

if:trrfA-:, ;tudeW.s von appropriately expres5 it, is :"where the

n.; OF ;i1A'T ,;tatement,, and words, I always tend to k to

which are cHallenger, to t

1 principle-: are too vr,,ply ,stated follows:

to problems

Intorreldtiow,hip3, integration

ionArewth within a fini t I ! hate

0J.Iirtratl nt the Frvir,,,m4mt31 Science Program! and AY,ociate
rat ,lrchiteLtre at '4aF,llington Univei-iity. He has .' ne research in
La-.e,, of plannirri and architecture, and ha'; teen a mer...er of the City

..1r1 ;,1.-1 .1, r-)0 j nu i ,>i on.
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kri.01. , : would like rr, , , rr,inr> thrr thi,jc topic of 'The! Interface: How In-

stitutiens Can Pelate to iosh r)ther in Unvironmental Educati'on" with these three,

basic concerns.

What. is our holistic 'concept. or premise? There is a need for integrated ac-

sess prwiram: in environmental education at 011 levels 9f our local and global

society. ,We must in varying ways establish an interrelationship among all elements

in our society: each parson- -each student, pacn household,'each school, each

neighborhood; each city, county, regional or comprehensive university (of partic-

ular interest to use today); each state,- all nations, and the world. Each of us

in environmental education mul help and contribute to the establishment of access

proliwIs to all of these elemen'ts in our society.

In perspective, looking bask over the last five or six years that Washington.

'ater,i taliversity has had an active progrart.in Environmental Scienoe, there has

been progress in developing environmental programs for the diverse societal 'needs.

`Jo'lle 0"ograms have been good and some had, our progress may be too slow for some

and too fast for oth,rs but still, there has been progress at almost all scales in

society. People are tr, oming increasingly, aware of the environment, some in a

mature way, otners in si *Ialse way. There is much work to be. accomplished here.

Citizen participation i, a new spirit of our time...at another scale, this sympos-

iu7'. is an attempt to bring together pr grams in higher education. There have been

ton? others...-and at tnri.mo:.,t important scale,` the world is beginning to focus on

global environmental problem,., tliough population,. water, food and habitat sympos-

iums.' .t.,

!Are to thrl esorrJmy of n:cale, a general concept which may relate to this hol.i,

tic premise is that institutions should work together and support establishing,

programs which are broader in contrext than each institution in itself. Universit-

ies should organize to establish state, intrastate, regional cooperation; national

and international '0,0grams. Uur to other economies, individual institutions should

help other institutions at-the lower scale, i.e., a university could assist and en-

courage its regional corrioni y in-'supplying to h'elp'develop unique pro -

gram within their 'sub-units. ,such as conlmaridl-'organizations, high schools, jun-

ior ,.,-,11,,i, etc. These units should be encouraged to organize to define their

,needs for institutions ofhigher education.

.

Appropriate-interrelatiposPips.for integration are very Important at all levels.

We 'n4ve2 Y.?1., rIF choices: we caninstitutionaliut. these interrelationships and make

the po-minorit, or we can use the,:simplest means of openly sharing information and'.

resources, involve community action and citizen involvement to establish this in-

terrelationship.AlloftheseYvthods take'quite a bit of tTplanning;,but'the

latter cAv be a more evolving natural process to follow.
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a\itations, what. are the limitations? When I come to conferences such as

this and participlitO in discussionshout environmental education, I go home-feel-

ing pnetty good. I strongly feel that we 'at Washington State University and in the

Northwest region have developed a cOncRptual framework which has the marbles in

the right pocket.' When I get home, "I find that we have problems in "managing

those marbles." Studying the tremendous societal needs and the growth of environ-

mental eduiiation within a finite resource base fiarmS a perplexing' clilemma.

At Washington Sta4 University, our Environmental Science program is gaining

student interest and university support faster than other departments in the univ-

ersity. This, within a. finite resource base', requires redistnibutibn of resources,

which causes institutional competition instead of cooperation. This,of'course,

is destructive to interdisciplinary cooperation, a fundamental concept of environ-

mental education.

Tfiff organization of the 'interface", or establishing appropriate interrelation-

hins between environmental programs, will make t,-he overall movement more stable.

Jiaring resource% may minimize duplication and waste of these same resources. This

, dependent upon what economy of scale we are dealing with..

Internal to =.r large university, we have developed many, ways of managing our

resource. !ia key concern I bring-to this conference is Ways Of managing your own
/

household.° Our program interrelates three colleges, some ninety faculty.from some

forty different disciplines.' By managing well- one's own household, one can minim-,

mhe the energy-consuming problem represented here, i.e., 'the value .of ariexpert

is proportional to the distance traveled." One must first of all find way' of

,dining a=,:,cessibility to the regional context,. the university as a resource base

for inter-university and community matters.

At the smaller scale,. we have'developed some programs which involve the com-

unity through its 's'chool system and citizen organizations.. We need to do a much

better job in this area of concern and could use your help and suggeStions.

At the larger inter-institutional scale, I suggest participation in programs

such as iTCONET and SHARE, programs which are attempting to coordinate.a data bank,

public relation% and commnication programs, and resource crisis exchanges within

thn Northwest- region. This is the type of prograM which is larger n,scale than

the institutions and needs to be collectively supported by institutions. There

seem to be economy and effectiveness in coordinating these types of inter-institu-

tional programs.

Another important program in the Northwest is the newly established Northwest

Association for the jnvironment, an association of institutions, their students

and faculty within the Northwest dealing in the area of environmental education.

This promises to he an important organization beginning to develop inter-institu-

tional programs it is a beginning in the Northwest. There are many problems: in

tact, nresently we can not even agree upon an organizational name.

r/



It is not any ow of these programs which seems important to this conference

now, within the broad context of environmental education for our local citizens

and our global community--it is all of them. I briefly suggest these thoughts and

encourage further exploration of any of these programs through the seminar's dis-
,

cussion.

ROBERT 0. SYL STER:

Institutions having an environmental studies education program can relate to

one another in Several ways, and there are good reasons why they must _relate,

These remarks refer to institutions which have a well-identified program in enyir--

onmental studies that includes teaching for both the undergraduate and graduate

student, researchand4public service. By their very nature, thete programs are of

necessity interdisciplinary. In the setting of traditional degreeiiprograms in the

conventional university or college, the environmental studiet program is very new

and quite non-traditional. Each institutional program is essentially staffed with

faculty who have recently come from or remain associated with a degree-granting

department. .These faculty art now in arPinterdisciplinary setting where there are

no models or norms for program development as there are with the traditional aca-

demic fields.

Ir
'OF

the development of an argument to show a necessity for "relating", it should

be pointed out that environmental studies as 4 discrete progrem is not universally

accepted as being a.good thing or as being necessary. Some feel that the subject

i. hoing adequately handled by regular departments; that the environment is so

broad a topic that there can be no rigor in its development; that the environmental

concern is a passing fad; that ther9 will be no or few jobs available to anyone

with such a major; and that in these times of fiscal restraint and reducing student

enrollments, universities should not embark on any new and competing programs. I

strongly disagree with the foregoing arguments and, further, feel that an envihon-

'mental studies prograM'is also one of the healthiest things educational institutions

can be doing as a means of fostering interdisciplinary interactions--preventing

themselves from further becoming inflexible, stereotypedAraveyards.

In my opinion, the primary reason that we must relate is to exthange,informa

tion on program-,-course and research development. Each institution is searching

,Robert O. Sylvester is Director of the Institute for Environmental Studies and
Professor of Civil Engineering, Universi' of Washington. He has served on many
University as well as non-University cow yes, including the one which planned
and developed the Institute for Environi Studies. ----
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fin n improved ...on,.e ,illabi, better methods of securing individual iriterdisciplin-4

ary faculty input,.and procedures for interacting with other academic units served

.by. 'the environmental studies progr'am and vice versa. This exchange of successful

0-: and unsuccessful experiences in program development willOelp 'everyone and partic-

ularly the ,tudents. Of course, one'-i success may be another's failure, and we do

nut want all'programsto be the sSme,

We need to'know thcqfaculty and courses offered at other institutions so that
. -

students may be. given proper advice, either on the desirability of transferring to

anotHer school or on acceptance of course credits for admittance. When institutions-

are close to one. anothtr geographically, it may also be desirable to permit course

enrollMet at the other institution as a method of economically augmenting the

study' Program%

Relating to other institutions will help in the'research effort, not only in

finding out,what others' are doing, but also in exchanging.tformatidn, reducing

duplication, and .possibly in enhancing collaboration.

A pi-au:T..1;k reason for relating is that we mist know what other institutions

ae_doing im'the r\egion so that the programAan be defedded adequately whin qUes-

tined by the !Aatle Council on Higher Education and by-jnstitlitional administrators.

In order to sOyive and gain support. in this competitive society, it is neces-

sary ti4t.'envirormntal stgdy programs be well recognized and achieve respectabil-

ity. This,can only\be done through mutual cooperation ,and activit,c; witness what

has been done in.the\caSe of the 'traditional disciplines and with the interdiscip-

linary proarapisjn w % erli-esourres anci4icepOgraphy,

Serie exaples of .uccessful institutional relating can be fhund in the: Univ-

sitles.C.ouncil on Water Resources; the Association of Environm otal Engineering

Profs sors; the Washingrin Water Research Center; and the dev oping Washington

-.t.ate lrchaeological Resea'rch Center and the Washington State Energy Research
..r

Center. In the P inacifii: Northwest we are the-early 'stages of forming a "North-

west Associajon for; Environmental Studies", for the puypbse of relating to.one

another on the topics just discussed.

This leneral symposium on environmental education is a-good examplevof an ef-

furt fu -elate and l'hope that it will be followed by others that will' 'del with

specific ;e .;'rents of the task before us.
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DISCUSSION

Session 3

John Gustafson: -le title of the panel we just had says, "How can institu--

tions elate b each d her in environmental education?" I began to listen be-

cause tFie Attiance for Environmental Education is a means by which not institu-

tions, but orgy ;,..3 ons may relate to one another in environmental education.

Many of you, I'm sure,,know of the Alliance. It was formulated about a year

and a half ago. I'm now the president and Bob Cook, whom you have met and heard

today, is the president-elect. The Alliance has about'28 organizations. I say

Idflout" because there are one or two in the process of joining. These organiza-

tions are national in scope. They range from those that are very limited in

their programs or in their aims in environmental education, like thegConservation

Education Association and American Nature Studies Society, to those with broader

interests, the National Education Association, National Wildlife Federation,

Isaac Walton League, League of Women Voters. These are some of the kinds of

organizations that are in the Alliance.

We are there together because we all have some interest in environmental

education, and we want to share these limited resources we heard about today.

Many, many of the things that were brought out in regard to institutional cooper -

ation, also apply to organizational cooperation on the .national level.

0
We have engaged the services of Jack Snell frcn Indiana as our part-time

executive director. Hopefully, as the next few months go on we will find suffi-

cient funding to make him a full time .executive director. We are planning to

have a national ot.QCe in Washington., arrangements already with

the National Wildlife re-deration for office space. 40'want-to be in'Washington

because we feel this is thepfice to be in terms of influence on legislation,

getting on the tail of some of the organizations in government which we're con-;

cerned With, and so on

I want yiiti to Nmember the Alliance, and'to try to cooperate and enhance its

at.tiQn as mnch as possible. We're not yet ready to step out and become £ real

dCtiOn organization in terms of workshops or doing things that cost a lot of

imorey. We just t:on't have that at the rmoment, but hopefully, when thesia first ,.

organizational phases are over with, we can step out and really go to town on a
1

offutt, of The In!'.tituto for f_nvironmentaI Education, was the moderator

for SE ,slum 3.
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rational ':talc in (Iv moHental education. So, I just thought I'd bring that

little word to yoii, to welcome your interaction with us.

question: We have some problems in our environmental science program. I

wanted to voice these problems and maybe solve some of our difficulties.

First, our environmental bcience program is obfered in the division of social

science. We're very defensive because there is an accusation of a lack of sci-

ence, a lack of rigor in such a program if it is spawned from a social\science

division. We would appreciate any help in a def4sive rationalization.

Secondly, we do need help in curriculum development, not so much in develop-

Ment itself as in finding some avaatr'riition to defend the curriculum Oat we have

developed. I think we have fairly sensible ideas as to whwt an environmental

skidl science cuiriculum should entail.

Thirdly, adredentials program. I was pleased to hear that Sanitary Engineer-

ing is now Lnyironmental'ingineering. I don't know why they changed their name.

But I ma5 ..6Yeased to hear that they did, and that they have an organization and

possiblyerediting standards. Is there any movement-in environmental education,t

hopefoiily nationally but even regionally in the Northwest orrin the Pacific area

accrediting or establishing standards for such a program so that we can

aY, "Yes, this is-an environmentally trained person"?

Fourthly,- Lewis and Clark is a regional college, and at the regional college

level we do feel a definite need to relate to the institutions, especially the

secondary institutions, in our area. I'm taken with the Wisconsin program, the

University of Wisconsin at Green Bay. I.would appreciate it if, when the Univer-

city of Wisconsin does get its prograriwritten up and described, the description

were Tilde available to interested- people. Also, i hope that the proceedings here

will be made available as soon as possible before their funding runs out.

,linswer: I don't know who wants to tackle that. I'm certainly not going to.

I would sly one thin41: maybe words ore Important when you're trying to sell 6

program, and you're talkingabout Where the social sciences and the sciences fit

fedether, and these are just words, but I think it comes from having Seen it hap-

pen. That is, it you can approach a problem that is real and meaningful in the

community as a focus for an environmental education program, and the sciences are

used to understand that problem and the social sciences-to try to bring some

effe(J, and rhange, this is how they come together. But they have to come to-

, I feel, around a real problem and a problem that's seen by t' students.

Oiletilr. I for-to. the most important question, what I really came here ford

number OOP rel,,on. I was asked to draft .a pamphlet that would describe _the

But primarily it would describe job opportunities,-.-this disgusting
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ide soveral 1.!3CVA distance'phune calls. I called up-

tfe ot Washington ell either they have no knowledge whatever of the

jeo er tny've pit something that they're not going to let out. In

ahy event, they didn't help me. The 'University oft.igshington, of course, spon-

y,rti tr, ;:t o hin; that there would be industry repre-.

WrtItl.Ve gyuld TI olt what they see as adequate undergraduate training

in environmental 1 one information, though--imPediately--on job

opportuhities, sly at the tederal and state level--job descriptions.

. ti3Ovaustar: I will try to respond to some of that. You called our university

and asked atout jot 7iappertunitieo: Sure, we ,an give you scads of them, it do-

n what you're after. You have the philosophical problem, "Should a uni-

versity to an ft,rtntieu horttraining people for specific jobs, or should it be

prinAcily to ed,sate pa pie' There's a big difference. We're trying to do, I _

thinl, Jetn.

so Ole, ft envirraigteital field is just enormous. It almoSt defies defini-

tion: ever,- ore ancilt,. should nut in my estimation, try to be all things

to All people 1r! enviren,ntal affairs. You have certain strengths, we have cer-

tain Arn,:th.,, we :no,III on those.

we have the pnilvarphy that a student going through an undergraduate

ter exafiole, ;oild nave a particular strength, be it in engineering,

ecunoHcc,, social studies, so that when he or she finishes, the student

an nave ething to sell. They can say, really know something about this

ang it atditict, then, they have picked up the environmental assoCiations.

tnis involves A dual degree, and we have quite a few student who do

to n. Lo' example, we juot had a woman who gut her degree in botany. She got a ,

I nviroym-ental studies. She'll have no problem, I'm sure, in get-

tin A

We nave ornnrs wno ,itugy general interdisciplinary environmental studies, a

Tnev want to Jo it. If the student wants to do that, God bless him,'

seli eim oiff ouf i!ut if wo hive the chance to advise him, we'll

Advise hi': to t-'ve'co a atnngilticin a certain area. And as ,to accreditati6n, I

t;A;) early to ein talk ate it the subject. You can argue ac-

:,snhf.,nloniaisi,nd ant Around in cirncles.' It can be stifling. The one thing that

r:,! ,out Arurrinulum that nation-wide is pushed as, "This

fnc an. ,eu shsuli p or environmental studies friar the science standpoint."

intn md put; you in the same position many of our tradi--

ALouoline dnpartment; A;'Tic,whereyou have all these hoops to jump through,

nor .11w- ''
called a zoologist or whatever it is. It's very

watt 'S if.



It's our impression that students should. tailor. their own programs at this
.

stage of our development, and we'll help them and advise them and try to makeea0

agBod,strong program. But we do have to'face reality, I think that, by and

large, where we can we should tUrn out student's that can fit into.society.and

play a useful role. I thing we can do that insmny,nny areas. 'You're wonder-.

in; where they are. We do have in the program tomorrow some people talking from,

you sddht say, the outside world, addressing this very subject.

As to curricula, I'm sure we would be happy to send you what we have, and so

would the other people here; and f'm sure nearly all of the others also are at a

very initial stage of development:

question: On the subject of environmental careers, I conducted a-brief sur-
;

coy,. because I was making a talk in Washington,to some high School students on

environmental careers. .So I called around in the state Of Maryland to different

people, and I found that Maryland hires. between 100 to 200 people in the State.

Mopartment of Natural ReSources in a pretty wide range of jobs that run from an

eighth grade education minimum to a master's in environmental planning. You

could extrapolate that:to-other states,. just in their departments of natural.

resources. That would probably give. you a rough idea. I think that-the jobs are

really there, to a large extent. The problem is that you just don't-know the .

magnitude. If you take the three broad categories of pollution control, resource

management and eny.frorimentalplanning(which is everything else), I think you can

say that there a:e probably going to be some tens of thousand: of jobs,-nation-

wide, in those/areas in the next five years.-

...,V1vr: T think I could respond:directly:to what you're trying to dp,. per-

haps, So4a ten, twelve years ago ',started a program in Water and Air Resources,

(incloryilg solid wa,te and so forth) at the University, into which we admitted

/this was a graduate prog'ramall categories of engineers-, chemjSts, biologists,

onl L a lesser extent, S social scientists and some plann6ts. Our attempt

WA-,X
/
not, to turn out every ody as an engineer, but to turn out the biologist that

if, a better biologist, one that can work in a team effort,who_understands the

'expertise of. the:other people he has to work with, and how they can cooperate.

We've hod roughly a hundred or more'students each year in this program. We can't

,'F?';in rn s; ply the requests for all these different types of. people. It as an
/ #

.disciplinary faculty and it is housed in one department, which we ar not ,

now Vi yinl tn'do in our environmental studies, program at the University of

W1,4hiniton.
,

In' ny program in environmental. studies I have to answer to eleven deans, those

;1(6t L.sw:erned with environmental matters,. I envision that as our program grow's

we'll have all sorts of pathways for the-student. EaCh student that goes down a
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particular pathway, say it's environmental aspects of energy, each one of those

students who chooses this pathway, and I'm sure that we.pould get all sorts of

them hired with the federal energy office, will have really a different progralli.

It will be similar but it will be tailored to that student's previous background,'

and perhaps what.the student wants to do when he or she finisheS school.

Comment: I think 1 have an obligation to comment on the.comments of my'col-

league. .I'm from the Environmental Protection Agency. I think he may have exag-

gerated, or painted a too optimistic picture about employment opportunities that

broadly deal with environmental protection,
including pollution control, environ-

mental planning and, resource management. I can't speak for environmental planning;

.whatever that might be, whjch involves, I suppose, planners for community develop-

ment. But in the .area of pollution control, from the. studies that I hav been

able to.See and from the discussions I'Ve had with state and local offic als, and

in the privlte Sector, I think that there's an expansion in'the work orce,

it's going to be in the engineering and
technological areas and not in th `,social

science areas. Looking around, for example, at the state agencies, just ake one

area. There are about 5,000 people.employed, in the state and local air pillution

control programs. The most recent data we have indicates that there's no going

to be a great deal of expansion, because
therisimPly isn't'the ihcreas udget.

Those positions that are being recruited for, are almost exclusively engin ering

and technological positions.

Answer: These engineers that yod hire for air pollution need'to be eng neers

that are more than engineers that add,
subtract and divide and go down a n crow

technological path. They need to see how air pollution problems relate to ppob-

lems of society, the political, the social, and all that' we're been talking about,

so that there'S Something more than just an air 'pollution engineer or air pollu-

tion cheTist,

ctlestion: ,

Well, all I'm saying is that the basic educational preparation in

engineering or one of the allied technological fields, or inescience, -is,,iri m

opinion, necessary. it may not be sufficient credentials for a job, but-I thitk

I

you'll find that in most cases .it's a necessary 'credential.

\ .

$ .

Answer: Yes, as a specialty. But wouldh't you prefer to hire somebody .who

has this extra environmental training?

Dnstiun: Indeed, sure.
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Answer: I wall,f'd hope that we dap't get caught in the linear thjhRing trap--

where, if you're a chemistry major you automatically end up in chemistry, or if,

an English dnajpr, you automatically end up in English, because this is not the ":

case. That's not the way things 41'in undergraduate education. At, least, what.

I've been;irguing for here today has been an enlarged and perhaps 4 modified view

of the relationship betwee4 the Inimanities and natural science in.terms of an-

environmental education package. And I pink that these people are going' to find

their way into just as many and diverse niches in our society as people who come

out with a degree in English, people Ad comb out with,a degree in histdry, and

who don't go on in English or in history. bilt they're going to come out, I think,

with an awareness of the circumstances that confront us today that are 'much, mlich

more realistic. And to make a casein point here on the non- linear nature of pro-.

fessional life, I rode on a plane with a vice-president of Foss Tug, one, of the

aid operations. here on the West-Coast. What was his preparatien? He was headed

for the qesuit priesthood. He felt that his degree in medieval hi3IFT-y 111:1 really

prepared him for the viee-presidencY of Foss Tug.

About a year and a half ago, we were asking the same question about job oppor-

tunities of the regional director of the Department of Ecology hereinkWashtngton.

"What do you want?" and he said, "We're not hiring people who come from environ-

mental studies p4gtams. We're hiring sar ary engineers." "What do you do with

your sanitary engineers?" "Well; we have 9ve categories that we call environ-

mental scientists, and we. reclassify them c_cording to their experienCe." Were
talking about practicality. No matter wh they call these guys; they're stiff

their sanitary engineers. t
.

/

question: Can you see possibly an advantage to definitions or, hart ing back,

to accreditatfOn of the envi5cimental- scientist? I Myself know the -7 kttuatien.

You have to have.,a degree, a Nchnical degree. .1 know. that, I kn.t4t all
along, So I'm pl, ding for help for rationalizations to defend 'ur particular

1.course. We are'e ercising t dual major too, a major in botany.', a major in envi-
..'/1ronmental social science. But we're having environmental.te4nists forced on

us. I thfink,this has come out` -they are not environmental Scientists, they are
.

technicians, they are narrow-vision people: I would. hope thatidut of the pro- -

ceeings of a symposium like thiS, we might come up with an expression of a need

..far hew orientation, new directions in problem solvingand maybe we can help the

rehyifahlental social Scientist in the job markettoo.
.

I

Answer: Well, I know Bob Sylvester's interest in getting an organization/ go-

ing, You will not get arcreditation until you get an organization that can ac,...

t;rnit. We don't have such an organization. It may be that one of the thingS

he's. shooting at here today with this particular program is,""What can we do in
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order to pull ourselvesotogether so we clhj-Jse'our common resources in-developihg

this thing?" -

Bartusn: have just a few randomcomments to this collage of questions: At

the M.levelour most popUlar area of specialization'is in the engineeripg Sof-

'ences, and those are automatic employments, .And I think the, employers really ap-

preciate a broad bagkground, ePlus anarea of specialliatjon.
The students who

have thisia.kbackgroundViresent
themselves in'a no:e exciting way to. the em-

player. I think thit is true.: They'have some sort of inner comprehension which

is very important.

-
The'other thing that I :would like tb xeTate4to is curriculum development.' I

would suggett taking yOur problem to yodrfaculty. And/if you can't generate a

curriculum or an emphaSis among your ,faculty, Maybe'yn.1 shouldn't
have a'program

becdUSe Ws-there at the grais-roots level that it Wi levolve.

:Question: St,idents too ? -
. ,

Answer:1 Of.course, students.

Comment: Fitst of getting the impression that we're dis6Ssing prOb-

,

lem solving as something new and recently discovered since the invention of some-

thing called environmental stUdies I think that we need to acknowledge that

there is 'a histbry;of problem solving. It's not really new to education. That is

a system for educating that's been:aroun'c'l .for sometime:

Secondly, one of the things that also iMpressed me was the fact th# we're re-

jecting the idea of standards.
I don't understand how we can talk about having

any kindofredibility
without having any basis or any standards.,nd that ties

in with my thirdIStatement,
which is that were telling students to come and work .

fOr us, or'cbme'to-school and
we,'11 find you a job with'the environment.: Then .

we're saying "Well; we really can't give you employment in the environment; but

you can go an work for a business or you can go to work for somebody else, just

like aphsLiiisinr4e_amilors-4id,
and al,the English Majors did",' and at the same

timeme'resaying-that the history and the English departments are losing.students,

and.we want torbuild up our environmental studies department.

..4Somehow those issues need to be resolved, and I'm not sureWel addressing

those issues. All we seem to be saying is the same kinds of thi we've been

sayihg for some time. Let's just talk about problem solving and whether students

know how tosolve problemS.
Spmehow, most of them are going to deVeloP jobsand

solve the problems of society. And I don't think w'r(e attacking the problem be-

tst

fore us.
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Answer.: We need to try to define the difference between being trained and

being educated. About three or four years ago it finally became clear to me what

the difference probably is; and now I'm positive of it. I find that if 'you have

a job,.you're trained,tand if you're unemployed, you're educated. This really is.

quite serious. i'm not sure if we understand the implications of it, and what it

'means all the way 'dowwthe line'in education. Because I think all of us arere-

- ally looking for people who are educated and trained at the same time; we're lis-

ing.the terms as the same.

But becausei\of different,, needs to do different things, we find that.we can

. draw the line dt\
different leveli. . We can draw the, line after two years; and we',

haVe someone who can go to 'work doing certain things. We.can draw the line after'

a month and give him a diploma: or a ceitificate.of attendance and he can go to

work. Or we can draw the line after eight years or twelVe years of study and call

hirp a Ph:D. geneticist or a Ph.D. pvironMenta),engineer or an11.D., or what have

you. But still in the long run:, what we'haVe really done is to train these peo-

ple to go to work. Its juSt:that it might take 'a little longer to do it, or the

line is drawn at a different point. But that,. to me, seems to be the only differ-,'.once.

Now, this reverts back to the things that were said earlier about the role of

the two -year college in training, and on to the fouryear college and on. The

two7year.college does have to and '11 train people to actually go to work. But.

° they s011have the responsibility to educate or train people who can then go on

to the four-year unit, who can then go on to ,graduate school. In order to do

this;', we haveto not only Set Standards but .we have to define wh-at were talking

about. We haVe to sit down and say, "What are these people?" So to define them

we have to,find out what really, are the needs. And you can't do. hatvin.this.

room hqe. You have to sit down with gOvernment, you have to sit down with small

municipalities, and you have to'find out what kinds df people theiwant.for theSe/

. 'particular kinds of positions: And yes, they Oy'verywell want an engineer, as

well as someone who has .a basic degree--I like to think of him as a biologist

with a minor in engineering. ,But-that's.just because of my. own bent. Neverthe-

less, you"still'have to fihd out exactly.what theseipeople are needed to be. Then

you can define what they can be doing. When you're doing this definition, you can

. then set., the standards higher:. None of these things can happen by themselves, and

none of these. thingS can happen w'ithout a recognition of what the needs really. .

are. We can't resolve that just sitting here and throwing terms back and forth.
,

It takes much more work than that:

Answer: I'd )ike to reSpon0 to the question on accreditation. Thekindof

accreditation I don!t think we're ready fbr or should have,is like what there.ls '

in engineering.' Tn a.traditional prograM.you've got to have so many units' of
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humanistic social studies, so many units of math, one year of Wvsicsi-it's all

structured and locked in. If we had accreditation teams f-iat'went mound and

looked at the quality of the faculty in the prograM, the quality of1the courses,

whether the courses add up to some coherent thing, has the student ic'eally had a

good experience,-if-we look at it that way, I'll buy it. The °the," is too.restric-

tive. It stifles the imagination, add our whole environmental studies movement

is nontraditional: Its innovative, experimental, every one of its here is trying

a different program, really. I'd hate to be on a board to accredit them based on

one set of standards.

Comment: I think it should come, though. Its a guaraftee that a man who

works in an environmental position, it promises his employer that he has the

visiin to see beyond his specialty, and that that mision.is.guarahteed ay.some

academic curricula he has undergone. That is the way we're going ta save the

field. Otherwise the field is just going to be I dllettante,field like English.

Environmental education is just going to be a nice experiment unless we do define

it:

Offutt: As moderator I shouldn't say anything, but I have to because I've!

spent most of my working career recruiting and training for industry, and I have .

some rather strong feelings. I don't think' you,can say that you want an environ-

mental generalist to be such a thing. In every industry and every organizatiOn,

every person that is hired for a job is hired for a different maw and a dif-

ferent-purpose, and you may Want an extremely narrow individual with no scope,

no vision, no nothing, to sit and do a specific job. I hope that we don't have

to come up with Leonardo da Vincis for every program in the country, and I don't

think that industry,would want us to.

Comment: Were doing injustice to the whole environmental studies thing, by

making employment a cAterion for its Nalidity. If you look at who the employers

are--big industry and the major forces that have the money in this society--that's

not who I want to wo k for. In fact,"if I were working for them, I might begin

to wonder if I'm doi g the right thing. I'm purposely training myself for some-
.

thing nobody wants, Jr at least what very few. people want. Certainly, no one's

going to pay for it, and no one is going to pay for shutting down polluting.fac-,,

tories: There's anther whole sphere of persons,. they're not dilettantes, they're

not peopI6 who sit an esoteric circlealking about environmental 'science,

whatever that is. his person is an 'activist, a grass -roots organizer or a com-

munity organizer, nd he's very expert in a lot of different things. He knows

what he's talking bout. I may have to work washing dishes, but my real job is

something else.
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Answer: The student does have some responsibility. The academic people may

like to think that they're creating their gradua,tes out-ofsilly putty; but stu7

dents can make decisions, and what we need perhaps is inforMation about jobs

available at the.prqent state, And I realize that his may not help with fresh-

men making their deciioris becauSe things really chabge fast. But there are

people who do long-range projections, and somebody made the comment about academic

institutions creating and .certifyingpeople as having vision, I don't know if you.
,

guys,can do that. I think we have a responsibility, but I'm not sure that's what

it 1.5.

.Question: It seems to me that all the panel members simply listed instances'

of institutional cooperation. I was really disappointed that there was not more
,

analysis of the costs, as well as the gains._ Every instance that I've been in-

volved in, quite a wide range of:them in the educated world, all failed dismally.

It took all'of our energy to maintain our interface, and we never got anything

done. But with that as a. bias, I wonder if we could ask the panel members to

comment on some of the kinds of circumstanceSor problems that inter-institutional

cooperation seems to work with, and some of the areas where even the attempt might

be disastrous

Kennedy: To give an example, the state of Washington is attempting to work

with state agencies to develop policy in environmental education in those agencies

that can support it in a legitimate fashion. My comment earlier about bootlegging

came from that one, becaUse they all do it. They don't have a policy. We're

looking at a bunch of individuals from various Uencje,,s that have,a real, keen

feel for
?

this thing.. Andwhen they die, or when they go, or when they're trans-

ferred someplace, the feel goes with them. There's, nothing left. I think this is

a real problem with these kinds of relationships. therefore, I Want to get back.

into policy so that the lepplewho come along next have a basis' to work against,.

or-from. And so the people at the top level of management who have to make deci-

sions and commit resources have a basis other than that some fellow down -there had

a good feeling about it a. few years ago.

We're looking at a study that we have undertaken over the last year. and a half.

I 'can give yov an exact dollar figin'e on that. Just for the.development of the

rationale for such a policy, the-hard actual dollar figures are about $21,000 Of

grant money. The rest were in kind" services. We've kept very accurate records

with time. ',Fight agencies, about a year and a half, one person fromeach agency

interacting with ea h other, about $21,000. Is that what you're looking for?

guestion: I'dlike you to comment on whether that's a good idea. If you'd

given each of the agencies $3,000, they would have gotten a lot m ?re done.
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Kennedy:' That possibility exists.
We chosethis method, and at this point

I'd say that we're half done. We've convinced some people at various levels with.,

.in these organizations that thisjs a pretty fine way to relate,to each other..

We have yet to convince the people at the top who actually have to make decisions,

who actually have to implement policy, and make policy, that it is a good idea.

So, I/don't know yet. Maybe giving theM $3,000 and letting them goon their own

separate ways would haVe.been:a better idea or maybe not. Probably ii six months

we will be able to tell; I have a good feeling about what's going to ,happen as 'a

result of it. Were legitimizing things so that people; can legitimately commit

`manpower and. resources and materials to support programs in environmental educa-

tion at every level. Were not looking just at the common schools although that's

what I represent, K through 12. The missionsof the individual agencies don't

include K through 12, for the most'part. They.include the broad, general public.

So somewhere, all of this hasto fit together, the policy that is made-hasto be

broad enough to include their total responsibility,, the total population they're

'responsible for, not just the one I'm concerned with. We've got,to dovetail and

fit the pieces together. I don't think any of those eight agencies could do that

. all by themselves. I just don!t think that could happen..

Comment: One of the big problems is whether or not we all recognize there's

a need for this kind of cooperation. Several years ago I worked with a.group

froplastern, that was discussing the potential for a cooperative program in.

nursing education. There. was a need. The hospitals were pulling out. What were

we going to do then? The health services were-making-demanOs-for,increasing.the

numbers of nurses. It looked as if parftcolarly,in this area there was going

to be a decrease... Today there is an active program. It's still cooperatiVe: Wash-

ington State'University, my institution,
Eastern, and two of the parochial schools

in this area have cooperated. They farmed a. body that has existed through a lot

of squabbles. First there was a,need, they formed'a structure,the structure was

there ancrthey were able to continue.
This morning there was an attempt, I under-.

stand, to bring together a major environmental group to /develop afoundation that

would provide the impetui for cooperation in the environmental field in.this area.

I understand that the deck of cards has.fallen, and I could have predicted this.

The thing we have to do first is to develop some kind of program on which we can

agree, and then it will be possible to move ahead. I'm sure this cooperation can
ti

be developed, but people have to agree to do it.
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. ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION: A POLITICAL VIEW

Tom Foley

Sesion 4

The sobjeCt for this morning's discussion, "A Political View of Environ-'

mental EducatiOn," is one with which I'm going,to take a fewliberties. I'd like

to discuss in a broadercontext, if I may, sue_of-th-F-rxTilical impadts that I

foresee oc6urring.in the coming months with respect. to general questions of

environmental policy.

. The United States did not involve itself in environmental legisTajon, prob7.,

ably with the exception of the Refuse Act of 1899:until -the middle of the 1960s,

when environmental concerns became a topic of active diScussion publicly and the

subject of legislatiorpin the Congress. We began to witness the arhlvallofair

quality acts, water quality acts, and'other major environmental' legislative

efforts in the lateY'60s.add early '70s;Conghess sometimes is accused of opera -

t'n9 at the whim of fashion, and every committee in Congress that had o possible

connection with an gnvironinental juriS-diction'seethed in a rush to find a way to

emphasize its own oncerriwith.protecting the environment., As enVironmental pro -

grams were developed in all-the agencies-environmental appropridtions rose"

dramatically. Inleneral, the subject became about as popular as thq famous'

motherhood and the f/a1.219_..one-wouTd criticize environmental legislation. It

generally passed by votes of, in the 5enater 82-or 85 to 0, or in the House, of

378 to 12, apparently indicating a national consensus. .

One tf the acts that passed in the early '70s was,the Environmental Education

Act, whoSe purpoSe was to increase public awareness of environmental .issues while

'trying to develop an extended, persistent interest on the part of the general pub-

lic in both the protection of the' environment and the critical dedisio4 that

would have to be made about it. In addition, it was intended as a means to Sepa-

rate fact from fiction abdut environmental issues, to enable the public to-make

informed.decisions, to give needed perspectives in the various areasdf contro-\

versy that might arise, and to help plan for the future. Among the things for

ToM Foley is.noW serving his fifth term as,a member of the U.S. House of
Representatives from the Fifth District of Washington. He was elected Chairman
of the Agriculture Coanittee in early 1975.
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which the Act provided Worethe creation of en.adv-isory council to develop pro-

grams'and curricula at the various levels of public education as well as in the

other areas of jurisdiction covered by the bill, to develop communications educ-.

ation policies, and to'assist state and local agencies in establishing their

own education programs for primary and secondary schools and in the preparation

and distribution of materialS for use by the mass media:

The act was not adequately funded_during its, first few years of existence,

and indeed, wag not given a fair chance to show its potential. At the beginning

of the present CongreSS, the-93rd, legislation was introduced: to extend the-act;

and authOrized funding was fihally agreed upon this year, allowing $5 million

for the fiscal year df-105,-$10 million for the flscal-year.of 1976, and $15-

million for the fisCal year of 1977. The programs..are on a'dost-sharing basis

mith the exception of the civic action programs.

The extension of the bill includes the authority to discuss bostsof environ-

' mental protection..As'I:see it we are now moving into a periOd when,.althOugh

the consensus supports protection Of the environment, the area of implementation.

-of-pragramsavd-regulatjons-Will become-increasingly controversial..

It reminds me of a Story about the Congressman who 'got a, letter asking him

what he thought about the subjkI of whiskey. And he saIdi

I've always answered every question straightforwardly and
honestly. I'll answer this one just as candidly as' I always

6, Madam. You'Ve askedjge what I think about whiskey. If,
when you speak of whiskey you mean the devil's brew, Satan's
potion, that evil substance that has driven more Christian
men and. women from the heights of propriety and godliness

to the depths of sin and desperation and despair, that's
broken up more houSeholdS, ruined more families, set more
Orphans into a long period of confinement andloneliness,
if mean that substance that's wrecked the economy and
wasted more energy and resources than any otherHn our
'history, then I'm against it with all my power.

But if, when you speak of whiskey, you mean the elixir
of life, the spring of conservation, which, puts spring in
the old man's step on a frosty morning, the substance that
allowS hard-working men and women to forget, even for a
moment, the cares and tribulations of thesday, that subject,

''the sale of which has poured into our public treasury untold
millions of dojlars for the education of children, for the-
relief of cripples and orphans.; for, the erection of great
institutions of science and research, I'am for it. AnqI will

not compromise!

I'm 'afraid we're going to have some letters like that about the environment.

If., when we speak of enTironmehtal protection, we mean making the rivers, lakes,

and streams of our nation pure, safe, and sweet for swiMming, fishing, and re-

creation; if we mean making the air fit to breathe, ending the poison, and disease

of air pollution, removing the.ugliness of solid waste, then everyone\is for it.
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. If, howeverwe talk about increasing the appropriation for solid waste

. disposal,.proviing regulations on water quality or air control that may have

impacts on the,economy, orcosts to.the economy or private -industry, then sup-

port will
,

not be as ready. In all these decisions, the public is going to be

barraged with pnflicting statements, arguments, and disputs,, as well as with

varying combidations of data. An example is iherecent full-4Age ads by the

American Power Institute challenging the EnvirOnmental Prote6tion Agency's

statements on.doal burning.

The issues are going to be brought more and more into the political arena

in Congress, in legislatures, and in general'public discussion, There will be,.

I think, an increasing need to provide the publi6 a set of basic tools With which

to analyze the conflicting statements and data so that it may respond. Esential-

ly, these are decisions reqUiring a large degree of public involvemdnt. After

all the society is going to be making decisions as to whether or not we must

)accept such trade-offs as, perhaps, enduring greater noise levels in favor of

the theoretical saving of some'cost in-the production and distribution of goods, .

or vice versa. We're not going to be able to make those decisions.withoi.:t public ,

impact and controversy because it is already clear that the arguments are being

drawn and the forces are being arranged. I was a delegate to the so-called

"mini - convention" or "mini-summit".on inflation in Chicago and another major

cone in Washinglon. The mdssage at these meetings was very clear that .there is

a certain segment in industry which. argues that, inthe face of inflation, now

is the time to move away from environmental, health, and safety legislation. In

my opinion this is not a view.sopported .by the majority. Yet,,a small minority

may attempt to use inflation as a lever for wiping outall environmental health

and safety law's.
1

For example, we are told that controls reducingnoise pollution to 85 .deci-

bels would cost industry $31 billionNOw whether that's true or not is ainattel-

which will have to be examined and'a decision will have to be made as to whether

these costs are extreme, or whether other alternatives can be developed. I am

afraid that if we are not careful what will occur is a-confrontational approach

in the environmentaTjield which may stultify effective action in almost any

dtrection.

We are, I fear, gOing to,hearthe.argUment made on the other side of the eco-

nomy too,an argument that we have to drop environmental laws in order to stimu,

late the economy due to the danger of recession. We're moving into what I,think

may be a recession as deep as the '58 recession at -the end of the Korean War.

So the sqciety will be required to makea lot of decisions. Politicization

of environmental questions has alrpady come on rapidly, and it will continue.

Questions of the. environment and its protection are relatively easy politically

.in times pf high output and high prosperity, where people have a great deal of
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di5cretionaryincbmo, where there isn't any inflationary problem-and

prices are stable. p.71e are happy to support environmental proposals,enVir,

onmental regulations and environmental expenditures. Yet if theythin): the
,

economy will bet.affected eitherjn-'an inflationary. nr deflationary way due Lt..

the cutback in growth and activity,'then environmental protection. becoMes con-

troversial. When this situation occup, it is not the environment, which is

attacked but the.environmentalists'whn; in this.zontext,. are defined 'as people

who want to protect, the environment in an improper;. inappropriate, or too .expen-

sive way.

We have spent most of the last year in the Interior Commfttee, on which I.

,serve, on three bills: Surface Mihing, Land Use, and !tnergy Research. The Land

., US bill became so controversial that we were unable to obtain a rule in order

toh.ieb e it on the House flOor. The Surface Mining bill.went through months and

Months of hearings,. long delays on the'markUp of the bill, and is still ,in con-
,

ference with the Senate. There" is some doubt thatit will be passed at all by

the end of this year.
.

IncreaSingl Y, these environmental issues in the Congress that used to-whip

proughwith little or no.prpblem are bogging down in committees with some of

he bitterest and most exacerbated and extended legisUtive battles that I've .
...,.t

een. 'Thereldoesnot appear to be mucth enihusiasm in Congress, at, least in the

I terior Committee, for renewing the fight over the Land Use bill foranOther

1 or 11 months, only to have a huge national emotional, confrOntation and to

fi d that once again it will -not be debated on'the floor. It's taking,an enormous

amtunt of time to resolve these issues in CongresS because they have not been

de ided by the public. Furthermore, there are many popular misconceptions which

sur ound this legislation. People are being told that the Land Use bill will

tak.-control over their private land, that they won't be able to receive coMpen-

sat'on if the government takes their property,:and so on. A lot of nonsense is .

sai .about the Land Use bill.; .but because it'has been said with some effect, land

use has becoMe an.emotional issue.i...

With respect to surface mining, we're told that the bill canndt operate

effEctivelY while at the same time permitting the mining of conl, so that the

eni0 resources we need will -be unayailable'if this bill is passed.

I think in all Of, this increasing sensitivity and controversy over environ- ,:

, -
mental legislation and its'impact on the energy crisis and theecOnomy, we're

going to need a higher and more general level of public discussion, and awareness.

It is my hope that the Environmental Education Act can make a modeSt centribu-

ticin in that direction. I think, too.; that from a political standpoint; the dis-'

cussion has to be on a little broaderlevel.. in the sense that all the various

elements of the community'must becoMe involved. Environmental protection tends to
......_ ___. ..,.

-be.a somewhat elitist swbject involVing primarily people Who already are
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concerned, urirvery edueated,articulpte, and inclined to associate with one

. another in various doMmupity activities. recantly speke at the. Brookings

Institution on the subject of food aid and was told by one of theOverseaslev-

elopment Council represbntatives'that everybody in the United States was for

extended,'additional foreign aid and food assistance to countries that Were starv-

ing. They inferredthiS on the basis of a long series otdiscussions conducted

threughout.theountry. My. own readtion is that they Could'nOe have talked with

many peoplg outside of groups especially concerned about,this subject. Quite

franklyaS,,aopolitical Ind-iv-03;161, Is,bave not found a great outpouring of)0g7

mand among the general publiclor more tePeIgn_aid. Quite the contrary, rthink

goin4to be difficult to persuade Americans that:tfiey should do their human-

9utY towards countrig that are near starvation. Yet;,. after talking to

very sucifjcally concerned organizations such as chUrch and other civic-minded

groups, who had already taken positions on this question, the OverseaS,Develop-

Ment.Cpuncil team felt that everybody in the country was for it. I think;,in.:.

tither words, -that sometimes the question of environmental policies-is a harder._

issue, in .union halls asqiefl as in board rooms, where.the primary -concern is on;.

the economy. Often theiSsues of environmental PPotectiun and regulation receive

their. harshest criticism/from those involved In the economic process. As an exaM-

plg, 'farmers are terribly upset and sensitive about what they regard as the pend-:

ing intrusion of environmental protection into farm activities, particularly into

water quality standards. I think, to be frank, that, for those who are cone rued

about environmental protection, who are devoted and'Committed to it, some reater

political sensitivity is perhaps going to be needed, because increasingly. he '

'environmental issue is being framed as an economically disrUftive and dama.ing-.

issue for peoPle. Asurvey taken in Eastern Washington a couple. of years.a °-

indicated that there wa'a marked drop in concern about the environment in this

part:of the state as. cOmpared.with, the west side. That may be becaug'we have a

little bore open space; but also', I think it is because many of the areas here

;are still sensitive about economic. development. Further, they've begun to assoc-..

late environment asa restraint on conomia,cieveIopMent..,

The Congress is no longer to'be-counted op 100 percent 'for support-in the'

area-of environmental legislation. There is i.riSing tide of resistance to stan.

,dPrds initiated by Congress-that are considered too tight, too restrictive. This

has afforded the.6Urts an opportunity to enter the field by pointing' out strict

*
Congressional stIndards that haVgnot been met: Thus, ii leaVes the'doer open for

,. more flexible administration of the environmental laws. As you probably know,

Congress has'passed legislation extending the time. for;1he air qualitY standards

to be met by t4 automobile. manufacturers 10.1977. They've alsp passed legislal

tion allowing the -emergency burning of.certain highsulphurrcoalS in case of



$

fuel emergencies.. It appearS possible that we may have such an emergency this

winterparticularly if there is a coal strike.

In general, there is'a- Willingness now ,tobreach some'of the environmental

'protection acts if it's'argued that:thi iS'necessary for either inflation con-

trol or allocation of critical materials, such as fuef;which are,in short supply:

The probAm:again, will be hOlding the line against those ho want to n3ve.for-

ward beyond argued immediate'dmergericies and try to di antl the legislative

framew4k.of;the Tast, 10 years which has -con ntited7Ais society to environmental

protection and improvement.
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Session 4

DISCUSSION

Question: You said that it didn't look like the strip mining bill would

get through Congress, Everythins 'I've read indicates that the Pretident would
4r.

veto it anyway',

Foley:. There are consistent suggestions that he will ., It probably depends

on what the conferees agree to. If the Administratlonwere satisfied on some of

its objections, he might not, but.-some of!them go. beyond the conferees'' author-

ity, because some of the things they objetLted to are in both the. Senate and the

'House bill. 1 i

Eastern Washington it not an area where thdre's surface mining. Some of our

power, however% is genjated from a plaCe in Chehalis that strip mines. But it's,

a major probled: in Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, in that part of the intermountain.

West where huge deposits of coal 'exist and where there "is most of the fear that

we're going to have a serious reclamation prdfflem if we,kion't have adequate

1 egi sib tion. predi ci that th¢ FonfereeswouTdn'.t\reach a anclusi on ,

but I think it's an open question. a

Question: What is going to be done about recycling?

.

Foley: Recycling is.,-still , unfortunately, a very, Very .small part of our

industrial output. I woul&hope -tAt we could see greater and greater efforts

in .that di rectfon:TherelS"7some hope, for example, that a tdmpany basorecently

developed a way to get petroleum, out; of used autcmobile ties/which ae..a ,,

, .

'solid waste horror.They.cap't be. burned; they con' t be compacted very well

If a system can be, develope'd to make that feasible it will be a major step

forward. Recycling of municipl waste has shown prqmise in some parts of the

country. As the state of the artiMproves, :it's all eyed that ,a gu7d.Part of

the cost of solid waste treatment might be. picked up in recovering mater'ials

and generating pOwer. But agairi, %.ie Aori.'t.have prograalt to provide much addi-

tiOnal assistance to .encourage communities to develop plants to recycle solid

waste.

Julia Stuart of Spokane, member of the National Advisory Board Council,

U.S Bureau of Land Management, moderated Session 4.
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Question: You mentioned a more elemental approaCh to environmental eduCation

or- environmental 'awareness than this up-per-leitel type
e
of discussion. What :would

. that more generab approach lie?

p
Foley: 11m thinking about an effort to reach groups and individuals s and

brganizations that tight not normally consider environmental, questions or pf-oblems.

4,
There is a Core of Rrganizations and individuals.in this society that, re already

. highly motivated apil concerned the environment: conservation groups, various

kinds of trwironmental p otection c

1

lorganizations, the League of Women Voters and

others.;
But the political/impact is g4,ing to come frOm a much brliader segmerit of

the society,, wnat's bout' the ,''envfl'onment not only in board rooms but in
t

Jabp,r union halls. IJ6w,,, they feel about environmental protection is' going to have
something, to do with-ate/ programs that are going to be ddeloped and carried out
Thereq.a tendency 'for 4hdse whoare 'more aware and ''involved not to talk" broadly
'enough with other gro4s and individuals. If yot7 ignor a great partoof those
'who are actively invol/ved in the economic impacts of the decision, political*

s not very wi se.

Question: '*You indicated that economic concerns such as inflation have-de;

-layed or reversed same,environmental legislation. I 3ust wondered if this isn't
a matter of whose ox is being gored..

,

.

g'oldy: The near pani,c about inflation has encouraged everybody who has any

other goal in society to try to connect inflation with their objects of oppOsi-
tion, whether it'vcomebody who wants to tighten up on oil companies or 'somebody
who wants to tighten up on environmental regulations, oil relax them or whatever.
I hope PR not misunderstood, but inflation control is going to replace patriot-
ism, Pm afraid, as thelast refuge of certain typesof people. Some want to,:
attack labor, productivity or lack of it es an ostensible cause of inflation, 5\6

D we should do awaywith labor unions, do' away with the minimum wage. If you

to attack from the,other,,side, tighten- up on the, antitrust laws, break up the
multinational corpOratiohs, and so on.tOne of the most troubling problem about

the loihole inflation crisis is the need to fight everybody who wants to Use infla-
don for other purposes, including the repeal, of health, safety and environmental

.4

acts.
On the other hand, there is a legitimatequeitiOn about hpw much thes'e things.

cot in appropriations and in the economy. But they have to be weighed agLinst.
what it costs notk to protect, whether it's public health or whether its iarious
kinds of'other social and economic consequences. There is a lot of talk about doing
away with occupational health and safety laws. Those accidents and injeries cause

a lot of economic loss, too.
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Question: 4What do you see happening with the Land'Use Planr4lig Act?

Foley: The federal issue arose -o-Ver...whethet-we'..are going to -have 4 good bill

to provide federal fUnds, matching funds to the states for state land use plan-

ning. The taill did not,, as you know, invol've any kind of direct federal control

over land use. It involved federal support to the states if they wanted to develop

land use programs, and what the state labd use prograMwas, was really left to-

tally up to the state. It was a planning proCess that they had to start -- not

anythihg, frankly, 'like some of the rhetorit and other information or misinforma-

tion that was spread about the bill.

The results were that we just couldn't even get up'fer a debate, peOpl had /
gotten so excited about.it. It had become, so Controversial. So/We h'ave.the prob-

lem that We're not able nOw'to identify in advance in moseystates where'transmis-
.

'sion lines,. power plants, various, kinds of key f5CiliOes are- going to be located,

when those facilities are needed. There.are. someti s long controversies over

where they should be.placed. The studies that of erwise.Fould haye ben done ear -'

lier.lbout impacts\ can't be made quickly enou to Satisfy what others in-the

society say i5 an imMediate need. The old ma pinery of land planning only on.the,

basis of local communities really doesn't afeet the needs in/highly urbanized areas

where different municipal organizations ahut each other. There needs to be greater'

cooperation. '

I think land uSe planning fs going to come. I just think that probably,we're

not going to get 'the federal financial support to states that would otherwise

have occurred if this bill passed. I'm doubtful, unless 'things change, that we're

going to see a bill passed in the CongreSs.....

I f

Question: Speaking of environmental.education and the general policy of

reduction. of federal funds for education, I 'think the time following kinder--,.

garten is most crucial, What are your views for the future Of these progyams'and

Fwhat might be done?

"Foley: "What ft the future of these programs?" is a difficult question to

answer because, again, I'm afraid were going to see great pressures brought to

bear to eliminate many, many programs on the federal level in the name of fiscal

restraint. Its a serious problem. We've indicate,' goal of $300 billion in

spending. If theeconomy continues to slip, gover=hmeht revenues slip withthat,'

and government expenditures go.up in public costs ofunemPloyment-Compermatioh,

various other kinds of economic programs public qdrks and so on that are some-
,

times used in the face'. of recessions. So we mdY get a very close pencil going

over all the programs in the education and social Welfare fields; as well ae, ip

;military programs and foreign aid.



So'much of the budget now, of course, is non - discretionary spending. You

`have $65 billion in social security payments, $35 billion in military retirement

pay. You've got $23 bil'l'ion in debt service, and those thingsarer-Ot easily

changed. Veteran's benefits, social ,security benefits, mediaid and medicare

are fixed,costs,lso the tendency of the budget people both f 'the House and the

Senate and in the Office of. Management andlludget is going t be to go over these

Programs. Ahd as you know, the Administration did not recomnrd that this program

be continued. At recommended against its being continued: And there will be many,

many efforts made with respect to other programs..Sc that 'f.the- program doesn't

develop a little more effectively, I think, than it was able to do in its first

three years, it may not survive. But I think that these issues are so keyed to .

tht future of this society that some input in an effort to try to have intelli--,

gent public discbssion of the issues is'an important inVestment^on the part of .

the government.' . -

Question: I would like to know, cari we clearly identify the costs of infla-

tion in the environment, in housing, in energy? The second question Is, we don't

know what the real costs are of havin or not having environmental regulations,

and if we relax some of these things in the short run, do we haVe any idea Of

the public costs we might pay in the long run, P'r example; because of health.
,

effects due to respiratory diseases?-
,

Foley: I wish I could answer the first question. If I could tell you with

'any?' certainty what the causes of inflation were,P,0 resign my seat in Congress

an- make a great fbrtune in private consultation.

Environmental impacts on inflation hays been argued to be less than one per-

cent. Vmego a little higher and say 1'z percent. But we are also, as you'sug-7

gest, trading 'off other:costs, other social costs, whether it's respiratory dis-

ease or, particularly, the recent problem with drinking water. About 15, percent

of the samples tested by the Public. Health Service recently in community:drink-

ing water'systems were beneathAinimum standards; Nobody wants to argue about the

cost of.drinking water in the United States, I think: Thg.e's a very high public

'interest in that; becauSe it's an immediately and easily seen lue. But it..

isn't as easily seen with the cost of respiratory diseases.. Emph semaand.gther
:

respiratory diseases have risen 20 times in the last two generations in the

United States*because of industrial output as well as ;poking. This is part of

what we 'should consider, and I think we ought to discuss it openly if we. can get

the data. The data sometimes is a'litple hard to find, data that we can agree on,

,anyway.
,
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Question: I appreciate your remarks on safe drinking water, and I appreciate

the fact that nore. than 15 percent is below standard. How come. Congress hasn't

passed a safe drinking water bill?

Foley: Because I think people have not yet realized that there is a problem,.

When they do, there's not going to be any question -but that Congress will pass.

it.

Question.: One of the things, that bothers me as a citizen who h5s testified

before Congressional committees in Washington is, when-Ti it timeilor us to stop

'suggesting changes in bills and say, "We'll take 90 percent of what. we want, ,and

take 10 percent of what we don't want along with itnr,

Foley: That's always an approximate judgment, and it's hard' to-give you a

general 'answer. I would increasingly be taking 90 percent of what you want. They

.,days have passed where environmental legislation can get 100,percent svht it

w nts-very-easily.

_QueStibn: Congressman, you mentioned special interest groups; I. believe,

you're' talking to a special interest group here today. Can't we have more funds

for public education over the media, say debate teams giving the pros and cons>

on many points of our trade-offs in the environment? I'm getting tired of having ,

Mobil arf'd Exxon telling me how good they are for 'the environment.

Foley: Certainlpon the-Vocal level that's one ofithe things that might be

developed,' some public service time broadcasting on some of the environmental

issues. Radio and television stations are.willing, and some of them eager, to

p ovide the time..1 think, als2, we have to reach out to existing organizations

an have discussions; 'and debates generated about environmental problems, because

I' afraid that there is increasing pOsSibility of a real Myth developing. That

is, that environmental protection and, broadly sneakivj, all 'health and safety

regulatins are one of the prime causes of inflation. Or. it will be argued if we

have:a recession that they are one of the elements that 'has to be put aside in

the .interest of greater prOductivity and efficiency, that they just can't be

tolerated in a period of economic difficulty or economic instability. When we

get back to those balmy days of price stability and high profit levels and so
%-

on, then we can go back to .prOtecting the environment.

We"rq going toHave to insist on getting the debate before the publit and

getting the facts before the public, because it's a growing attitude. Man3( peo=

ple are extremely impatient today with catalytic converters on cars, with afety

controls and regulations. Sometimes" there are stories told :that simply aren't
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true. Sena or Curtis went down, I'm told, and raised all kinds of Cain in the

Department of Labor a few years back about the Occupational Health and Safety :

inspectors.that were driving the farmers out of their minds in Nebraska with

their abs lutely impossible regulations, And the Labor Department said, "Senator,

we don't ave any OHSA inspectors in Nebraska inspecting farms:" But farmers.had

told tithe farmers about it, and everybody knew the horror story that had hap-

pened in he next county. And the word. went all over, and people are starting to

develop consensus about the restrictions'of environmental health and'safety

laws than are simply based on myth in terms of both cost and restraints. We're

not gett ng a balanced discussion of the questions anymore, that's woy I think

we need more discussions. .

. Question: A lot of groups are concerned that the Oblitical response to the

envionaent has been one of cleaning up instead of getting at our use of resour-

ces. Do you really believe that we can become self-sufficient in energy in the

next 10 yeans?

Foley: No, I don't thin 'we can become self-sufficient in energy in the next
.

10 years. I think we can become more self-sufficient but not self-sufficient. I'm

not sure that We 'really want to pay the cost of it..We might, theoretically, be
,.

able t get to self-sufficiency with horrendous ,costs, both to thevenvironment
,

and economically, and-with severe restraints on use. But I think there is a need

for ddveloping efforts to become less dependent. We already are approaching 40
I '

perce t dependency on imported oil. Now that's,too high. I don't see that we're

go ng to get down to zero dependency, but we should certainly be able to, get "to

muCh,More-manageable thm. 40 percent anq_growing." Alternative energy sources can

perh Ips be developed within the IO-year period to redUce that'dramatically.

don't think we Can,get '10 zero digcharge either. And I think, frankly,

that in some of these standards'we're probably going to-have to accept a more

mode ate. goal. It doesn't work well to set standards that are so high that the

frustration ofnot.achievinq them disappoints everybody involved.
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TRENDS IN ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION IN MEDICINE

John T. Wilson, Jr., M. D.

Session 5

I have been asked to talk about medical education and the influence that

increasing knowledge of the environment will have upon it. My perspective of

this is still being formed despite the fact that Illave been involved in various

aspects of environmental health; 'Or pollution and occupational health for over

20 years. This involvement includes teaching at three medical schools and two
,.

schools of public health'. Haying said this; I must confess that I am not happy ;

with the present iOU We7situate it rot for the increasing studeilf interest in
1.

environmental affairs, I think we would be it a sorry state. Let me tell, you

what I. mean.

The knowledge explosion in medicine has paralleled that found in Science and

other fields of human endeavor.\\Most of us here understand that the things that

. we know toil ill not be true fo r or five years.from now and that new know-

ledge must ained. However, it is useful to have a look at the past in order

......._ to d6elop a perspective on the curr nt Situation.

Since Hippocrates, physicians and tther medical scientists have been con-

cernedwith -the.environment and its relationship to health. Hippocrates in ,his

treatise, Airs; Waters and Places (1), discussed the balance between living

organisms and the ehvironment.and indicated that sickness was due to a disturbl

ance of this equilibrium. Naturally, he prescribed a regimen of diet; exercise

and personal habit develOpment which was intended to help reestablish the egui-
,

lihriuM. Despite the fact that most humans. Spend one-t0d or more of their

lives, at some occupation and are often exposed.to'varioits hazards in the conduct.

df their work, Hippocrates ignored the occupational environment fh.his discourseS.

To use the current student vernacular, Hippocrates seemed to have adopted an

elitist attitude in.developing his theories and totally avoided the working nian,

whb was relegated to the lower classes.,
ci.

John T. Wilson, Jr.; is Professor and Chairman, Department of Eiivironmental
Health, Univer'Sity'of Washington. He is a Fellow of the. AQIericad.College of .

Physicians and a member of thetilmerican Academy of Occupational Medicine, as
',well as a member of the EnVirbriffientalTrotection Agency National Air Quality

Criteria Advisory Committee.

Alan Drengson of the Environmental Studies. Steering Committee, University of
Victoria, British Columbia, moderated Session 5.
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'Strangely enough, it was not until wellbver 2,000 years had'elapsed before
.

this fault in medical thinking was partially corrected. This wds.done by the

father of occupational medicine Bernardino amazzini, who suggested to physicians

that when talking with patients they should always as'k the question, "What is

your occupation?" (2) The answ9r to this question opened up the field for dis-

covery of the relationships between occupational exposures and (illness. Over

the next two centuries the germ theory of disease was ddveloped, and subse-

quently more scientific evaluations of the relationship petween the living -organ

ism and its environment-were possible..

For.example, within this same period it became clear t at the mal aria or

bad air that had been described by Hippocrates actually cam from mosquitos

infested with a parasite later called the malaria organitm. Physical factors

and chemical agents were discovered to be more involved' in d'sease production

than had previously been suspected, but the preventive possi ilities associated

with control or removal of these agents, froni the environment were not suffi- .

ciently recognized. In fact, until the studies launched by Dr. Alice Hamilton

at Harvard in the 1020's, it could well be said that the science of1industrial

hygiene or control of the working environment did not exist in the United States.

The very recent disCovery of the relationship between certain types. of cancer

and asbestos exposure, as well as a similar relationship between a rare type of

liver cancer and exposure to vinyl chloride, serve as extreme examples ofthe

lack of knowledge which pervades today.

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION IN MEDICINE
/

The teaching of environmental health in today's medical schools is fraught

with. manyproble'Ms. In my viewmost of these problems are r 1ated to the fact

that this subject area is taught'by departhents of environme al health or pre-

ventive medicine which have had many tasks added to their jo s in recent yeart.

11)

'Moreover, the teaching time given:to departments of prevent've medicine in medi-

cal schools is generally so small that it is impossible to-cover, many of the im-

portantareas. Finally,when one cOnsiders the fact that 'he curriculum of the

medical student fs already loaded with many so-called:Cor subjects, it is dif-

ficulftO add emphasis in any particular area without removing something else,

where. Neverthelest, it might well be said that the basit problem. in present,

ing significant material on environmental health'to medical students lies in the

'choice of the curriculum and thus the means by which this'is ddrE''should be con-

sidered briefly.

Mo5t of the medical schools in the United States divide their programs into

/ the pre-clinical and clinical years, roughly devoting two years to basic science

subjects anchthe last two years to clinical subjects, wherein patients are
i,

., .
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studied andtreated. Generally speaking, the objective is to produce a young

physician who might accept appointment for further study to become a generalist,

a clinical specialist of,one tyke or another, or a medical scientist. In this

. arrangeMent, some 1500 to.1600 hours are directed to pre-clinical subjects in

the medical School mith some 1600 to 2000 hours being devoted to the clinical

subjects in the last, two years.

TRENDS

Recently, some medical schools have introduced clinical subjects in the

.firgt two years, sometimes beginning in the first year, so that patient contact

becomes a reality for the student early in'his training. When thiS is done,

some hours are either added to the curriculum or subtracted from something that

was offered in the previous year. Another. trend that has become popular within

the past few years is\the teaching, of the anatomy, physiology, biochemistry and

the 'pharmacology of organ-systems rather.than teaching along classiCal depart-

'-mental lines with regard to anatomy, biochemistry, physiology, pharmacology, etc.

In some instances, subjects which do not lend themselves easily to the organ

system approach are taught separately, or. they.may be approached in a'pre-organ'

systems course arrangement.

Lately, students have been given the opportunity'to develop along a chosen

' line, in the clinical years in that tracks or pathwarcurricula have been devel-

oped in many schools, particularly newer institutions. For example, at the

University of Washington, four pathway curricula are available for the student's

choice for his clinical years. These are as follows: the :family physician

pathway; the clinical specialist pathway; the behavioral specialist pathway; and

the medical scientist pathway. Each of.these pathways, has special requirements,

but each also provides the opportunity for additional electives of .14terest to

the student. Special programs leading to the combined M.D.- M.P.H. degrees also

afford opportunity for i,hput on environmental .health matters.
.

By and large, the flexibility offered by elective courses; pathway selec-'

tions, and organ system teaching usually is found in the newer medical school

in the United States. 'This group includes approximately 12 perCen of the 110

schools. Most of the older schools still divide their curricul into pre-

'clinical and clinicalphases'and many'of these tend to-add ab olute requirements

in each .phaSe of the tUdent's education so that variation/is hard'to come by in .

the program. Generall , departments of.communfity and preventive medicine have

about 80 to '100 hours ut of the'tOtal of 3800 to4300:hours in the Curricul,um

to present the basic information concerning epidemiology, biostatistics, hea\th

care delivery and community health (3). One would expect that significant

course offerings might b available in schools which have fairly we". established
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environmental health programs, and these schools number about 12 of the 110

schools in the United States. However, these institutions are all well estab-

lished institutions with curricula which have changed but little with the,years.

As such, new inputs are difficult to achieve in any of thesp,Nqince most dis-

cussion of changes in a curriculum meeting resembles union negatiations., espe-

cially if time additions are a consideration.- Some scricrols have tried to solve

this dilemma by offering eleCtive courses in environmental health and in fact,

some 9f the new schools also provide special field experiences.

The average medical applicant today is very well read, having perused,the

books of Rachel Carson, Barry CoMmoner, Ralph Nader and Rena Dubos; all of whO6 '

have a great regard for the environment. Moreover, many of these students /

participated in Earth Day and subsequently devoted themselves to continuing
/

action through groups such as Environmental Action, or similar special interest

organizations., Often though the Experimental College prOgram or the under./

ground university, they have started courses which have been so well develd/ped

and have become so popular that they have been giVen serious consideration by
//

/

the University. For my own part, I can say that theinterest'and activity of
/

these individuals have been very helpful L* bourse development in medical schools,
, .y

since often the approaches which ,are madMn7developing these courses `are those

'which:tend to stimulate theirrterest and maintain- it at a fairly hig level dur-

inging most of the.course. `' /*

Having said all this, the question is, what does the future h94d for the

teaching of environmental health in medical schools? ,Since thiOependson so

many different factors, I am not at all sure that I have the answer; however; I.
/ ./

would h' to see' he develOpment'of more interdisciplinary c9urses wherein the
_ .

various nctiohal areas are integrated into the teaching effort for the partied-

t

jar subject matter.
.

.

On many campuses, the interface between medicine,engineering and medicine-

physics has already been broached with the formation of Multidisciplinary

research teams. Many of thesehave'later-developed special courses for graduate

students. I expect that we will see more of this in aedical schools, particu-
e

/
larly in the new schools which are adopting.new curricula ancf which do not seem

//
to be traition-bound.: NoWever, we already see thatsome ivy-league medical

schools are changing some of their newer curricul r offerings and returning to

the trad i4onal way doing things;., Although t Is not totally clear why this

is sb, it has been said that this is due to the.ttanding Of their graduates on

certain naponal,examinatiOns.
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THE HUMAN ENVIRONMENT AND "QUALITY OF LIFE"-

Peter J. Copek

Session 5

As a teacher of literature committed to the study of social novelists Whose
E

work was a response to the development of our industrial society, I am neverthe-

less haunted by a remark of Virginia WoOlf each time I am tempted to prescribe

a course of action, to solve-social.problems, to plot strategies for survival: .

the novel, she said, should not lead us to do anything, much less join some

society, attend a conference, or worst,of all, write a checkl I, however, be-

lieve that art can make things happen, sometimes keep things rom happening;, but

1it is wise to bevin with Virginia Woolf!S warning if only as reminder that the

hOmariist's studies are very often necessarily studies of attitudes and feelings,

not facts; symptoms, not curds; problems, not solutions.

Moreover, the huMahist finds his attention fixed on. the past more often than

he does on the future; he seems at times contented with language and thoughtfor

their own sake; he does not seem at.first glance particularly fit to be talking

at conferences with weds like "survival", "planning", or "tomorrow " in their

titieS. But let us remind ourselves once again of that good old environmental

--Hma- im--."everything is connected to everything else." Though we are now keenly

aware that we are related to each other and related to the land; we's-till are

not sensitive enough to the fact that in the rush ofmOdern times we\may have

moved fog fast, forgotten too much, and left our Past dead and-behindus.

it was with this in mind, theniP as a humanist who distrusts "applied humani-

ties'', that I began a program in western regoo this past summer, leading a

group of humanists from Oregon-State iversity who coordinated town meetings f

in the Willamette Valley and on the regon coast. At a time when the organi-''

zation of our techno)ogical society seemed to be sputtering and there was ;some.'

question whether or=not the perennial answer more technology would get ih'un,

Fling again, I thought it wouldbe interesting to go into various Oregon communi-

-t-T-d-;--fo talk with the residents about what they considered essential to the

"quality of life" in their communities, what theyfelt they shared as members

of a community, what connection they fell/ to their local region, what connection

they felt, if any, to the so-called Oregon consciousness Or Oregon Story,

Peter J. Copek is Assistant Professor of English at OregonState University,
Corvallis," He received a grant from the Oregon Committee for the. Humanities
to direct a program and -sympestumf---"Modern_Tit: An Exploration of Community"
in the summer.df 1974. ------
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' the library, as well as in the community, is essential to our environmental

awareness.

Take the case of literature. Over two hundred years before Earth Day, writ-

ers wee res'bonding to the new and changing shape'of the world Createdby

mechanical industry. In fact, a new art form, the novel,was conceived simul-

taneoutly with. the Industrial,Age, and through most of its flstory;the novel

has been a continuing response to the growth and developmentof its twin rival.

The effect Of industry on the external environment as novelists ave recorded

Whether in fact such a Story existed 'at all or was simply a fantasy of Coveillor

McCall and the Eastdrn press. -

Thd program was Called "Modern qimes: An Exploration of Community',', and it

ended when members of the communities we visited' throughout the summer came to

Corviilis last month both to listen to and speak informally with men and women .

from Oregon.ancithroughout the country who have spent much of their lfveS look-

ing at various aspects of life in the moderh-ommunity--its, jobs, its architec-

ture, rifs governmentits literature,AtssOcial groups', its ,identities (real

or willed), its 'transportation--relating each to each..,.and we hoped the discus-

sion would become part of our consciousness, our awareness, which we could then

use to consider and decide-upon specific community problems..

I want to return to some further observations and Conclusions about the

"Modern. Times" program. But/besides work the humanist may be doing in the com-'

munity, I want to. stress that, unless we restrict our definitiOn0 ehviron-
.

mental edUcation too narrowly, what the humanist is doing in the classroom and
,

it hardly needs retellin,ghere, for in the past ten years we have all become

convinced environmentalists of one sort.or another, even thoseof us who quali-

fy this article of faith by talk 6f "trade-offs", What should at least be men-

tioned, tbou6h, is that theliterary response to indAtry has carried into the .

twentieth centdr with increased intensity and urgency. You need only view

°Dickens' ard Times (1854) and D. H. Lawrence's Lady Chatterley's Lover (1929)

side by side to see how the problems of industry have multiplied and bow the

littrary responses have been complicated. Nineteenth-century Coketown, the

"key note" of Hard Times, as Dickens call itris an ugly sore ', with its grim.
,

red-brick architecture and ever-active bot le ovens and'smokestacks, but as the

long- distance 'panoramas of Dickens' descriptions reveal,. t is still merely a

sore on a landScape that is for the most part sound and, green. Stephen

-Blackpool, Dickens' hero, is withinwalkingdistance of a smokeless pleasant

land where the stars sill can be seen to.shine at night. But one can walk all

day, even take the car as'Lawrence's'Connie Chatterley does to ride through

Tevershall; and find nothing but "incarnate ugliness, and alive!"--a totally
,

blasted landscape
t

that surrounds the small, of green at Wragby and a

diminishedSherwood Forest. What once was just a sore has beComa.a virulent



disease, and the natural, wo)ld is threatened wit-) total extinction. Topograph,

Chatterley is the tragic inversion of Hard Times.

Of course writer's have seldom liked machines. They have for the Most part

cherished the diversity of life in the face of a world that was becoming in7

creasingly standardized and mechanical; they have Wiled the exotic, th imagin-

ative,he strange. They have. doubted that an industrial age would do any bet

ter in erasing the age -old fundamental problems of ignorance,. poverty, starva -'

tion.

The image of theworld, as a social novelist since 'the Industrial Revolution

may seeit, is notAe same.as that silent cool wafer of earth captured by cam-

eras from the moon; rather- -the image might be of a lump of fuel, first-- `smol-

dering, then'burning in the heavens; and now at its. hottest brilliance its inhab-

itants are wondering whether.the second law of thermodynamics or common Sense

may be telling them that, given. the world's finitude, hottest cannot get much

hotter, and one way or another ,,se must cool off gradual* or burrrwhatwe'likVe

quickly and be left on a dying ember. The -truce of Earth Day would live seemed

inevitable to nineteenth-century novelists, even though they may have been sur-
,

prised,it occurred so late.

This sort of image will not add "factually" to the debate between neo-.

Malthusian proponents of limited growth and those who still apparently remain

the prevailing voice of the American business community, those believers in

limitless expansion, production, and consumption This sort of image-,maker. is

more interested in rhetoric, in persuasion, than in logic;'he wantsto,Carry a

truth to the imagination, not simply,t0 reason, knowing that if. the image is

successful the truth will be more- powerful..

No, this adds nothing "factually" to the debate, but then very often the

factsare"misleading. We have all beeh asking toolong questions of fact--"can

it be done?", "will it workrLand pushing aside Oestions of valuesNO we

want it?", "is it good?" We have sow distorted the world by qpantification,'it

is a wonder we have not rewritten the account of the sixth day of creation to

"-read, And God saw all that he had made,, and said, 'It works!'" We give lip

service to phrases like "quality of life" but when the chips are down, we.count

then); "quantity of,life" is what we really mean.

I would agree with John Wilkinsen's application of Engel's law that "it is,

in fact, the essence of [the technological societY],to compel the qualitative

to become quantitative, ah'd in-this way to force every stage of human activity

and man himself to submit to:fts matematiOal cejcbtation'sui, (1) and it is the

French'sociologist, Jacques Ellul, who ha.s given us the most comprehenlive,

descripticK ofthiskind of t'ociety. And each day .tiew'examplcs of this process'

are striking us, Recently, at a hearing before the Public Utilities_Commission

considering rate increases for PacifiC Power_andl-Light; 'onecijien struck what
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seemed A be_a strange note to the- epresentative from the power company. He

did not, ask about'hoWthe ne rate increewould affect farmers.With large'

l'\
pr

1

irrigation systems; he did not protest. the indirect and hidden cost of the rate

increase (such Ss new taxation es'ulting from the increase in the cost of main-

taining libraries and school systeM0which he would pay in addition to this

own light bill. These were valid questions, but his training and inclination .

'prohibited his arguing these issues to the'penny and percent. He was not sure ,

whether the increase was equitable, lether the company needed it to maintain "-

adequate service as well as a profit large enough.to 19duce investment in the

company so that new plants could be built: He.simply'Wanted to know, and he

1:lid ask, whether we wanted new.power plants:in adjoining states and thereby in-

evitably more industrial growth in the WjAlamette Valley.. He. anted teknow

Whether the company,,outside of its advertising.deOartment, had ever thought

about the effects of growth on community, whether indeedprogress should be

their most important: product.. ltisques.tiori turned out to be rhetorical, for

the company 'officials gave him no ansWer,-60t one word.
.

This.brings Me back to the approach of our community program. "Modern

Times'I. Studs Terkel, the Chicago radio journa)ist who was one of the confer;

ence participants at the cloSe of the Nod n Times" program, has .recently

written abook,. Working, whose subtitle 1 "People Talk About What They Do All'

Day and How They Feel About What They.DOu. hatyre:hoped would begin to happen

and continue at ithe.conference inthe fall might beCalledCOMMUNITY, "People

Talk About Where They Live and How They Feel About Where They Liive".

_.._.--).We 'didn't wish t6jocUsleither the local meetings or the fall conference on

immediate community prOblei-solving. It would have been presumptuous of usan-d

tifSdltin'g to local citizens taNtravel to Albany'or Salem or Tillamook, say .

"What's' your problem?'', cont e up witha quiCksdlution, and leave in a cloud'bf

dust:for. Corvallis.

We thought, in fact, that toe'much pressure had been placed on citizens tot;

soave this on that.,problem, NOW. Nb cloubt-many,of the isSuesfacing.the state

in the next fevryears are urgentare need immediate attention'. But when the

individual citizen is asked to express opinlOns on issues as diverse as field .

burning, utility, rate incPeaseA town planning, economic'and industriaT growth,

and coastal conservation he or sile.iS,uiVikely,to be able to respond to various

experts in these areas who can argue the issue to the penny or percent, and many

citizens thp,p, 'simply shrug and become unconcerned through frustration, not

apathy. raople are pounded down, battered, swamped by facts and data; as if

that alone were necessary and sufficient for decision--totally,forgOtten some:

,times are questions bf the question seldOm is, "is it good?"'

The Oestion more:Often bedomegi.7"tanAt be done?", "will it work?%
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We began eachlocal meetinglwith the screening of the ChaMte Chaplin clas-

s,:c, Modern Times, because Chaplin gives U.S the domihant image:of the economic

,urban age: a vast city, an enormous factory, an environment which is imperson,..1 di

and mechanical. And the individual withiQ this environment, who isresponsible

for having created this environment - -or at least fdr allowing it to go on --

becomes its slave. 'that. Chaplin objects to is not machines and'ndUitry as

suchhe objects to a mdchine philosophy, that man, having created machines, has,

then recreated himself in his cr_eatitin-s image. In the movie,.it's almost as if

Chaplin's bones-have been replaced by high tensile steel, his nerves by wires;

as Chaplin.the worker routinely tucns out.Oroducts on the assembly line and is

in turn justlanother product assembled by the city.

In the.last scene we see Chaplin and Pa.ulette Goddard walking up. the center.
of a.highway heading out of,town. They walk off into the sun, away from the has-

sles and horror of the city and into the' promised land of theWest, and as every-

.9ne in the theatres of the 1930's would have recognized, the promised land they

Were heading for'was California.

..And the pointves missed by very few in our Oregon audiences, even though%

they might not have been aware of the results of a recent survey conducted by

Tmrtmouth College in ilew*Hampshire, and repeated 'in Minnesota, Indian/a, Illinois,

and Californa., Respondents were 'asked to make a "quality.of life" map of the

United States. They 'Were told tu,.pretend.that'[they] have just beenpromised a

job by the Allstate Money Company. You'have your choice of location in any one

of the continental 48 states, U. S. A. Irrespective of where you live, your in-

come artd costs for the year will be exactly, the same." (2) Where would'you move?

Though California still ranked high, especially among the undergraduates, it:is
4

clear California is no longer the promised land of'the 1930's. But what has re-

,. placed it? Oregon, which was ranked second by undergraduates, and third by -

alumni. In fact, Dartmouth alumni placed only Mew PamPshire and Vermont ahead

-"of Oregon, no. doubt because they still relive their college days in the nostal:-

.gic memory of.those mysterious hills. But if-it is impdssible to Migrate to

the past, it is not impossible to move into the Willamette Valley,,especially

since, despite James G. Blaine societies and border fences, it is clear that

many in the state have been growing Wide-eyed as they see the tremendous oppor-,

tunities to capitalize on Oregon's new popqjar image. As the Dartmouth surveyor

correctly tells us, "Differences in the peFteived character of places have

always been one of the chief interests of the geographer because it is these

, differences which generate flows of peple,:of*goods, of services, and of ideas.j'

The flow seems to be northwestward, and it seems not so mudt because the Oregon

Story is perceived as,a set of recent r-esponsible legislation.but because it

offers an alternative to the failing technological way of life. The paradox,

of course,,is,that a massive influx of people and industry will quickly change
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the community so any thousands are seeking-in coming to Oregon. They will bring

with-them what they wished to leave behind.

Before I began the "Modern Times" program, .I suspected that the main reason

Oregon had withstood &o long being swallowed *up in Corporation America was that

it was out of theWay, "submerged in stagnancy". as one student from-the;East told

me, tucked away in the corner of the map:',Now I am not sosure. In town after

town I have heard variations 'on a speech I' have, read recently by an old Oregonian,

E. R. Jackman, author of The Oregon Desert, a speech called, "Oregon, A State of

Mind". "The antestorief the true Oregonian", says Jackman, 4

did not come here to get rich. They came to make a home. And,

as .I have pointed out, they proceeded to do just that. They

have been at it ever since. They aren,'.,t much interested in

being great men....

We hear much_in=the iiewspaperS now of efforts td bring industry

to this state. The persons I speak of would vote, I believe,

100 percent against it. Why should we fill our clean a'ir With
'-

fumes, use our water for tactoriesofill our welfare rolls, get
c

in thousands of people who know nothing of Oregon history and

care Tess? The old Oregonians are deeply resentful betause the
war industries brought 300,000 or more here from other states.

Not that the newcomers are worse, but their standards' aren't

the same. They tend-to vote as a herd, for example,'with lit-
tle consideration for the merits of the candidate.

A typical Oregonian,isn't proud Cr stiff backed, he just
doesn't care what others think of him. Californians rail and

ridicule. They say we are backwara,.asleep, that'we make no
advances except as we are forced to. The old type Oregonian

couldn't care less-7he doesn't even hear them, and What they
call progress he regards as a trend toward an inferior way of

life: He is strong for education, but he wants plenty of

leisure. (4,

I.

This speech was delivered in 1961, long before the "environmental conscious- '

ess" took form, when bi)lowing ,smoke was not thoDblit of.as.pollution but pros-,

perity. It is the speech of a man who, might even be called a patriot, a

charged word, I know, but patriot not because he would.joip patriotic associa-

tions--associations, incidentally, which only began to be formed in the late

nineteenth century when Americans began to.have trouble deciding what a patriot

was--a patriot not becauSe he Wouldn't join "unpatriotic organizations" or

think unpatriotic4oughts or ,do unpatriotic things; but a Otriot in the sense

John Schaar speaks of when he points out that when George Washington spoke of

"my country ", he meant Virginia; a man with a.,sense of gratitude for hislilace,
s.

and the scenes, customs, and people-dssociated with it. (4)

I know there is a danger in this position as well, that it might dead to an

intolerant belligerence toward "outsiders", and finally to an authoritarian cop,'

munity, a purified cdmmunity".as Richard Sennett calls it, that would prohibit

diversity,and change. William Stafford, who presented one of the Oregon stories
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at the conference, quietly pointed this out: o'From our snug place we shout

religiously for attention in order to hide." But this has been a problem of

most American eities (witness the events of the 1968 Democratic Convention where

"outside agitators" were anyone who would not submit to the official Chicago

party line), not simply a characteristic of environmental "purists ".
.

At a time when our economic despair may tempt our society to abandon all

restraints on corporate state capitalism, let us remember to keep in view the

entire environment of humankind'. When we talk of "quality of life" we should

mean quality of life. And, finally, let us respect our opponents. It is easy

to listen to people in Corvallis, Oregon say :that a continued vieW'of an uncle.-

'veloped Mary's Peak is more important to their "quality of life" than thirty or

forty extra dollars per month in pay. And it's nice to hear Studs Terkel remind

us of the old IWW l"quality of life" motto: "Bread, and Roses Too". But when a

representative of a large chemical plant is pressed at an Albany meeting for an .

answer as'to when his plant would stop spilling its noxious clouds out over the

town and across Interstate 5, and when he remarks, "Money smells good," What do

you do? Well, perhaps first, pr'aise him for his conciseness of expression;

second, admire his honesty; and third, press him even harder.
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S.

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION:

OF, BY AND WITH LAWYERS

Linda K. Lee

Session 5

It's not very often that we at Gonzaga have an opportunity to welcome the ----------

Universtty of Washington and L'avery happy to be able to do that this morning.

I hope it means that we can continue talking to eachrother and Working together

in this very important area nf environmental education.

One of the disadvantages of
being the anchor person on a padel is that you

sit there and think, "Why didn't I think of 'that?" At the same time, you oc-

casionally have an opportunity to pick up a couple.df things and take off on

them.

I found out about this mectirg very late in the game, and therefore I fear

that I'm not as well prepared as my colleagues, b,ut I do have some comments--what

lawyer doesn't?

I discover that, like Dr. Wilson, I'm a transplant from that other Washing-

ton, and probably even a more recent one. I've been here about two and'one-h6lf

months. BUt in that brief period of time in the. Inland Empire I hal discovered

that there are a great'many people who think that this is the promised land.

It won't be unless we all'work together to keep it that way.

We at Gonzaga have been
very active at the LpwSchool in the whole area of

law and the environment. In fact, just last weekend we had an event from which

we are still reeling. We had a law and environment sSmiposium that Was organized,

run, and totally conceived'by our
students, which is an tndication of Dr.'

Wilson's point of how interested students are today in this We ended up

with some.630 registrants, and took
over practically every building with class-

rooms and every motel in town that wasn't already taken by Expo visitors.

As one of the hosts of the event, I wandered
around 'from panel to panel, and

ip practically every one I attended, the'same joke was told. I'm not going to

tell it again. However, it's the one about:Moses and the parting of the waters

and he'd forgoten to file his environmental impact tatement. As I was suffer-

/
Linda K. Lee is a Washington., D. C. attorneyspecialiAng in environmental..

'
law and was formerly Associate Dean of Gonzaga University (Spokaae) Law School.

She has served as Counsel to the National Advisory Council., on Enicironmental

.Education.
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ing through this for about the eighth time, someone handed me a document which

I think is directly relevant to mjr topic. This question is often raised. Have

the'lawyers made the, environmental problem worse by interposing a new system of

laws and regulations?"

One of our gbests last week handed me a document which is signed by a source

unknown. It is called The Manager's Letter, from tile Chelan County Public Util-

. ity 'District, Vol. 17, No. 28: It is entitled "Genesis 1974 ": I won't read it

all because it is rather long, but its too good to waste.

In the beginning, God created heaven and earth. He was then
,faced with a class action lawsuit forfailing to file an en-
vironmental impact statement with HEPA, Heavenly Environmental
Prbtection Agency, an angelically stacked agency, dedicated
to keeping the universe pollution free.

God was granted a temporary permit for theslieavenly portion of the project,.

but was issued a cease and 'desist order on the earthly part, pending further

investigation by HEPA..

When asked why he began these prbjects in the first place, he simply replied

that he liked to be creative. This was not considered adequate reasoning and he

'would be required to substantiate this further. HEPA was unable to see any

practical use for earth, since the earth was void and empty and darkness was upon

the face of the deep. And God said, "Be light made." He should never have

brought up this point, since one member of the council was most active in the

Sierrangel Club, and immediately protestedi stating-"How was the lightio be

made? Would it be coal, fired bp nuclear fired generating plant?"

This goes on at some length. :Finally it turns out that God said, "Let there

. be firmament made amongst the waters. ..And let it divide the waters from the

waters."

One ecologiall'Y radical council member accused him of double talk, but the

.'council tabled actions since God would first be required to file for a Firmament

Permit from the ABLM, that's the Angelic. Bureau of Land Management.

'Well, this goes on./ It appeared that everything was in order, until God

stated that he wanted ,to complete., the project in six days. 'At this time, he was

advised by the council that his timing was completely out of the question. NEPA,

would require a minimum of 180 days 'to review the application and the environ-/

mental impacttstatement. Then there would be public hearings. It would feasi-

bly take ten or-`twelve months before a permit could be granted. And God said,

"To Hell withiit."

I feel little bit, this MOT-fling, like the children's story character With

500 hats,/Bartholomew Cubbins. I am a lawyer, a teacher of law, a legal adminis-

trator, ,fbrmer politician, former Congressional assistant, and former member aid

counsel/ to the National Advisory Council on Environmental Education. This morn-/

ing/l/speak.as a lawyer.
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Ws often said that lawyers are the last of the great generalists. That t.

may or may not be true in an age of increasiT specialization. But the very

generalist nature of our profession enables us. to be Nery enterprising because

we can incorporate the environmeot,into nearly everything we do:

One hat I forgot, that was raised by Dr. Wilson's remark t curitulum

committees. I chair the committee on curriculum for GOnz Law School and I am

becoming Something of a broken record about injecting e virpnmental eleMents in:

to the curriculum. We teach environmental law. We tpa h enkneehmeqtal adminis-

trative law. We teach land use planning and things of t at nature. But we also

' have the opportunity to incorporate the
environment into just about every other

area in our curriculum. We have a law and humanities gram,.which began last

year and will continue this year, 'and this year it will have a-Very major envi-

ronmental theme.

In basic property courses we discuss Tand use planning and zoning. When we

teach procedure, we come to such things as Who has jurisdiction over what?" We

talk about class action suits. As a matter of fact, we just had'ayery

nating case come down from the,WashingtOn State Supreme Court. It .is something

of a landmark, although the. court was
sufficiently divided to make it a good law

. review topid. What it held, essentially, is that non- abutting property owners

had standing under the State Environmental Protection Act to sue the State High-

way Commission on the grounds of potential noxious fumes and-potential 'damage to

property values.

In the torts area, and for those of you who aren't aware that isn't something

to eat, it is referred to asa civil wrong; such things as nuisance, for which' L.

one may collect damages; this is another course in our curriculum.

In constitutional law we talk about 6r-60-ems of eminent domain, due process,

allot whiCh can be illustrated by ekamples from the environmental area. Admin-

istrative law is, of course, an obvious one. I thinivif my administrative law

class hears me say one4ore thing about
a Ruckelihausectse, they're going to

throw something at me, but there's always a wayto work it..in. When I teach

legislation, I get into the history of the,National
Environmental Protection Act,

as well as the Environmental Education Act.

It is perhaps in the area of evidence tat the interaction of our disciplines

becomes most impottant, because among other things we talk about the use of the

expert witness. How do you examine your own expert witness pr.:try to dq'credit

the other side's expert witness? That is another area in which we can teach the

environment through the regular curriculum with the',aid of environmentalists in

other disciplines. In doing this, we are fulfilling the best definition of en-

vironmental education that I've ever seen, Which isthe one contained 44 the

;Environmental Education Act:
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The term "environmental education" *ant the educational pro-
cess dealing with man's relationship with his natural and
manmade surroundings and includes the relation of population,
pollution, resource allocation and depletion, conservation,
transportation, technology, and urban and rural planning to
the total human environment.

:Filet can be,true,, not only in.grades K through 12 and into college, but I.

think its true in the professional schools as well.

.There is also a-role for the lawyer as educator. We can help the scien-

tists, just ag the scientists can help us. In pointing, out how you take this

expertise and use it to achieve a political orlegal end, whether it be the

establishMent of legislation, the bringing of. 0 suit, or whatevei-, it somet4s

takes a lawyer to tell the bureaucrats how to read their,own regulations. ?

This was r'very true, foexample, in the Overton.Park Case, which involved'

the question of whether or .not the Federal Highway Adminittration could take

park land.from Overton Park in MeMOhtsl-Te6nessee, for a highway,. This'case

did not reach the Supreme Court under an environment-alact-per se.
.

Rathee it

came up under Section 4(b) Trof the Transportation Act. The point was, thg here

was a place where we at lawyershad to no all the way to the Supreme Couet to

tell the Department of transportation how to read its own regulationt.,1These

,provided that before park land could be taken foe highway purposes, there had

to be gpme serious non-environmental justification. The Supreme Court said,

"Go back and read your own enabling act and rules. You didn't even folloW them."

And, certainly there is a place for the lawyer to'help educate the citizen.

Granted, we're all:, citizens, but I've-had citizen:groups come to me and say,

"What, legally, can we do about thus and so. They're about to dump X into this

little stream, or they're not going to let us fish here'anymore, etc:"--And I

think the lawyer has a very important role here.

What are your rights? How can you express them? Whatjs your best strat-

egy? Should you call for a hearing? Should you get your legislator to intro_

dl.ce'a bill? When is it wise to Sue? When is it wise to- threaterf?---W.hen- it

wise to elec-t,a new repregentative?

Mow, for most of us lin this business this is pro bono work, squeezed in be-

' tween,paying clients; but this is an area where a lawyer has a real responsi-

Wity. The law can be a contributor rather than an obstruction to environ-

Mental quality.-

Dr. Copek reminded me, when talking about deVelopMentechnology and indus-

try,-of an interesting city that I visited many times when I was a-congretsional

:assistani. My Congressman was from t6 area around Lowell, Massachusetts, which

was probably the seat of the industrial revolution in New England in the textile

and shoe manufacturing era of 4-he mid-nineteenth century. It's an old mill town.

Unemployment is high, the mills are ugly, or were. It was really a company town.
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You lived in the company house, you shopped in the company stord; you went to

the company church,_etc. But even in this era, there's a real pride in the peo-

ple of Lowell. Much of the city', by law, is going to be made a national historic

park, whexe these things will be preserved, perhaps to some'of us as reminders.pf,

a past, as Dickens would have us believe, that never should have happened. In

another way it reminds us of our mistakes and gives us incentive - t to repeat

them.

I remember being in Latin America a couple of years ago on an environm ntal

study mission, where,we were trying to help some of the governments of Central.

America with their development problems, and trying to-help them avoid the mis-

takes we made.

There is a lot of resentment in the developing world. "Well, you"re just

trying to keep us down, you don't. want us to develop, so forth and so forth."

"All of us in this particular group were
environmentalists of one sort or an-

other. There were a couple of educators, psychologists, industrial planners; I

was the lawyer on the team. And the point we were trying to make to the was,

"Look, we made. mistakes.. And we know it. gut-throtigh law: you can avoid them/

So here aga4n the lawyer has a role as educator.

Perhaps most imp'ortant of all is the role in education that we lawyers'and

those of you'in other specialties and
disciplines have to educate each other, .

and together to educate others. As I said before, lawyers are the last of the

,great generalists.. That sometimes means that.tother people say, "Well, you're

really SuperfOcial. You don't know4all there is to know-about molecular biology

and so on." Qn the other hand, I. think the lawyer can justifiab-19-say to-the

scientist and toprofessidnalfecologists, "Well, you may know all there is to

know about molecular biology, but how do you tell that to the people, how do you

tell'it to the judge and jury?" 'It's a two-way street.

In many ways, the lawyer and the scientist together can interact and help
---

each other toward a common goal. We need your expertise and perhaps you need

ours. Together we undo something,v There's nothing mutually inconsistent about

the goals of all of our disciplines.

If we're elitists, an accusation often made, then so be it.. We aren't the

only people that have something at stake here. Ws not your expertise, as a

whatever-you-are, as a doCtor, biologist or chemist. It's not my expertise as
u.

an attorney or a politician. We're all in it together. And because, perhaps.,

of our very elitism, our experience
and training, and because of the fact that

the-world belongs not just to us but to everyone. Everyone didn't have the ad-

NantageS that we had of education, expertise and experience; that makes our

'responsibility all the greater not only to work together but to help to acbiance

the cause a1 environmental edudation for
ourselves, for each other and for all

the citizens bf the world community,
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WHERE WILL THE MONEY COME FROM?

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SOURCES

Michael E. Steward

SesSion_6'

If.Senator Magnuson could be here, L know he oould be pleased to see that so

4 many persons from across the country have come here td the City of EXPO 74for

these discussions on environmental education: Certainly, OneOf his hopes for

the Fair, in working to obtain its approval and funding by Congress'; was that

it would serve a's a focal point for just such discussions.

According to the agenda, this portion of the-program is entitled: "Where

Will the Money Come From?" By way of preparing'you for my next few comments,

let me suggest that perhaps a better title might be:' "Where-4h, Where,--Oh,

Where; Indeed--Will the Money.Come From?"

According to information: compiled, the Council on Environmental Quality,

the Federal Government is now spending roughly the same amount for environ-'

mental education as it spentin_Fiscal Year 1972- -about $24 million. Given

inflation,'then, there is actually less available in real terms now than there

. was -three years ago. And the future, at least theNimmediate future, is not

promising, given.the need to cut federal spending in the face of double-digit

inflation.

Lgt January, the former President sent Congress'a $306'billion budget.

What hashappened to thatIbudget thus far?

The Appropriations Clmittees have recommended--and Congress has approved--

modest increases-in some programs and major reductions in others. For example,

delense-approp4ati-on$:-eproyed-by-Congres-for-thts-f1stal year are almost .

$5 billion under the amount requeSted in the Presidehtiarbudget. The 'net

result of Congressional action so far on appropriations bills has been a budget.

cut of about $3 billion.
.

A great share of the annual federal budget,ds not, however, subject to the

control of the Appropriations Committees. So-called mandated expenditures for

. -

Michael E. Steward, a native of Washington State, is head Legislative
Assistant to U.S. Senator Warren G. Magnuson of Washington. One of his chief
functions is to do the necessary staff work on the various' appropriations

Alice Shorett was the moderator for SeSsion 6.
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such items.as pensions and
public'assistance account for well over 70 percent

of the total budget: And they continue rising.

Thus, the $3 billion cut made,by the Appropriations Committees has already

een.nearly consumed by increases in mandated spending. As of now, then; we

face projected spending of about $306 billion for this fiscal year--or the

amount originally recommended in the presidential Budget submitted last

January.

NoW comes the'crunch.. Ai,an essential part of his economic program, Presi-

dent Ford has said the federlY-golgernment should spend no more than $300 billion

this fiscal; year. In.other words, the President has determined that.the origi

nalPresidential budget of $306 billion shoUld be cut back to no More than $300

billion. That leaves $6 billion to be cut.

Looking over the horizon, then, to November 18,when Congress reconvenes, we

can expect to see the President sending Congress a series of budget deferral and

rescisSion.messages. In other words, he will be recommending that Congress per-

mit him to either defer until next year'spending originally planned for this

year or to cancel ylannedspending altogether. In sum, this'is a 'time of cuts .

almost everywhere, holding actions in a few cases. and increases almost nowhere.

-Given that picture and the budget priorities of the current Administration, one

cannot easily predict large increases any time soon-in. federal finantial support

for environmental educatiOn "st

t

Educators are certainly not without some powerful allieS on the Appropria-

dans Committees. ,As. Chairman Since 1969 of the Senate Appropriations Sub-

'
committee'on Labor andHealth, Education and Welfare, Senator Magnuson has .con-

sistently sought reductions elsewhere in thebudget so that more could be pro-

'vided for the nation's critical "Pedple programs'''. Year after year, his. Sub-

cormittee 6s carried the banner for a re-ordering of. national priorities so

that health, education and job-ceating-manpower programs
would receive a more

ireasUnable share of the limited ( deral budget.

Alit< yOur- all-i es- need---ybil
utrery0t1r---underSta n di-rig e =appro-

...

priations process so that you can affect the decisions it produces. Thus it is

worth taking some time here to defiip a few key terms andto.outline the annual

appropriations cycle.

It is important to remember the difference between authorizing committees

and theAppropriations Committees--and between authorizing legislation and

appropriations bills. The House and Senate each haVe several authorizing com-

mittee writing authorizing legislation while. each. body has only one'Appropria-

dons Committee writing appropriations bills. The relationship between theee

authorizing process and the appropriations process is, of course, that authoriz-

ing legislation determines what may be spent by setting appropriations ceilings

while the appropriations bills say how much can be spent within those ceilings.,

I.
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For example, an authorizing bill written by the Senale Labor and Public Welfare

Committee might.say $50 million may be spent during Fiscal Year 1975 for a par-

ticular education program. But the Labor-HEW Appropriations Bill for Fiscal

Year 1975 may provide only $30 million to the Office of Education to conduct

that program.

The apprcipriationsprocess begins anew each year when tpe PreSident submits

his Budget in January or February. The Budget is parceled ut--essentially by

13
Department'and Agency--among the thirteen subcommittees of the House and Senate

Appropriations Committees. Thus, for example, that portion of the President's

Budget devoted to the Office'of Education itparceled out to the Houe and

Senate Labor-HEW Appropriations Subcommittees.

With the President's.. budget recommendations.as their starting point, the

thirteen separate subcomMittees in .both the' -House and Senate begin their.public

hearings. Typically, Department:heads and other agency officials appear first

td,"justify" and defend the President'srecomMendations. Once.the Administra-

tibn 'has had its "day in court ", the subcommittees hear testimony from Members

of Congress and from outside - -or publicwitnesseS: :,, ..

___ _fThe Subcommittees' public hearings give you your ftrSt opportunity to have

a direct, personal, and formal inputinto the appropriations process Used

effectively, .this opportunity can pay important dividends. How do you use the

opportunity effectiVely? Several points.' First, as soon as the President's .

Budget is submitted 0 Congress, determine what he is recommending for the'par-

titular program in which you are interested. t..,

. Now that you know what the President is recommending, you knowessentially:?

>whether you have a. problem or not Generally, at least with respect to the kinds

of Ifrograms in which you are most apt_ to be intere4U, if the President requests

funds in his Budget, those funds will be appropc4ted when the process is com-

plet0f,- You-may-Wfsli to file a written statement with the relevant Appropria-

tions Subcommittee in support of that Budget recommendation, but chances are

that there is little, if any, need to actually request an opportunity to testify

---_in person duriiig the public hearings,

If the President's .Budget does. not recommend what.you feel to be the neces-

sary amount for a particular program--then you have a problem. How do you solve

that problem during the ensuing appropriations process? First, make certain tkat

it is solvable. In other words, make sure that authorizing legislation is in

force that perMits the Congress to appropriate the amount you believe necessary.

Havinge,determined that to be, the case, determine which subcommittee in the two

AppropriatiOns Committees handles the funding for that program.

Yeu-now know four key facts. You know specifically in which program you are

interested. You now whether you have a problem or not. Youknow whether that
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problem is solvable through the Appropriations process. And you know which sub-

committees in the Senate.and House can potentially solve that problem. Now look

fora friend in court.

"If your Senator or Congressman is a member of the relevant subcommittee,. and

if. you.can make a strong case for your
recommendation, chances are, you have found

an advocate for your cause: Or, you may find that there is a member en one of

the relevant subcommittees who ha'S evidenced a strong po5itive interest in' the

program about which you are concerned. If Iou find such a friend in court, then

immediately contact him or her, lay out your case, and seek their advice and

assistance in the appropriations process.

If you have'not identified an obvious ally, then write the chairmen of, the

relevant subComMittees and Specifically request an opportunity to appear and tes-

tify. You may,wish to make that request through your own Senator or Representa-

tive. If,you are invited to.estify--and you probably will be-=come prepared ..,

with:a written 'statement that'IS specific, detailed,,and thorough- -but don't

plan on reading. it. Instead, summarize it in four or five minutes. Your'written

statement will be read and it,will be important to the tubcomMittee's:ultimate

decision, Bbt the objectlye,of your personal-appearance before the:subcommittee

should be to answer questions the members may_have.

You have now appearedand testified before the relevant sUbcommitteeFin one

or both.of the houses. What happens next?

Public, hearings on the appropriations bill proceed concurrently in both the

House and Senate. But, by tradition, the House always passes' appropriations

bills before the Senate. Consequently, the House Subcommittees are the first to

"mark-up" their'billS. It is in these'markup meetingS--whiCii. begin in the early
. .

Spring and typically, take a day or less--that the first crucial Congressional

detisionsare made on appropriations. When a House Subcommittee tencludes its

mark-up, it has generally deterMined the position of the House df Representa-

tives on 95 percent Of'the items covered in the bill. Consequently, if the sub-

committee marks -up the bill with yodr recommendation coniained:in:it, the chances

are excellent that it will also contain your recommendatiOn when.it passeS the

House: If it doesn't, then your chances for success are considerably less,

This is the case since the Full .Appropriations ConiTteerwhich must review

the bill before it goes to the House floor for a vote--by:,and large automaticalL

ly approves the recommendations made by the subcommittee which has conducted the

public hearings and heard the evidence. There are only about threecases where

the Full Committee will make changes in the subcommittee's bill. These would be

(1) where there-is great publiC controversy over a particciar item; (2) where

there is an item of special /interest to a Congressmariwhb is on the,Full Commit

tee but not on thesubcommiftee; and (3) where the Pr"osident submits to Congress.
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new budget request-6.a so- called budget amendmentafter the subcommittee has .

completed its mark -up.

Once the Full Committee has met for its mark -up session on the Appropriations

bill, the bill is reported out cf Committee: In other words, it:is ready for

Consideration by the'full House'of Representatives:

When the bill is taken up on the House'floor, amendments will probably be

offered and perhaps even adopted. These will generally fall into one of three

,categories. Some, will be on matters of great publid controversy. Others will

be offered by key members Of authorizing committees who, feel the Appropriations

Committee has not recommended Sufficient funding for particula-r,programs author-

ized by.thdse'committees. Finally, others will propose' the addqiim of relative-

ly small amounts.for programs or projects of importance 'to a particular member's

District. As I will explain shortly; however, great reliance Sholild not be

placed .upon floor amendments--particularly those lacking wide public support.

OK. Where are we at this point? The House Appropriations Subcommittee has

now completed its public hearings and marked-up. its bin- That measure has been

approved-by the Full'CoMmittee-and passed by .the full House in essentially -the
3

same form in which it was written.* the subcommittee. Your recommendation is

contained in the'House-passed bill' because it was included when the subcommittee

marked-up the bill or bedauSe it was added, eithbn in the Full Committee marklup

or as an amendment on the House floor.
: -

Now what happens?. The House-passed bill sent-to the Senate and referred

to the relevthit Appeopriations Subcommittee. Applying the conClusiOns they have

drawn from their public hearings and their policy judgments, the members.of the ,...

Senate.SUbcenimittee mark-up the House - passed bill. "Many changes will be'made.

04here the President's Budget recommended $10 million anethe. House $15.million,

the Senate Subcommittee may allow $20 million provided,_of course, in'at authoriz-

ing legislation permits that much to be appropriated. Or where the Budgeti-and'

. the HouSe have both provided nothing, the Senate Subcommittee may put in money,

again provided that there is sUfficient authorization. 'Or where the House may

have provided funds, the Senate mayproVide nothing. The'variatiOns ere nuMer-.

ous'. As in the HouSe; the Full Senate Appropriations Committee generally ap-
.

provesthe subcommittg.e's recommendations. The measure is then reported by the

.Full Committee to the Senffitefloor where_agaio amendments maybe adopted before

the bill is finally passed.

We now Have a House-passed bill and a Senate-pas,sed bill. There are numerous

differences between the two versions: COnsequently, a.House-Senate conference

committee must be appointed to meet and resolve the differences. So what,nappens

to your recommendation when the confeeence committee meets and writes the final

bill? Well, you maybe fortunate enough to have your recommendatien contadneti

in precisely the same formA both the House and Senate-passed.bills. In.th%t

5
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case, you are home free:-baaring4a Presidential vetoor.spbsequent Cohgressional '

4progai of a Presidential deferral oryescission message that either deferS

. spending the funds you sought,or eliminates them altogether.
. .

But-'-alas- you have not been'so'fortunate. While the House-paSsed bill con-44

tains,,the funds yod-recommentled, the Senate bill does not Let's use a concrete

example. Say, the House bill proiiided'$1 diillion while the Senate bill provided

.nothing at all The conference committee then hes,a. million and=one options.

It'can approve anywhere from zero to $1 million. What are yOur chances_ of-com-

iig'out closer to the latter than the-former

Several factors must be considered. Thee include (1.) the extent, if any,

to which the -bills exceed the Presidents Budget recemmendatiOns--the greater

they exceed the budget the greater:the chance 4 a veto, and therefore the

., , .

..

reductions;
.

.
/greater the pressure on the cohferente committee\to make reductions; (2) the

degree to which tntreaSes recommended in thd Haus bill exceed,Or are less thane.

i+

'I

the increases recommended in the Senate b er words, which.side must

give up the most in conference if the final bill ls,to be reaspnable; (3) what'

.
the Senate conferees have heard"froM their constituents or from'other members of

the Senate4boUt your proposal; and finally--but espetially significnt--at what

point in the proces's was ydui- recommendation added toe House bill. Why is .

that so imporbilt? Simple -the members Of the conference committee are generally

.also:members'of the Senate and House Appropriations Subcommittees,that wrote each

,6o,dy's'first.verSion .of the bill, _Consequently, if your recommendation was

.
adopted by the House Subcommittee when it marked-up its\versipn of the bill',

chances are excellent that they remain convinced of its Wisdom and will persevere.

in the conference to retain it in whole-Or 'at least in part. If, on the othertt

hand, your recommendation was added to the bill =either fry:the Full:Apprdpriations

Committee or 'on the Hoke loor,'thereiis much less chance that the HOuse con-
-

ferees will'be convinced of its wisdom and willing to go to'great lengths to re-

tain it in the final"bill. Suffice it to say, then, that the earlier fn the

process you begin your efforts, the better will be yOur chance of succeeding in

the end.

So, the conferencecommittee has met, reselved the lifferenees`between the

House and Senate bills, and written a final compromise measure that is approved

14 Congress and signed into law b Y the President. How did you fare?

I like happy- endings, but I am alsc a realist. So we'll assume your recom-

mendation of $ million was.origfnally.adopted by the Haus. Subcommittee whose
;=\

members went to conference and insisted that the Senate conferees agree to at

lealft providing $500,000 in thWinal bill. But, as I said at the outset, the

immediate future is ndt bright so the President.subniits and Congress approves a

rescission message that eliminates $250,000 of that $500,000. However, believ-

ing in perseverance and knoWing thatvou ci, too, we end by concluding that you
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will persevere, go back, to Congress the following year, And convince the Appro-

priations Committees to provide the remaining $750,000. .

On that note, let me thank, you for your perseverance in hearing me out and

thank.yot4 for this opportunity to be here today.

to 9
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Session 6

LOOKING FOR MONEY FOR ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION- -

PRIVATE FOUNDATION SOURCES

Jane McCarthy

Before I begin my remarks on funding sources to support environmental educa4r

tion programs I should like to spend a few minutes making some observations about,

the foundation world in general. In looking to the foundation world for,money

it shouldibe remembered that foundations, except in rare instances, are reactive,

agents--they are not, by a'nelarge, initiators of grant schemes adventurously

designed around innovative program thrusts. An the contrary', foundations most

often simply respond'to the proposals brought to them. To some extent at least,

this conservative posture reflects.the part-time and fragmented nature of most

fondat,ion trustees' jobs and in part it can be attributed to the lack'of compet-

ent,professionally trained staff who cbuld assist trustees in suggesting new

program directions or extensions of existing program areas. In fact, it is all

too common to be unable to discern any program continuity runnindthroughca found-

ation's grat making activities.-
.

Typically, a foundation's portfolio of grants covers a wide range, with sup- .

port for local hospitals, girls' clubs and United Fund campaigns prominent on the'

list. Also usuallij included are gifts to the donor's college and prep school.

Most grant programs,are clustered in the traditional fields of medicine and health,.

education,-welfare, religion and the arts: The grants tend to be large in number,

limited in their size and geographic scope and repeated year after year to pretty

much the same safe beneficiaries. As I will discuss in more detail shortly, the

, whole field of'the environment is new on the foundation scene. For this reason

the burdeh of educating the foundation community to this new funding opOrtunity,

or for that matter, for any other newly recognized societal need, falls on those-,,

who wish to tap this source of financial assistance.

'Foundations will have.to be encourage&to feel comfortable making grants in

what for most of them is an entirely new field. Petitioners for these funds -must

aggressively sell the need for funds in this area if assistance,is to be more

(than haphazard and spotiy.

Jane-McCarthy served as a consultant for four years to the Ford Foundation,
providing.assiStance in developing and monitoring grants in urban waste management,.
and American Indian resource management. She currently serves as a mediator in a
foundation=supported environmental dispute settlement project. -



How this educational function is carried out depends on the individual situa7,

tion. An informal discussion with a local 'foundation official on the need for

particular environmental studies prograM could, of course, work wonders. And if

you tae the time to circulate a list of local foundation officers among your pro-

fessional colleagues and your friends you probably will be surprised to learn that

these contacts are not as difficult to make as you would have suspected.

So much for migeneral remarks about private funding in the broadest terms.

In preparing for this talk I sought the assistance of the Foundation Center, which

is headquarter' for all knowledgeable and."ungry prospective grantees who seek

,ripe targets for their propOsals. I was fokunate to find that, earlier this/

year, the Foundation Center had published a list of foundation grants in the gen-I

eral area it titled "ecology, conservation and 4arine sciences." This listihg

covers a two -year period--1971-and 1972--and it includes the major fouridations

and certainly;a11 the foundations'who have shown any tangible interest in the gen-

eral,subject of the environment. I should like to share with you some of the

highlights of this report. There were 392 grants listed. These grants were. made

by 102 foundations. To dfgresi for a moment, I. would liketo cement on the 102

foundations. The fact thal over 100 foundations,are actively engaged in dispers- '

ing. money for environmental projects may seem to some of you impressive evidence

of the interest of fdundatIons in the environmental arena. This is 'not true, for

the figure takes on new meaning when seen in the larger context of the entire

foundation world. These 102 foundations Must be viewed as a pretty lonely group

when one realizes there are 31,000 private foundations in this.tountry. While

there is no question that'environmental grants made by many of the smaller found-

ationshave not been included, the point I believe is well taken...foundation in-

terest in the entire environmental area is at best lukewarm.

.
Row, back to the 392 environmental grants listed by the Foundation Center

publication. An nalysis of these grants shows that'only,43%.af them could be

considered grants for enwironmental'education-=even when that phrase is broadly

f--eXTlaked torptlu e some citizen.education efforts. To- complete this really dis-.

'couraging picture I could find only 10 grants, out of a meager 43, which focused

on some sort of. allege or university Vevel study. There were many, many more

grants, of cours , to universities for environmental research projects. But sup-

.

port forenvironnental studies, at either the undergraduate.or the graduate level,

-was given in onl 10 instances.

The total committed to environmental education during the period--that is,

1971, 1972-:waS about $6.4 million, of whiCh $5.3 million was funnelled to col-.

leges and universities. This figure, however, is misleading since the lion's

share Of. it,iS represented'by a $4.35 million grant from the Edna McConnell Clark

Foundation to the Wood's Hole Oceanographic Institute in Massachusetts. This grant
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supports a program .in graduate education. If we exclude this one enormous grant,

the foundation comMitment to environmental education at the college ancil university

level is a scanty $412,000.

Despite thig bleak picture 'I don't want to give any of you the imp ession that

it is impossible to succeed in obtaining foundation funds for assistan e with your

environmental education programs. I do suggest, though, that a caref0 reading of
-t -,

your target foundations is essential: There is'just no substitute for-doing your

b

homework. As educators, all of you penalize,students for not completi g assign-

ments, for doing inaccurate or spotty research and for committing othe such

crimes against the academic ethic. And yet some of you may be guilty/of the 'same

thing when you come to a foundation in search of funding.
,.

Under the general heading of doing 'your homework much can be lea ned from a

review,of recent annual reports_foundation newsletters and the AR 90 tax returns

filed by foundations.. While these reports are out-dated and recdrd past spending

patteris, they can,provide an indication of the areas of progr m interest, the
,

size range of grants usually dispensed and the geographic area within which the //
t

foundv-ion operates. These reports will also list the name of foundation trust

tees and staff. From these sources you can also determin when a foundation makes

its grarns. ff gradt action is taken only once a year, as is sometimes the case,

and if that propitious moment has just occurred, you would have to wait out the,

full.cycle before hearing from them. Thus, from foundation source material you

can develop a list of prime suspects for your grant seeking activities and you

can direct proposals within dimensions'considered appropriate to the target insti-

tutions. On the West Coast this information can be obtained at the thYee regional

branch libraries of the Foundation Center located in Portland, San Franciico and

Los Angeles.
...

You have now culled the list and come up with a few seemingly ripe prospects

to fund your new endeavor. What next? No, it is not yet proposal-writing time.

At this point the really smart fund raisers come to the fouridation without a writ-

ten proposal. They usually start with something ingenuous like "We just want you

to know what we're doing." .
It may seem obvious to you,that it would be a poor

strategy to go into a foundation cold with 10 copies of a 100 pagetproposal...yet

this is done more frequently than program officers like to think about. You can

save a good deal of time and effort if you get first-hand information about cur-

rent program activities. In any event, yOur objective is to have the program

staff put off for as long as possible a decision on yOur program. Try not to give

him an immediate excuse to say "no."

Now to the actual pr'oposal. There is no magic formula for writing'grant pro-

posals. But there are a few unwritten rules which are useful in looking for. money.

One is to tailor the size of the grant request to the dimensions within which the
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foundation is usually comfortable. Another is to diicussin the proposal disCrete

program elements, That is, if possible, steer clear of requests for gendral oper-

. ating suppofrt. Foundations generally are more receptive to, specific program act-

ivities for they usually feel more secure knowing what they have bought with theft'

money--be it new microscopes for a biology program or support for five post-doc-

toral fellowships in human ecology.

.
If appropriate the proposal should spell out the relationship between what you

want .to do with private money and'what is available with public funds. In other

words, relate your needs to other sources of funds. Some foundations need the

imprimatur of other foundat ns before they are comfortable lending support.

Others take pride in bell ving they are on the "cutting edge of social change"

and want to be the first-in. Offhand, the "cutting edge" argument is usually best

avoided--it is a scary prospect for most foundation officials.

A fleeting word about the gentle care and feeding of program officers may also .

be of interest here. The program level staff at foundations generally report to

another level within the foundation to receive final approval for grant actions

they recommend. While in some instances this approval is more or less automatic, s

in others it can be a meaningful exchange of inforNation between staff and found-

ation trustees and serves as a way of keeping the trustees fully informed abClut

foundation sponsored programs. In any case, as a prospective grantee it is im-

portant that You provide the program level staff all the information it'needs to

properly represent your interests to the ultimate decision-making body. For ex-

ample, the foundation staff person with whom you-are dealing should know how

your proposed project fits into the full scope,of activities of your institution.

You want to go out of your way to prepare foundation staff for any poSsible con-

frontation at a higher level. Not only must you do your homewo4k, you must be

sure your foundation advocate has done his or her job. .

In conclusion I would like to urge you, in looking for funds, t turn, at

least initially, to local sources of support--particularly for prog a s at the

elementary and high school level. Local and regional foundations of a are well

acquainted with the School .structure-in their own_communities.and pr ba ly will

recognize more quickly the benefits of new curricula and teaching tec niq s.

Another factor is that the large national foundations tend to program

which they see, as having national' application, whereas the local foundation seeks

to provide assistance on a less global scale. In addition, sustained foundation

interest may be easier'to achieve at the local level. National foundations ve

a reputation for faddism--in same instances they have been charged with losing

iscterest just as a program becomes fully operative. On the other hand, a local

foundaiion with concerned home -town trustees will find it more difficult to walk

away from a local project and probably will be more receptive to continued support
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if the project merits refunding. Another advantage,of .local sponsorship is that

when you successfully sell a. local foundation, the foundation can often assist in

gathering other local interest.

To sum up....fund raising isn't easy, it is a painstaking, laborious undertak-

ing requiring some skill but mostly persistence. Till your local gardens first,

become acquainted with foundation personnel and try to tailor your proposals to

the size and interest of the funding institution.

I wish you all happy hunting.
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WATER QUALITY EDUCATION: GOVERNMENT'S ROLE

. I

Clifford V. Smith, Jr.

Session 7

I have been asked to speak to you today about the government's role in pro-

viding trained manpower for the' mplementation of strategies which.are expected

to achieve water quality goals. Let me begin by assuring you that the EnvirOn-

mental Protection Agency recognizes that the country's-ability to protect its

waters is directly related to the qualifications and commitment of the people

charged with that responsibility. Trained manpower is a resource that'is required

in the implementation of every element of the Agency's basic, water quality pro-.

gram. A specialEPA.manpower development and training effort begins before we

reach the point where there are not enough qualified people to address the prob-

-em. In order to be assured of the availability of trained personnel, EPA must

keep in close contact with the supply capabilities of the existing delivery.sys-

tem and future manpower demands. When a gap in the availability of manpower is

forecast, EPA must formulate new manpower policies and programs which stimulate

the existing delivery system to provide additional trained Oople. Where the ex-

isting delivery system proves inadequate, EPA must develop supplementary delivery

systems.

Let me give you an overview of some of the immediate 'goals of MI5 manpower

development efforts including examples of the types of training efforts and mag-'.

nitude of funds:; we have seen availab4 in the past and allocated for this fis-

cal year. And, finally, I.believe I would be less than honest if I failed to

comment on. some of the problems we are encountering in this field,

First, to goals. Basically we have three immediate needs.,; We must assist the

states in developing a self-sufficiency'in developing and maintaining the supply

of trained manpower needed within the state water pollution control agencies and

municipal wastewater treatment authorities. Secondly, EPA must establish a com-

prehensive national training center capability to 'provide instructional materials

to state manpower training programs and to, provide expertise in specjal and ac17

vanced water pollution, control techniques for
v-
use by state and local agency.per-

Clifford V. Smith, Jr. is Regional Administrator, Environmental Protection
Agency Region X (Seattle). Formerly Deputy.Regional Administrator, Region I ,

(Boston)he has also worked in the civil engineering departments of several uni-
versities, and as a consultant.

Bernard J. Lukco, Chief of the Academic Training Settion, Office of Water

Programs, Fnvironmental Protection Agency, was the moderator for Session 7.



/ sonnel. And, finally, we must develop a capability in the federal government for

developing and maintaining the needed supply of trained people.

Within the context of these immediate goals,)et me indicate the legislative

authorities for manpower training. .Basically, the Water Pollution Control Act

authorizes training programs including grants and fellowships.for professional

level training, grants to public agencies for pilot programs, and grants for the

construction of training facilities for wastewater treatment operations and main

tenance. The Federal. Water Pollution COntrol Act Amendments of 1972 (Section 104

(g)(1)) provided training monies of $680,000 for fiscal year 1974: Nearly 2,000

people were trained in the operation andmaintenance of wastewater treatment fac-

ilities. This training ranged from 2-day to 22-week courses:, In this fiscal
/-

year another $650,000 have 'been allocated for the program. Under the same piece

of legislation, $400,000 was spent in fiscal year 1974 to train 600 people in
. ,

special university and community college level program in the water and waste-

water field, in federal agency personnel training, and in pilot National Pollutant .

Discharge EliMination System programs. In this fiSZal .year about $350,000 are ex-

pected to be allocated for the same program. Also in fiscal year 1974, $860,000"

was allocated nationally under the Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962.

Approximately 1800 water and wastewater personnel were trained with the help of

these funds.

In addition, EPA isl'wo,rking to obtain unds under the Vocational Education

Act 6 upgrade the training of treatment p ant operators. 'There is also the pos-

sibility of using our state program grant echanism to fund manpower development

and training in the coming fiscal year.

I alluded to problems at the beginni of my remarks: Sc. as not to make that

seem mysterious or more serious than it , let me discuss the levying of tuition

charges, and the conclusion of support or graduate training.

Present regulations require all fe eral, state, local and private agency per-

sonnel to pay tuition fdr direct training courses. The regulation does, provide

for very limited waivers of the fee requireMents until June 1, 1975. It appears

that the granting of so few waivers may be having an adverse effect on the number

of individuals able to benefit from the training and ultimately may be interfering

With. EPA's goals of,developing the needed self-sufficiency among feddral, state

and local agencies. A'manpower task force has been established and an independent

contractor to EPA has been selected to look at the problem and make recommendations.

In the meantime, there will be a relaxation of the stringent guidelines limiting

fee waivers. . -

The other. problem concerns graduate training. A decision wa% made to begin

a three-year phase out of EPA-funding for graduate training in fiscal year 1973.

ThiS decision was made by the Office of Management and Budget based upon four
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findings: ,fie, that there was '.,,lack of evidence of a serious gap between the.

supply of and demand-for environmen,taI engineers Two, that there was an apparent

of engineers in other fielA. who might be available for retraining. and

\\staffing of environmental programs, ree,that substantial progress in the e5-

tabLiahMent of graduate training progra s in colleges and universities alas being

mad. Andy-Jour, that recent increases in\salai'ies had been seen for environ-

mental personnel which made such positionS attractive and competitive without

training grants.

I might mention that there-have been several studies recentlY0which question

this line of reasoning by OMB. One study by a group of consultants to EPA,

chaired by Donald J. O'Connor, concluded that,federal support for professional

education in the enerohmental field must be continued if state, regional, and _

federal agencies and the private sector are to have adequate perien'nel available .

A° meet their needs and the goals of the 1972 Federal Water Pollution Control. Act.

The group recommended that the presentlevel of federal funding for academic

training progrdms be continued on an interim basis, that EPA analyze the present

and ft-Mg-term need for professional personnel, and that alternative professional

education programs, such as fellowships.in state agencies and continuing edUtation

classes, be studied.

Several other manpower experts have concluded that a serious' gap between the

supply of and demand for environmental engineers is developing._. Furthermore, the

U.S. Civil\Service Commis'sion has concluded that transferring engineering special-
\

ists from one field to another requires a major re-education process with a min-

imum of one year of formal schooling. Regarding competitive salaries, the Nation-.

al Air Pollution Control Advisory Committees, Report in AugUst 1974,kconeluded

that while salaries haveincreased in the environmental area, in general, the rate

of increase has lagged behind that of other fields and behind the Consumer price

index.

As a result of this conflicting informatiOn regarding the need for graduate,

level training, EPA is re-wialuating its position and is considering an extension

of the present funding level.

.
let me now just conclude by 'summarizing what I havesaid about the government's

role in developing and training manpower for the achievement of Water quality

goals. 'First, and most directly, the Federal Water Pollution Control Act provides

funds for grants for professional level training and for construction of training

facilities. The Manpower Development and Training Act and its successor, the

ComprehensiVe Employment and Training'Act,, have been providing funds for the

training of wastewater treatment operators. EPA is assisting the states in becom-

ing self-sufficient by developing "packaged" education programs, by providing_ex-

pertise:in advanced water pollution control techniques, and by providing a relax:-
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ation of tuition fee requirements. There is a good possibility of Vocational

Education Act funds fOr training of treatmenOplant operators, and for manpower

training funds to be given directly to the state through EPA pro'gram grants.

I am optimistic that EPA will continue to recognize the critical role that man-

power development plays in any effort-to achieve environmental goals, whether they

relate to air, to water, or to% noise pollution. I am also optimistic that EPA

will face the problems encountered squarely and will offer. new and innovative ways

to solve them.
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Session 7

MANPOWER NEEDS IN WATER SUPPLY AND POLLUTION CONTROL

E. Joe,Middlebrooks

- '

In a recent report to Congress on manpower dvelopment and training activi-

tieS in water pollution. control by the Eniiironmental-Protettion Agenty, Office

of. Water Programs, it was indicated that significant increases in manpower needs

are expected over the next five-year period, 1971-1976 (1). The report shows

that manpower demands are expected for a wide variety of educational and skilled

categOries from .numerous sources'and types of organizations. The report attemp-

ted to develop projected manpower requirements in all categorieS' over the entire

spectrum of firms and organizations that might utilize manpower in the water

pollution control field. The number'of people employed in various categories

in Fiscal Year 1971 and the 'number expected to be employed in the same' categorieS

for Fiscal Year 1976 were broken down into four genetal:categories. The cate-

gories included non-governmental emplbyees, local government.employees, state

employees, and federal employees. The non-gove,rnmental employees were divided

into the following categories: "industrial; education,, equipment manufacturets

-
and consulting engineers. Table 1 shows the manpower engaged in 1971 and Pr8-

jected manpower needs in 1976 in the engineering and scientific areas as well as

'the 'needs for technicians and operatori' of wastewater treatment facilities.

Spedific data describing the manpower needs for water,shpply activities

were hot available". However,. most of the categOries describing the needs for

pollution control include personnel performing Auties related to water'supply

activities. More information is needed', and the various agencies,should attempt

to compile comparable data (2).

E. Joe MiddlebroOks is Dean of the College of Engineering atAtah State
Universi0 (Logan). This paper was prepared as.a policy paper fOr the 4ssoct-
ation of Environmental Engineering Professors.
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THE PUBLIC SECTOR

State and Local Government

The mandower ..needs of the 1oCal government sector for engineers and scientist

are expected to increase approximately the same for both categories. The needs

for engineers and scientists pt the local goverAment level are broken 4wn into

three categories in Table 2: The three categories show approximately the same.

percentage increase fdr bOth engineers and scientists between 1971 and 1976.

Table 3 shows the'1971 staffing and the 1976 projections for engineering

and scientifit staffs required by the state agencies to combat water pollution.

In both engineering 'and scientific,activities, the state governMents anticipate

approximately a 150 percent increase in manpower needs by 1976. The demand for

operators and technicians.in local and state governments will increase by 30

percent between 1971 and 1976. These projections are based upon realistic 'esti-

,mates of the amount of money that is likely to be appropriated for

by the state governments and not the frequently used overestimations that are

reported y state 'governments. The Environmentalyotection Agency.has indicated

that it expects the state governments to exert more influence in the control and

enforcement of water pollution control. laws in the future; therefore, it is.very

likelytht a significant increase in the number of engineers and scientists

employed by state governments will occur.

The greatest difficulty that state enforcement agencies have had in obtain-

ing qualified personnel. has been a low salary. scale. However, many of the -more

...tpopulous state have overcome this difficulty and offer salary scales that are

competitive with the ones offered, by EPA and private industry. 'Bpcaose of this

salary differential, it is unlikely that the smaller and less populous states

Will be"able to compete effectively for the top graduates in the engineering

and scientific schools in the near future unless the- federal government provides

supplemental funds to improvethe salary kale. \° .

.-, -

P
k

Federal Government ,

e). .

\
The Environmental. Protection Agency has had tumeetus applications for employ-

/ment since its inceptiob; however, very few ebgineers and f.,..ientists have been

.y employed by EPA. It appears that in the future the,presecit trend of.more non-

EPA federally employed engineers and scientists in water pollution control activi-

ties-is
. _

..

likely in continue.- Table 4 sfiows a 25 percent, increase in:the number
A

of engineers and approximately a 15 peecent,increase in the number of scientists

that will be required by 1976 for water pollttion.control activities infederal

agencies other than the Environmental protection Agency. The number of engineers

and scientists employed by the EnvironMental Protection Agency and the expected

)c 141
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TABLE 2
.

Engineering and Scientific Manpower Employed by Lkal Governments

Wastewater , Sewage Design '&
OccUriational

Total
Treatment Collection Administration

Category ..

Engineer'

Scientist

1971 1976 1971 . . 1976` 1971 1976 1971 1976

- , .

' 1,400 1,800 1,600 2,000 ,,,, 600 00 . 3,660 4,600
-

200 300 200 300 300 00 700 1,000

TABLE 3

Engineering.and Scientific Manpower Employed by State Governments

Occupational
Category'

Engineer

Scientist

FY 1971 FY 1976

Staffing Projections

1;500

600

MOO
1,600

'TABLE 4

Engineering and Scientific :rinpower Employed by Feder'al Agencies
Other than the Environmental Protection Agency

s.

Occupationa
Category

Engineer

Scientist

FY 1971
Staffing

2,300

2,300

FY 1976:
Projections

3,200

2,700

TABLE.5

Engineering and Scientific Manpower EmplOyed
by the Environmental Protection Agency

Occupational
Category

Engineer

Sciehtist

FY 19717:

'Staffing

600

600

FY 1976 :

Projections

900-

900



increases by 1976 are shown in Table 5. Although a 50 percent increase is shown

in both the engineering and scientific occupatidnal categories, the.total increase

of 300 in each category.is a relatively small number of personnel being trained

for; the field of water pollution control. As stated earlier,'-the new graduates'

chances, for employment with the federal gournment are much bqter with agencies

other than the Environmental Protection Agendy.

An increase of 33 percent is anticipated for operators employed by federal

agencies, and the need for teChnicia;is is expected to increase by 19 percent

(Table 1). k

THE PRIVATE SECTOR

Consulting Firms.

Current and projected manpower needs of-consulting firms have been estimated

basecron a detailed survey reported by MiPd.lebrooks,:et al". (3). :unless other-

wise noted the Information-in this section has been abstracted from this reference.'

,Consulin4 firms account for a significant part of professional employment

in the water pollution control field, and they utilize a wide variety of profes-

sional skills. Employment data for 1970 and 1971 arm by occupational \category

, 'in Table Q. Consulting firms reportedofairly'adequate manpower supplies in 1971,

as evidenced by.lOw vacancy rates.- 'Amd4 professionals, 5.2 percent of all fd11-

,time positions were vacant, while the ftgure for technicians was 4.1 percent. "

The professionals emplOyed in consulting work had impressive academic qualifica-

tions; 95.5 percent had at. least a.B.S. degree, and 23.7 percent had graduate

degrees. Over half of all professionalsere registeredy Among sanitary eng-F-

neers, the figure was 47.8 percent,.

Projection of future manpower:needs in the consulting field is complicated

.By the importance of federal expenditures in this area, espeqially in the form

of aid to communities constructing, wastewater treatment plants.. Because the

pattern of federal spendiugoin this areahas been 'very erratic recently, projec-

tions based on two fdderal aid levels were made. These are.shown in Table,l'for

professionals, and,,inTable 8 for technicians. ,

Other Areas

Within the nongovernment sector, consulting firms are the major employers

of scientific and engineering manpower, but industry, eduCation and water pollu-

tion equipment manufacturers are also significant. Projections Of manpower

demand in these fields, as well.asforconsulting, are 'shown in Table 9.

1.51
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. TABLE 6

Number of Employees in Various Occupational Categories

Professional and
Technical Staff. ,

Total # of EmplOyees in Each
Category Doing Water Pollution

Work During October...

Number of
'Firms Re-

Porting
EmployeeEmployees
in Occupa-
tional
Category

1970 1971'

Part-
time 1

Full-

time

Part-
time

Full-
time

PROFESSIONAL STAFF 1,665 7,004 4,464 7,624

. Water Resources Planners, 140 370 395 435 226

Civil/Sqnitary Engineers 330 2,662 1,963 2,950 725

Civil/Structural Engrs. 159 837 178 857 438

Civil/Soils Engineers 55 191 74 188 195

'Mechanical Engineers 198 578 628 594 421

Electrical Engineers 260 446 443 .465 334

Chemical Engineer 28 , T33 43 155 , 133

Architects 164 250 345 251 171

Geologists 26 73 ,31. 78 88
Hydrologists 26 79 `31 91 86

Biologists 13 17 16 29 38

Municipal Engrs./Planrs. 54 348 62 375 218`

Economists. 13 48 17 52 64

Landscape Architects 42 54 . 39 55 70

Surveyors 126 756 140, 870 406

Systems Analysts .
--14 -90 1F. 87 83

Chemists 31 72 43 92 90

TECHNICIANS 1,115 6,508 1,263 6,859

Draftsmen 566 3,390' 630 3,461 798

Instrumentmen 89 581 106 604 348

Field Crew 273 1,128 318 1,172 ' 421

Compute- Programmers 41 147 43 162 162

Inspectors 146. 1,62 166 444
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TABLE 7 '

rojected Professional Manpower Requirements for the Consulting
Industry According to Occupational Category

Professional
Staff

Projected Manpower Requi ements

At Present Levels
of Fed. Aid

x Present
F ed. Aid

1972 1976 1972 1976

Water Resources Planners 777 962 1,0.52 1,666
Civil/Sanitary Engineers 5,540 7,222 7,177 10,474

Civil/Structural Engineers 1,761 2,397 2,171 3,181
Civil) /Soils Engineers 513 709 670 920.

Mechanical Engineers 1,323 1,863 1,676 2,526Electrical Engineers 1,108 1,493 1,391 1,994

Chemical. Engineers 355 668 519 1,056Architects

geologists

493 '

211

641

281

604

264

794

394
Hydrologists 219 366 296 525

Biologists 97 190 156 296Municipal Engrs./Plannere 653 932 896 l,316

Economists 107 170 151. 248Landscape Architects 155 202 190 323

Surveyors 1,108 1,425 1,377 1,936Systems Analysts 168 269 226 386

Chemists 189 326 260 434

Totals 14,777 20,116 19,076 28,469

145
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TABLE 8

Projected Technician Manpower Requirements for the Consulting

Industry According to Occupational Category

Technicians

Projected Manpower Requirements

At Present Levels
of Fed. Aid

At 2 x Present
Fed. Aid

1972 1976 1972 1976

Draftsmen 5,957 8,226 7,701 11,305

Instrumentmen, 1,130 1,581 1,484 2;032

Field Crew 2,659 2,660 3,864

Computer Programmers. 403 536 495 724

Inspectors 2,644 3,611 3,755 5,406

Totals 11,967. 16,613 16,095 23,331

TABLE 9

Engineering and Scientific Manpower Engaged
by Non-Government Employers

Employer

Manpower Engaged

1971 1976

Industry 3,700 12,100

Education
700, 700

Equipment Manufacturers 2,000 2,400

Consulting Engineers 7,600 11,800

Totals 1 4,000 27,000
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Industrial firm are expected to r:epresent the largest increase in manpower

utilization in the water pollution control field'in the nongovernment sector.

An increase of over three times the number employed in 1971 is expected to be

neededby the various industrial firms throughout the United States to combat

water pollution. The educational needs are expdcted to remain roughly constant,

and equipment' manufacturers are expected to incr6se their employment by approxi-

mentaly 20 percent. However, a more recent estimate (4) indicates that this

increase for equipment manufacturers is very conservative, and a more pronounced

increase will probably occur between 1971 and 1976 as shown in Table 9. Consult-

ing edgineering firms are expected to increase their employment approximately as

showd in Table 9, but this increase will vary considerably with the amount of

mo ey that is spent by industry and lotal governments in combating pollution

d ring the next five years. A surveyof consulting engineering firms completed

in 1972 indicates that the estimate shown in Table 9 could more than d6u6le if

additional funds are made available for construction activity (3). The overall

increase in manpower needs in the water pollution control field inthe non-

government sector will at least double between 1971 and 1976; and, if funds

become available and standards are enforced as planned, the increase could be

as large as three times the number of personnel employed in 1971.
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THE GOVERNMENT'S ROLE IN WATER QUALITY EDUCATION'

Wesley 0. Pipps

c

INTRODUCTION

Session 7

This is an assigned topic, not one which I. selected. Even as an assigned

topic, it would be presumptuous for a college professor to say what the govern-

ment'srrole in water quality education shobld be. This will be a discussion of

what water quality education is, some viewpoints about whpt the government's role

should.be, and some apparent problems. At the end of the discussion I will make

a couple of suggbstions about what the government's:role might become.

WATER QUALITY EDUCATION

There are many possible- objectives for water quality educations but they can

all be placed in the two laile categories of general education and technical ed-

ucation. General water quality education includes all those programs who ob-

-jective: is to inform the public; that is, those people who are not no4and.-67e

not planning to be emplo!yed in the water quality indUstry. Technical education

includes those programs which are intended to prepare the students for employment

in the water industry. Technical educatjon would also include continuing:educa-

tion for ptople already employed in the water industry. The water industry would

include not only those people working for water departments and sanitary districts,

bui\also those people working for other industries; governmental agencies, and

academic institutions who are primarily concerned with water quality problems.

Everyone who drinks water and flushes wastes'should know something about water

quality problems. The word "problems" is used here because of the general educa-

tion programs of t e last ten years. Water quality used to be considered to be

an asset but now i is viewed as a problem. Whether this change from a positive

to a negative view is -beneficial'or not is debatable; however, the fact that the

Dr. Wesley O. Pipes, Professor of Civil Engineering and Biological Sciences at
Northwestern' University (Evanston), has done consulting work on both city and
state levels, as well as for private engineering firms. He was selected as one of
Chicagoland's Ten Outstanding Young Men of the Year in 1963; and serves on many
public service committees.
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-'\ viewpoint has change'd/so Ara5tically
in such ajhort period of time is evidence of

- the effectiveness of the general water qualiteducation problems. Anyone who-

wants to find out about water quality has mare alternative sources to select from

and the difficulty hereiis an overabundance
tiff information,. much of which is eith-

er incorrect or misleading.

Since there is an overabundance of gen0;a1 information about water quality

problems, public-pressurets do something about the problems has been created. I

believe that it is deMonstrable that there are inadequate numbers of technically

educated people in the water industry to solve all of the water quality problems

which the public has been educated to perceive. However, manpower needs in this

field is the subject of another paper at, this symposium.

Water quality does not exist in any abstract sense but in relation to existing

or potential uses of the water. The uses people wish. to make of the water include

not only the various categories of water supply but also many in situ uses such

as recreation; navigation, power production, etc. Thus, the quality of water is

described not only by the chemical constituents and biological organisms in the

water but also by the physical characteristics of the water body such as'sediment

type, depth, area, surface elevation, connection with other water bodies, and

others. What this says is that there is no clear way to separate the fields of

water quality-and water resources.

In recent yearS%there has beenih academic institutions a clear tendency. to

'separate water resources education from water quality education which is recogniz-

ed as a part of environmental engineering education. This may be,due in part to

a tendency of the dam builders and stream channelizers to feel defensive about

the criticism they receive from environmentalists,
but I believe that it is more

.
due to the existence Of two different federal agencies with different pots.of

money. If the Public Health Service had any money to support education .and re-

search in drinking water quality there probably would be a third organization re-

lated to water quality at mdst universities.

Water quality education and water resources education are really two different

approaches, to the same field. In this general view, the field of water quality..

includes not only chemi-try, biology and
process-engineering but also hydraulics,

hydrology, geology, some types of structural engineering and economics. Problem

solving and'management techniques,- loosely lumped together as operations research,,

are also a popular edu6ational component of the field., It is probably unreason -

"able to expect that anyone would be educated in all of the disciplines which are

related to the applied field of water quality, but it would be sound'educationai.

practice to assure that someone specializing in one part of the water quality

field be aware of the overall field and knowledgeable about what types of educa-

tional backgrounds his colleagues need.
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Personnel in the water industry work at various types of jobs and at various

professional levels. The types of jobs include engineering, scientific studies

and analysis, management, operation,, maintenance, and technical assistance. The

educational levels range from operators with a high school education plus some

Special courses and on-the-job training through B.S. 'and M.S. level scientists

and engineers, to the Ph.D..: level. It must be recognized that the type of educa-

tion a person ha's does not always correspond to the type of job he has nor does

the level of formal education always correspond to his jobevel. The situation

which exists is a flexible one in which personnel in the water industry have the

opportunity to switch from one type of job to another and to advance to higher

levels by self-education* continuing education courses.

VIEWS OF THE GOVERNMENT'S ROLE

"Government" as used herein refers primarily to the U.S. Federal Government.

However, it should be noted that state and local governments have traditionally

assumed major roles and major responsibilitiesiin both education and the water

industry. The federal government's role in the water industry has been, in large

part, regulation of other governmental agendies, Likewise, the federal govern-

. ment's role-An water qualityeducation has been, in lrgepArt, attempting to'

help educational institutions supported primarily by state and local government.

Many of the agencies on the receiving end of the government's role are themselves

governmental agencies.

The federal government has long ago assumed a major role in public education,

by way of maKing many reports, pamphlets, books, and other forms of'information

widely available either free or at very low cost. The Department of, Agriculture

' has done an excellent job in this regard for many decades as has the.Public Health

Service. In addition toprovidihg information About water quality problems, the

federal government has organized seminars and workshops directed toward public

education and assisted and:encouraged public interest groups in many other wayS.

As far as I can ascertain, the prevailing view, with some reservation, is that

this part of the government's role is beneficial and should continue.

The reservation about the government's role in general water quality education

is related to truthfulness. The question of technical accuracy is not an issue

here. The governMent'S technical accuracy in water quality matters, although not

perfect, is at least as good as that of the average textbook in the field: The

truthfulness here is related to presenting only one side of an issue, to selection

of which technical facts are presented, 'and particularly to how words are used.'
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The government has become a determined advocate of wastewater treatment. In an

adversary situation it is common practice to present the particular set of facts

.which emphasize only one,side of the issue and to twist the meaning of words to

fit a particular point of view. The public learns more of what is said in court

otin a Congressional hearing rather than what the technical facts are. As. an il-

lustration, one of the'unfortunate results of this situation is that the word

"pollution" has a completely different meaning than it did tenlyears aga and As:

really'no longer useful for didactic, purposes.

The truthfulness of the government has beee a matter of considerable public

interest for the past two years. The prevailing view seems to be that the govern-

ment should be truthful, but the evidence indica:es that this may not be a real-

istic goal. I am not sure if there is any doeum2ntary evidence_pridr to King

David, but thereis at least a 5000 year record which establishes governmental

lying as a firm tradition. Henry VII did a fantastic hatchet job on Richard III

and the English public believed him for over 2t00 years. Of course, he had some

unwitting help from'Sir Thomas M're and William Shakespeare.. The writers who,

perpetuate government lies these days are not that good, nor are they as success-

ful either. Truth is the daughter. of time, not of governments, and it it unreas=-

onable to expect a sow to give birth to a lamb.

Thegovernment has assumed an important role in technical water quality ed-

ucation at all levels. Thit role has included providing technical information and

educational materials for use in courses, offeririg:courses or parts of courses,

supporting the organization and development of educational programs, sponsoring

seminars and conferences, evaluating programs, and providing financial support

for students. It is nit really posSibie in this paper to go through an analysis

of all these aspects of the government's role at all the educational levels, but

it is possible to comment briefly on some of these aspects of the government's

roje as they affect university education.

The government's'role in providing technical information has been an extremely;'

beneficial one. I use many. government publications on the biological and chemical

aspects of water quality most of which were produced several years ago in labora-

tories which are now a part of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. The

only problem is that some of them are, becoming a little outdated and they need to

be revised.. Thete haVe been some complaints about the Technology Transfer Manuals

but they are still useful documents for educational purposes. It is clearly in

the public interest for :the government to continue the activity of assembling

techniCalpiformationabout water quality and making it available..

The government's role in evaluating educational programshas also been ex-

tremely benefibial. sitesite visit from outside consultants is a great deal of help

in 1) reminding administrators that the program' exists, 2) motivating thelormula-
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a

tion of educational objectives and recognition of problems, and ,3) finding out

what is being done jn other programs. Unfortunately, a site visit just for the

sake of a site visit would"not be much help. It is the fact that the outcome of

the site visit may determine whether or not a grant is awardedwhich really gets

things moving.. One'of the most unfortunate and least recognizedconsequences of

the proposed phase-ou of government support of graduate programs in the field of

water quality will bethe loss of the site visit effect%

Since this symposium is government sponsored I don't really feel very free

about commenting at length about the government's role in sponsoring symposia and

conferences on environmental education. However, my disappointment in some pre-
;

pre-

vious government supported conferences is clearly on record. There are too many

symposia and conferences on the various aspects of environmental education, and

they accomplish too little. The fact that they accomplish too little/ is, however,

more the fault of those of us who attend the conferences rather than/of the gov- _

ernment that provides the support.

It is clear that the majority viewpoint of those of us on the receiving end

of the government's role in water quality education is that government support for

students in our programs should-continue and preferably be increased. This is

Such a stiong viewpoint that a separate argument is made in the next.section of

this paper. Here, it will be noted that there are a significant number of educa-

tors in the water qbality field who express the viewppAnt that we all will be bet--

ter.off when the government gets out of the support: business entirely. The rea-

sons for thisminority viewpoint are fear of oversupply (1 personnel in. the water

quality field, the effect that government grabts has on the admtnistrative struc-

ture of universities, and the belief that.government support has maintained some

low quality programs which wouldn't have been able to make it on their own. My

own belief is that there is no danger of our even meeting the manpower needs in

the water quality field, that the administrative pettifoggers have already taken

over the universities and they won't go away just because their reason for coming

in is removed, and, given the manpower needs, it is better to try to maintain and

upAbe the lower quality Programs than to let it flounder into oblivion.

One of the obvious roles for the government in water quality eduCation is

planning. The EPA dOes have an Office-of Education,anCManpower.Pnning. No

one from lhat office has ever tried to tell me or, as:far as I- know, any of. my

colleagues what to do. .Actually, the tendency has been more in the other direct-

ion; we have tried to tell them what to do. We hiVen't been any more successful

in getting them to do what we tell them to do than they would be if they tried

to tell us what to do.- However, it could be quite helpful if they would at least

tell us' what they are planning to do.
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Planning in the sense of trying:to tell everyone what to do never seems.tO, A

work, out very well. However, planning can be very helpful if it is carried out

on a service basis. Accurate information oR and projections'of manpower needs

and educational needs'in the water quality field would:be of great benefit. Plans

which would show the alternate methdds of meeting these needs and identifying

bottlenecks could make life a bit easier for all of us in the educational field.

There is a very important role in planning to meet manpower and educational needs

which the government could take. ,

GOVERNMENT SUPPORT Of QUALITY EDUCATION

This argument has been made so many times in the'past that it has become.alo

most pro forma: .It.will only be outlined here for the sake of completeness.

Governments at all levels have accepted.the major responsibility for all as-

pects of water quality. Recently, the federal government has made an attempt to

become dominant in the water quality field and largely succeeded). Assuming this .

responsIbility implies that the federal government will take whatever reasonable

'.action is necessary to Meet the stated national goals for water quality. One of

the-requirements for meeting these goals is a much larger. number of well- educated

' technical personnel in the water quality field at all levels.

Government at all level$ has also accepted the major responsibility for tduc-.

ation. It is not clear whether or not the federal government is trying to become

___ dominant in education. However, it is clear that much of what educators do these

days -is conditioned by federal actions. It is also clear that state and local

.goyernments haVe just about arrived at the end of 'their resources which can be

used--for educational purposes.' If there is to be expansion of educational efforts

in any field it will have to come at the expense of losing other educational ef-

forts or will have to have support from federal, tax. monies.

Both water quality and education are resources which cannot be equitably pur-

chased in the. market place. The government takes responsibility. for these pro-

grams under the constitutional directive to provide for the general welfare. They

are both programs which are analyzed and justified according to:the principles 'and' . o

methods of welfare ecinomios, The-old'benefit/cost ratio method 'of welfare econ-

omicshas been widely discredited and'it being replaced by something like the en-
_

virdnmental impact assessment method..- The,,.attems,,to assess the environmental,

social,' and economic 'impacts of the government's decision to phase out support for ,

students in the water quality field have so hr been PartfaI and informal but they

all itidicate that the impacts will be decidedly negative.

.
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a.

There are something over 2000 universities and colleges in the Ur,:ted States.

Of theSe, 225'or approximately 10% have engineering programs.accredited'by the

Engineering 'Council of Professional Development. About half of these engineering

schools offer; graduate work in the water quality, field.. These programs have a

maximum capacity of turning out from 2000 to 3000 engineers with a masters.degree

in the water quality field each.year but are producing less than.1000 per year at

present. It-is* evident that the limiting factor for theSe programs'i5 the supply

of well-qualified, entering graduate students. Providing adequate financial sup-

port for 2000 to 3000 masters students. in water quality would not solve all the

problems but it would break one large bottleneck.

SUMMARY

I would not want to assume the responsibility for telling the goVernment what

to do in water quality_ education any more than I would stand for the'goVernment

telling the educational-institutions what to do in'this field. However, on the

basis of past history, it is possible to outline some of the things Which the

government might do.

The ,government has taken a leading role in general water ality education by

providing information and supporting public interest groups. his role has been

mostly beneficial and.should continue. The government could be more careful about

trying to present a balanced 'viewpoint, but the historical evidence suggests_that

this is too much to expect.

The government has also taken a leading role in technical water qualify educa-

tion at all levels from vocational training to doctorate education. This role has

consisted of providing information and educationalMaterils, providing organiza-

tional and financial support for new programs, supporting symposia and conferences,

'providing s'omedep.ie of-planning and. coordination for the overall field, evalua-

tion of programs, and providing support for students in the programs. I am sure

that the government will continue to have some. impartant role in water qualityr

educatidn in the future, but'it.is not clear what the government is planning to

do. From my viewpoint, what the government has done in the past has been extreme-

ly beneficial to water quality 'education and I would hope that they would continue

to do the same types- of things. 1 have only a couple of suggestions to make.

06e suggestion is that the government should make a more determined effort to

recognize the side effeqts of their support on academic institutions. Every tiger

that the_government sets.up a new program"or agency with funds for support of

educational programs, many universities-will set up new organizations specifically
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designed to get some of the federal money. Unfortunately, Olen after the, federal

.
' support dries up, the administrative organizations in the universities don't dis-

appear; they just look for something else
T,

to do,: In this field where'we have sep-

arate water resources funding and water quality funding, many universities have

two different administrative organizations and what should be one field is split

into two. This impedes the education'al process. It seems that two sources of

federal support should only double the. amount of paperwork. However,.each uni'Ver

sity organization has to be administered and each adminiStration in itself doubles

the paperwork. So we end up With about four times at much paperwork as is really

needed. If the funding sources could be lumped together, then the university

administrators could be lumped into the same organization and spend more of their

time creating problems for each other rather than creating problems for the fac-.

ulty.-7' I am realfstic enough to know that governmental agencies have their own

problems and it is highly unlikely that they would reorganize to accommodate

academic institutions_ \However, if the government agencies were only aware of

what side effects they have on academic institutions when theycdo reorganize it'

might be of considerable benefit. 4

The other suggestion is that there could be a major governmental role in

planning for water, quality education. don't.mean planning in the sense of tell-

ing everyone what to do. I mean planning in the Sense'of collecting information

about what is being done and what needs to be done, identifying bottlenecks, and

I

generally improving-communlcations. This type offplanning service is badly needed

in the field of water quality education and could be of considerable benefit both

tothe educational institutions and to the government agedcies.
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WATER QUALITY EDUCATION

Sumner M. Morrison

It is 'a distinct pleasure to participate in this round table discussionon

the role of government in the area of water quality education, As a

biologist-Mithalmost 35 years of interest and activity in water quality prob-

lems, as Wellas intermittent interests in other areas, I believe'l exemplify,

the results of government support of water-quality education. Were it not for .

the far-sighted public SupPortoducation in .what used to be called "sanitary

microbiology" by the Public Health Service in the .940's and 50's, bye series

of short-stand agencies in the 1960'5 and by the EPA'for the past few years," I

would not be .on this program Oaring.time with the sanitary'engineers, and the:

other disciplines that'are repre5ented in the three days of sympoSium. I Must

emphasize that although my academic role has been enhanced and made more produc-

tive by federal support funds my personal position and salary have been

dependent upon these fUnds.

Altbough.it wasprobably not the avowed purpose of the graduate education V''

support programs to develop- interdisciplinary, activities (a term whith was almost'

. unknown in university circles 'p to recent times and which. is still considered

''a sophisticated four-lettermord.by many academic administrators), this is

exactly'whet has.happened, to everyone's gain. My work with and access to the

engineers both on my campus and nationally, have been.rewarding and beneficial,
clv4

not only. to those of us on University faculties, but to our students, to govern-

mental agenciei at all levels, to industry, and ultimately to the taxpayer, the

. consumer. Withwater pollution or water quality as a focus, government support

programs for, graduate education have created the link for communications among

the engineers, biologists, chemists, political scientists, lawyers, planners;

managers,,and all the other disciplines that are needed to make. for viable pro

greSs in meeting our goals in the area of wager quality. ThiS type of comthunica-

tion needs further, 'development:. The communication mechanism evolved,before the

goals'were delineated. Now that the people, through their Congress, have clearly

Sumner M. Morrison is Professor of Microbiology, Professor of Civil
Engineering and Director of Environmental Health Services, Colorado State
University, Fort Collins.
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spelled out the goals and timetables, there is a greater need for goVernmental

stimulation of academics, not less as has been decreed in high places.

We in academicshave been notoriously deficient in theorea of "horn-tooting,".

better known today as public relations or image-making., There really did exist

ivory towers (uSually in the technical fields they', were hot, steamy,,smelly

laboratories in a basement.of an old building) in whiCh there de'veloped the

basic concepts, of pollutio., identification, the affects of ,pollutants and the

control of these polluting materials, with almost no i/is,ibility by the public

The'public knew Of our football teams, they saw the,pretty female cheerleaders

and heard of our champion goldfish swallower:. ,66r:the most part the technical

( outPirt of the campus was invisibly handed over fb the private and pOblic sectors

of ourtnation with a'lmOrt.'no charge.

,

P'

World War All shook up ?lie nation, and every&e was gratefu:for the hidden

talent apd activities of the Universities. However, we drifted back toward our

lethargy, although important:poligy'deci'sions were"made in 1950-51. Interna-

tional events oT the late 1950'S broughxt Cs out of the ivory towers into the

forefront of our burst Of'natiOnal energy into"modern technology, led by the

space program. Apr government literally poured funds into the support Of tech-
,

nologically-oriented student, facilities andprograms. The euphoria did not

last lone; againintornational gvente plut several other factors made,the campus,

an arena like earlier civilizatiens in which the Christians played the liens.

Things like public buildings, property rights, motherhood, bathing, relligion;

military duty Obligation's-, etc., that administrators and faylty held sacred,

suddenly were under attack by our students. Strangely. enough, out of this

destructive and disruptive era carne the'drivinp force of oui- environmental move-

mentaf the late 1960's as well as a giant step towards maturity in many of our

universities..

I would like to read a quotation from a recent address by Philip Handler,

President of the National Academy of Science.
6..

We will continue to witness, on campus, mu tdisciplinary

approaches to societal problems. Certainl , no institutions

are better endowed in^the mjx of talents required. But

equally certainly, if the.aiversity chooses to become inti-
mately involved with thesolution or management of major
societal problems, it opens the door to its politicization,
to attack from within and without. I would find it horren-

dous to think that such efforts might be at the expense of
the claisical function Of the University as the repository
and generator of scientific understanding of man and his .

universeo The historical accident bp-which the American
University same to serve this role--as,compared with, for
example, the independent research institute system of the
socialist nations of Eastern Europehas proved to be extra-
ordinarilyfruitful and successful.
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Political 14e-Irs, in'their usual myopic manner (a mental attitude stimu-

lated by facing the voters at reelection); reacted to the campus ,unrest with

changes in attitude and policies about'support of students in higher education.'

Unfortunately, the good have been punished with the.bad; essehtial programs have

been abolished along with thqse that were badly planned or managed.

We hear today statements of policy which indicate that the people making

them do not wish to be bothered with their knowledge of history-. Ideas that

the government should not be involved in su'pporting students in higher education

run counter to one of the best bills that ever came out of Congress--the Land

Grant Act of over'a hundred years ago. Tuition-free institutions were estab-

- lishechto train people to feed, clothe and house-our nation. It worked; however,

tuiticins Certainly are no longer free. Three of the four academic types on this

round table discussion are associated with schools that were founded and nour-

ished by thiS-Land Grarit doWry. Many, many, many times in recent history, govern-

ment has provided the Funds to support schools and students where the national

welfare was to benefit.

then we hear the complaints that federal funds have led to an unbalanced

production ofpersonnel--not enough aerospace scientists and engineers at the

start of the. Space Program and too many when the program was wound down.I arts

sure I do not have to elaborate for people in the state of Washington. Was\the.

fault in our academic system or among the bureaucrats in federal and state

governMents, industry and even universities? The parts of the program that had

public appeal, I believe the word is'sex-appeal, were moved ahead very success-

fully, but the."dull"'part that had to do with manpower (I' should say people-'

power) planning, projections and training were left tochance, supply- and - demand,.

A lot of potential leade's were'diveried inthe middle of their training and

lost to such fields as envjronmental engineering and science by th-ri crisis-type

management of education for our tremendous pool of bright young people in speci-

alized fields. e.

Fon the good of the nation we must not let this hit-and-miss apprciach to

providing new talent to our, water quality control programs prevail. The same,

I am sure, can be said for our other environmental programs such as air, energy,

pesticides, radioactivity, toxic materials, solid waste, etc. Our streams are

certainly an interstate matter. ancl similarly are ye specialized graduate pro-

grams in water quality control. This 'ratter point is true, in spite of the

table-thumping speeches by poliqcal figures at the state level and by some

university governing board members. It follows that the responsibility for

manpower planning for the-near and distant future should also be interstate in

nature. Thjs'obviou§ly means that it has to be done at the federal level.

..___Done thoroughly, accurately and on li:continuing long-term basis rather than

on a crisis criterion, a very small porftion of the total federal dollar commitment
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k
,l in pollution control programs would assure a steady, balanced supply of new

young leaders from our academic institutions. To meet the goals,and objectives

of the water_ pollution control laws already on the books requires students with

a specialized type of academic experience, not just a short-coursb. As we move

'ahead, new criteria and laws requiring even greater degrees of sophistication

in design and analysis will evolve. This makes it imperative that we educate
r

now the leaders who will inherit the responsibilities when a lot,of us will have

gone-fishing:,
--- .

Perhaps this sounds likeoublic support of an elitist group of students, a

concept that isjn political disfavor these days. However, if it is true that

we need leaders, you cannot produce them with a "welfare" program approach.

You start with the mentally rich and'make them richer, productively and inci-

dentally, financially. Their repayment to society will be the technology, the

stability and leadership and again incidentally, the financial return (taxes)

they will provide.

Appropriate managementorocedures can assure that potential leaders in the

water quality area, no matter where they are'in our society or'what the physi-

cal characteristics of their personal being, will be found and supported. More

difficult, obviously, is how these people can be identified, stimulated and

directed earlier in the education process, well before graduate school,

.
Perhaps as a speaker on thjs.panel I should have directed my remarks to

my views on the mechanics of governmental activities in the education of water

quality personnel. Rather,. I hay,e chosen to direct my remarks to the hjstory,

tradition and precedent of governmental support of specializedfraininT, where

the health, safety and welfare of the nation is at stake. This is especially

important where federally enacted laws are imposed upon the individual states

and the traditional free-choice concept of educating specialized personnel just

does not work.

After many years of working with EPA and its predecessors in the area of

manpower development I am convinced that the mechanics of.identifying and

supporting programs becomes an easy process if the appropriate long-term commit-

ments are made and proper planning done.

My recommendations include the following with EPA as.the appropriate agency

to perform the task: n

o
1. 'A continuing manpower study grOup with adequate expertise and repre-

sentation so that its resultS'are credible and not political, self-

serving,.2ob protective, etc. Above all it should ngt.,be. done by the

.lowest bidder. This groUp must make short as.well as longer term

projections of numbers, types, levels, disciplines, specialties, geog-

Yaphy and other'characteristiq,of the. personnel needed.
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2. A visible commitment at policy-making levels that educational support

will be available to meet the manpower needs and recommendations.

Billions in current construction, and above all, new and better methods

of attack of environmental problems in the future, cannot be left to

chance availability of human talent.

A philosophy of educational support should evolve which realistically

assigns necessary dollars to develop the best potential talent and

the faci ities and staff to do the job. , Mediocrity in all aspects of

manpower velopment must not be tolerated. Dependence upon dedication

and loyalty will not work forever.

3. A manpower development office functioning with continuing inputs from

all segments of the\-agency,'especially research and development; a,

communication link with each state water pollution agency and, of
1

course, EPA regional offices; and most important, direct participaton

by the academic Community. Unilateral decision making will just not

get the proper response from thote people who must devote their profes-

sional lives to educating the high level types of young talent I per-

sonally feel 'we need.

A few months ago.my suggestions might have been called politically naive.

Events since then indicate that it is time for government to get out of its

ivory tower and talk to the people who do the work 'and foot the bill.



Session 7

TRAINING OF WATER SUPPLY AND POLLUTION CONTROL PLANT OPERATORS IN IOWA,

E. Robert Baumann

INTRO3UCTIuN

Historically, man has suffered from the improper treatment of his water supply

and from the disposal of his wastes. We,have learned much about water and waste

treatment and have spent billions of dollars to construct plants to effect an im-

proved environment. Yet, it is doubtful.that there:is a single wastewater treat

ment plant in Iowa or in the nation that is not inadequate in some way. Conse-

quently, optimum operation of what we now have is of primary concern in preVention

of.stream pollution and the resultant protection of our environment. It is note-

worthy that concern for effective plant operation has been - considered of prime im-

portance in Iowa for many years, as indicated by the following quotations:

--Anson Marston, Iowa State University's first Dean of Engineering and creator

of:the first Engineering experiment Station in the U.S., said in 1916--"How

to secure proper care and operation of our sewage disposal plants is the most

important. sewage disposal problem in Iowa at the present time and is much'

more important to the sanitary engineers and to the municipalities of the

State than is activated sludge or any other promising scientific development

in the art."

--Al Wieters, Chief Engineer of. the Iowa State Department of Health said in

1940--"One of the greatest needs in stream pollution control in Iowa at the__
present time is to secure improved operation of existing pIants."

--R. 4. Schliekell, then Executive Secretary of the Iowa Water Pollution Con-

trol Commission, said in 1968--"Construction of wastewater plants is only part

of the solution to the problem of water pollution control...we still have a

serious problem because of insufficient trained operators, low salaries and,

in small towns, too little time spent at the treatment plant."

It is time each state took definite, planned steps to provide the opportunities for,

training operatorS with all the levels of skills needed to make our water and pol-

E. Robert Baumann is Anson Marston Distinguished Professor of Engineering, Pro-

fessor of Civil Engineering, and Acting Director .,r the Engineering Research Insti-

tute, Iowa State University, Ames.
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lution control°facilitieS effective in protecting our environment.

A sound basis has been developed For establishing such a training program for

operators of water and wastewater treatment plants. Through ,Study results already

reported to EPA (1, 2),.task,analyses, job profiles, and man other facets of oper-

ating a conventional wastewater treatment plant 'have been identified. Black and

Veatch Consulting Engineers have directed their attention to plants with capacities

over 1 MGD (1). Personnel here atjlowa State University have directed attention to

plants with, capacities less than 1 MGD (2). The Center for Manpower Research and

Training at North Carolina A & T State University has recently published "Manpower

Requirements for Wastewater Collection Systems. in Cities and Towns up to 150,000

in Population." (3) A recent guide to individuals engaged in manpower planning has

been published by the Environmental Protection Agency (4). John A. Voegtle has

recently proposed a ".Career Development Guide for Wastewater Facility Personnel."

.(5) He proposes a means for defining various jobs in wastewater treatment plants

to provide a basis for uniform certification and training of operations personnel.

The proposed Career Development Guide (COG) involves several important new concepts

which may or may not be feasible in states with a preponderance of small -size, one

or two-man plants, such as we find in Iowa. For example, +he COG suggests:.

--The existence of entry-level positions {for professional career development)

exclusively'in the large facilities, and the movement of qualified perSons

from the larger to the smaller facilities.

--The development,of an in-plant training and educational capability in all

large facilities and some medium-size facilities.

--The certification of levels of professional achievement rather than skills

and knowledge as related to a specific job.

These-COG concepts will require special consideration in developing a state planhing

program for operator training.

In effect, the CDG provides for the separate identification of training and

educational needs. The CDG views the basic role of the two- and three-year colleges

aS educational and that of the trade and vocational-technical schools as training.

At,present, all the required educational and training programs do not exist today

in Iowa and those that do exist are not properly structured to support a career

development ladder essential for good plant operation. For thaCreason, personnel

of Iowa State University, the University of'lowa, and Orkwood-Community t.illege are

engaged in the development of a "State-Pilot Planning Program for Training-Water

and Water Pollution Control Plant' Operators" in Iowa. . .
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NEED FOR A STAIEWIDT TRAINING PROGRAM

L. I

Public Law 92-500, the Water Pollution Control Act, has created by federal laW

several different municipal and industrial wastewater treatment programs. If these

program, are to be successful, and the goal of water pollution control is to be

achieved, an adequate staff of trained personnel must be made available. The pro-

gram needs created by PL 92-500 include the following:

--Operation and maintenance of municipal water supply and pollution control

plants.

Hire/train operecors,entry/upgrade levels.

Train supervisors/managers.

Train laboratory/maintenance personnel.'

--Operate a state permit compliance and assurance program.

--Operate a state operation and maintenance technical assistance program.

-- Develop area-wide collection and/or treatment schemes.

Need personnel for planning/management.

--Operate the state/municipal agency program for management of PL 92-500

, programs.

--Operate a state water quality monitoring/surveillance/analysis program.

In view of our involvement' in statewide operator training and engineering education;

we were approached by Environmental Protection Agency officials and asked the ques-

tion, "does Iowa have the self-sufficiency to take over completely, without federal

support, the training program needed to meet PL 92-500 manpower requirements ? "' In

recent years, it has become apparent that the EPA. views itself as an ENFORCEMENT

agency, and, in fact, plans to trnsfer all training activities over to the states

if they are able to meet the trr, 4ning needs. In our study, we were asked to look -

at the plant operator'trainin needs in Iowa and, our ability to meet them. That is

the reason I'm going to coyfine the discussion to Iowa's ability to meet training

needs.

r

HISTORY OF OPERATOR TRAINING IN IOWA

Early History I

Iowa State University was created under the provisions of the Morrill Act in

1868 as the first Land Grant College, in the United States. The first engineering

class was graduated in 1872. As a result of planning by a Burlington, Iowa, water .

treatment plant operator, a number of operators of water plants on the Mississippi

River met in St. LeUis in 1888. From this meeting, the American Water Works Assoc-.

iation has evolved.
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The first technical publications involving wastewater treatment in Iowa date

from 1898 when Anson Marston, Dean of Engineering at Iowa State University, became

active in water and Wastewater treatment plant design. The first Engineering Ex-

periment Station in the United State's was created in 1904 at Iowa State University

to conduct an active program of research in both highway work and wastewater treat-

ment. From 1904 to 1920, technical. information on wastewater treatment plant de-

sign and operation was'presented yearly to engineers at the annual meetings of the

'Iowa Engineering Society, founded in 1889. In the period from 1918 to 1920, an

annual series of three-day conferences-short courses was developed and carried out

by the Enginedring Extension Service of Iowa State University '"-to help both new

and experieficed operators improve'their baSic knowledge of waste treatment." .A

similar program of conferences-Short courses was initiated at about the same time

by engineering college personnel at the University o'f Iowa "to help both new and

experienced operators improve their basic knowledge of water treatment."

As a result of the annual conferences, the operators themselves recognized

their def ieency in training, The low salaries and low esteem in which they were

held b the citizens of their communities was of serious concern to them. During
.

the was eWater conferences held in Ames, the subject of certification and/or licen-

sing often came up. In 1941, a committee on "Civil Service and Certification" was

formed and a report prepared. The report was not presented to the conference due

mainly to the travel problems developing in, World War II. In 1947, a new "Commit-

tee Report on Supervised Home Study Courses and Certification of Sewage Treatment

Plant' Operators" was prepared and presented. The report. was printed, 'distributed,

and adopted by the conference in October, 1947.

The main goals of the "home-study" or correspondence courses were to "take the

school to the operator:" and to provide "on-the-job training." A series of five

correspondence courses, each with 12 ineividual lessons, was prepared:

1. Fundamentals: septic tanks and sand filter treatment.

2, Imhoff tank and conventional trickling filters.

3. Separate sludge digestion and high-rate filters.

4. Activated sludge treatment,

5. Industrial wastes and other special problems.

Course 1 was launched with enthusiasm in January, 1948, and promptly failed. Of

more than 60 who enrolled, for the course, only 14 ever completed course 1 and took

the final examination. Two years were spent in attempts to make the program viable, .

but by the end of 1949 the program was dead.

1
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Licensing Bi 1 ls

3y the end of World War II, the annual conference for wastewater treatment

plant operators had pulled away from Towa State University and was now sponsored

by the,Iowa Water Pollution Control AssoCiation (then, the Iowa Sewage and Indus-
.

trial WaStes Association). The Association sponSored a bill in both the 1949 and

1951 Iowa Legislature calling'for mandatory licensing of.sewage works operators.

The bills never left committee, but friendly legislators suggested that we pioneer

with "voluntary certification" before we hit the legislature ;gain. In tie fall

of 1952, the Association adopted a voluntary certification program and gave the

.first certification examinations in the spring of 1953. The program was an instant

sjccess creating both an intense interest in the Association and a strong demand

for more education.

As a result of the very favbrable experienCe in voluntary certification of

pollution control plOtoperators, the Iowa Section. of the American Water Works

A'ssociation adopted in 1958 the "Iowa Voluntary Certification Program for Water

Works Operators." The SettiOn also found that training was an essential necessary

adjunct to the certification program.

The voluntary certification programs were sd effective in upgrading plant oper-

ator interest in his job and in his willingness to improve his knowledge that both

associations sPhnsored a mandatory certification program in the Iowa legislature.

Operator certification became mandatory in 1965. Once more, there existed an in-

creased demand for more and iMproVed training. Training approved for certification

credit is summarized in Table 1..

The Basic Training Courses

With the advent'of voluntary certification of wastewater treatment plant.opera-

tors in 1953, the Iowa Water Pollution Control Association voted to take a new

direction in operator training. A committee consisting of operators, consulting.

engineers, and professors from both universities considered various proposals for

types of meetings, locations, material to be covered, instructors, and fees. A

new approach to operator training in Iowa'was evolved:

--First, it was felt that the greates,t need was at a beginning or basic.

training level for operators with particular emphasis on the Grade I and It.

operator.

--Secondly, itwas felt that the course should be made as conteniently avail-
,

able to the operators as possible. le:

As a result, a program of "baSic training courses" was developed., The state

Was divided into Six training areas Figure 17 generally following. boundaries of

'the existing State Department of Health regions, now the Deparpnent oRTnvironmental

Quality regions. -Figure 1 indicate5 that in 1973 there'were.561 dater pollution
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TABLE 1

Water Supply dnd Wa.aewater Pladt Operator Certification

COntinuing education opportunities available for which credit may be allowed:

A. Established training courses which are supported by fees and are
strong continuing programs:

Course Title Location .

Conducted
. by

Frequency
(No. /year)

Duration
(days)

1.

2.

.

3:

4,

5.

.

7.

8.

9.

Basic Training
(water supply)

Basic Training
(wastewater)

.

Advanced (water
supply end
wastewater)

Shortcourse (water
supply and waste-

Water)

Water Resources
(water supply or
wastewater) ,

Laboratory Symposium
(water'Supply and
wastewater)

Fluoride Training t

Laboratory .

(wastewater)

Great Plains Design
(Wastewater)-

Cherokee
Belmond
Manchester
Washington
Indianola
Atlantic.

Cherokee
Belmond
Manchester
Washington
;Indianola
Atlantic

,

SUI

. . .

SUI .

ISU

State
Hygienic
Lab
'

Des Moines

ISU

Omaha, Neb.

ISU*
ISU

SUI**
SUI

SUI

ISU

ISU

ISU

SUI

SUI

, SUI

,
ISU .',

SU1

SUI

ISU

SUI

0

State
Hygienic

Lab

ISU-.'

Iowa -Neb.

WPCA

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 °

1

1

1

1

1

1,

.

Variable
3-4/year,

1

/

s

8

a
8

8

C

8

3
g
8

8

8

8

3

2

1

.

4

* Iowa State University
*** University of Iowa
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. Training courses
training grant

:,, '..

TAKE 1 (co61t)

. ,

age relatively new, supported by federal
f questionable duration,

Course Title Location
Frequency

4,

DuratiOn
(No./year) (days)

1. On-the-job Lab Training
(wastewater)

2, On-the-job Operator
. c Training (wastewater)

`3,' Lagoon Operation

Local (by Kirkwood
College)/

Local (by D.E.Q.)

Local.(by D.E.Q.)

.^ "

Technical Cohferences

Conference Title Location
Frequency
(No./year)

Duration
(days)

-it

. -

1. American Water4 Works
Association

,

(a) National out-ofstate l 7

(b) State in-state (variable),. 1 21/2'

(c) Regional- . throughout state 6 1 ea.

, .

,
.

(variable) ,

2. Water Pollution Control.
Association"

4
.

(a) 'National
d'..

out-of-state

. .

1 7

.(b) State in-state (variable) . . ,i- 21/2

(c) Regional' througliOut-State 6 1 ea.

(variable) . ' '
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REGIONAL OFFICES

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
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17,265

a

20,673 12,729
10 9

5,

LA AC

7
Im ps: 2.193-15:513 124°

5

12,049
8 . 12

5 10

1Z,740 ,/5,578 rr.143
10 IC 5 9

6,61, 61 4 5

0 8,9;1 1,067 V,V87
12 .1,

11 6 3

40, ,

1 781,60A 12,),
,,

322

61 4hoi

22,912
rl

4

;G,470
7

3

26,085 8 001
13 ,, 10
II 10

4 ,

62,783

12

3 7

1"557 73§1

9,73Z

2

:7

7

9? T1
i 3

0 Regional .Office

Listed in vertical order in each county

Population (1970 Census')
Public Water'Supplies (1973)
Wastewater Plants (1973)

Region Counties Population Water, .Wastewater (1973)

1 15 6241224 127 106

2 15 303;587 131 79

3 16, 342,845 135 102

4 19 320,786 136 96

5 18 664,659 129 100

6 16 568,275 104. 77

FIGURE 1

Water and Wastewater Treatment Plants. in Iowa
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control plants and 761 Water treatment plants in Iowa. An effort was made to se,117.

ect sites for offering courses that would be a maximum of 50-60 miles travel dis-

tance for any plant operator. It was planned that all courses be'taught largely

by faculty members from the two universities. Tile basic:course was planned to

provide 24 hours of classroom instruction in eight 3-hour periods followed by theN
.

giving of the certification examination in a ninth period. At first, courses were

-given only in the evenings, but some are now held.4n-the afternoons.

'A first, pilot course was held at Ames in the spring of 1954(6). Enrollment

reached' twenty and attendance averaged over 95 percent. That fall, the Associa-

tion and the operators who attended endorsed the program strongly and voted to

continue it (7). In 1955., three more courses were held. In the first 14 courses,

190 of 255 course enrollees bec'ame certified by completing the certification ex-

amination successfully at the end of the course. Figure 2 shows the number of

courses field each' year and the average attendance at each course:* As of July 1,.

1973, a total of 82 basic training courses had been completed with 2,096Pregi,s-
/

trations, an average registration of 26 per course. In 38 courses prior to man-'

datory certification, average registration was 19. In:the 44 courses held since

mandatory certification, average registration has been 31.

The firSt Water Works Operator Basic training courses were offered in the fall

of 1960. Since that time, a total of 64 courses have been held with a total reg-

istration of 1979, an average of 31 per course. In 20 courses prior to'mandatory

certification, regittration averaged 21; in 44 courses since mandatory certifica- '

tion, registration has averaged 36,

Since 1967, a total of six basic training courses each have, been presented to

water and pollution control plant operators. Three courses in each are presented

by personnel from the University of Iowa and three courses in d'ac-h-re presented
.

by personnel .from Iowa State University. Table 2 summarizes the attendance in

the courses held in 1973-73.

taborato y Training Course for Pollution Control Plant Operators

In 1956, a laboratory training course for pollution control plant operators

was initiated at Iowa State University. The course is designed to introduce oper-

ators to the basic laboratory-analyses used in assessing the operating efficiency

of treatment plants. Each operator gets to run the tests personally. Enrollment

is limited to 24.: The course is a three-day course held annually in February in

the sanitary engineering:laboratories.at Ames. In some years when enrollment is

high, succesSivq back-to-back courses are held. A total of over 25 such courses

have been held with an average attendance of 22.
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4

TABLE 2

Operator Basic Training Courses in Iowa'1972-73

Course at
.,.

.

Presented by Water -..

.

. Wastewater
, Totals

Ibdianola , UI 49 32 , 81

Atlantic 'ISU 30 24 .54
.

Washington UI 77 47 124

Cherokee' ,

.

ISU
.

27 .1`13 . 43

Manchester UI
r4

55 66 .121

Belmond ISU 31 22 53

Totals. 269 209 478

6

Averages 45- 35- 40-

TABLE 3
I

Water Supply and Wastewater Plant Operatoi-
Continuing Education Requirements for

Renewal of Certificates

Certificate Grade Contact Hours Frequency (years)

I. 20 '

20 4

III 30 4-1

IV 40

179
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1' 11,

Advanced Training Confermi.v for *later and Pollution Controf Plant Operator

t

jn the early, 19601s, an attempt was made to develop advanced was nwater treat-

ment training courses to be taken around the" state in the same manne ,as the basic

training courses. One pilot 4..ourse was held in Ames on the subject of "basic

electricity for operators." Insufficient promise of an economic level of course
,

registrations led to a cancellation of plans for suchonferences. '..

As an alternative, the University of Iowa established an annual "Advanced

Training Conference" sponsored by both the Iowa Section of the Aperican Mater

Works Ass.ociation and the Iowa Water Pollution Control Ass.pCiation. CourSe5 are

developed which contain information of interest to bothWater and water pollution

control plant operators and
.

are pointed at the needs of Grade 1III and IV operators,
I? .

Each conference is given once and Involves a three-day program with 21 hour's of

inptruction. Operator participation is encouraged. To 1973, seven courses have

been held with an average attendance of 90.

Annual Water and Wastewater Works Short Course

In 1928, the University of Iowa initiated a Water Works short course. Since

that time, over 35 have been held. In 1967, a wastewater works short course was

held jointly with the Water Works short course. As a result, a two-day combined

course is held annually an directed primarily to the level of plant superintend-

ent, engineer\ chief operator, and regulatory agency personnel. An average of

over 100 attend this course. Since 1964, the,State,Hygienic Laboratory staff has

held a one,-day laboratory sympOsiuM the Monday preceding the Water Works short

course. This symposium covers a different timely topic each year and has averaged

over 30 ip attendance.

ghnual Water Resources De,ign Conference

In 1960, Iowa State Urkiversity initiated a 'series of annual water resources

design conferences. The conferences are two-day periods of training in some area

of water resources. Proceedings and books have resulted from some of the confer-

ences. All conferenCes are directed primarily to engineers involved in water re-

source management. Topics covered have included flood plain management, aerobic

biological wastewater treatment, upgrading treatment plant design and operation

(1974), and so forth. Registration for the conference has ranged between 50 and

150.

0their TrAind:tig,

For many yearS. the Idwa State Department of Health sponsored a one-day meeting

of operators in each of the seven health department regions. These meetings were

.
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designed to provide about four hours of training and a visit to the host city ,

treatment facility. Separate meeting's were held fdr operators of water and waste-

water treatment, plants. Such meetings died out in the 1960's when the Health

Department was forced to use its personnel "more effectively."

in the past few years, the two Iowa Associations have - .revived these meetings

in the six Department of Environmental Quality regions. The meetings are designed

to open an avenue of communication with the one-man plant Operators.

In recent years, Kirkwnod Community College has established various entry-

level wastewater operator training courses with.federol assistance. During the

last two years, the Department of Environmental Quality has provided on-the-job

training for operators from approximately sixty wastewater plants, also under a

federal !rant. Kirkwood Community College has, during the past year, begun on-

the-job laboratory training for wastewater plant operators through th' use of a

mobile laboratory and grat funds provided by the United States Environmental Pit-

tection Agency, Kirkwood 'Community College has also done a limited amount of

water works entry-level training on federal grants.

All the federally funded training programs appear to be of limited duration

due to the lack of any'commitment for continued funding by the United States En-

vironmental Protection Agency. A number of community colleges have indicated a

seiousNterest in developing similar training courses, but have made little pro-

egress primarily due to the lack of qualified administrators and educators in these

fields and al,:o due to funding problems, Iowa area-community college locations

are shoWn in Fi ure 3.
4

The Operator Certification Board, Department of Environmental Quality, state

ood Community College, other community colleges, and the Iowa

Water Worksland Water Pollution ContrOl Associations ere interested in and working

on development of additional education programs for operators.

Fundin2 Operator Training

No single agency in Iowa has assumed responsibility for providing funding Sup-.,

port of training of water and pollution controOlant operators. From .1954 to

about 1964, no instructors in the basic trainin .course received compensation or

reduced teaching loads for participation as ,c urse instructors. Since about 1965,
4

course instructors have received some compe satidn-(from $15 per hour of class

time.at Iowa State University to $25,per hour of.cla'ss time at the University of

Iowa). for the basic and laboratory .training courses. Since 1973, no Iowa State

Personnel have received compensation for participating in operator training cour-

st*. No'compensation is given for Orticipation in other training activities,

since theY are presumed to be part of normal university extension activities.

1 8
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IAREA

1.44,
1

MERGED AREA SCHOOLS

AREA Ant.. \
ISO,A1,1

AREA

AjlEA X

A IX

0404.04.J:.

4 ""s"
AREA X"

*
I.MTON

tik AdrOnistrative Center and Campus-.

Other Campus (area schools with more than one major campus)

AREA XVI j
4.11:ttR,P1

Seon.ARA

Wirttlintl Can111141:p "4. .

FIGURE 3,

Cocation of Iowa Area-Community Colleges
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For the period up to 1972, some support of operator train was obtained

through the Iowa Department of Vocational Education (U.S. Funds) and the Iowa ,

Technical Services. This support has now been terminated due to "a termination of

federal support. As a result, all operator train involving the two universit-

ies must be supported by course fees. This will dic ate the more efficient use

of personnel in planning and conducting operator training programs.

APPROACH TO PLANNING

Background

The Iowa Department of Envi nmental Quality is, by Iowa law, responsible for

administering Iowa legislation ertaining toowater supply,' water pollution control,

air pollution, solid waste dispCsal, and so forth. By_intent and practiCe, the

IoWa DEQ is, an enforcement agenCy and does not conduct or support financially re-

search or educational programs directed at operation or training of operators for

water and was,teWafer treatment facilitiet. The Iowa DEQ nas, however, provided

both moral support'and encouragement for development of first a voluntary and later

a mandatory operator certification program and a training program to support it.

Educational -programs for training of engineers.znd scientists at the bacca-

laureate and gradiAte leyels are conducterd at both the University of Iowa and

Iowa State University.

In 1965, the Iowa legislati.rve-passed laws providing for the establishment of a

System of community colleges and area vocational=lechniLat schools- tlikkighoLit-the-7

state. A total of 15 area community colleges was established. Figure 3 shows

the location and area boundaries of etch of the merged area schools.* Kirkwood

Community College, the Area X school, was formally established on July 1, 1966.

With support from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, but without coordina-

tion with existing state operator training programs, the,Kirkwood Community Collpge

established several environmental education programs:

--In 1968, d one-year Environmental Health Assistant program.

--Ln 1970, Kirkwood, in cooperation with and with assistance from the Iowa-DEQ,
-1-----

began training employed Iowa wastewater treatment plant'operators to upgrade

their skiiis,,using,traveling instructors.

*There currently is no Area. VIII School.
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--In 1§71,' Kirkwood, funded by the U.S.E.P.A., offered its first 22-week

training program on campus for wastewater treatment plant operators.

--In 1972, KirkWood again with s\ upport from federal and State agencies, init-

iated a 22-week program to train water treatment plant operators.

--In 1973, Kirkwood adopted a neW Associate Of Arts two-year degree option to

the original Environmental Health Assistant Curriculum.

--In 1972, and 1973, Kirkwood began.overseas,tr'aining programs in wastewater

operations, solid waste management and pest cOntrol..technical fields.

Pro2ram.Develooment'Personnel

The developMent of a coordinated, unifind plan for training of water and Pol-

lution-control ptant.operators in IowA.has involved the participation. and coopera-

tion of'the following groups:

--The Iowa Department of Environmental Quality

--The Lowa Section, American Water Works Association

--Iowa State University Department ofiCivil Engineering and Engineering Exten-

sioft-S-rvice

--University of Iowa, Department of Civil Engineering and State Hygienic taus

--AsSociation of Boards of Certification

--Kirkwood Community College

All agreed to cooperate in the development of a coczlinated, effective operator

educational program in Iowa. To accomplish the elements of the program, the org-

anization shown in Figurol is being used.

DEVELOPMENT OF INTEGRATED OPERATOR EDUCATION AND TRAINING PROGRAM

Effective career development of operators of water and water pollution control

plants requires availability Of both education and training programs. In general,

,education programs reflect the basic role of two- and four-year colleges' and uniVL

ersities, and vocational - technical- schools can provide the required training.

_Education and training needs must be identified separately anc,provide for both

new entry personnel and upgrading existing perionnel.

Proliminar)'moetingsof personnel proposed for-the advisory group in this

study indicate that a unified, coordinated statewide plan for educatiOn and train-
,

ing of operators Would involve the following programs, each of which has been as-

signed to a task group for implementation:

17N
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Task Grqup_I

Education of plant superintendents or managers.

M.S.-level degrees in sanitary engineering for large-sized plants.

B.S.-level degrees in engineering operations for large and medium,

sized plants.

A.A.-level degrees in Environmental Control technology for small-

sized plants.

Task Group II

Continuing education of plant operators.

-Basic train1ig courses in treatment processes.

Laboratory Oaining courses Concerning analytical techniques.

Short courses involving management, design, etc.

Task Group III

Continuing training of plant operators in vocational-technical schools.

Basic maintenance-repair programs.

Basic skills programs (arithmetic, communications skills, chemistry,

etc,)

Task Group IV

Development of a single coordinating office for operator training in Iowa.

Task groups were formed for the development of a training program in each of these

areas. A basic assumption is being made that any successful program for operator

training must be-locally self-supporting if it is going to succeed. Program 0eV-p

elopment includes:

--Development of curriculum,

--Development of course syllabus,

--Selection of qualified educational/training centers to initiate or develop

program, and

--Development of program authorizaticin-Wd-local funding.

Each group started from a record of accomplishment and has a defined goal.

Task Group I

Education programs should be conducted in post high school educationarcenters

and in universities. The state of Iowa in 1965 established 15 area schools con,

Sisting of combined two-year colleges and vocational-technical schools tosup4'rt

c,
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the three major state-supported universities. The fifteen area community colleges

are publicly supported and operate under the regulation of the Iowa State Board of

Public Instruction. The-University of Northern Iowa, the UniVersity of Iowa, and

..Iowa State University are the three publicly supported state universities governed

by the State Board of Regents.

The University of Iowa and IoWd State University both operate engineering col-

leges and award both Master of Science and Doctor of Philosophy degrees in environ-

mental and/pr sanitary engineering. Many'such graduates of both institutions have
,

entered the field of water and water pollution control plant operation. For ex-

ample, Dr. H. F. Seidel, currently is Director of Water and Pollution Control for

the City.of AMes. The Task Group will develop.a program of course electives at

both universities for M.S.-level students whichwill be available to prepare them

better for entering the field of plant operation/management. .. .w

The industrial engineering curriculum at Iowa State University affords essen-

tial training to those Whq,haVe strong aptitude and interest in engineering and. a

potential capacity for management. A special curriculum in Engineering Operations

(administered by the Industeial Engineering Department) consists of a basic core

of required courses in the sciences, engineering, and management to which are add-
. .

ed 95 credits of elective courses in special categories of engineering, socio-

humanistioS, manageMent, and supporting subjects. With this framework, we have an

ideal framework for building specific occupational objectives related to pollution

control plant management: The Task Group haS developed the core of courses (mAt

already, existing) that would permit production of trained operator/manager per-

: sonnet.
l

Both university.engineering college programs permit qualified students to com-
c

plete effectively two years of the engineering program in the area community col-

lege. Thus, cooperation of the universities and community colleges should be able

to facilitate an additional level Of entry-point personnel into plant operation.

The task group is working with the area community colleges to develop a-two-

year Associate of Applied Science degree program in Environmental Control- Techno-

logy. , .0

The curriculum in Environmental Control Technology,would provide for comple-
N

tion of 100 quarter credits of work to cpver approximately 'the program coveragd

recomended by the Federal. Water Pollution Control Administration in their Techni-.

cal Education Program.Series No 11 entitled "Water and Wastewater Technology, a

Suggested Two-Year Post High School Curriculum."

The curriculum would be scheduled and adVertised so that a student could com-.

plete the first year of the program in any of the state's community colleges and

then transfer to one community college which would conduct the second year of the
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program. At present, it appears that the Kirkwood'Community College by location,

available facilities,' and experience would be ideal forconducting the second year

of the program. This Associate of Applied Science degree in Environmental Control

Technology would he awarded by the college offering the second year of the program. .

In order to make the proposed program viable, the number of personnel that

would have .to be trained at each level might approximate the fgllowing:

M.S. or Ph.D.,level

Iowa' State University 0-2/year

University of Iowa 0 -2/Year

B.S.-Engineering Operations (Environmental' Control)

Iowa State University 8 10/year

B.S. Engineering Environmental Control)

University of Iowa I2/year

Associate of Applied Science (Environmental Control Technology)

Kirkwood Community College- --0 20/year

TOTAL 29-32

Ideally, some of the two-year graduates might becoMe candidates-for the Engineering
ve

Operations degree.

A question that needs to be explored is "Does Iowa need and can it support such

a program?" The answer on first evaluation appears to be "Sies!" The Iowp Board

of Certification of Water and Wastewater Treatment Plant Operators reports that

'there is an approximate TO percent turnover of.operators in responsible charge of

both water and wastewater plants per year. Thus, there is a'need for about 50

waterworks operators and 75 pollution control plantoperaeors to meet this,turn-

over each year. Many existing operaktos will upgrade to occupy such positions;"

but it is not unreasonable that at least 28-30 new entry-level, well-educated per-

sonnel will be required yearly to service.the 560 water pollution control rda.nts

and 762 public water supply plants in Iowa, particularly.ft view of the tightening

regulations undec which they have to operate.
9

Task Group II

This task group would be responSible for the planning for and implementation

of'continuing education programs of education and training. for operators., In

'nwa 'Luse of Representatives passed Hr Ise Conturrent Resolution 18

(65th `General Assembly, first session) requiring all state licensing boards to sub-

mit informationtprior to Assembly development of "continuing education" require-

ments for continuation of licensing; Io a January 10, 1974, response to that re-

quest, Keith Bridson, Secretary of the Iowa Board of Operator Certification in-

cluded Table 3, Table 3 indicates the Board's recommended contact hours and fre-
.



quenf.:y of continuing education 1:equirements.for maintaining a given level of op-:

erator.certification. Table 1 lists the Board of Certification summary of existing

continuing education opportUnities available specifically 'In areas of water and

wastewater treatment.

Tablel, Part A, lists established training.courses which are supported by

adequate fees andare strong continuing programs, They can, however, be updated,

presentectin a more effective format, and expanded, The water and wastewater

basic training courses are'now the heart of the operator training program in Iowa,

'but need expansion and improvement.

This task, group is charged with developing an integrated series of twenty-four

hour (eight days of three-hour sessions) training courses including:

ti

Water Pollution Control Plant Operation

1. Basic training course.

2. -Basic hydraulics for plant operators (units of expression, flow'in pipes,

flow in sewers, flow-measuring devices, purntis, pumping stations,
. .

3. Aerobic biolOgical processes ,(fundamentals of lagoons, trickling filters,

activated sludge processes, nitrification, plant control and operation,

etc.).

4. Anaerobic biological processes (fundamentals of anaerobic lagoons, di-

gestion,.denitrification, etc.).

5. Physical-chemical processes (fundamentals of grit removal, sedimentation,

thickening, filtration, etc.).

Water Treatment Plant Operation

1, Basic training course.

2. Basic hydraulics for plant operators (same course as for pollution con-

trol plant operators),

3, Source and distribution'of water (wells, distribution systems, elevated

tanks, ground storage, etc.).

4. Physical-chemical treatment prgcesses (aeration, disinfection; stabiliza-

tion, softening, coagulation-flodculation, sedimentation, filtration).

The task group will:

-,detenline what courses are required and an order of priority for their dev-

elopment,

--prepare a course/ syllabus,,

--form a smill rlebup to prepare the lectures and visual aids

--prepare a sa4le videotape cassette of the course material.
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An important function of this task group is to plan and imPlemelt training

courses in such a way that they can be presented on an economical basis. Thus,

the basic training courses can be and are 6iven'at least six'times each per year

to an average of 30 persons each. At a $50 charge per operator to a city per

course, such courses can be self-sustaining. Add4ional courses, however, may only

be given once or twice per year to a more limited group. and special study may be

required to make theth "fly." Thus, availability of the basic lecture material on

tape could reduce the time required for university-level expertise in each course.

.A logical throk-hour course program might provide for:-

A two -part cassette lecture part 1 40 minutes

discussion 20 minutes

part 2--;- 40 minutes

discuss/on 20 minutes

A problem-oriented class exercIse,4 45 minutes

breaki- 15 minutes

;TOTAL 3 hours

The Task Group II assignment is critical to the entire training program since

it is the major base for operatoritraining.' Time must be made available by re-

dui:ing the 108 half-days of effort expended on an essentially'voluntary basis by

university personnel to develop and present the "new":training courses required.

Task Group I13_ f
Task Groups I and I are concerned with education and training directly re-

lated to water and po lution control plant operation. Tak Group III would con-

cern itself with the/development of "adult education" courses required inLgeneral

.skill areas.' Tile/equired skills would be identified, a general course sYlliabus

would be developed, and amechanism for giving the courses arranged.

General skills required by plant operators include many skills that are also

requiqd by many employees of other business and industry. Such vocational -trade

training is,the askigned function of the states area-community college. Thus,

this is the source for development of such skill area courses as th0 following:

--arithmetic and/or higher,,matheatics,

--communication skills,

1 --basic electricity,

--pump and motor maintenance and repair,

--basic accounting and records, '

--fundamentals of plant instrumentatioh, etc.
. .

The task group would prepare an operator-education brochure covering all

courses available in the state and explain how a group could be organized to re-..

It
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quest that's course be given at a fixed time and place. This group, of..course,

would have to coordinate activities with each. of the state's area community schools

to make the program available.

Task Grou.LIV

If education-training of operatorsof water andwastewater treatment plants,is

to continue on a fully integrated-coordinated basis, it irs necessary that a single

.coordinating office be established. This function might best be handled by the

certification officer of the Department of Environmentgl Quality, although itialso

might be located in the Engineering EXtension at Iowa State University or els

where.< This question will 'need consideration by this Task Group. At present, an

extension specialist -isfurnished for thiS purpose by Iowa State Universitys l\fs

is the most important- -and yet the most difficult -- funding problem. The training

' coordination office needs'aminimum specialist / secretary /travel /supplies budge

of at least $30,000 per year: It currently operates partially on state funds a d

partially on an EPA grant.

SELF SUFFICIENCY?

0
./I

.If the proposed operator training program is going to be economically self-

supporting, it will.have to be relevant. That's a problem for the staff that's

employed<to conduct the program. In order to be able to get the students into

eveh a relevant program, we also need some promise of reasonable award. I would

be remiss in discussing operator training if-I did not discuss the level df reward

dollars which will .be involved.

Dr. Harris F. Seidel recently made an analysis of the beginning salary of the

"shift operator" of the'25 largest cities in Iowa. The "average" rbwa shift op-

erator, a position which a one-year community college graduate could be expected

tofilhas an average 1973salary of $8,300 per year. In 1974-75, graduates at

the B.S.level in engineering,at Iowa State had an average starting salary-of

$131,400 per year. This means then, that if we expect to attract students of such

caliber in operation training, in 1975 dollars we will need to establish minimum

salary level's of: '

-_-onle-year diploma graduates $ 9,000- 9,500

--Associate of Arts graduates < $11,000'-11,500

--Bachelor of Science engineering graduates $13.,500-14,000
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Obviously, we cannot adifeve such rewards for operating personnel unless,the State.
/

Departments of Environmental Quality and the Stale Certification Committees will

do their jobs, in Making'sure that states'and citieshire people who have the prop-

er qualifications for the job, We cannot develop, training Self-sufficiency if

cities and states can hire "off the streets' and 'approve only on-the-job traintng

at sub-standard wages. The training program can be successfulbut, it will need

support of all those with interest in improvement of our water'quality.
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SessioR 8

EDUCATION OF MARINE TECHNICIANS:. A TWO-YEAR PROGRAM

Richard E. Sylwester

Shoreline Community College>s a two -year college located north of Seattle,

Washington. It offers a number of educational opportUnitieS in the applied arts,

applied sciences, oCcupational-vocational technology and continuing education.

The enrollment in all programs this year is abbut 7000 students. D.

For the past six years, the Math- Science Division at Shoreline Community

College has been developing a Marine Science program that offer's -a A.A.A.S.

degree in either Marine Biology Technology or Oceanography Technology_

The-goals cf this programare,to proVide qualified marine technicians to the

scientific and engineenling community. We use the'title marine technician to

'describe an individual who is involved in activities centered around the marine

--environment. We believe that to effectively carry out these,activities requires

a strong background in the traditional sciences as well as vocational - technical

.skills. This philosophy was followed in developing the curriculum for our

program.

The final objectives of this philosophy areto provide

the background and professional attitude to:

1. Plan and organize field sampling programs or field studies.

'2. Properly collect, log and store field samples.

3. Carry out preliminary laboratory data analysis and prepare post cruise

or field reports.

4. Provide technical support for maintenance of field and laboratory

equipment.

We feel that an individual who can accomplish these-tasks with minimum.or

no supervision has a solid foundation in the marine sciences, and .that his or

her potential for professional development is unlimited..

To achieve these objectives, a curriculum 'has been.designed that attemptOo

develop the students' knowledge - gr'adually and evenly (Table 1 and 2). Spec:al

Richard E . Sylwester is an Associate Professor at Shoreline Community Coll ye'
(near Seattle), where he teaches oceanography, electronic instrumentation and
field techniques in oceanography, and coordinates on-the-job training for stu-
dents and job placement of gradua.tes.
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Oceanography tTechnology

An Environmental Science Technology stressing field experiences in. the physi7

cal aspects oroceanographic data handling, and sampling. Technici.ans work on

boac%1 ship and in shore -based laboratories. All aspects of water environments,

both salt and fresh, are measured. and surveyed, -Thetechnician is prepared,,,to

be yersatile in the field, building, troubleshooting and repairing field eqfffp-

ment. He is"yrovided with the skills.necessary to understand the scientist and
to carry' out the Work of the scientist in the Veld.

*Prerequisjtes that must be tafcen before entry into the sOhomore'year:
'English 101 or a. score of 68+ on pre-college test
Math 40 or 1.01 or score of 60+ on pre-college test .

; t,

Chem 101 or 1 year of high school chemistry

FRESHMAN YEAR SOPHOMORE YEAR

Fall

.- 5

5

2:
5

11

Oceanography'101
Engineering Tech 150
Beginning Scuba 140
Geology 101

Winter

Electronics 140.... , ... 4

Applied Math 191, 4 4
Industrial Tech. 102 4.

,.Advanced Scuba 240.,': : .. 3

Electives
15--

Spring

Electronics 141 4

Applied Math 192 . . ... ,.. 4

Engineering Tech 155 5

Industrial Tech 160 4

. .'
17

On-the-Job Training

Ocean Tech 170-171 12

Electives:

,Fall

Electronics 142 4

Chem Tech 190 .6

Photogrephy 100 3'.

English.270 3

Electives
16

Winter

Chem Tech 191'...., 6

Ocean Tech 196 .4

Computer Math,200 2

Electives

12

Spring

Chem Tech 192 6

Ocean Tech 197 4

Marine Biology 103 5

Electives

15-

Environmental Science 200,201 (Environmental Monitoring Law. and Techniques)
Industrial Technology 103, 115, 116 (Machine Shop, Welding, Plastics)
Physical. Education 241 (Advanced Scuba II)
Ocean Tech 174 (Underwater Photography)

1'88
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TABLE 2

Marine Biology Technology

An EnvironMental Science Technology stressing lab and field experience in
the biological aspects of marine science'.: Technician's work on ships, in labora-
tories and in the field. Biological principles coupled with the physicaland
chemical aspects of the. marine sciences are learned. The technician is'prepared
to assist the researcher, supervisor or,scientist by preparing his gear for
field work, collecting his data apd.maintaining his equipment.

*Prerequisites that must be takek,gefore entry into the sophomore year:
'English 101 or a score of 68+ on pre-collegeceest
.Math 40 or 101 or score of 60+ on pre-College test
Chem 101 or 1 year of high school chemistry

FRESHMAN YEAR SOPHOMORE YEAR

4 Fall Fall
.

Biology 101 5,* , Chem Tech 190 4 . '6

Oceanbgraphy 101 Biplou-Techniques 195.... 5
Photography 100_4 ; 3 --'1. Electronics 142 4
Electives English' 270 3

' Winter

Invertebrate Zoology 5

\N\ Electronics 140. 4

Applied Math 191 4

Computer Math 200 2

Electives

TS"

Winter

Chem Tech 191 6

Ocean Tech 196. . 4

Electives

0

Spring Spring

Marine, Biology 103 5 ,

Electronics 141 4

Applied Math-192 4
Electives

13

Chem Tpch 192
Ocean Tech 197
Microbiology 201 '5

Electives

On the Job Training

Ocean Techl):171 12

Electives

Environment .1 Science 200, ZOIJEnvironmental Monitoring Ldw aryl Techniques)
Industrial echnology 102, 103, 115,,116, 160 (Machine Shops, Plastics, etc.)
Physical E Ucation 140, 240, 241 (Beginning and Advanced Diving)
Zoology 11 (Vertebrate Zoology)
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thought has been given to means ly whith.course material can incorporate infor-

mation from one or several previous courses. For instince, math classes relate'
.

new equations' to their use in chemistry or electronics. This helps to integrate

the individual subject and certainly stimulates greater interest in' new material

7-in adiiition to reinforcing concepts previou;ly learned..

In addition to lecture materialSstudents are exposed to extensive.labora -

tory work and vocational technical claSses. Ilere,again, as in the lecture

courses, we endeavor to provide laboratory exercises that introduce new material

-al well as providing insight into ideas and concepts previously introduced in

.,

lectUres or steminars. Although the vocational-technical courses, (welding, mach-
.

ine sliop, electronics, etc.) are more difficulpto include in this "feedback"

type of system, We use every opportunity td directly integrate their capabilities

into the academic aspect of the program
/

Ia the'pastf this has been accomplished

'through 'special projects done by studbnts in /arious technical classes, Besides

being a'valuable learning experienCe for the student, these pikjects have enabled

us to obtain physical.models for classroom illustrations, laboratory instrumen-

tation equipment and oceanographic sampling.ear.

Removed &Om qur campus physically, but of,great importance to-our program:,

is the, field training. a have found that a ,large amolAn d tiny spent by the

students in preparing for flgld work, actually workirig in the field. and carrying.

IoutToSt-cruise ciperatjons (e.g., scruple analysis and Sto age), is not only

1
justifiable but a must. We believe that intensifying thi aspect of our turri- '"

culuTrl both solidifies the studentV previous academic and technical course work

and. provides the necessary "fine tuning" that results in a highly competent fie)

.technician.
, ,

' '

In our piogram, we use two approaches in order to provide Students lit r. field

i

experience: These are: 1) two quarters of.field oceanography called Oceanography

Techrfology 196 and 197, and 2) on=the-job training (OJT) with state and federal

agencies or.private industry. .

For the field courses Oceanography Technology 196 and197, the students are

divided into rou
P
s ¢onsisting of three to four students. Each group is assigned

a region in Central Puget Sound, usually containing several estuaries, in Which

they will work during thetwo,quarters.. During this study, the possibilities for

learning scientific methods, gaining both field experience and self-confi,dence,

are limitless.' Of course; notOthstandiAg .thp rains; it is a good deal of fun.

In sumnary4 the students have the following criterivto meet in order to receive

credit for these two courses:

1. Carry-out extensive literature research in order to collect papers, -date,

chdrts,,maps, eZt., that are pertinent. to their areas.
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2. Plan a sampling program for their study, areas that-includes gathering:

7-'water samples
-= sediment samples
--,.bathymetric data

S.T40. measurements .

biological net hauls
-- vertical and horizontal plankton hauls

Schedule and coordinate their cruise plans with the other groups and the

faculty field. advisors.

'4. Prepare sampling equipment an'coiltct the field data.

' 5. )0n-shore beach transetts and off-shore 'beach transects using scuba

equipment.

6, Store 6a.ta,proPerly prior to'analySis end complete analysis of ell.

samples: as soon as possible.

7? Compile and analyze data for presentation in final report form.
o

This approach gives the student a broad spectrum Of experience in.all facets

of an enyieonmental'or baseline study: The actual cruise experience gained during

the data gathering activities on our 22-foot boatlinvolves only about 10 days for-'

each student. To provide additional field experiente, we'havee;develeped a strong.

OJT program. 0

The OJT program provides a number of important subsidary benefits, besides

additional fiele experience, that can only be obtained through outside associa-

i tions, FM...example, future employers have an:o0portunity to evaluate indiiiduals

that they may wish 'Co. emplouponj'graduation. Of course, the converse is true,

a student has the opportunity.tb evaluate a possible future employer, or at least

to become familiar with the different organizations and types of jobs. available;

i.e., do I want to work with a small company doing a number of different jobs or.

with a company that specialiies.in a'particalar earth science, etc. 'Another,

'aspect of OJT is that it tends to make academic course work much more meaningful

to the. student and, can greatly improvt his or ker attitude towards careful 10-

oratory and field-work.

-There are a numbtr of 4ys thot'Students gain OJT experience. Some student's

are only exposed to one phase, while others may have a chance to try several.

This auxiliary prograM no'w inclUdesa such opOortLT/ities as:

19. Doing field sampling with private' companies.

2. Participating incruiseswith gOvernmental agencies (N0AA, USGS,-Dept.

of Fisheries).

3. Assisting graauate students in data collection and analysis.

4. Particjpating in cruises With the University of Washington.

5 Design and construction of field or laboratory equipment for academic

institutes.

6. Assist in baseline studies of Puget Sound being carried mit by S.C.C,
. .
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The length of time each student is involved with any particular OJT activity

can vary from days to months. Also.,4monetary gains by-the student,for a project
,

vary and in many instances no salary is given. .Fortunately, even though uncom.::.

'
pensated, students realize the importance of the experience and contacts; and,

thus far, wethave been able to provide individualS for all outside requests.

\ This-Oast year, we haveexpended our OJT program so that we ourselves Are
k,

hir ng the students. This has come about as a result of a paper we presented at

\\(.the orthwest Estuary Conference at Oregon State University. The'data.was from

work done by the students in the graduating oceanography technology class frOM

this past year. The paper stimulated interest in several agencies with regard
p ,

to our prograp, and these agenties 'have now contracted with us to provide them

with ecological data 'from certain areas of Puget Sound, These contracts have

provided jobS fora number,of our students, added money to our budget for new
t

equipment and created increased - enthusiasm within the program. .

Although we Teel that bur program is developing-quit-e-Well-A04ha-s definite
, .

strong points, we are aware of,weaknesses or at least know of areas that we

anticipate changing or modifying._ Some ideas being considered'are:\ providing 0

a Class that integrates photography, illustration or graphics and technical

report writing; adding an additional course in calibration, maTnter±ceand
- .

repair of scientific instrumentation; increasing the relationship of concepts

providedin the sciimceand math courses; provide additional time for students to

become involved in projects at school or at least Combine projects with training.

in the technical, claSses; and reorganizing the order in which some of the courses

are taken so that students-are better prepared for a particular course. Of course,

the constraints on a two-year program limit addition of new material to a finite ''

'number of courses without giving up other ones, and decisions regarding what to

give up in ord r to make additions are extremely difficult. I would like to con-

clude by provi ing yod with some inforMation on placement of our students since

that seems to e afogical_warto evaluate a particular progr'am's success;

From 1967 to 1974, the number of students graduating has increased from 6 to

24 (Table 3)'. Of those graduating,, we have averaged a job placement of 85 %'in
0

:marine Science related fields.. The remaining 15% ii accounted for by students

who are either employed.in bother fields, transferred to four-year colleges or

whom we have no trace of. The latter group accounts for less.then 1%. So essen-

tially, We have been able to place all of our'graduating 'classes, with the Mabor-

ity of these jobs being marine oriented.
.
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TABLE 3

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT RECORD

YEAR NUMBER NUMBER SERVISE
OF 'EMPLOYED

GRADS. IN MARINE
TECHNICAL
JOBS

O

NUMBER
TRANSFERRING
TO A 4-YR.'
COLLEGE

OTHER NO

OCCUPATION TRACE

67-68 6 6 'lb (2 later)

68-69 12' 10 1 1

69-70 13 ' , 11 1

-70-71 8 7

71-72 l 12 .10

y2- 3 20 13 a 1

. ,

STATUS OF GRADUATES 1973-1974
1

Number of graduates 22

Number employed
Number transferring for further education 2

'Whereabouts unknown , Q

1974 Graduates

Jim Askew
George Burqhardt,..

)

,

.Jim' Bragg

,Tim Cleveland
Theresa Cole
Glen Dodge
Gerry Douthitt'
George White

Harry Htslam
Larry Iverson

Tim Johnson
Steye
Frank.Klobertanz
Charles Langstaff
Pat McGettigan

Tom McIntosh
Bob McKee

Jim Mount
Bill Shearer

Claude Sterling

Jack Thurman
Gary Wilton

Is Work Related
Where Employed and Position Held . To Training

e .

NOFS, Marine Bio Tech - 3 mo., presently . Yes

in Navy Diving School in San Diego -

Transferring for further. eduCation - Huxley.
NOAA - Survey Technician
EPA - Lab Technician .

METRO --Water,Iuality and field tech
Water qualityconsulting firm in Hawaii
Wash. Earthquake.Adv. Council, Research
tech and administrative assistant,
METRO /Kramer, Chin, Mayo -.Water Quality tech.
AFL - Marine science Tech/transferring to
Huxley -

ARCO/Hanford,*Richland.- Science Tech
NOAA - Survey tech

Skipper fishing boat, Alaska
John.G. Shedd Aquarium, Chicago - Marine
Bio Tech'

Dames & Oloore, Seattle, Earth Sciences Tech
Equipment repair a'nd sales, Seattle Skin-
Div.. Sup.

ARCO/HanTord, Richland - Science Tech
NOAA, 3 mo. Survey tech, now at Flaw Research
in Renton as Marine Science Tech. 'N., Yes
Converse Davis Co. - Earth Sciences and

, lab tech
ARCO/Hanford, RiChland - Science Tech
Dept. of the Environment, B.C. - Marine

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

°Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

lies

Yes

Yes

Yes
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VOCATIONAL TRAINING OF WATER AND WASTEWATER

UTILITIES PERSONNEL IN WASHINGTON

Donald E. Proctor
0

Session g

Most people today have some degree of familiarity with Dr, Christiaan

Barnard. ,He became world famous for a heart transplant operation on December

1967, that prolonged the life of one Louis Washkansky for 18days. Admittedly,

the justifiable reCognitiOn was for the technique rather-than just. for 18 days,

of life.

Fldw many of you people know the very, noteworthy accomplishments of Larry '

Wallin - -or of Tim Bushey?- 'Both have been contributing to the,prolongation of .

many liyet. Not for 18 days, but for years! Neither has been guest of honor

at a ticker tape parade or had his picture'ori the cover of a national ,magazine.

Larry opei'ates the ewer.Systeni and the Wa%tewater Treatment Plant doWri in

Ilwaco, Washington. He can't possibly know whether there is a typhoid carrier

in -town or not, but he presumes the're migf4t be one on any given day.. He works'

-to the limit of his ability to see that potential disease organisms'are not

washed up pn the beach or'clinging.to the tip of a monofilament line that some

angler bitesoff with his teeth.

Tim Bosheyis engaged in taking water from the'Skagit River and 'converting

it into safe drinking water? for the city of Anacortes. When people go to the

tap at the'kit,chen sink- for a drink, they don't pause to wonder whether or not

Tim has done his work properly. In.truth, most of them hahflever heard of

Tim. Many don't even know.the source.of their drinking water.

A poplar advertitemenn magazines and on billboardt has the message,

"You've come a long way,.babyl" The same could be said abok the utilities

responsible for obtaining treating and distributing our comMunity'viater sup-

plies and for the collection; treatment and disposal of the wastewater from

those communities. The message needs to be lengthened, however, to read,

"You've'cOme a long way, baby - -but baby, you still have a long way to go!",

Donald E.Proctor is Washington State CoordinatOr for Water and Wastewater

System Operator Training, Green River Community College,'Auburn. He-has taught

civil engineering at Washington State and Purdue Universitiet.
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:At about the beginning. of this century, a nev-born child.had,anaverage

expectancy of about 45 years. Since then we have developed many new ways to

shorten life spans: We now have highspeed automobiles andmore,leisure time in

which to chase eath down the freeway. We now make It possible for thousands of

Skiers, to slam into trees and each Other on any Wnter weekend. We haVe created
%,a.

'easy access tQ bridget and tall buildings for anyone cOntemplating suicide% We

have an efficient, though Illegal, distdbutiOn system for drugs that convince

people that they can fly from one building to another.- In spite of so many new

ways to die, at }east RO years have been added to the life expectahcy, of .an in-

fant during the last 70 years. More than just a small portion of tilis extension

of life expectancy can be credited to imProved water supplies and wastewater

treatment. We no longer accept numerous annual outbreaks of typhoid as "nOrMal--

to be expected". Cholera no longer causes:8600,,deaihs in one year among 640,000

people, as it once did in Hamburg,` Pennsylvania. A visitor to a world's fair,

such as EXPO '74, need not take a,gutful of amoebic dysentery home as a souvenir

as did at least 1400.individuals,eiurning from Chicago in 1933. (Ninety-eight

known deaths resulted, also.)

The part that the water and wastewater industries have playedin this-exten- .

Sion of life.expectancy,nas not been easy or cheap. VaSt sums of money and mate-

rials have been invested in facilities. Sophisticated treatment processes-and

,elaborate control syStems have been financed, designed. and constructed to provide

safe waterto-citieSI, towns, resorts and even-some rural areas. Water distribu-

tion systems consisting of pipes, valves, meters, fire hydrants and other appur-

tenances now extend out into areas that were cornfields, deSerts or, fo ests only

a decade ago.' Both storm drains and sanitary sewers collect great flo s of

wastewater froM areas that were formerly characterized by swamps and pit privies.

Most of that sanitary sewage and some of that storm water is now subje ted to

some degree of purification or treatment before entering our rivers:, 1 kes, mar

ine waters ,or:underground aquifers. Liquid industrial wastes are now reated to

remove or reduce many contaminants that were unknown to man only a fe, years ago.

One point of information about our paSt accomplishments and future needs

accomplishments must be streased. The willingness of people to. provide the capi-

t'al'- -or these facilities, the capability of our engineers to design these facili-

ties, and the-competence of our construction industries to build these facilities

would not,. by themselVes, nave'resulted in any significant benefit td either Man-

kind or nature. The benefits. accrue to society only when the facility systems

are staffed by operations, maintenance and management personnel.

The work of Larry Wallin, Tim Bushey and hundreds of other utility employees

of the water and wastewater utilities involves both decisions and subsequent

.actions; based'Upon those deCisions. An improper decision can be worse than

A
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non-productive--it can.bethe cause of a major public health hazard. A bad de-

cision can also result in a significant inconvenience to many people, a signifi-

cant deterioration of environmental quality, anZnecessary level of operating

expense,. or even the catastrophic loss of the pu34icly-owned facilities.

The day-to-day decisions involve elements of mathematics, chemistry, physics,

hydraulics, biology, economics,' sociology, psychology, personnel management,. pub-
/

lic relations, safety and common sense. It is not enough that the personnel be
.

\constantly alert to any of many possible malfunctions' of units, processes or sys- .

,./

tems. They Must also be able to recognize such alfunCtions, plan a proper set

of corrective steps and, then execute those ans.

It is simply absurd to assaffethit just anyone is qualified to operate, main-

tain. or manage the highly specialized and sophisticated water supply and Waste-

water control systems of today or.themore sophisticated systems .of tomorrow.

Write6n,cookbook-style instructions may almost adequately guide a water treat-

ment plant operator through a shift of normal ()Oration. Such prograMmed-robot

capabilities cannot provide for the recognition of all, abnorMal conditions, '

though, The untrained individual can hardly be expected to plan ancrexeceute the

proper corrective steps when a malfunction occurs. .

Assuming that we do' recoglize\the critical need for our utility staffs to be

highly skilled in regard to their vocational duties, we come now to' the major'

issue: How caOcciety be assured.that operation, maintenan e and management.

functions are assigned to properly qualified people?

Several different efforts or prograffis in the state of Wa hington are directed

toward the objective of improved personnel.skills and qualifications. While each.

of these programs is capable of somewhat independent operatio and direction

toward individual goals, they are quite compatible. Each pro ram reinforces the

other's. 1

i \ \
.

.

.

Two personnel ,certification programs'arenow operational a d a third is under

development. A WaStewater Treatment Plaint Operators Board of C rtification, act-

ing for the Washington Department of Ecology, is empowered to r ceive and review

'applications, relqiew'the education and/experience of applicants, .conduct written

examinations and direct the issuance of certificates attesting to the competency

of wastewater treatment plant operators. The Board also grades te size and cm-
:

plexity of treatment plants. The indiyidual in day-to-day responsOle charge of

each Wastewater,tceatment plant is required by law to-hold a v lid\operator's .

certificate of 4'rated grade'equal* to or higher than the treat ent\plant grade.

All other :operating personnel are encouraged to seek-their highest'attainable

0 grade of certification on a voluntary basis.

A'shmeWhat similar program provides for the certification of bothwater works

and water works. personnel :' This Water It)rks Certification program/is currently,

0
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not a mandate of law but is expected to become Iso during the next legislative

session:

A/third voluntary certification programs now being developed to assess and

recognize the skills and competencies of people engaged in the operation and

maintenance of sanitary and storm ,ater collection facilities.
.

'The above three dertification.programs'are specifically operated within and . -

for the state of:Washington. The rules, regulations and policies are clUite

similar to those recommended natioballj, by the Association of Boards of Certifi-

cation, though, so reci,,rocity with certification programs in other states may,

be develqped.

It is not enough to simply specify the skills end capabilities that:personnel

in various. positions must possess. Such certification does not assure the avail-

ability of.a sufficient number of adequately skilled people. Two ongoingvoca-

tional training efforts are'directed toward the development of an adequate number

'of adequately skilled personnel. .

One of these vocational training Rrograms is primarily intended to prdvidd

opportunities for currently employed Water and/or wastewater utility personnel

to upgrade their present skills and capabilities: Such training opportunities.

may be in the fornf of evening ctinuing education courses within commuting

triCe of their present homes and job's. Special short courses,, seminars or cor-\\
}!

respondence, courses are also offered to assist in this skill-upgrade progrem

The majority of such currently employed people simply could not afford,to leave:,.

'their work to participate in an extended full -time vocational program. Neither

.
could their employing utility operate successfully deir4the prolonged absence

of'the employee. Most of the skill-1 upgrade training qpportUnities are, in the

form of three-hour sessions, one night per week, for an elevento thirteen week

period. Such courses may ,be offered by One.of the 23 community colleges., by a

state vocational- technical school, by a private training institbte, or-even by a

specific utility. Such 'courses provide specifit' vocational - ,technical knowledge:

and understanding to.,SUpplement the very valuable experience gained through their

current and past employment ib4the vocation.

The-setor4 :training effort is a full or part time preparatory training prb-

gram etGreeh River Community Cone!: This vocational prograd specifically

preparesliew people to enter the vocation. They have an opportunity to gain a

firm understanding of the mathematical, chemical, ph,:Sical and biblogical prin-

ciples that apply to their future vocation'and further to.thoroughly understand
. 1

the treatment and maintenance processes and procedues. .{actual experience is

limited to, summer' employment, but their training will contribute to ry rapid

development Of operational skills:and: Xpertise when they enter the vocation:as \

full time, employees of utilities.

1.'
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Both training progr'ams-'-skill upgrade and pr paratory--are being developed

with cePlain goals and criteria in mind: . I

1. The areas'of needed'skill developthent involve more than just

.
"how to do it" techniques. Wastewater treatment plant opera=

tors do need to know how to determine' proper chlorinator feed

rate settings and how to set that rate on a specific Chlori-

,nator. They should also understand the necessity for latent,

heat of evaporation to Convert 'liquid chlorine in a cylinder

to chlorine gas at the chlOrinator, In short, skill develop-,

mentiinvolves knowing both "how to" and "why". The "how to"

skills may be ladequate for routine operation when all circum-

standes are normal, The "why" knowledge is vitally ,important

to the determihatln of proper corrective action when circum,*

tances are not normal.

,The successful operation of the:overp.11 system of processes

anPacilities involves more than the application of teohni-

cal knowledge. A successful safety program' involves both

khOwledge about the impact strength of.hardhats'and about ,

the behavior characteristics of a person who may have just

attended'his mAher's"funeral. Training opportunities must

Provide for some understanding of psychology as well as water

quality'analYsis technique. Understanding the organization

of municipal and state governmental, structureNmay sometimes

1,
jasmportant as knowing how, to inspect and test a back-flow

prevention device. Verbal and written communiaiion skills

contribute to the success of public relations and to the suc-

cessful negotiation of a renewed waste discharge permit. Main-

taining chemical ,and'spare parts invehtory records is'almost

as necessary as being able to compute chemical dosages er to

install enew shaft seal on a centrifugal puthp. In short, the

skill upgrade and preparatory,programs must includea balance

of vocational water aid wastewater, technology courses and.,

ether general detelopmeht courses.

The time avalable for training Or skill development.is liMited.

Whetheren-indiVidual is involved in the part tiMe'eyening

. course skill upgrade training effort or the full time prepara-

tory training program, we should notexpect him or her.tO.ex-

pend much time or study effort on material that is not voca-

tionally'relevant. At.thesame time, we cannot demand or ex=

pect, that every institution will offer a specialized course,

2J5
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in"Vocatio41 psychology for the'Wafe.E meter 4haders".' .The

educational sector must 'strive to resporZill-the,relevant voca-

tional training'needs of the water and wastewater personnel, but

the utilities personnel must also adjust to the economic and

personnel limitations of the 'educational,in'stitutioris, llot every

chemistry instructor wilol havelhad experience in the latest

methods for determining volatile acids concentrations in .digested
0

sludge--nor will every operator be anxious to learn abOut the

chemistry of "zinc smelting: Both must be willing to adjust to

the needs and interests of the'other.

Let me summarize a bit. First, I-realize that I havepresented very little.

in the way of specific details about the curriculum of two-year colleges,in the.

area of environmental education. My specific interests are,fri the area of voc-

tional training opportunities related to'the water supply'and wastewater utili-
,

ties, Society must be.assure that competent Peoplezire available to operate,

maintain and manage these utilities if we are td/protect our health, preserve

'"our environment and maintain economic reason.

The numerical adeqUacy and competency y,f utility personnel \is dependent upon

'the adequacy and applicability Of both v2cational and related training oppor-

TbeseogtrtunitieS must he .Within.raoh of those indiVidudls now/ern-
/

puloyed within the utilities and other-Individuals r ing for such'empoyment.

The training must be delivered in a system that recogniz s the time limitations

of people whO have a vocational mission in life.

'I would like to stress one additional point thal relatet quite directly to

the adequacy of the supply of skilled personnel for the water and wastewater'

utilities: It is onlydndirectly related to the need for training opportuni-

ties.` We'do not advance the quality of our water supplies or improve the qual-

ity of our environment simply,by training well-qualiffiedIpersonnel di- by build-*

ing environmental facilitie's', Theskilled peoplpoust be hired and retained

before training costs return any berteffts to society. If a skilled operator,.

maintainer or'manager is not adequately rewarded, he Will, notice an econoW.:

incentive to become a used car salesman or a'dragline operator for a construc-

tion firm. We should not expect his d6dication to'public service 'to be his only

motive for protecting our health and environment. We must,Appreciate hiscontri-

bution toward bur desireszand'express some of thatappreciation in the-numbers'

on .his-pay check.
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Session 8
.

DISCUSSION

Question: I have a question for Dr. Proctor:, Especially in Your"first type

of courses, the up-grading courses, I'm assuming that probably the utilities are

paying their people to take these evening courses.

Proctor: I wish that were true.

%

Question: Its not ?' It would seem ideal to include in their up -grade efforts

people who have been working in Wastewater five or ten years, to instill in these

people a sense of worth of.the environmental aspects. Many of Tiese people,re-

ceived their training and education when "environment" wasn't even a vocabulary

word. Are attempts being made in this? Do you ;have a way of coordinating the

programs in Spokane compared to prograths in'Seattle and Wenatchee and YakiMa;

whereYer they are?

Proctor: There is some amount of coordination in thiDeffort. But I Would

back up and say probably there is no 'group of people in this United States that

needs it.less than they do. They May not have a complete understanding of all of

the various ramifications of any particular envirOnmental issue, but they certain-
,:

ly have an appreciation of it I wouldn't sell'the people short on how concerned.--

they are about the environment. I find very few Water plant operators or sewage

plant operators who aren".t willing to devote an extra seven hours'on Saturday

afternoon and evening just on plant beautification alone becaus they appreciate'

that. The pr blem is that they won't get one, red cent, and they'd probably have

to buy/t flo rs out of their n pocket.

Question: So you feel that you're working already with an environmentally
;;

conscious group?

Proctor: Very environmentally conscious group.

Question:. Both of you have an e'Mphasis on job placement. You're training

people for a particular vocation and I noticed especial lywith Professor Sylwester;

Rosemary Richardson, of Bellevue Community College, was the moderator for

Session 8. t
.
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you spend a lot' of time in placing these people. Are you given released time

through your school or do. you have to do this'on your own time?' Maybe now you
.-

have good sources, but in the past you had to spend quite a bit of time estab-

lishing these sources.

t

.

Sylwester: There's no released time yet: We're trying to work toward that.

I feel better about my job when l'can get students placed or on-the-job training

aspects incorporated in the program. They certainly. feel a lot better when they

are involved in this.'

,,; The hardest thing'I have found is that you have to train industry about what

technicians are. In the p4 f, particularly in the science fiel : (not so,much

with welders or dental technicians, somehOw they are more acce ted), industry
/

hasn't known -what they are or how to use them. So we have to go out and convince

people'that these - people are highly qualified to do a particular job.` It's really

tough. I wrote a nice letter to the U.S. Geological- Survey in California about

hiring some of the students or trying them on summer jobs, and one comes back, that

says, "You have a very fine program but we hire people Who bdve fouryear degrees

in geology." On the lasttrip'to the Arctic they did take six students, and they

were totaIly-amazed,-44:--conOnced them. Its the same with private industry.

It's a real Madison Avenue approach. You've got to really convince these people.

_You-Patie to get your foot in the door. But you.have to give them good stuff.

---------- Once you lose your credibility, I can tell you, you are all through. /
Y4

Procter: I completely agree with the credibility and the selling too. I said

thene was no past history in water andwasfewaten training in Washington, but

'there was. In 1970 there were funded programs under the Manpower bevelopment

Training Act, two-program5. Each .had approximately 20 students in it:limited.

strictly to-wastewater and stnidtly to treatment plant operation. Each program

graduated approximately 20 students in the second week of June of 1970. They met

with a list of-municipalities, sewer districts, water districts that had never

before hired a trained individual. If there is any time of year that is bad as

fan as finding something left in-,a city's budget, it's the month, of June. They
. ,

- .'probably will,nOt have an approved budget:that they can Work with until the last.

of Agusc. So with no history of someone trained for that job ever having:been

hired,-we dumped 40 of them on the job market in June.

There were some additional strikes against the prqgram. I think it was dooMed

to failure. One of the conditions under the Manpower Development Training Act was

that 60 percent of the people enrolled in the program had to be in the hard core

unemployable ranks. They had to be of a minority race, physically disabled, Amen-.

tasny disabled;tbeyond the age 47, tinder age 18. and I can't remeMbenwhat the

other category waS.'There probably-was-someone in thisgtoup of'40 piople who
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I

w.s mentally deficient: Now, we're not going to embarrass anybody by saying it's

J e there who's mentally deficient. look at the city that iM-glat-I hiring one of

t em. We might hire the man who's mentally deficient, and if he falls in the fir:

ing ground, were negligent. No thanki, we won't touch one of them: And out of

iihat 40, six got jobs..

I The biggest single obstacle to overcome.in getting this program started is,

/'You've done it once before and it failed." And we did do it once before and it

If ailed.. Imasn't inyolved in doing it, but I would have probably done it the

same way because they did it.the, Way they had to do it. That was the only way they

could get the thing funded. Neither institution knew the other was doing it until

'they were on a collision course in the second, week.of June when they finishetl. I

'don't know how many other things you could have thought up to assure that it wasn't

going to work, but it ere didn't. I'd like to cite better histu,Y"but I can't.

Question: Three small money questions for Dick Sylwester. Do you take out -of-

state students in your program and if so, what do they pay?

Sylwester: Out-of-state tuition, I think,is, about $150 a quArter. Yg, we do.

Question: Number two: DOes -Aour institution finance all of yolk field work

and transportation? Do the students have4to pay?

Sylwester: The institution pays for all of it, and we're getting additional

funding now because we are going out and doing private contracts.

,Question: Number threet The peoplA. that you ,placelin positions, are they be-
.

ing paid roughly the equivalent of other people l'yho collie out with two-year diplomas

from. community colleges? :

Sylwester: L"tend to think that they're getting more. I think they are get-

ting an average salary starting at about $750. I have a couple of students who

are making over $1,000 a month. They really good. One fellow started at $500'

a month, a 32-year-old guy, and he was a meatcutter making pretty good money, and

it was pretty hard. So we had a,little bet, I knew he was good, and I just told

him to stick it out. So I bet him aOialf gallon of Scotch, and he came over two

months later4and.he had gotten a $2,000 'raise. And I. got a half gallon of Scotch.

Question: I have,a questim for both spea,kers. Speaking of the job market,

what's the market for one with ambition Oho graduates from one of,your programs?
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Sylwester: 've never tried to look at the market to try to guess what it's

going to be. Students will, ask us about chances of,employment in two and a half

years and I tell them, °T can't honestly tell you:" All I can say is, look at

records for these past five years and look at the increasing employment, and we

also have an increasing number of students, and say we can extrapolate from there.

It's worked out well. I think that what's happening is even in the job market '

itself, there may not be new positions added. ,It's that more people are realizing

the- uniqueness of good technicians, and they are finding out how to use them..

Proctor: There are roughly 850 certified wastewater treatment plant opera-
;

tors in the state of Washington alone now. There are around 930' certified'water
4

works personnel in the state, and L'knbw that that's somewhere between a third

and a half of.the total. Y would Tike to think that 20 years from now, most of

the positions will have been filled. by,people trained when they went to work.

That has no application to today's situation. There are many people 'operating

wastewater treatment plant on a sixth grade education. I would not a'gyee

those people are incapable o learning: They-May.6 never had the opportunity, and,

it is time to do .something about it, andWe're trying.

Question: 'Do you see aqy increased demand for this type of perkon? In other

Words, maybe,other community\colleges could train people as-science technitians,

but.direct their efforts away' rom the oceanographic approach or your marine

approach.'tDo you see any deman for people in other areas? :

Sylwester! Ye..,a One example would be civil engineering fechnOlogy. 4 thine

there's really a need there. But Iidon't think the effort has been `made frnd

out what positions4thei-e are; and get peoplei`inthem. In:other earth sciences it

is the Same way: geology or geephysics orwhatever,

Question: Your initial seturrwas funded by Sea Grant. What advice would you

give to a community college that wanted to set up,one of these prograMs, for a

general science technician. or as you say a civil engineering technician,.. when the

communit/ lgllege doesn't-have a spare budget?

. .

Sylwester: I was fortunate,:because I worked in the'%industry for a long time

and know how to get.thoney or know people who are outtthere- You have to get peo-

ple who are gbing to spend a lot of time,. over eight hours a Tay, to 'go out and

find them, with the motivation and professional attitude tmake it work. There's

no other way. The money's hard. to get.

to
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Richardson: I think we See this in all program developments, which might be

a good lead-in to the time we have remaining to talk about how the two-year.

'schools can develop prbgrams in general ,studies ih environmenial'education as.

well, as the technical training programs that you two have just discussed. Some

of us are interested in this; per'haps in promoting the environmental ethic. I

think we're all here because we are. seeking some kind of advice, assistance on

how these programs can be set up, if thatls the direction to go. I know there

are some People here who are working on this and cail give us 5ome advice.

Comment: On generl education :ofthe future public of the United States gr

of the world? Hot that they're going to appl it vocationally, it's just that we

need'a better: informed citizenry - -this kind of thing?

Richardson: °Yes, how our two-year colleges can work on these.kinds of pro-,

grams. Your advice has, been specific about the echnical programs, but wouldn't

it apply as well to general studies? In other w rds, the kinds of successes

you've had, your.input and even your failures, c n we not, use this advice as well?

Perhap5 we're not training a specific technician for a specific job. How can our

schools work just to create the environmental ethic? This is part of the reason

fbr this symposium.

Answer: Absolutely.

Question: If our. educators were set up to teach English from an environmental

ethic,, to teach history from the environmental yiew.:..geography wbuld be a fan -

---tastic example. How'can we go back to our respectiO institutions from this sym-

posium with, some advice on llow we can improve the,51tudtion at our schools?

',. Answer: This is one suggestion. Take off ylvir shoe and bang it. on the-table

until you get it. Someone else is yelling louder than you are. When you yell

louder than he does, you'll get something. So, n'the first place, I think you .

have to,bea boat rocker. You maY-even sink th boat a couple.of times, but find

a new one and keep rocking. I don't think tha we,shopld wait for somebody to

give it to -us. You have to go out and Oeit.,

Comment: It's difficult to teach something that ydu don't know anything about.

So people who have been in the education process for,20 or 25 years; something

like that, may not relate their subject matter to the environment per se, They

see the.environmental issues but they don't bridge the gap. So maybesome

refresher seminars or some guest speakers or something like that, perhaps people

from this symposium could give talks on various subjects, maybe they.could visit
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the campus arid give a two-hour seminar to try to bridge some of these gaps.

Sylwester: I would.suggest as a source any one of these students about ready

to graduate. Pay his transportation and I'll bet he'll do it.

1

Comment: One of the things the Institute for Environmental Studies is propos-

ing for winter quarter is a three or four day workshop for superintendents and

school board members of the public school system, not at the college level at all,

but at the elementary and high school level. The feeling was that it's going to

be very difficult to set up some kind of curriculum if the superintendent of the

school board doesn't buy it. And he might be willing to buy it if he is shown

reasons for it, and we're trying to cover the theory of growth and quality of life,

as well.as environment.

Comment: Well, if you can sell him--when he beats on the table with his shoe,

people listen. the superintendent beats better than the rest of us.

Comment: There's also-a clOe relationship to the community, when you start

reaching the local schools

Answer: Following along these lines, each of us could go back to our respec-

tives6hoOls and set up an evening seminar series, a weekend seminar series de-

signed sO3cifically for our .faculty on our campus, perhaps ,as reference points on

how they M4ht bring environmental awareness into their courses.

Comment: 'Most of us are edudeted in a specific area and I
think that many of

us have been'afrid.Linmy case, to step.into the humanities - -to pretend to sug:

gest to them that you might change your course. Who aw I from science to say to

you in English, you ought to teach this? I think we've perhaps been-afraid to

get a big heavy boot and .stomp it on the table. .

Question: Why do you insist on it being'aange? This is aninterjection

, into-what they are'already teaching. 'People think, if I. change, it means ( won't

have a class to teach. Well, that's a lot of baloney. I can take a course in

quality of literature and I can interject it in there, expand it. Maybe I have

five areas to covar in a semester. Stick a sixth, one in there. You're not chang-

ing anything, you're just adding to it.

Comment: Don t you think that there's-S-1ot of this going on anyway? -Because

we have people in conomicswe have people in geology, we have people \in art, we

have people in Eng ish, physics, chemistry, biOlogy, all pushing that environmental

o-
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'angle, and we're beginning to work together and coordinate....

Comment: I also remember a phone call we had not very long ago, from. the eco

nomists at the University of Washington who refused to work with the civil engi-

neers Or people in atmospheric sciences, and ;they're juSt not going to have any

more meetings with them. And that was it. I looked back to the previous meet.-

irigs to see what Icibds,,',of interpersonal relationships had developed, but .at the

university level people are so locked in sometimes kop their disciplines, and they

really do 'refuse, even at a party, a social event....

Answer: Maybe that's why we can get a community college to enter/in, there's

more intercommunication between the groups at that level.

Comment: There's an awful loth of awareness that doesn't seem to take. I can

recall In some 11 year's at Washington St'ate.University we had several student -

generated meetings on things related to. the environment. It didn't matter if it

was students or faculty or who it was, after the meeting they tIailed their candy

bar wrappers down the walk like everyone else. They took the same shortcut across

the lawn that everyone else did.: 1/think we have a level of Awareness, but 'it's

not a constant.level of awareness,// that- the things we do every minute of the day

are part of our environment. //

FOr example, if the public didn't wantthe aluminum t4ow-away,pop can, you

couldn't self. them. I don't.think weneed legislation, /I think we need a boycott'

at the Cash register; but until you get people sold on It, you Cant get the boy-

cott. I would imagine'that the total advertising budget of, one of the major pop
, r

companies is.directed at gaining another.2 percentof the market. And if they

.faced fosing,their whole shaPe of the market, if pebple wouldn't buy it nnless

\ it was in a returnable bottle, possibly they woulp
7
turn around overnight.. I'm

pretending'to solve the solid waste problem, but.--..xou can only sell.in the market-t

place what the people are ready to buy.

Comment: If we are already environmentally aware, as somebody else said, why

aren't we doing this? Why are we so tolerant of legislative changes that say,

."Let's not clean up car pollution for two/more years." Or, ."Let's rescind our air

'quaJlty bill of 1970, because now.we ha4r.6 an overriding concern." Why are we so7";

prone to accept it when someone says, Environment can cOst...."Ahich we've been

told is really -less than one percent,..:fiand that's why this plant is being.shut

doWn." And me as the collective pul/lic accept that. I think that on one level,

we are environmentally aware. On ,another level, we are still not environmentally

concerned.
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Question: What can We as educators do to promote being.concerned, to care?

Answer: You have to give them a living example. We can speak of the starva-

tion'in the other parts of the world, we can
speak ofthe ruination and the de-

foliation of:landscape over in Asia. And it's not going to involve u9s4at all.

You need to show-them pictures of the Dakotas; If it's not in their own back-

yard, their stomachs are still full.

question: Are we going to spend the afternoon wailing about why we as

viduals haven't solved all the problems? We've had some pretty.good presentations

here aboUt how yoLs train technicial's
and can, in a small area, imprOve the environ-

s, ment. In Illinois in the comilsg spring an
authorization will be given to all com-

.munity colleges to establish an environmental resource fund which can be anything,

it can be nothing or it can be a whole lot, depending bn the individuals, the

school and so forth. It may be started with released time of one faculty member,

A but that tan .be the catalyst within the. school to improve the exposure of inter-

disciplinary environmental awareness: It could be all sorts of potential programs

vo
about working with the community, working with special training in relation to the

geOgraphital 'location of the school.

Question: Is this being state funded?

Answer: It will be funded by the individual
school and once again, they will

be authorized td do. it. Hew swell it is funded depends on what the individual

school will do. 'It's..up to you whether'you can promote it with your board,- your

administration, whether that particular environmental subject is established, what

slou can generate among yourselves in terms of
services. you render - -to local.pUblic

organizations or to-industry, and so forth. ,It's not going to be just a -grant

- handed Out, it wont -be utopia tomorrow. It will be jut something to operate on

within existing. resources.

Proctor: I ought to make a clarifying remark, I think, and One of warning.

That is, do not spread yourself too thin. Don't attempt, to do'200spercent'of what

you can get done. Don't.let your enthusiasm. for solving probleMs convince 'every-

body you're going to have-them solved ,tomorrow.. Besause if you tell them you

will, they'll expeCt that you will and this is where I'was very. naive. All I- .

have to,.do is. call 23 community collegeS and I'll have courses the state.

And six weeks later you're still trying to find
out who to talk to, at such and

such a place. By .that time:they expected 20 of those courses to be going.',
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Question: Getting back to the programs, what about transfers? DO your stu-'

dents transfer to a four-year program or do they stay pretty much with the pro-

gram where they are? How do they feel once they start to become successful?

Answer: I'm getting more and more students who are transferring. I'm getting

1
a surprising number, of students who get a tech degree knowing they are going on,

which really surprises me. A.lot of credits are not accepted and.that makes it

tough to come in there, either after you've gone through the program or at the

beginning, and say, "I'm going to get'a technical degree"--5ay, 50 or 100 hOurs,

knowing that only 15 of them are going to transfer. But a lot of them feel it's

worthwhile to have a background where they can do something when they're'going to

.school or during the summer; or it simply gives them a better understanding of

what's Going en in the sciences; in this case, it's worthwhile to. do it.

Now, what helps a lot, and its kind of an ironic thing, one of the benefits
1

of the Vietnam War is'that we have a lot of 'GI's with the GI Bill who can-afford'

to do this kind of thing. In other words, spend a lltle bit longer in school

than they.normally would, 'and they have some way to support theMselves.

Some schools are doing all they can to accept as many credits as they can.,

betause they're in trouble. Western Washington State College' is in trouble re-

garding the number of students. And so they're making it easier to-accept some

other credits, for instance if a student h'ad a couple ofc.4uarters in electronics

and maybe physics, they might accept that as the required tw9-44akers of physics

they'd take there normally.

Question: I would like to ask:have you done any work coordinating with the

four-year. colleges in relation to this?* What'are the results?

-Answer:: Very good. ._They're trying to think,Pbout some ofAhese courses, for

instance a Chem technology series, which is a three quarter series.. M6st students

there are required to take quantitative and qualitative analysis, and the college

is willing to accept this for quantitative analysiS, for instance.

Question: What does this do to the job market,. to people who ate looking for

the two-year graduatesp if they transfer?

'Answer: There aren't many transferring - -in my case probably two or three out

of 25, and I'll probably have 30 this year. And:the job market's there. I guess

the problem.is that some schools feel that we're taking positions that Would nor-

mally go to a four year 'graduate. That sometimes creates a problem, particularly

when. -our students are working with that university on a jqb,'and they feel,
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"This guy is going to finish with a
two-year degree and take a position that one

of our four-year Bachelor Of Science people might ge." And I.don't know how to

answer that, except by just turning out the best people that we can and if some-.

body wants to use them in place of your people....'

Comment: I would answer that with, "Isn't that tough."'

Answer: Yes, but when you're relying-on
their, facilities for training, you

have to be a little more subtle.

Question: What would industr'y do if they needed these trained people and they

*weren't available? Would they set up their own training prograM? Hire people and

then, train them?

Answer: .Most of them haven't recognized the peed for those people yet. But

"'when they/recognize it, they'll have to do something to get them. You need some -

.thing like seven to ten technicians to do supporting Work for a good scientist,

and we've been turning them out the other way' around--about seven scientists

for everyone good technician. We're in a transition period, and it's going to be

very rugged..

Proctor: Going hack to the question of transferring, in the preparatory pro-

'gram in water and wastewater technology atGreen River Community. .College, both

Water and wastewater courses add up to a total of 45 credits,of which only two

carry a number. high enough even to be considered for transfer credit.. I'm devot-

ing My' efforts to putting people in water and wastewater treatment plants, not to

encouraging them to use that as a steppingstone to somewhere else. If they want

1b step, like anyone else they can start at a four -year college and;go. 'I have

no, objection to that. But my purpose, my mission is to lee that the water and

wastewater utilities are adequately staffed to -WO the needs of society. Pp

,extremely selfish. I am not looking particularly
'at;the needs'of the technicians,

I'm looking ai-the needS of society for thosepeople.

"
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Session 9

ENVIRONMENTAL INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH--HOW CAN IT BE DONE?

John M. Neuhold

The substance of this presentation is Lased on personal experience in a vari-

ety of management positions for a variety of organizations from governMental to

abademia. It is characterized as preaching what is practiced.

A definition of "interdisciplinary research" is appropriate to start off the

presentation. Comparing this term with "multidisciplinary research" will be

helpful in this regard. Multidisciplinary research can be said to require dif-

. ferent disciplines working independently of each other until a given level of.

aChievement is reached, at which -dime synthesis may occur across the-individual'

efforts. Many fields of endeavor produce multidisciplinary products in the, form

of knowledge. This quite often results froethe normal funttioning of the system

in the ahpmce of a purposefully conceived interdisciplinary,approach, Sometimes;

'quite fortuitously, asynthesizing genids.comes along and applies the necessary

insight to fashion a new concept, theorY'or law froM relatively disjointed.indi-

viduel efforts, perhaps producing the basis for another field of inquiry.

Interdisciplinary research is defined,. in contrast, as the same process, but

greatly accelerated. Basically, we speed up the process' by pividing tools, in-

eluding an environment which promotes rapid interdisciplinary communication dur-

ing all phases of the effort. A goal is first identified afteriWhich effective

lines of communication are established. Given that. an interdisciplinary effort

would be expeditious in addressing a- problem, the different disciplines and indi-

viduals to be involved in solving the problem must be identified.: A procedure

then is implemented which creates the kind, of environment which facilitates rapid,
,

almost instahtanebus, communication across disciplines.

An interdisciplinary effort is generally algorithmic, wherees a multidisiplin-
.

ary effOrt is essentially, iterative in nature. In the interdisciplinary effort,

progress assessment goes on constantly, while in the multidisciplinary effort it

does not occur until substantial effort has been placed into the project. The

interdisciplinary eff.dt can. often foresee blind alleys or new directions and

John M. Neuhold is Director of the Ecology Center and Professor of Wildlife
Sciences at Utah State University, Logan.' He is also director of The Institute
of Ecology, with offices in Washington, D.C.
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Make immediate adjustments, while the multidisciplinary effort mtjst await a syn-

,

thesiS of the results before.hese'decisions can be glade. This often means-start-

ing'411 over again: Theoretically the interdisciplinary effort, by virtue of con-

stant communication, is sensitive to all input can modify its function to ---

effiCiently,meet a6iven goal.

1deologically, con organization*is a system which facilitates people working

together to accomplish a"given mission or task. There are several primary Charac-

:-teristics inherent.to every:organization. These can be identified as (1) a corn-.

muniCation network which is not entirely independent of either;, (2) an.authority

or decision,-making structure;'(3) a reward structure; and (4) a mission or a task,

i.e., a set of goals and obdoctives the organization tries to achieve. Above all,

an organization is made up of people, .and this "people"component" is ofpaaMount'

importance. A common characteristic Of thinking administrators is a concern for

the quality of his people, the well being of hispeople, and the environment in

which his people work:. If People are willing to work together for a common set.

of goal$, the work will get done. Care-Must be taken to optimize resource,alloca-

tion c.Pch that excessive organizational or structural input does not detract from

or prevent'organizatimalfunction. Maximum emphasis on organization as such will,

defeat the functional purpose Of-the system, which is to produce a product.

'The size of the organization is'alsd_importani in this regard. Consider a

large .interdisciplinaryprogram, on the order of 100 people; Olen the entropy or

the cost of maintaining a communication network becomes high relative to the

total project in terms of dollars. This results in reduced output. The system"

produces less as entropy increases, r

The Converse is also true. That is, if you get a group that is so small,

three or fobrpeople,.then the responsibility of communication falls on-eachof

the individuals. In other words, each of the individuals has to carry apart of

the administrative load, detracting from direct project activity.- So a smaller :

system also has high entropyrelative to the total amount of dollars going into

that pariCular system.

Intuitivelone would expect -am- optimum between. the very large and the very

S611 intdrdisciplihary,;OfortS. In ecology efforts, this tends toward 10

., .or peopleca-nd'at our current level of buying Power-, something qn the order of

$400,000.to $500,000 par year Ah organization of this size. can effect maximum

communicdtibh" witti,least cost in terms,of Maintaining an administrative structure,

to accomplish communication.. This may vary from project to project, depending on'

the kinds of questions asked. i Generally; however, 'it is easy to maintain a cOm-

-..
municatibn network among 10 or 12 people as opposed to 100 people. And-the cost-,

relative to the total .dollar income; is relatively small.

The International Biological Program-Biomes, which were of, the order of.100

people and $1:5 to $2 million dollars:each, provide us with experience in large,,
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(for ecologyrganizationOk The problems' in maintaining a good
e

system,.at least ihitlally, weyg almost overburdening.
t.

implementing

of time went into

implementing and maintaining a communications effort, Consequently the Output,

especially during the first two or. three Years of each project, was, low. It was
.

not until 'individuals within each group had become familiar with each other, to

the, extent that they did not overtly have to make the effort at communication,

that the productivity began to flow. It took about three years to learn how\to
, .

coeunicate effectively.

The organization must accomodate this-communication need and can do so effi-'s,.

clentlY bY.incorporating -communication Processes into one of its goal-oriented. \
objectives. Once the attention of the, group; is focused upon the goal, the Scopeo

and mode of communication'Is'established. For example, ecologically oriented -.-,

programs with the objective of synthesizing a.mpdel (an ecosystem simulation)
4

can use the model as a ideal vehicle forfocusing the attention of the group..

If the modeling effort is, made central to'the overall project, it beconies an auto-

matic tool to force oommunication. CommUnication continues to be imPOrtant for

the duration of the. roject, and as people become `familiar with each other over

time, communicatio reases' and the organization functions as,a cohesive unit.

The process of familiarization is perhaps worthwhile looking at in more

detail. An interdjwiplinary group assembled to address a complex' question goes

through a process not unlike that experienced bv,those familiar with group dynam-

ics irnshort term sessions. A question or theme is-identifd. A convener calls

'people from salient .disciplines together to address the queStion. The behavior

of such a group in Session is initially characteristically territorial (everyone,

wants everyone else in the group to learn of and accept,hit'.coMPetence). The

Wise convener allows this to happen. The process not only allows for ego-

reinfecement but it identifies perspective and jargon differehcei-differences

Which have to be resolved before effective communication can occur.
e.

The second phase involves the identification of the intellectual leader who,

.may or may not be the convener. The-individual who e5presses himself best and

who deMonstrates synthesizing capability is usually identified'as such and is ac-,

cepted-by the group. Once the intellectual leader is accepted, entree is made

into a third phase in which the individuals:df the group meld, their identities,

territorial aspects are foregone; and the group getkon with,the interdiscipltn-

ary work. R
164b,

The process is involved, sometimes subtle, and if takes time., The larger the

group, themore divergent its individuals, the more time and organizational struc-

ture it takes.

Another important aspect of succe3sful inte isciplinary work is the identifi-

cation, creation, and maintenance,of a suitable, workin nvironment. Physical and

temporal proximity which foster casual and incidental Contact is 'essential. The
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leader of an interdisdplinary program tries to accomodate th%effort by group-

ing his people together, providing services which maximizetime on direct project

activities, and rewarding individuals for their part in the effort. Taken one

step further, the institutional environment in which interdisciplinary programs

are encouraged to develop and flqurish embodies many of the same characteristicsTf'r

access to,individuals across department lines, strong and empathetic services and

rewards for interdisciplinary successes.

It is interesting to note that universities with good records of,success,in

interdisciplinary activity are often, land grant institutions, problem solution

oriented in their research programs, with mixes of cosmopolitan faculty in con-

servative NW settings. In this kind of environment people have to lean on

each other socially as well as professidnally: They learn each other very well.

Each other's works, personalities, and heeds aremore fully understood. In short,

much of the preliminary, territorial process
incumbent in'group dynamics-is al-

rleady accomplished and entering interdisciplinary activities becomes eaier.

The traditional view of universities, however, is not that amenable to the

development orinterdisciplinary activities. If they are, it is- in the "soft

money" institute mode. Little truly hard money support is made available. Tra-

ditional structure, of a university is under departmentalized disciplinary lines.

Rewards are gained by individuals for
accoMOlishments 'within the discipline and

services to the department: Departments seek to gain reputation as centers of

excellence in their. disciplines. They are rewarded by their peer coMmunity with

'recognition. They accrue to themselves excellent graduate student resources,.

They compete' successfully in competition for grants and contracts. For these

accomplishments the university administration rewards departments with Preferred

treatment in its resource allocation. Departments in turn rewardtheir members

with tenure, promotion, and salary increases. The system is strongly institution-

alized in Academia with several centuries of precedence.

Interdisciplinary programs detrdct from this- traditional view. Sharing alDro-

ductive faculty membel with
anotherdiscipline in another department dilutes pro-

duction within the department. The credit for grants and contracts produCed by

interdisciplinary.efforis cannot be fully accounted for by the department. A

student in an interdisciplinary program
is not as clearly a student of the botany

department as he is a 'student of the interdisciplinary program. Thus a faculty

memb0., Particularly a young,,untenured One, finds himself in a hazai-dous posi-

tion if he op&to go the interdisciplinary
route in terms of traditional depart-

mental rewards. A department simply cannot bask as fully in the glory of holis-

tic, interdisciplinary efforts as it can in the traditional, reductionist, dis-

ciplinaryones.

Society, however, places continuing demands on academia--demands which reflect

its own increasing complexity, demands
and questions which cannot be met by any-
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single discip1ine. Knowledge produced by disciplinalry efforts, too is increasing

to a level where synthesis becomes not only possible but imperative under the

pressure which society is generating. Thus a dilehao is posed--institutional

disciplinary traditionalism opposed to institutional interdisciplinary non-

traditionalism.

.Disciplines are departmentalized because they have the basic element of

integrity. This element of truth must be tested ever more rigorously fot the

discipline to exist. It can be argued that interdisciplinary efforts require

the input.of the disciplines with their inherent integrity and thus are not_less

truthfUl. The potential, however, exists that a greater truth can be discovered.

Thus, both become important. The rigor and standards set by disciplines must be

applied to interdisciplinary efforts, but not in an infilexible way. One does

not kill the child before it is born.

Traditional attitudes are, changing but perhaps not fast enough. Multiple

'authorship is more acceptable now than it was 20 years ago. Sharing pieces of

grants and contracts is more acceptable now as well. Yet the rate at which

interdisciplinary efforts are successfully undertaken appears paingakingly slow.

Those institutions which have been successful in their interdisciplinary ef-

forts have been so because they have been sensitive to traditional departmental-

ism while at' the same time nurturing the fledgling. Some of the salient features

of these programs include (1) a hard money.funded institute with which to buy the

time of faculty resident in departments; (2) assignment of graduate students to

departments in which the major professor holds tenure; (3) agredment among depart-

ments for standards of performance; (4) an operating fUnd which departments can

tap ?Or their associated faculty; (5)'participation in control of the interdisci-
r

plinary effort, and (6) a credit allocation system recognized by the central ad-

ministration for research grants and contracts earned by the interdisciplinary

effort.

Proghams nurtured under this type of. system pose no threat to departmental

structure.' In fact, previously unrecognized benefits often accrue in the form

of additional flexibility in terms of both operating budgets and diversity of

faculty. When.departments build into their statement of goalsthe willingness

to step over departmental boundaries and be helpful, the institution is well on

its way to the type of an environment in which interdisciplinary work can be ac-
,.

complished successfully. Under those circumstances, the grassroots faculty mem-

ber with thefreedom and the rewards to interactwill,and will do so withsuccess.
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Session 9

COSTS OF INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH --

PROCUREMENT. VIEW

Panel: Brian Mar, Jane McCarthy, John Neuhnd

.,..

McCarthy: I'm Jane McCarthy, and the reason I'm at this table is that for

four years I was a consultant4to the Ford Foundation. Ipu t gether-or,monitored
C1(

.six grants fo'r the Ford Foundation and their Resources and EnV ronment Program

in the general area of interdisciplinary research on waste management. These were

grants to local and regional governMent, and all of them had, or all but one had,

a strong component of university involvement. Part of the idea.was to see if the'

university could be of some assistance in the environmental area to the normal:

workings of government. We came a cropper in several, and there are some inter-
.

esting lessons. I suppose that these observations bring me to the symposium.

Mar: I'm Brian Mar, and I'm with the Envir6nmen& Institute. I'm up here,

I,guess, because I was pari, of the planning committee, and we couldn't' convince

the people that would like to buy these types of projects to come. The other

reason is to show.yoUliowimportant this project is, 'that the funding agencies

have at least agreed to spend the 'type of money John was talking about to find

out how you do interdisciplinary research,,just tostudy,research. We are trying

to determine-hOw to do that. There are 'people at this conference. from eight dif-

ferent projects, all with.studies like this, asking, "How do you study research,

particularly interdisciplinary research ?" might be able to add a little in-

sight to those types of problems.

I think I'd like to ask both John and Jane about this, and John in particular,

take off your Utah hat and put on, your old National Science Foundation haemaybe,
.9

and comment with me. I've noticed in working with people who do these kinds of

projects that the Ford Foundation actually tried to help the groups form, where

at NSF the .groups had to sort of flyby themselves. 'We might just compare these

Frank Corrado, of the Environmental Protectign Agency, Region V, was the
moderator for Session 9.

Brian Mar is. Professor in the Department of bivil Engineering and in. the
Institute for lnvironmental Studies, University Of Washington.
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two styles to find out wheAer from the Ford expdHence you need thioutside

catalyst to get an' interdisciplinary group, or
whether.John from the NSF thinks

you might conclude that the universities know, enough to get off the ground by

themselves.

McCarthy: We had to f6nn the :groups because governments do not tradition-

ally go to private foundations for money.
We wanted to stay out of the univer

sity arena because we thought part of the experiment was to see what the lOcal

gOvernment would do. Wg actually didn't stay out in two of them. We gave to the

universities. One was the University of Hawaii, and the other was the University

of. British Columbia, both of
them'iiiodeling simulation grants and both of them

much more along the lines of the kinds of things that you're talking about.

Mar: I'ye noticed that Hawaii has gone through a lot of evolution.

.-

McCarthy: All of hem went through a tremendous evolution. I think one of

the lessons for a funde, is perspective,
because what you thought was going to

happen never does. So you have to be very comfortable and flexible as a funding

agency if you want-to play in
thfiballpark, and be sure not to pull the rug out

because the rules have been changed. You can be yery sure that the rules are

going to change. Did you have that problem?

L

Neuhold: You bet. Every one'of our interdisciplinary programs changes its

goals and its objectives. as it'moves along. Wut 1. think that's characteristic of

an interdisciplinary program: That has to be an outcome or else it's not func-

tioning right.

,---

McCarthy.:, Pebple gOt ladrt. One'person got
fired. YOU have to realize that

you're affecting people's lives in a very direct way.

Neuhold: I would say in response to
Brian's question that the only time I

.
would put human,i-esources to work on a

developmental proposal is when I have a '

Peeling that there's a relatively good probability of
getting the money. If I

feel that we/have a 60% chance of.success, then I'll put the dollars and peoples'

,

time ip on it. That assumes, of course,
that the money is available, that a

funding institution is willing to listen to you in this particular area, and

that ypiPve done some.groundWork. A lot of effort has to be expended; 'and-that -

I take on as my own responsibility. I don't put my faculty to work on proposals.,

unless I really have to call in some expertise to develop these proposals on the

Cd/ngressional scene or on the foundation` scene. This means'that, from
conception

/of,an idea until the time that something actually does happen may take anywhere
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from five to ten years. When I function in that pgrticular mode I don't dolt

by myself., obviously; I do it-with the others,. my peers and my national commun,

,ity and sometimes international community to see that it's accomplished. That

kind,of effort is useful in itself, in that if a pot is finally created that you

can draw on, you can start plowing money into your. program to address, that parti-

cular pot.

Question: You said that you have $2.7 million, was that'the figure you gaVe?

And one-third of that came from the university?

Neuhold: One -tenth came from the university.

Question: Where did the rest to from? Are these government agdncies, are

they businesses? Who is coming to you for work?

Neuhold: Who are we going to for work? Ni'tional Science Foundation, EPA,

Fish and Wildlife Service, Forest Servite, Bureau of Land Management, Corps of

Engineers, Ford Foundation,. Rockefeller Foundation, Battelle Memorial InStitute.

There's another principle I follow, an ecological principle; and that is to keep

diversity.

Mar: Jane, what do you think about thisZjhere's been some bad reaction to

interdisciplinary'research. Are the funding agencies gun-shy now when univer-

sities come in with so-called interdisciplinary proposals?

McCarthy: I can't speak for funding agencies in general, but Ford's still

active. Foundations are very political and there's been- a change-in the "leader-

ship.in'the resources and environment section Of-the:Ford Foundation. I would

say that it's still interdisciplinary. But as I said earlier today, it's very

important to go in,and tell people what you're doing. Milat is going to be funded

in the next two years.is- probably known now. So if you want to get in the Pipe-

line, establish any kited of credibility, start making your contacts and get in,

not to present a proposal but to say, "Gee, thought you might be interested in

knowing."

Question: I know all threefyou have a vast array,of,experience on some

different ways of interdistiplinary'research. Have the results- been worth the

cost?

2l4
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Mar: We have through those monies changed,a lot of people who used to be pure

disciplinarians into at least entertaining the thought that interdisciplinary

work is touchable. The other thing is that we've created a group of this kind

of people that can judge each other's work. Before, there was a total vacuum. I

don't think you could get a decent review, an evaluation of whether something

was good or not. Now you've created a huge human resource which can be tapped

and.made productive Prior to that time, you didn't have the human resource. If

you'.re willing to count that as a tangible output, I think that there's a lot

more of that than any particular pieces of knowledge:

Neuhold: The evaluation isn't really complete yet. I'm talking specifically

about the International Botanical'Prograrn effort: Something like $40-50 million

has been spent on that particular program since its inception, and by the time

it's.finished, another two years from now, Weill probably have plowed fairly

close to $60 million into that effort.

SoMe theories, and insights .in the synthesis sense, that. we have gained

-Make that expenditure worthwhile. Had we waited, u.t..:oubtedly these things would

have cropped up anyway over the years. My guess is that we've-probably compacted

the time from something like fifty years down to ten years of effort, and to me

.
that's' a worthwhile expenditure of funds. That is by no means all of the research

output since, as I say, we're still not throughthe final process of synthesi.S.

a lot more is expected to come out of it. When you consider how much it took 0

put a man on the moon for example,. in terms of research and'development funds fn

.
a ten-year span, we've gained a lot pretty cheaply: That's an intuitive evalua-

tion',.it's not based on complete information by any means.

Question: If someone did ask us, how would weluantify-the benefits and

relate them to the ceste-It's'extremly difficult in a way to ask for the bene-

fitcost evaluation tote done before research is undertaken.

Mar: You can always say that in any venture you have a learning curve. And

on these interdisciplinary things the learning curve has its maximum deficit

about feu or five years out, and a lot of projects are cut off in their third

year. IBP made it td five.

Neuhold: Seven, actually.

.Mar: They're coming out now, they're being positive. But in a lot of these

things you have to be willing to accept that risk, that there is a very costly

learning .curve that is probably very high for three years. Unless you're willing

to wait it outpast the fifth or sixth year, you may hot get anything other than

the people I suggested.
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'McCarthy) I don't have any comment on that because ours were all very

Short-term,and it's all learning curve for us. But I would like to ask John a

question, and that is, in an operation that you're running with a variety of

funding sources and a substantial amount of money, I'm curious as to whether

you ran into the same problem that we ran into in one of our projects which has

to do..with the long-term versus the short-term payout. Thts brings you to this

interminable excruciating,discussion on the prOuct versus the process. Do you

. have a problem with that, or did you res0.46-thatf

Neuhold:. I think we resolved it. We made a decision that we,would not allow

short-term efforts except in very special circumstances and then usually where

they complement some of our other efforts, where they're probably necessary in-

'put to the other areas.

McCarthy: So you're not going to do any contract work?

Neuhold: Virtually none. We have some contracts but even they are fixed-

/price contracts', and we're involved heavily in the- criteria setting, the Speci-

ficatHons. If anybody wants to get into.short-term work; he does it strictly

on his own time.

Question: This may not specifically relate to the whole question of tnter-

disciplinar9 research, but it's important to many people who are at this con -

Terence. Some agencies don't like, funding university research because of the

increasingly higfi overhead that universities are taking off the top. He quoted

figu-res currently at 17 percent, which sounds riCticulous

:Neuholdi Well nb, it's not; Ws very realistic. What the agencies have to

understand is that they're buying a lot for 17 percent. For example, putting a

proposal together, the money necessary to put a proposal together, the released

time of people is essentially an overhead cost.-Werve calculated the Insti-

tute of Ecology, which is not at my academic institution but is a hemispheric 7

wide consortium' of. institutions, that we spend something .on the order of one

person-month for every $10,000 generated. This is a $25,000 per year person. So

it's cost us about 10 percent of what we bring n simply ferthe time involved.

This dqes not count the physical 'support facilities, all this sort of thing.

17 percent is not unreasonable. And if you take some of the organizations that

work in these programs, the Battelle Memonial 'Institute for example, their over-

head -rates run at 130 percent.
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Mar: This is one.of the reasons were running this NSF management study,

to find out what it really costs to prepare an interdisciplinary proposal and

then, what's worse, what is the cost to keep that team glued. together while it's

going through this learning process, which is a very expensive.investment.. lost

of this has been bought in the past by a lot of agencies out of the hides of

the faculty. We've had to work day and night to keep these things going and no-
.

body has recognized it, eithbl' the funding agencies or the institution's that .

we're working for.

Question: Can you suggest ways in which this interdisciplinary research

has been most fruitful and successful, not just in terms of cost- benefit, and

also can you suggest any areas that are ripe and in need of it?

Neuhold: Its kind of an amorphous questionpecause :interdisciplinary work

depends.on the kinds of questions thwrare asked.' One that comes to mind right

now is, the world food question. A lot of talk has beer going on, a lot of dire

predictions have been made about population increases and the. question ofovorld

food, and what impact they will have on our environment. It is not a simple

question; its a very tough' question. I was talking recently with people at

Environment Canada, the Canadian environmental protection agency. .They had esta-

blished in'their group.an advanced concept center, which is staffed,by a.philo-

sopher, economist, sociologist, ecologist -- a whole mix of people. Their job is

basically-to seek out those environmental questions which Canada as a nation is

going to be facing 20 years from now. They found that one of the questions that

was addressed to them,was, "How-large a population can Canada sustain and main -

tain its food independence?" They predict that Canada?can Ooduce enough food

to,maintain something like 38 million people. But if they grow to that level:

they lose their world position, they no longer have 'anything they can trade

outside only food, but also .fiber, which is their main export item. They'

will 'be using all of, that for themselves too, so they will lose their world

trading position. So, they!ve had to adjust that dowo,to something on the order

of 27 or 28 million. My point is that looking toward the future will identify

those interdiscipliary typeS of efforts that have to take place. In this par-

ticular case, a single-order interaction, you are looking. not only"at demography,

'you're looking at economics, you're looking at the agricultural aspect, the-

timber aspect and so on, four areas all represented by an assortment of discip-

lines that Will haveto work out that, particular question, just on that one-

order interaction. It's that sort of thing that you'd have to look at in the

fUture.

.'The other part,of your question has to d6 with those types of interdiscip-

linary efforts that have gone on and solved sore problem's. The Department of
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DefenSe has done a lot of this kind of thing, put interdisciplinary research

and development teams together in the research to come up with achievements in.

armaments, strategy development, this sort.of thing. NASA of course has done

that for th'e man on the moon. Those are heavily interdisciplinary efforts,-

Question: What kinds of projects have.you been wOrking'on? Maybe'that'

would giveme a better idea.

Neuhold:, One of our major projects is the desert biome. That particular

project has essentially to do with bringing the ecological knowledge of the

. desert system up to a point where we can predict what will with different

kinds'of perturbations. in that system. I've got about three efforts going on in

quatic ecology dealing with similar aspects. We're trying to bring oUr know-

ledge in aquatic ecology up to a predictive level. In geographic distribution,

I'v got work in.the Aleutian Islands and in the Rocky. Mountain region,princip-

ally. e've got some projects in Egypt and Tunisia dealing with advancing desert

systems. How_can we predict, and what kinds of methods and management recommen-

datians can we comeUii-Wttn; foreS611 the advance of the Sahara Desert on

the arable portions af rbypt -- thing f this nature.

'Mar: Let me try to answer that question. I've Worked in a lot of.discip-

lines, and I don't think you can say what problems you shouldjfocus,on, or what

solutions you hafe wog. What I'd argue for is this: this symposium is about

,,education; there's one eduEational,aspect that we don't teach, and that's what

I call academic tolerance. It's the ability to not go,in front of your class and

say, "Everybody that isn't one of us is no good." What we, have to add in the

educational system is just the acceptance by each discipline that the othet

disciplines Have something to say, if we would da that and only that, we've

got it made. You can pull your groa together, you can focus them on any ques-,

tion you wan just like-John indicac'd -- the only problem we have is communi-

cation, we won't talk to each other: I know it because I've had to work in it,

and the way I operate is I best them at- the r own discipline. You go in, print

a paper in their journal; whi..h is simple, just have to .figure what their ,

7!

criteria are and grind it through, and 'then they'll, talk to you. That's ridic-

ulous. Everyone has sompthiag to say on a problem and.if we'd just listen to each

===. other we'd go z long way toward solving it. So that's how I'd answer your question.

Question: I'd like to ask John Neuhold a queStion. How do you staff the

interdisciplinary research projects? How many faculty "Jo you have involved?
. <

Did you develOp your own staff?
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Neuhold: From the academic point of view, what I do is support people in
4:.

resident departments. That is, I try to give the department the sense that they.

havd a stake.in,the ecolojPProgrg.i_not that theecologyyrogram has a.

in.them. In doing this, I'm then capable-dfinteyesting department faculty and
---.

'department heads Along with them in partitipating'fii My-provpm. I have money

that I can do this with. OlaVehard dollars that I can put into-faculty, buy

part of its time, help the department out in other ways. Generally speaking, in,

order-to mobilize people into an interdisciplinary project you have to match.

two components:. Wa willingness to work and 2) the conkidence which is needed.

/That'snot easy-to-do. Butat much as is possible with the faculty of 50 that-

,
I work with, I try to accomplish this, and with 50 peo le you've got consider-

/.

able - latitude in this area.

The faculty generally has split times,in teaching, and research.

From the federal point of view it's quite a different story, or from any

kind of an organized research laboratory whe0.e the only responsibility isre-;

search. There, of course; the reward Structure is setcup,so that you can reward

a guy for participating in a program. Then t becomes a matter of simply match-

:,-ing. personalities and getting people who can work together: There are some

people who simply can't work with other people and you've got to repognize that
,

and not try to bring them On those kinds of groups,
:

Question: You would prefer then, to mbunt an interdisciplinary program At

an academic institution by utilizing the resources of the university, r,ther

than by creating your own staff of interdisciplinary'people?

Neuhoid: That's definitely the way I'd prefer it.

.,

Comment: You've got a carrot and you've got a whip: He's in an administra-

I/

tive position over people and in the other hand he has hard dollars to.give4 .

them and they know that if he has the hard dollars plus the administrative post-.,

,tion.he's going to be here for quite awhile.

Neuhold: Yes, but you never want to beat a rabbit into eating a carrot.

Question: With these projects we have' two responsibilities which are very

clear. One is finding answers to questions, which is a commonly accepted uni-

versity.responsibility, and we paCkage those things in Ph.O. dissertations,

journal articles, and so forth. Orr the other hand,' We have a transfer respons-

ibility which is foreign to many universities. There is commonly no reward in

the system for transfer because tRre's.4110 journal article, there'S no disser-

tation 'on the part ofthe faculty or graduate students. ow with your type of
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unit, how do you use the incentive system 6 stimulate a staff which will be there

when the users want to use them, to make the transfers effective?'Getting one

step further doWn, when the users want to use graduate students they're someplace

else. They have other responsibilities andprobably",are working with someone

else.

Neuhold: That's a problem I'm wrestling with, and I haven't solved it. If

you're productive in putting together systems which can be transferred, which

can be addressed to aclientele of users, you can easily put yourself in the

position of spending a lot of yourtime doihg that transfer. It'-s important to

make that transfer. Looking at it from the self-se.ucing pOint of view, and main

taming a line. item coming out of the.state legislature, it's very important to

me. On the other handI cannot afford to put my faculty or'.nly graduate students

on Oiat transfer process when their function iS in fact getting the tools to

wotk with.- I guess one of the things we might have to.,think ofis developingthe

extension type of individual that Can accomplish that for us..That's sometilfg

we've really not addressed. It's not without precedent. The agricultural eXperi-

ment stations,have been doing this for years, a century.almost%.

Mart Well Jane, you might tell the how you have institutionalized the

transfer process.

McCarthy: The experiment that we have now going on in Hawaii is jointly.

funded by the Ford-Foundatton and NSF. The Ford Foundation is paying for the

transfer function. The reward system is built on the premise that the system is

sufficiently popular, so that .a line item in the Hawaii budget is probably com-

ing thrbugh:4PeOle can see a very definite institutional financial link as a

result of their direct participation in thetransfer. They build very crude

models, Crude in terms of the academic .d6mmunity, to answer specific questions.

asked by the citizens of a particular' geographic area in Hawaii, Kaneohe/Bay,

on various problems on the environmeet. What happens when a highway goes tkrough?

What is going tolbe the water runoff? It gets down to very, very fineAbings:

If you build. a junior high school, what does it do to a woman's backvird?.They've

answered some rather interesting types of questions and. it's a yen) popular pro-

gram within Kaneohe Bay. Those areas all transfer, and they're al7,1 out of the

university through this laboratory which is Called the: Hawaii Environmental

Simulation. Laboratory.

Mar: I've watched them evolve,'over time, and the tricks that they've used

are two. The first is that as part of the interdisciplinary team they bring the

client in, like state dePartments or local departments or citizens, they get fo
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participate in actually doing the research. The other(Mechanismis that they've

gone into_the two-year colleges to hold that body of information. After you've

developed it, thenyoa.transfer it there because that's where the citizens are

coming back fqr continuing education. It`s in that commt/ty group, and then you

may end up training the community teachers' to pass it on, and so you set up.a

progression which is a,good-modei, at least. It's a:Model- that has worked.

McCarthy: It's interesting. They started at the low level of pollution, in

terms of geography.- They're still doing that but they're new also on broader

issues, thd big 'policy questions that are being asked by the Hawaitlegislature,

on the carrying 136p-city of, the area, and to on.

Neuhold: I have been experimenting with that .same mokin the Rocky Moun-

tain Environmenta1'Research Project, which is a problem assessment sort of

thing. We're ofthe. mind,and so was NSF (RANN) that just doing a problem assess-

ment, printing it in,a book'and putting it .On a shelf someplace won't get you

very far. So-we're interested in seeing that the output of the project is imple-

mented somehow. An effort is being made in implementation, and I have been using

this technique of involOng the citizen in'the project itself, 'as well as the

adMinistrative types in the agencies that are in positions to affect,and effect

policy. In addition to that, we've designed_an extension effort as a part of

the project which basically 'deals with our. output and transfers it to governors'

planning offices, state-legislators and congresSmen from the area in regional

seminars. Then there's a follow-up eValuation to_see if-We've been successful

in transferring any of this. The thing that attracted me to the extension Part

of it was the follow-up effort to evaluate whether or not we were successful in

the,process. That'S what appealed to me as a resear;Ch-administrator-of the uni-

versity.

t . Comment: We have is program in Massachusetts where "the state Department. OT,

Public Works has hired the university to do certain of their own work. They've

hired atiout $1 million a year worth of effort. One program is to assist in.im-,

proving their impact statements. They don't want any research at all, other

than state-of-the-art synthesis, but they,haven't constrained the university at

all, Basically ,they are hiring us to do their work for them becatise they don't;

have the_people to do it themselves, but they do have. money and I think this is

the.situation in which a lot of agglicies are finding themselves. We're doing

theirwork for theM and so far they've:let us do anything we want which they

plug into a program. This is probably a-oroq:withat can continue foreVer if

the university-wants it to, because the state'Will,never have the people that

can do the work it has.to do. My persOnal feeling is that there's going to be
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a lot more of this'. 'There's a lot of on-the-shelf knowledge that isn't being

applied anywhere, its just gathering dust.

Neuhold: If it becomet a part of the direct cost of aProjeet to extend 4

that particular Project, I think the 'effort would beffiadt, particularly if there

is some kind of evaluation ,involved in the research.

Comment: At this'time we're plannihg about 35 graddates. And I think next

year the program is goihg to at least double. The Virginia. Department of High-

ways has also almost completely transferred a great deal of its work to the

University of Virginia. The interesting thing about it l's that they expect
1,4

from us innovative and imaginative ways to do the work, not just a bUnch'of .

warm bodiescoming down and doing\things the same old way. And that's batically

What they're getting. ' so Ar they.,havenit,complained about it. I see a lot

more of that happening in the future\ The agencies are sick and tired of ddling

Out a whole hell, of a' lot of money every year for the same old thing. They're

looking for new ways to spend thAir monfy, and I think that, universities are

going to have,to find ways to focus m6re\on this translation mode.

Neuhold: I'd like to comment a little on that. 1 think the question of

transfer depends on what you're transferring. We do work with a permanent staff

'in the laboratory, .and the'refore wejlave continuity of people. We transfer a.

humber Of,kinds of.things and we do have part of the support staff involved,

high level technitians and some of'the tools we!ve developed, say in models

and so 'on--we,sell these in essence. TheSe are the,kinds of things that high

level technicians can handle and transfer tO'eventual. users so it isn't the

senior type of people that are involved in this.

Another type of transfer is one in which were now working with the Environ-

mental Protection Agency,_a project on the effect of coal-fired power plant

pollution on terrestrial ecosystems or grasslands, in particular in pontana.

:Here we do involve a number of the senior people in the program but welook at

this as an- extension of the work in grasgland,s, and you can look at ,pollutants

as a stress on the system. We're interested in stresses, so in'a sense its

still in the area.of fairly basic research. And yet we are trantferringour

,expertise to an agency that has a particular problem to sol,ie. I. don't think

there's a' single answer to the transfer question.

The other point is that we are steering clear of what could be considered

impact statement work. I giiess I feel personally that this is not a university

function. not the developmentof new,.information or hew insights to any

large degree. We've also had some private organiiations coming to us, indicating
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that they wouldn't appreciate our getting into thop areas. In other words, you

do run into competition with privately funded organizations when you get into

that area. And I question whether it's an area a university should pursue.

I
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Session 10

THE SOCIAL IMPACT OF ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION

Alan McGowan

It is a fundamental tenet of demgcracy that the people make the decisions.

It is important to emphasize this well-worked point because it is all too often

forgotten, and when remembered, abused. We remember all too well the abuses of

the 1950's, when innuendo replaced information. We are also all aware of the

rapid increase in recent years,ofthe amount of information placed under military

classification -- necessary foicerfain defense reasons, perhaps, but certainly a

situation in which abuse seems likely.

The existence of the information` classification system of the Defense

establishment- -and the strength with which it is enforced--tells us something

about the gotential impact of information. Unfortunately, once such .a system

issestablished, it becomes extremely difficult to dis-establish, since it is

discovered quite soon that the holding of information which another party does

not have enables the holder of the inlbrmation to wield a certain amount of

power. Thy greater the information gap, the greater the difference in Power.

Certainly it is true in the military sense. In time of 'War, the knowledge,

of military strategy is of extreme importance--the more one knows about the

enemy, and the less the enemy knows about oneself, the strongeraposition one-is

in.

The question I wish to raise here is related to the use of information in a

non-military, but perhaps nonetheless combative, situation. In other words, can

information--or,the lack of it--be used as a weapon, and if so; how?' More

importantly, perhaps, is the question of what are the issues raised by the use

of information as a weapon. My thesis is that information--or the exclusive

ownership of information- -can and is used as a weapon, and such use Constitutes

one of the most serious social issues of our time.

Consider a recent example. Vinyl chloride has been much in the news recently,

as Word of its extreme toxicity and carcinogenicity became known. A recentutwo-

Alan McGowan is President of the Scientists' Institute for Public Information
in New York pity.
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part series in the Wall Street Journal, however, tells us that in fact the

toxicity of vinyl chloride has been well known for some time--although not to

the workers in the plant--and that the chemical companies knew for six months

that Italian experimenters had shown that rats develop tumors when exposed to

low levels of vinyl chloride.

.
Vinyl chloride is used in the manufacture of polyvinyl chloride, called

PVC, a substance which has found increasing use since the end of World War II.

By the 12;15, the Wall Street Journal points out, most American households I

contained many products, such as containers, phonograph records and curtains,

made from PVC. Five billion pounds of PVC are manufactured in this country

annually.

Vinyl chloride is made from ethylene. a petrochemical. The vinyl chloride

is then heated in a pressure vessel and polymerized--made into larger, more

complicattid molecules--into polyvinyl chloride. There are many places where a

worker can be exposed to the chemical, including climbing into the vessels to

clean them periodically.

The first known discovery of the link between cancer and vinyl chloride, as

so often happens,, was made by accident. A Dr. John L. Creech, of Louisville,

Kentucky, had for years treated workers at a plastic factory which made PVC.

He had been concerned for some time about the number of factory workers who had

liverdisease; when he discovered that two workers in two years had died of

angiosarcoma of the liver, an extremely rare form of cancer, his suspicions were

aroused. When a third worker died of the same cause the same year as the

second, the danger was clebr.

The third worker died December 19, 1973. Researchers in Italy, however, had

discoverg4 by 1972 that 250 parts per million of vinyl chloride produced tumors

in rats. The industry standard at that time, with the exception of one company,

was 500 parts per million. Even though this Was known to American manufacturers

in early 1973; the secrecy with Which they were given the data prevented them

from disclosing the infoi-mation. As a result, government agencies, company
i

doctors and workers exposed to PVC were kept in the, dark.

When the human cases of angiosarcoma were announced, however, the resulting

publicit' sent tremors through the industry, as threats to close the industry

down cirmlated. The OccupatiOnal Safety and Health Administration has now set

a standard of 1 part per million averaged over eight hours, one five-hundredth

of the industry standard observed previously. It should be pointed out, however,

that 9,1 company did lower its standards to 50 parts per million some time before

this incident after some earlier questions were raised about vinyl chloride

toxicity.

We must remember that the workers, and even the company doctors charged with

maintaining some kind of health standards for the company's employees, were not
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aware of the demonstrated carcinogenicity of vinyl chloride. As a result of

this information gap, they were unable to do anything about the conditions under

which they worked.. It must also bepointed out that by 1945 vinyl chloride was

known. by some to be toxic; it was rejected as an anesthetic djring World War II

because it caused heart irritation in animals.

This is, unfortunately, an example of an all too common practice, particu-

larly in occupational health and saf4ty concerns: Here, the ;companies were able
.. i

to gain a political and financial advantage--albeit this time for an admittedly

short six-month time period - -by withholding information they had as to the toxi-

city of a Chemical to which workers were being exposed. It is also worthwhile

pointing out that the impact of the information, once it was Ireleased, was drama-

tic and immediate. In any event; the allowable levels of ex osure to a danger-

ous chemical were quickly reduced by an order of magnitude 0 the basis of infor-

mation made available to the public and to the workers inv ved. After further

testy results were released, the OSHA further reduced tpe allowable levels td,

1 part per million for an eight-hour period. The plastics companies claim they

cannot meet the standard and that trying to do so wir/ l be prohibitively expen-
1

sive. /

One might well ask why it took until 1972 for/researchers to test fOr the

carcinogenicity of a chemical in use since 19T especially one that was known

to be toxic. In this case,"the information was not available to the population

most involved- -the workers io the plant--because no one had taken the time or

effort to investigate the question. After the information was discovered, it

was withheld for a short time, again keeping it from the population most invol-

ved. The end result was the samehundreds of people exposed for a considerable
__. -

period of time to levels of a toxic chemical that is likely to cause cancer in

many.

Another recent and serious example of the impact of informationdr the

lack of it--is involves in the question of how the nation is going to meetc,its

need for energy. The Scientists' Institute for Public Information has for some

time been involved in alerting the public to the serious environmental and
-

safety hazards of nuclear power'. Despite the much heralded report.on reactor

safety headed by Or, Norman Rasmussen, touted by the AEC as demOnstrating the

near absolute Safety of nuclear reactors, there remain serious questions as to

the'real safety of such devices. When it became clear that the continued

reliance on nuclear power for much of the nation's eleZtricity supply demanded

a method to produce more fuel--since the uranium for the present reactors was

in short supply--and the AEC's answer to this was the complex and dangerous

"breeder" reactor, there wascause for some concern. But, they reasoned, there

was simply no alternative, since fossil fuels were running out at some point, and

we had to develop alternatives. The conventional wisdom at that time--about
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three to fivd years ago--was that solar energy would be nice if it were available,

but thaC'the technology was not available at the present time for its rapid

development. As recently as a year ago, an NBC White Paper on energy dismissed

solar energy'as being almost totally impractical, for currentuse.

Since we in the ScientistS' Institute haye always believed our job to be

making sure that all of the facts were before the people so that they,would'have

adequate alternatives from which to choose,-we decided to investigate this claim

e4 in a thorough way. We had learned long ago that since the world was ours, it

was too important to leave to the experts. We felt we had to find out really

what was known about sofa).- energy, and what pedple competent in the field felt

about its use, ignoring the conventional wisdom as reportedin the.lay press and

put fo ard by theAEC.

spetlfic motivation in this case was the preparation of comments on the

envir mental impact statement of the AEC!s whole breeder reactor program, an

impact statement forced by the successful pursuit of a suit against the AEC by

the Scientists' Institute and the Natural Resdurces Defense Council, a public

interest law firm which prepared the case. One of the requirements under the

National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA) was to explore the feasibility and

environmental consequendes of alternatives,to the propdsed program. In their

statement, the AEC claimed that solar energy was not sufficiently technically

developed to be an effective alternative to nuclear power, hence the need for r

the breeder. When we investigated the matter, we found that the AEC had delib-

erately withheld information pertaining to reliable estimates of the feasibility

of solar energy - information 4ich was 4trimental to their.case for the breeder

reactor.. On December 1, 1973, the chairman of the AEC, Dr. Dixy Lee Ray, had

submitted to the President a repot entitled "The Nation's Energy Future." To

provide the informatiori necessary to'the report, she convened a series of six-

teen subpanels, of which one, subpanel IX, was concerned with solar energy. It

was headed by Dr. Alfred E. Eggers, of the Nationa)Science Foundation.

'.The report of this subpanel, which.took all of the ava' able information on

solar energy, including two massive "state of the art' stu ies commissioned by

NSF, was exceedingly optimistic about solar energy. The f 11 wing table, taken

from the written testimony of the Scientists' Institute on he reeder program,

compares the estimates made by subpanel IX and others with hat ade by the AEC.

In every case, the estimates are considerably more optimistic, than those of the

AEC.

Largely through the aggressive efforts of members of the independent scien-

tific community, the situation appears at present to be changing, and in fact

provides an example of.the impact of accurate, up -to -date, objective information.

Although many people still think of solar energy as unattainable in the near

t future, a recent issue of the American Legion magazine tells the story of the
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A Sdmmary of the Potential of Solar Energy for Electrical Generation
According to the LMFBR Environmental Statement and Other Estimates

.

Possible Solar
Energy Contribution

(a)

LMFBR Draft
Environmental
Statement

.

OTHER SOURCES

(b)

Reoort of
Subpanel 9

(c)'`A

NSF/NASA
Report

(d)

-Mitre Corp.
,Report to

NSF

In the year 2000
(as percent projectg4
U.S. electrical demand)

1

Ultimate
(as {percent projected

.U.S. electrical' demand)

, .

Could Solar energy
be economically
competitive by 20001

v

(e)

No

"measurable
contribution"

(h)

.

minor

(e,i)

"Little
potential"

,21%

.

.

100% :

Yos

.(f)

... 5%

100%

Yes

(g)

.

8.4 - 14.7%

.

100%
.

Yes

I

Notes: (a) 'Draft -Environmental Statement, Liquid Metal,Fast-Breeder Reactor
Program, March 1974.

(b) The report one of 16 subpa'nels convened to make recommendation
for Dr. Dixy Lee Ray's report to President Nixon, TheNation's
Energy Future, December 1, 1974.

(c) NSF/NASA Solar Energy Panel, Solar Energy as a National Energy
Resource, December 1972.

(d) MITRE Corp., Systems Analysis of Solar Ener'gy Programs,' Report
#MTR 6513, 12/73.

(e) "Little basis exists for projecting a measurable contribution of

4 solar energy to either electricity generation or high energy fuels
since even optimistic projections of cost place solar conversion
in a poor competitive position relative to coal or nuclear energy."
LMFBR Environmental.Statement, Volume. IV, p. A.5-22.

(f) p. 10
(g) See MITRE report p. 120 which gives this value as percent total

energy demand. This value has been converted to electric demand
using data from: U.S. Energy through the Year 2000, U.S. Depart- .

ment of the Interior, 1972. Table 4, p..1.6.

(h) "Thus, the conclusion is drawn that'the use of solar energyill
not materially reduce the need for alternative.electrical energy

,sources in the foreseeable futiire." LMFBR Environmental Statement,
Vol.- IV, p. A.5-34.

(i) The outlook appears to be that solar energy has little potential
as an economical, major source of electricity for several dqcadet."
LMFBR Environmental Statement, Vol.' IV, p. A.5-34.
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AEC's .efforts to cover up the validity of solar energy, and concludes that olar

energy might be a. much more important part of our future than we once had thought.'

And Forbes magazine, hardly known foradical or far-lout statements, led off its .

October 15, 1974 issue with a story "Solar Energy - Suddenly it lobks promis7

ing as' nuclear." This is hardly the assessment of solar energy being largely

way-out technology and nuclear energy being the necessary wave of t future

that had been prevalent just a few months before.

Inrthese examples the eis the.connecting-thread of;Withheld formation

leading,lo faulty conclu ions and false impressions. In the one case, workers

Ought-they were safe crawling around irTvats'where they breat ed vinyl chloride

vapdr, when in fact they were exposed to a deadly chemical. I the other, there

was a general impression that there was no real alternative nuclear energy,

and that therefore we had to be mortgaged to this dangerous nd expensive future,

when in fact solar energy was and is a' reasoriable hope for a significant portion

of our future energy needs. The disclosure of the inform tion produced decisive

changes in direction; the legacy of failing to produce t e necessary information

when it was needed, and then actually withholding it on a it'was produed, will

be with us4for some time, in the form of workers fatal y and unnecessarily stric-,

kerrwith cancer, and with a millstone-like-nuclear e rgy capability around our

necks.
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COMMUNITY, PUBLIC SCHOOLS, UNIVERSITIES- -

A STATEWIDE WATER QUALITY MONITORING SYSTEM

Tom Offutt and Alison,Kerester

TOM OFFUTT:

Session 10

An experiment was initiated in Ohio in the spring of 1974. that has grown into

a statewide project with national applications. The .partners in this project

clude fivd state universities, the state environmental regulatory agency, thirty

school systems from fourteen counties, the U:S. Environmental Protection Agency

and the non-profit Institute for Environmental Education. The project is designed

to provide university graduate. students, high school teachers and their students

with the opportdnity to investigate significant community concerns, to serve the

community and to develop career skills in environmental protection. The philosophy

of, the program is based on the assumption,that whenstudents investigate a problem

that affectS'them they will apply the hard sciences as tools in order to understand

the problem and then use social sciences as instruments to effect responsible

change. The program creates a opportunity for this philosophy to be tested in a

4 limited way as, part of an exis ing school curriculum.

For years students haveco ducted water pollution investigations. Many of

these programs have been outs aping educational successes but in even the most

successful, the same question arise: Does testing for water ,pollution make a

difference in water quality? Is student-generated data accurate and useful, and

if it is, why isn't someone aying for it? Does the responsible regulatory agency

really care about what stud nts are doing? The Ohio experiment focuses on answer-

Mg these queStions--in th affirmative.

In October 1972, the Congress passed into law an.important bill whichaMends

. the Federal Water Pollution Control Act. -Much atterition;has centered or the puni-

tive..aspects of the Act with little notice made of its pervasively constructive

theme. Provisions in the first section of the act mandate public participation.

The Act also requires states to submit annual inventories) of water quality and to

conduct & statewide monitoring program. Public participation appears as a con-

sistent theme of, the act.

Tom Offutt is Project Director of the Ohio.Statewide.Water Quality Data Devel-
opment System and Vice President of the Institute for Environmental Education,
CleVeland.
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In Cleveland, Ohio the InstitUte for Environmental Education (IEE) has been

administering the Cuyahoga Heritage Project, a National Demonstration Project of

the U.S. Office of Technical\and EnvirOnmental Education. This. Project hasgrown

from eight years of experience, in training teachers and students in skills of

water pollution investigation. The Institute asked Dr, Ira Whitman, Director of

Ohio Environmental Prbtection Age cy, if students could be considered "publid" and

did Ohio Environmental Protection ency really want their "participatiOn.".

The answer was a resounding and enthusiastic "yes!" This response was echoed

by the Academic Training. Office of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, by

Region V of U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and by_EPA's National Training

Center in Cincinnati. A presentation was made to the Ohio Board of Regents Inter-

university Committee on Environmental Quality. This'g'roup, comprised of a repre-
..i

sentative of each of Ohio's thirteen state1universities, added their support by

co- sponsoring aproposal -6) fund the ppjecr- Five universities also co-sponsored

the proposal and agreed tcpilOt the first year of the Project. These universities,

Bowling Green, Cleveland State, Ohio State, Ohio University and. Wright State, con-

tacted schools in their immediate communities, a proposal was written, submitted,'\

funded and the easy part of the program was complete.

--Basic to the. program has been the requirement that only thoSe teachers who look

upon the,pNogram asan opportunity should be involved. Most teachers welcome the

exciting educational opportunities that real experiences bring students, and

thirty-five teachers from twenty-nine schools joined the project., Efforts to dev-

elOp an acceptable standardized data'collection system could now begin in earnest.

SUccess of the system depends upon its being of benefit to all participants.

These arg the benefits to each:

Ohio EPA

1. Reliable statewide water quality data at a low cost.

2. An "early warning" system.

.3. An involved and knowledgeable citizenry.

'Co-sponsoring State University

1. A constructive viorking relationship with local high schools.

2. An opportunity to serve local teachers with in- service credit.

S. A graduate program providing experience in a variety of schools.

Cooperating School Systems

1. An educational project, that links the schools to the community.

2. An operational component for an envirdhmental science curriculum.

3. Parent suPport, teacher enthusiasm and student involvement.

The Teacher 0.,

1.' Students excited about "learning" because they need to know".

2. Association with other teachers that share atconcern for the environment.
4:et
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3. sophisticated equipment not usually' available to a cla sroom teacher.

4. . Graduate credit, both in-service and 5ummer.

The-Student

1. An opportunity to both. explore a problem and perform usefit service,,

2. A chtnCe to apply academic experience-to areal situation- ,

3. Skills that could lead to a career.

4. Students from other-scho'cirs with'a common concern.

The mechanics of the program are SiMblystated: students from-schools ear a

university test regularly, at specified sites in their community. They use e uip-'

meet provided by the state regulatory agency and techniques approved by both t

state agency and'U.S. EPA. Thetekers receive training from the Institute for

Environmental Education: They build kits to carry the water chemistry anebacter,-

ioloyic testing equipment. The kits, with chemicals and glassware, cost about

$60.00-and produce data that is accura e and standardized to standard methods spec-

ifications, The data-will not be used n litigation but can serve as an early

warning system. The regulatory agency iS.-thus alerted to make its own investiga-

tion. The data will become part of the national water quality data system called

STORET.

In the first year stude-ts are testing f r dissolved -Oxygen, flow, total coli-

form and in some cases for fecal co-Warm. Ot er parameters will be added as more

equipment and training become.available.

The University provides technical assistance \nd a graduate student. The grad-

uate student cooedinatd testing,'data collection input, proyides the shared equip-

ment and assists the teacher in the field and lab. In most cases the teachers are

enrolled for credit in the University. In-all cases there is a monthly meeting

where all parties, come together to. coordinate, P laq and train.

The state regulatory agency supplies the equipment usedjn the testing: In .

Ohio the agency retains ownership of the equipment, but the equipment is specifi-

cally designated for u4a by the- participating schools and is in the custody of

the graduate student. Personnel from the nearby Ohio EPA District Office provide

an essential link. They check the accuracy of the data, consult on sampling loca-

tions, assist in solUtions.to technical problems and help identify each sample

site with an appropriate :omputer input identification number.

U.S.. EPA's National Training Lab and the RegiOn V Office of EPA have Aperated

in every way to see that standardized, acceptable techniques are used. Institute

for EnviroriMental Education training cadre received instruction at the National

Training Lab and Region V assisted in, production of a "dissemination document"

which explains the mechanics of the project. :Bothiof these\offices and the Acad-

emic Teaining Branch of EPA assisted in ,development of a set of audid-visual mater-

ials that supplement field work in the training. programs._
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The Institute for Environmental Education coordinates the project. Teachers

.

and students from Cuyahoga Heritage Schools conducted a two week training program

for teachers and students from the participating schools across the state. Sup-
.

plies and equipment for testing are. provided every two months. Training materials
-r,
have been Prepared ,rand are. available through the Institute.

Plans to test the model de'veloped in Ohio are being explored in other parts of

the country.: The Chesapeake Bay Foundation in Annapolis, Maryland and the "Environ-'

mental- Education Center in Portland, Oregon-are making plans to introduce the

program on a watershed basis with their regulatory agencies in 1975. The American

.
Revolution Bicentennial Admidistration has recognized the project as a Bicentennial

Program and it is hoped that during the Bicentennial year other states will join

the project,

ALISON KtRESTER

My name is Alison Kerester and I am a freshman at the University of Wi.sconsing-
-

Green Bay. I haVe been involved wi'the Institute for Envirohmehtal Education

and activities relating to environmental education since 4,was a sophomore in high

school.

My involvement and work, with the Institute for Environmental Education cover

a wide-range of-learning experiences. Workshops, training sessions, travel, and

publicatiOns are some of the out-of-the ordinary educational experiences that I

have been able to participate An.

I was first introduced to environmental problems and the Institute for Environ-

mental Education during a workshop held at my school during my sophomore year in

high school. The workshop was held to investigate the water quality problems of

a nearby brook.

The investigation of this brook sparked my interest in environmental education

and the kinds of activities that I.E.E. was doing.

That spring I was asked to be a staff member at an I.E.E, workshop being held

at Edifiboro State College in Edinboro, Pennsylvania. Edinboro Lake was the subject,

and after a brief introduction to the background, history and geology of the lake,

all three hundred participants divided up. into teams and started investigations.

Alison Kerester, a freshman at theUniversity of Wisconsin-Green Bay,'has_ part-

icipated in environmental education workshops throughout the state of Ohio andels,e-

where. She has had two articles publighed, and has received the Presidential Merit,

Award for Environmental ProteCtion.
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. My job, as a'staff member,, was to help people become familiar with membrane:

filtration techniques in analyzing the bacteriology of thp lake. We collected

water samples in the morning and ran tests in the afternoon.- A wrap-up session

_followed the afternoon of lab work. Using all thedata that we.had'collected to

grasp a total outlook on the lake, we discovered that it was like trying to put

a puzzle together; many of the pieces Ice missing and many did not fit.

Although I have done most of my work in water pollution, in the form of staff-

ing workshops and independent research, I am also.interested irthe urban environ-

ment. The EaSt Cleveland Board of Education asked I.E.E. to take 120 fifth-grade

students out of the classroom and introduce them to their community. Together we

picked four aspects of thisprogressjve urban community to explore.

In order to introduce the children to areas outside of their.home territory,

we decided_ to take them on the Cle'veland Rapid Transit system, which transects

the City of Cleveland and serves as neutral territory. Many of the children hadn't

ben more. than 4 or5 blocks from their homes in their entire lives and conse-

quently viewed their school, their area, as a kind of territory. Anybody outside

that was an enemy. The rapid transit system wasn't threatening, We developed a

program for thdM and they helped With this also. They deEided that they would

like, to interview people on the rapid transit. First tf all we practiced. They

made up a list of questions and they practiced on each other. Then' we took them

on the rapid transit. I had atape recorder. They would say who they were and

where they were from, and ask permission to ask questionS. They would ask people

What they would do to make Cleveland a better city. Besides,doing that, we would

get off at the rapid transit stops and the children filled out little informaiioh

sheets, for example, environmental awareness sheets:. What was the most dominant

color in the area? Now many broken.windows? Just so they could observe: We also

got support from the city. We took the children one day to'the head'of public

relations for the Cleveland Transit System'and the childreh presented what they

were doing. The public relations person was enthusiastic and thiSeptouraged the

children.

This past summer was an exciting and busy one for me. I participated as a.

staff member in the first.serie$1110 workShops intended to initiate the Statewide

Water Quality Monitoring Program. .Five state universities and surrounding high

schools were involved in a series of workhops held throughout the'State of Ohio.

During the course of these training sessions the participants became familiar with

five parameters necessary for collecting water quality data. '

The month of August was spent working at EXPO '74 in.SPokane, Washington. I,,

worked at the Environmental Symposia Building with a group of students. We had a

porch off of the building where. we ran mini workshops on water quality and dis-

played equipment and curriculum materials.
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It was an exciting experience working at EXPO '74, sharing thoughts and ideas"
. -

with teacherS and students from across the country and Canada.

Working as a teacher in a workshop, while still being in high school, was a

rewarding and often fhistrating experience. I was learning While I was teaching.

Being able to spark someone else's interest in an area that Concerned.me, and

'dealing with the resentment of some teachers over the fact that a high school.

student was trying to teach them a new way of looking at their environment, helped

me shape many of'my values and goals.

I feel that student's should be given the opportunity to 'take the responsibility

for their own education upon. themselves. Many students have not been able to have

this opportunity and, as a result, are used to viewing their environment in terms

of the categories set down for them in the classroom.

As I continued my.mork with I.E.E. and as my interest in environmental educa-

tion and environmental problems grew, I realized that other students besides my-,.

self were having difficulty in applying what they learned'in the classroom to real

community and environmental problems.

I chose the University of WisConsin-Green Bay because it gives me the chance

to continue the work I've been doing, which is important to me. Vt:gives me full - 7

support for coming to conferences such, as this. It also gives me the chance to

take responsibility for my own education, which I feel is very import,at. I'm.

planning a career in environmental law, and am going to develop my own major, 461

own concentration; trying to coordinate subjects and courses that I feel will aid

me in environmental law. I'm going to'concentrate on environmsfiTal science but I

would like to get a broad spectrum in economics and other courses. The university

gives me this option. I'm also going to be applying for credit based on the ex-

perience I've already had in environmental education. This is another advantage

of Green Bay.
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DISCUSSION

Session 10

Question: Are you a resource for expert witnesses that appear in environmental

lawsuits? How'does that work?

'McGowan: If you ask us.a question, far example, I need X person to do Y thing

in this area we will try to find you somebody w o is close by. Then, sometimes

if its a particular(thing, we'll find you someb dy that may have to fly from New .

York, because you have a specific need on a specific thing. We have people test-

ifying at non-judicial hearings as well..

1

Question: What is the nature of your information work? How do you find' people?

McGowan: We usually make a lot of noise and then people start coming to` us.

.We find people by organizing local groupS. And ,it's amazing -- wherever we go, we

find that people are eager to do things. They have all this training. We find

lots of 'people who work for indiistrY. (The same thing even applies to academics,

but therelsa little bit less-of it.) They want to do'something and they feel

constrained. We don4t take positions; we just tell it like it is. We give out

the facts- If bheircompanies don't like it, that's their Oroblem, not ours.

-Question: Iget the impression you fight fires. Do you have ongoing programs

where you anticipate problems and try totpresent all alternatives? 'Or do you.go '

rom one crisis -0 another?

cGowan: It depends. We do have ongoing prograMS. The energy task force has

been i existence for five years. We're just publishing a book which is the re-

sult of two-year study and does present alternatives. We do, oftentimes, fight

fires because of the nature of things and because,. you know,'we're a lean, hungry

organizati n, and if fire comes you have to fight it.. We're right in the middle,

of this 4<i d of thing now, because the RasMussen Report took two years and cost

two millio dollars. We have about 8 weeks trcomment on it. So, we have ongoing

programs in the middle of which there are crises.

Tom Offuttwas-the moderator for Session 10.
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Question: Have you done anything on lead from Smelters, as in Idaho?

McGowan) We don't have a group in Idaho, I'm sorry to say. We should have

one, and the lead is a serious problem, froM what I know about it, It ought to

be attacked vigorously because the evidence that we have (we've worked with lead

,:.paint poisoning in children in St. Louis and New"York) shows that even low levels

are extraordinarily dangerous.. You can't tell what the levels are, either by

urine tests-or by blood testing. You've got to do either bone marrow testing or

testing of teeth to determine the real impact of lead:becpuse the leadolevel in

,blood will go 'down after about six hours: That does-nof indicate that there is no

problem. The lead deposits in the bonemarrow and also in the teeth. That gives

you an idea of the problem.

Question: What effect will thetdisbanding*of the AEC and the division into

two,..nvi.,bodies have?

McGowan) The Atomic Energy Commission for the most part has not been disbanded.

The only significant thing that has happened is that the regulatory function has

been dismembered from Che promotion function.

My own feeling is that that was never the real problem witli,the Atomic Energy

Commissiev That was what everybody said, and they attackeethat anti so that was

spun off. The real picture will be shown with the passage or non-passage of the

non-nuclear energy bill which is now before Copress. If that getg passed with

-significant funding leveCs and then the money gets appropriated, there will'be a

chance of-doing someihing.r But the problem has been, and its the problem with

the Solar Energy Bill that just passed, that NASA gets all -the money to develop

solar energy. Well, there's a fundamental, difference between developing solar

energy for use in outer space.whefte you want very light weight, therefore you're

willing to spend $2,000 a kilowatt tb produce it, and producing solar energy for

use in a home or in a power plant where you have to get it down to about $50 a

kilowatt. The wrong people have been getting the money to develop solar energy,

aside from the fact that there hasn't been enough money..

Question: I'm working with a program where were trying to teach children

investigative techniques, even as young as a preschool and kindergarten. I would

like to have your ideas on how to convince your basic'everydaY school district,

your basic everyday classroom teacher that this is a .valuable lesson.

Offutt: I think it critical that you don't try to change. the teachers, but

that you try to identify the'ones that want to do this and work with them. There
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are enough teachers that really want to involve their students in investigations

of their community or their environment, so that you can haVe real success in

working with ttlem. Finding those teachers is a difficult problem. You go into

the. buildings and you talk to the faculty meeting, or you try to talk to them

somewhere else. The first steps are always the hardest. .

The way ithas worked in Ohio is that we were asked by the state to expand our

Cuyahoga program statewide. We did that by identifying the state university in

the first case that was interested in working, with schools in its immediate-com-

munity. It was not very difficult to identify a professor at that university that

was interested. -In almost all our cases he knew of students of his that were

teaching in sehools in'the community, teachers that were hungry for the opportunity

to get into investigative community problem solving. That's how it happened.in,

Ohio.

McGowan: I would disagree a little bit. We've had some very interesting ex-

periences. We would take teachers and students and involve them in a situation

where they had to cope with interesting situations, and where the teachers were

able to see for themselves the things that youngsters could do because students

were doing them right along with the teachers.' Once that realization was there,

and once there was the motivation to do something, many of them went out and really

started blazing trails.

I think.the other thing you have to do is to give people support on how to

Fight school administrations and school boards, and how to work with parents. It's

not easy because education is an entrenched bureaucracy :in many places: You have

to develop support systems for people'who are doing that. And its very important

to have examples of programs that, have worked, workshops or whatever. When a

teacher bets something working in one school district, an adjoining school dis-

trict,would like to see that it works there, so they can get superintendent sup-

port.

Qffutt) I think in terms of very narrow support systems and narrowly focused

activities. And I think that was one of the most important things aboul the pro-

gram with the fifth-grade East Cleveland children. They never have had an oppor-

tunity to talk to anyone outside of their family or school. This started the. in-
r.

vestigative process for them. Talking to somebody that they'd never met before,

finding out what. they thought, telling it back to Alison on a cassette--they were

taped, it made it important, and then they came back to school and heard what

everybody else had to say. Alison gave them suggestions on how to get better in-

formation on the next interview. Then they had to write this 0 so that they were

actually learning to communicate, and it was important and it related to their

needs.
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question: There is in my area of Long Island, a well-known biology teacher

who has somehow hit upon the knack of taking advantage of opportunities that fall

tn.his lap and making them into whole curriculum units,

pe of the students found an owl that was shot on Christmas Day and they even-

tually worked that up into state legislation protecting owls. They fou'hd a dead

whale on the beach and they went into a whole investigation of whales, their life

cycle, their anatomy, how they are being destroyer, and problems of how-to protect

whales. This was originally biology,' Then last **8pr,Ing he phoned me and said,

You know, I've hit upon something that's really bothering me and I've got to get

it out. I'm discovering that my students'are leading me more and more out of

biology and into understanding the community. I am inventing something called

comOunity-based education. We need to do something about that, hold a conference,

publish a magazine, form a national organization.,."

No you seem to be talking about community-based education. What do you think

of his idea of some kind of exchange of curriculum, how to do community-based educ-

ation, the'nitty-gritty of this as a teaching device, a regular standard method

that you can teach people who don't know how to do,it, as naturally as he. did,

there are few people as talented.

gffutt: That's what I mean about this delivery system. One thing the Ohio

program does, it gives an opportunity for people like this teacher to get together.

And being together they are farinore powerful and they can really make changes.

There's got to be some value shown to the community, to the educational system,

to the superintends t, to everybody for what these kids are doing. The same old

thing of sitting in a classroom isn't going to hurt anybody, as somebody said to-

day. But going ou into the community is risky.

/

question: I'M interested in how you got past that first gatekeeper. The fact

that the EPA people accept the data gathering the students were doing is sort of

incredible.

0ffutt: First of all, if the data isn't being used for legal puNRoses it makes i

it easier. PL 92-500, the Water Quality Act Amendment of 1972, requir8Nthat every'

state put together an assessment of the state water quality. It's also reOired

that there be citizen participation in this. Are,high school students citizens?-,

That's the first hurdle. And if they are, theln they can participate in the program,,',

if they can receive very simple training in doing these tests. The ssolved oxy-

gen test doesn't take four years of graduate training. So as long as i 's support-

ive, positive data, information upon which plans can be based, upon whit reports

can be submitted, that's fine. If it has to go in':litigation, I wouldn't Vo nt the

youngsters involved in it. The information does provide an early warning sy tem
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for the state, There are monthly meetings with the EPA people and the teachers

in each one of these universities at which the data is all put together ands

handed over. The problems are discussed, and at that time, we might say, we're

finding these levels, consistently in this particular tributary, there's this mun-

icipality, industry, trailer court, whatever. Then it would be up to the EPA to

make their own investigation and take action.

uestion: What's been your experience with that?

(ffutt: Very little, We've had three years on the Cuyahoga, three months on

the statewide program. On the_Cuyahoga, we've had one ease in which a building

ban was slapped on the city as a result of a student alerting the EPA about his

data. We haven't gotten into it any more than that.

question: Now are the participating schools made to feel that they're part of

statewide program. What's the feedback mechanism?

Offu.tt: I didn't want to get into all the complexities, but it's extremely

important. The data that is developed and fed into the EPA is reported back to

the students as part of a package on their watershed, so that they see how their

, work relates to everybody else's work. That's done through the state EPA.

There are two statewide meetings that have been written into the proposal so

that everybody gets together at the university. The university is giving the

teachers in-service credit for what they're doing. That's another support link.

The students see how it all fits together, and they see that its real and it's

needed, that they're really doing something.

queslipif: I wonder if you'd comment on whether this is generating personal

involvement of the student in environmental activities, other than the academic in-

volvement.

Kerester: First of all, there was the frustration. When;I said the school

gave me support was talking about one teacher in my high school. She gave me

the kind of support I needed to do things, but it was very frustrating, not to be

able to go full steam ahead--I had to do all this other stuff. Now I feel able

to breathe at Green Bay, because I do have that kind of support. Frustration that

produces change is one thing.

question: Are-there other students besides yourself that continued on7
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Kerester:: The two gir15 that got me started still have an interest in the en-

vironment_but they are applying it, for instance, in medicine. The interest is

still there. The approach that I learned, the interdisciplinary approach Green

Bay focuses on, the approach I learned working with the Institute, can be applied

not only to environmental problems. It's a method and a way of looking at things,

and a way of learning how to think. That's important, learning how to learn, and

teaching other people.

\

Offutt: There are 1300 students actively involved in the Cuyahoga Heritage

Project in the 18 school systems in northeast Ohio that are working on. that pro-

ject. Some of them are peripherally involved and some of them are very, very

/deeply involved. We're {'primarily working on quality and the depth of it and est-

ablishing credibility..

Question: You've told us the.sucCess stories and only one failure, and it's

nice to have a positive note,'but it's'also realistic to give some of the stumbling

blocks that came up and left you frustrated. You owe it to your own intellectual.

and academic integrity to pass this information on to us so that we know what to

anticipate when you come along and say, "Do this as a research technique. It may

. '
involve thelossofanumber of. jobs but their parents will support us I'm sure."

What went wrong, did the students lose interest? You make it sound as if every '

two weeks is not too much to expect. My experienceTis, every two weeks is not too

much to expect for two weeks. But after four months and six months the continuity

Orthe program suffers.

J Offutt: Obviously, we want to talk about successes and there's a good reason

for that--we have learned from at least some of the failures, some of the mistakes

that were made. And ye have tried to build on the sometimes slim bed of success

that runs through the program. But the one lesson we have learned is to rely on

the students, and almost every time.where we have had failures, it is because we

have not relied on the students. And we have had successes where we have relied

on the youngsters.
;-

For example, we ran a program in the summer of '69 in New Haffipshire and we

brought 30 teachers and 30 students together. At the end of that program (it was

three weeks) everybody went charging out to reform the world, and by the time

three months had gone by we didn't hear frOm those folks any more. One of the

reasons for that is that we did not'develop.the kind of support mechabism that

was necessary to help them face administra..tive problems. The school board orj.he,

administrator or the principal would say, "No, you can't take students out of

class; we're not, insured for it, We don't own the buses," etc. The failures
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have been where we have not relied owthe students to give support to the teachers

that they need in order to fight the, battles that need to' be fought. There are

lots of teachers who have gone through programs of one kind or another and haven't

done anythingafter'they!ve gone through*t. And there are lots of people who are

frustrated. They can't get money to do the programs, to buy equipment.

One other thing is that there's got to be something in .it for everybody that's

involved. There has to be an honest, real payoff'for the youngsters, the teachers,

and for every party to this thing. It will fail unless there is something in it

for everybody.

Question: Have you explored and intei/Oeted any problems of more pristine

environments? . .

11 ,f4

Offutt: Just last week we were asked to .50p in Helena, Montana to talk to

the people there about a project in Montana. The initial reaction from the man '

in charge of water programs,isthat there are Wo water problems din Montana. But

where you have people going to school you do hJ tributary streams, you do have

local problems that can be identified. Its useless to do environmental tests on

an area where the students aren't going to find anything But I don't think you're
. -

going to find many streams like that, -

Question: Does it come acros's to the studentspat:there are such streams,

that there are streams of varying quality? Someti!Aagencies give the impression

that everything is bad. I wanted to be certaih'someow in the elementary programs,

starting with the fifth grade, or the secondary school program, that this balance

is coming across.

Offutt: You're right. I've seen it happen with students that focus'only on

. degradation problemsthey feel, what's the use? Everybody breaks up and goes

home. Thee'sgot to be this balance. And I think there is. But it isn't built

into this program.

Comment: We built it into ours at Green Bay. We organize the schools on a

watershedbatc0 and you se]ect your schools* the schools apply to work on it.

Make sure ygm have,a cross-section ,from the top to the bottom of the watershed.

By bringtfig them together' prior to the sampling, and following them through the

'sampling and then collecting and analyzing and summarizing the data, you're usually

able 'to show gradients on all of these streams.

Question: IS there any reason why this kind of concept couldn't be extended to

really urban areas, whet.'e the students wouldn't be expected to go 20 miles out into
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the woods but are living in an urban environment and-can study whole processes from

within, such as measuring air quality, and looking at the greater environmental

issues of urban plannihq, traffic flows, and so on?

Offutt: It has been done and it should be done. I would make some general

comments in response to that question. If you ask a youngster in a city school

systemwhat problems he or she is facing or is going to face, environmental con-

cerns are really way down on the bottom of the ladder. That is an issue that we

must deal with.- Those students are going to be faced with unemployment, for ex-

ample. It is a challenge'for environmental education to show the relationship

between the high interest rate and environmental concerns: And if it cannot show

that, then environmental education .is a failure. It really,hust show the workings

of society. That's what those youngsters are going to be interested in because

they face it every day.

To some extent, we, are having visited upon us the results ofa failure to realize

what was going on, the way that we had to move as environmental educators. This is

an interesting year for lots of reasons and one of the reasons is that we are faced

with a do or not do situation. Either we face these issues, or environmental educ-

ation will go the way of lots of other things and turn into a fad, something that

once was and now no longer is. It would be a very bad mistake if. that happened.

It's up to us, as practitioners of environmental education, to see that it doesn't.

..

guestion:-
- How can society find a way to consider early alternatives on what

to do about a smelter, for example. What kind of mechanisms do we have, or what

Could be developed to.start that kind of action?

McGowan: That's an interesting question. Ithink that we don't have the mech-

anism. And we are therefore faced with a series of seemingly unacceptable altern-

, atives because we have not developed the mechanisms, and because we have not as a

society decided that we're going to come to grips with some of these things before

they develop into a confrontation situation with no acceptableialternatives. The

.

interesting thing about the present time is that we are faced Ivith a situation ,

where we can make meaningful decisions. That is, there is a general understanding

of a series of problems. My belief at this point is that unless there are some

changes in the economics of energy production, the energy industry will not be

able to hack it. There are indications that unless there are changes in the en-

tire productive enterprise, it won't be able to hack it. We can learnt from past

mistakes and develop those mec'hanisms. But I think we are moving into a planned

economy, no matter what we do. It's really just a question of who's going to do

the planning, whether they're going tido the planning, or whether were going to

do the planning. And for my part, I don't trust them: I want to do the planning.
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Question: Now do you get that planning'to be done by the general broad public?

This morning it was mentioned that environmentalists are really. elitists, What

mechanisms do you see for getting,a wider participation, having a wider iirect?

McGowan: Port of it is simply to develop a certain kind of political sophis-

tication among people who are interested in working on problems andin mak, g

changes. And by political sophistication I don't mean (although it may be partly

that) knowing which committee is doing wnat thing, what bill, and where the appro-

.priations come up. 'I mean a real understanding of how impact is made in society.

Just like we say, "Trust the students to do things," trust the people. When people

know what's going on they'll make the right kinds of changes.

,

Question: Hmie You seen the impact from your course, for example, rub off on

the students so that they become actively involved in other areas, besides just

doing their specific samples?

Offutt: Absolutely. I'M talking about the ones that are coming out of school

and graduate school now and are beginning to make impacts in the community in the

vdryreal kind ora way, to apply the technology. They /aren't keeping it to them-

selves in the lab, or teaching it to someone else so they make sure it stays in

the lab, but actually applying it in the community.

McGowan r That is not to say that we have all the answers. I'm going to take

issue with Tom. Tom says that the -information should not be used for litigation,

but that it's all right tb use it for EPA. I don't see the difference, frankly,

between data being used for litigation On4the one hand and its being used by a

state agency on the other. State agencies aren't all good. Some state agencies

are pretty evil things as a matter of fact. I spend a good deal of my time lighting

the federal EPA.' So we have to be very careful. 14e_have to establish'a program

where the students can challenge you as effectively as you can challenge them.

'When you can develop students that can tell you that you're full of hot water or

hot air or whatever, then you've got a successful program, when they can understand

the economics Of the situation and begin to understand that maybe EPA answers to

some ofthose indutrial interests.

Question: One of the first things that happened in one of.the first panel

discussions of the conference was that two of the speakers emphasized the point

that educators can't leave any value system with the people they educate. To me
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that really didn't wake much sense, I means unbiased information. Either you are

biased in one direction or another. Did you get a lot of bad feedback from par-

ents and the community because of that?

Offutt:. No, frankly... Maybe we should have. You're talking about values.

Your yalues.have to be developed as a result of having done something, that's what

it's all about. I think that the values that the students develop haven't threat-.

ened,,and maybe that's wrong. Bat one of the things to remember is When you're

dealing with a problem that is extremely complex, in Most cases the agency that's

responsible for it is trying its best.on the local leVel, trying to do something.

The constraints are understood, and the students can begin to appreciate the fact

that environmental problems aren't simple and can't be siMplisticglly answered or

stated.



Session 11

ENVIRONVNTAL ENGINEERING TRAINING PROGRAM IN LATIN AMERICA

AND THE CARIBBEAN AREA THE COOPERATION OF THE

PAN AMERICAN HEALTH ORGANIZATION

Edmundcitlmore

On a continental basispsignificant accomplishments are being made to im-.

prove environmental, conditions in the Americas- -and especially so with respect

to the provision of water'-supply and sewerage services. The continental water-

supply.and-sewerage program is based on the simple rationale:

--That to satisfy human needs is nature's most precious substance;

--That community systems of water supply and sewerage are basic essen-

tials to the health, economic and social well-being of peoples;

--That safe water, in reasonable amounts, available in homes, together

with sewerage systems, will reduce enteric infections and related

illnesses; will-decrease infant mortality; will promote cleanliness

of the pei-son, the home, and the community; and will engender self-

respect. and enhance the dignity of Man.

Throughout the Americas, these facts are well established, well understood;

and are endorsed and strongly sdPported by the people.

More recently, this importance of water-for-people and sewer-services-for-

people was reaffirmedand broadened to embrace related environmental needs--

by the.pronouncements of the American Chiefs of State at their Summit Meeting,

in April. 1967 at Punta del Este. .

The Governments of Latin America are responding aggressively and effectively

to these challenges. In terms of monetary parameters, in the period 1961-1973

about 3.8 billions were invested for water - supply .and sewerage works. Of this

amount, 2:6 billions (about 66 percent) represents national funds -the remain-

der, 1.2 billion (about 33 percent) being loans from internationl agencies. In

terms of the human equation, these improvements benefit 80 million. people.

.Edmundo Elmore is a staff member of the Department of Engineering of the ?An
American Health Organization in Washington, D.C., and is. responsible for the
coordination of a training program in environmental-engineering in -Latin America
and the Caribbean area. Born in Peru, he has served in the Ministries of Public
Works and Public Health-of his country, and has been with the Pan American Health
,Organization since 1962.
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A few Years ago, it was quite apparent that the massive continental programs

in water-supply, in sewerage, and in related environmentalcontrOls would require

trained technical manpower in'numbers and types far in excess of what'no1mally

might be mobilized--and would require service laboratories and related failities

not then in existence.

Responding to this need, aggressive actions have.been taken on two broad

fronts:.; First, strengthening schools of.engineering (especially with respect to

sanitary engineering curricula); and second, the establishment of a continental

SysteM of continuing professional education and a.system for the training of sub-_

professional technical manpower. Both actions 'involve close collaboration with .

universities- -and both Kaye been extraordinarily successful.

The program for undergraduate education integrates sanitary engineering

curricula into schools of civil engineering. This practice is now followed at

25 universities in Latin America. The programs for professionals and the train-
.

ing of technicians are receiving exceptional response from universities and

government agencies. At present, there are.42 universities in 24 countries in

'
the network -- conducting 70 to 100 short courses per year and benefiting about

2500 professional and sub-professional personnel. The total expenditure for

this program is $1.2 million per year, of which less than 20 percent is provided.

from PAHO resources.

ConcL .ently with the development of the education and training programs, the

Organization is using its influehce to stimulate graduate-level education for

anitary engineers at selected universities. At present, eleven universities

ffer graduate programs in sanitary engineering. An interesting by-product of

ese efforts has been the upward trend in full time faculty at schools of

engineering- -from less than,10 in. 1962 to about 50 at present.

The third extremely important cog in the PAHO machinery for training and edu-

cation is our newly established regional Center for Environmental Sciences and.

Engineering in. Lima, Peru. In addition to its other functions, the Center

mission includes a major role in the development of educational activities and'

of the applied research'potential of the universities. It will assist member

countries in establishing and developing educational programs and quality

research and teaching centers. It will strengthen PAHO's pfesent supports to

the education and training network, as well as to undergraduate education; and

it will provide stimulus for research training.
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Session 11

WATER POLLUTION CONTROL IN THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

Hendrik Bebber

Water pollution in the Federal Republic of Germany is due to the great quah-

tities of used water that is, discharged uncleaned, insufficiently cleaned, or some-

times even poisonous. The burden has multiplied during the last few decades, ex-

ceeding the self-cleansing capacity of rivers and streams which have become in-

creasingly befouled, often turning into sewers.

In many towns and industrial plants the cleansing of used water is poor. The

reasons are that water authorities are overburdened, regulations are not being ob-

served, and towns and industrial plants lack financial resources and government

assistance to construct cleansing equipment and sewage systems. A tolerable water.

supply can be attained only if the water used in homes 'and 'industry which'flows

into public sewage systems or directly into waterways is cleansed and'treated

biologically.

° What is needed to achieve this goal-are new sewage systems for 14 million

,people, expansion and modernization of already existing cleansing equipment that

now serves 13 million inhabitants, and the construction of new purification in-.

stallations serving 25 million more people. This requires an investment of $2.3

billion for.cleansirig equipment'and.$6 billion for sewage systems.

In industries pumping their used water directly into waterways, the cost of

building purification equipment and sewage systems is estimated at $1.7billion.

In addition to the cost.of these remedies the increased use of new and steadily

mounting quantities of used water must be met. The-remedial program itself amount

to an emergency andtmustte completed within the next 12 t4 15 years.: If not, th

waterways will worsen.

To make and keep the waters clean, $170 million must spent. annually on

cleansing equipment and $430 million in sewage systems each year throUgh the early.

1980's. Industry alone must invest $130 million yearly in cleansing equipMent..

At present, fundS xpended for clean water are below these figbres. There is no

complete data on the investment necessary for the direct disposal of waters used .

in industry. One estimate shows that tlp $36 million spent by industry in 1969 is

"'",
.

Hendrik Bebber was the Press'and Public Relations Director of the pavilion of
the Federal Republic of Germany at EXPO '74. He has been a college teacher in
Nuremberg, Germany, anti an editoral staff writer for the Nurember News, as well

as West German Government information officer at fairs in Ita y, race and Eng-

land.
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considerably below true requirements, even if this sum ddes not include investments

without tax benefits or investments for water cleansing equipment in new factories.

Those who cause water pollution must beresponsible for its elimination. The

willingness of polluters to assume the cost of purification without any direct

benefit to them varies from case to case. Some towns and factories have gone to

great'lengths to create good equipment for handling used 'water. Enlightenment and

government financing must encourage motivation to do what haS to be done, even in

'lagging towns and factories. Public resources can help spur investments.

Past neglect is not the fault only of those who use water and then dispose of

it uncleaned. The states feel obligated to encourage the Construction of purifica-.

.tion-equipment and expensive sewage systems, especially within the public domain.

The federal government, too, has helped in the past few years to finance the con-

struction of purification equipment, especially with credits, when towns or fac-

tories contribute a suitable sum on their own;

The annual water needs of the population of Northrhine-Westphalia total 'about

1.6 billion cubic meters. Industry draws several times this quantity froM wells

of its own, so ;that the total consumption-of water in Northrhine-Westphalia is

about 6.2 billior,cubic meters annually:

The needs for drinking water are filled by 'Water from wellso'ground water, .

bank-filtered ground water, and surface water. Especially along the rivers Rhine

and Ruhr there are sufficient supplies ensured by the availability of bank-filtered

water. About 16 per cent of the demand for' water is drawn directly from surface

water. A necessary precept for maintenance of the water supply is, therefore,

water pollution control and conservation of watersheds. .

.

As early as in the 1920s pioneer work in this field was performed in the Ruhr

district. It was realized that pure water can be maintained only through regional

action, and the first cooperative water supply and.: conservation organizations

(Wasserverbaende) were founded. Also, sewage treatment instal4ations were erected

and operated.

The legal situation in the field ofwater pollution control is similar to that

in air pollution control. Here again. the principle has been established that those

causing polluted water to flow into rivers and tributaries must pay the costs of

-puri'fication. Legislative authority is.vested in the Federation partly and partly

in the states. Major demands for surface water pollution control are also to be

found in regulations gov rning planning. On the federal leVel the following laws

are important in water ollution control:. the water household act (1957); the law

on detergents in washing and cleaning agents (1961); the inland waterway shipping

rules 11966); the re ulations. on the erection and operation of installations for

the storage, distribu 'on, and transportation by land of inflammable liquids (1960);

and the convention on t e international commission for pollutiOn control pf the
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river Rhine (1963). 'Furthermore, in Northrhine-Westphalia the water act (1962 ,

'the regulations on storage tanks (1968), and the guidelines governing the prote

tion of medicalspring areas (1968) hold good.

The extent of river pollution varies much. It depends on thc concentrationiof

industries and residential areas. along specific stretches of river and on how in-

tensely sewage and waste water is treated in local purification installations,

The conseqUence is that it is not.at.all true that the heaviest degree of pollution

is always found in the.lowerlcourses of rivers.

Aside from its provisions concerning air pollution control, the aforementioned

"Northrhine-Westphalian Program 1975" also-contains measures for improving water

Pollution control.- It is hoped that in this way most of the rivers can be freed

of at least the worst pollutants.

For the towns, this means levying taxes on inhabitants and-factories to cover

the costs. So far, however, financial aid and enforcement of water laws have.not

stimulated the construction of enough cleaning equipment to assure a clean water

supply.

The North Sea and the Baltic Sea are bqing increasingly polluted, and little

has beendone about it. Federal regulations are valid solely in coastal waters,,

and international agreements prevent ocean.pollution caused only by oil spills, not

other injurious matter.

The griming pollution of the North and Baltic Seas by industrial waste is bur-'

dening the relationship of countries bordering the coast. ihe federal government

will submit a bill foran amendment to the 7958 International AgreeMent on the

High.Seas. It will include the right to regulate waste-and garbage dispogal in

the ocean and will urge immediate negotiations with countries bordering the North

Sea, aiming at an agreement to keep the water clean.

A similar arrangement is indispensable for the Baltic Sea. The federal govern.).

meet 'strongly Support5 international' efforts toward a worldwide agreementgbn keep-

ing the seas clean.

The amount of usable water in many areas is far from srNicient.to meet public

needs.. These areas depend on surface water, which is much more vulnerable to pol-

lution than water below ground.' The contingent dangers can be anticipated'if the

use of ground water is increased and improved, especially water obtained from

greater dept.hs,

' It is difficult to deterMine precisely'how much ground water is available. To

obtain a reliable estimate; a measUring Program should be deAloped in cooperation

with the hydrographic services of the various states and through an exchange with

American experts. The results wound be Processed in a data bank. A water research

and development,Rrogram should take into account the changing environment and liv-

ing conditions in developing water resources. The program ranges from applied drid

particular research to the development Of new technologies and the testing of model.

equipment.
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Responsibility for dovPloping the program lies in the institutes for water re-

search of the federal and state governments, the universities and industries. It

will include cooperative work on specific research subjects. The overall research

and development program which covers work already under way will also include:

1) investigations on effects of pesticides, refuse matter, food, and poly- .

cyclical aromatic hydrocarbides,,

2) investigations on the nature and scope of coastal water pollution and

%.
cleansing measures for maintaining coastal waters for health and recrea-

tion,

3)
\

investigations : , the effects of hot water discharges from thermal power-

works,

4) development of techniques for purifying used water, supervising and keep-

ing waterways clean, construction and testing of model equipment for

cleaning used water, artificial aeration,

5) investigations to determine thie country's total water requirements, and

61 investigations on the probable development of water managerifent until the

year 2000 with the aim of forecasting needs and conditions far in advance.

The crucial points of future measures aimed at control of water body pollution

will seek to control the pollution of the rivers Rhine, Ruhr, and WUpper. Made

possible by state assistance from Northrhine-Westphalia to total 632 million OM

during the next five years,,these projects shall be carried out jointly with town-

ships, communities, and water supdly and control organizations.

The federal,government,, to6, intends to take a more active part in the efforts.

to fight, dangers to the environment to the extent that it possesses legislative

authority, or is granted 'such authority by the states. federal Chancellor Brandt

recently referred to this task as one of the most important ones for the coming

years. It is one of the five main poihts in the reform program of his Adpinistra-

tion. The Federal Minister of the Interior characterized the reductio of the

(Plead content in gasoline, a law on waste disposal, the improvement o f the water

.household att, a water hygiene act, and a federal law on emission pollutants as

the most pressing needs. .

It is officially estimated that in the Federal Republic investments of 15 bil-

lion DM must be made solely 'for the erection of drinking-water purification in-

stallations as well as anoper 3.5 billion DM for the construction of garbage dumps.

If life in our cities and industrial centers is to remain bearable and attrac-

tive, such efforts to control air and water pollution are absolutely necessary.

The inhabitants of these. cities and industrial centers produce, surely, a major

share of the social product, therefore, a sufficiently large part of that product

should be spent in insuring that they live in adequate environmental conditions.
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Session 11

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION IN

SASKATCHEWAN AND CANADA

Fred Heal

,

I'm delighted to have this opportunity to come to Spokane and share some

ideas with people from not only within the United States but from other countries

around the world, This is a delightful experience, and there should be more

opportunities for a wider variety of people to share in these kinds of discus-

Before I get into a report on where we're at in environmental education in'

Canada, and 4lecificallyein Saskatchewan, I want to respond to a couple of things

that I have heard over the past few days. The questions have come from several

of you. Is there a cooling off in Canada for Americans? I thin/ that Canada, like

other countries, is looking at America and respecting and admiring to a great

degree the progress and advances this country has made. I know ih4 the number

of opportunities that I've had from my educational experiences, the opportunity ,

of meeting and working with people south of the 49th has been a very broadening

experience for me. And this is the kind of thing that goes on to a very large

degree. Scientific research goes back and forth across that wor,ld's longest un-

defended border at regular intervals. Training programs that the Environmental.

Protection AgenCy has been sponsoring for years at its laboratories in Cincin-

nati. and North Carolina have attracted a number of Canadian water and air qual-

ity pitt.ople. This training has gone back and forth, and I think has been mutually

beneficial for our'-two countries.

Institutional arrangements have shown a good deal of cooperation. Things'Eike

the international Joint Commission,. that body that tries to marshal the different

concerns on water and water related problems between these two countries, have

shown that.cooperation between two different nations can work, and with a lot of//

good negotiation and a lot of 'tear -cut thinking can have some very positive

results.

Fred Heal is Head of the Public Information and Education Divisionof.the

Saskatchewan Department of Environment. He was formerly Assistant Director of

the Center for Environmental Communications and Education of the University of

WiscOnsin at Madison, and haS had extensive teaching experience at all levels.
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I would ,ay, though, that there is a feeling in Canada both of wanting to

decide her own destiny and shape her own development. I don't think this is

unique to Canada. Maybe it happened a little later in Canada than it did in this .

country, but it seems to be a rising voice today. This Is particularly true in

the area of resource development and management, and more specifically in the

area of energy.. All of you have heard both of continental energy policies and

NAWAPA, which was going to divert major rivers in Canada, in the northern part

of Northwest Territories and So forth, down into the Colorado Basin. Those kinds

of discussions perhaps are not received with a great deal of enthusiasm in Can-

ada.

Nevertheless, I think we have illustrated on a number of occasions that there

are resources that can be shared on both sides of the border. Its a credit to

Spokane and the people who are involved in setting_, up Expo '74 that they are

creating a series of symposia. I've seen them over the past few months. We

bring people together, people who have different. perceptions, different perspec-

tives, and perhaps different ways of thinking about life, and give them a chance

for discussion and dialog, That will in the long run prove much more successful

than going back t6 isolationist policies, which I hope doesn't happen in Canada.

Enough of the political ramifications -- where are we environmentally and in

environmental education at this time?

Before you can get a real appreciation of the various differences between

Canada and the U.S. environmentally, you have to recognize the constraints that

our constitutional framework, the British North America Act, puts on federal -

1

provincial relationships. Canada is a federal state. The provinc s have a sig-

nificant degree of autonomy under the BNA Act.. Such items as own rship of natural

resources are clouded by different degrees of legislative responsibility. For

example, the Provinces have, clearly stated in the BNA Act, responsibilities for

oil, minerals, and natural gas development.. Unfortunately, the whole question of

management of resources has indirectly been affected by international and inter-.

provincial trade, which is more or less a federal responsibility, and by tax-

ation and revenue sharing. So while it may be clear cut that the actual land

ownership lies in provincial bands, how the resources are developed and operated

is affected to a large degree by federal legislation. This has given rise to a

public debate in Canada over the past few months on the whole question of energy

development, and who .really controls the energy resources of the country.

What has been necessary in a national kind of activity, then, for environmen-

tal protection :is the establishment of statutes and regulations which work for

cooperation on a federal. - `provincial basis. The Canada Water Act, for example,

provides for federal - provincial joint research, planning, and management of

water basins: Thii has meant that agencies like Environment Canada which was

established in 1971, E
4
Nbelieve, to put sore sort-of finger on environmental

fr
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protection in Canada, have not been able to operate unilaterally, but must

cooperate with provincial agencies. This has a number'of implications within the

environmental protection field, but I want to say more about its implications

for the environmental education area.

Education was one of those rights and duties that was clearly delegated to

the provinces when the British North American Act was written. This means that

we are unlikely ever to see a national environmental education act per se in

Canada. Very little initiative can be shown at the national level in education

in the country. We don't have the advantage, at least for the K through 12 pro-

grams, of standardized arrangements as you do in this country. For example, the

province of Ontario teas a five-year high school program. Other parts of Canada

have a four-year program. The question of paroChial schools and public schools

varies from province to province. .Regulations regarding examinations And courses

taken, the degree of provincial control over education, differ tremendously from

one area to another and its very hard to give you an overall viewpoint of the

whole country. There is a great deal of diversity. And there is, r think, a

great deal of activity.

For example, in Ontario they have designed an environmental sciences course

for their secondary schools. This, takes a one-course approach which would cover

,he whole ambit of environmental education. Now in other provinces, for exampl.

in Saskatchewan, we've taken more of the integrative approach where you hope

that the theme, messages, concepts,, values and attitudes of an environmental edu-

cation program can be incorporated through the existing courses in the school,

and you don't really need to set up an entirely separate course.

1 shouldn't leave the impression that the federal government has not gotten

into the area of supporting environmental education, because it has on an indir-

ect basis. There are a number of federal granting programs in Canada which em-

phasize student involvement and employment. One is called the Local 'Initiatives

Program; another is the Opportunities for Youth Program. Both of these have been

utilized by innovative teachers and teacher boards to develop Some proposals and

programs for environmental education. In other words, funding coming out of

places like. Manpower or the Secretary of State's Office has ended up contributing

toward educational program development in some provinces where there a're some

pretty innovative teacherS who see the opportunities. I can.think.of an example :\

that isn't too far from here as a matter of fact, Ralph Shaw's Environkntal

Studies Center in British Columbia. Moit of this was done through some federal

granting programs in conjunction with his local school program.

'There's also, as I indicated earlier, some interest in heritage, in nation-

alism, and this has provided monies for things which would lead toward more

recognition of a national heritage and- the different cultures in Canada. As a
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result of that an educational program called Cahada West, which was reallia

Social studies program initially but with much broader implications, has gotten

considerable federal funding for development of some interesting curriculum

Materials.

You see a fair amount of activity in Canada at the university level. I was

,very interested to hear Professor Albers' categorizations of the different ap-

proachesltlft environmental studies in this country. I think that the Canadian

experience is much similar. You have those institutions which try to work out

coordinating programs between already existing agencies and departments. This is,

happening in a number of universities and colleges in Canada. For example, the

University of Saskatchewan has an environmental studies committee which works

with students coming in, trying to filter them into various classes, and tries

to coordinate an operation where those classes in the different departments do

mesh together and have some sort of environmental message. And you have another

approach altogether at the graduate level o'f the University of ToronG-Tthere

there's an entirely established faculty of environmental studies on a graduate

Canadian universities, I think (and perhaps my friend from the University.

of Victoria may disagree with this) are somewhat more conservative in seeing

innovations take place. Someone said the other day that getting a curriculum

change was like moving a cemetery, and I felt this was very applicable to most

Canadian institutions as well. Its exceedingly difficult. Canadian universities

are somewhat more rigid and inflexible than their American counterparts. As a

result you may not see the innovative approaches that you would see at the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin - Green Bay, or Huxley, or some of these.very interesting

happenings in undergraduate education.

I want to put my focus on Saskatchewan from here on, give you more idea

about some of the kindl of problems that We've faced and some of the things that

were trying to do about them. Most of you people will, recognize Saskatchewan

on the first slide% It's riot bordered by any kind of an ocean, and its environ

ment is quite a large, long, extended one. There is quiteeo variety of vegeta-

tion areas as you can see from the yellow which is the northern portion of the

Great Plains, right up to*the tundra through a variety of aspen forest and

boreal forest. There's quite a diversity in the kind of habitat we have to

'operate in in the country.

Saskatchewan has an area of-about 250,000 square miles and a population of

one million which gives you the impression that there's not much density of

population. Unfortialately, though, in the last few years we've been seeing a

gradual shifting away.from agricultural afeag in the province. As a Matter of

fact, Saskatchewan.is luring population. It's the only province in Canada still

losing population, and its because of a shift from rural to urban areas, So
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were getting quite it large concentration in the cities, and though you wouldn't

think this is true, we are having some urban environmental problems.

The impression most people have of Saskatchewan is as a wide open wheat

field area, with a little country elevator and a Chinese restaurant every seven

Miles up the railway line. More often now as you go through the province you see

abandoned farmsteads, as shown on this slide, and a much larger kind of agricul-

tural operation. There are people who are concerned about that ant worrying

about what it does to the quality of life.

Water is a major problem in the province. Most of our water rises in the

mountain regions and flows directly ehrough the province. We only get 13 or 14

inches of precipitation 'per year in the settled area. So water quality and quan-

tity is a significant problem.

One of the educational programs where we are beginning to see some changes

is in getting out of the classroom. There',s been a big move in Saskatchewan in

the last few years to escape to the real world and get outside. There's a lot of

field-trig.ing going on, the kind of outdoor education that evolved into envir-

onmental education. I think were about at the stage where field-tripping is a

major opportunity. You don't need to have an environmental problem to teach

students about sampling and make them award of the natural' environment, even

though it isn't polluted. Awareness of theenvironmentis a first step in this

area and thiS is what some of the.programs that we're getting into are about.

Winter ecology is getting to be a significant program area,' This is an inter-

esting kind of approach. There's beery quite an exchAge of rural and urban stu-

dents. Students go and spend a week or two in rural areas and go through the

kinds of different cultures and different opportunities and different lives that

you see. Amazingly eMough in Saskatchewan we have lots of students who don't

-know that their milk and their eggs don't just happen on the grocery shelves, but

really are produced somewhere out in the country.

One of thejthings. fhat our prpvinCial Department of Education is taking some

interest in is environmental issues. Wehave a great deal of information avail-

able about Saskatchewan, and so we're trying to utilize particular issues which

might be important in Saskatchewan, water quality in the Qu'Appelle bapin, pesti-

cides, mercury pollution, and wetlands management. Through these issues series

were developing a package which is a kind of objective, open-ended case 'study.

It identifies various issues and various actors, puts simulation games and field

trip experiences, accompanied by data from our own shop, into a package. Stu-

dents are-spending initially two to three weeks on this kind of operation: They

seem to feel it is much more relevant, particularly when they can go out to

their own environment to help gather home data as a part of it. Case studies

are a good technique to use in the educational programs, and we're finding some

success with them.
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I would hope that there will he a considerable degree of cooperative effort

in environmental education on both sides of our border. I think of the kind of

watershed activities that Bob Cook talks about/at University of Wisconsin -

Green Bay. Watersheds don't mean much accordiLg to borders, and I kuld think

that it would be just as useful to,have cooperative environmental education pro-

grams that would use the northern Great Plains and the provinces of Alberta and

Saskatchewan and the states of Montana and North Dakota. I'm not sure this is

practical. I'm not sure if it's possible. But I think when you talk about re-

gional environmental education experiences, perhaps the border shouldn't be as

important as it might be under political considerations.
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Session 1.1

PHILIPPINE ECOSYSTEMS: .ENVIRONMENTAh MANAGEMENT

Estela Llenado Zamora

The term environment has become a favorite word in your country; it seems to

be the result of a determined and planned effort of media, educators and lawmakers.

to inculcate environmental awareness in the public.

A ranch foreipan in Oregon told me he could not burn the trimmingS,from he

trees because.it would cause air pollution. They must be completely dry, and he

must wait and bUrn this during winter with a permit from the environmental people.

bn television, weather announcements invariably end up in environmental charts.

NeWspapers announce pollution alerts, and children .talk of ecology in very impres-.3

sive scientific terms. In the parfew.weeks that I have been in your country,

yisiting'environmental institutes and universities, and meeting with a number of

researchers, scientists, an0 decision-makers, I somehow had the impression that a

highly complex system of environmental management exists in your country, Which

could only belong to a developed world. Indeed, it would seem that the environ-

mentalists have succeeded in getting the global message of Stockholm to the Ameri-

can citizen, but whether it has elicited the desired responseiS difficult to',

assess.

When I received the invitation to speak at the Environmental Symposia Series

of'EXPO '74, I was made to understand that the order Of the day was an overview of

the Philippine ecosystems, our efforts at environmental managerient of our human

and natural resources. I came to your country, therefore, armed with an array of

academic facts, describing our 7063 isj'ands which naturehaS gifted with tropical

forests, scenic beaches and a wide expanse of blue ocean. For the Philip ltr

floating like a rosary between the mighty Pacific and'the shallow China Sea, has

been dubbed the Pearl of the Orient, a melting pot of world culture.and races.

And for any Filipino, it is most gratifying to trace the origin of his culture

'through the history of his land, the discovery and the colonization of the islands

by Spain, the American era, and the Japanese Occupation during the Second World

War. The pre -finish influence of the Chinese traders and the presence of the

Muslims account for the wide spectrum of beliefs, traditions and customs of this

Malayan race.

Estela Llenadu Zamora is Chairman of the Man and the Biosphere National Com-

Mittee, UNESCO Philippines, and is a member of the Scientific Committee', Environ-

mental Center of the Philippines.
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Our pe le are born in the midst of agricultural abundance, rich natural re-

sources a d an unending sunnier. The needs of our rural folks are simple. Rice,

the stay e food, is harvested thrice a year. Fish, shrimps, and oysters, come

from t sea, which is fondly called nature's refrigerator. Mangoes, papaya and

banan grow almost everywhere andbear fruit all year round. To provide meat,

chic'ens and pigs are raised in the backyard as well as vegetables. In many cases,

therp is no electricity. The optimum luxury is a'transistor radio.

Not so with our cities. Our cities, just like yours, are teeming with people,

attracted by the luxuries'of the developed world. The very rich and the very poor

crowd in the cities, along with a small percentage if the educated middle-class,

whose choice is the 8-bour white-collar job against farming and tilling the soil.

For those who do not haye the benefit of schooling but still choose, to live in the

city, there are the shanties, or even the position of housemaids in domestic house-

holds: The pace of life is fast, and people move about impatiently, all too aware

of competition in their respective worlds, all seeking the "betterment of life"

and elusive'happiness..

For us, the term environment still remains an academic symbol. We still have

to find its exact translation in our native language. We associate it with nature,

our green trees, our marine life, our flora and fauna. Indeed, it would be so

much easier to conserve than to manage, to forget totally about pollution, waste

and poverty.

We are fortunate that we have a leader who has recognized, the environmental.

hazards which accompany development.' Even before the Stockholm Conference in 1972,

President Ferdinand E. Marcos lent official support to the project of the First

Lady, Mrs. Imelda R. Marcos, towards the establishment of the Environmental Center

of the Philippines. In support of the objectives of the 1N Conference of Human

Environment, the Center will serve as a coordinating body for the public and pri-

vate sectors on projects related to environmental issues.,

One.of the most rewardiNi/programs'for citizen action and public'-awareness is

the cleanliness and beaUtification campaign conducted through town and city mayors.

'School participation, particularly of children of elementary, age, was encouraged

by means of contests on projects on Nutrition and the Green Revolution.

To focus public attention on the ill effects of pollution, an impact project

for cleaning the Pasig RiveeHwas launched. by the First Lady on Au0st of flaft

.year. Pasig River is the main body of water crossing Manila and discharging into

Manila Bay; it is the main artery of water transport and trade; and most of the

ear4ier industrial sites, including the petroleum depots:and even the Presidential

Palace itself are located on the river Ranks. It is the equivalent of the Thames,

Seine and,Rhine ofiEurolie.
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During the war, hundreds of war vessels sank or were left stranded on the riv-

er banks. Industrial effluents, market and slaUghterwaste, sewage from shanties

lining the river banks, have driVen away almost all forms of life from this river.

Beds of uncontrolled growth of water lilies blocked the passage of the ill-smelling

water and caused overflowing into floods during the heavy rains.

Today, after Enormous efforts from the headslaf--key agencies which formed the

core of the Pasig River Development Council, the river has been brought back to

life. The vessels were dredged, towed away, and converted into scrap Embank-

ments and lights have transformed a once dangerous area into promenades, -rower

marts and tourist:stalls. Model duck farms are being made to restore the old cus-

tom of balut-making to the town-of Pateros. ( Balut is a delicacy of the Orient

Made from incubated duck egg to form_a chick and hard-boiled.) boVe all, the in-

puts of the school children to form botanical fences along their respective por-

tions of the river banks have produCed replica efforts on the:pait of the parents

who have started planting vegetables and economical plants in their gardens.

The Environmental Center of the Philippines will be housed in a midest build-

ing in a project triangle where the Population Center of the Philippines and the

Nutrition Center have recently been constructed, all under the chairm.inship of

the First Lady. Health and agricultural productivity projects, industry incent-

iVes for economic well-being, art and cultural presentations arelill part. of the

plan for the upliftment of the quality of life.

Another project.of the First Lady is the resettlement of the.squatters along

the coastPine of Manila Bay. She choSe a notorious area near the pier and the

harbors which were long occupied by shanties and slums. All their lives, these

people have lived On this shoreline, making their living from the sea and the

port. The Tondo Foreshore Urban Renewal PrOjeet is a gigantic project which has

gained the support of the World Bank and German Aid. It calls for a planned com-'

munity, providing fdr housing and sociological and economic assistance for its

people. Cottage industries, family planning, elementary education are but a few

of the aspects being introduced into the lives-of these people.

The President has formally given top priority to the problem of human settle-

ments by creating the Presidential Task Force on HuMan Settlements, whose prim-ary--

concern is to advise the President on planning settlement areas, land use and

industrial zoning. Furthermore, the Ministry of IndAcry has started a ,strict

surveillance of pollutive industries, and environmental' permits must be obtained,

before a new factory can be approVed'fbr priority incentives by the Board of In-

vestments.

, The top planning body,-the National Economic Development Board, has placed the

environmental' compopent in its developmental plan5, particularly in the management

of natural resources. The Pollution Control Commission under the National Science
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Development Board is charged with the control of air and water quality in coopera-

tion with the other policing bodies. Suffice it to say,.that there is no lack of

interest and active support on the part of policy-makers to protect the human en-

vironment.

One of these programs which immediately obtained governmental support is an

interdisciplinary research framework of the UNESCO, the Man and the Biosphere Pro -

gramme. The Programme is concerned with the ecological effects of human activi-

ties on various ecosystems, such as forests,.grass1P lakes, rivers and coastal

zones, mountains and islands. The approach to the programme consists of thc des-

criptiOn,and analysis of the ecbsyStems, study of the impact of man on his envir-

onment arid of.the environment on man, and-the selection of the structural units

which can be integr'ated into an area of study. By applfCation of the simulation

techniques, the testing of models of different ecosystems can be done for arriving

at strategies for resource management as a.,,basis of action for.the decision maker.

The Philippine participation in this programme involved an interesting model

for inter-agency cooperation utilizing academic manpower on voluntary consultancy

basis. A seed grant from the Ford Foundation- enabled the MAB National CoMmittee

to undertake an inventory of manpower and research priorities and capabilities-in

the .agencies concerned with environment,' To encourage.project development, an

inter-bureau mobile seminar was initiated and carried out on a monthly basis, with

the primary'objective of identifying ecological research inputs for resource man-

, agement -Bureaus responSible for resource management were requested to act as

hosts for a series of weekly meetings with agencies whi'ch utilize, develop, or

harm tfieir resources, and the areas of cOhnon courses of action as well as re,
1. .

search inputs required were identified. In the final eting, the public, part-

07 'N..

icularly university researchers and students, are i ted to participate in a

public forum. The resulting compilation of case papers and the joint resolutions

from these meetings form the basis of the plannyng of the projects to be imple-

mented.

To-integrate the interagency effort, a hoMzontal group of consultants from

various discfpiines are made available and it is expected that these efforts will

culminate in a pilot project to be implemented on the7MindorO Island, which has

been set aside by the President as a Biosphere Reserve and formally recognized by

the MAB International Council at its last Meeting in*Washington, D.C.,hosted by

the. USA.
, .

Mindoro is the seventh largest island of the Philippines, and lies south of

the western part.of Luzon. The area set aside for the MAB reseve for research

and instruction is located at the..northern tip and has ,an aggregate area of

23,525 hectares. It covers the town of Puerto Galera ili Oriental Mindoro and Abra

de Ilog in Occidental Mindoro.

Mindoro represents rather a complex ecosystem of forested areas, .g,asslands

and croplands. Competition among the forms of land use is further complicated by
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the presenc`f an endangered animal species unique in Mindoro. Social values and

attitudes of Christian settlers towards stewardship of pasture leases and the an-

cestral rights of the aborigines provide a very interesting social matrix for thg

-ecosystem. The rich natural resources like marble, silica, copper, corals, fish,

ire rapidly attracting industries: Tourist and recreational areas are rapidly

Jeing developed. The reserve proVides an ideal microcosm which can be subjected

to a total ecosystem analysis for studying rational, optimum modes of utilizing

Ina developing-land and natural resources. It also provides a nature center for

environmental learning, with the presence. of a marine biological station of the

State University as well as field stations of the Bureaus of FOrestry, AniMal Hus-

4Pb
andry and Weather Bureau.

While admittedly: the Philippines would be an ideal participant for such stud-

ies within an international network'', it can not be denied that our national- prior-

ity is a need fot development for economic survival.

Our bubble of happiness is self-contained.; it is ['Mich smaller than yours since

our demands and needs are much.less. We can see through it and perhaps feel a

little ambitious to attain the modern conveniences which are so'common in yoUr

world, but yet we must realize the limits of development to al.loW us to move with-

in t4 proper dimensions of ecological balance.

Ladies and gentlemen:

In closing, alloW me the academic luxury of comparing our environments. It is.

a rare privilege to be able to share these impressions with such a distinguished

group of scholars as this; and I hope to find an echb of response in,ydtir ideas..

These past few days, I lived through the motions of an Ameriican housewife.

First, I did not work, then I became an addict of the teldvisioK. I discovered

frozen convenience foods, and the newspaper advertisements. The dishwasher, the

washing machine and the drier saved much of my time, and I needed a car to move.

about. The amount of-dependence on energy was so Omnipresent, that I began to ap-

preciate why it takes your President to advise the housewives to use cold water

for washing in order to save energy. tiy the time I have reviewed the department

stores, and supermarkets which advertise opportunity buys, I had so much wrapping

and tags and cartons to throw away that it used up all the time I have saved.

These past few days gave me an insight of what you are really up against, of what

would happen to our country iftime moved forward by two decades and if we con-'

tinued ddvelopment towards your peak; At'made me wonder, whether the developed

worlds are really'not trying'to move one step downwards from this peak, while we

struggle upward, and it makes, me close with a proposition on, environmental manage-

ment: That perhaps, the most important and most crucial issue at stake. for both

your world and mine, the sole thing we have in common, is the conservation of

values which are in our people.-
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SesSion 11

DISCUSSION

Willard: Is any work being done on the more sophisticated land dispoSal of

municipal sewage, using land to receive the nutrient material? In the old days

it traditional for the farmers to put night soil on the land.

Bebber: Wes, thiS is actually a part cf our'physical planning concept, the

planning in Germany. Agriculture in Germany is in the shrinking process, actu-

ally the number of enterprises has.practiCally dropped by half in the last ten

years. Shortly after the war, about 8.9.million people Were in agriculture, and

now Ws only two million people, which means that those little petty farMers

have stopped messing up. the landscapenow they do it in a more sophiSticated way.

We have a strict control on all sorts of surface use.

Willard: To the ecologist, man as a species' hasn't quite found his niche

yet. We express this in our National Environmental Policy Act, and the.domand

that that act puts on the United States.to harmonize human activities with the

activities of the natural. environment. When' you really get into this, one of the

things you discover is that except for organisms living in water, the wastes, of

organisms are all going back to the land, except for man. There are some very

interesting, innovative things and sophisticated things coming to the fore.as'to

how human waste can be treated so 4t is safe from the health 'standpoint. Then

the many nutrients can be used-beneficially for growing of crops, which people

don't consume,directly.- That's a long story but I think one which environmen al

education people ought to focus on a bit because sometimes thig solution td the

problem means refotusing our awareness and.not getting in a trough and staying

there. It's/very important to have a trough with sloping sides rather than ver-

tical sides, so that it can be open to new, innovative ideas.

Question:. What'is the federal governMent in Germany doing in regard to .neces-

sary training and education?

B atrice EvWillard, the moderator for Session 11, is a member of the U.S.
Council on Environmental Quality.
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Bebber: The training and education of environMenta tts is up to the local

govenments of the states, they have the sovereignty in Germany. In the last few

years, the German educational system hasnged drastically to a concept that

deals more...with present-day demands, whic means an increasing number of techni-

cal colleges and technical_ universities are f pd in Germany. Every newly estab-
.

lished university'automatically has a chair for environmental sciences. There

are special universities in Munich, for example,Hanover and Berlin, where they

have special chairs for water engineering.

Of course,. the output of graduates of the universities is not noW.matching

the demand for engineers and technicians, experts in all fields of the environ-

ment, Now we have to do research work on how many. engineers 'and technicians we

need, because like in any other country of thejciestern world, the output of aca-

demics in GerMany is increasingly high, and it reflects some very> strange and

peculiar vocational planning in the past. We have an.enormous amount of psycholo-

gists.and sociologists now. We don't want to encourage too many environmentalists

in the future.

In my opinion this is actually one part.of the environment, having a decent

job and .a decent profession.

Question:'. I was wondering what wa:i going on in Canada in programs for educat-

ing people not of school age; like community education.

/

/

Heal: Through the Canada Water Act wq, are getting ourselves into a number of

water basin studies and propos

44

d Ovelopments,'hydro-developments.. Oneof the

things that's happening in th se impact studies is that there is a fairly intense

degree of public involvement. Using one specific example, on the Churchill River

in Saskatchewan there's bOen a propcisal for a major hydroelectric dam. The 'gov-

ernment has indicated thOt before it will make a decision on that dam, they will

hold two to three years of studies and have an open information policy about the

environmental effects of this kind of thing. The budget allocated 10 percent of
---

the-total studies budget to public education activities, and some materials were

prepared and distributed to .variousinformation centers, wor.:Shops,and so forth.

Probably this is one indication where attention is being focused by the govern-
.-

ment, its trying.to involve people in particular studies in their area. Now

its not all a bed of'roses as, you found down here; there are all sorts of issues

and .unanswered questions. But I think there's' a fair degree of commitment in

various political circles and governmeOts.i'n Canada that these issues are too

complex for decision makers to try to decijie all alone. They've got to involve

the people early in the planning stage. ..

0
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Session 12

RESEARCH NEEDS IN WATER fiuALITY CONTR61..

Perry McCarty

We regret that the tape rPrt)rder malfunctioned in Session 12, and it was not

po;sible to obtain a manascript of Professor McCarty's paper.

(77

Perry !11;Carty is Professorof Environmental Engineering annirector of the
Water Studies Programs Department of Civil ingipeering, Stanford University.
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0

ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING EDUCATION FOR THE\FUTUg

Donald J. O'Connor

While it was not possible to obtain a manuscript copy of Professor O'Connor's

remarks, here is a summary of them:

Professor O'Connor reflected on the heritage of environmental engineering edu-

cation. He commented on the various factors that have produced the scientist ver-

sus those that have produced the engineer, and biological-life science education

versus mathematical-physics education.

These two different orientations have conflicted in environmental engineering

education, to produce a difficult.but also a challenging situation. For many

years, Professor O'Connor has been interested in trying to bridge those gaps, and

this was the majorAubject of his_rema.4ks.

Donald J. O'Connor is Professor of Civil Engineering at
i

Manhattan College

,(The Bronx, New York City). He was formerly President of Hydroscience, a con-

sulting engineering firm, and has been a consultant to industry and government,

, as well as a member of numerous advisory-committees.
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EDUCATIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES UNDER THE WATER

POLLUTION CONTROL ACT AMENDMENTS OF 1972

Kenneth L. Johnson

I'm going to talk about immediate educational responsibilities under the

federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972. As was mentioned earlier by both'

,speakers,: eliminating all effluent discharge by 1985 is sort of pie in

the sky. But at the same time, the people were speaking through their represen-

tatives (the vote for the act was something like 400 to nothing). What they were

saying Was, "We'4 been ,.onvinCed,' especially over the last 10 year , that there

are too many effluentinaterials in our water, apd too many pollutants in our

air, based on the information we have right at band.'Let's stop putting mater-

idls into the water or putting it into our air. Let's do something right now.".

Arid they did that in the law..The two most important titles in My mind are

"`Title III, which is standards and enforcement and Title' IV, whicli is permits

and licenses. There the people are saying, "Here, do this right now. Let's at 1/

leaS begin to turn the other way, let's not have unrestricted pollution of our

-water, yS," For example, there is Section 301 in Title III, on effluent stan-

dards b sed on technologypostly available right now, or thd standards in Sec -

ton 302. There is Section 303 asking the statesto set up plans to clean up the

nation's Ovate nays within the fbreseeable future. In Section .396 there is pro-

vision. for national standards for new sources. Section 307 puts standards on

toxin materials and provides for treatment standards for industries that dis-

charge ipto municipal systems. And Section 311 is doing something about oil

spills. Section 316 is doing something about thermal discharges.

I'm.goinq to be talking.principaily about where we are going to get the peo-

ple that are going to take care of all these sections, and those who are going

to take care of the National Pollutany Discharge Elimination System which was

set up by Title IV in Section 402. Jli the public sector I'll talk about state

agencies, about municipal wasteWat6'r treatment authOrities. For the private

sector in industry', food, and resources the language of the law goes something

Yenneth L. Johnson is Deputy Assistant Administrator, Region I (Boston)
of the Environmental Protection Agency.
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like this there shall be a( r .1-- effluent limitations for point sources that

will require the application Of :.he'best practical control techniques currently

available, or in the case o1 a discharge into a municipal treatment works, will

require compliance with pre-treatment, requirements.

Those requirements are put into an enforceable manifestation by the Notional

Pollution Discharge Elimination System. But living up to that kind of a standard,

that kind of a permit re6ires all kinds of people as you recognize, people to

plan for the industry as to `whether by a change in the process, for example, thdy

can minimize their effluent discharge or use of water; people who design essen-

tial equipment, people who build control equipment, people whd operate it, people

who monitor it to make sure it's doing the thing it was planned for; people whO

monitor and begin to determine what is required. We're talking about more limns

20,0U0 industrial sources across the country and those people from chemists

down to technicians have to come from somewhere, and it's the responsibility of

our educational institutions to produce those.

Now where's the money going to come from, to deVelop or sustain the univer-

sity courses, community college curses, vocatioial, educational? I think for

the private.sector that the Congress, and the people too, expect funds for that

kind of education to come from the private sector itself through supply and de-

mAnd. If they're forced by a permit situation which we've never had before, the

permit 'Situation is enforced to the letter of the law, and industry says, "Hey,

I'd better -take care of this or I'll get a tremendOus fine or even put in jail,"

I think the industry can and will take care of itself. That's perhaps not true

of the public sector. For example, for state agencies some of the wording of

the law goes like this: each state shall establish for the waters identified the

total daily limits for,pollutants...Each state Shall havb a continuing planning

process for water pollution controt.,Any applicant for a federal permit shall

provide a certification from the state that any discharge will comply with the

applicable provisions o7 this act."

Now again, the state needs a great variety of trained people; people who are

cognizant of the sum total of all discharge into 'a given segment of a.,stream.

How do you allocate the ioad among all of them? How 'do you allocate control among,

all of them? People--who review plans and specifications submitted by people who

want to build control equipment and who are then asking for a permit or a con

struction grant. People who monitor the quality of the water or the of vent or

sources of pollution. People who enforce the law, enforce the stand ds under

the permit system.

We have ourselves thiS summer; in the Environmental Protection Agency, made an

assessment as to what the needs ofstatevencies will be in the reasonably

foreseeable future for taking care of this sort of thing. There are five basic

categories Of work which are required by the Water Pollution Control Act Amend-,

ments.,
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In water quality tionitoring, it's expected that about 440 men each year will

have to be taken on across the country in new hiring due to the expansion of

the state agencies, staffs, and replacements. These are basically chemists, lab-

oratory people. There'll be something less than that, about 340 new ,people each

year, needed for facilities planning, That's for assessing what kind of control

is needed on a given stretch of stream for a specific municipality or industry.

There will be something less than a hundrtid people-fneeded for thedgmlistration

of construction grants"prin4pally supplied by the government, something less

than 200 people a year needed fol. helping municipalities operate and maintain

their;waste treatment plants. When I say "help" I mean to make inspections, pro-

vide advice and counsel to the municipalities so they do a good job. And there

will be sometbing less than a hundred peoptie a year needed for controlling oil

and hazardous mat rials. I'm talking of professional people now.

If we're talkin about technicians, there are approximately the sate number

of -tt!(:hnkianYfor waty quality Monitoring as professional people, something

around 403: Ow helpinfg Out in operation and maintenance there are about the

sate number of people as for professionals, about a hundred again. Those are the

needs of state agencies.

Now, state agencies of course, can'go to their colleges and universities to

provide those kinds of people, but I think there.s, going to have to be some 'kind

of system through the states for making sure that-they get educated people, gcto

provide fellowships. For example, we're thAnkingiof ways of setting aside a cer-

tain amount of the state program grant money speEifically for manpower develop-

ment and training for state agedcy use. There's also a possibility that there
*4.-

will be some states undertaking to a greater degree a fee system, .in which if o

somebody comes for review of a construction grant application or a permit they

will charge a fee to the iminicipaiity,The'murritipality Will be able to claim

that as an eligible projeEt cost on a 6fist-ruction grant program. Again, that

might. perhaps be 'useful Tor-educating state agency staffs.

But the biggest need right now, the immediate,need for training people, is
,,

But

at the municipal waste treatment level. We've made an assessment this summer that

we-have about 70,000 people working as operatcim -and maintenance person* in
1

municipal waste treatment plants across the country. That information was pro-

vided to us by the states. And the states also collectively indicated that that

was less than what was recommended for doing a good.job right now. Something like
.

'15,000 ili'ora people are needed to do a good job right now. You might think that

that's self - serving. They're simply saying that they need more peoplejust as .-

everybody needs more people to do the job.

But we have independent information to support that. vle, as a matter of fact,

each year, because it's required by law, haVe to make an assessment of.wastewater

treatment plants built with our fundss,and each year all the inspections of those



plant that were co mA J.1 during ikie last year are looked at. It was found last

yea, for exampl, that 30 percent of the plants that were built with our funds

were not being operated and maintained so they would meet design standards. In

part that may be due to poor design, but,in greatest part it's because there

simply aren't enough train4tpeople in the plant to do the job. Each year were

spending literally billions ofdollas to build these treatment plants. If we talk

'about 30 percent we're talking about
several hundred millions of dollars of your

money and my money, taxpayers' money, which is being wasted.

'So, the greatest shorttall of people is to be educated and trained,-the

greatest need we have right now is for municipal wastewater plants. The estimate

is that 'there'll 'be about 10,000
newhires4needed each year, land we'll have to

upgrade about 40,009 each year. We also found this sunnier that there's a tremendous

turnover. You know, working in a sewage treatment plant is not thought of as

being the greatest job in the. world. People get low salaries; they have no status

whatever. The first chance they have. to go somewhere else, they do. We have to

mike sure we do something abodit training
and keeping people in our municipal

plants or we're never going to achieVe any, of even the realizable goals of the

act. It's dorvthing we have to do right now.

i.w,ant to read you some conclusion. that I wrote up Six weeks ago with regard

to wnattge federal government can and should do about educating people.to

achieve as much as is possible. Conclusion
number one was that state and local

institutions must provide the bulk of the manpower training required to effec-

tively 'impleMeat Public Law 9?-500.
EPA's national training 'center will only be

able to train a small fraction of the perSonnel required.

The number of people we train here actually is only 10 percent.of the num-

ber. We cannot do much more with the resources we have.

Conclusion ntiliter two: with current resources EPA can develop and distribute

for state and local delivery training course
materials covering major federal

requirements for implementiny the act. We can provide traning course manuals

and videotape instruction rpterial: Wo in iirovide that for wide dissemination,

but we 'AII db all the disserdnating ourselves,

Conc. gsion number three: with current
resources the EPA can support, with

fundina and course materials projects for improved operation and maintenancof

public waste treatment facilities. But the states and local governments must

undertake the responsibility for this
type of training. We can go out, as we ap

right now, with grants,especially to commnity colleges and other schools for

demonstration courses on how to train opti.ators of treatment plants.

Conclusion number four, and this is perhaps of direct importance to you here:

with rorrent protes%ional training
grant=, EPA cannot guarantee an .adequate

supply of engineers, fhecitsetc. to implement Public Law 9?-500. With the

funds we have available we can't do it entirely. The National .Pollution' Dis-

charge Elimination System permits, if strongly enforced, may provide enough

__
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incentive to effeitively develop a satisfactory approach. EPA should closely

monitor the supply of professional.people available for implementation of the

act. If it appears .that additional federal support is required, the agency should

work to obtain this additional support. And that's our r;esponsibiliey.

. Conclusion number five: it can be expected that state and local governments

will not immediately have the capability of undertaking all of the direct train-

ing required Vor effective implementation of the law. EPA should closely monitor

the performance of state and local governments in manpower development. Where

training needs are critical and inadequate state and local performance jeopx-
,

the_aces implementation, EPA. should provide direct-training.-States should

be encouraged by financial incentives to develop and maintain strong manpower

planning and development programs to minimize the necessity for federal involve-

ment in direct training.

As a resalt of these conclusions we've established an EPA manpower develop- r

ment and training strategy to build up a list of actions we will take over the

next two years to try to make What's needed happen.

fn closing, I'd like to look ahead a little bit; I think that we'll have to

change our ideas about water pollution control in the traditional sense, treat-

ment and discharge. We have to prepare an assessment of needs for municipalities,

new capital construction to meet the requirements of the act. And this year we

did it, and included within the normal treatment plans major septic sewers and

the like; we also included how much it was Going to cost to treat ardo some -

thing about combined sewer systems and/storm water in order to meet water

quality standards. This year's assessment was that the cost of all this would

be $350 billion. The Office of Management and Budget likes to say-to us, U.35

,trillion dollars" because they want to accentuate the amount that we're talking

. about, and it's hurting. We're talking about $350 billion, we're thinking, "Gee'

whiz, we're really getting into the big leagues. We're getting close to the

Defense Department."

So we really have to concentrate on research not only about treatment and

taking out heav metal from wastewater, but research on preventing the pollu-

tants from getting there in the first place. lf, as in New York City, we're get-

ting a lot of heavy metals in the water from street washings -- lead,. for exam-

ple, from leaded gasolines -- we have to develop means far not getting them there

1 in the first place, rather than trying to treat them after the fact. We'll have

to talk about recycling to a much greater degree.

We can do a lot of things right now,. in the immediate future, to clean up

our nation's waterways. But looking ahead to the more distant 'future, we can*t.

just be the traditional sanitary r ,ineers. We have to think not only about

treating wastewater, but about lc . at a whole system'of preventing the poll

lutant materials from getting into .de wastewater in the first place. <
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DISCUSSION

Question:- I wonder if you could say something about the kinds of training

programs that you envision.

Johnson: If we're talking about people working in a municipal plant, we're

actually talking about upgrading people that have maybe a high'school education '

at best. I thirik the average municipal employee has p 9th grade education. What

we would be doing there basically is teachingthe practical principles of waste-
,.

Water treatment plant operation, plus the basic principles of sampling the waste-

water. Wehave within recent days sent out to each state agency a student refer-

ence manual, which is a guide to teaching treatment plant, employees the basic

tests for federal permits in very cookbook fashion. If you can follow this, you

can do the basic tests. That's the kind of thing we're talking about for muni-

cipal plant employees.

We're. talking about people in state agencies. I think here we're talking

about depending by and large on traditional sanitary engineei:ing,ltrAditional '

"

chemistry courses fdr professi9nal people. The kind of program t !at we're going

P'to now would be that a fellowship would be made available to th man and he Would

be encouraged to go back to the university. I.Wre,also talking about having in

the future -- this is strictly preliminary -- perhaps a cooperative work-study

program with state agencieS.

We do have something like-$340,000 this year for undergraduate grants, and

$2,700,000 total for professional training grants. We have. grants now for the

development of curricula in colleges and universities and especially in'Commun-

ity colleges. We principally can help state agencies and municipal waste treat-

ment rnthorities. As I indicated earlier we do not have enough money, enough

financial resources available right now to guarantee an adequate supply of pro-

fessionals to implement PL, 92 -500.

Question: I asked because one of the fields I'm in is elementary and secon-

dary eduqtion, and I would be very interested in knowing that here's a field

Robert F. Ruhl, Assistant Chief,of the Academic Training Section of the

U.S. Enwironment01 Protection Agency, moderated Session 12.
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with" a crying need for several hundred thousand employees.

Johnson: Well, it's not several hundred thousand employees, at least iri the

municipal area.'You can have one community college within a state specialize in,

say, wastewater plant personnel. But the state couldn't have very many vocational

high schools with a wastewater treatment plant course and have enough people, as

pOtential students. Maybe I'm wrong there; maybe other people have different

ideas. That's the hardest thing to-sell to the, people across Ole country, that

for a given community there aren't so many.

Comment:,I would like to make a comment about the public expecting industry

to take care of itself (and I've been guaranteed that they will) -- that's what

concerns Ine most, the manpower needs. While you're trying to upgrade the' state

and local wastewater treatment facilities,' you're always going to have ind,pstry

hirIng away the people that are being trained. A man becomes reasonably good;

then industry's going to take him. The same thing has happened with professional

personnel. That's one of the big problems right now.

Johnson: That's why we'd like to focus on using our grants in the. future as

fellowships for state agency employees, for example...

-Convent: And insist that they stay with the state for awhile. That's the

only way you're going to keep them, because once they stay with the state for

two or three years and become very valuable., to industry,"they get hired away

anyway..

jOhnson) Theee were WO people trained on our 'professional grants, and half

went to private industry.

Question: I have to bring up a certain note of caution on how you administer

funds to state agencies for the purpose of training. It has been our experience

at least in our state that not necessarily will the individual that best deserves

that type of support get it. People work in state agencies many times only be-

caus4 nobody else wants them. You end up with a student that really can't cut

it, and it's a gross misuse of the funds. Therefore, I'd have to vote against

this way of doing things and this training, I'm not so sure that the universities(

shouldn't haveA better handle on the selection of fellowship recipients than

the state agency.
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. Qu6stion: One thing that's been giving me considerable'cohcern,are some of

the disincentives which are contained in this act. We as practitioners out in

the field are required to Consider new technology, and yet the very rigidness

of the at itself prevents, in many cases, a new technology from being tested

in the field. It's very difficult to persuade somebody out there to spend a

couple of million dollars on a project which, in effect, is not proven. And if

they install such a project, and the project does not come quite up to expecta-

tionS, then technically they're in violation of the prOvisioris of this act. Peo-

ple are becoming scared to try anything.

Agswer: When the construction grant regulations were filed about a year ago

there was a recognition of this. One of the sections of the final regulations

that didq't.appear in the draft was written specifically to encourage the use of

. new idea. Under the old re6ulations, the only projects that could be built mith

construction (pant funds were projects that had been demonstrated. That was

rejected in the final regulations and I think they say that pilot - scale tests

would be ,,uffjcient. This was meant to encourage innovations in thiS field.

Comment: I'd say that, demonstration is certainly where a lot of the research

and development funds of EPAare going now. I agree that that's needed , certain

for our new processes. They have to be demonstrated someplace and it's probably

the respAsibility of the federal governmelit in conjunction with whoever may get

the benefit from it to demonstrate the facility. This probably*,doesn't fit too

well within the 'scope of the university kind of research, a demonstration plan,

but it 'is certainly a necessary kind-of research. 9_

Comment) The problem is, of course, the gap between the manufacturer who's

doing equipment development and the original basic work which is done in the

university. Somebody ha to pick up the work from the university and carry it

from there. A lot of this new technology is just dropping into the swamp because

there's not really enough 'incenti've for it to. really be developed. Everybody

seems to be content with the way we've done it in the past. Nobody wants to try

anythirig new.

Comment: The point I'd like to make is that, early in the support of profes-

sional engineering education we derived our funds from research which reinforced

the university objective of developing new knowledge. Then about 10 years ago,

you shifted to the support of terminal master's type of pepple with elimina-

tion of a lot of support in the research grant area. This has turned out a lot

of people. But it has also degraded the research effort of any-tiniversity..Ass

you tend to shift the respasibility for trainiIng the terminal people back to
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the states/which 1 think yqu can do in the long run but not instantaneousl,Y,

then the"university contribution to a large degree Will be working on problems

that we don't now have. That means that we will have to go back to develop cen-

ters of excellence in certain research areas. What you can't expect As that the

states are going to support the type of research program that is going to. create

the centers of excellence that will le needed in the future.
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Session 13

THE ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES PROGRAM AT

TEXAS CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY

o

Leo Newland

The title of this session is Some Different Approaches at the College and

Graduate Level" and it is felt at Texas Christian University that we have accom-

'Rlished a somewhat different approach to environmental education, Currently,

the environmental education program at T.C.U. consists'of two separate and dis-

tinct- parts; an'undergraduatO curriculum. which leads to a Bachelor of Science

degree and a graduate curriculum terminating in a Master df Science Degree. ,

Both of these degrees are titled "Environmental Science" and include students

With quite diverse backgrOunds, but an interest in developing the knowledge and

skills needed to maintain and improve the quality of our environment.'

Upon initiation of/discussions concerning. what our program should consiseof,

it was decided that.stnce there was not an engineering school'and since there

was not a strong sociological fobhdation at T.C.U.', but that there were some

exceptionally strong science departments already present, we would be'best

equipped to base //our Environmental Sciences program on science. 'Furthermore

upon investigation of existing environmental programs at that time (1968), it

was discovered that most were engineering-oriented With many good programs ---

already in &istence. It was with all of 'these considerations in mind that it

was decid d that both.our-undergr uate and our graduate programs would be based

on a str4g science foundation.

our undergraduate Bachelor of Science degree, T.C.U. requires 132 semes-

ter hours of- credits. Of this 50% (or 66 credits) are taken in hard sciences,

,courses (Figure 1). Please note the distribution of credits taken in'biology,

geology and chemistry. We feel that a scientific understanding of environmental

problems will only come after-the student has accomplished the basic fundamentals

of biology, geology and chemistry. These are the tools Of the environmental

scientist and are essential. One-half.of the biology and geology courses are

pre-determined while the remaining 50% may be chosen from a lengthy list of

biology and geology courses. The required biology courses include a year of life

Leo Newland is Director of Environmental Sciences and Associate Professor'
in the Department of Geology, Texas Christian University, Fort Worth.
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SCIENCE COURSES

Bidlogy - 18 semester hours
9 semester hrs. - Biology core (Life S'dience

andEcology)
elb

9 semester hrs. - Biology electives

Geology - 18 semester hours
9 semester hrs.' - Geology core (Physical and

Environmental mineralogy)

9 semester hrs. - Geology electives

CheMistry - 16 semester hours
10 semester hrs. - Chemistry core (Inorganic and

. Quantitative Analysis)

6 semester hrs. - Chemistry electives

Physics - 8 semester hourS

Mathematics - 6 semester hoUrs
3 semester hrS. - Math core (Calculus)

3 semester airs. - Math elective (Computer SFience)

Total ,66 semester hours of sciences

SUGGESTED ELECTIVES

Urban Society
Urban Design
Municipal Government_
Public Administration
Systems Dynamics.
Physical Geography

UNIVERSITY CORE

12 semester hours, Humanities'
12 semester hours, Social Sciences
.12 semester hours, Sciences
14 semester hours, Miscellaneous

FIGURE 1

Bachelor of Science Degree in Environmental Sciences
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sciences and ecology at the sophomore level. Examples of the biology Oective

include botany; aquatic biology, Comparative invertebrate zoology, limnology,

and marine ecology. The required geology courses include` physicalgeology, an

introductory 1.evelcibrse in environmental sciences, and environmental mineral

ogy. Electives may be Oosen: Such'courses as meteorology, oceanography, gepl-
;

ogy of natural resources,-marine geology, and environmental geology. Requirld

chemistry courses include a year of geaeraloinorganic chemistry plus quantita-

tive analysis. tie suggest to the student that he take one semester each of!

organic and physical chemistry to round the other chemistry requirements, In

addition to these biology, geology, and chemistry courses, the environmental

sciences major must take a year of physics and a year Of mgthematic5 including

calculus.

In the second half of Figure 1 are listed the suggested electives for the

program as'weii 15 the University Core. Our University Core added to the requir-

ed science courses totals 104 semester hoUrs leaving 28-Credits which may be

chosen from.th'd "suggested electives." Our University Core states that a student'

must take 12 credits in the humanities, social sciences, and sciences. It does

not state-5pecifically,which courses; therefore, there is a tremendous amount of

flexibility enabling the stu ent to' essentially write his own curriculum within
,;

certain,guidelines.

Due lb.the obviouS difficulty of this curriculum, it requires a student Of

at least average, intelligence or above to complete the program. In actual fact

only the better. students elect to enter this program. In actual fact only the.

better students elect to enter this program. The average SAT score of the stu./

dents in the undergraduate Envirbnmental Sciences Program at T.C.U. is some

poi 5-higher thA the average entering at T.C.U. or moat other schools.// ecause

of- this very high caliber of student in'the program, we utilize them extensively

infoUr research program. We have pUblished many papers with undergr uates as

co- authors. This i4/a rare opportunity for an undergraduate at mot schools.
71-

This brings us tothe graduate program which leads to a Mas r of Science

in Environmental Sciences. Our master's grogram is designed p incipally for
]

Students wjEh scientific training. or background, but students:witb other under-

graduate degrees have :successfully completed the program. Sri faCf we have had

individuals who have come to us with degreet4On such far ay.disciplines as

history and French. Naturally, thee individuals have-a:''Considerable amount of

undergraduate prerequisites to make up - but if'they are truly interested in

environmental, sciences, they will make the effort. The undergraduate prerequi-

sites that we require are 1 year of biology and chemistry, 1 semester of physi-

cal geology and calculuspzind 1, df course, in.regional planning.

If -.one analyzes the curriculum for the master's program (Figure 2), it breaks

down into 4 categories: core requirements, seminar,relectives'and 'Thesis. The

.1
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CogglOgn05,
Alit/otic Biology (theory)_

Field Techniques in EnvirOnmental
Biology (Appli.cation)'

Geochemistry Of'Natural Waters

(TheorY)

Instrumental Analysis (Application)

SEMINAR

EnvitIonmental Sciences

12 semester 'hours

.4-

3 semester 'hours.

ELECTIVES 9 semester hours

Biology, Geology, Political

S(-.iehte, Sociology, Econonics,

Public Administration; etc.

THESIS, 6 semester hourt

TOTAL - 30 Semester Hours

-,FIGURE

Master of Science Degree in Environmental Sciences

core requirements are composed of 2 courtesAri\biologyand. 2`- courses in, geology.

,, The two biology courses have one theory and one applICationcourie as do the

geology courses. is felt that this CAbination of theory and applied Courses

a weli-rounded master's program,'. First,. one learns the theoryand!

.
then the apRlied aspects to implement those.theories=. It thould,be;pointed Out

that while our undergr'aduate program is quit4.broad'in scope to cover mos df the

areas of environmental science the Mister's ,program'is,limitecf principals/ to .

the Oguatic"%nd terrestrial. environments. Mott of our courses are orient0

toward aquatic sciences. Most of this limitation is due to lack of persOnel

and resources to'conduct,researCh in the other fields of environmental tdie ces

To complete the' requirements for the' master's -program, we require 3 semi ars,

9 seMester hours of electives, and a thesis. 40e thesis may be written,,in an

,
Otpect'of 'environmental sciences thatthe student can find a major professor

286.
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direct. Past theses have been written on many subjects including bioassay

techniques; trace metals, pesticides, economics of resources, nutrient uptake,

etc.

This completes the current degree programs at T.C.U. and brings us to a

discuSsion of our proposed new degree. We are proposing a D.E.S. degree, a

Doctorate of Environmthital Sciences. This is not a Ph.D'. degree, Uut is an

xntirel'ji.new concept which involves three facets: formal course work, research,
. .

and On-the-job training. It is application oriented and designed to train

stuants.to solve the diverse problems of the environment by making them aware

of the multidisciplinary approach needed to do this satisfactorily: TA train

such. professionals, an instructional sequence has been selected from a broad

spectrum of disciplines to support independent investigation and the acquisition

of practical experiencd'in a selected field of envirpnmental science.
,

Suth.a curriculum is not aimed at the traditional approach of training in--

depth researcherier theoretical academicilns, as is traditional, with most Ph.D.

programs. On the contrary, it is designearto train imaginative professionals

well acquainted with:the interdisdiplipary problems of the environment and well

qualified to approacWtheir solution in a multidisciplinary manner, be they .

newly graduated, students who have not yet had on-tne-job training or experienced

individuals who wish to_he re= educated and trained'for new and more productive

careers. Not only will theoretical knowledge be combined with practical exPeri-
.

ence, but graduatet of this program will learn to use all the problem-solving

capacities of a'multidi,sciplir.:!rrteam in dealing with, problems. :The multidis-

'Ciplinary team approach has already proven successful at. Tens Christian'Univer-

sity as evidenced by many cooperative research prqe'cts already completed or

underway in connection with the Master's degree. program in Environmental: Science.

IFaculty members in different departments, and sometimes, quite diverse areas,'..

have gone beyond traditional boundaries to provide a team approach to solving-:'

. - environmental problems.that lie at the interface of science and society.

The ToCtor of Environmental Science Degree Program" is designed to lead

to the degree of Doctor of Environmental Science. It is envisioned as an.advan-:

ted degree beyond the Master's degree level and:thus'reqUires several years of

involvement allowing students who becoMe-deeply:engaged with their work to pursue

their interest for more than a few semesters and preferablyfor more than'lWo
.;

years. It transcends a nbmber of disciplines and permits a broad scope of train-

ing to meet the diversification of environmental, problems. This applied problem-.

oriented LwriculUm would not only allow the'significant involvement of several

disciplines -fronivarious departments of the institution an opportunity for

cooperative in-class learning experiences but it will;' through close association

and collaboration with induStrial-firms and.government agencies permit the



student to become involved in. solving real world problems. This industry/

university approach to education will:not only save much time and effort in

- re-educating the college-trained employee but it will facilitate the retraining

of exper- i- enced indi- v -rdvah fur more productive career.

As visualized, the
st.

program will consist of (1) an early period of formal

course work followedby (2) project-oriented studies involvjng faculty members

and finally (3) an internship inwhich on-the-job training will be received with

'a company or governmental agency. The formal course sequence (see
t

Figure 3) will
!

Provide the student with the basic scientific competence'to solve envionmental

problems; thus the requirements will vary with the individual student and will

be tailored to his interests and needs. For example, a student interested in
.

public administration or regulatory aspects of theenWrotimdnt might take.elec-

tive courses in the social oiciences whereas the scien.ce-4 orignted student,
t

, 4

although -4 might elect to take science courses, will be adviSecl-to intersperse

social science, particularly humanitiet courses thus. avoiding intellectual iso-

h
lation: .

Specific required courses will:be held to a minimum but the students should

'have a.bas.ic undersbanding of the elements of the'environment; therefore, they

should show competence in its eiologiscal and geological aspects. Hence, six

hours of advanced. work is required In each of'these fields. In order that stu-

dents be able to appreciate solutions to environmental problems'they should be

familiar with the tools of science,schemistry, physics and mathematics; there-

fore; four courses of undergraduate chemistry, one course in calculuS ond two,

courses in general physics are required as yndergraduate prerequisites.

In addition to the required courses the.student can select 18 hours of

elective credit from one or more of the following fields, biology, buSiness'

administration, chemistry, economics, geography, geology, government, philos-

ophy, public administration or sociology. The selection of these elective fields

wi

i

.1 be d termined in accordance with the needs of the student's specialty under

th care 1 guidance and.counsel.of a. graddate committee headed by a chairman -

or advi's .

''

It j intended that this degree'program will require the equivalent of 42

semester hours of graduate study beyond the Master's degree, or its equivalent.
t

Each st dent's program will be crafteeto his individual requirements and

especia ly to his capabilities and interests in a. particular field. Therefore,

1515-Ieme ter by semester plan can be given but our course outlineis presented

only as a guide.

In addition to the selected curriculum-of problem,oriented graduate' courses;:.- '
semina s and cooperative multirdiscipli.3.nary projects inwhich, for examplecourse

work i systems dynamics may be inlegrated with a 'Problem-solving project in an

ti
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°I1P.5

tORE REQUIREMENTS 12 semester hours

. Geology
Water Pollution Control
Ehvironmental Geology

Biology
Advanced Ecology
Biology of Water Pollution

ELECTIVES r
Geology

Ecology of Soil
Sedimentation
HydrologY
Marine Geology

Biology
Marine Ecology,
Invertebrate Mo'rohology and
Physiology

Microbial Ecoiogy I and II.

18 semester hours

OTHER FIELDS

Systems Dynamics
; Biochemistry

Advanced((norganic Chemistry
ResourCes .

Economics of Urban Areas'.
Elements of Urban Design
Population Analysis' ,

Environmental Pelicy And Management

INTERNSHIP 6 semester. hours

iTHESIS 6 semester hours

TOTAL - 42 Semester Hours

FIGURE 3

Doctorate of Environmental. Sciences
(Proposed D.E.S. Degree)

environmental science cotii-se; the student. must serve an internship.' This intern-

ship is/visualized as obtaining practical experience in the area of environmen -\

ta1ly4lated.preblems in full-time employment with a company or with oheof the

,,approplHate governmental 4genCies (local,' stateor federal) for a period of 9

months, or for.an equivalent time.
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A thesis or dissertation as is required for the usual Ph.D. degree will not

be required but a compeehensive report on some aspect bfrt,tA student's'intern-

ship will be. required.. This report will be an important_ and integral part of

the program and will be written as well as,eeaented orally before the student's

graduate committee and invited'faculty.

This new program is intended to enCourage:a synthesis:Of theoretical .know-

ledge, praCtical experience, and professional intuition culminating in a doct- .

oral degree which is in ateordance-withthe.actual demands of modern science,

technology, society and industry.
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Session 13

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES AT STONY BROOK-

Andrew Collver

The Interdisciplinary Program in Environmental Studies at the State Univer
-- .

sity of New York at Stony BrOok began in 1971. Now in i'ts fourth year, it has

about seventy majors. The program is largely-a-coordinating-one rather than an

-autonomous series of courses, but it:does have four semesters of core courses

that give it. some integrity.' For the most part, the courses that count toward

the major are taught by the various disciplines as departmental courses (e.g:,

Economic Problems of the Environment in economics and the S6rrounding World An

Philosophy). Thecore courses are taught by the program chairmdn and a graduate

teaching assistant, and by the students themselyes. Plans to engage additional

faculty in the core, program have been delayed for budgetary!1 reasons: Students

in the program are required to take four courses from a liti of' Ratural science.

;courses,. four in Social Sciences, and two in Mathematics, besides the four inter-

disciplinary courses. In addition, each student must develop, some degree oi'

expeeti e in a specialty, with the approval of,faCulty advisOrs. The popu-

lar way to complete the specialty is to.fulfill,the requireMents for the major

in one of the disciplines, kdtake most.of one's specialty in onedePartment.

Theot er way 'is to,..ferf the specialty by combining courses'in different depart-

ments. AlTy-lcg(4courses that can be thown to add'Up to the developMent of .a

marketable skill in the environmental field is acceptable. . .

The Stony Brook program differs from most in that its chairman is a sociolo-

o -gist,' The choice of a social- scientist for this role was not by accident, for

we begin from the premise that the trouble With the- environment TS man. -That

being the case, 'one does not learn fo'understand environmenal problons ordis.,

cover possible solutions merely by studying the environment. Seeing that the

rapid Aeterioration in environmental quality is the resultef human use of the

environment, attention must be turned to NuMan'behavior. itself, not a'a

Andrew Collver is Chairman. of the Interdisciplinary Program in-Environmental
'Studies and Associate Professor of Sociology at the State UniVersity of Net York

at`'StonY.Grook. His recent writings include "Public Images and Coastal*Zone
Management," "Who Gets Involved in Ldcal Environmental Issues," and "Social-
Impact-,The Missing Ingredient," and his current research interests are in
human ecology and urban comMunities, and public participation in environmental

.planning.



postscript toAheend of each textbook chapter or lectu're, and not as a short

final section of the course, but as the topic of primary interest and.concern.

This is not the way I would have rationalized my role as chairman-five years

agu when we were first designing the program. At that time I was willing 'to

accept the leadership .position just to keep the program from falling into the

hands of a natural scientist or engineer. A scientist would probably tend to

thihk of himself as an Rxpert On the environment and accordingly be relatively

closed-minded in his approach and fail to.see the need for help from other dis -.

ciplines. Asociologist. obviously could lay no claim to expertise on the environ-

ment and would ha-Ve to ; s help from the experts. Not being attached to any of

he would be in asposition to consult them all
,

the environmental dis olines

without bias.

The notion that the program must be primarily focused on human behavior and
_ .

institutions' and only secondarily on theeRVironment only gradually evolved with

\experience. Probably the most imprant influences push,ffigthe program in this

'direction were the strong inclination of students toward the natural sciences',

and\the overall domination,of the Stony Brook campus by the. natural sciences

and engineering: IfAhe environmental studies program is to justify its exis-

'-tence;'it must offer a real alternative for students. Jhus the program came
. .

More and more to focus riot on scientific knowledge as such, but on the uses of

this knowledge,

I14.ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT CYCLE

Any field of study that is to be more than an encyclopedic collection of

miscellany has to haVe some criteria of what is or is. not relevant to the field

and it has to have some principles for organizing knowledge in the field. -After

attempting many different approaches, I hdve finally hit upon a'scheme that not

on y satisfies. me but so far seems to make sense to students. It is a simple

cyclical chart for presenting an analytical history ofthe,way an environmental

problem developed, how people attempted to organize a movement to solve the pro-

blem, and consequences that flowed from their efforts.

The procedure that I am now developing is one. of larning about environmental

policy through case studies. .This'has a number of advantages. For one, students

find it easier to grasp the concrete story of one environmental issue than to

try to cope with broad generalizations. The inductive method of teaching is

effeOtive with yoORg people who have had few if any experiences with `real -life

-environmental problem solving. Ueneralizations are convenient for summing up

the lessons gained from experience: To the teacher they area a form of shorthand
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that'enables him to cover a large'store of information quickly.. To the student,

howe(ier, they are more likely to appear as'a form of dogma...What I prOposo.as

the teaching technique for undergraduates is the inductive method of examining

many;cases and trying to see what lessons can be learned from them.

the scheme for analyzing cases_is a chart that call l'he EnvironMental

Management Cycle." It is a continuous circle tha0 have arbitrarily broken

into six segments. One segment is the lower half of ,the circle, Which could be-

broken,down into more detail but for the present purposes is left as a 'black

box.;h It represents the state of the environment. The upper half represents

human behaVior, or the social system (Figure 1).

Human use of the environment,is the point,at which the social system impinges

'on the enVironment. The impact of hOman use has immediate, secondary and ter-

tiary effects ramifying' through the environment in a vane? ty'of ways and result-

ing in changes in the environment that have an impact on, people. For some, these

changes can be evaluated as a net benefit; for:others a net losS. Presumably'the

perSon who uses the environment.in a certain way does so in anticipation of a

net gain--but he may be mistaken, Others, as a side effeCt, may gain or suffer

losses, depending upon-how they are 'related to the environmental conditions

affeFted by the human use in question. If one party persists, in a use because

it brings him a net gain Or profit while others continue to ,suffer a 'loss, then

10 those Others may begiri to see the situationas an environmental problem.

Those who are using theenvironm6nt presumably do so for some reason,-there

-are some incentives for what they, do. For the 'most part, such incentives are not

natural or inherent in human nature or the basic requirements of a social system.

They are institutional artifacts created by man and capable of being changed,by

man. For example, the pursuit of profit is frequently seen as a motive for use

of the environment. But profitability depends on several factors; 'the cOst Of=

raw materials, capital and labor, taXes,lieenses and permits, to mention a few,

weighed against the selling, price of the product. The selling price in turn

depends on effects of freight rates, sales taxes, protective.tariffs, presence

or absence of government price controls and soon.. Most if not all of these

factors are subject to manipulation by a variety of'regulatory institutions, and

they can be readjusted-to make it economically unprofitable to use resources

in a viay that is socially harmful.

On the chart, the institutions that determine the incentive system--taxes",:'

laws; land values, price of labor, etc. are designated as the "environmental

management system." This system is seen as:Managing the environment indireCtly

by-,manipulating incentivesand!then influencing humanuse of the environment.

The management institutions in turn are social artifacts and.they too can be

mod-11)ed or reformed.. The state of. these institutions at a given point in time -

is the outcome of a ,long history of efforts by various interest groups to shape
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Siltutions for their own benefit. ExploiterS pf natural resources for private

profi,t,to the detriment of society at large ordinarily Can be expected to use

some porltiot,of their'profits to influence the management systeM. Others, who

bear the sbcial-costs,are usually .scattered unorganized individuals. If

enough"oftheM are hurt bA"dllyeneugh,,And Tong enough, however, they may begin to
........

orgLnize a Ireform movement to attempt to influence the management system.

The cycle can be used to ;trace the hWory of development of,a prdblem, or

it may be used as a guide in the anticipation of,the environmentalimpact)of :

proposed actions. For our_purposes in thdfenvironmental studies program; we use

, it as a way of organizing our -thoughts about the history and outcome of environ-

mental, issues-, the contest between diffePent interest groups and the choices of

tactics for influence on each side of theissue

After examining several cazes in this framework, weylopeto be able to say

some things in general about the formation of environmentAlfanagement policies.

Right from the)eginning the chart tells us where to lo*Tor solutions and

and alfernatWes': -The causal chain leads,back to the individual in the environ-

mental' reform movement; the trouble with the environment is man;_the-trouble

with man is the incentive system; the trouble with the incentive system is that

_it_comesf4oman obsolete and inadequate management system; 6e,trpublo with, the

management system is that ithas not received vigorous.enough pressure on be)alf

of environmental protection and the public intere'st.. IfPeop a want 'to.prot ct

themselves, from the 4verse impacts of resource use,Nthey must seek reforms in

the Management system.

OBJECTIVES OF THE PROGRAM

We have a set of admittedly. ambitious goals for graduates fr'om the Environ-
,

mental Studies Program. It 'would hardly be worth the effort' to try to develop

the program fOr the sake of more modest gols.

-1. Graduates shOUld be sensitive to environmental impacts not only upon

themselves today. They should also be .sensitive to possible future

impacts and to. potential or present impacts upon others less fortunate

than'themselVes.

They should be able to analyze an environmental problem situation in

termsof,the)environmental management cycle, taking into account the

total situation, environmental and social.

.
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They should be'inclined to direct their reform efforts through the

management institutions and not be satisfied, with persOnal direct

action to cleanup the environment. Thus for instance, we59.144Xpeet

our graduates not to stop at picking up litter O'r 'recycling their own

beverage containers but to preSs for a ban on one -way bottles and cans:

-
They should haArethe initiative to be c pge agents and not simply fillers

of predetermined eareerposIttons. o a,large degree, they must be ,

__-
pared to create their-owITTOOs.

.5. Finally, we would like to be able to steer our graduates toward °prior.:

tunitieS in which to carry put their aims by helping them to-,find jobs

in which innovations are possible.

Against those high, aspirations we must contrast the character of the mater7'.

ial we have to Work. with. In the few years of working with students' in the

program, I have found that they mean well but that many of theM have some quite

discouraging attribute's.
: -

1. Their idea of edUcation iS a process by which.theY are given specialized

cempartmenthlizer!infomatiOn andtold to :study and remember it long

enough to pass an examination on. it.
.

2. They are 'accustomeeto receiving education passively and not actively

pursuing it wherever it may lead:. They presume that it is, the teacher's

responsibility.tofind information and hand it over t the students.'

3. Among students there is a prevailing sense of unreali and disbelie

Education is a game they play toplease adults and rec ive rewards:

The school is a make-believe world, and they have been institutionalized

'in this world for so long that they are not at all conf'dent thet they
.

will'be\able to cope with thel7eal world. As children t ey.saw:on

teley,ili6o: a continuous flow of fact and fantasy'all .run together`, and

''were given no criteria by which to select the true from tcle false. The

safest thing is to doubt it all: The result,is an overwh lming illu

sion of ignorance.
yr. .

5, In this\frameof mind it naturally Allows that most s uderits doubt

that th6.can act effectively in the real world. When/asked\to work :,

oriaprOblemthey,respondWithsuchexcusesas"WhatcanIdOEvery-

thing has bee done already."'or ",Better minds than mine, with time

and financial resources have takled the problem and failed, sq there's,

no use in my trying." The pr'ospect of turning these young people into

dyn;mic changeoagents appears dim indeed. How can itbe done? \
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In the program we try to give studentt several kinds of experience that will

break theth out of 11pAterns of thoughtless memorization and ,passivitkinstil--

led in them by the educational system. '

1. One thing that must be done to fm<e the Mind tothink abObt-problem ,

sb.lving is to break down thunental barriers between ditciplipes. By

working in ihturdisciplinary coutses.andon interdisciplinary team pro-

jects, the student begins to feel more at easein pursuing a'Pralep

even when it leads him across disciplinary boundariqs. .

r

.

,
.

2. Another thing we stress is individual and group initiative. Time after

time students are asked to deflinetheir oWn.probleMS and go out and find

whatever information iSlneeded to solve them. Still, they often find it

hard to belieVe that what they are-doing is not just another prerehearsed

laboratory exercise for which the teacher already has the'antwers._ --

The sense df unrealiV it attacked by the principle of life-involvement:
,

Studentt'are askpd t¢ involve theirhands, their whole bodies as well as\

their minds in p'ojWcts just to discover -that bytak'inb actiOl`they can

have an i'mpact..);.=

4. Probably the tne ost effective device for turning students into real

people doing real I\
things is to put them in a, situation where they can.

work with someone: -in the community\ The/are very hesitant to go out

"and initiatetontkts theMselNes,:bA\Once int OducedAb people, they

can bedome very excited'and enthusiast' c about their Kirk: This aspect )

orthe program has not been developed well, for: it would probably require!

0 substantial devotion of staff time to community relations. To ful-.

.
fill its aimS,.environmental studies musto-become community based.

5,T Finally, in order to overcome stud nfs'own feelings of powerlessnets,

vre.. seek to give them thetaste:of oss in small things. Even at the
.

risk ofbecoming trivial or making ourselves the. laughlng stock of the.

campus, we.encoura-ge students.to first try their hand'at simple things: k.....>.

Plant some flowerS.ar shrubs;, recycle newspapers in the dormitory, In

doing these things, thpv have immediate.su,cess, but-they alse,discover

that thes actions are, not as simple as they teern They may encounter
. .

administrative--obstacles and obtain somefelemenfary lessons in the\

different phaSes ofthe epvirOnmental management cycle. t, may pant

a tree,. but when t4 grounds "crewmen mow it down 6 few days later, ti y

learn that if the ty is to thrive there must be some changes in the

management system of the\camPus,groUnds. When-a-stUdent Who started a

.recycling project graduat'es or moVes.to another dorm, .or becomes too

busy with something else, the project. dies. To be really effe\,ctive it

has to be.institutionalized for continuity..
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PROGRAM COMPONENTS

The core of the program is the senior project. 'It is the culMinating effort
.

to bring students together for interdisciplinary teamwdrk on'regional problems.

A prototype or these projects was completed the year before the program started.'

It was a stud t-originated studyOf Mt. Sinai Harbor about ten Miles* east of the.

campus. Sup orted by la grant from the National Science Foundation, twelve students

workedin, the field diting the summer of 1971. They looked at the history of

dredging the harborrthe impact of, dredging on the environment, the regulatory

agencies (r esponsible for d,edging and theattempts at reform of the 'regulatory

system:7They s'dwedithat although the harbor is .under much stricter protection '

than before, there is still the possibility for destructive exploitation to occur.

The report;/ "Political ECology of the Wetlands" was mimeographed and circulated

to, interested people -in the area. `4"

Subse uent projects have focused on pollution of the'Great South Bay; the

nirntiple
[
problems.of Port Jefferson Hdrbor with its conflicts between recreational

&Ind commercial and .uses; schemes to save the farms of,Suffolk County;

management of the underground water supply of Long Island; offshore oil drilling

',along the'Atlantdc Cdast; arid environmental education for the elementary schools.:

:This-year..we'are..doin9 a series of case'studies of postal zone management, with

cases iliustedtiArManagement of wetlands, water quality, erosion, wildlife. and

scenic. values.

Inorderlto give students a greater sense of the importance of the senior'

project, tchley are provided with some desks'Ad a file cabinet and book'shelf in

the pedgram office. ..Theyare treated as research associates° would be treatedgn,,

any research project. .

A special library, The Environmental Information Service, has been created

in the main library in connection witkthe.documents department... It was started

with a Ford 'FdUndation grant in 1970 and has been taken over asa\permanent

feature of the library. In'it:We collect files ofAnformation on tTre regign-',7

publications of local planping'S4encie's newspaper clippings*, prodeedings of

conferences, scientific research reports', student term papes!,studies by the

League of Womdp Voters and so on.. Most of these materials would het otherWise

4 have been collected bY.the library. PrevioySly, such information :Was extremely

.hard to obtain. Now it is available for ,convenient public access. Students who

use the 'files are asked to contribute new materials that they discover in their..

ry resarth andto contribute their reports when finiShed. In so doing they knew

that theyore not just performing an exercise for a.6rode but that they are

contributing to the growing body of infoeMation about tliq region:

, The-environmental studies program has to have some kind,of applied or action

component. To expect to turn out effective environmentalists 10thout giving
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themHaq experience in environmental action would be,like turning loose a batch

/
8

Of-boOk,tr:Ained farmers who hadtnever ploWed a fikIdLor planted a row of corn.

Mould anyOne serfously offer tolthe world a graduating clAts of music majors

whOiad never put a bow to a violin or fingered the keyboard of a plant)?

must admit that lobbying for a new envi-ronmental protection law or

-workingW4h,cAtizens to.develop a scheme,tO conserve farmlands can become

*jaolitiCally spsitive.' The environmental studies program cannbttake a party

line OriOete issues, nor can the' teacher use his classesat .instruments for

',politidal 'Ation oi his, own pet proposals. The program'however,,can strongly

prge-Students to become active in community service,; following their'own policy

decisiopsarrived At freely after exaMing the argumentt on all sides. In our ,.

rOgram*e support the campus ehvironmental4tion club, Called ENACT for skirt,

by announcing its activities in elqseliid urging students to partiCipate. It

hatitg OwnaUtonomous program, and maily membert come from outside the environ-

mental studies prograM,,but we regald it as an essential! component of environL

mental edtica6on on our campus.

Two things arehoticeably lacking in the .curriculum as it now exists. One

As a laboratory in which studentt can learn to use- instruments for environmental'

qualitr monitpripg: Courses, in instrumentation offered.by the Electr'ical

neering Department are too detailed and sophisticated for the needs, interests

or abilities' of most Of our, students. The ether'serious need is for a_staff

person to coordinate community relations so that students can go out and work

with people in the surrounding communities in ways that will be advantageous

to allinvolved. .

As:10.:VolVed, the program has led us in the 1lirection of what a local high'

school teacher has?talled "community -based education." Other programs 'in the

university also send students.out to the surrounding communities,to obtain a

firtUand experience in community problem solving. Currently some of the

faculty are discuttin9 a propogal for a community studies center that'would

coordinate community-relations, :provide administrative services and research

facilities and develop some core courses on communities-for programs that are

. , to-a large extent communklybased. These include invironmental StUdies, Youth

and.,Community Studies (which deals with such human:, problems as health, welfare,

race relationt)7and.CoMmunications (insofar as it:deals with:the role of the

communications media' in community affairs). Several Other.progra(iis in the

.

social' sciences, art and engineering could be coordinated through the center.

In order forctOch a cehter to perform'its functions effectively', it should

have some full -time faculty, an4dministratjve assistant and secre,arial staff'

And it should have a.cleAr mandate fiTm the-faculty andadministr Lion to provide

coordination fa' community-based programs.



A BUREAUCRAT'S PERSPECTIVE ON ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

C

Sydney SteinbOrn

Earlier in this symposium those attending heard from Jane McCarthy of the

Community Center fOr Crisis Intervention. Miss McCarthy is a professional inter-

vener. That might also'be a way to desdribe
)
one of the things I do-- namely, work

atintervening in our environment. Last Wednesday and Thurs \ay I was .visiting

one of our major'environMentalinterventionO6 Montana and British:COlumbiaa

half billion dollar project covering. 45,000 acre's of land and primarily dedicated

to the last Steps of converting solar energy into,electricity. This Was and is a

Major environmental interventiOn,
I
and the burden of:my talt ,both implititly,and

explicitly will be a request 04- help from educators that will permit such inter-

ventions to proceed as gracefully as possible. My euphemisms are not meant tg

obfuscate-werk-at environmental intervention ,n1publi works, projects - -like

dams, highways and railroads' aMong'other thihgs.

If as environmental educators, you react by thinking don't intervene at all

lor,by saying don't go away mad just go_awai,,-that.knee jerk response will not__

suffice.. It may)lurtmy,feellngs but it wonq46 the-jeb-thate-dutators must do

while as a nation w make a,.substantial shift in our energy technology. This

Shift will take place'everf if we .achieve negative population growth and zero en-

ergy growth.,;';

Regardless,:of how any of Us:feel,.about it the politital Oimate'is likely to

lead to a program for national inergy_self-sufficiency which will probably call:

for a'capital Investment of over a billion dollars a week fOr the next ten years:

Among other physical sh4n9Os', the program calls forlconVersionto 00al and oil

shales as an energy'sourcea monumental change away from oil and,naturP1 gas

with their relative* simple and developed infrastructures and technologies,

Suddenly-we have become a, nation that may dig up a goodpart of its backyard'

to fihd raw materials Perhaps conservation, education.and political action will

.- Sydney Steinhorn.4 Chief of:the'Engneering Division,':Seattle Districts:,

Army Ceres ofEngineers. He iS an honorary Fellow of the'AmeriCan Institute of
Architects and a Member of the KinOUhtyfEnvironmental Development. Commission
and also a member of the National EnvirOnmental Effects Committee of the Power.
Division ofthe American S4tiety ofiCivil Engineers:
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reduce the scope of,such a program but it will not be Eliminated. Therefore it

wouldbe nice to know what as gratefully as possibK means when applied to a

major program of natural' resource expioitation.

. Whatever happens, educators will have a major role--no, let me'put it more

strongly - - educators must assume a major role in leading us to environmental

grace. It won't be easy, and the educational,process will have to be multi-

leveledwe need to,develop an environmental ethic as a cultural trait while we .

.'seek by law and regulatfon-,..and by subtle and not-so-subtl7pressurei on decision-
_----:

makers--to avoid or minimize environmental- insults.

Let's start with environmental ethic", why it is needed, where it would be

nice to have, and how you might go about getting it. And I had better define it

- -so you will know what I am thinking of when,I Place the word "environmental"

in front Of the word "ethic".

Here is'some paraphrasing fromWeUster's Unabridged Dictionary: "Principles.

of Conduct governing an individual; or a a accepted coslel or vcharacter

or ideals of character. manifested by a race or people--all in reference to the

whole -co Alex of climatic, soils and biotic factors that act upon an organism or .

an ecological community and ultimately determines its form and its survival."

I didn't paraphrase the last word - -it matcheS this symposium's title on the

flyer that told me to be here. at this early hour on a Sunday morning.

Others at this sympoSium have established, why we need an environmental ethic

=-survival as the issue. jiut as.a practicing environmental intervener, as a

practicing civil engineer, in.a-publia works construction agency, let me give an

example of where afi-environmental ethic would 0 nice to have -- possibly not with

survival as the iMMediate issue- -but certainly to prevent'or minimize the loss

oftbings that:are nice to have and:sad to lose.

Sceait mountain landscapes arp, nice to have and one way to lose them is by

careless road construction. At present road Construction in the United States

is dollae a year program. How.would you go about minimizing,

carelessne'ss in this effort? How would you 90 about inducing an,pnvironmental

'ethic in the traditional bad guy of conventional environmenta', wisdom - -fhe bull-

dozer operator, his bosses and his watch'dogs, the inspeCtors hired by the owner

--and'remember the owner may or may not be a public body.

Since a synonym-for art environmental ethic could be ."cultural taboos" we in

.the Seattle Distr'ict of the Corps of Engineers decided after much dialOgue,:"foot

stamping, field meetings, shouting and hand-Wringingamong our own designers,

lawyers and inspectors to make'the tabdos part of our highway construction can- :7

. tracts by reference just the way we do with.our safety manual. Tomake sure we:

were understood we used some techniques ;from the educational fieldt 'namely, a

manual illustrated by simple cartoons and reinforced by on-the-job,monthly train-
4

ing courses.
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Did it work?. Modestly. Our goal was preVention of environmental damage-

rather than restoration, but restoratiOn was permitted under the cohtract and

all too often turned out to be the way the contractor elected:to perform. How-

ever, we made some waveswe educated. throUgh the communicAtion.process when we

presented a paper on'environMental design and construction response in

WaShington, D.C., 'about two year ago. The American Society of Civil Engineers

subsequently published this paper in their National tonstruction Journal over the

objection of at least 'one committee man--obviously a hard-nosed contracta who.

thought wehad been seduced by the'Sierra Club,and I have deleted expletives.

The wives.washed into Canada and I -1-06ined our little 'manual will'be used

developing environmentalcontrol regulationsMaybe taboos is the right word-

for'a proposed seven biltibn dollar trans-Canada pipelin6..

wouldPerhaps we wld have been more successful. then and more successful in the

future if our manual simply reinforced or articulated cultural taboos that every

child picked up while'attending Primary.and secondary s'chdols. I recognize- that

this seminar is directed largely-to education at the college and graduate school .

Heel/ but iriterms of avoidip or minimizing environmental insults, you may be-

.

addressing only those people who induce or order environmental insults:rather

than those who-make their living carrying them out. I also recognize-that pri-

trination role along with babysitting, sex education and equal rights, Still--

mary and secondary educators are'a bit weary of assuming another cultural 'ibdtit--

' school' districts are already working the problem. This thick book'

: describes a program of urban-surburban environmental education fetudents in

the fifth, sixth and,seventh.grades of schools in the-Metropolitan area of'Seat-

It reads well and certainly_going to-expose 'Fiildren to an envirTimental

awA?eness, particularlY t6 that relating to'energy, .

' I do:ribt have Any facts relating to an evaluation of the progrAm. A cursory'

evaluation a profeSsiobal in the Field detected very little change in the stu-

.

-.dents And elicited the sad comment that one. teacher who conducted the course con-

tinued to Walk across lavin's aiid'eontinued- to litter in the customary manner:

I also have some quest1On5 on what I read in this boOk. Some of them envi-

ronmentalists have heard before. The program was specifically
_
required to be

intercultural, but it looked very middle class and suburban to me. Then I was
,

concerned with'whAt you do when you havebeen sccessful in inciacatinglenviron-

mental taboos into a young Person who wants to or is forced to. be a heavY equiy-

ment operator and'makn his-1 pushing the environment around with or withoUt

attendant social utility. Have we induced Alienation becaue He or.she is.making

a living in away that was defined by the schools as anti-socfal? What will the,

parents think of a school system which denigrates the way the mothers and fathers'

, are makingta living? ,After educators must reddgpige that many people fn the
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.United States Make their living in the construction industry and, further, they

too are middle class.

---What is implicit in assuring that alienation will not occur in a program

which seeks. cultiyate inhibitions in exploiting the environment? Do these

taboos call for a meticulously planned society? That is a society in which the

government will assure that all jobs are consistent with cultural constraints

induced in the schools or through peer groups or in models. Is this kind of

planning possible in an open, continental 'society?

I am hoping that this aspect of environmental education will receive 'atten-,

tion--we already have more alienation.than We need. What can you do through .

education to reach zero alienation growth along with zero population growth -and

zero, energy growth? Does what Titus Livy said 2,000 years ago to fellow Romans

apply to us?*

Now I would like to pend some time on how educatiOnaf'programs can make.,

professional environmentalists more:effectiv'e in construction agencieS. These

are my ideas on how environmentaligts can help environmental interveners achieve

environmental grace.,

Admittedly this wil\be a limited and subjective view addressed to,those of

you who would like to heT an active young environmentalist become effective in

. a construction agency. I assuming that the environmentalists wa'nt'tobe

there because that's one pla e Where they are really needed and where the pay

may not be too shabby.

In a construction agency, an environmentalist will often occupp,one of two

hierarchical positionsstaff or,li,ne. In a staff position they willbe aides

* to senior executives who Make the'critical decisions or who prepare the final

Critical recommendations. Seal-tie City Light has this. arrangement and has given

it. class and status by a! beautiful office"on the executive floor-oAheir build-

ing. .Another arrangement resulting, in part,. fi:om the workload generated by
.

federaland state environmental protectfG actSls to concentrate all,bird wat-

cilerg'-in an environmental ghetto, that is, in a group consisting primarilfof

environmentalists and associated disciplines.. This group will have line as well

as staff functions,. This is the arrangement in my division,-,Where Dr. Steven

Dice, a forest ecologist, supervises a-staff.of.21, including-four other Ph.D.'s

--three in the environmental field. Whether line or staff or mixed, these ar-

rangements, cah be very effective providing the incumbents have, been prepared for

the problems that go with making things happen in a bureaucracy, Obviously a

key problem is communicatingvith action officers: Simplifying communication by

* We reached those last-dayswhen we could endure neither our'vices nor their

remedies."'
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establishing a mutuality of education and work experience is something which

educators and their ,institutions can arrange.

As an employer, I would like to '\ee evidences of this on resumes. For s1U-

dents in the ehyironMent and. related disciplines who want to become part of the

action,,I recommend exposure in the classroom:a4 in the field to the stimuli that

result in environmental impacts; exposUre to the role of the infrastructure fol.

supplying goods and services. By infras: ructure I mean the roads, the canals,

the waterways, the railways, the'airports and their terminal'facilitiesand their

energy budgets and where the energy comes frOm.

I would especially recommend some firs -hand experience with the micro hap-

penings to the environment that occur when omething is built. This may not be

environmental education, but field exposure to construction -is inextricably part

of the education of effective environmental sts.

I do not think that a summer on a const uction project-with, high environ-

mental impact factors would result in the student being co- opted. If there were

a joint,effort by the school and the employer to make the experience education-

al, there would be eveh less chance that the student's environmental bearings

would be altered, and there could be considerable, improvement in futurecommuni-

cationlApd mutual understanding.

I. would also like to see student environmentalists and.lawyerS and dottors

and engineers and political scientists and all those who aspire to professional

positions or active citizenship.learn something: about bureaucracies. Perhaps

those of you who are responsible for curricula/associated with,the social matij-

agement of technology could. assume this Chore./ in'ahy event something has gone

awry since Max Weber gave us his thoughts on bureaucrat. Now "dureaucrat!: is a

dirty word from which neither quality servic nor goods are tobe expected.

This was not what Max'had in mind -- students and practitioneri alike need to

learn how bureaucracies work and how to ma e themmork better for humans as well

as.for our other associates in the world.' s ecosystems'.

My remarks should not be construed as ndicating a feeling ,that student

environmentalists should bear the total urden of bridgig the communication

-gap between themselves and construction ,Workers and professionals.. The.latter

had better learn or relearn their environmental ABC's. A good time to do this

is as undergraduates. Those who hope to be planners of projects that confront,

.

insult orrinvorve the environment heed to know what upsets or of concern to z'

'the oppOsition. Failure to recognize the tender spots of possible opposition

-can make 'Panning of a construction project a hazardous occupation. Ay sugges-

.tion here may already be in effect in many places and calls for- interdiscip-ln2c

ary'cobrsei on ecology for all undergraduates,: I vn opposed to a course in

ecology designed especidlly for engineers as ram opposed to a course in
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'literature similarly oriented. Instead, all campus courses in ecology should be
._

structured in their late,stages, that is,after the fundamentals have been cov-,

ered, to highlight where.conflicts occur and where resolutions appear possible

and where not Everything is riot to be resolved just because rational

people are able toconAuhicate better-'-differences May actually harden as we

'come to know more about what each of us wants,. and that A
o.

s good, too..

And'in a final pass at college and graduate level education, let me suggest
. ..

that greater attention be given to identifying secondary and.tertiary effects of

doing or not doing something. Economists like to call these externalities and

environmentalists have learned to seat at planners with the externality club

.quite effectively. I would like to structure econoMic sociology courses that-

deal with externalities so that they have greater symmetry and all externalities

are :Covered. This is bneiroute to effective and accurate environmental impact

analysis, and one that would appear to be a. worthy goal 9f the environmental
1

education' establishment.
' . f:

Now that. the nation, is energy sensitiveonecommon denominator in explicat-

ing externalities might be energy budgets.- -total elibrgy budgets or systems energy

budgets. This may bring us back to some Of the techflocracy concepts. that were

popular fOrty years ago--so he'it. I would, ust like to see the concept be 'given

more emphasis in our colleges and universities. This discussion of externalities

.whether in the university or ih primary schoolsis one way to educate future.

and present consumers, and taxpayers, to accept the cost of environmental prote&-

tion in products and services. In many cases, particularly those related to pol-

lbtion, the environmental answer may be the least costly--all things. considered.

Now mhat 'do I want as a supervisor in atax sOpported multidisciplined plan-

ning, design; construction and operating agency? I Am speaking as a custbmer, of.I\am

fOr our employees, remembering that:inmy own, division which._

is concerned with public. works planning and design, W611 Over one huhdred employ-
. ,

%:, N . .

ees are professionals - -with half-lives in reference. tot of the- train-

ing in their respective disciplines that can't:be much' 1(4'404* five years.
,

Wereed'tcoiltiiluallyupdated,Illocierilized,refuitislleCaiidotosed--.

to new ideas,,attitudes and concepts. Colleges and universities are either the

birthplace ofi these-ideas or they,serve as staging Areas for their distribution.

Good--we wOU1 like the opportunity for faur employees to learn about the new; -to

expand and rev'ew the old and-eveh to obtain advanced degrees in many fields in-

cluding all these tangentially related to our environment. We would like to be

able to.do so i a wide variety of ways: by mail,-by-intensfve shot\ courses, by

_
regular residence, in the evening, in the early morning, in the late afternoon br

1

during regular w rk hours, on weekends, at the.school or at the office or in the

Veld'. We don't expect the institutions that provide these edUcational services
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to lose money but we would like the lead time for Setting up the course, courses

or program to be no more than three months. This.will permit early retponse to

training needs and the development of plans in which the specified e uca
/t

ion can

be arranged for within a reasonable time. .3

This is a good time to say that we are.impressed with the educatiOnestablish-

ment's concept of.sabbatical leaVe. It means that at best about 14 Oercent,of

their budget is.devoted for retraining--at worst it may be only 7 percent and
. /

perhaps confined to faculty members with tenure.- Either-figurelakes us very

envious--our training budget is always very closeto-l.percent--aind I have never.

been able to get our pertonnel officer to say what .figure is proper.. What I

would like educators to do is tell us--and our bosses in and °di of the Congress

--what yoU regard as appropriate. I' said in and out of Congrhs because the

problem of continuing education is not just confined to publ/c agencies--it't a.

universal problem of people in the learned professions:--I ;have.listened to exec-.

. utives in large consulting engineering. firms speak proudly' of training budgets

of less than one-halof.one percent. Obviously they had forgotten'that.the

teachers themselves felt they
//
needed 7 to 14 percent - -I, /just wish you would get

that message to the outside world. . - .

/
But let's get back to specific needs in the way of continuing environmental

education. A big need is to lure the agency executives away from their desks

into, a situation that educates and exposes. The education would be in ecology;

and the exposuremould be to peer groups in goveihment, industry,tysiness, en-

vironmental.education.and environmental,activisT, Such a course is not directed

simply to leading the builder, manufacturer, or(developer.tOgr.ace but alsoto

,4posing the professional and citizen environMentalists.tothe.societalpush

behind construction, manufacturing, and land' use changes.

The *Thorne Ecological Institute's semirfars in and around Aspen, Colorado,

are clote.to what I have in mind even th96gh they'are too much fun and obviously

upper middle class. The one I attended/ /provided ecological education and also

covered mankpracticarand human aspectt of why things are built,. or developments

/
The model problem used at this 'eminar was quite real eventhOugh we proceed-0

,ed by role playing and mock pUbli Meetings. MuCh was learnedby all of the

participants--and in a Very shor/ time. I would like to try the technique in

our studies--.it will be'a form ,Of-Of -parttcpatiomithat includes information

transfer and I expect to ca1lion educators and Communicators for help.

Continuing environmental/education, like all continuing education, is being

proposed by many colleges/61d universities--by some Professional :,societies, and

by private and management! and educational consultants. As a customer I'would

like. to see someone pull. it all 'together into an easily obtainable and readable

developed.



shopping list. An educational clearinghouse might even avoid pverlapping.sched-

uling of similar courses and might permit certain institutions to specialize

with assurances of full enrollment; Developing a clearinghouse looks like a

good ratibhale fordobtaining a Health, Education and Welfare or foundation - grant...

--and developing a clearin0ouse for environmental education seems particula-rly

apropos for this symposium's host, the University of Washington's Institute For
-

--
Environmental Stpdies. Certainly a master, nation -wide catalogue would'help our

training officers and career advisors,of which I am one.

In this talk I have freely assigned the educational establishment a wOrklOad-

of substantial proportions. This shouldn't be permittedto detract from the job

of educating us to be- citizens in-an open,.albei imperfect,' democracy. This,

calls for teMching us techniques for. reaching our elected officials and'convinc-

ing them to enact law-,and to evmluate their implementation. What do-I mean?

To me citizenship meanvoliticali participation--and we need 4161p froM educators

to develop the skills, the techniques, and the willingness to communicate with

legislators and government officials.

Finally, I hope that the ed6eational establishment will recognize that even

though there are programs for inculcating an environmental ethic in the primary
/

-
schoofs,most of us who are on the job have not been exposed to this kind of:

primary education. Therefore, educators still have the job'of packaging this

-message, this environmental ethic, this cultural taboo, in such .a way that

builders, operators and develOpers will get the message and will do something

about it without, experiencing negative psychological reactions: It is a-chal-

lenging assignment ,and-I am hdping that educatnrs will accept it.

" t
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DISCUSSION

Session 13

Question: I'm trying to put together a program at the master's level in a

private university like yours. Did you do any market studies ahead of time, did-
.

you do a market study based on hiring 6cientits With interdisciplinary training?

Newland: That;s right. And I might add that Our biggest problem at the grad-

uatelevel Or- at the master's level has been getting our students to finish their

degrees before they went to work. We've had abou half of Our people hired away

before they could finish the degree. They received such attractive offers that

they never came' back to finish their theses. Our biggest problem has not been

finding, them jobs, but getting them, through school before they could be hired.

Our program does not look as gpod.to the administration as it should, becadse

they're interested in the number of graduates, nofthe number of studentS.

Question: What sorts of,Courses did you have to initiate?

Newland: Well; you're probably-aware that at a private school in most cases

a lot of hew programs are really.bootleg or they're kind, of bootstrap operations.

Ours started similarly, therefore it .did not get off to Such an auspicidus begin-
,

ning: Now we have since gone back and revamped and reoriented, I'd say.the num

'ber of new courses that we added were somewhere.between five and eight. I don't :

know the exact number. It was over a time period. The university could-not af-

ford to do,.it initially.
. -

Question:.'ij_et me just' hypothesize. You take one of_thesehighly intelligent, ,,,

higher energetic students, give good training, anat the pOint of serving' .

internship;'he or she gathers more information about the company than the, company

might want 'the student to have as an intern. Have you faced up to this?

Newland: Certainly. 'Mak' was one of the first guestions that the industrial

people asked -- "Well, what can, we do if, he assimilates certain information?" Our

response to that was, "You're going to.have.to be careful about what you allow the

student to do. You're just going to have to coordinate his activities within ybur

j. M. Pappenhagen,.of thedKQryo n College Department_of. Chemistry, was the
moderator for Session 13.
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industry so that he will.notbe receiving confidential: information." By and

large, though, we feel' it's the company's problem and not our problem. I'm not

trying to take an isolationist point of view, but we feel that if they're doing

something theyshouldn't,then it's up to them to keep it covered up as best they

can.

Comment: In my case, I get the 5tudentS fora whole semester and teach a

,

course from 9 to 5, five days a week. We take various tope s: waterair,--food7-7

and so on Monday morning we have dedicated topresentati_ 7-We bring outside

people in to speak., 092AdAyafterhbOn they have computer' Science and how that

relates to the topic.:Sbn Tuesday, political activism andihow lhat'relate to the

topic. On Wednesday afternoon, comparative literature search - -what the lOcal

newspapers, the national newspapers are saying about the topic,'ancLwhat are the

sources of other information.. On Thursday'we have a bus trip, a field inspection .;

trip to something pertinent to the topic' We have lectures, on the way back'to

the. bus. And, Friday we haye an exam, and after that we can prepare'for the next

week. ,The Wnole thing has science and t(echnology'at the base and pOlitical ad-

vocacy at the top, it, makes a triangle with all the other disciplines going in..

We give it'for a semester, and hope that they. can selectfrom:that Where they

want to go in the rest of 'their'university career. This is for freshmen..

Collver: I think you'have-hit on one of the important solutions to our prob-

lem_of getting students involved. I didn't mention, by the way, community in-

volvement. Is very important. Get them in touch with people inthe community.

Another is-, get their mind off the next class they've got to gO to. I see

this sort of notebook mentalitY with students-tenminutes to the. hour, they

'close their notebooks and their minds and they walk out. They actually seem to',,e.

be afraid to get too involved in a subject, because it's going to be interrupted

anyway.: So why get all worked up? They.have often said to me, "We shodld'get

together in a solid block of time without anyinterruption:" And I think that's

very god.

LC
Question: What sort of, hoW many people are'involved?

)

Collver: There are about'70 majors The senior projects ge abeut 30 'stv-

denieand the introductory courses are running about 200. It cou d 'be expanded

to a lot more, but we don't havethefaculty.' If we advertised, we"d.be ,swamped, .

I taught twice as many credit hours. last year-as I should have.

3.;.2
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Session 14

SUCCESSES AND PITFALL: OFINTERDISCIPLINARI RESEARCH PROGRAMS:

THE RESEARCHER'S VIEW

7.

INTRODUCTION.

1. Ruselt)I'G.-.1460pson

The good life is one inspired by

love and Aided by knowledge.."

Bertrand Russell, 1925

, 4
_ ,

Since
ti

1972, I have berin the principal investigator of the National Science

Foundation (RANN).Grant; "National Economic Models of Industrial Water Use and .-

-Waste'Treatment," at the UniVersity of Houston. The primary objective
I

of the re-
.

,.search Was been to evaluate the effects'of increasingly restrictive environmental

policy on resource'use, waste discharge, and prodUction costs of industry:" To

date, we have completed the development of a number oflindustrial plant models

for national policy evaluations and have transferred these modelg to regional,

state, national, and international users in industry, government and education. .-

These moders represent a systematic .structure for evaluating,.with a computer,.the

,. economic and resource effects
,

of different environmenta1`polivies.

.I am presuming fromAhe'Invitation extended that ydp do notswant an historical

per.spective of how werdeveloped the research proposal, how we secured NSF (ANN).
,

? - ,

funding, or;how we
,
managed the,project on.a day-to-day basis.. Instead, I ,ahpre-

surning that you want to kpew.why I feel we have beensuccessful in this effort

Ad what the important pitfalls were in develoPing. tile models and transferring

them to users.

Russell G. Thompson-is Prbfessor of Quantitative Management Science at the
.

. .

University of,Houston .(TeXa0. In addition toNserving a'sprincipal,inestigator

.

of the-grant described?in his Raper,' he has acted as consolpnt to several large ,-
industrial ,firms. was Chief of the Forecast Divislon on the\National Water Commis-4

.0.,

Brian Mar was the moderator,
.

for SesSion'14. S''t....4
-,-

t-4 1

*". ..-

sion staff, and has taught at several universities.

fi
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BACKGROUND

As you kno ,
ihebaslit opeeating unit in the university for faculty and stu-

dents is the.departmnt;i.dePartment chairmen report to deans who, in turn, report

to the chief executive 'officer of the university., Resource allocations b_ltween

colleges in the university are made by the chief executive officer.

Decision criteria-of. the department are directed to'improgAng the discipline

of the department. 'DeciSion criteria of the collegeete directed to improving.

related disciplines. 'Each'dean's inputs to the chief'ekecutive officer are

directed to improving disciplines. The thief executive officer. can reallocate

resources between ,colleges, but the college receiving the, increased resources will

use its criteria to allocate the increased resOurcesIto itidepartments. The de-

partment will use its criteria to plan, the use of the gain in resources.

enured university faculty have guaranteedmplayment for,-ftry academic year

and have generall eceived, until recently,- at9easi cost-Of-living increases

over'a.period of years. ithintheuniversity,'merit7raisesand.promotions for

faculty are heavily influenced by teaching performance and published articles in

refereed journals; time spent managing an interdisciplinary project or publishing

results..of intdedisciplinary research may-neither support a merit review nor

qualify for normal released time for research. Within the academic community;

opportunities for professional advancement are greatly influenced by the contri-

butions -faculty make to new disciplinary knowledge.

Graduate students are primarily interested in (1)completing a dissertation

(or thesis)
,
that will beaft academic contribution and (2)s..in securing a job with

a graduate.leVel.income. With the interest of completing-a. til.ssertatioii worthy

of-academic notice, graduate students welcome financial support while completing

thedi5Sertation.-- Along with a desire for Summer salaries faculty. members are

interested:in "Sdpport for graduate students who may assist thdm with academic con-.

.-,"
tributions. 4FeCUlty.eee:'additionallyinterested inmaximizing benefits from their.,

released time for tonsulting.. Being on, the payroll of .a federally-supported re-
, .

-searcijiprojeci will decrease' released time 'for paid consultinglgith federal agen-

ties; however-, university pay will be the same.:

Faculty, members. write proposals- for possible outside funding; propos6ls are

fun* as result of the ideas and analytical methods propoSed,the,profeSsional

backgrpund of the'prIncipal investigator; and the accomplishments of supporting -

1. staff. Grants are-made by the funding agencyto,the university and are typically

'made for a:year because of appropriation authorizations; however, adequate resolu-

tion of th4 problem may requied'suStainedfunding-formanyyears. Expenditures

Of grant monies for salaries and wageS must satisfy both the'gOdelines of the

granting agency. and the University. An .aggregate accounting is made each year to
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Show how the University has used its overhead Monies in general; however, no pub-

lic accounting is made to show how the overhead monies were specifigally used to ,

assist indirectlrin the performance of each funded research project.
3 tC

, The principal investigatOr has primary responsibility for technical direction

Aid.completion :of timely research responsibilities. Certairi research responsib-

ilities represent project but,not_academic contributions. In addition, the re-
,

search'xesponsibilitieSeritail a responsibility to transfer the results to users..

These transfer programs must be developed by the principal investigator and tho

project staff.

EXPERIENCE

,Within the university setting, I first tried to manage the projeCt with facul-

.,ty and graduate student 'participation from two colleges and a subcontract with

another, university. Faculty members were selected to ,direct teams of researchers

from both colleges. Work plans were developed 67; each teats; these work plans

detailed the,objectiyes for the teat's 'research,,the. proCOures for accomplishing

the research, the expected accqmplishments at different dates, and the resource

requirements. Seminars for the project staff%were held regularly to facilitate

communications. The principal investigator net regularly. with all the faculty

team...leaders to dikuss problems. A 'detailed managment plan-was developed. The

system seemed ideal; however, certain 'teams produced; others did not

At this point, I caref011y examined how I could, use the incentiwe system with-

in the University and. the direct monies of the grant to fulfill the 'responsibil-

ities of the grant. I observed that I had mistakenly presumed that an inter- col7

lege program was'necessary to successfully complete the interdisciplinary research

responsibilities of the grat. This presumption was unfounded; in my case, it was

not necessary to form inter-college 'interdisciplinary teams, becauSe of the abun-

dant,supply of highly trained; industry - experienced chemical engineers in the

Houston area and the relatively large enrollmerd of these engineers, in the graduate

programs of the College of Business Administration'.

Disca -ding this mistakeh presumption, I gradually'developed a new management

plan for the project. Full-time project staff Were substituted for pah-time'

faculty members with marginal project interests. The full-time project staff were

hired to give the balance of expertise needed for model development. Part-time

faculty and'graduate,student staff of the project were jointly recruited; a spec-

ific dissertation interest, which would represent both ap academic ancfa project

clinrIxibution, was identified with<the graduate student and his advisor. The grad-
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I 0,
uate student was asked (to draft his dissertation plan and obtain the general ap-

proval','of hi'S committee. .Amork plarr was thee develoged'before the graduate stu-

dentand faculty advisor were put on the payroll. Industry experts were hired

as,consultants to assist the full-time'and part-time project staff in model dev-

elqment.' Both industry experts and members of the,full-time'project staff sup-

pleffiented essertation committees of certain graduate studentstworkirg.on project-

related dissertations.

This new manYgementplan allowed me to develop a highly motivated project'.

rstaff. Full -time projiOt staff receive all their pay from tfie project and are

motivated to maximize professional'coniributions related to the project, to coal;

plete project responsibilities, and to transfer. the results to uteri. These full-

time staff members,-in applying for any future" position, will always have to acr

count for the time spent on the project and the contributions they made -on the

project. Part-time faculty memOrsiand graduate students have important,incen-
.,

tives to make significant'contributiesq'the project. Part-time faculty members

are, supervising graduate students wild have project-related dissertations. Grad-4,

uate students are receiving financial support froth the project to Vplete

jest-related dissertations and faculty members are receiving assistance inTaking

"academic contributions. ,

I have learned from my experience that the principal investigator must have

management control of thelpfojeCt. Hemust be able to cOntroll who works on the

project and how,theirenergfas are directed This control must be exercised jud-

iciously With a full understanding of (1) the incentive system in graduate teach-

ing and, esearoh)rithin the university and (2) the professiqnal system of evalua-

tion andrewards' outside of the university. In addition,- thy principal investi7

Bator must have a balance between full and part-time staff to complete project

work which entails both project and academic contributions. The princi 1 t-

.,

igator needs a.full-time staff to.maintain.continuity of the project work to

synthesize the different modeling studies on a daily basis, and to make time y

.responses to the,funding agency and model users.

I have'recently learned from my experience in transferring developed models to '

wsergithat these users must be shown how the models were developed and hoW the

models can be used; they'do not haVe to know how to develop
I

thepodels themselves,

but they must thoroughly understand the''structure of the models and why theY were

developed in a particular way. Without this understanding users will not know

the strengths and weaknesses of the models', and they will not know how to use the,

models wisely in resolving
#

their questions. In addition, the users may find fund-

amental weaknesses in the models which require further moderdevelopment.. However,

the present system of supporting the development of models and the transfer-of

models to users hat certain serious pitfalls.
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PITFALLS

I

Two seilous°pitfalls in developing and transferring models are (1) the lack of.

an assuredcontlnuity of the modeling effort and (2) a lack of incentives for.ef-

fective transfer of models: As mentioned above, grants are typically made by the

funding agency to tIe University for a one-year period because of appropriation

authorizations. However, everyone concerned fully realizes that adequate resolu-

tion of the problem may require sustained thding for many years. The short-term

funding of long-term projects makes it difficult to hire and maintain a ful.ktime w

project staff for model development and transfer. Full-time project staff must

be largely relied upon to execute effectively the transfer of models to users be-

cause the model deVelogers must 6e available to assist the users when they need

them. Graduate. students gksrallytare not available to assist users when they

need them, because they accept alternative jobs with a graduate level income as

soon as they complete their disSertation. 'Maintenance of a capable full-time pro-
.

3ect,staff may be difficult because pay raises are limited by salary policies for

the University faculty and staff; yet, University faculty and staff may have few.

responsibilities in common With,prOject staff.. In addition, the full-time pro,

Ject staff's job security is limited to'the length of the grant.

SUCCESSES
MF

, ,

As'l see it, Iihave been Successful .as a researcher in managing a large inter-
.

ckisciplinary project and in technically directing the research of this project for
z ,,

the following major reaSonstN ,
,

' (1) I wasfOrtunate'tphave had the opportunity to identify the,problem and

to develop analytical methods for studying the problem in directing'thl

forecasting effort of the National Water Commission; 0 4

(2) V was fortunate to have had'a faculty appointment in the College of,Bus-

= iness Administration in die Universiti_of HoustOn; the 'college has an '

excellent program in analytital methods of analysis and a relatiVely

largegraduate-enrollmentofhiihry trained,
0

industry-experienced chem-
r

ica), engineers;
...

11

s., 4,

.

(3) I was fortunate to have-had .the same capable project. monitor, Dr. Larry

Tombaugh, *ice the first pro osal was submitted to NSF (RANN); Dr. Tom-
.
baugh has. allowed me consider ble'flexibility in both managing and teckl

hically directing the research; and 3.. .,
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(4) I was f6rtunate to.have had the first relatively large NSF (RANN) grant

at .the Univrsity of Houston where the precedent has long existed for

the principal investigator to both manage the project and technically

direct the research.

In thii institutional setting, I believe that the following management strat-

egy has contributed significantly to the success of the project:

(1) aworkable, specific managment plan was developed, distributed, and im-

plemented for managing the project and directing the technical research;

(2) a core full-time project staff wAs developed.to assist indirecting the

technical research, administering the project, and communicating t

results to users;

(3) the work of the part-time project staff was' fully integrated intcythe

graduate' teaching research program; with all the project research, staff

participating in the graduate project-related seminar courses;

(4) the results of the research work were revised by leading experts and re- '1,,;

viewed before submitting them for publication;

(5) the meetings of the advisory panel of distinguished experts provided a

forum.fon present!ng the model developments and results of the'modeling

work; and

(6). a genuine, continued effort has.teen made to assist users.of the models

to utiliie the models in resolving their problems.

NEEDS

Resolution of important national 'environmental problems will require (1) the

-1

successful developM nt,tof improved structures (models) for systematically evaluat-

ing the effects of- olicy and (2) the effective transfer of these improved struc-

Wres to users. What is needed to successfully develop these structures and ef- '

fectively transfer them to users is a continuing institutional base whose primary
l'

objectives are directed solely to resolving important' national environmental pralc,

lems. This continuing institutional base needs to be able to. contract directly \'

with private and public-sponsors of research. All of the monies granted need to

be specifically used to assist both directly and indirectly in fulfilling'the ob-

jectives of the rt..;earch grant. Tje principal investigator needs managment con-

trol of the direct project monies to control1/4Vho works on the project and how

their energies are directed.

Thelinstitutional base, needs continuing financial support to maintain a full-

time project staff to assure continuity for the period of time required both to
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successfully develoP the models and to effectively transfer them to users. Prin-

cipal investigators need to be appropriately rewarded for successful management of

an interdisciplinary project and project staff,members need to be appropriately

rewarded for successful .model development and transfer Of models to users. Life

Of the institutional base should terminate at the end of the period of time needed

to resolve the identified national environmental problems of importance, 4s

The University could develop this type of continuing institutional base for

resolving these identified problems: However, marginal modifications in the pre-

sent,system will not generally suffice. Interdisciplinary problems of national

importance are not likely to be solved by using staff members from separate- disci,:

plines Whose incentives for performance are virtually all based on incentives in

these separate disciplines. The wisdom of modifying the structure Of the briiver-

sity to solve both interdisciplinary and disciplinary problems needs careful, soul-
<

searching thought.

In closing, I would like to state that new institutions for the resolution of

important national environmental problems are clearly needed. The wisdom of mu-

tating the. University to achieve effective resolution of both interdisciplinary

and disciplinary problems needs to be seriously and openly debated. In the long-

run interest of the nation, everyone may be better off if capable leaders of inter-

disciplinary research are enCouraged to create new institutions and to operate

.them in the public interest to resolve imPor6ntfAnterdisciplinary environmental

problems.
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MUTUAL INFLUENCE OF. INTERDISCIPLINARY

RESEARCH AND ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

0, A. Bella 'a'hd KlJ: Williamsbn

Session 14

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to examine the close relationShip between

environmental research and management. We will focus on the nature of disci-

plinary,research and its relationship to basic envinmental'decision-7makirig

. assumptions'. We will stress that the broad nature of environmental problems

necessitates increased interdisciplinary'research efforts.

A number of signifiCant difficulties encountered in 4terdiscipllnary

research will be discussed. Many of these problems result from differences in.,

disciplinary Coailunities and from institutional constraints.. However, these

difficulties alsdinclude t1 vossible reluctance of environmental management

to respond, support or even tOlvate the. nnovatiVe and even radical results

which will likely arise from interdisciplinary studies.

DISCIPLINARY DOMAINS AND PARADIGMS

Science and engineering are cooperative social enterpriSes which involve'

human communities committed to'certain ambitions and attitudes (1). Strong

commitments exist within such communities to "proper" approaches to problem'

solutions which provide discipline to members' activities. The nature of these

commitments is related herein to two features of disciplinary communities:

domains and paradigms.

D. A. Bella, Associate. Professor of Civil Engineering at Oregon State
University has participated fn interdisciplinary research in the areas of
mathematical modeling, aquatic ecosystems' and comprehensive environmental plan-

ning. He has also served on local, regional, state and national workshops in
this area. K. J. Williamson, Assistant Professorof Civil Engineering, Oregon
State University, has participated in interdisciplinary environmental research,
especially with regard to estuarine ecosystems.
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The domain of a disciplinary comMUnity-encompasses activities of interest:

to the communities.' members. A disciplinary domain is described by two related

characteristics: 1)the objects examined;.and 2) the behaviors, features, rela-

tionships and problems associated with these objects. A disciplinary community

is largely identified by its domain. For example, hydrodynamics can* broadly
f";

e
describedAs,the study of water and its motion and action. Adisciplinary. y.

comMunity is committed to rigorous solution of problems which fall within its

A disciplinary community possesses a constellation of concepts, Procedures, V

models, examples, and experiences which have proven useful within the diipli-rt

,nary domain. Such a constellation and the attitudes, ambitions, and mental

fraMeworks consistent with it are termed herein the paradigms of a disciplinaTT

community (2). The paradigms may-be considered as epistemological and.methd46-

logical tools of a disciplinary community. The domain and.the accepted pardigms

__provide unique.identity for each disciplinary community:

Paradigms serve as guides:andldgiternfor" community activities.`'' "Accept-
*,

able" problenis,23rbe addressed only through use of established paradigms.

"Acceptable" approaches to problem-solving follow the patterns.of the paradigms.

"Acceptable" explanations and observations are compatible with the paradignp.

Thus, the paradigms of a seientii,fic or engTheering community act as filte4for

selection and evaluation of "approprjate" problems, approaches, explanatiolls. and

observations. Without themo.disCiplin y rigor,, stability and orderly progress

could not be maintained.
. N

Individuals'Kittlin research strive and compete for recognition and accept -

ance from their disciplinary communities. Often'they establish personal iden

tity through their work, and thus, criticism of their work is often viewed as';,

personal rejection. Discipl-i-narYCommunities-demand that/research results be *.

observable,. reproducible and defensible by other community members and work A

below these standards is rejected. Thus, researchers are reluctant to depart

mom established community paradigms; in fact, members'. activities typically
.-

are confined to SMall.sub-regiOns'Of their disciplinary.domain where established

paradigms can be confidently applied. Most serious researchers feel threateAed
4

from unfamiliar domains and foreign paradigmS. Consequently, most research

involves the application of established disciplinary paradigms to problems of

current interest which leads to a gradual refinement and ,evolutton of these

paradigms..

'Individuals become deeply committed to their disciplinary paradigms because

the paradigms effecvely perform two functions which give the individual pro-

fessional and personal identity. First, they provide established patterns or

guidolips for "correct" and "expert" ,approaches to approved problems. Second,

they provide means for recognition and acceptance. The motivations of
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researchers are significantly based upon the strong,desire to obtain such recog-

nition and acceptance. 'A-common ambition is to become a recognized expert within

a chosen sub - region. A strong agreement within -the community exists to what

constitutes "appropriate" behavior and soc6gnition for.such behavior is consis-
,/

tently.provided,_

In summary, disciplinary paradigms are necessary.for sciplinarY rigor,

stability and orderly progress; they effectively provide a fr,. ework for,then

selection and solution of problemg. How6ier, since they offer -both the:pathway

to and means of recognition for successful problem solutions, Many indiViduals

become deeply committed to their use as the only framework. For many, such

commitments become-so strong that the images provided by the paradigms are con-

sidered reality itself. Some.individuals, often those most strongly committed,

believe that paradigms do not exist. To them, there is only the right way-to

approach a problem which, of course, is their way.

,
-t,

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS FOR DECISION-MAKING

Few Auld disagree that effective environmental management must be based.

upon reasonable decisions. Unfotunately, however, the meaning of reasonable

decisions has not been adequately pursued. A confusion appears to exist between

the requirements for reasonable conclusions as deMaiided-bydiSCiplinari commuhi-
-

ties and the requirements for reasonable decisions for management. Reasonable

Conclusions and decisiong both are dependent upon information acceptable under

the disciplinary paradigms. Conclusions and decisions,, however, differ with

respect to the reqUired adequacy of availabfejmfbfinition. Conclusions are

withheld until available ihformatidn is deemed adequate. In oontrast, decisions

typically are made withih temporal constraints using informatiOn presently

available.

A Decision-Case Approach

The assumed adequacy of available information represents an important charac-

teristic of the decislon-making process. Consider a decision - making spectrum

which spans arangi, of assumed adequacies of available. information, At one end .

of the spectrum, decisions arebased completely upon certain information. As

One moves toward the other end', decisions are more strongly. .influenced by a

mcognition of. the inadequacy of available information Thus, 'the spettrum

ranges froM complete certainty to relative'indeterminancy of outcomes. For the
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purpose, of this discussion, four decisions cases along this spectrum have been

identified (3).

Case 1 - Certain Outcome. Decisions made under Case 1 are based only upon

reasonably certain outcomes. The decision-making process strives to maxi-

mize .the total value of thete certain outcomes. Outtomet.,0 negative val6e,

particularly those of large magnitude, are avoided. The probability of

occurrence of an outcome or Impact must Ibe near'Anity to influence decisions..

Possible outcomes whose probabilities are less than unity are considered as

.inappropriate determinants of decisions.. OutComes which are accepted as

reasonably certain are commonly those outcomes which have already occurred;

thus, Decision Case 1 tends to be reactive:rather than preventive. However,'

future outcomes may be considered when their occurrences are rigorously pre7

dicted under established paradigms as being reasonably certain.

7

Case 2 - Uncertain Outcome with Probability Specified: Under this decision

case, a probability of occurrence is assigned to each potential outcome. The

probability need not be one, as required in Decision Case 1. Decisions -are.

based upon the summation over all occurrences of the probability of an out7

come times the perceived value of that outcome beld by the persons-establish;

ing decision priorities. Only rarely do they reflect the more objeetiye,

basis, frequency of occurrence. Such degrees of belief cen be strongly in-

fluenced by the extent, to which establ4ed paradigms' predict given outcomes.

Under this decision case; outcomes whose values have high magnitudes,' posi;

tive,or negative, will.influence'decisions even though the probabilities of

such outcomes might be considerablrless than unity. A-wise gambler usually

gperates unpr Decision Case 2, providing that the stakes are not. too high.

Classical decision theory also falls under Decision Case 2. The objective

of Decision Case 2 is to maximize the total expected value of outcomes.

Case 3 - Uncertain Outcome with Probability Unspecified. Decision Case

3 is based upon the astumption that the probability of occurrence for some

outcomes may be unknown. Decisions are influenced by possible outcomes even-

though the probability of such outcomes may be unknown. This decision case

is dominated by the posstbilities'of catastrophic outcomes (outcomes of

large negative value). Such outcomes are avoided, even. though their prob-

'abilities of occurrence are unknown.

, -

Case 4 - Unspecified Outcome. Under Decision Cae 4, it is realized, that

sdme- of the most significant outcomes may not be even recogpized as possi-

bilities. Decision Case 4 incorporates decisions to avoid.adverse
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consequences Of unknown outcomes. "Under this decisions case, it is necessary

to examine the mature of catastrophic outcomes and essentially adopt Strate-

gies which unspecificallyavoid such outcomes.. Ah environmental management

strategy based upon this decision case.has been previously developed' (3).

In summary, Decision Case Pis based upon only certain outcomes. Decision

Case 2 does not require complete certainty, but probabilities for each outcome

must be specified. Decision Case 3 does not reqUire the specification of all

probabilities, but all oossible outcomes must be identified. Decision Case 4

recognizes an inability to specify all possible outcomes. These decision cases

.
reflect different degrees to whith available information is considered adequate.

If the certainty of Decision Case -1 is demanded for aceptable decisions.:then

sufficient knowledge must be assumed available to describe such certainty. At

the other extreme, Decision Case 4 is only reasonable if one assumes that avail-

able information is not adequate to predict'the occurrence of all possible sig-.,

nificant outcomes. These four decision cases are similar to Ackoff's (4) three

classifications for knowledge of the future: certainty, uncertainty' and igner-

ance.' The difficulty of specifying the values (experienced qualities) of out-

comes is recognized; however, we will not pursue this important problem here.

(For a discusSion see Bella, 1974 (5).)

The dominance of Decision Case 1 in Environmental Management

Decision. 6se 1 has served as the principal model fqr environmental manage -

ment decisions, particularly those involving non - trivial social and economic !

changes. While Decision Cases 2 and 3 have also been employed, their non-trivial,', i

use typically meets strong resistance.' The certainty of DecisiOn Case 1 has

.served,as the ideal to be pursued. This commitment to Decision Case 1 bas been

apressed iItilOy ways. For example, a stroHy reluctance exists to take action'

until conclusive'facts are.avail,bie. As a resAlt, the word speculation is often

taken to imply irresponsibility. The beltef tilt environmental,degradation
//

should tote proven beyond a, reasonable doubt is another expression.of the commt-:

/ ment to the certainty of Decision Case 1. In contrast to environmental-manage-
.

ment decisions, military decisions have relied heavily upon all four decis1ion

cases. The uncertainty and indeterminancy of potentially catastrophic military -

sitpations has justifiala preventive strategy Whichdemauds large sacrifices .

and expenditures.to support reserves, multiple optionS, intelligence gathering

and research.

Within informal talks, environmental research personnel often are critical

of environmental management. basically, this criticism can be viewed as an

implicit.indictment of.Decision.Case 1 doMinance. However, the contribution

'that'envifonmental research itself makes toward the domination of becision Case

1 is seldom noted. To understand this contribution, we must reca41 that these
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decision tases are differentiated by differences iri the assumed adequacy of

available information. ,
.vad

Research personnel'are primarily educated io.withhold information until the

available information is deemed. adequate to make a reasonably certain/statement

(a'conclusion). Recognition and acceptance of research results by disciplinary

communities comes through publication of conclusivh,results which.rigOrously 9

Iconform to'disciOlinary paradigms. Because resea ch personnel are strongly

j1

motivated.by colleague recognition and acceptance they are extremel 'i'.tcareful not

to publish results which might be below the accepted standards of tie community.,

This commitment.pf r earth personnel to such, conclusive resultSts not based

upon an assessment of approp nvirOnmental decision strategies. Primarily

it results from the requirements, for acceptance and recognition by the'discipli

nary communities to which they belorig. A tendancy exists to confuse, 'merge and

even equate these requireMents for rigorous disciplinary conclusions with the

requirements for environmental decisions. The overall. result has been a strong

bias'toward Decision Case l'in all environmental management. .

Environmental 'research also is influenced by the financial and social depen

----dency of research personnel upon existing institutional structures. Income,

identity,. title and status are provided by such institutions and individuals are

reluctant to risk, their loss. Consequently; research prbblems which Could lead

to disruption of institutional ties tend, to be avoided. Research results Criti-

cal of supporting institutions and their policies tend to be withheld until

evidence is Overwhelmingly conclusive: Thus, environmental researchers tend to

confine their research activities to disCiplinary domains where they arelikely*

to obtain conclusive results which will cause a minimal disturbance to institu

tional and financial' organizations on which they depend. These attitudes also

tend to bias environmental decisions toward Decision Case I. Informal discus-
.

sions among researchers, however, typically range over wide domains and often

are extremely critical of these organizations. .

Environmental Criteria

Criteria are often employed as environmental management tools. Rarely are

such criteria.based on conclusive information; however, such criteria make it

Possiblelfor environmental scientists,.engineers and managers to arrive at

reasonabyertainconclusibns. It is relatively easy to conclude that a given

set of conditions either do exceed or do not exceed a given set of established

criteria. Thus, criteria enable the scientist, engineer and manager to function

under the requirements of Decision Case 1. vThiS relatively comfortable condition

is disrupted,, however, when these criteria are employed to justify non-trivial

social and economic changes. Then, criteria are often attacked on the basis

that theY'do not conform to Decision Case 1; that is the criteria are not based

.e.
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uponcontlusive evidence. Often such arguments are accepted and criteria'ard

altered to better Conform to- existing social and economic conditions. The'

defense of Criteria under the demands of Decision Case. 1 is far more difficult

than the determination, that specific conditions exceed the criteria..

While environmental criteria can be .important management tools, it must be

recognized that they create illusions of certain*. When existing social. a

economic conditions are challengesi, this illusionary certainty is attacked and

used as a justification for altering the criteria. Thus,' the illusion of.

certainty often created by criteria is frequently accompanied by an illusion of

decisiveness.

THE ENVIRONMENTAL PREDICAMENT

The .4.amatically'increased technological capabilities of modern societies

have resulted in a human capacity to produce significant undetirable ecological

impacts. :A major objective of environmental management is to avoid such undesir-

able conditions. However, such a task has betome immensely difficult because of

the global) scope of human activities and the inability to be isolated as single

causes or solutions to human impacts. The most significant problems created by

technological societies simply cannot be decomposed into traditional disciOli-

narydomains.

' In a.previous study, the implications'of fiUmkh'capability to alter ecoTogi-

cal systems in greater and more complex ways was. examined (3). It was concluded

that an environmental. predicament exists which, can be stated as:our ability to

modify the environment has increased and.will likely continue to increase faster

than our 'ability to foresee the effects of our activities. The environmental

predicaMent strongly suggests that our inability to determine thtotal Conse

quences of our comb-ined actions must be recognized, The inability to specify,

environmental outcomes with a-high degree ofcertainty and our expanding capa-

cityo significantly alter our environment forces us to reject. the constraints.

of Decision Case I. The demdhcIjor reasonable certainty of occurrence cannot

be justified in the. face of possible,. catastrophe. Uncertaintymust be dealt

with as expressed in Decision"Cases 2 and 3. Moreover, we must increasingly

recognize that the most serious outcomes may no`t-be even perCeived as possibili-

ties; therefbre, environmental strategies-must be increasingly preventive under

the assumptions of-Decision-Case 4 (3). The implications of these conclusions'
!"

upoh"envIronr9ental research are significant.
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ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH

.

Environmental research generally has been-performed through the tradftiona4!) l

disciplines, whiCh h4s resulted in two significant defjciencieS. Eli+, the

scope of most igniffaant problems often exceeds the domain of a single'disci-,

pline. Second, the demands for 4igohoys disciplinary work (compatibility with

est- ablished paradigms) tends to promote the assumptions of Decision Case 1.
A

Both of these characteristics of discipl4bary research can be eterimental to

environmental manageinent:

The commitment to/disciplinary 'domains and paradigms, howeVer, is largely

responsible for the orderly progress of scientific and engineering knowledge.

To maintain such progress, the disciplinary community must judge what contrib67

tions.are relevant to the &Alain and meet the standards.of the community: This

commitment to lifiited domains and paradigms does limit a community's.effective-

ndss for research however, this commitment also provides rigor and stability
/

to the progress 'of its knowledge. The rigorous demands of disciplinary communi-

ties, their selective development of research results within their domain, and

the - recognitioncognition and acceptanCe giVen to individuals who meet the demands of the

community have all contributed. to the orderly development of. scientific and

engineering knowledge (6). These community characteristics, howeer, are

generallS, not suppartive of the environmental-research relevant to Decision

Casei 2, 3 and 4, nor do they encourage,the pursuit of the broader problems

resulting from our expanding technological capabilities.

Recently interdisciplinary; research has been suggested,asa means of avoid-

.ing thedeficibricies of disciplinary. reselrch. Through such research, problems

Which spah _several, disciplinary domains 'might be addressed. However, the pro-
p

cess of acceptiqg and recognizing quality interdisciplinary work. has not been

sufficiently examined. Individual researchers are highly motivated by accept -

'ance and recognition by established disciplinary _communities. The basis, or

disciplinary acceptance, however, can directly conflict with the type of prob

lems addressed and the research methods applied beyond the disciplinary domain.

Coosequently, interdisciplinary studies tend to degenerate into multi-disaipli-

nary approaches in which individual investigators gain their recognitibh primar--

ily through traditional discip- linary communities (7).

This .problem is rot only limited, however, to 4e recognitionand Cceptande

of individuals. Evol tion of interdisciplinar concepts reqbiees some Mechanism'

of jUdgment so. that a ceptable concepts ar:,2 selected and.further.studied: Such

judgMent is necessary for interdisciplinary concepts to evolve. Without such a

mechanismAthe select on and evolution of concepts depends primarily upon their

acceptance within traditional disciplinary domains Which,_clearTy is not adequate.

4
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It is ifficult t6 ,imagine the type'of Cbaniunity which could maintainan '

evolutiOnh interdisciplinary 'contepts.- for the present, disciplinary communi,

tieswill likely. -play a major rolen determining the survival and evolution of

interdisciplinary environmental research. FlopeOc011asorativeinterdistiHenvironmental

plinary research-teams 'and associations will-urvive long enough to influence

the selection and evolution of truly interdisciplinary paradigm's. New communi-

ties also can be expected to emerge. While it is nOt.poSible'to describe the , '11:

actual selection system appropriate to: progressive and orderly growth of

meaningful interdisciplinary environmental paradigms; the following three'signi-

ficant tasks should be met any such system.
b

,

1., The selection of the bdt interdisciplinary research results must be

Accomplished without hea bias to the breakdown Of problems and

systems into disciplOary 'omains.

The consecutiVe,bitilding upon the best' interdisciplinary results

must be encouraged. so that such results'sUpport.future work.

3. The demand's fortiuglity research results must not be confused

' (directly orindirectly) with the demand fbr de%Sion certainty

. !(Decision Case 1). Quality research must-support decisions which.

recogniie the ui;dertainty,(Decision Cases2 and 3) and indetermi7

,

nancy .(Decision Case 4) of environmental outcomes.

,

The Future of Interdisciplinary Environmental'Researqb

Interdisciplinary environmental resefch is highly vulnerable to criticism

since it lacks established communities aild established ways of approaching ,

prOblems. In addition, its character is, not reflected in social and institu-

'tional organizations. For example, most universities are structured around

traditiohal disciplines and often interdisciplinary activities do not Meet',

institutional constraints (8).

'Interdisciplinary environmental research will he faced With the demand to

prbduce practical.and useful results. The meaning of practical and usefi0 will

largely refleCt the basic assumptiOns-of the environmental management strategies.

Fromthe perspective of this paper, two baSic directions that environmental

strategies Can follow are identified. Both directions will have'a significant_

'influence upon th'e nature and character of future interdisciplinary environmental,

research. The first direction'places heavy relianCe upon assumptions of Decision.

Case 1,, the certain outcome.caSe.: Thesecond direction emphasizes the uncertainty

and indeterminancy of environmental outcomes, and thus stresses the assumptions.

Of Decision CaseS'2; 3 and 4. The meaning of the words useful and Practical will

be largely dependent upon which .direction is taken.

41,
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If established environmental strategies tend towards the assumptions of

Decision Case 1, two characteristics of interdisciplinary environmental research

can be expected. First, research will tend to break problems down into workable

domains from which concrete results. can be obtained. It is'unreasonable to

expect research to develop the concrete results demanded of Decision Case 1
1t

Unless the complexities of problems are reduced by decpmposition into workable

(usually disciplinary) domains whereestablished paradigms can be employed.

The second research characteristic resulting from Decision Case 1 is a ten-
,

'dency to focal upon problems which have already eccurred. The input of environ-

mental research results into the decision-making process will primarily occur

after actual problems have been observed. The demand for reasonable certainty

can be effectively met by Iporting actual observations. A major function of

environmental research then will be to monitor for potential environmental im-

pacts. Then, after actual impacts have been obserVed and documented, input into

the environmental management process will be accepted. What can be more certain

than the dacumentation of problems that.,have already occurred? Constrained by

the requirements of Decision Case 1, environmental research will be largely

'descriptive, and occasionally prescriptive. Such research, however, will be

seldom preventive,.except for the most obvious types of'proolems.

If environmental management is based largely upon a recognition of the

uncertainty and indeterminanv*of environmental outcomes, then environmental

strategies will largely be -seCUPon the assumpllons of Decision'Cases

3 and 4. Under . assumptions, the words useful and pr &ctical will have a

Tadically--different meaning for environmental research than,vould be possible

unde the constraints of Decision Case 1. Consequently, the type of inter-

disciplinary environmental.research.which is encouraged in the name of practical'

and useful would be radically different. It'will be recognized that.theoost

important problems may at'anytime beunperceived so that a primary goal of

environmental research must be to identify problems and gain a better understand-

ing of systems beh'avier. A major part of environmental resdarch would be direc-

ted toward the basic relationships of ecological systems of which man's culture

is an integral part(3). The,identification of possible problems will be con-

sidered useful despite thea..bSence of absolute certal5/,WeVer., manage-

ment strategies are constrained to the mptiliiiiOf Decision Case 1; the'kind

of.research described above wi 1 generally be considered impeactical. .cConse

quently, the pursuit of such research will not receive suppok. In short, the

type Of research demanded under Decision Cases 2, 3 and 4 will be considered

impractical or unreasonable if decisions are dominated'by the constraints of

;Decision Case''.
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It is our belief that environmental management strategies must be based

upon the recognition of ecological uncertainty and indeterminancy We must

recognize that collectively we have the capacity to significantly. .alter ecologi-

cal systems, in a manner that,we are notable to predict. This clearly calls for

a preventive environmental strategy which is based upon the general assumptions

of Decision Cases 2, 3. and 4. In particular, Decision Case 4 must be increas-

ingly employed. Under the dominance of Decision Case 1, it is difficult to

imagine how modern society will be able to cope with the expanding magnitude and

complexity of environmental problems. Moreover, under this dominance, it is

difficult to iMagine hefwAepotential of interdisciplifla'ry-environmentaI research

might be effectively employed,

Further Consideration

Let us imagine that the potential ,of truly interdisciplinary research is

applied to the examination of our expanding environmental problems. We believe'

that stheral attitudes-will emerge which differ from those of the more tradi-

tional disciplinary research. First, currently recognized problems and concerns

-would be considered as symptoms of more basic problems and concerns. ,Second, we

would fie confronted with the'necessity, of examining and clarifying basic human

values.. Third, the solutions to basic problems and the responses to clarified

human values would point toward significant changes in life style. These

attitudes might challenge a number of established customs, attitudes, and beliefs:

SoMe of the more influential individuals and organizations in technological

societies may net be receptive 6, such challenges. Constraints on environmental

research and reduction of funding could result. Such pressures can further com-

plicate the difficulty of maintaining responsible and quality interdisciplinary

environmental research which is relevant to the expanding problems of techno-

logical societies.
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Editor'sNote: Rusiell F. Christman of the University of North Carolina
was kind efiough to speak in Session 14 when another participant was unable to

com at Oe last minute. Unfortunately, the.tape;,recorder malfunctioned near

the beginning of his remarks, and no manuscript was available. Among the

things he discussed were sqme of his own experiences with interdisciplinary
pr jects, including one on acid rain at the University of Washington; some
general characteristics of interdisciplinary work; and the way universities are
handling this kind of work:
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Session 15

GOVERNMENT, CREDIBILITY, UNIVERSITIES AND ENVIRONMENT

Stewart Bledsoe

I came to de a specific thing, I want to place the oi.der for some of the un-

stated issues that quite possibly have not been laid befqre this meeting, at 1,
4

not by anyone speaking for the government sector.

I recognize it puts me'in-the role of "Devil's A icate", and some feathe/rs

will be ruffled. But until both sides'of_the issu are inspected, this session .

is mostly calisthenics. And yie real world is a thing but that.. /.

My background in the legislature, represenOg a rural constituency;, gave me

the running room to be more than a cdsual par cipant in helping eniadi some pretty

J.decent environmental legislation. Our state established a Department of,,Ecology,

the first in the nation. We made an early,basic decision to do/something about

our envir'nment, deciding that we would not live in a.sewer., choke on our stink,

or be buried by our own waste. It was my pleasure as the ,HoUse majity leader

to be in the forefront of this move, a Somewhat unseeming,role for Ameone from
,

"hick America". You would think that the push to aecomPlish this kihd of abreak-

t rough would emanate excluSively from the urban segment of our state. IncOngru-

Ously enough, it did not,

I would like to give you a reading on the "state of the environment". If you

read it on the interface, where such a state iS eventually decided, that's in the

politicalfarena It is in the political foruM that the world of science, the

world of economics,'the world of dreams and the world of actualities all come to-

gether. My reading is that continued progress towards environmental quality in

this nation is far from guaranteed if it must be maintained in the political arena.

The FederaT Environmental Protection Act, which I regard as a pretty decent piece'

of legislation, was written by men, and. will be taken apart by men, if they so

choose: The wording is not frozen in concrete: It is not cast in acmold-of iron

or steel. It is almost writtenon sand., If the a'ct is not properly attended to,,

it could be restructured, probably downward.

Stewart Bledsoe is Director of the Washington.. State Department of Agriculture,

and'a former member of the Washington State House"of Representatives, where hp

served as majority leader. A former rancher, he Was a director of the Washington
Cattlemen's Association and Cattleman of the Year.
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iWith this very tenuous balance, I regard the role of education, particularly

the universities, in maintained equilibrium, as three-fold:

First, to maintain credibility of the environmental attempt;

Second, to provide a rational data base;

Third, to provide nuts and bolts technique for doing the job.

Let's take it from the top.

CREDIBILITY

. -

We had an infestation in our national forests of the particularly unpleasant

tussock moth. Durinea particularly unpleasant year we saw about 800,000 acres

of standing forest injured or killed. And we suffered this, invasion while forest

managers stood handcuffed, unable to use the only chemical available to control

this infestation because of a walkaway led by some university scientists who pre-

dicted an environmental Armageddon', which subsequently did not occur. The pro-

posed-use of a particular unpleasant chemical, DDT, elicited a kriee-jerk reaction

from many university-types, which presented the EPA with no alternatives other

than to totally deny the first year's request for insect control.
.

In the second year when!an excedfilly tightly controlled DDT application was

granted at less than a pound per acre rate, there was a 98 percent kill of the

moth population in the area and a reduction to very nearly zero of any insect dam-:

age to the forest. But the initial' discussions were ,hampered rather than aided

by the inability of many academic spokesmen to presdflt believable alternatives

and, even more importantly, help in measuring tie tradeoffsbetWeen environmental

hand-wringing as opposed to the environmental effect of ping nothing:

It must be assumed that we are a society capable of boson. If this is the

case, then one would hope that the leadership for Much-o t
\
at reasoning capability

could emanate from the campus. And_the role of the aCade is world in the future

must be that of maintaining rationality in these kinds of disc s.sions rather than

fueled with emotionality. Nobody gains. Everybody loses. And -he-credibility of
.

the entire environmental.movement is eroded by decisions made under emotional heat

, which subsequently must be corrected. .1.6ok at the hassles Of cyclamates, laiethyt-

stilbestrol, Super. Sonic Transport-induced skin cancer, etc.

The second edUcational role is maintainance of a reliable data base. The 'dec-

fsions which must often be made in a political arena are admittedly made without

adequate data. They are often made, on the basis of decibel level of the statement

or the clout of the statement maker (How many people are behind you? What organ-

fzation do you represent? How active, hOw vigorous?) rather than what is real and
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responsible. A classic case of'this took place in our state recently. We were .

challenged with some decisions on the effect of some pesticides in some orchards

and the resulting environmental impact, particularly on.the human environment.

Strong questions were raised as to the effect on workers reentering'orchards fol-

lowing spraying applications.. A blanket policy was issued.by the Department_of

Labor on an emergency basis whichwas based on some preliminary work performed in

an environment totally unlike the one existing in the State of Washington. The

Department of Labor (and in their turn, EPA) said, "We will impose a blanket solu-

tion on the entire United States" (just as. if anybody-could put a blanket over the

United State) that established some reentry standards that might have made sense

in an almond grove in California or 'a citrus grove in Arizona. But when translat.

,ed to a Washington State apple orchard you have :instead of a shrouded tree growth,

an open limbed tree; instead of a dry dirt understory, an absorbant green grass

understory; and, instead of a Southern California humidity, a.desert-type atmo-

sphere where we irrigate to provide moisture.

In other words, we are talking about two totally different environments. Not

the single blanket environment,: But the primary answer necessary for a national

decision; i.e., a data base related to the actual environmental conditions to e

regulated by these proposed reentry standards, was totally unavailable at any-

university.st'ation. The data base answer needed to resolve the impasse was found

in a laboratory maintained by-a state health department in a small town, Wenatchee.

It is saddening to note that this Was the only current data available on measuring

the, effects of this type of reentry and this kind of an environment which was

available in the entire United States.

One would hope that much of this data could have been made available at the

University of Virginia, where the United States Department of Agriculture main-
.

tainS this kind of research capability, but never asks those kinds of pertinent

questions. Or if not that, the University of California at Davis. Or, why not

the Washington State University at'Pullman? But the answer was not found.there.

It was found in a health lab in a remote non-campus situation.

On the plus side is a classic role performed by Washington State University.in

providing the Ita base to unlock another .chemical*dilemma--the tug-of-war between

- two branches of agriculture over the.;_irs'e or misuse of,214-D: Wheat growers must'

have this chemical to maintain economic weed control.intheir ranching operations.

But if the application is improperly done or improperly timed, it can result in

atr mass pollution in daMaging drifts as far as,70 to 80 mires away"fro. the point

of application. We have authenticated these instances but have no' explanation for

. them.

We are finding the answer to what, how much, how far, under what conditions,

from research performed by Washington state University-right out at the field
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level. It is a pleasant'act to watch. 00C oflacadeMia are emerging. some real.

solid inputs that are providing the data bSs'e,that Will permit; even in the polit-

ical arena, a rational decision to be made. ',By the manner and the quality of res-

ponse, the maintenance ot environmental.credibility is enhanced. You'd better

believe that the Wa.hington State. University looks.pretty good in the eyes of a ,
,-...,,

_very critical agri.c lturd constitUency.

Thirdly, the universities could well devote their energies to coming up with

nuts and-bolts. It isn't glamorous. And its not the type of thing ktat often

interests campus researcners. But somebody, should do it. And if icould emanate

from campus, it would be a highly meaningful contribution. Let's take a couple

of simple cases in point, We have made a national conudtment for cTean water.

That was easy to do. But the actual doing is-something else. There are going to

be some reahmomentkof agony when the impact of non-point discharge standards are

brought home to irrigators. WhiCh means that someone is going to have to help

deyise the means, the mechanisms, the technique, the changes in irrigation prac-

tices, the operation and maintenance of settling basins, the.cost factor's in re-

cycling water. In other words, someone is going to have'to put together the data

base that will help in this transition from yesten iday's irrigation practices to
. . ,-.

tomorrow's. And most particul'a'rly, how much it costs. 'it would havd been help-

ful
. ,

at the time that the national commitments were maddAf these cost estimates .

were mailable:allable, PerhapT-we would have taken a second tqnk at the length of stride

,---, that we SOTilithely,C6mitted ourselves to. .4'r'

or in the backyard of Spokane. There's an agricuftiyal industry in real jeo-

pardy:. the grass seed business. From a nuts -and boTts determination could. have

cone information that might have tempered the man6tory edict that says, "No Smoke

Here." And without the'physiological challenge of field-firing to the rootstocI,

the maintepance of a .seed.industry is all but'imposoble.

Can we.provide.s,me answers oh how to grow this crop, how to continue to chal-

lenge the physiology Without performing some insult to our environment? One-,would

hope that as a reasoning, intelligent people We could devise a. way. With the

right kind of minds working the problem, I am sure a way will be found. Hopefully,

from the universities will come the answers to what that.way is, and more particul-

arly, the dollar figure.

In closing, let me offer a piece of advice. From the legislptive arena, I

have functioned as a friend of the environment. If there is onefacet which makes

the continued passage of environmental legislation a matter of doubt, it is the

tendency of the environmental advocates to be fiercely beady-eyed. Too often the

desire to do a very decent thing--to make the environment e better placecreates

a certain missionary 26a1 that we alone know the way. And any who would ask to

put their hand on the drafting pen alongside ours and temper our proposals become

. .
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enemies, of the environment, when in fact many times they are not. Let's not as-.

sume that because we believe in environmental quality, that only we know anything

about it. e

And finally, this. The role of universities and all Who would educate"in theme

direction of environmenlal'concern boils down to this. ,Let's make sure that We

educate as our primary goal, rather than indoctrinate. In some cases we have lost

ack of what it was that we came to accomplish. We have in some cases ceased to

em asize education, particularly education which can consider some of the trade-

offs; education that would dare to consider that we' might not be able to

in one giant step. We have developOteucational programs which are pure indoc-

0. trination. My reading is that we can do some of both. Let's face it. It has to

be,some of both if education is worthy of the name.

4",
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HOW CA UNIVERSITIES HELP STATE AND LOCAL.

GOVERNMENTS WITH ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS?

David A. Aggerholm

-Bession 15 .

I must begin by relieving the. University of Massachusetts or the

MasS'achusetis Department of Public Works of any responsibility for my remarks.

They are my own and do not necessarily represent the viewpoints or policies of

either organization:

After considerable thought about the subject for this session; I decided

that it would have been more appropriately titled "Can Universities (or, Tire

properly, the Academic -Community) Help State and Local Governments with Their

Environmental Problems?" -I say this because my experience and observations

from both sides of the fence have raised serious doubts in my mind about the

answer, To'put it more bluntly, I don't think the academic.comMunity has done

much in the Oast to help government at anv level.solve its environmental prob-

lems and isn't doing much now, notwithstanding considerable lip service, some

sincere attempts and a few notable successes.

Within that context, I will focus my remarks on four fundamental questions:

-7Why does government at all levels -- local, state and federal --

need help?

--Why is the academic community a, logical place to expect that

help to come froM?

--Why haven't academic-governmental, problem-solvinq relation-

ships been very effective thus far?

--How can effective academic-governmental problem-solving rela-

tionships be achieved?

Considering the time allotted to me and the breadth and coMplexity'of the

subject, I will be forced to generalize and oversimplify to some degree. Thus,

I'm certain that manY'of you will take exception to some of what 4 say. I hope

so, for my interest is to generate some discussion on these-questions in hopes

of improving government-aeademic relatiOnships, which I'm sure we can all agree

need some improvement.

David A. Aggerholm is Program Manager of the "Massachusetts Transportation
Program, University of Massachusetts, AmherSt. He was formerly with the-

'Institute for Water Resources of the Army Corps of Engineers, working in
environmental impact asSessment,'public involvement and. the planning process.

He is President of the Assembly of The Institute of Ecology.
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I should qualify here also, that I will discuss these question in the'co6-

.text of, the problems facing governmental agencies--bureaucracy if yo

opposed to the legislative or judiciary branches of government. Irecognize

that these branches of goveemmedt also need help but I think the lion's

of the problems and needs exist in the agencies.

Why.do government agencies need help? 'And they do need it, more than e

before. ,Government agencies at all levels are experiencidg unprecedented pre

sures for change; or at least fors re-evaluation of virtually every aspect of

wha,t they do, how they tio it, and even why they do it, as the society which

they exist to serve demands from them a greater responsiveness to' social con-

- _terns and consequences (i.e.; people are demanding that government do its job

for people not to them). In theprocess, most government agencies are being

be'sieged,withtnew or changing polities'and programs which are presenting chal-

\ _Menges and problems requiring creative, imaginative approaches, and knowledge

-and skills whith do not exist at all or in sufficient` quantities within the

-agencies. At the same time, most agencies, particularly at the state and lo-

cal levels, must labOr under inflexible, often archaic personnel policies and

praCtices' and non-competitive salary levels which do not permit them to em-

ploy, or in many cases, even compete for; either the numbers or skills neces-

sary to solve their problems.

In effect; then, government agencies are caught in between a growing and,

increasingly complex workload on 'the one hand,. and a lack of in-house capability

on'the other. Were is government to turn? Basically, there are two options =-

consulting firms and the academic community. There is no question that consult7

ing firms have played and will continue to play an important and necessary role

in government problem salving, particularly in the engineering and technologi-

ca areas'. But in my view, they have not yet proven very effective in dealing

with environmental and related problems. And considering thenrate at which new

"environmental" firms are springing out of .the woodwork, I don't look for much

overall improvement ln.quality. Finally, in spite'of the, growth of venviron.-

mental" consulting firms, I don't believe therOvill ever 'be enough of them to

meet all of the problem-solving needs of government.-
1

What about academe?

There are a number of reasons why 'government should expect to be able to

call on the academic community for help and why the acadeMic community should

respond. First, "of course (if you believe.theirinotices), the academic com-

munity is where all the answers are, the Primary repository of knowledge and

wisdom, where the state of the art is developing and most advanced, and Where
,

creativity and imagination flourish. At,the very least, colleges and oniver--

sities represent a vast storehouse of warm, reasonably literate bodies - -a

commodity mosepriied by government.
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Also, notwithstanding their questiOnable performance; most colleges and

universities, and particularly the publicly funded ones, espouse with varying

degrees of enthusiasm, some commitment to a public service role -- noblesse oblige.

Finally, I would point to a reason which would seem to be of increasingly

importance and practicality to the academic community--the vast reser--

voirs of government and foundati.on funds whith have-encouraged and supported

basic research so handsomely for lo.these many years are drying up. Much.of

the action -(and the money) is shifting tojederal, state. and even local govern-

mental agencies (with the advent of revenue sharing -and the like), and they are

looking for poblem-solving help much more than research.. -

So, hete we are, understaffed agencies with groWing problems and money to

spend, and a public - spirited, academic community loaded with ltits of smart'peo-

ple looking for support. So why don't they get together and live happily -ever --

after?, Let me highlight some of the reasons why government and academe haven't

Veen able to click very well in a problem-solving context in the past and why,

unless both change 5ome of their policies, practices,. perceptions; and biases,

they won't. And, remember, I'll to generalizing,here..quite a bit.

First, let's take a quick look at the world of the governmental; agency to

try to understand something of the context in which problems are defined and

must be solved.

Most important, governmental agencies operate in and must be responsi4 to

thd demands of the "real world" in which public policies are made and progams

accomplished. This world is a world of pressures, problems, crises, unreasdn-

able and arbitrary deadlines, and-politcal realities; and'more than anything

else, it is'a "today" world, where the rewards-:go to those who are able to deal

with_(not necessarily solve) today's problemstoday. This is not to say that

government is unconcerned about tomorrow and the next day; but faced with the

growing worklqad and peOple shortages discussed earlier, these short term, im-

mediate requitements necessarily require a predominant and increasing share of

government's attention and efforts, And, I thinkit is extremely important to

understand that governmental agencies will not deal with.long tem.considera-

tions effectiyely at'all) until they are able to get on top, of their work

load'.

It is primarily in terms of getting on fop of the today workload that

agencis need and are seeking'help.most desperately. What they need most'are

people who are willing to pitch in and work with agency persorinel in getting '

the.job. done.. In many cases, they want someone to do 'the work for'them, and-

it's often not pleasant or intellectually stimulating work. For the most part,

the nature of the problems in environmental and related areas requires inter-

disciplinary efforts, aimed at the timely, creative, imaginative and even intui-

tive traiiSlation of the vast amounts' of unused existing knowledge-into'problem
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solutfons. Not perfect solutions for the ages, mind you, but solutions designed .

to meet today's.ndeds. And the services and products emanating fromthese ef-

forts are expected to be designed and developed eth the needs, capabilities and

limitatiOns, of the ultimateuser:in mind. And they- should be both useful and

usable-- immediately: Finally, agericies,are lodking for helpers Oo will stick,:.

around for the long haul.

Now, let's take a look at how the World of academe stacks up in terms of

meeting these needs., Let's look first at the people--the academics -.and then

at the academic system or bureaucracy.

Traditionally, acadekics have avoided the real world and its problems like:

the proverbial plague, viewing the solution of day-to-day problems as someone

else'sturf and welcome to it. Many academics also seem to share a condescend-

ing 'stereotype of government personnel, viewing them as not-too-bright, often

lazy, apathetic, or paranoid plodders, feeding at the public trough barking time ,

A

to retirement.

As a result, when academics do work for government, they prefer to define

..problems in and on their own terms. In this regard, academics Often try to:make

the real world conform to the world as they would like it ft be-7wheretall vari-

ables are clearly defined and are controlled or controllable and where.decisions

are made in explitit,'objective terms. They then retreat to the ivory tower to

-produce products which seem aimed more at reaping academic rewards than at meet-

ing the needs of thos6 paying the bills.

And, once a product is produced, academics generally tend,to lose interest

and are inclined to leave the agency to its own devices in figuring out what to
0 .

do with it.
.

Universities and most of the denizens who dwell therein are also highly

specialized and compartmentaliZed into tight and relatively narrow disciplines

and specialities, a situation not consistent with aproblem orientation or con-

,ducive to.an interdisciplinary apprOacK. In this regard, most aCademic efforts

at interdisciplinary activity that I have observed have been singularly uninspir-

ing, or charaCterized mostly by lip service.

Another characteristic of academics is that they are usually not very inter-
__

ested in or even adept at the application or translation (creative or otherwise)

of existing knowledge into-usable forms, at lease not if there are new frontiers

to be explored. Closely related, they are extremely chary about sticking out

their - respectable academic necks and Making judgebents or recommendations unsup7

ported by hard evidence and'extensive documentation which must be collected and

prepared over long periods of time.

Many of these' individual characteristics and)attitudes owe their existence

to or at least are perpetuated by the academic system or bureaucracy, next to

which government at all or any level pales by comparison in terms of red-tape,
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rigidity, ponderous, slow.-moving machinery, parochialism, and all of the other

bureaucratic maladies. This formidable system appears to exist for no other

purpose than to nurture and protect'the rank, tenure perquisites ancregos of

. its membeg4eand it, aboNtanything else, sets the.Performance standards-And re-

*Wards and punishments for academicians. TO say that!this system is not tuned .

into real world problem-SAing requirements is the grossest of understatements.

What all ofthis adds up to, then, is that while the acadbmic community may,

in principle, be a logical source of help, academics and the system or real

world in which they operate are not particularly well-suited or inclined to meet

the immediate problem- solving needs of the real real world.

It is encouraging to note, however, that in spite of these formidable obsta-,

cles, one finds a growing number of people and efforts in academe committed to

helping governments solve their pPoblems. But in spite of strong commitments

and good intentions, many of these, have failed or have resulted in less than

satisfactory results. And, in this regarci, I want to pose two'simple tests. for
r:

evaluating success--first, is the end product of the effort. used; and/or second,

do Any governmental policies or more important, practiceS, change as result of

what is done or produced.

Frankly, I thfhk thee tests are seldom applied. AS noted earlier, the tra-

ditional criterion of effebtiveness in academe seems to be to produce something- -

period. Unfortunately, I think many academics who sincerely want to help,are

.still using that test; or none at all, assuming that the product will be used or

change'will result from it. Not so! Rather, the result is often frustration on

one or both sides.

What are some of the reasons why.products' on'tget used or nothing changes?

To find out, let's examine the problem-Solving context at a slightly, finer grain.

--Although most agencies need help, they often don't know, or .

can't articuate'clearly what they need. And, unfortunately,

they often expect academics or consultants to know.7:which more

often than not isn',.t the case (although as noted earlier,

acdeMics and the tonsultantsoften think they know). As a

result, problem-solving effort often focus on symptoms, and

the'wrong ones at that, which doesn't solve, or further

exacerbates the problem.

--Agenbies often expect too much from the academicci,omunitY,

assuming they can deliver the "quick.-fix" to problems in no

time at all. When agencies don't get the hoped.-for, miracu-

lous results expected, they become frustrated.

--Many important agency constraints to effective problem-solving

are self-imposed, and often they.have become so ingrained In

policy and practice that the agencies don't even realize it.
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These, of course, tend to get in the way of effective problem

definition or solufion.

-- Although agencies ask for help, for anumber of reasons they

often don't really Want it: They 0 want academics .working
. .

on problems (so they can publicize it). arid they do want pro-=

ducts (which they can point.to with pride), but somehow they
. . .

don't always get around to using them, or at best, go through

the motions; and,yery little changes as.a result. One ana-

lyst ofthe bureaucratic scene call this approach "dynamic

inaction".

--Just as academics have stereotypes, so do bureaucrats. Aca-

demics are viewed by many as fuzzy headed, ivory towec know-

it-all's, who are naive about, and have nothing to contri-

bute to the'solution of real world problems. At another

level, academics. may'be feared or.resented for their exper
.

ttise, for the potential changes and disruptions-theybring

with.them; and for their tendencies to identify'defitiencies.

in the existing order of things. And these stereotypes are

often confirmed when overly eager acadeMics come on like .

gang-busters ignoring what.agency people think and what they

have done to solve the problem. ;

Many more factors could be cited, but I think they, all repusent pieces of

a larger cloth which must be viewed as a whole.

I mentioneeearlier the academic "system" which is so importapt in deter -'

mining academic behavior: It is important to retognize that all orgmjzations

unction in such systems and governmental agencies are no exception..

for each agency, the system is comprised of akcomplex web of dynamically

inte actingand continuously evolving laws,, regulations, formal 'land informal

custom , attitudes:values, roles, relationships, habits, and e.host of other

factors. And the system goes beyond the organization itself, encompassing

other a encies, legislative bodies, the public and all of the bther institu-

tions, rganizations and individuals whichiofluence or are influenced by the

agency. As in academe, this system establishes the formal aridinformal, real

and imagined rewards. and puoishments which are largely determinant of what the

org.anizatl\on and individOals within. it will or wonq, can or ca do. 1 °

In my View, it is the failure by academics"tounders his system,

or worse, to even recognize that it.exists, that is the cause of st of the

failures and frustrations in.problem-solving,efforts'. This is-because problems.

and symptoms cannot be clearly and accurately defined or differentiated; usable

and useful products and services can't be produc'ed, and in any case won't.be



used or lead to productiye chAnge unless the entire process is conducted with a

sensitivity to and understanding of the requirements and limitations of the

system.

What all of this means to me is that goad intentions and sincere efforts

are not enough to guarantee success. Wishing won't make it so. This brings me

to the last of thequestio01 raised earlier,'and the subject'of thl.s session:

How can the academic community help government with its problems?

Cleaelymanychanges will have to take place on both sides regarding the

policies, practices, perceptions, and biases I discussed earlier. This won't be

easy, and it Obviously won't happen overnight. But nothing will happen until

univer4ties truly want to help and are willing to give, that help, initially ate'

c::),...east, in terms of the real world requiredients discussed earlier. And, I am con

vinced that if the initial help is successful in terms of.the two basic criterik

I mentioned earlier, the unreasonable and arbitrary characteristics and reqdire-

ments_pf the real world will begin to change, and agencies and the ,pcademfc com-

munity can get on with the business of salving longer term problems,

41n closing, I want to propose,- briefly, a few speific prerequisites for eS-

-tgallshing and nurturing effective academic - governmental working. relationships

in a problem-solving context, and cite some examples from the,univesity-agency

program in which Int currently involved4

First, it is important to recognize that a true working relationship is one

baeed on mutual understalidtng and trust and that such a relationship can only

evolve fom open and honesr,communication. Now clearly; Communication doesn't

just happen--it takes time, effort, and real determination from both sides;;

and it is often frustrating, but there is absolutely no substitute for it.

Let me,suggest briefly hpw we are going about establishing such a rel ion-

ship in.a programhich is just getting underway between the University f

Massachusetts and the'Massachusetts Department of Public Works (DPW)-- e state

trapsportation agency.

Basically, the DPW, has hired the University:to assist in the development and

implementation of a new statewide transportation pTanning procdSs and in improv-

ing the quality and timeliness of its impact assessment activities. About 50

faculty, staff, and students are Currently involved in the Pregram; but if we ,

effective, the program should expand considerably. In essence, our role is

to work as agency staff with a mandate to apply in whatever we do, the latest

state-of-the-art developments as innovatively and imaginatively as possible.

The only real constraint imposed thus far is that.44t policies and practices

developed should be.wOrkable in the Massachusetts setting.

In terms. of est9blishing,a,sound base for develoOng understanding and

trdt, we have developed a number of approaches, two of which I would like to

share, with you.-
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'First, we are emphasizing close, continuing contacts between agency and

University personnel in all aspects of our work. In this regard, DPW has ap-

pointed agency liaison persons for each of our major task areas specifying that

at least 20::, of their time should be allocated to coordination with University

staff, either at the agency offices or at the University: The responsibilities

of these liaison persons is to assist throughout the program in defining prob-

lems and needs, to participate ilnthe work to the extent possible (it is their

work after,a113 andsto exercise continuing'oversight to assure we are continu-

ously going in the right direction. We have also stressed the importance of

University: peogram staff spending'considerable time in the agency officeS talk-

ing to and working with agency staff members. In.this regard, desks and other

support services have been provided in the agdncy offices for our people.

At the program management 'level, University and agency program managers

meet at least once a week to discuss progress, so that any problems and issues

4,46..be defined and resolved early.

Anotfier important communication tool we are using with success is a system-
.

atic; dynamic programming and work:1)Tann1ng process.. This process regUires,

before any actual problem solving activities get underway, the development of a

detailed work plan for each major task area which includes the following

information:

OVERALL PROBLEMS AND NEEDS - The Big'Picture

--The overall goal(s) of the agency with respect to the task,

with an emphasis en what changes in po-icy or-Onactice are

4, they trying, to achievein the long run.

- -What steps are necessary to achieve the goal(s)--what

actions need to be taken?
44
--What has the agency done thus far, or what is it doing to

achieve the'goals) and what effect has this action had?

-.-What are major constraints to achieving the goal, what

are their effects, and,how can they be overcome? 0

PROGRAM YEAR WORK gLAN ;

--Based on the above, what steps are proposed for the pro-

gram year, and what is their projected impact in terms of

overall goal achieVement?
..0

--What specific program activities will be undertaken during

the year?

-What user package will be produced 'as a result.of these

activities? This inCludes'a definition of interim and '
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final. products and when th4y wikl be produced in the con-

tent of an explicit definition oT who the users will be

and what their specific needs are.

--HoW and by whom will the user package be implemented to

.
contribute to goal achieveMent-thts, in effect, is the

user package implementation strategy:III/here goal's, ac-
.,

tions, and outputs Must b'e clearly related., -,

--What people and resources will be involved--personnel

. . and budget information is broken down by quarters', includ-

ing faculty/stUdent time commitments.

It is important to recognize that the process is continuous in that all as-

pects ofprobtem definition and program activities are being continuously evalu-

ated by. both DPW and the university in terms of new information and unforeseen

developments,

I don't want to imply thati6e-system is perfect yet. Far from it. In

fact, it has been an extremely frustrating experience for everyone involved- -

mostly, lthink, because neither agency perionnel nor academics have tradition-

ally been forced'to document problems, needs and plans in such detail. In fact,

our initial contract with the DPW is extremely general and vague, not unlike

most contra es of its kind: 0

But what would emphasize is that the process has had significant results

in clarifyi g extremely impOrtant differences in assumptions regarding virtual-
.,

ly every aspect of what we are doing, why, how, and who's doing it. In face,

we found t at although we were using the same Words anethe like in our early

discussion's, we didn't truly understand each other at all, and that a variety

of important people in DPW itself had very different ideas about what we should

dd, how, when and the rest. '

Based on this experience, I think I can say unequivo Ily that without such

a process, we would not have recognized, these important misu erstandings until

well into the contract year, and might never'have clearlypunders god what the

problem was. N
In effect, then, I think we are well on our way to establishing a sound and

liproductive working relationship betweerj the University and DPW. In my view,"

both the agency and the University will benefit greatly from is relationship,

and'in the process, hopefully, so willithe people of Massathuse ts.

Finally, I would emphasize that we haven't done any magic tri ks here, or

that .our way is the only way. Surely, we'ee not the only ones to have estab-

lished good working relationships between universities arid g vernment

/agencies. But I would re-emphasize that such relationships cannot happen un-

less..thc conditions I discussed earlier are Met.
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Session 15

A .

THE ROLE OF UNIVERSITIES AS A SCIENCE RESOURCE TO GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

,;#

James M. Witt

The most important scientific resourde in the nation available to serve the

public interest is in the universities, and it is beihj under-utilized. By scien-
.

tific resource I mean a reservoir or group of people. who understand and use scien-

tific principles and have a familiarity with the current state of knowledge of a

particular subject, but I do not mean a reservoir of persons capable of finding

the best solution to a bi'oad problem to be implemented within an existingeco-

nomic and technical societal structure. This is because the "best" solution to a

problem is often subjective,.depending on one's interests;'and universities are.

not well equipped to divine the limits ofSocially'acceptable solutions to.,com:

plex problems, Within these limits, let us consider the relationshipt of the

university based on scientific resource to the functioning of government--local,

state and federal agencies and.the,executive and legislative branches.

Both previous speakers have been critical ofuniversity inputs to goVernment

in relation to environmental pk)blems and have generally characterized their over-

all efforts as failures. Perhaps this characterization is derived from specific

Observation of failures, perhaPs it is derivedgrom an inadequate perceptiOn"

of the sort of input which can be reasonably expected from a university. If we

cannot agree on whether universities have,failed, I am sure that we can agree

' that their resources can be better utilized. If universities are an under-used

resource, there are several reasons for this--some lodged within the-universities

and some within the agencies. Let us examine the characteristics of, these groups

which affect their working relationships.

With regard to the kinds of things that universities do for public agencies,

we are research oriented. This is,after all, why agencies come to us, to iden-

tify the knowledge we have gained through research activities. However, the suc-

cessful solution to a research problem requires that it be ;a fairly Well-defined

or narrow problem conducted in an isolated environment where the variables can be

James M. Witt is Professor of Agricultural Chemistry and Extension'Chemist in
the Extension Service at Oregon State University, Corvallis., He has worked all
his life in the chemistry, biochemistry and toxicologfof.insecticides, and has
worked with many state and federal agencies in assessing the behavior and effects
of agriculturl and, industrial chemicals.
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identified and controlled. This is why we brirn experiments into the laboratory,

and in doing this so.simplify the system that it may not be representative of

what has been called several times today "the real world". When we carry out

field experiments, we carefully choOs. a manageable system in which we believe

the important variables are constant r are:at least quantifiable. Results from

field experiment ,.which are the record phase in experimental sequence, are more

difficult to inter et than those froMlaboratories, more difficult to reproduce,

more expensive, and m st be repeated many more times: Quite often this phase is

not carrier' out adequately because of lack of funds, personnel, time And other

reasons. -

The third phase is where -interact with agencies. When we attempt to solve.

societal'or environmental proble , we are faced with a whole host of uncontrol-

lable and even unidentified-Vaiab s, and there is a question of whether prior

research pertains.. But-that is all we,or'anyone has, to go on unless you care to

rely on.diyine inspiration, "experience', or belief in what you hope and want to

be true. (By experience, I mean a series of events in which an observer partici

pated' but no quantifiable measurements were taken.) The problem then becomes one

of communication between the agency, the legi lator, or the public and the re-

searcher. Predictions-of effects consequent A.a particular course of action can

be made', but they must be qualified according.to the degree of uncertainty sur-

rounding important uncontrolled variables.

Not only are projections from past laboratory and field experiments variable,

but their application to predict the outcome of situations in the real world is

dependenf upon knowing in advance the range of yal'ues to be expected in the host

of uncontrolled environmental variables which affect the outcome. ince this can

involve things like predicting the weathera year in advance,,po ation or para-

site levels-and flux, exposure levels, and so forth, we are faced with a double

dose of uncertainty on which to base our forecasts. The problem is,then that the

user of research information wants a simple yes or, no to-a problem which is not

simple, and because of his training, is not able to deal adequately with the prfn-

ciples of uncertainty, while the supplier of research inforMation must endlessly.

qualify predictionsi and seems equally'unable to deal With the fact that many

social decisions cannot be a maybe, but must be a yes or no, go or no go, and you

cannot qualify a yes or a no.

The nature and character .of the people involved are also factors affecting

university-government relationships. Many kinds of jobs tend to be self-selective

for certain types of-individuals. Research workers generally are rather independ-

ent: This is much more evident at universities than in government agencies or '

commercial corporations. Research work at universities tends to be selective for

the individual who says, "I am going to work for the university because I can do

what I want, because they have freedom of research there." Of course, we'don't
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really have complete freedom of research at a university in the senseof being

able to do anything you want--unless you are wealthy enough to finance yoUr own

research. _We do have the freedom to go out and conGince beople, agencies, founda-

tions or. companies to give us enough money to do something we would like. Within

this limit, weare generally free to choose our own research activities. Adminis-

trators, either administrators within universities or,administrators in state or

federal agencies; simply do not order university faculty towork on a particular

problem. They may make funding available or withhold it they may persuade, ca-

jole or argue, but they do'not order. This is in contrast to how it works in gov-

ernment agencieS, where administrators may move large numbers of%people from one

project to another, start pro4ects, stop projects, or spay projects.

A related characteristic'of universities is that all the significant portions

of faculty research time are committed farin advance, usually for three to five

years. The reason for thisis that a very large proportion of faculty research

is funded by grants from various federal agencies or 'from foundations Which typ-

ically fund a research program in three to fiye year cycles. The process of con-

ception of a research program, development of procedures, preparation of propos-

als,"reaction time to proposals, award, inception of work, assembly of staff and

materials, and getting the program up to ,speed seldom involves less than two years.

You can see that universities work. on a different time scale than agencies. Agen-'

cies usually want a quick answer about a specific problem on,which action Must be

taken tomorrow or the ,day after, while universities study a prOblem thoroughly and

are therefore on a longer time scalewith a sloWer reaction time: Whether this is

good or bad depends on 'what you want, but that's the way it is, :'and it affects ro-

foundly the' relationship between governments and universities. If an agency tries

to use a university for something which it was not designed to do, that :agency is

doomed to disappointment Acause of inappropriate expectations. Many of us feel

that there is an important social need to change this mode, for universities to

.become somewhat more mission. oriented, but this will not happen by wiShing,,it were

soor by complaining. It will happen through deliberate problem analysis and a

Well thought out change in the funding and the relationship of universities with

agencies and legislatures.

There is another mode in whiCh the university'can offer a quick response which

the agencies often find pleasing. ,When the problem .ficing the agency fits into an

ongoing research activity, university scientists are. often able to fit a few addi-

tional tests, which may provide the answer to a specific problem, into their re-.

search program without a serious dislocation of effort or jeopardizing the contin-

ued support of their research by the funding group because of failure to meet

their objectives. When this is the case, an adequate answer can often be provided

rapidly. Sometimes the agency needs can be met without Conducting new research,
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but merely by/issembling and interpreting appropriate information from the scien- .

tific literaure. .
.

Of course, this is an.activity that agency personnel ought to beable to do

as well ahd as quickly as university scientists, if'they are operating in a field

in whicii they are knowledgeable and have kept up-to-dae. Depending on the nature

of the request for assistance and the degree to which it is congruent with recent

acti'viti,es, a request which requires only a literature search may utilize a single

man-day or several man-months of effort. It is never something that can be-tossed'

off between classoi, so to,Speak. It is '!mportant that staff agencies unde'rstand

thiSthat, as in the real world, "you.gets what you pays fa-", because Universi-

ties are also a part of th'e real' world. Ilt must be tinderstoodAhat, except in un-

usual circumstances, a commitment of unive sity faculty time requires the same

care in planning, problem definition, product defini,t4on, identification of re-

sources, allocation of funds, and acceptability of institutional arrangements as

is normally done with .an othercontrctorcomercal or institutional. If we

are to talk about failures of universities-in providing help to,government agen-

riex on environmental problems, let us distinguish b4tween. those efforts which

were properly planned 'and those which were casual or "something...for nothing" re-

estsqu.
A fourth type of problem encountered as a part of the character Of gniversi

ties is that research is usually a monodisciplinary activity, while environmental

problems are multidisciplinary in nature; This means that scientists must work

as a group, sometimes accepting directions with regar'd to their reSearbh from col-

leagUes or administrators. This voluntary surrender of independence can only be

when the individual is convinced that the problem is important, the proposed pro -

.gram is meritorious and intrinsically scientifically sound,'and that subttantialbi

more progress will be made if it Is a group effort. This is not an easy thing to

accomplish and we at the Oregon State University Environmental Health Sciences

Center devote a great deal of time to help bring this about within just,one small

group Of the university.

Another important characteristic is that professors are Oeople'who, like all

others, respond to reward; and there are few, if any, rewards for ad hOc public

service within the university system. Promotion and tenure -within the universi-

ties are often described as being a function of excellence in one of four areas: ,

teaching, research, public service, and university service. The fact is that for

most faculty members in most universities, promotion is 'granted for excellence in

only one of these activities: -research--excellence in the kind of.research that

xesults in publication .in referred journals. Although administrators like to

see activity in all four areas, When the crunch comes they count your publication

record, not how much service you gave or how many reports you.prepared for govern

ment agencies Until this is changed, how, in all fairness, can you eipect a
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N faculty member to take time away from his publishable research activities merely

fd,help solve a real problem? If you want more 'andbetter help from universities,

don't a ckthleprofesSor, changethe system.

A sixth characteristiC of universities is that their-research programs are

heavily 'oriented to. federal interests, not to state interests. The reason for

this is that even though states build the universities, staff them, and.pay for

them, they provide Very little in the way of continuing research funds. This

statement will immediately provoke loud screams from legislkors who will point

to the research'funds they do provide. While I have no wish to offend any legis- .

\ I

Jators, I do suggest that they compare the speridU)le state research funds.to the

spendable federal research funds at any state university: The state funds are

usually a mere pittance, highly directed, short term, and getting smaller every'

'Year. The result'of state governments' spending a lot of money building a nver-

sitY and a faculty and only a, little on-their research activities is. that the fac-

ulty is under constant pressure to "get a grant", sothaf they can carry out re-

search activities._ The principle sources of grant funds are federaragencies and

national foundations..

Although faculty members will constantly try to 'adapt total problems tothe
. .

scope of national funding, they could be a lot more successful if they were adapt=

ing itto state funding: One result is that research work related to a state

problem is often done in some other, state, and the local agencies have difficulty

adapting the implication's to their conditions. This is the case in one of the

examples given by the'previous speaker as a failure on the part of universities

to respond to a need. The problem of re -entry by farM workers into fields treated

with pesticides has been inadequately studied, and nearly all the earlier studies

have been in California or Mississippi; with one study done in the state df Wash-

s(

ington. It was stated that's response to the need for re-entry data was not

availYble from the universities, but came from a laboratory maintained by.a state

health department in a small town in Washington. A word of clarification might

be helpful. The laboratory In Wenatchee which did some-early re-entry work. is

not just' some SMall lab in a small, town. 'This is a laboratory of national impor-

tance founded more than 20 years ago by the U.S. Public Health Service and nqw

Under the Environmental ProtectiOn Agency. The fact that it is in a small town

is no more important than that Washington State University is in an even smaller

town. There is a state health department-laboratory in Wenatchee which studies

related human effects also, but this state lab was also'founded and funded by the

`USPHS and now by the'EPA, evOnthoUgh it is administered by the state:

More recently, a research project.on re-entry was begun at Washington State

University. This Was possible because a very able scientist at WSU was sUccessful

in competing for fedePal research funds forthis purpose. 'Notice that all of this

is frod federal funds, not a penny of state funds. All'of this notwithstanding,
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state university faculty and state agenCies made notable contributions to bring-

ing some sense to the questionab'de regulations on re-entry proposed by the Depart-

ment of Labor through correspondence, meetings, and at public hearings. This ac-

tivity seems to have escaped notice. I should also say that'universties and

state agencies and federal agencies"did not give the question of re-entry hazards

adequate'research investigation until the issue becamvoliticized. This was be-
I

cause it seemed to them to e'a non-problem, and they failed to recognize that

the importance of 'demonstra'ting safety, if that is the case, is equal to that of

demonstrating hazard-if that be the case.

The problem of 2, 4-D given by the earlier speaker as an example of successful

niversity assistance to a,state agency.i! also relatq to funding. State funds

'n Wastingfon became available when an economic interest was threatened. 2,,'4-D''

damage appeared on grapes in Wastington, i.nd wheat growers use large amounts of",,

2, 4-D in places and at times that might oc.osa this damage. The faculty at WasIA :-

. .

ington State University did what they".covld at all times,"buttid a lot more when \\

funding was available. However, I cardlot characterize this as a
\
,success or a

"bright star", but must say that in my opinion the problem solving associated With

the 2, 4-D/wheat problems in Washington and Oregon..has teen an example of a fail-

ure in cooperation,collaboratign, and planning. .

ffle problem did not begin a couple of years ago in Washington as indicated, it

began nearly fifteen years ago in Oregon. Attempts to solve the problem on e'bi-

state bast.; failed, so Oregon solved her vegetable and orriaMentals problem alone

by banning volatile 2, 4-D formulations in certain Oregon counties while Washing-

ton did nothing. Then the grape-industrx expanded in Washington, and they were.
. '

recently confronted with more or less the same problem. It would take too long to

go through all the case study details, but suffice it to say that they concluded
..

that the 2, 4-D was coming from 50 miles away in Oregon rather than from closer

fiei-ds in Washington, anpthat the agency-and faculty people in Oregon resisted

this conclusion. If we look at the whole fifteen year history of thrs;'problem,

-I think we can agree that university- agency, and particularly the interstate co-

operation_ has been a failure that might have been avoided if both states, could

have provided appropriate mechahisms of continuing research support, problem

identification, and review.

The seVenthand last point about the characteristics of a university which

'affect,how it can help an agency has to do with'the competence of indivishials.

This can be a very. delicate'and touchy subject. We like to think that university

'\, faculties contain only competrit people. F hope that this is true, and let's as-

sume that it is. HoWeVer, the problem comes about because, if each of us is com-

petent, we are sufficiently competent to be called experts only within a certain

.specialized area.. Sometimes we are called upon to make judgments outside that

area; and when we 'do it is incumbent upon both the faculty member and the audience
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(be it an agency or the public) to knqw that be is outside his field of expertise.
Si

When one is outside.hts field of expertise, his information may be very useful,

accurate, intelligently knit together, and comprehensive, but it must be examined`

with more care than when one is ,in his field. other.words: if I am in my

field, listen tome; if I am out of my field, listen to.my. arguments: This is a

good place to clarify that today I am out of my field. I am a chemist, a bio-

chemist, a toxicologist` and maybe an entomologist; but I am not an expert in

universitygovernment relations. I have had several years'exper'ience ih a num- .

ber of ways in working with agencies'to solve scientific problems of interest to

the public, and'I hope what-I,have to say is of merit and interest, but I have

not formally studied the process in a disciplined way, so I am not an expert in

the subjectof university- government relations.

When a university professPr is-speaking out on a pulkic issue he maybe speak-

ing as an expert, as a disciplined scientist who is we.]] informed'on the subject,

.cor merely as an interested citizen. It is well to know which category a scientist.

is in as you listen to his testimony; so that you will know.how to listen to him.
.

It does not necessarily make him wrong if he is in the secondor third category,.

or right if he is in the first, but you listen differently.- -I think there Were

some problems in this area which caused the previous speaker to make the comment

that "university professors-blew it when-theypredicted that DDT wouldn't kill- the,

tussock'moth and, in fact, it did and it ruined their credibility". There were

some people, not necessarily university professors, who were outside their field

and saying something like what was quoted, but we also.have the problem that

agency people weren't listening very well. What was being said was not that DDT

would not kill the tussock moth, but rather that, ip spite of there having been

several large, operational control programs since 1947 with DDT, these measure -

ments of kill were generally'qualitative(e:g., all killed, none seen, etc.) -

rather than quantitative (i.e., careful counts.Of survivors-per 1,000 inches of
_ .

branch surface, or percent mortality) measurements which could be compared with

recent studies on sevin, dylox, zectran, BT, or Other.pesticides so that the ade-

quacy of each could be compared on the same basis.

Then too, the termsk"kill the moth" and "effectively control the problem" were

sometimes used Interchangeably by scientists in universities2agencies2 and the,

public. The two phrases mean quite different things.. The first shouldbe clear

enough, but the latter means to save trees--it does not:moan to kill moth larvae,

or to save the foliage or needles on the trees, but to save timber, ThiS involves

forecasting based on'a great many. variables including the kill of larvae, the nat-.

Ural decline of the population, the vigor of the trees, the ensuing. Climatic Situ-

ation, the recovery rate_of injured trees, the decline rate of injured trees, sec-

ondary infestation of apparently saved trees, and so forth. It takes about fiVe

'Years after treatment to find out hoW much timber you actually saved. This has
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not been done very often, and forecasting (the claims that DDT would\ave all the

trees and those that it would not save any) was done from a very thin data' base.

The information transfer between research and management and to the public by the

media was the worst 1,have ever s,ben and there was constant confusion between tree

loss and-infestation and between saving foliage and saving trees. This is what

gives rise to statements that over 800,000 acres of trees were lcist or.injured or

killed because we couldn't use DDT. Although it is hard to sort through the data

on a koper basis for a variety of reasons, I believe the actual loss of timber

to themoth, even including areas that would not have been treated had DDT, been

freely available, is equivalent to about ten percent of the acreage quoted. That

is not a small matter, but it is not 800,000 acres. .

Thetussock moth problem is a good case study of use of scientific information

in the solution of technical problems about which there is a variety of partisan

interests. It is'my opinion that by and large this was not handled very well. I

would defend the efforts made by the universities to assist in the probleiri(al-
,

though the amount of effort was quite variableibetween them); but the failure oc-

curred because of a too rigid information transfer system. Information between

organizations lenerally had to go up to the top, over to the next organization and'

then down-to the people Who use the information. Information flow.seets to work

best when it is direct between scientists and 'their managetent or agency counter,

parts, and when it can be developed over a sufficient period of time so that they

can learn to understand and trust one another. You have to learn who to work with

and how'to work with them and when or under what circumstances. This takes a

great deal of time, 'special effort, close contact, understanding; and patience OR

the part of all parties.

We have listed seven characteristics,of universities and their faculties that

affect.. their ability to help or supplement government agencies in. their wor.

These were that they (1) are Tesearch. oriented, (2) have a high degree of inde-

pendence,(3) are committed for their time far advance; (4) tend to be mono-

disciplinary in their work, (5) are under a reward system that-does not encourage

response, (6) need to be funded to do an adequate job, and (7) are specialized in

their competence and the right people must be identified. Perhaps,an eighth .

should be added. Univertities do not speak with one voice. Agency people often

as whether you represent university peliCy. Universities have polities'on admin-

istratite matters, but. they do not and never will have a policy on a scientific

issue; and no one i':an speak for a university, as such, on a scientific issue. A

person from a university can speak for himself, or even a slightly larger group
. .

that has reached a consensus, on a scientific issue--but not for the-whole univer--

sity. Government agencies sometimes have policy position's on scientific issues,

particularly in regulatory agencies, and this sometimes causes confusion between

the two.



;.

Some. of the characteristics of government agencies which I perceive to affect

the_problem of the_use of universities as a resource have been Mentioned:along

with '61e1SCilfsion of university characteristics. Other characteristics deserve

special consideration-. The agencies ha./e different objectives' and responsibilj:

ties than the university. They are usually a regulatory body, and universities

tend to stay aWay from regulation as much. as possible. We staY away from regu-

lation because we don't have theauthority, and because many of us also work reg-

ularly wtth tho :e segmentsTrifle pUblic that are subject to regulation. in or-
_ _
Icier to-Work With these people, A must.have.their trust and confidence. This need

not be a large problem, bdt it cAn be an inhibition at times.
.

,

Government "g" "=^ have the responsibility to See,that busineSs is possible.

)
I think that is what is sometimes meant by "the real World". .They enforce their

regulations, keep adversaries part, move activities along in a certain direction,

but they also have a respons: ility tb keep-the wheels running and to keep the mo-

tion orderly. f think that this unstated responsibility to see that business is
,

possible weighs more heavily on agencies than on wiverSity scientists, sometimes.

affects their decisions, nd sometimes keeps us apart. . Maybe lack of recognition

of this is what the, prevjous. speaker bad in mind when he cautioned university pro-

fessors not to get "too beady-eyed". f love that phrase, "too beady-eyed".

It is true that one can, and frequently does, compromise his credibility by becom-'

ing an advocate rather than-an advisor, and by finally becoming a missionary or
,.

zealot. This.helps to draw attention to a problem, but seldom helps in. finding a

socially acCeptable solution. I would only ask that we be as quick to identify'

the,'"beady-eyed" syndrome when it occurs in the business community as when it oc-

curs in the academic community. , .

. .

.

Another problem iS that of domain or the territorial imperative. This is

somewhat 'difficult to discuss, but we would be incomplete to omit it. You see

people jealously 'guarding their. domain all the time. Agency people doWt often

.come into the unikierSity and tell us how to teach our course, warrange our.cur-

riculum. if they.did we would'probably split them from their crotch to their. eye-

brows. ilowever, .f: is not unusual for us to do something similarto drop in and

tell .them how they ought to be regulating some problem, orrrunning their agency.' .'

This can t9pd.to keep us apart. .Agencies will listento our advice when they

have asked for it,)or when we are serving on in advisory committee. This-is a

carefully limited role. The advice can b6\accepted or rejetted. It frequently :.

is rejected, and of.courseme are:upset when it is.. Agencies don't-like to be

asking universities for answers to every little scientific problem that comes

along, or'it.wouldjook like they didn't know their jobs. The problem cuts both

ways, but.there is a problem of guardianship of roles that tends to keep.sbme dis-

tance between-us: in regard tp how involved we'are going to get in helping each ,
._.

other solve problems. ,.
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A fourth problem is that agencies Lsually have difficulty in accepting dis-

agreement. This is notr.uniqueto goVernment agencies--I personally have the same

problem. When a person or an agency comes to you for advice, they usually don't

went advice at all. They want confirmation that what they already planned to do

is okay. Usually they are just toUching'all the bases and 'very seldom do you

find a true case-of "I don't know what to do. If you have information on. this,

and can tell me what to do, I will do it." Most often the direction to go has

already been chosen, and if you want to change it you must be very tactful; and

subtle,.and'patien0 We tend to be so nice and use euphemisms like, "Here are

some viable alternatives.- Have yoU considered this?" and so forth, sometimes to

the extent that we don't get our. point across.: Then we sometimes get alittle

beady eyed, This is a human problem, not specifically an agency problem. How-

ever', if you ask for input to assist in solving a problem, be prepared to listen

and considek very carefully, even if.you don't like the,,answers you are getting.

The problem of competence affects agencies just as it does universities. We

can start by assuming that a man is competent in his job, but we must.also ask

whether his area of4coMpetence extends to include the particular issue at hand.

'This can be a very difficult area when we are trying to apply complex and &ultra-

Octbry research information which is at the edge of our knowledge and usually

incomplete to a practical problem that needs a solution now. The_ability of an

agency to respond in this situation can be quite different depending on which

agency we are talking about and at which level of goVernment it is.

federal agencies have a. number of,people with good expertiSe in handling research

information and drawing conclusions from it, state agencies are not so well

staffed in this regard, and local agencies are usually 'devoi4,of person's

such expertise. The importance of research experience in making decisions rest-

ing on inforMation at the forefront of our knowledge was touched upon earlier and

can be summed up by saying that the research scientist will be more sensitive to

the hidden assumptions,-PUalifying conditions, and uncertainty principles than

the scientist Who hadrked largely from protocols.

The Legislatures area special branch of government that we also relate to in

the same general way as we do with agencies.. Legislatures tend to balance the

tug- and -haul of various interests which are interested more in serving themselves

than the common good. Balancing,thistugLand-haul is the'art of applied social

science, commonly known as politics, and the physical or biological scientist is

frustrated because he is insensitive or indifferent to the fact that the social

structure cane provide limits to the solution to a problem which are just, as real

as physical laws or biological order. The, legislator often retreats from con-

flicting scientific testimony with the comment, "How can you expect me to decide,

when the experts disagree." This betrays a lack'of understanding about the scien-

tific Method. Science is always right.... eventually. But "eventually" can be a
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long time corning. Sciente is right becauSe its method\is p!).pose hypothesis

which can be tested through discrete measbrements These measurementS'are pub-

lished, subject to scrutiny, re-analysis and re-tes-Eing: Along the way there can

much' disagreement, and any conclusion can be chaNd,,ater when some totally

new experiments shed nely..light and make new interpretations of old eriments

possible. ;In the meantime, legislators and agencits have to make de ions With'

inadequate information in the face of patertainty aad disagreement. ,If theY must

do this in areas subject to testing by scientific methods (not all areas of in

quiry-caa be so teSted), they would ao'well to-gain soMe.modicum of skill. at ae-

tectihg when data are incomplete or: poorly handled; when a hypothesis is welly

supportedand when it is not. If they do not wish to do this, then they must

have a great deal of skill at identifying who is capable and who is not; who:to

believe and,who to disbelieve.

This discussion has been cast in terms ofhow universities can relate to gov-

ernment agencies, and some of the problems affecti6 this relationship. Amore

general setting for the.problem would.Save been to cast it in terms 0 research'

versus management. Nearly all -Of the;problems we have beenAiscussing occur in .

any relationshfp'that I know of between research scientist's and manageMent scien-

tists. The research versuS management. problem is indigenous to eny_organizatton'

which contains bath elements whether it be a state or federal agency or a commer-

. cial_enterprise such as du Pont, and it is principally a problem insommunication

through, over, and around organizational structures and capacity to-communicate

in spite af disciplinary differences, If we perceive the Problem in these terms--

the.research versus management terMs-:-rather than in terms of a university-stgte

o.gencY problem, it may help in the solution.

The solution to the problem of the .Under-utilization of universities as a

'scientific resource base by government agencies in callig with environmental prob.-

lems is not evident and evidently not simple, We can be certain universities

Will not be making a greater input than now if we just Complain a little and then

; drift along as we are doing now. All sides to this problem, agency people and

university people alike, must deliberately seek-and implement a solution jest as

they do'for any other problem, or else we must conclude that they really do not

give.a damn,
O.

,Fundamental to any changes is a willingness'to change; a'willingh4so Wqrk.

Let"s have a willingness on the part of the state agencies, o come to the univer-
.

sities fornelp on their problems, and a willingness onthe part of each and every

faculty'member to respond when the man comes in, to really help him. Don't tell

him how you're carrying14 class hburs, how your research program is planned for

tree years. in advance and you've got a class i'f five minutes. Either find a way

to, help him or find someone who can.
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I
)kgencies need to be willing to come to faculty more often with morje kinds of

problems, if only to get them familiar with your problems so,that the can seeop-

portunities to incorporate work on some aspects of your P%blems in t eir long

range planning. This discussion could bet.in the form of an advi"sou ommittee

(which tends to get' stultified), a discussion group, or one-on-one, bOt it needs

to be on a regular and conuing basis, not just formed when you want4to legiti-

mize something or need some help ducking a hot one. You have to take the initia-

tive to form the group and start the discussion. In all of the examples of fail-

%.

__

ures presented.by the previous speaker, the common factor is that in not one case

did a state agency ask the university for assistance on a specific .spect of the

problem, while in the successfoliepmple, they did. I(

lf,faculty do not have enough time to devote toiextracurricular problems, I

have `a poSsible solution which will strainyour imagination. DO not give out any

more of the nine or tc4 month appo.;intments, but put everYone'on twelve month ap-

pointments, . Then challenge them to'find a state or local problem in t.;lich they .

can effectively contribute to the solution.. Give them as much promotion credit

for this type of work as,for published research work, in fact make 'successful par-
,

ticpation mandatlry to promotion. This will cast money, and the legislature will

have to'want it, so it probably is a pipe dream. .

Provide adequatp am ,continupig state research funds on somewhat the same

4 ,
basis as federal research,funds'.' 'State agencies, the executive branch, and uni-

versity sci.entists could partition\he'funds in a general way according.to problem

identification 'and state needs, and scientists could compete for them in the same

way they dolow for federarfunds. This, too, would require a drastic change in

the way the legislature sees its role and theuniversity's role in public service.

Finally, I would advocate the formation ofovernors' Science Advisory Can-

oils in much the same way that we used to have a President's:Science Advisciry

Council. The consultation,between state governmerit and universities needs to oc-
...., -

cur in many contexts, more often, and more regularly. This must occur not just'

among top administrators '(whi"Ch has the flaw of up-and-over communication), but

also among scientists4t all'levels.- If the latter mqthod produces disorganiza-

tion, it also produces understanding; and order can be achieved.through coordina-

tion with the GSAC,' i .

i° If,we are willing to make the effort, we can find the solution to the problem
4

of under-utilization Of university resources. We all must make the effort, and,

c who knows, universities might even bdtome aittle more mission oriented.
, .

r
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Session 15

DISCUSSION

Comment: I agree"with a lot of things that Bledsoe had to say because I have

a little bit of familiarity.igitil one of the areas he was talking about, and that

was the tussock moth infestation. But I had some real problems with some'of his

actual facts. There are various levels.of damage that can take place. Class 1

-, damage is.where 50 percent or more of the trees are completely defoliated. Class

2 and Class 3 show much less damage. A large percentage of the 800,000 acres men-

tione0 was in a Class 3 area,'so that by no means all of those trees were loSt.,.,

The second thfhg was the implication that, had the ODT'bein availabIR for'use

in 1973, the tussock moth. infestation would have been stopped. I take issue with

that. Not because I dispute the effectiveness of DDT, but I-do dispute the effec-

tiveness of the Forest Service in finding out where the'infes\ation would take

Place in 1973.

Let's assume that DDT use had been.allowed in 1973. In the fall of 1972 the

ForestService was assuming that it would be. They surveyed egg masses throughout

the forest in the fall of 1972 to find out where the little beast was going to be

in 1973. Tien they'drew areas where,they planned to spray DDT in 1973. They were

not allowed to use the chemical. But we now have concluded that more than 50 per-

cent of the ,Class l and 2 damage in 1973 took place outside those areas.

I've done some investigation in this area, and I'm speaking from my own pub-

lished research on it. It's very important that we do educate, not indoctrinate,

especially if *education is to be a function not only of the university, but of

egvironmentalists and state agencies as well. ,*

Bledsoe: Your point is well taken. As a matter of fact, the.areas of suppose

*contamination and the areas to be sprayed-will probably be the subject of a'deba e

that never will be resoWed. Its interesting that in the.areas allocated for

spraying in this year's eradication attempt, about 140,000 acres were ndt spra ed

because on-site observation said that the egg masses did not actually constit te
t

a problem.

....I would however, that we.don't get oursRlves in a knee-jerleposition
0

so that anybody who says we've got to control this pest in the forest, cannot

traffic with an "environ4ntalist", or on the other...hand, that thosrwho would

kii40 Lee.0of the University of Washington was the moderator for Session 15.
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defend the biological routes for solution, which I think hold a lot of promise,

do not at,the same point insist that there will be no resonting to any kind of

ugly chemicals in the interim until we can deyeTop the techniques. Rather than

spending our time trying to prove our point, whatever that might be, at the ex-

pense of somebody else, I would really be delighted to see same basic research

done, and see if we can't increase Iflfertility of the insect that eats tussock

math larvae. Or, there are some breakth;Niffis yet to be made, and'I'nconvinced

that the answers are probably someplace in the potential of spraying with a virus

rather than a chemical. I'd be delighted.

I don't think 1973 did credit to anybody, the government resolution process,

the credibility of those who were asking for chemical release, the response of

the EPA or the data bases being put forward.all along the line: It was a classic

story of a breakdown in communications between people holding dissimilar points

of view. They probably could have agreed if they could.havegotten together, but

everybody wa down at one end or the other of a long hall. There were no conver--

sations, there were only shOuts. It's hard to hear what the other guris saying

when you're 'shouting at the top of your lungs.

Secondly, there was also some.rather 'unfortunate, and I, hope not to be repeat-

ed, role playing. Peoplefrnze in posture% of advocacy or resistance to the use

of this chemical, They were so badly equipped with blinders that they couldn't

see that in the periphery of, their vision there were probably some rational mid-,

points that could have been established.

We did not have a carbOn copy replay of thatin 1974. There are still some
n.

problems in the assessment of where we are for 1975. My guess is that any solution

will be produced in a much less hysterical atmosphere, and with much more rational

input. That's really what itis all about, isn't it? Coming up with some answers?

4

Question: I wanted to ask what you.feel the role of the economic sector

would be in trying to solve problems. Environmentalists now are trying to prove

their credibility, because they've challenged the current way of doing things..

Well, what'role.dOes the economic sector play in helping to solve these problems?

Bledsoe:. I suppose that I would expect them to approach the problem as

rationally on their side as they would hope to have the environmentalists approach

it. In the case tifor-Oard reentry by orchard crews, I would hope that rather

than reach for carte blanche to do anything they_want, that they recognize they're

dealing with a human animal, and that the worker, is enti led to return from Work'

with his faculties intact. So as a result, the indOstry hould not expect to place

that worker in a physical:1y unsafe situation. There should be some common sense,

rather than a unilateral approach, again, that in the economic sector we've got

all the answers -- just leave us alone and everything will be fine. The answer

is, That won't be."
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Inw.tion: My ille..tion to those who knoW more than the average citizen, who

is confused, is what do you expect from the citizen? What should the citizen

respond to? He's got questions. He's been told that there's a major problem and

that, as a responsible citizen, he needs to take some responsibility for solving

that problem. So let's assume that he says, 40kay. I accept that responsibility."

What does he do? Who's telling him what to do? Where does he get his information?

And how does he mdke decisions between conflicting expert opinionV Or does he

just say, "Oh, the hell with it. Nobody seems to know, and I'm tclltd one thing

today and the next day I'm told that's not.right after all. I just plain don't

have the time or the energy to figure out who's right, and I'm just going to go

on doing what I've been doing, because that's what I can domost easily."

Cz Answer: I don't think'I've got an answer for you'there. except maybe taking

the time to study and learn it yourself. But that doesn't'answdr your question

either, about which of the conflicting points of view should I believe, the guy/

/from

the university? He's supposed to be a professional, unbiased, and so on.

PerivUs the fellow from in4ustry. Orthe fellow from the state agency. I don't

think there's any such thing as an unbiased person, to tell you the truth. Siome-

bcdy said that old scientists never change their minds, but eventually they cr

Y

comMent... Speaking, from.i citizen's point of view, I've found it important

to start working on sound methods whereby Your government and your citizens can

establish some meaningful communication, and some process whereby citizens can

he'involved in the planning proces'ses early in the decision-making stages. Other-

wise, I don't see any chance for resolving any of the idealistic or the necessary

scientific ecological and environmental issues. There has to be that buildup of

trust.'We are showkpg governMeht people how to deal with citizen input, how to

deal with advocacy or deal with harassment, all the usual things that go on with

input in this exchange. I think this is the only hope of getting things alone.

Answer) Whenj safr I don't know how the citizen can decide what to do,

be this is compounded/out of some helplessness and some hopelessnessthat's,been

growing over the years, but I'll give you one example. Suppose you were to try

, to answer the question for this group, does DDT cause thin. eggshells or not. Now

that's an important thing with regard to a whole sequence of social actions with

r'egard to use of this chemical. You could listen to debate. You could look at

the original literature. You could try to-study this out for yourself. You could,

involve a lot of ,your time,,more than you can spare. You could look at the weight

of opinion. But you are going to be left with some people whb have nice faces

algp are very credible saying that it does, and somebddy else who's equally nice

saying it doesn.lt. Now how do ybu decide?
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Comment: There's a more fundamental question about citizens being confused,

and that is that citizens operate in a social decision-making context.where the

issu S and concerns are different from the issues and concerns that technical

specialists and scientists are concerned with. In my view of what's wrong with

the process now, I don't think we're going to be able to do away with the kihds

of questions you bring up, but we need to put,them in a different context. If.

I were you, I would be pressuring all I could to make planning and planning

processes and impact assessment processes more responsible to the social ques-

tions that are really at the heart of these things rather than the technical,

scientific questions which planners and scientists deal with.

The fact is that planners and the scientists in agencies, have developed the

process by which decisions are supposedly made, and they go through all these

technicalmagic tricks. In transportation and water we do all kinds of model-

ing. We make all kinds of technical assumptions which never get shown to the

public. Ultimately, you get'all your information in one way or another from

those processes. What *?'m saying is that you have to make those processes re-

spond to the questions that you want to ask, not the questions that the tech-

nical specialists want to answer.

In the Corps of Engi,netrs we produced more paper that had absolutely nothing

to do with the decision that was made. Why? Because all of that paper contained

all, kinds of information that, while it was relevant to the decision, wasn't

An a form that the deciSion makers, including public people who can put pressure

on decision making, could understar,d. So you have to do what you've been doing.

You have to decide on whatevtr basis you want to decide.on, amt. my feeling is

that those processes can be made more responsive to the questions you ask. And

that the technical specialists can be forced to put their own information, dis-

agreement or not, more in the context of the question that yoU are asking, so

that you are not just the citizen who is at the other end of this tube that's.

spewing out all of this Useless information, being forced to try to deal with

that system.

That system is there to serve you, the citizen. Why can't that system be

made more responsive to the questions you:re asking, rather tian -- this is the

,question -that citizens always ask, with this helpless feeling --how can we be-

come more responsive to you? Baloney! How can that systeM become more respoii-

sive to you? That's what you ought to be fighting for.
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Session 16

MEDIA INSTRUCTION FOR COMPREHENSIVE ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

Martha Sager

/MI

The need to establish media communication with millions of people in the

inexpensive, readily acceptable, and provocative media was recognized by educa-

tors with the coming of age of television documentaries. Utilizing the ,docu-

mentaries as teaching'devices, courses for college credit were developed.

Institutes for adult education became an accepted educatipnal methoddlogy through'

the medium of television. Short-range television was used in commercial schemes

whereby'department chains could educate their personnel in ways and means of

filling out forms and so on: From the middle 60's, the United States began to

feature such exotic courses as Russian' at six o'clock in the morning and so on, 4

through television. There are two words in thatinitiul description, inexpen-

sive and readily available; which are not really applicabLe to television even

now, especially when we consider the millions Of people in. inner cities fn the

United States or in isolated rural areas,: There, the cost of purchase of a new

television set, coupled with the repairs which may be necessary later, is beyond

the financial Means of many families.

While all this was developing, radio had been long established as a world-

wide communication.medium, but radio had largely been ignored during this period

of rapid deVelopment of television as an educational medium. Radio had been

relegated to the area of advertising and soap boxes.- But radio was less expen-

sive than television; and by the time rock music came along, small transistor

.radios had become available, providing unusual mobility fortthe listener. This

fluidity and low cost became of interest to persons looking for an inexpensive

,1 and readily available communication medium.

Simultaneously, the immediate need for environmental education burst on the

AmeriCan scene about 1970 with the passage of the National Environmental Policy

Act, accompanied by the development of Earth Day, active citizen participation, ,

and.interested,student groups. The federal government became responsible for

the national environment; and wide public concernOnterest, and action

developed. A

Martha Sager is Chairman of the U.S.. Environmental ProtecttM Agency's

Effluent Standards and Water Quality Information Advisory Committee., And teaches

at the American University, Washington, D.C.
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The American UnivervIty then began to exple the possibilities of Compre-

hensive environMental education through the radio medium. Two programs were

devel6beC5151Teraq-produte452-part.i.ci in bcitizens and university students,

and have been evaluated. The first of these was a children's program ca

"ASphalt Ecology", which was structured for elementary school children in, the

District of Columbia Public School System. "Asphalt Ecology" used as itstech-

nique not only the lecturer or teacher, but included in the participation three

children selected from different schobls within the area who actually presented

the information themselves, led the discussions, proposed queStions to each other,

and commented and related themselves back to the students who were participating

in the experience in the claSsroom.. "Asphalt,Ecology" was accompanied by a leng7

thy teachers' manual and .study guide to help the Individual classroom teacher

find and utilize the many materials 'available free from the federal government

and from municipalities in order to interest the children in environmental matters.

"Asphalt Ecology" was quite successful.; and although it started out to be a

Cultural arichMent Program in the District Public Sdhools, it became after the

second year of its operation an integral part of the environmental education and

science education programs at the elementary:school levels.

Armed with this success, the same group in the Environmental Systems Manage-

ment Program at 'the American University under the direction of Dr. Martha Sager

decided to prepare for university groups, and also for adult citizen participa-

tion, a new across-the-board muliidisciPlinary comprehensive environmental educa-

tion program entitled Ecolbgy and the Human Environment. The program was specifi-

tally directed to interest,peOple in the human relationships to the.natural, tech-

nological', and sociologcal environments in which we have our lifestyle in 1974.
(robs

Ecology and the Hyman Environment made use of the radio medium again, an ac-

cessible and inexp sive device; coupled with this communications medium was a

traditionally at pted academic methodology. Each student developed his own,

"Environmental ortfolio" through following a study_guide which was prepared and

related direc ly to the 28 lectures. The study guide contained a series of five

questions,which were identical, and the stbdent answered these five same ques-

tions for each lecture. Because the lectures were broad, the student was asked

to pick4one item from a lecture and develop his portfolid around that eine item.

The portfolios were developed, then, based on the individual interest of the

stadent, the professional expertise of the student, and reflected many differ -

ences in opinions, in attitudes, in understanding. Telephone and mail communica-

tions.we,r.;e part of this education methodology and were used extensively in coun-

sefi-ng.''Students mail in their completed portfolios after every seventh lecture,

These are then critically analyzed and returned to the student for incorpOration.,

of the ideas into the rest of his portfolio.



The first three times the course was taught, there was a mid-semester exam-

-ination and a final examination. ,Student evaluation and commentary were consid-

ered in an initial course restructuring,so that now the entire grade for the

course is earned,by those students taking it for credit,on the nature and

--STVenessof-the-portfolin. lo ed.

Finally, a new radio series has just been completed y some .-41 tth

American University, and it is somewhat different from Ecology and the Human

Environment because it is an attempt to do in-depth education through the radio

medium. .It is an effort to teach the elementary principles of environmental

engindering'in the area of municipal wastewater treatment, sewage treatment, and

solid waste disposal, and to aid citizens in their decision making with regard-.

to taxes, economics, voting, and so forth)in relation to water and wastewater

treatment and solid waste disposal.

These ires were selected because each was central to urban living, to the

packing of.millions into small sections of the land, and-each is an area where

the public.Vucation system has failed, to teach the technologies of water, air,

solid waste, 'sewage treatment cleanup, etc. This last radio series was spon-

sored under the Environmental Prdtection Agency's Division of Environmental Edu-

cation and. is coupled mith still another concept.

This new course it water and wastewater treatment produced by the American

University for the Environmental Protection Agency'utilizes radio and television%

and also focuses on public meetings at churches, fire departments or pdlite halls,

etc: Many public interest groups such as the League of Women Voters, the Bey

Scouts of America, the Junior Chamber of Commerce, and Soroptimist Club will be

participating in these community sessions. Many of the inner city churchesub-

lic school 'PTA's, Mothers Clubs and any group where citizens are actively inter-

ested in organizing For their own environmental protection will be contacted

when this program is complete. The format will be as follows: the lettures will

be given from the American University Radid studio; after every fifth lecture,

spokesmen will meet with citizens' groupsin.assigned locations for rap sessions,

discussions and cracker barrel. sessions on questions at'issue, technologies

learned, and experiences shared over the fiV&lectures immediately preceding the

meetihgs,.

This kind of public participation in face-to-face contact plus radio listen-

ing shoujd encourage citizens to make'the proper decisions at the voting polls

..when issues come up in relation'to these particUlar environmental areas of water,

'wastewater treatment, and sewage disposal.

The study guide for this'new course is more extensive than the study guide

for the Ecelbgy an the Human- Environment or than the teachers', guide for

"Asphalt Ecology". This document' will actually be a compilation of articles

directed toward different academic levels of interest in each one of the 20
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lectures. In some lectu'es there may be four or five articles and in others

there may be only three. One set will be at an engineering level', the others

will be for the average citizen or even for high school students or junior high

school students.. The program Will be completed and developed and turned over to

the Environmental Protection Agency in June 1975.

, These experiences in environmental education through radio, gained from

"Asphalt Ecology" and Ecology and the-Human Environment, could open education to

using radio success y

problem to the gffneral public.

ate a comprehensive environmental
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Session 16

DISCUSSION

Question: I was wondering if you ever considered having a day during the week

when ,the students could call in 'while you were actually there?

Sager: They can call me every day from 6 o clock in the 64Affitan-t-i-1-1-8,-o

one number. And then from 8 o'clock to 4 on another number, and then in the even-_,

ing on another number. I'm glad you brought that up. So I have extensive student

counseliing, and question and answer by telephone.

And4 tthen the mail-in process, when I comment extensively on the portfolios-7

what We really would like would be to have them call in their questions and take

15 minutes after the show for that. But.I threw that out for the same reason that

long ago I refused to, have students ask questions in the lecture, because it's bad

pedagogy. If you ask me a question while I'm talking, you raise your own hand, -

everybody gets lost because they've been telescoping down on their own point of

view, and it's very distracting. So I decided that radii) was about the same way.

We sentoutquestionnaires, and very few pedple said they tuned in to the question

and answer thing, so they might just as well call me persOnally and ask me the

question, and not take up air time for that. But I'm glad you asked me, because

we do have that mechanism.

One of the things.that we Piave done recently was to get rid of the exam. But

we de meet on Saturday mornings, and anyone whO wants to participate can come.

,Usually out of a couple_of hundred people who are taking the course,'abodt 30 come.

Wehave a discussion grOup. A lot of people, esecially the yoOngsters, say, "I

want to now who'S in the course with me, Dr. Sag." The little ones like to get

together',and they like to show off fOF each other too. If they're doing real well,

they'll comp; and if ,they're not doing real well, you never see them. So we do

meet twice. That's not mandatory.

' Of course, you always have the,people who say, "You know; I could learn this

from reading arbook", so then you say,,"Okay, go: ahead. Read the book. Be my

guest.%

Don Cook, of the Environmental Protection. Agency's Office of Education and

'Manpower Planning, moderated Session 1§.
I
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Question: I admire your industry, but I, wonder how.yo0 manage to feel com-:

fortable in the areassyeti would touch onsln your in-breadth handling of this par-

_

ticulat field?

Sag:Ey Well, don't forget I've been in this field 1;:ng time, I've been an

ecologist for a lorig time. When I first went to American Univer,Sily.1 was the

only member of the Biology-Department, and I taught five courses for two years

While We were looking around to get other people. And most of these environmental

protection things.do involve biology, ecology, human health, things like that.

I've been very active with the Executive Housekeepers Association in the environ-

mental *efts of hospital management. I've given seven courses there. .1 give.

courses every year for Giant Food on ecological and environmental management for

food and beverage handlers in microbiology. I've taught every "ology"--micro,

.

biology, genetics,invertebrate zoology, comparative anatomy 'and so on. So--I

miStakes!But not going to really make mistakes in sub-
_ .

stance because1'm not going to go iffarde-ep7--Theone_Chathas given me trouble

iS thi,s one, because I'm not an environmental engineer. The thing is, you'vePt---H---

.to have excitement. You haye to make your voice excited and happy. And you can't

be reading. It's very. tough. So, I'M just not afraid, that's a-11.

, Question: .How do 'you project- yoUr :interests into the actual processes that

are used for, say, waste treatment engineering.?

Sager: YOu see, fortuhate that I came out of a computer, I think, and I

becaMe chairman of.this Congressional committee which is called "Effluent Stand-

ards and Water Qulit'y Information Advitory.Committee" under Public Law 92-500, .

Section 515 of the act. I became chairman of this committee with eight outstand-

ing international sanitary engineers.. Our job s to evaluate all industrial point

discharges under Public Law 92-500, We found 27 of them. Up to now that's iron,'

steel, fiberglass, textiles, leather, whatever'it is, you name it. It was a total.

immersion shock for me tolearn sanitary engineering,'but now, after 18 months of

doing it every day, I feel perfectly capable.oVgiving lectures in that area. I

wouldn't do what Wes Eckenfelder does, and go*ild waste treatment plants for the

steel-industry. BOt I surely know now how. it operates, where the pitfalls are and

everything. TVs committee has also taught me. political action, because I have to

work with the Coqgress. We're a Congressional committee that is supposed to give

advice toRussell Train with regard to what the. Environmental Protection Agency

says to do.k Were supposed to tell Russell Train if it's right or wrong. But

the act doesn't say he's supposed to listen. I learned to speak, therefore; I

learned all about how committees and subcommittees work: If it weren't for that

experience, I wouldn't attempt the water and wastewater thing:
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The biggest problem in the administration of any techniCal agency in the fed-

eral governmenf is that the administrator is not a technician. The administrator

is an economjst, or a sociologist. He may be a smart guy, but he can't understand

what the technicaliities are in the agencies. This is true right across the board,

althoUgh there are a few exceptions to it; but not very many. ,

What I've been doing for the whole month of October' is spending time not with

the politicians but:with the presidents and vice-presidents of the pulp and paper

industry, the organic chemicals industries, the leather industry, and the meatpack-,

ing and the fruit and vegetable,industries,.their executive associations. I gb

and lecture to them on Public Law 92-500, on the waste treatment processes avail-

able.to their,industries for best practicable treatment for 1977 and best avail-

able treatment for 1985 and--we are trying to do that kind of education.

Question: I'm too far from the door, maybe, to raise this question, but.word

gets around that EPA is made up almost entirely of lawyers, not ecologists.

Sager: Oh, I don't think that's a fair statement. I would say that EPA has

some of.thp finest scientists in it. But I would s4y that they're not running the

shn ri ht now. The way the. act- is written, everything goes back to the lawyer,

and that's not the agent "sFatr ' he Congress's. The Congress put a clause

in Public Law 92-500 that says to the industries, "If you guys

waste treatment number that we're giving you, let's' set it all down in terms of

pohnds and BOD per ton of product produced, suspended solids, and so on." So if

you don't like the number, within 90, days after that number.is promulgated you

must go to file suit against the agency, because if you don't file within 90 days

and you come to find out in 20 years that it's ncrt right; you'll have no recourse

under the law. So of course, the thihgs are published and everybody goes right

to court. ,So it's too soon td say which ones are filed because they're pro forma

and which are filed because they're "prosubstance. It is true that it. has been

called the Lawyet's Welfare Act of 1972, and that's why. That's/ the reason.

question:. Do you address political questions at the local level too; your

courses? For example, suppose in a community they have a beautiful waste treat-

ment.plant, but they're not paying the treatment planttperators enough to draw

them into the plant. How do you get-people to consider that?

. .

Sager: People are very selfish, and there are two thins that they're inter-

ested in. Firtt is their pocketbook, and the second is their health--or vice

versa. And as soon as you can begin to show cthe health aspects of proper treat-

ment or not proper treatment, they'll get intereste.q You can't get down into-
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benefits to the aquatic: organisms because people are

they're interested in their own benefits

not interested in,that. But

Question: Most of the money that's spent right now for municipal waste treat-

ment is for protection of dissolved oxygen in the streams affecting fish, and not
4,

for human health.

Sager: I. don't agree with you. Perhaps the money is eing spent in that way

and that:seyOur interpretation, but the fact of the matte is that we don't even

protect huMan health. We have drinking water standards, it's true, and nobody

can build anything new in my area unless there's already a sewage permit on it.

Of course, you peon:ember about three years ago, the people iu Montgomery County

couldn't drink. their own water from their own wells because it was coming up foam,

full of detergents that had gone in from all of Montgomery County, it's nothing

but septic. tanks, or almost all

.Question: How many students do you have?.

Sager:' About. 200 a semester. AboUt 40 or'50 from the Washington area/, but

then we have a radius to Richrliond, and Frederick, and Atlantic -City. There's a

college, in Ocean Pines, and they use it all the time as a regular curriculum

course, They have about 30 kid-S.:,,,So I have about 200 a, semester:' But only

rut 45 send me their,portfolios. 'The-other:portfolios go to other people, or

some don't take it for creciir.A-rrd--i--en-Ltknowlaqw many people listen to ft:

Its been a lot of fun, I've enjoyed it. It's exciting, I love to do Some

you know, to try it and see if it will work. Its fun.

I think for a long time in the United States educationrhas been too deedly

and too stultified. I'm sure,that we lose many' of our children at junior high

school. We do pretty well until we get to junior high school and then it's pretty

boring for them. And I think it's because we don't teach them the things that

they have to- know. I'm all for teaching plumbing; and electricity, and every-

thingthing eTse-startiug about the fourth grade. There'isn't any reason they ca'n't

learn how to replgceWashers, and wire light bulbs and lamps. We now have driver

education, but we still don't teach anything about the automobile: I think in a

wheeled society we certainly ought to be doing that.

As dddcators we need to think 'of the things that our kids need to know and

they teach it to them. Of course you'll have to do what I do, and that is, don't

ask anybody; I do'it first And then take the guff afterwards. I. learned that when

I was in elementary schOol and I had a supervisor who came in every six weeks and

- 'spent her day getting the. blinds down, everything had to be in the right order.

In the meantime Fhad a little science kit for the siXth grade. l,had-74 kids .in
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the sixth -grade. We had, so many e had, to meet in the library. So I got together

a whole bunch. of wire, and,cutoffs andNtransformers and old Christmas tree lights

and telephone bells, and the kids worked\for six weeks getting it all fixed, and

then the circuit breaker was going to work arktfthe first person who opened the

door the bells would ring and the lights wouliflash. They were just waiting for

this, and how did I know that the super:intendenis going to be in the building?

So the next day I got a lecture about what the science kit was and how it worked.

I had some boys in there that were six feet tall, The principal wanted me to

bring them back from the cafeteria at 12:20 and have them sit there with their

heads boWed on the desk until ten munutes to one, whereupon they could 'go t the

bathroom and come back for the afternoon. Well, if you've.ever had 75 writ ing

sixth gradersiyou know that this is an iMpossibility. I was 'teaching. danc'ng at

the time to make some money on the side, so l.brought my records ih and we

ving a wonderful time. We had a dance club. And we danced every day from

.12: ....We had glass doors like libraries do, a, t had to put posters up so no-

body could see in: But she,found out about it and she called me in-and said I was

encouraging sexual activity./ butlyou just have to be prepared for those Setbacks.



INDUSTRIAL NEEDS FOR OVIRONMENTALTRAIONG

*D.E. Olesen

Industrial needs'for education in'environmental subjects are many and varied.

In Order to present these needs with some meaningful relevance, it seems necessary

to initially discuSs,the.actual activities in industry which create these needs.

Broadly speaking, industrial activities having some relationship to environmental

interests can be ol'dssed into four categories.

1. Operational

2. New Facilities

3. Developmental

4. 13egulatory

Operational activities are those associated with existing facilities. These
.

in the in are Of monitoring or measurements nature. Presumably the systlim,

Process or facility is licensed to operate and possesses the necessary permits

from the appropriate regulatory agencies. However, operational permits from reg-

ulatory agencies- typically concern themselves among other thing with monitoring

effluents.or discharges to the environment to insure compliance. The required

measurement or monitoring activities may involve discharges affectlig any or all

of the set.ofair, water, biological, or land resources. In all of these resource

areas the measurement apd'analysis needs may be physical, chemical, or biological.

Another aspect of operational environmental activities is the accident or emergency

situation calling for .a variety'of actions including. problem identification, im-

plementation of contingency. plans, cleanup; damage assessment mew.urement and mon-

itoring for,short and/or"lbeg-term effects, and interaction with regulatory agencies.
, .

Wi only cursory consideration' of the yariety of industrial organi:Ations

which, gist, the diverse environmental surroundings due to location, and the com-

prehensive nature of environmental-quality related legislation, one is led to the

conclUsion that many scientific and engineering disciplines are required by in-'

dustry to meet its operational needs.

The new facilities category has several environmentally-related aspects, in-

cluding'system planning, site selection, construction effeg.s, preoperational

_D. E. .Olesen has been Manager, Water and Land Resources Department, Battelle,
Pacific Northwest Laboratories, Richland, Washington, since 1971! His major_pro-
fess,ionll interests and capabilities are in the areas of water and waste treatment.

. ,

Sumner M. Morrison moderated Session 17.
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evaluations, and reoulatorvonferattions. AS above, tev:activities can and do .,

involve air, water, biological, and land resources,. but at lso
minterfaces

between

technological developments and the environmental disciplines.

Regulatory activities are those associated with the many environmental inter-

faces between industrial organizationsand various governmental entities. These

interfaces do involve a multitude
of'envirohmental subjects just as each of the

above categories does. ,,/\
,.

:..

The key question, here today is, "how does industry meet fhele needs for ex-

pertise in environmental subjects?' Obviously, the educational community has been,

and willjontinue to be, the principal source. ,...,

In recent yearS concern over environmental quality has groWn very rapidly as

evidenced by a number of activities including new and more comprehensive legis-

lation, larger expenditures to protect environmental quality, greatly increased

pressures from environmental protection groUps, and .finally a greater awareness of

environmental quality and theneed to protect it by the general public.

Because of thOexpansion and interest in the environment, consideration of
t

environmental problems by industry has, of necessity, become multifaceted. By

this, I mean analysis and solution of environmental problems now require a Sub-
.,

stantially mprecomprehensive approach than in the recent past. Industrial organ

izations at one' time were only required to concern 'themselves with some level of

treatment of discharges aimed at preventing what might be termed immediate vicin-

41ty gross environmental damage. However, in'the current and developing pUblic

arena, consideration of waste treatment is necessary but no longer sufficient.

such additirnal, factors as ,resource recovery Ad recycle, long-term biological

Read chain Effects, interactions with other discharges in the vicinity, transfer e,

'of i.ontamirants from one medium to another (e.g., air to water), and cost/benefit
*+2,

analyses considering alternativeS ire often all part of managing industrial en-
.

vironmental'activities.

All of this would suggest that industry needs for environmental education must

have alSo changed. In past years, what were the primary needs of industry, for

environmental education? Altholigh I am somewhat hesitant to answer this question,

I wil.12 mith the understanding that everyone
probably has personal opinions ori

this subject but hopefully a general,' consensus is possible. Specifically, the" .4'

fallowing environmental disciplines have had major historical significance:

--sanitary engineering

--biology

--chemistry

--hydraulics

--chemical engineering,

a
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Toddy's it of environmental disciplines is substantially greater than that

just presented and includes, but is certainly not limited to;

--environmental engineering

wastewater management

water resources management

Wild waste management

air resources management

air pollution control

--aqu'atic ecology

marine

freshwater

--terrestrial ecology

plant

animal

--biology

--Lhemistry

--hydraulics

--hydrology

--chemical engineering

--mechanical engineering

--economics

--natural resources management

--soils

--geology

In reviewing this sub &ect it does not appear that we actually have had much

real expansion, but rather a high degree of specialization within the original

basic disciplines framework. This has probably occurred for a number of reasons

including the need for greater emphasis on particular problem aspects to achieve

a full understanding apdan increasing awareness of the complex relationships

which exist in the real world environment.

Therefore as a minimum, indus ry has a continuing need for individuals in all

Of thekabave principal discipli s. It is difficult at best to suggest what the

relative demands for each of the disciplines will be since the marketplace is a

highly'dynamic system. 'With /n these disciplines there is a need for all degree

levels (i.e,; B.S.,;", ,ind Ph.D.). The range'of complexity of problems facing

industry-supports this at a continuing demand. It would be nice to be able'to

_Out numbers on these demands, but I am simply not aware that the appropriate data

is available in a comprehensive fashion.

In my own role as managerX an environmental research department, review

a rather tontinuous stream of employment applications froM all over the country

N--
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from individuals with environmontal or related educations. It is apparent to me

that changes in the educational backgrounds have and are occurring. This change '

appears to be in the direction of much greater emphasis on understanding the "big

picture". By this,'I mean education of individuals in such a w4y that they focus

more of their attention.on understanding that many factors are involved;ilf envir-

onmental proyems and that these factors are related in very complex ways. I sup-
.

pose that this results in part, from a feeling of frustration that single- discip-

line training inadequately prepares one to deal with multidisciplinary ccmplex

problems of the*envil'onment today. At any rate we have certainly seen a substan-

tial rise in the training of individuals through interdisciplinary prograMs. The

question I raise is, "How effectivg is this approach to preparing individuals for

environmental careers in industry?'

From my vantage point it does not always appear to be the most effective

educational approach. The immedie! responSe to this might be that individ4a1-

discipline trained people are unable to appreciate the significance of otherdis-

Liplines and the many interactions such that they are not effective problem solvers

in a multidisciplinary setting, However to really understand the reason for my

opinion, it would probably be helpful to discuss briefly how multidisciplinary

environmental studies are actually conducted in industry today.

First and most importantly, the concept of technical teams is well-established.

For any given project a detailed work plan is evolved which almost always is com-

posed of tasks which are discipline-oriented. Task and activity, networks of some

form are also developed which clearly show the interrelationships betWeen tasks

and particularly time. sequencing of discipline work which must flow to other task

Areas in order for each t#sk to be completed accordipg to schedule. In each case

where a task interaction or information cross Flom requirement exists, the indiv-'

iduai !-,ask managers negotiate a working relations 1p to insure a direct 'under-

standing of their respective needs timetime constaints- Within,each task a stib-

team of the-proper disciplines is assembled. Thus,' the project organization can

be viewed as a,grouping of specific discipline-oriented units which understand
/

the. key relationships which must exist. It is not, however, expected or necessary

that each and every team member have a full appreciation of the e ort to be under-f.

taken by every other team member.

Heading up such an effort is a project Manager responsi e for the final pro-

dw-t production,. He is not necessarily required to have some expertise in all of

the disciplines involved in the project. On.the contrary, his role is technical

?ministration which focuses on time, costs. customer interactions, and team com-

munications. He is not expected to'hold the primary responsibility for the tech-,

nical quint_ of the contribution_ from each of the discipline-oriented. tasks.
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This responsibility fir st rest with the task manager or organizationdiscip-

line manager. The. project sanager must, of course, review all 'project work for

overall quality and style. He certainly does comment technically to the extent

of his ability. It should be stressed that managers of multidisciplinary projects

are not tvsically selectee because they can technically represent all of the dis-

ciplines involved, rather they are selected for their basic management skills..

This leads me to the conclusion that industry's basic and most important

educational need is for individuals with extensive training emphasizing single

disciplines. It in, of course, not reasonable to suggest total training in a -.

single disciptine. However, I do feel it does not serve industry's true needs to

educate generalists, Industry is very comfortable creating its own generalists

from on-the-job ex rience. It cannot easily do the reverse, that is make a spec-

ialist from d gene alist.

I have personally interviewed numerous individuals and reviewed resumes from

Hany pthers who hake obtained' what could be termed generalist environmentaIeduca-
i

lion;, many of these with advanOed ciegreeS, Although I cannotsay what their

original' intentions were in selectingthese educational directives, at the time of

my contact they had serious desires to work in industry: In most cases they char-

acterize themselves not as specialists in any:particular area, but rather4tsplay

interest-, in a broad range of subjects. The believe their major skill or value

is related to this'broad int&est base and an understanding of how multidisoiplin-

nary subjects ,should be interfaced.

In effect tfiePLOSition which they desire is one typically fill,ed by more sen-

ior members of an orgaril-zati.00, They_must inmost cases enter the organiza-ticua------_____

as an individual contributor rather-thanas.project.manager, However, to serve

the role of individual contributor requires one to make major technical contribu-
,

tions in discipline area..sj'a work assignment which generalists are often ill pre-

pared 'to undertake.

From personal observations I must conclude. that some part of the justification

for the educational programs which.produce generalists is the belief one often'

the effect that current environmental problems are so'complex that only

tf, ity to work across; discipline dines can bring about the necessary solu-

tionn.. I would certainly agree that some of the environmental prolzlems wefaCe

are very ,:omplex, perhaps more so than we have ever faced in the zast. My exper-

iprwo inors not however, indicate the generalist education programs can signifi-

r4ntly contribute to the solutions. if,; in Tact, our current set of problems are

more complex, this means th:me that educAtionalneeds within the disciplines are

greater thaii ever before; In fact, I often wonder if we have eduat'ed.so many

generalists in recent yea& who might have otherwise focused on particular dis-

ciplinon that a OloragP of 7,tronlly dincipline-oriented individuals is now pos-

sible..
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It appears dt present thdl complex environmental problems can best be solved

by greater discipline emphasis rather than less, With multidisciplinary project

teams composed of dAcipline-oriented units, the entering professional must be

able to serve in one of these units and hence the need for discipline educations.

Moving to another subject area; almcist a universal deficiency which we see

among technically educated people iS poor to mediocre development of communicatidn

skills. Rather than emphasizing broader involvement in numerous technical areas,

emphasis on communication skills may more effectively accomplish the discipline

interactions, which are today desirable: We continually. see excellent technical

work which appears to be only average when in reality the technical work is good

but the communication skills of the individual are poor which, in turn, detracts

from his technical accomplishments. Possibly the level of development of commun-

ication skills among technical people also contributes to-,the apparent need for

generalists in order to solve environmental problems. It has been my experience

that when technical people of One discipline do have good communicatiom skills the

interface with other disciplines presents no particular problems and the need for

coordination between them is not apparent.

Another area which deserves some attention is the need or desirability of ad-

vanced degrees fdr industrial careers. There are certainly greater pressures

today to get an advanced 'degree with the expectation that this will open man/ ad= .

ditional career opportunities. I would certainly agree that advanced degrees do

open Initial career opportunities which might not be otherwise availabld. How-

ever, I believe this is an area which requires careful consideration. At least

to some extent the importance of the advanced degree is a status consideration as

opposed to an indication of an ability to achieve technically.

For many people with whom I hayl-iad contact the' obtaining of a Ph.D. has been

a narrowing_experience as opposed to broadening perspective's, The completion of

research sufficient to satisfy the requirements for a dissertation normally occurs

as the last phase in the educational experience and in the process focuses the

entire attention and energies of the individual on a very special top-N Wjthin his

discipline for Some extended neriod of time. This topic may or may not have any

relevance to the individual's career. 'Thus moving from this type of effort to a

(potentially somewhat unrelated, career path does require some substantiallegree

of realignment of the individual, a procedure which is not always straightforward.

I believe the entire Ph.D. process requires close inspection. with respect to how

the mechanics relate to each individual moving into a"tareer which, of course, is

the ultimate objective, with the need to perform research to achieve some contri-,

bution only as interim phenomenon. I brought up the subject of the Ph.D, in part

to make the point that it should be assessed in part from an industrial viewpoint.
1,

It has been my experience and, I think rather generally in industry, that a Ph.D.
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does make a difference in the initial responsibilities one assumes in'bidustry but

then very often loses its significance as such; that is to say, within most in-,

dustrial organizatlions real career growth is.nore a function of performance than

education,. Once inside a functioning organfiation4 the really bright and capable

individuals quickly become apparent. The old sayinlg-."that the cream always rises

to the top," fits this situation perfectly. Thus, I would say that bright indiv-

iduals can usually develop within industry a
;\

oSt without risit regardless of the

educational degree which they possess. Of cou se giVen two eg. lly bright indiv-

iduals, the.one with, the highest educational de ee level genera does have an

advantage.

From .4this I would conclude that industry needs 1p from within , e education-

al system in screening to focus on encouraging the rea ly bright indiv uals to

enter the advanced degree, programs. This type of screening process is ikno means

simple since such Wechanical measurements as grading systemS\certainly do'htit

effectively select such bright people. As a matter of fact, industry attempt,the

same type of selection process in its recruiting practices, I might. add that go

one has come up with a foolproof methodology, at least one which has been made

public.

What industry desires is that the really bright people have the opportunity

t6 achieve an advanced education consistent with their, career choices, In many

cases, these bright individuals :0 not become apparent until they are in an in-

dustriar'career position often with many responsibilities (job, family) and f;in-

incial commitments. These factors can easily prevent such individuals from re-

turning to school for any cfnitihuous period such as to fulfill residency or other,

particular requirements. For such individuals I'belieVe we need nore flexibility

to tailor individual programs to permit them to achieve advanced degrees. It is

really distressing to see those situations where the progress of an individual is

hampered with respect to professional recognition not by his skills or level of

contributions, but for lack of a degree.,/I halt repeatedly seen cases of bright

individuals conducting really outstanding originaliresearch in their work situa-

tion but this type of contribution does not apply with respectto the research

required to satisfy degree requirements.. Industry staff development programs as

a whole could certainly benefit from some fresh approaches to this problem.

Some universities currently operate intern or exchange programs with industry

in either or'both undergraduate and graduate studies, StAch programs permit

. students to work in industrial jobs 'uring the course of their formal education.

believe industry as a whole woul :ome substantial expansion of this, type of

activity. It has some obvious Rene for all concerned. The'studentof course,

:,9eperates an income to help Offseesome or all of his educational'expenek, ob-

tains on-the-job training which should help to focus his educational efforts and
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makes contacts which may he,important.to a later career, It offers the university

*a.froppertUnity to work closely with a spectrum of industrial organizations which

woad hopefully be reflected in a more effective educational program closely tuned

to the user community's needs. Industry gets the opportunity to screen many po-

ten0,a1 employees in an actual "working situation and thereby should have less

trouble in recruiting suitable new staff members. In addition, the working re-'

lationship with the academic community would hopefully increase the emphasis on

continuing' education. &itch programs would have to be designed so as to not unduly

lengthen the period of residency time required to Obtain the degree involved,

The disscussion of the use of intern or exchange progranls bringsme to a re-

lated topic-Ion which I would like to make some observations. For any given dis-

cipline there is a considerable variation in the curriculum from university to

university'I do not mean to imply that the subjects covered are different be-

cause,I doubt that much variation exists in this regard, rather great differences..

exist within liven subjects on how and what is presented. Obviously, some part of

the difference is simply a function of the teaching skills of the professor and

,*I will not attempt to suggest that any degree of uniformity can be reasonably

achieved. in this area. However, all professors or instructors utilize instruct-

ional resources which include textbooks, personally developed lecture notes, tech-

nical literature': and individual assigned study tasks, among o ergs, The exact.

set of resources used is to a large degree determined by the i di.lidual professor.

As an individual, his time resources are obviously limited wi h.respect tocon-

tinuing to optimize his educational package.

In addition, there are no mechanisms,
/
to my knowledge; that provide for sub

stantial interchange of educational packages between individuals at various uni-

versities. To a large measure individual professors must depend on the production'

of new textbooks and publications in the technical literature for new developments,

neither of which are particularly efficient with respect to comprehensive cover'-

`age of newdev'elopmensin timely fashion. I can visualize a cooperative program

between universities under which qualified professionals'are retained to develop

annually critical reviews of all new and relevant developments within a discip-,

line category which would then,be distributed to all participating universities

to use as they desired.- The 4nd-iv-Huai investments in such a program would be

small but taken together would permit substantial work to be accomplished-with

respect to insuring each university had readily available the most current teach-

ing re::ources. Industry would certainly benefit from the production of graduates
_-

from programs using this more current resource base.

Aofinal point I would like to mention is related to the continuing education

process. I believe substantial agreement exists throughout industrY that contin7

uing education is certainly required. Nearly every university operates some set

3 /
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of short courses; seminars; symposia, or other continuing. educational vehicle.' I

would only say that industry encourages this activity and would readily 'welcome

opportunities to participate even more than at Present in the formulation and con-.

duct of such activities. Also in the area of continuing education is the relation-

ship of the university staff to the industrial staff, Certainly some inferchange

of staff takes place at many universities but probably not on the scale desirable.

Just as "Industrial staff members require refresher-type experiences in the acad-

emic world, those in the academic world require direct exposure to the industrial

world. I would suggest time periods not exceeding five years would be appropriate,

iQtervals for some sort of direct industrial and/or other non-academic work in-

volvement. I do not believe that a consulting practice necessarily substitutes

for this activity. Ito would seem that this type of exposure would benefit the

educational process by way of helping to keep its focus very current,

To briefly summarize my remarks, I would like to emphasize a continuing need

for individuals trained in the environmental disciplines.. I believe you can pick

anyone of the several disciplines which I discussed and would find ample Indus-

trial career opportunities for the bright, creative individual, We are certainly

not saturated with sUch individuals in any discipline of which I am aware.

addition, needs exist within these disciplines at all degree levlsbqt the degree

level itself does not have to be career limiting within the industrial community.

One of the major points I have tried to make is that our needs for training

are primarily discipline-oriented and not for general-type educations.. Providing

a generalist-type degree'to an individual, wil' in most cases, in my opinion, slow

that individual's career development as opposed to aothore singular-discipline

education. Multidisciplinary environmental projects are typically staid with

teams of discipline-oriented individuals.

Finally, I believe that a closer, elationShip between the apdemic community

and industry could provide improvements in meeting industrial educational needs

in-the areas of curriculum, intern programs, faculty/staff interchanges, and con-.

tinOinq education.

a
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ENVIRONMENTAL TRAINING, FOR INDUSTRY

Matthew Gould

Session 17

We regret that the tape recorder-malfunctioned in Session 17, and it Was not

possible tb obtain a manuscript of Mr. Gould's,paper.

u Matthew Gould is Corporate Director of Environmental Contrdl for Georgia-
Pacific Corporatton in Poqland, Oregon.. Active in many government and industry
groups, Mr. Gould is a member of the Energy Advisory Committee to the'Oregon
Public Utilities Commission, and the ComMittee on Environmental Career Education

...., for the Oregon Boardof Education. He is also First Vice-president of the
.Western Environmental Trade Association.
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ENVIRONMENTAL TRAINING FOR CITIZENS

- To Enable the Earth to SurOve -

Donna Parsons'

INTRODUCTION

Session 17

First let me tell you a little about just what the Regional Studies Center

is. It was started by the College of Idaho, which is a small, church-related

liberal arts school, five years ago to find off-campus opportunities for col-lege

faculty and stvdpnts and Ot the same'time to serve as an information center, a g

clearinghouse, a poinliftontact for people of the Snake River Region--which

includes most of Idaho as well as parts of Wyomijg, Utah, Nevada, Oregon and

Washington.

Among our activities have been interdisciplinbry research, folklore confer,
,

ences; environmental education workshops for teachers, summer programs for kids,

lecture series on the quality of life for the public, and many other projects.

We have from the beginning.had a strong interest in helping the public learn

about and plan for the world in which we live.

I want to talk today about

WHO?

WHY

WHAT? and

HOW?

WHO?

First, who are the citizens were talking about? I want what I have to say

to apply to all citizens--not just middle-class, middle-aged whites,

graduates, or

or college

Do na Parsons is Assistant Professor and 'Director, Snake River Regional

Studi s Center, The College of Idaho, Caldwell. She has been directoriof several

proj,.cts funded by-the Office of Environmental Educatibn, and is active in the
Idaho Envir-onmental Council, Idaho Academy of Science, Idalici Science Teachers

Association, and the Nature Conservancy.
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--the employed but also the unemployed

--the young as well as the old

1--women as well as men,

.--members of all racial minorities

They are all citizens entitled to/the kind of training that will help them slit-

ceedand survive in this world.

I realize that the poor and the sick may spend all their energy just trying

f to stay alive without worrying about what we commonly think of as "citizenship"

and the environment.

But I believe such people ,have a greater stake-2-more to gain- -than anyone

else for they have less choice of where they live or what jobs they can. take.

So while much of what I advocate may seem to be possible only for those in

/
"comfortable" cirpumstances;rit is, of importance and/Should be available to

WHY?

But why is it necessary to talk about environmental training.for citizens?

,
Would a meeting like thisone today have attracted an audience 30 years ago?

20 or 10 year aT? I doubt it.
ro

How come thys is the first Exposition with an, environmental theme/

All I remember of the World's Fair at San Francisco in 1939 (as4 mere

child, of corse) was the free balloons they gave away, the premature babies in

.incubators, and the huge ads for Sally Rand on the midway.

How ome the change?. We've always had pollution. Why didn't it do us -in

earlie Why get excited now? Two reasons: You all knout that only recently.

has m dern science beep powerful enough to have 'an enormous impact on the envi-

ronment. Weve had something elsuoing for us and that is the lack of density

of people. If one settler put waste into a stream every mile or so, dilution was

/truly the so:I.:don to pollution. But put 160,000 people - -or even 10,000--in a

few square'miles, and obviously problems will result unless action is taken.

I could go on, but you can think of your own examples of how increased tech---

nologicel power and increased population have caused
,

pressures and problems.

As Proust said, "There is nothing more terrifyifig than ignorance in action".

There are few things more expensive to society at .large than ignorance in envi-

ronmental action. We must understand the consequences of our acts and figure out

ways in which those which are adve e to the environment can be reduced or Wm-
-,

in41,t;ed. Okay, so we must understa d the environment. But hasn't pbt educatiOn

been effective? Why bother talNfig about itl

We apparently have not been completely successful in education or otherwise

why would we have allowed theuse of detergents which kill fish and put foam on

-drinking water, or medica ions (Thalidomide) that cause birth defects?
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Not all our failures or deficiencios in education have been tragic--some

merely comic--as.atdenced by responses I used to get. frOmmy students--who

obviously had failed to learn. In 'earth science, latitude :tells you where you

are.; lofigitudetells You how Tong you have to stay there.. And:-overheard in

physics .14 while using'a caliper: How many thousandths do.you suppose there

are in an inch? I don't know,-but there.must be a million of them!

And perhaps this comment of a British psychiatrist is just as true of the

United Staes as the United Kingdom:

A child born today in the United Kingdom stands a ten times
greater chance of being.admitted to a mental, hospital th n
to a university.....this can be takqe as an indication th t

we are driving our children mad more efficiently than we

are gdnuinely educating them.

British psychiatrist R. D. Lain

Well, enough of the Why? Let's. get to the:What?

WHAT?

The'formal education that everyone needs to survive and to enabl\ the world

to survive includes

1. knowledge.

2. techniques and skills

Teaching is described in this rhyme:

The decent docent doesn"t dqze

But teaches standing on his toes

The student dasn't doze and does

And that's what teaching is and was.

4

Scientific principles.are basic. But in addition to the ones we com

think of such as:

All living things consume oxygen.

Matter has mass. .

y

and those which explain electricity a:TT-magnetism,' much more stress must b put

on the Laws of Ecology - -as expressed by Barry ComMoner:

Barry Commoner's Laws of Ecology

I. Everything is connected to everythingelse.

2. Everything must go somewhere.

3, Nature knows best.

4. There is no such thing as. a free luerch..
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so we won't get ridiculous headlines like this:

/ A

PRESIDENT NIXON DECLARES WIN OVER ECOLOGY

ECOLOGY LOSES OULAS AGENCIES BATTLE

We must understand--not only intellectually but in our whole being 'so we will

behave as if weknbw it--such principles as the Second Law of Thermodynamics

which means there is a limit to what we can do, with energy and how much energy we

can get out of anything--that energy is constantly being degraded into an

"unusable" form. We must experience such learning. Thatrs,why internships and

field experience art most important for college students and even for high school

students:

For example, when students'in the summer Youth bnservation Corps spend,all

day digging a hole for a sign, or building trail, they ard.extremply intolerant;

to say the 1east,:ofanyone who might shoot at the sign or tear it down, or cycle

riders whomight.tear upitheir4trajl--they've " experienced" something they'll

never forget.

But while an 'understanding of science is important, that alone won'Imake us

good citizens. You've heardistatements-like'this: "A civilization that can pu

men on the moon can surely solve the problems of poverty,', the city, mass tra

portation, and crime in the streets."

,Wrong! was single vision that put men on the Moon (a technologi I pro!),
P

lem with a technological answer). Only a civilization guided by Da nian minds

--Minds that recognize thae"we can never do merely one thing"--t recognize,
4 :

the interrelafdd ess pf things; can solve the problem.

In'this technological age, ignorance of science cn pe danger-
ous. It is inexcusable in those who have talent of leader-

ship. It is immoral when the ignorant elect toleadand when
the informed let them.

/

/

.

4 .Milton hurt /

Emenitus Pr fess& of Chemistry
Radiakion4aboratory
Un &versity of Notre Dame

But as important as science is, it alone doesn't provide sufficient know-

ledge for an effective citizen. Economics is important so we can.count the/

cost's, external as weY1 as internal, beCause the almighty dollar is still power-

far; wa must understand taxation since this influences land use, a most impor-

tant factor in today's world.

And we musi'Aeach history--how does the sayir, go?
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ThoSe who don't know history are doomed to. repeat the mistakes.

. of the past.

We must study philosophy and values, for neglect of these only results in

poor philosophy and poor values. I make no apologies for this, for valueless

education is no education at "all as far as I'm concerned. Aslong as we are

willing to give reasons for.teaching partiplar values, and offer people the

right to choose, we need offer no apologies. Even the charge of "elitism"

idoesp!tbother me, for "elite" meahs "the very best" and that's exactly `What I

.

want for everyone: .

And in order to be effeptive in action, we must learn allwe can from the

field of political science: How do laws become laws?. How does government work?

5Wmuch for subject matter, this is really 'nothing new, but what kinds of .

skills are needed?

--the ability to see the interrelatedness of things

- -the ability to analyze and look at cons quences

So wewill do tests on chemicals before w use them; innocent until proven

guilty is okay for people, but should not be extended to things The larger

our population, the more conservatiie our attitude toward new things must become.

--Remember Agnes Allen's Law:
/

It is always easier to get inteRthings than out of them.

This applies to marriage and the back seat of autos as well as environmental mat-

.

ters. For example:

Our governmentis seeking ways to dis'perse the force Of

canes spawnedin the Atlantic. But an important part of the

East 'Coast's rainfall results from these violent storms, and

without them Mexico's lush Yucatan peninsula might possibly

become an arid'Waste. If the Sahara Desert were to turn into

a verdant countryside,overni§ht, meteorologists contend that

it would be foolish to rejoice until the full impact on global

weatherconditions was ascertained.

We must learn to observe, analyze, see relationships, and think ahead.

So now we come:to the final and important question ofHow?

HOWL i`

Dv. George Lowe, U.S. Office ofEducation HEW lists ten items that deline4te

the scope of an environmental edu on progy'am:

\

I. E.E. is multidisciplinary.
2. E.E. is community-oriented.
3. E.E. is problem focused.

4. E.E. is teacher-student oriented.
5. E.E.'is both formal and non-formal.
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6. E.E. builds on the past good work.
7,' E.E. includes all components of society.
8. E.E. is not conser''vation education
9. E.E. is not a subject--it is a process.

.10. E.E. could be an education reform.

What he.says applies to both the foMal K-12 type program of the schools as well .

as to "coOn'tling' educatil" in the broadest sense, and we must'have continuing

education, for:
.

Learning is like rowiqg upstream: not to advahce is to,:,

idOp back.
Chinese Proverb, as.quoted by H. H. Hart

So what do I propose that is different or spedfic for citizens' training?

In addition to traditional education methods, I'would suggest that schools

0 teach the future: that Students be taught. forecasting techniqug; that they

learn to analyze trends, (and to reverse those rends if they are undesirable),

that they learn to exaMine alternatives, that decision-making be analyzed and

'studied so that whenthey got into positionO of responsibility -- through vocation

or avocation --they, can be offective'and sa:

Planning Might become a positiveforce for desirable change
rather than a reaction to uncontrolled growth.

° ,Warren D. Fairchild
Director of Wafer Resources Council

Teaching the future is a risky business: "Banks are' guaranteeing 7t percent.

interest until 1977. Unfortonately, nobody's guaranteeing a 1977."

I was interested in hearing the comments of the two previous Speakers who

advocated specialized training in a single discjOine asoa requisite for jobs

wi,-0.their organizations. I'd like to tell'you'aboui a special program at the

Colle e of Idaho. Instead of 'starting an EnviPonmental Sciences program, we

have i iplemented the Human Ecology Dimensions.which allows Students to take a

traditi nal major--English, history, poltficer science, chemistry or.biology.

for exam 1B--and then tale-human ecology as a second major, the purposp of which

is to explore man's pliace in, the environment, through seminars, special readings,
o

etc.- .

An important tool for'teactiing for kids and adults is Simulations. As an

example, under 'a grant 'fromthel,idaho AS.SociatiOn for the Humanities, Dr.. Syd

buncombe, University of Idaho, has deviged Idaho Tomorrow, a simulation game

th5t has been used extensively with service clubs.and other organizations

th.rOughout Idaho. SiMulations havelLeen effective in.Forest Service workshops;

and in land.use planning seminars, and many other situations. Much more 'use

should be made of this technique,for increasing understanding. Generally, 'it

3 3 3
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,results in immediate involvement and provides viewpoints that no amount of jaw-

boning could ever do.

We hear a lot about scenario writing -- envisioning a future world and then

attempting to explain how the system got to this state-such as: How will local

energy needs be met in 1990?

The Delphi technique of consensus could be used much more than itlis present-

ly for real learning and understanding.

Ralph Nader says there are only four or five full-time citizenship jobs in

the-country while the?e is room for .huddreds of thousands of full-time citizens.

I guess what I'm trying to say is that we should tratn citizens. for citizen-,

ship in the environmental area as much as for. anything else.

First comes knowledge, then understanding, and wisdom.

Citizens must first know what should be done, and secondly how it can be/

done. Spetifically:-

1. How can we get better:slaws? ,Negt to understand lawmaking. Not that

laws are the complete solution, but at least with laws --antipollution

laws, for example--all industrigs start even and the ones with a

conscience aren't penalized.

2. Learn to be a watchdog. Citizens need to know how to monitor laws

once they are in effect to be surer they are implemented, e.g.

Environmental Education Act'of 1970: Although it had over-

whelming public support, lack of administration support kept

it from having ;director appointed; its headquarters were moved

four or five times the first year; the national advisory bOard

wasn't appointed until a year after the law was' passed; on and

on.,..WO need to monitor water/air quality., and monitor the

social environment in consumer, affairs as Well, to keep industry

and business honest.

3. How to get into the decision-making process of government agencies.

4. How th be effective in dealing with local government
county government
state government

national government.

5. HOw to use Congress and the .General Accounting Office.

6. How to testify effectively at hearings.

I could go on and on--maybe that's what I was supposed totalk about in the

first place i-hOw citizens can learn to do these things...

But th re are organizations and groups that Have been effective in doing

this,. The League of Women Voters especially almost has this down to a science.

Student pu lic interest research groups of the Ralph Nader type have been roost

effective. Citizen groups such as MqssaehUsetts Tomorrow and California

3
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Tomorrow, the state governments. of. Hawaii, Iowa, and right here in Washington

with the Alternatives program, Have gotten citizens involved in looking at'the

future. Colleges and.uniersities have gotten into the picture, first through

the agricultural extension service in many §tates, but also through other pro-,
1

grams of CommunAty,service..

For example,'at the College of Idaho, we have had Land Use Planning Work-

shops for citizens in connection with the League and with.tate agencies; and

we are currently preparing workbooks and simulations on Land Use Planning for

tPachers and citizens under a grant from the Environmental Education Office

which will be used in workshops next spring.

People need a place they can go to. for .information,' this is just another

function the colleges can serve. Again, if you will excuse me for referring to

our College, a couple of gals came to us for information on sanitary landfills

and ended ,up writing a monthly column, The Recyclotron, for the local paper on

. everything frOm solid waste to the Bonneville Power AdMinistration.

,There are many efforts, but we need much more. We need to reach the ones I

talked about at the beginning of my speech: the pOor, the racial minorities,

the handicapped, .the

Whatever is-done, I would hopeAhat as we change the world, it will bear the,

mark of our intelligence, not our ignorance.

We must learn from the pastas well as look toward'the future. The' philoso-

pher Kierkegaard once wrote, "We live-frontward, but we learn backward!"':

As we enter Futures Week here at EXPO 74, I will close with a profound

statement from another philosopher: "Prophecy is very difficult, especiallY.

when, it deals with the future!"

'Butthis is an exciting time to be alive; the Northwest is an exciting place

in which to live; and if we look for opportunities in our pro4lems; life can be

beautiful.
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ORGANIZATIONAL AND INSTITUTIONAL

IMPEDIMENTS TO INTERDISCIPLINARY
. .

RESEARCH

Denis J. Prager

.

THE NEED FOR INTERDISCIPLINARYRESEARCH

Session 18

a

complex.societalyroblems suchas protection of environmental quality cannot

be solved through the efforts,of.any, single professional'group or scientific dis-

cipline. IdentifiCation, definition, and implementatibn of effective and accept-

able solutions to such problems require tHe coordinated efforts of administra-

tors, policy-makers, program implementerS, the commercial sector; and scientists

of a Variety.of disciplines. The information and knowledge on which such solu-

tions, actions, and policies are based result from fundamental and applied

research defined, planned, performed, and disseminated by scientists from a
r.

broad array of disciplinary backgrounds.

IMPEDIMENTS TO INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH'

These sound like "Of course, what else?" statements; and indeed, there is

considerable pragmatic' experience to back them up. Yet in Oactice, inter-

disciplinary research is:,

--rare;

--difficult to establish;

--difficult to perform; and

-- difficult to administer.

Denis J. Prager is Direclor of the Battelle PopulatiOn Study Center Human,

'Affairs ResearckCenters, Battelle Memorial Institute, Seattle, and Affiliate

Associate Professor, Department of Health Services, School of public Health,

University of WaShingtOn. .At Battelle he is responsible for all population
programs, including study. of basic reprOductive processes, development of new

methods of control'and delivery of family planning services, and
-social and behavioral causes and results of population growth.
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It soon becomes.clear to one attempting to establish and administer inter-

disciplinary research that these difficulties, in large part, are the result of

Jrganizational impediments to the establishment and performance of true inter-

disciplinary research prograMs. However, these impedimentS are not-inherent in
. -

the research org'anizations 'themselves but are the natural results of the educa-

tional and professional systems in which we are all born, raised, and nurtured.

We can visualize some of the factors which-underlie thsee organizational iffiped-

invents by:looking at some of the characteristics of the (1) educational.system,

(2) research community; (3) individual researcher, and (4).research

organization:

The Educational System'

Graduate scientific trainingis normally-quite-Farrow in its disci-

plinary focus. -

'2. Dissertation research is usually within a single disciplinary depart-''

ment, under one profesor.

3 Such-training promoteS a.discfplinary focus and a tendency-to narrow

specialization._

11. There is. little emphasis on the practical applications' of such

disciplinary training.

5. There is little if any attempt to help students establish linkages

between theoretical research and its practical application.

Pos:-grduate training (such as post-doctoral fellowships) often

leads . o further specialization.

The "biddy system" of job placement-perp4tuatsAlsciplinary bias

and s ecialization.

8. There s no trai ing in interdisciplinary communication: In fact,

our disciplinary languages tend to preclude communication across

disciplines.

The Research Community

1. Traditionally, professional societies are disciplinary; often there

are sub - disciplinary sections for.harrower specialties. \

2. Professional journals distiplinary;sub-disciplinary joUrnals

often provide publfsationoutletsfor.narrilper

3. Disciplinary professional societies and jour:na,ls promote intra-'

disciplinary peer tompetitiOb fbr-visiOility. and recognition

ieading.to an even narrowenspecialization, a reluctance to work

interdi4ciplinarily, a tendency towhrd theoretical and methodolog-

ical research without problem .focus
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4, Publications in interdisciplinary, problem focused journals carry

less prestige and earn fewer : "points", further reinforcing disci-

plinary emphasis and avoidance of pragmatic research.

The Individual Scientist

1. Individual scientists come to the research profession with a narrow

disciplinary ti'aityirig; an academic. orientation, and little know-

ledge of research applications.

2.) Such scientists are often interested in the performance of

research, not the solution of problems.

3 Scientists seek professional security through presentations at

professional meetings and through numbers of publications in

disciplinary journalS.

4. Scientists seek job security through professional security;

however their job security often depends on teaching and/or

other non-research responsibilities.

The Research Organization

1. Most research organizations- have .disciplinary departmental

structures. :

2. Such organisations invariably havO.accounting. systems which

mitigate against intgrdlciplinary, inter-departmental

research.

3. They have difficulty solving problems such as:

Who pays for project development?

--Who gets credit for "sales "?

--Who recovers indirect costs?,

Who has overall scientific and financial responsibility?

4 Researchorganizations have yet to devise-means for evalu-

ating scientists' contributions to interdisciplinary.ef-

forts or for encouraging participation in such efforts

through incentives and rewards.

As a result of these factors, scientists:

--are poorly prepared to undertake interdisciplina research;

--operate within a professional community which encourages and rewards

disciplinary specialization;

--work within organizations which actively impede interdisciplinary

research.

Thus, those scientists who overcome these impediments and seek out and per-

form interdisciplinary research are normally unusual in-their personality,
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self-confidence, communication skills, breadth, and devotion to problem solving.

Successful leaders of interdisciplinary research are generally "charismatic",

unselfish', Aevoted to problem solving, and able to motivate colleagues.

THEN WHAT DOES IT TAKE?

Under.the circUmstances described above, what we et at best is multi

_disciplinary research characterized by:

-- inter action at the beginning of the project;

--the performance of discrete chunks of.the project by the appropriate

disciplines; /

--a "product" which has the disciplinary bias of the roject leader

and does not really reflect the integration of the disciplinary

inputs.

ACtually,aulti-disciplinary research Such as that just' described may be .the

Ar'ecursor of true interdisciplinary research. Interdisciplinary research; in

order to
/
beSignificant and rigorous, must incorporate the bestpossible disci-

..

plinary research methodologies appropriate for the particular research focus.

Thus, the actual performance,of the research project may indeed involve a number

of separate, discrete, and parallel single-discipline efforts designed to under-

Stand and solve specific aspects of the research pobTem. The critical phases of

the research as far as the significance and importdnce of interdisciplinary inter-

.action would appear to be the beginning and the end; that is:

I. the precise definition of the problem to be studied;

2. the definition of the specific researchapproach to be taken;,

3. the analysis and evaluationsof the datecollected;

4. the definition and presentatiOn of conclusions"; and

5. - the dissemination of the research conclusions to those charged

with implementation..

However, true interdisciplinary research cannot result from infrequent and_

sporadic contacts among scientists of z number of disCiplines. Rather, the

kind of interdisciplinary research which results in a research "Ooduct" WhiCh

is much greater than the'sum of the disciplinary contributions and is uniquein

concept, scope and approach can result only from extended, day-to-day inter

action of such scientists. Clearly, such interaction cannot be forced. One

can only provide a phySical and intellectual environment conducive to such

:interactionand rewarding of the fruits, of interdisciplinary efforts. Hope-

fully, the result will be a gradual and evolutionary communicaticn among the
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collaborators resulting in better understanding of the various disciplinary

perSpectives, in unique, interdisciplinary research approaches to problem solv-

ing, and in the:performance of research which is unique in its'broad,grasp of

the many aspects of major societal prOblems.

The kind of-long-term interaction whin'appears tb lead eventually to inter- .

disCiplinary research is-often the result of the focusing of attention of a num-

ber of scientists on the solution of a complex problem, When one becomes inter-

ested in applying his scientific expertise to the solution of a complex societal

problem, for example, it quickly becomes clear tha.t a large number of. disciplines

will be-needed to contribute to the discovery of effective and acceptable. solu-

tions. Thus, Often, the commonality which b.-Inds-scientists in an inter-

disciplinary research effort is the problem which they are all devoted to

solving.

THE NEED FOR ORGANIZATIONAL INNOVATION.,

If we are serious about fostering interdisciplinary research--and'we mustbe

if we are serious about cOntriOUting to the solution of major societal problems.

such as those related to environmental qOality--we must take steps to introduce

innovation into the research organizations in whiCh we are involved. While main-

taining.rigOrou standards fOr the disciplinary competences which we maintain,

we inust'begin to explore ways of focusing these disciplinary competences on soci

etal probleMs which require their collective contributions.

In'addilion, we must begin to understand the sometimes subtle but insidious

impediments resulting-from the kinds of accounting practices in place in major

research. organizations. Indeed, we must be as innovative about such mundane.

things as:accounting as we are about the research we undertake. We must find

ways of providing project development funds to scientists Of different disci-

plines and'different departments, of assuring that credit for "Sales." iq evenly

distributed among the various contributors, of dividing up the indirect costs

resulting from the project among the various departments represented, and of

assuring that each department contributing to the project is satisfied with the

scientific and fiilancial management,. .

Perhaps more importantly, we must bring some innovation to the ways in which

we reward scientists for their research efforts. If we. continue to put emphasis

only on:publication and especially on Oblications in prestigious disciplinary '

journals, and if we continue to ,penalize those scientists who contribute to pro-
°

jects in other-departments, then We cannot be Serious about our devotion to

interdisciplinary research.
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SUCCESSES AND PITFALLS OF INTERDISCIPUNARY RESEARCH --

INSTITUTIONAL ADMINISMATOR'S VIEW

Frederick W. Crawford

Session 18

I shall talk mainly from,the point of view of someone in a private university.

That raises a variety of problemS mhtch are notOtte the same as those of'big

public institutions like the University of California. The financial out10.014, at

the moment is Very bleak for the private universities, and fund-raising of one

Sort or another beyond tuition is ersentialto their existence. We have two major

unctions, teaching and research, in-contrast to the public universities where an

element of public service is part of their'\charter and activity. those two

activities, research and teaching, we have to offer some particular exlellence,.or

some special variety gf'experience to students; otherwise, they are not going to

pay the much higher costs of attending a private univerSity rather than'.apublie

one.

.44-ne--1.1tii-ICAr II one of the foundations on which we have built that excel-

lence has been'research, which has been largely funded by federal sources. :Indeed,

although much of our income is in tuition, and gifts from alumni, foundatibns,

etc., more than a third of the Stanford consolidated budget comes fr m federal

grants and contracts. It is important, then, that universities such as Stanford

should be sensitive to the current mix of funding agencies in Washin ton. We need

to match our:faculty interests to agency interests' in a way that is oth fiscally

and academically advantageous to 'us, but at the, same time we should avoid being

"captured" by them.

Over the years, We have reached a situation in which our faculty is m nly.in-

terested in basic research, i.e., the type of training that we give to graduate

students is biased towards basic research; in principle, we supply them with tools -

that they can go out and use on more p'ractical problems.' In practice; however, a-

large proportion have gone into university teaching. That has changed. markedly

now that the expansion of the universities has halted. In the building up over

the last ten or fifteen years, private universities" uch as Stanford have been

able to love in the direction of pure research, rather than applied, because even-

those mission agencies such as the Department of Defense, whose missions were ap-

plied, supported a considerable amount of basic research. They were prepared to
J

0

Frederick W. Crawford is.Director, Center for Interdisciplinary Research, As-
sociate Dean of Graduate Studies and Chairman, Institute for PlaSma Research at

Stanford University, California.
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, do so because they realized that the applied work that they wanted to do needed a'

bank of basic research'results on which they could draw. In a sense, the basic

`research could be regarded-as.an investment for future applications.
,

In this Climate,. the recruiting of faculty, and the selectIoncOf graduate
...

.

students, was predicated or the importance- of basic research; somehow people cap- .

1 ablT of doing basic research werecmOre rare; and better,University Material,than -% ,

. /

e,,ff6people who did applied research. Of course, It is dat all clear in what. sense

that philosophical belief js'correct, or:',that,p ople who cen do abslruse basic

research are more rare than those who can invest or .develop solutions to highly

practical problems. The debate might remain a philosophical one if ii were not

for the fact that the mix of mission agencies is changing: the NASA and the DOD *.

are either steady or declining: the NSF is.becoming more applied, wit)rdiviSions

such as Research Applications (RANN Program) receiving a large part of the total
e

.butNet;'a new agency, Energy Research and Development Administration, has been :.
.

. ,

. formed to coordinafe energy activities'; budgets for'researcb of a highly applied :

nature are growing in agencies such as the Department of Transportation and the Of-

fice
k

of Technology Asessment. The wbole kaleiddScope of.Washinton funding has '_

dianged, and %the new pattern has brought with it opporiunites for a considerable
.

,

" '0 %.,ollme of applied research to be.funded% It is, however, of a mu h more immediate,

". drisis-type, societal natdre than the sorts of problems that the resent faculties
.

,
,

of private.universities such as Stanford'have previo y demonstr ted 4 capacity

.for. Since there will not be a significant increase in faculty n mbers, the,rques-
---.. ,_..

, tion is, '"Now will the present faculty respond to :the 'new opportunitiesAnd chal-

lenges?" .

t'171'

'' It is not at all easy to change from long-Lterm.basic retearch t applied re-. \ '

Search on short-term prOblemS. The mode of operation is different! the essence

of basic research is that you xespond to thelintrinsicpressures'of he discipline,

tryingtofind out what'is wrong with its st/ructure and consistency. You might

want to.seek for parldigmatic changes, or simply purne "normal" scie,ce, to.fake' :-

.

ba
i

the Ohn description. . In.particular,.the sic researcher tends to fo low the

sideshoets that are ineresting, often in'directions that were not ant .cipated at

the time of Writing a proposal for support.

Applied resgarbl hoWever, is rather differ4t; there is the ex rinsIc pres-
, 1

' ,, sure of solving the Oecise problem that was se0 If it is a substantial inter-

disciplin'Sry prOgram, the researcher is lOcked into a team,.and may ;find that

:- organizations sUch as RANN insist on.certain deadlines, milestones, 'and other short-

term goals being at.least specified in proposals.(even if not subsequently met!).

Such an approach is probabl§lnecessarY for e-Vective team-Krk. If you-are

going to solve a pfoblem with precisely set milestones, however, there is a \

basic incompatibility with the idea of research itself:. milestones can best Pe'
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met when working with extaritispowIedge, and if it is done by a group .of people,

Projectk can be carried out in paralitl, Independent of whether you shatter, ,anY

'paradigmi' research tends to proceed via steppingstones: You have to solve Abe-:'

fore you 0 on to B, and so on, in series. The applied researcher may have to

work with unfamiliar colleagueS: it is not usual 'for. basic researchers to deal

with user groups. It may,Ilp that the solutions that th. sponsoring -agencies have

chosen to explore'have been chosen polittcally rather than'as the most appealing

. technological or scientifiOsOlutionS to a basic scientist.

When one tries to come to terms with applied research in the university, wel

rapidly realize that the university is essentially a vertically-structured organ-.,

ization; with teaching, research, and its reward system defined about separable

domains -of knowledge, and that this structure does not change quickly. To satisfy'

the requirements of interdisciplinary research on societal problems, you mCst

overlay new "horizontal" organizatjonal structures.

Putting together interdisciplipary horizontal structures could be viewed with

detachment as a strengthenihglof -ehe university fahric by putting a warp across
.

the weft. -Unfortunately,of:dourSe, it teAdt--to be viewed more apprehensively,by

the entrenched vertical structure asa fraying of the strands: There are.coilse-\,,

quently a number of problems thgt arise whicti.are purely political ones internal

to the university. We.could,esape more readily if the university were still in

an expansion phase. At Stanfotd,.it was felt that for'a situation such as we

have now, where the creation of any new program rdduces, or at least modifieS, the
. / .

effort available for other progr1ams, we should try to crystallize out the. set of

relevant issues which have to be settled before creating anY'new organizations.

We chose to do it by creating a new organization, of course, the Center for

Interdisciplinary Research. This consists of"myself, and two other peOple who

carry out various administrativeactivities, alded%byan Advisory_ComMittee con

sisting of the Associate Deans -for Research (or equivalent) in each of Stanford's

seven schools. Wheu an inteedisciplihary program with'more than just one or two

faculty members, and which is likely to :mpinge on more than one sehool, is pro-

posed we try to pbse a variety of question's to its sponsors designed to determine,

first,,whether it is likely to be a viable organization and second, whether it is

going to be better thaniwhat it replaces Or what Stanford must forego to produce

:the.new entity. There are,actually about 15 questions on such topics as junior

and senior faculty commitment; and the views of the relevant department7 heads \

and deans on the effects of-participation it the new grogram as far as tenure,.

promotion, and careerdevelopment\re concerned. Here, we try to head off pro-

grams for untenured faculty, so that they do not go blindly into new programs.

We rre interested in what the student involvemen will be in the program; what.

case can be made that graduate students'and undergraduates will get more out 0,
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the new program than existing programs that the participating faculty havebeen

interested 9n. What is the funding pattern likely to be? A problem with inter-.

, disciplinary research is that sponsors may want toltake a massive attack for a

period shurt on the time-scale of Ph.D. training: it is'an embarrassment to be

offered $1,000,000 for one year; $200,000 for five years is Much to be preferred.

(We are in the education business, ndt in the busines: of quick fixes for societal

problems!) We are/4nterested in knowing what duplication of resources is involved

in setting up a new programs To what extent are the faculty retraining .themselves

for the enterprise? MOvemerSit towards the peripheries of their fields may be bene-

ficial, but majdr leaps maybe disastrous., Not only does it serimisly disrupt

their previous acti 'ilies ip revarch and teaching, but also it just ic not clear
,

that a very gOod accelerator ghysicist, say, is going to be a good ecological

modeler. :. .

:, - Ky
To conclude,/let-me make one or two observations. First, I suspect thaX the

most effective ynd viable.interdisciplinary.researchjn the university is that

which preserve or erodes least the local departmental structure. By operating

at the peripheries, it will effectively accelerate the evolution of departmental

interests, 'Second, ore should be shspicidus about programs that involve-signifi-

cant retraining of the faculty, oriduOication of effort in other parts of the
..

university. Third, the evolution of programs. should'be responsive to student

heeds, and job. opportunities. It may not be that by getting a. very broad training

in some .interdisciplinary program they will be-better off than if they had stayed.
P

11
_ in some specialized traditional department, perhaps as.,part Of some-multidiscip- ,

) ,

lioary project., Fourth, an essential feature of ail), program should be a mechanism::

for evaluation and termination: In our own case,
.

there is an evaluation after one

year, an( again after three or four'' years-.

Over thenext ten years, it seems to me that; with the pressure of,Sdcittal
. ,

.
problems and the crisis p6portions that many of them have reached, the mission 4

agencies to which the universities must turn for sponsorship will contain well-

'funded stronglyInterdisciplinary programs. -It is essential for the universities

,, to come to terms with this. We are going to find ourselves in some senses imcom-

.petition with .organizations like Battelle, Rand, SRI, etc. For example, they, and

to some extent eivate industry, also have access to the funds -that NSF...has allo -'
-.,

cated 'to RANN:, We Would be wise to work out new collaborative activities for the

.i''-',

universit y with such organizations and industryrecognizing those things which .

our faculty do.best, -Le., lasicresearch. There will always be some people in -.

the best private. universities who by prediiection, aricitraining, will, be appropri-

ate leades in applied research. We should,realize thet,the university in foster-

ing the growthsof this type of collabdratiom is defining 6vnew role in itselfi

As we found but in the uneasy days of the late 'sixties, if there is one thing-

.
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that universities do not know anything about, it is what their mission's are! It

'is essential that the directions of the university shoulWbe much more clearly

articulated. This can be done best by the faculty, and not by\theoadministratiom.

At Stanford, we are attempting to dolso by posing at least the questions 141 one

significant area through organization of the Center for Interdisciplinary Research.

,t
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Session 18

VIEW FROM A PUBLIC UNIV §ITY

Donald E: Bevan

_

One of the hazards of coming last is to put together what remains that has

not been.covered by previous speakers. I haven't any spPericalcows to take out:

of my notes, but there are some other things that have been covered which I: will

leave out. Keeping in mind that I'm to address my remarks as an administrator,

I will. I:do think it's important to point out that I am involve regularly in

teaching. I am a researcher, both on team and on an individual project basis.

It was interesting to hear from Russ Thompson this' morning. I thinklI naN'Under

stand why I have been successful in my contract research'. Given that it's impor-

tant to look to.long term funding, I was, reminded that I have a project as a one,

year contract that is in its 26th year. It's trained a number of,graduate stu-

dents. I have a permanent furl-time biologist asso,.ated with that project and
'sl.

maybe that's the reason for success.. I've only had three of them over the 25'.

years. But they served for.the,continuity that lets. graduate students come and

go and allows me, to wander from hereto Batumi or Moscow or somewhereelSe and

,-- have firm control on the day -to-day management of that particular-project:

Well, let me pull my administrative hat firmly down over'my,head and talk

about pitfalls. I sometimes switch these hats around. I said something in a

faculty meeting not long ago about My administrative hat. One of my colleagues 4

said, "Oh yes, that's the one that comes downover your eyes and ears and leaves

only your nose and mouth' uncovered."

With that in mind, let me talk about some successes in research administra-

tion. One technique which .I think is a success in our university is an .adminis'-

trative structure to handle difficult projects. By difficult I mean things like

interdisciplinary research,;classified ,research, academic computing and others.

I think we've been somewhat successful, if not !n managing those things, in.

administering them with the technique of gathering together a group of deans.

We have established boards bf deans and say collectively, "You are responsible

for..this project."',

Donald E. Bevan is Assistant'VicePresident for Research and Professor Of
Fisheries and Marine Studies ati the UniverSity. of Washington.
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Now, you can'tftFun things with a committee, of course,'so you either appoint,

or the groups choose among
themselves,an executive agent of the board to carry

on the day-to-day activity.

Several things happen here. I think.
You have a person who has his own wor-

rieS', you might say in his,own diScipline,
but also his own tools for problem

solving. He suddenly becomes the mentor of somethtng that's been designatedas

having institutional support and a group of other deans 'to report to. Now I

don't. suglest that it's always as successful as the departmental structure. But

compared to some of the other alternatives that we have, it has performed very

successfully. We talk about the need for a matrix-structure://You've mentioned

that this is a vertical structure.
Well,. obviously, you rotAte the matrix 90

'degrees, set the university on its side and you solve the problem.

I'll leave the successes and talk about what I think are at least potential ,

pitfalls because its mx.view that it may be difficult to adoptsuccesses from

other place's and put them to work in your own institution. But On the other

hand, if yob have some idea of the size and the dimension of the pitfalls, you

--can
-avotd,-them-and-suCZess_may come by itself. We can. CertainlYsign and fab-

ricate our - -own pitfalls. .

when I first considered this
discussion, I tried to approach it from

the standpoint of whose ox is going to be gored: Is it the faculty member, is_

It'the administrator; or is it the sponsor? I soon departed from any idea of

trying to accomplish a division of the problems because if any one of these have

any serious problems, the whole thing-1`i going to come tumbling down. We're

aware of the potential enemies and I suspect m.9 first quotation is after PoAgo.

."We have met the enemy andihey are us." We haVe .some problems that we,I think,

have to take care of ourselves.

The next quote I want to add to Pogo is from Orwell, if you remember in

Animal armi."Fouregs good; two legs bad". Well, we've.heard quite a little

bi't about being'locked into..a
discipline, the disadvantages that this has:to

bright, young people trying to start.oat in soMe other way; and I think we've

got to be Concerned about falling off the edge of ;the other side of the world,

tl* world being flat in this case, where we're excusing poor disciplinary

research because it is done in an
interdisciplinary fashion. ,1hat, to me, is

every bit as much of a danger. The disciplines havejheir,place. I thinkper-

haps,Russ this morning talked a little bit about this and I don't think Ineed

to follow it up too much. 'We can't afford to do second-rate economics or second-

rate law or second-rate science of any kind in the interdisciplinary-situation.?

'ow, of course, there is the question of,what is Lhe definition good and what

is the definition of bad, and we heard a little bit about that this\-morning. I

do want to point out that there is some advantage in'the discipline being the
\
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grardian of the true faith in some respects, and that there is a need-to make

re *that we don't set up other enclaves that are different in quality.,

Much of what I want to say from now on, you might think, relates to research

in general, I plead guilty and say, "Yes, it does," But in my view, there's no

,pology to be made for a discussion about the pitf ills of research tn the univer-
,

ity environmen'.. Pitfalls for research in general usually loom up very large

Ind very important in the interdisciplinary scene because in most cases, inter-

disciplinary research is large. It involves a number opeople. And where. you

have problems with research,, you end up with problems in spades in lar .., scale

interdisciplinary research.
,

INow, Some economic pitfalls. We had a few_remarks about indirect costs along

I the line, and I heard the word "overhead". That's an area in which I think fac-

ulty need to have a better Understanding. Administrator's need. toAo a better job
y .---

Iof proViding information. And the sponsoring agencies have a responsibility to

I

; consider the costs of research, not just part of the costs. I think poiti,men-

I tioned we're going to have competition with not-for-profit and profit research

institutions. In some respects, perhaps we should welcome that. We might use

some of the tethniqUes that those other kinds of institutions use. I fault a

number" of faculty for not undeystanding indirect costs. Now, certainly, in Many

institutions it is very diffitult'for the faculty to find enough nformation'to

reach an understanding. The fundamental misunderstanding'in my view, is the ,

word costs. Some people think that indirect costs are benefits, and that they

can be passed around to something else. The normal scheMe of things is that 14

identify costs and then attempt to recover these costs and, in most cases, do-
,

.ndt do so Completely: .

.

-- Russ, in your paper this morning you had a statement that said, "An aggre-

gate accaunting.is made each year to,show hoW the university has used its over-
....

head'monies in geneyal; however, no public accounting is made to show the over-.

head monies were .4ecifically used to assist indirectly in the perfprmance 'Of
,

each funded research project." Nell,,I'd like to give you the benefit of the

doubt and come down hard on the word you used, "indirectly". I think if we were

really able to do. this, to show every investigator how hews benefiting from his

particular collection of indirect costs, we wouldn't have any indirect costs...

And the cost of doing that is the reason we have indirect, cost. It's-simply eas-

ier to put thin,p into,a bucket and average them out. That, of course, is our

fundaMental problem. Those of you .with mathematical training will understand the

problem of using an average. Hopefully, this is a distribution where no one

satisfies the average, and half the people are paying too much and hajf are pay-.:

ing too little. So we usually satisfy no one, AVerages can mean that ery small

...numbers of people are handled adequately and most people are handled inadequately.

In almost all institution's they're not completely collected. We need to look
r



seriously at this problem and need to avoid a pitfall which I think will come up

in trying to distinguish a difference in types of cost.
.

One other point. that I think is important. Sometimes indirect costs are com-

pared fern institution to institution, and this in most cases is inappropriate.

If 100 percent indirect cost rate is compared to 50 percent in another, it's

quite possible that the institution with 100 percent indirect cost rate is much

more efffcient,in carryilg out its administrative and indirect cost operation

thaethe one with the lower indirect cost rate. The institution'with the lower

rate may be spending too much money keeping track of the details.

Perhaps before now I should have defined a few terms so that you're absolute-

ly aware of my biases on the subject. Let me just try a few.

Basic, research: I define basic research as what I'm doing when I'don't

know what I'm doing, or research whose results only can be applied over

a long period or over `a .unknown time scale.

Management of research: would define this as the contro1Of.the re-

search and decide that it's something that's not'applied by the cen-

tral administration of a university,'or at least it shouldn't, be.

Administration: I define this as the dispensing of services to

those who control and-'co*ct 'research.

And I hope I don' fuzz th issue now if'I recognize that those administra-

tive services may include the ev luqtion of the management that's going on and

may Include some, hopefully gentl \ sOggestions where manageMent is being carried'

out in a less than satisfactory way X, .t:;-,

Well, so far I've talked about intramural kinds of affairs and PerhO's now is

the time to consider some of the out-of-house effects. I'm reminded o'f a.group'

of people we have to deal with, of whom one of my colleigUes used to say, "God.

bless their mothers and their fathers too, if they can be identified." Well, I'm

talking about federal bureaucrats. I don't feel quite that way abqut them, Maybe

it takes one to know one. I look upon.a bureaucrat in any place as someone that

is usefol in our system of doing busineSs. We day.haVe more than we heed at

times, 'but we do need some of them.

In talking about the next problem'I'd like th separate myself from my insti-

tution, if I haven't already in my remarks. '

The Watergate atmosphere pervades the people that are looking at outside .

institutions. We've had crooks and cover-ups in high places in Washington, and

because that's happened, we have all 'kinds of pOliceMen looking.for the same

kinds of things somewhere else. I don't think it's ahy accident that at least .

the one set of General Accounting Office auditorsthat'came-to our institution

came fresh from.two year's at Lockheed AircraftTompany and certainly brought with

therh the idea'that what was going on at the Univers'itof Washington was some

kind of government bail-out procedure which had to be looked at in exactly tho
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saMe Way that their 6periente'had taujit theM in-over two yeaft at Lockheed.

Perhaps they notedzthatweG,the seC166dlargeSt government 'contractor in the

Seattle area,"and that whdl Ott on sCrPss town-is the way to do business where

we woUirdn',t Obiect-.6 that so such if we-could adopt a profit-

malcipgSdheme; and."WwecoUld pay_ for some of real costs that arise

from thest goOernmen* record-keeping activitieS. We'rel being asked to do,things
- ^2F

where-the cos I of-doinlg-.ibeoperation is ,far more than any possible estimate of,

a very bad cohditiop. And pa not .suggeSting th't we have bad conditions. It's

:just that we're:tying:ourselves up in very, costly schemes'of looking at equipment

-inventories, of looking at indjrect costs in a Way to make sure that the govern-

inent7iew always comes out,that we forget any avera ing method. We're departing

from that. And'that's goinguto cost us and the goy rnment some money.

One of chose areas, and I certainly hope that I' not going to be misunder-

stood on this one, is affirmative action. Obviously we must do some things on

affirmative action and have taken affirmative action But we're getting wound up

in the details about ho4we're to go about being affirmative:by people who have .

themselves little knowledge of affirmative action. The laws don't apply to their

agencies. Their record of affirmative action is not very good. Their under,.

.standing.of universities Is not very good;and I would charge that if we spend a

tenth of the money that we're spending on this gyration of how to do the job, on

,doing the job itself, we'd be much farther along the path:of accomplishment. Our

university president, at his inauguration speech net too:many months ago, said

that at least in the case of one federal. agency looking at the university, it was

a. Clear caseof the potcalling the kettle white.

Somewhere along the line.I've heard some rumbles abOut separation of teaChing-

and research. I hope that, at least in the areas that/I am acqUainted with in

interdisciplinary research, we recognize that it's a. listake to make,hard separa-

tions. I'm perfectly satisfied that the best kind ofteadhing.I do is when L't

inVelved in solving a research groblemthat is to be a topic for a'graduate the-

sis. I'm sure, where grakluate training is trainingstudents how tosolve prob-

lems, and certainly much of our interdisciplinary nd certainly environmental

research is Of that kind, we teach peop16 how to d research by doing research

and this is.teaching. I believe research is training and teaching and the uni-

versity is the place where it goes on. I don't care What kind of faculty activ-

ity- analysis you have or What demands of government cost sharing must'be Satts-.

fied, a set of categories that'add up to 100 percent of somebody's time in the

final .canalysis is nonsense. It may be necessary nonsense and we may need Co pro-

. vide systems to do this. I'm not'saying that we can do.business in the future

.without' nonsense, but there are some real pitfalls here in the depth andethe ex-

pensepense that we may have to go through in order to do this.
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The same kind of thing happens in the legislative area, where legislators

are prone to look atclass contact hours as if they were some measure.of effi-

ciency of an organization. They look at community colleges, univer5ities and

four year colleges all in the same manner--as if you could measure the perform-

ance of a lawyer by counting the number of hours he spends in court. I suspect

that one thing we need to do more of is to get into the, legislative process so

that these people understand us and we understand them. ',I noted in the news-

paper here in Spokane just last night a meeting dOwn the street which had a

presentation by one of our state senators. Let me tell yo what he said;.I,

think he could say the same thing to us..

State Senator Sam Guess, Republican from Spokane, urged the group to take a

greater role in politics, get to know your legislature. "I eat lunch many. days

by myself and I think this is. wrong, when I could be discussing important things

with the pedple who elected me."

When I go back home I 'intend to write a letter to Senator Guess with a stand-

ing invitation to have lunch with the faculty of the University of Washington.

Some institutions have discussed limiting the amount of research. T describe

that as thinking about the unthinkable,
but_we're starting to think about it and

talk about it.

That mix of what is teaching and supportable by the state, what is research

and supportable by the federal government, is--if we begin to draw firm lines- -

the greatest pitfall that's in front of us.

I Might use a comment here that our faculty senate chairman made the other

day at the beginning of his speech. .I'll make it at the end. If I failed to

instift -someone, why please, excuse me."
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Session 18

INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH:

THE OUTLOOK FOR THE NEXT DECADE.

Robert C. Stephenson

The. forecasting of the outlooktfor interdisciplinary, research in the/next de-=
.

cade is a task of elephantine proportions.. There are so many problems heeding

interdisCipltriary study and so many constraints that.bear on.our capabilities to

perform interdisciplinary research that the task of forecasting is indeed of large

proportions and, like the elephant, contains large expanses of gray/areas. Be-

/cause the problem is so large I propose, o reduce it to somewhat. More manageable

proportions.

,I propose to delimit my discussion of the outlook for interdisciplinary re-

search in the next decades in two way$: .First, I propose to confine my remarks

primarily to interdisciplinary resedrch in institutions of higher education.

Second, and appropriate to thdtheme of this symposium, Lear ing for Survival; f

propose to confine. my discussion to interdisciplinary resea,ch on conservation:

My basic premise is that during the decade ahead we,as a nation, must develop

a conservation ethic aimed at making intelligent use of On natural resources and

.preserving--hopefully improving--the quality of our life.

In treating the topic of interdisciOlinary research in our-universities as it

relates to the development of a conservation athic 1,f3ropose to:

1. Outline some assumptions relative tp natural resources and quality, of

life.
.

. .

2. Discuss some dimensions of :probleMs.posed by these assumptions.

3. Outline some challenges to universities/in Organizing interdisciplinary

research to,,attack these problems.

Robert C. Stephenson is'Professor,in the Department of Management, Texas A&M
University, where he was formerly/Director of the Sea Grant Program and Center for
Marine Resources. He is a member of the Advisory Committee for Planning and In-
stitutional Affairs of the NatiOnal Science Foundation.
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ASSUMPTIONS

The assumptions that I outline are neither new nor profound. Societal problems

relating to natural resources and quality of life. have been with us for some time--

indeea we arelsia of hearing of them--but these problems are chronic. They are

with us today--they will be tomorrow.

NATURAL RESOURCE ASSUMPTIONS

--Many areas of the country will be faced with:Critical water shortages for

domestic,/agricultural and industrial US'et.

--Demands for energy will exceed supplies and force conservation measures.

-Mineral,Shortages will become ';increasingly critical and Will force conserva-

tion and the utilization of alternative materials..

--Development and exploitation of marine resources will be accelerated.

- -World food demands will exceed supplies and will force improved management

of agricultural production and distribution.

--Federal legislation, ill force improved management of land and coastal areas.

by state and local governments.

QUALITY OF LIFE ASSUMPTIONS

r.

--The delivery of health care an issue-of major concern.

- -The welfare of children and the elderly will require 'greater attention.

--Crime and delinquen.cy will continue to be a societal problem of major con-

cern. .

-_-_Pollution and waste management will continue .to be primary issues.

--There Will be
growing$ressui:es for the development of a new generation of

mass transportation systems.

--Future economic4development will be subject to a growing-number of con-

.straints.

--New legislation and modified-political
institutions will be required toaro-

tect re ,urces and the quality of life.-

- -Basicchanges will occur in our aesthetic, social and economic valUeS.

--Societal pressures will- -force continuing change in the concepts ant l processes

of education,:
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--Human stress will be recognized as a prOblem of growing proportions.

These assumptions are in reality a "laundry list" of some of the more obvious,

perplexing and pervasive problems facing society today. These problems are likely

to become more critical in the decade ahead. As we attack these problems through

,'esearch and the application of technology, we must expand our considerations to

extend into the full range of social, economic, political, legal, global relations

and other societal impacts. Assessment of the various alternatives and the range

of consequences of these alternatives-will demand new levels of intellectual skills

and analytical sophistication.

In working to establish the conservation ethic, our efforts to conserve natural

resources and maintain the quality of life will depend upon our ability to commun-

icate and understand the problems and issues. Our decision- makers and the various

interested publics must have reliable information concerning alternatives and con-

sequences. Furthermore, they must be educated to-a 'eve\ of understanding that

will permit the use of this information to make reasonable and rational detisions.

Continuous'interaction between and among the decision-makers, the researchers and

the interested publics will be essential to the successful\attack on these prob-

lems. Those who are investigating alternatives for action and the consequences

of those alternatives must seek inputs from the sectors of society that are likely

to be affected. The investigators also have an obligation to communicate
9
and in-

terpret their findings to the decision - makers and the various interested, publics. .

DIMENSIONS OF 'PROBLEMS

The dimensions of problems pertinent to the development of a conservation

ethic are many and complex. If we are to intelligently use the remaining natural

resources of Planet Earth and maintain an acceptable quality of life we must org-

anize our bet brains from many disciplities.
,

into interdisciplinary teams that will

scope the many facets' of these problems and develop viable alternatives that will:

shape decisions for the emergence of the conservation 'ethic. If we are to pursue .

this course, the way will be difficult, many long cherished amenities of the good
A,

life maybe challenged, and the recommendations growing out of these problem -

oriented studies may well be unpopular with many.

.Let us lobk at some 0.the problems that must be addressed in the conservation

of natural resources:



Commodity vs. Resource?

Land, minerals and water have traditionally been viewed as commodities which

are traded in the market place.

Mineral and water shortages raise the question as to whether we should contin-

ue to let the market place govern the exploitation of these or whether they, should

be recognized as resources to be conserved for the public good. The COastal Zone

Management:ACt'of 1972 and the impending, Land Management legislation imply that

our land is a resource to be.protected ih the future through public management.

There are those who advocate the pUtliC management of our natural resources

for the common good of the public; There are others who feel that this violates

the intent of the Fifth Amendment

Indirect Costs-Externalities

Whebinatural resources are exploited as commodities, the producers or users of .

the resources often ignore certain indirect costs--or externalities--which accrue,

es negative benefits to society. Strip mining without retlamation is a classic

example. 'Another. example is the HoustoP-Clear Lake-Baytown area adjacentto Gal-

veston Bay. Heavy industrial use of ground water from an aquifer in unconsolidated,

rock has resUlted in substantial subsidence wiith'reSulting encroachment ofaarine

waters and severe damage resulting from storm surges. Industries are reluctant to

opt for more costly surface water to arrest subsidence for their own obvious econ-

omic reasons, yet a recent study hat shown that the direct costs of grouhd water

plus the indirect' costs of property damage; flood prevention and decreased tax

revenues actually exteed.the alternative direct costs of surface water purchase.

Balance of Payments

Mineral resources are a primary source of new wealth and are the life blood of

an ihdustrializedriation. In 1973 imports ormineral- raw materials accounted for ,

a U.S.trade deficit of $8 In that. year we were dependent totally on

foreign sources for 8 mineral commodities and We imported at least. 50 percent of

more than half of the minerals used by American industry. Our'seemingly insatiable

demands for natural resources will continue to have a negative effect on our bal-

ance of trade.

Global Politics

Our dependence upon foreign sources for raw materials to feed our industrial
tr, /

machine increases our vulnerability to the pressures of the market place and those

of global politics: The recent energy crisis has demonstrated the degree to/which

the prestures that the have nations".can impact on the well-being of the "gave
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Hots." Many of the world's sources of metallic and non-metallic minerals_ lie in

the so- called developing nations.. We can expect these developing rations to org-

anize into cartels that will wield increasing economic ari political clout in the

decade ahead.

These issues of commodities vs. resources, indirect costs, balance of payment

and global politics are cited as indicators. of the complex.nature of natural re-

source problems that will require interdis6iplinary efforts.to seek viable solu-

tions. It is easy to recognize that. scientists, engineers, social scientists,

lawyers and humanists must contribute the best of what they have to offerthrough

carefully planned and fully integrated efforts, if we are to make substantial gains

toward the solution of these problems.

TO maintain the quality of our goodlife in the decade ahead --as we cherish

it today--will also requirg that we vigorously address the more urgent problems

through interdisciplinary efforts. Let us examine a few of the problems relating

to the quality of life.
0 ,

In the area of astemanageMent-vie must look at the direct and indirect-costs
q

of disposing wastes and work toward a more equitable accounting and assessment of

costs of waste disposal. There must be a serious effort to establish sound Man-
-

agement practices in .dealing with Waste disposal problems. ,

Social and health related problems will also requirethe introduction of soph-

isticated systeMs management concepts, with interdisciplinary inputs to assure

adequate identification of alternative courses oraction and the resulting range

of associated consequenceS.

EroduCtivity-Technoloqy.

We have' considered the broad implications of our declining rat.; material posi-

tion. Another problem we face today is that there are segments'of American in,

. dustry which have,losC their competitive edge in producti,iity.to various fereign4

producers. This is due.in part,to.laggirt technology and in part to changing at-

titudes.of workers. The establishment of the conservation ethic might embrace

the. rebirth of the "work ethic" which many feel that our nation has lost. ,

3

Packaging and Delivery

One of the vexing areas%f inflation continues to be the seemingly uncontrol-

led escalation of costs in the processing, packaging and delivery of/consumer

goods from the producer to the consumers This might be called by some "the mid-

dle-man rip-off." If we .are to take holdof our destiny and estlish our con-

servation ethic,.we must bring this aspect,of our American eccnomy'!under critical -

scrutiny and seek alternatives for greater cost effectiveness.
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Economic and Social Change

In many instances thescien,eand technology necessary to solve problems of

maintaining and *Proving the quality of life is avai101e,but entrenched economic

and social constraints continue to checkmate-action. The mass transportation prob-

lem is one where sowial apathy is probably the most significant.deterrent to act-

ion. The social/scientists and humanists are challenged to take a lead role in

the development of the conservation ethic through their efforts to change social

and human values essential to the solution of societal problems.

Political Institutions and Mechanisms

Within the past few years we have seen a remarkable shift in responsibility

For a wide range of societal pl'oblems from the federal government to State and

local governments. This has come about as a result of the New Federalism movement,

the initiat-3n of revenue sharing, federal legislation placing responsibilities at

the .state levelfor, ample, the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972. Perhaps

most important of all has been the-realization that many problems can be solved

,only'at local and regional levels.

These,increased responsibilities are diverse and 'complex. Many of.the prob-

lems are heavy in scientifiyand technologidAl content. Many pose sticky economic,

social and political considerations. There is reason for serious concern as to

whether the state and local ,goVernments havehe technical background to deal with

the e problems. State and local governments are likely to need an increasing.

amo nt of assistance in assessing anede,.eloping alternative approaches tq these

. societal -problems. More often, than not these problems will have interdisciplinary

impllicatjonsl, r.

Just as' with the efforts to conserve our natural resources, the probleMs of

maintaining the quality of life are complex and Multidimensic.nal% Interdisciplin-

ary effortS Will be essential in addressing these problems and thd.inpu of econ:

bmics and social sClePtiStWill be critical to the development of understandings

aricrelternaave solutions.

UNIVERSITIES AND INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH
,

The basic premise that we develop a conservatiori_ethic to insure intelligent

use of,our natural resources and the preservation'Of quality of life in the decade

ahead suggest!", that we will commit Our best intelleCtual.resodrces to attack the

complex societal problems, related thereto. AtUrSory analysis of this array of
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problems suggests that most Ar4 interdisciplinaiiin scope* ;Therefore, if

we lnake a conniitment to these problems of conservation we make a commitment to

interdiscipliKlry research.

Our major research universities will normally have the array of talents in

the sciences, engineering, social sciences'and the humanities needed to field in-

terdisciplinary teams to tackle complex societal problems. So universities should

be big performers of'interdisciplinavy research. Are they? With.few exceptions

they are not, Universitiesjiave telt-al-great deal about interdisciplinary pro-,

grams but ,have accomplished very little toward building truly interdisciplinary

efforts... / ".

4

The traditional/concepts for organization and management of universities de

feat their efforts/to estabsh.interdisciplinari activities. The faculty is org-
. . .

anized Into tidy di'Sciplinary boxes--called departments. These boxes are stack-

able by deans into colleges. The departmental boxes are, expertly reinforced

against Outside forces by the departmental budet. These reinforced boxes and

stacks of boxes provide a simple rimy for university administrators to budget and

manage.facylty efforts.. The faculty incentives and reward system is traditionally

accomplished within the boxes and stacks of boxes. . .

0
Many Universities.' give lip service to the concepts of interdisctplinary re-

search but few make a commitment to Ft. The faculty whb seek,Wengage in inter =

. disciplinary research are often branded as mavericks or entrepeneurS., Frequently

they firid themselves outside the reword structure -- outside of :a box--and in an ln-

stitutional budgetary vacuum. Many institutions' through' their own adMnistrative

inflexibility will carve an interdisciplinary program *into multidicsciplinary com-
a

ponents.'.0ften it is easier to acquire the part-time urvices'of a researcher in

a omplementary field by hiring a consultant from another institution than it is

to fight the rigi, and bureaucratic anointment procedures for interdepartmental

and intercollege transfers. The enthusiasm' of faculty members from various,dis

ciplines to work together often flames out and dies when they encounter the prob-

lems of the boxes and budgets.

With this dismal commentary on the interdisciplinary research performance re-

cord .by universities, what is thejlope4for the next decade?

'.Universities can organize to conduct interdisciplinary research but they will

be successful only if they make both an academic and administrative commitment to

interdisciplinary programs. Following arcsome elements that Will contribute to

such success;

--Institutional assessment ofmost promising areas for interdisciplinary iriL

.volvement. .

--Integratibn,of interdisciplinary program planning into academic,planning.

?
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--The development of administrative provisions for peaceful coexistence of,

ddpartments and interdisciplinary, units. i .

Institutional budgetary support for the development and basic core ,taff sub-

Sistenceof interdisciplinary units.

--Building of interrelated academic and research functiem of interdisciplin-

ary programs to insure participation of students (without penalties to stu-.

dents).

--Development of administrative procedures for the widest possible cross -

department and crbss-college participation in bothkacademic and research

activities with the iiiinimum of appointment and accounting rqd tape.

--Provide regular academic appointments and privileges.for key staff of inter-

disciplinary programs.
.

--Develop adequate incentives and reWards system for participants:2 inter-
.

disciplinary programs. .

Provide for periodic review of the scope, purposeand,,performa6ce of' inter-

disciplinary units and for the dissolution of units that have outlined their

intended purpose.

Interdisciplinary programs focus,ing on conservation can contribute to the

three missions of our universities-=teaching, research and public service.

educati(,nal programs can contribute to the training of

professionals in relevantdisciplines, to the general education of college

graduates and to the continuing education'ef decision-makers and the general

public.

-- Interdisciplinary` research, technology transfer and assessment can make con-

tributions to the solutions of thecomplex societal problems relating to

the conservation ethic.

--Public service and advispry prbgrams can carry the resources and knowledge

of the universities to thepeopla in the tradition and style of the land-

' grant institutions,

. 4

CONCLUSION

1

. I have made'a case for universities)polf the leadership in developing a

conservation ethic to focus on 'the intelli nt use of our natural resources and

the preservation of the quality of our life. This will require the application

of research'and technology that"is truly interdistiplinary.
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Universities have and can develop Vie tntellectual.resources for performing

these services for society. However, their track record in interdisciplinary

teaching and research is bad. Universities must make serious academic and admin-

istrative canmitments to interdisciplilairy research if they are to be leaders in "'

the development of the conservation ethiC as a part of our Learning for Survival.
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Session 18

DISCUSSION

Comment: One thing you said, Dr. Bevan, that's extremely important is that

very often pretty bad disciplinary research is excused under the guise of inter-

disciplinary research. In'fact, some of the people who drift into interditCip-

lina6 research do so because they're not doing so 'well in their discipline, .

they're not competing well within their discipline. We need to continue to dev-

elop,peOple who are extremely strong disciplinarians, but who know how to commu-

nicate with people from other disciplines; so that we should not diminish their

1 disciplinary competence, but somehow we should prepare them better for interact-

ing With others.

Answer: Let me go back to the .other point of view, which'I hope you don't

want to lose. emetimes very good rrsearch is being done that appears bad to

the discipline because it isn't under their control. We have a mechanism in the

disciplinbry trade, scto speak, to look at that. You have a review and you have

the promotion schedule. That, ih4st cases, doesn't exist in the institutes

where most of this is going on. Its beginning to happen now. We'renow getting

institutes, one for environmental studies, one for marine studies, which have

their own faculty. Now, not very many faculty are totally in these institutes.

There are some. So there.s more than on possibility for evaluating performance.

It gets evaluated in the institute and also back in his, I was going to say,

home base but it isn't always a home base; sometimes the home base is the insti-

tute. That provides u5 with a whole set of new problems which we've got to.rec-

ognize. In some .cases there's an initial evaluation of'the institute faculty.

There are all kinds of possibilities here. I think experience over time

. perhaps is going to push us one way or the other.

Comment: It seems to me that the key to all professional research is iden-

tifying the question or problem, and then how do you marshal resources to solve

the problem? Now, with regard to review, we found that it worked out very well

to go outside the university. In fact, before any technical report is submitted

Jack Fuller of the University of Washington was the moderator for Session 18.
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'thethe National Science Foundation or included in,pyblications, We go outside

for technical review. Generally it'has been very rd hitting'from both an eco-

nomic and an engineering' point of view. We've had 1,,number of reports fall
,,,

through the slats. They have not made it.
--...-_,

question: But where,you go to get your review its not interdisciplinary.

When we are a little bit contrary to the classical paradigms of economics, who

do you find to review the report?

Answer: Well, you go outside; to industry, government...

Question: But you don't find too much of that in industry, for example,

a different approach,to economics. They may be more conservative in terms of

commitment to the established paradigms than your team is. So we still have the

problem.

Answer: I don't think so. We've had, very good success. Once in awhile we

get a bad review. I mean, it seemed like the g.ky never really understood what

we were talking about,. but most reviews have'been,very hard hitting and construc-

tive., and' they come right to grips with the problem asinitially stated, how to

marshal resources to solve the problem and what are the results. And when you

get knumber of reviews you'll find common threads,of important criticism, if

there are weaknesses. We have found them to be very helpful..

Comment:. If you are really dolng creative, interdisciplinary research you

want it tug be good., rigorous. But the very nature of it is contrary to the

traditional disciplinary paradigms. I could see that going outside for review.

might be one way, but there dare some7real shortcomings in that too.

Comment: The team plays an important role. You have a team with a number

of good scientific people. If a member of. that team is doing poor work, quite

often they'll get on him. Then you get the problem of trying to get rid of

somebody.

-

Comment: Also, teams get to be incestuous. They talk to each other so much

that they begin to believe everything. It really is good to have somebody from.

the outside. We do the same 'thing.

/

' Comment: I' Would like to respond to the question of how you bring people

,together and make things work. I think experience shows that you don't try, that

/ you use your resources Andjeur energy to promote the ones that are coming
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together by themselves or making some Tnitial'slps. major university doesn't

have to be engaged in everything. You mentioned that its quite important to

have good people. Even beyond good professors, I think you have to have good

students.

Question: If you have someone who's the administrator and is also respon-

sible for a scientific section of the research, what advantages and disadvan:-

tages can occur?

Answer: My guess is that in the case of a prihcipal 'investigator of a large-
.

scale project where the thing suddenly falls apart, it becomes pretty obvidus

what the problem is.-It's not the team, it's the leader. Particularly 'in a uni-

versity atmosphere, this isn't a boss and servant kind of relationship. After

all, you've got colleagues working together and you've got to give and take here.

You do have to identify someone who must take the responsibility to move the

team.. You have to have some leadership.

Comment: The point I'm making is that we are talkirig about review, we are

not talkinvabout checks and balances to get good work. If wereireally going

to talk about these systems we have to make the assumption that if there is bad

Oork, there's a method of geltipg rid of that part of it. A lot of teams that

I've talked to have indicated quite often that it gets very difficult to cut off

a portion. If there are going to be those internal checks and balances that's

one of the'things that has to be there.

Answer: The way a program gets its start is you make up some sort of firm

proposal. which is very critically reviewed by the advisory group according to a

list of issues and questions that we've crystallized out of previous successes

and failures around the country.ag well as at Stanford. Then after is been

accepted for one initial year, one interim year, it must show at the end of

that year that there's a good likelihood of funding, or' that Ws already got a

lot of funding. Otherwise we would cut off any seed money or support that we

were giving it through the: university. That hasn't been the case with any of .

the programs4hat have come through. They've all done well in the first year or

two, particularly the Institute for Energy Studies whose foundation came just

about at the time that the energy crisis came upon us.

.After three or four more years, after this interim period has gone by, we

would get outside reviews from organizations which wdre similar in type. We

would get internal reviews from people as near as p6ssible to those domains.

And written into the charter of our organization we would do two things at that

stage: one would be to'invite anyone else in the university who feels that
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they've got anything to say in that particular area or who might want to found

a program of their own to meet with the leader of it to propose and comment on

the program that already exists, and then we would deliberate and recommend whe-

ther those things should be cut off or not. I think you have to be very clear

about scale in these things. r.

I don't know how many of you have read the book Beyond University Depart-

ments in which they classify a lot of these interdisciplinary efforts. They've

a sort of taxonomy which is borrowed or developed from some.previous work in

which they look at interdisciplinary efforts in institutes, centers, programs,

and so on according to the amount of resources that the parent institution has

invested in them. They identified first of all what they call a standard insti=

tutewhich is something that might have buildings of its own,_a permanent

administrative staff,, maybe permanent faculty, and is a.fairly difficult thing

to get rid of because yeu'have a large allocatiOn ofrescirces in it. The review

for such an institute ,vuld be a deep and traumatic one, particularly if you

wanted tO cut them off:\

The second level is the adoptive type of institute, the computer center

which is something which stands out of, an institute or a centerfor interdiscip-
.

lihary activity, but through which people pass with the facUlty.trained from

year to year. The people pass through, but the institute goes on. If after a

time there's a big falling off, you might decide whether to cut that one off,

but its not quite so difficult because there's no permanent facdtty associated

with it, and its staff could probably be dispersed relatively easily.'

And the third group is the one in which I find nearly all the interdiscip-
I*

linary activity around the university fails and that is the so-called shadow

institute which is very little more than a brochure, a set:of people who meet

for seminars, who maybe put a couple of courses under the blanket title of some

program whose mail) purpose in having an institute at all is simply to increase

their visibility to the outside funding agencies, and credibility perhaps. And

theirMisibility to students and faculty members within the university. And

those,. Since they're pot very costly, you don't have to worry very much about how

you get rid of them 4h what you should do with them. They can hang on for a long

time without costing you too much. Certainly it works out with many institutes .

that you don't save much in the way of money if you do cut them off. You should

always bear that in mind. And the.human cost of cuttinTsomethinvoff in some

circumstances may well outweigh the balance'that you'd save.
yY

Comment: Let's say_ somebody wanted to start a prograM in technology assess-

ment or something like that. First of all, we would probably offer them some

seed money to do a little research, buy a little faculty releasecctime. The spon-

sored projects office at Stanford.keep, faculty research interests, potential
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interests, on a computer file,. so we would try to match up and identify other

.faculty that they didn't know ,about. We would help them to bring the group

together.

We also keep a very close eye on what's happening in Washington.And we will

try to put them in touch with possible funding)sobrces, agencies that might be

interested in their activfties.' If it looks as though afte a few months Of dis-

cussion -there was the opportunity for a viable program, and th could give

pretty good answers to the questions that I mentioned earlier as to what their

program would contribute, then we might charter them for a year or DSO to see if

they could get go;hg.-

It's always though, Uthihk, dominated by ohe entrepreneur. One, or atsmopt

two. The history of these university projects rarely seems to be a group of

equals coming together, 'Someone is the prime mover. And one of the questions to

which we attach a lot of importance in the review is, "How is that leader going

to be replaced? What is the replacement? Is this a one-person show? What's going

to happen if hiS interests change?"

Very often the sort of person who will float a venture .like that is the sort

of, person who will hop out of it in a year or two, and then your question

what are you going to be left with? Who is'the next, not necessarily charismatic,

we've already downplayed that word this morning, but who is going to be the

really dynamic leader? Who's goingto take this thing over and make it go?

Question: I Would like to ask Dr. Bevan a questioh about indirect costs.

On those large projects, quite a sizeable amount of money-is involved in' indir-

ect costs. It seems to me that, within the university, both faculty and admini-

strators should know how these monies, are being used in.a fair accounting for

both parties.

Answer: I agree. In fact, you've got to go into such detail with the fed-

eral Overnment that those documents'are there. But I think many'administrations

Fake a mistake in making -those available to interested individual investigators.

The problem is, of course, that individual investigators want to see where those

d011ars are to make some sort of argument. Well, the investigators are being

treated unfairly. Almost everyone in the institutioh.is being treated unfairly.

All we have is a big box of cost we've added up which we've now documented with

the government and the. government has said, "Yes. You can recover X millions,of

dollars." How do we recover it? Well, we've decided that in most institutions

the number of people is perhaps a fairer way than the total dollars going

'through the project:So we say, right. We've got X millions of dollars to

recover. We've. got X milliohs of dollars of federal 'salaries. We'll makea
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simple ratio and for every dollar that We receive in a direct way, we'll spend

47 cents into this pool of costs that needs to be recovered. ".

question: But the time spent writing the proposal is not recovered?

AnsWer:. No, but the important thing is not so much getting more money, but

having some sort of-Stabilizing mechanism so that if all of a, sudden the grant

gets cut off, the guy isn't either without a job or teaching freshman orienta- 3

tion.

Comment: I'd like to add a few points to this, becaUse it's really an argu-:

ment that has some very significant implications. If weJdentify and recover all

indirect costs for proposal preparation, our indirect cost rates will look more

like Battelle's indirect. rates. Who will scream? The faculty will .scream

their heads off that the.administration is trying to do them in, that they're

using all their project funds for indirect costs. And most project directors in

an agency'like the National Science Foundation have come out of the academic

environment and they may not have had any contact whatsoever with the adminjs-

tredve side of prograMs in the university. But when they get tb Washington /

they're instant experts on indirect costs, and.they're going to try to brain-

wash the. principal investigator, and they'll try to beat the institution down.

So it really is not a simple situation.

Comment: The instability of funds, particully in the last'few years, is.

noe.good. You can't get a three-year grant any more. You get Something like a

12 months grant or something, so What a peincipal investigator who'S living on

his own grants has to do is diversify. So you end up being a hustler: He's writ7

ing these proposals and sending them out, and he almost has to be overcommitted

in order to Survive.) There's a wastage there, a tremendous wastage. The people

who get hurt are thelpeople who don't want to build empires._ The guy who really

wants to do researchlalMost has no choice. He has to devote.:a lot of his time

to hustling first.
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Session 19

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES AND LAND USE PLANNING

James R. Pease

In many respects land use has been an economic or social issue, rather than

an. environmental One. Planning has served the needs of commercial ancr7industrial

entrepreneurs and supplied the services to accommodate growth and development.

Its chief implementing tool, zoning, has been used to establish a set of rules

nder which Property value is protected and the developer will have some idea

of future speculative values.

Since Earth Day of 1979, things 'have changed. A deeply felt concern over

thenatural environment which provides the setting for our social andeconoMic

activities has manifested itself in diverse and important ways. Environmental

concern is not a flash-in-the-pan, an eccentricity of a few birdy persons, or a

luxury for an indulgent society. Its here to stay, which surprises and delights

me, and we need to figure out how to incorporate the concepts-and techniques of

the resource specialist and ecologist intotour planning.

Zoning, and other police power techniques, are now teing used to protect
',-

from development as well as to protect for development. This is quite a differ-

ent twist on the traditional'apOliCation of zoning and is` a reason we are uncover-

ing new conflictsin our planning. Implemnting plans now means restriction,

and restriction implies loss, and s.conomic loss places pfdnning in an
//

adversary role with respect to market economic recces. That is a serious problem /

and one which is currently receiving much attentlol throughout the nation. Ideas

and techniques are .desperately neede to harness rdnning objectives with eco-

nomic incentives

Environmentil planning needs, of course, to be integrated with economic and.,

social planning. Before..the*integration can be accomplished, a systematic methoa--

of dealing with the various environmental concerns needs to be devised and mini-

mum base level standards established.

James R.. Pease is Land Resource Management Specialist with the Extension
Service in the Oregon State University, Department of GdOgraphy: He has worked
with the. Oregon Governor's ExecutiVe Department in preparing a format for proces-
sing environmental impact statements and in preparing a publicatinn on Oregon's
1973 land use legislation.
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Just what are the environmental concerns which are important to land use

planning? I'd like to offer five categories for the sake of discussion: ecolo-

gical process, natural resource factors, natural haArds, open space and resource

.produEtion.
Lf.

'. .

Ecology deals with relationships between living organisms and the air, water/

and soil of their environment. Energy fl6w and nutrient cycles are the funda-

mental concepts undkrlying the ecologist's interest' in diversity, food chains,

entropy, succession, and ecosystem stability. Ideally he ecologist would offer

the planner a model which could be used in a cityr county to classify ecosystems,

reveal the carrying capacity of each ecosystem, and suggest criteria for ecologi-

cal policies. It would -all be very objective, rational, and scientific. The

planner, would than be sure-he is dealing with the environment in a holistic

rather than piece-meal way.and he would be "off the hook" for making arbitrary

value judgements.

Unfortunately, ecologists have not come up with such a classification model,

Lrcarrying capacity measurements,-or criteria for ecological policies. It will be'

some time before the state of thecart arrivesat the point where energy flows

and nutrient cycles will be.part of a city or county land use Olan. Even, if

scientific techniques do advance to this point, there are still ecoricimic, social,

and political probleMs with implementing ecological policies. Energy flows and

nutrient cycles are not yet, established as legal grounds for upholding a police

power regulation. For eXample'even if ecosystem characteristicsWere well esta-

blished for the life cycle of waterfowl in a given area and it were known that

certain lakes and wetlands were of critical importance as nesting or wintering

areas, it is'questionable whether police power regUlations could restrict filling:

draining, or removing aquatic vegetation for that reason alone.

Nevertheless,/it is possible to build into land use planning certain protec-

tion policies for ecological process, even if not in the strictly scientific and
..

systematic way desired. For example, a shoreland ordinance recognizes the inter-

relationships of a water body and surrounding lands and can serve to protect

water; temperatures, water quality, and wildlife habitat.

The second'category, natural resource factors, includes pollution Of .Air or

water, soil erosion and compaction, wildlife 'management, and pest or vegetation

control. Most federal and state standards and programs are aimed at this cate,

gory. Its parts are easier tdy measure and regulate although the standards and

practices are not necessarily ecologically.sound. Water pollution standards,

for example, do not often reflect the various factors related to assimilative'

capacity of various -aquatic ecosystems. Local plans can incorporate existing

standards or adopt special standards for areas not adequately covered in state or

federal standards.

4 2 1.
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A third category of environmental concern is related to hazards to health

or property,, Hazards can Include soil movement, flooding, wind or water erosion,

and air inversions. Hazards can be identified and mapped and procedures and

standards can be established... To some extent, this is now being done in some

counties and cities. The socia'n&s,tification and legal basis for'this kind of

environmental regulation are well establped. The techriTbal expertise is avail-

able in various agencies and private consultants so that local plans can include

provisions for natural hazards.

The fourth category is open space for recreation, aesthetic, historical'or

scientific-educational purpbses. Most plans have some provision for open space

needs, although there is often a wide disparity between what is set forth in the

plan afid what can actually be accomplished on. the ground. The term open space

hasbeen used in.so many contexts in plans that it has,no precise meaning,

it is to. be used as a technique for accomplishing environmental objectives,. its

ruse should be clearly defined in the plan. A narrow definition would restrict

its application to public lands (or candidates for public, lands) which serve a

'clear function\yelated to recreation, aesthetic, historical, or scientific-educa-

tional pUrposes It would have to be designated on a map and given a priority

in a public acqu'isition program.

Open space tan, of course, be viewed in broader terms than given in this

narrow definitidn. 'However, if 'it is to do anything more than reflect idle

wishes, an implementation prograM needs to be attached to each parcel Of desig-

nated land.

The fifth categbry of environmental concern is resource production.' The

resource production activities will vary from region to region, but can include

agricultural land, timber land, miner -al extraction sites, cranberry bogs, and

fish or shellfish harvesting areas. The need for protecting these resources is

well recognized, while the techniques for accomplishing such protection are not

very effective. Preferehtial,or deferred tax treatment and zoning are the princi-

pal protection techniques currently used and neither really can be counted on to

achieve the objective over the long haul, Certain Ifew techniques, such'as trans-

ferable development rights and conservation easements in combination with clust-

ering are being investigated to strengthen prOtection of resource lands.

Ohce the resource lands are identified and appropriate policies developed,

serious thought needs to be given to this question of effective protection. A

'knowledge of the legal limits .of the police 'Sower and a willinpess to offer

attractive incentives, perhaps utilizing new techniques, are needed to accomplish

resource production goals.

InSiimmary, natural environment concerns cover a wide spectrum of planning

problems, A 'ysteinatic method of integrating environmental concerns with econom-'

is and social goals needs to be articulated as part of the planning process.
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Methods,and techniques for establishing minimum base levels of protection and

a trade-off,syStem above the minimum base - levels also should be part of environ-

mental planning:

Planningl conceptualization has beery dominated in Oregon, as elsewhere, by

the use of a zoning map'. In fact, its often difficult to tell the difference

between a zoning map and a plan, except the zoning ordinance tends to be more

detailed.

Is there another way of doing it? Performance planning represents a some-

what different perspective.

First, a word of background is in order. In September, 1973, Oregon State

UniVersity Extension Service/contracted with. Clatsop County,,,Oregon to assist

them in updating their comprehensilm plan. As part of this project, OSU Exten-.

sion was to Kelp the county develeva planning model which would address the

problems discussed earlier.

The planning model eventually developed and adopted by the county is called :.

Performance Planning. Its focus is en measuring,effects of development activities,

instead of regulating uses, and evaluating the effects against desired levels of

environmental and'cOmmunity (social-economic) characteristics.. The chprt on the

next page illustrates the general outline of the planning model.

As can be seen from the chart, there is an Environmental Platt and a Community

Plan. The Environmental Plan provides the setting for the social and economic

activities covered in the Community Alan. Environmental policies are impleMented

by performanCe standards, ,conservation easements, a capital expenditures program,

an environmental impact report,. and a quality point system. :Performance standards

(standards based on effects of an activity which areMreasurable) provide minimum

base-levels of environmental protection while the Step II Negotiation Process A

:provides a structured format for evzii,ating certain projects expected to have

major impact on the environment or the community. The. Quality Point system of *

Step II requireS a proposedproject to accumulate a certain number,of

say 60 Of a possible 100 total points. Point. s are awarded on the basis of rela-,

tive impact on housing, environmental quality and community faCilities. The

environmental quality.-points are computed on a scale of 1-5 and reflect varying 16'

,degrees of negative impact on open space, pollution, biological communities,

unique sites, and 'productive natural resources.

To follow up, my earlier remarks on- environmental issues, I'd like to explain

briefly how weorgaqized the five categories iv, the Environmental pan.

The plan is organize.i around four principal sections :. landscape units,

critical hazard,areas, public open space, and priority resource areas.
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PERFORMANCE PLANNING MODEL.

Citizen 16°1 vement Program

STEP I

Goals

General Policies

Environmental
Pl-an

STEP II

Community
Plan

C ,

Policies & Performance Standards

(Minimum 8ase-Le\ vels)

Go--No,. Go or Project Modification for Step I

Cut-off Criteria

Negotiation Process

0
Environmental Impact Report .

Qual ty 'Point System

Go - No Go or Project Modification for Step II
aX
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Lapdscape, Units . The' basic idea of the landscape units is that they reflect

a set of characteristics which, taken together, constitute a natural process,

The soils, hydrology, biota, and landforms are interrelated as an ecological

unit. Thus, environmental policies can be established to reflect overall natural

processes of a.landscape unit, as well as specific resource limitations. (The

landscape, unit section encompasses some of the concerns in the natural resource

factors category as well as the ecological'process category.)

Each piece of land is iv a landscape unit. Twelve landscape units were

identified for Clatsop County:

1., Coastal Beach

2. Dunes

3. Alluvial Lowlands

4. Alluvial Terraces

5. Marine Terraces

6. Freshwater Wetlands

7. stuary Wetlands ',

8., C ast Range Foothills

9. Sedimentary Uplands

10: Basaltic Uplands

11. Headlands :

12. Waterbodies and Shorelanas

Once the land is classified, polici.eS' and planning actions are prepared for
u k

each 'landscape unit.' The units also provide the fraTowork for using,environ-

mental performance standards to reflect varying land capabilities.

- Critical. Hazard Areas - The second section identifies hazards to iife and

property, such as mass movement (soil creep, earth flow, slumping), flooding

and erosion. Each type'of hazard is classified into categories according to

the degree pf risk present. For exampie, the Flood Hazard category may have

three classes as follows:

Class I - Seasonal.high water areas

Class II - Floodplains subject to ponding from 100 year flood

Class ±III - :,Floodings, which experienced heayy damage in floods and

which are within the moving current of 100 year .ficiod.--

'
____-----

Performance standards are prepared for each ha d-r--A permit system for building

in a hazhrd area is necessary to md, or development.

Rublic Open Space - The definition of open space which we used is somewhat

more restricted than most It goes like this:
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For the purposes of this plan, open space will be defined as:

Land which is open to the sky, which serves an identifiable
function by remaining as open space, and which is under
public control through either public ownership, dedicated
easements, or public Crust'. Types of public open space
include aesthetic sites, recreational sites, critical wild-
life habitats, and areas of scientific or historical interest.

Criteria.for open space designation:

1. Must be mappable

2. . Serves an identifiable function as listed under Functional Definitions

of Open Space. (Described in Clatsop County Ptan)

3. Requires public designation for proteCtion as open space"

4. Public need for the site must be established

I 5. Must be reasonable to implement within a reasonable period

The reasoning for this limited definition is that most open space plans don't

get implemented because open space is used to cover too many planning objectives.

In the performance planning model, open space can be achieved by,Rther parts

of the Environmental Plan and by performance standards in the Community Plan so

that only public open space is included in our definition.

Priority Resource Areas The term "priority" is used intentionally to denote

an order of 'significance: Priority Resource Areas are defined as lands contain -
%

ing natural resources or either existing or potential economic valoe which require

some form of protection in order to conserve or utilize.wisely." To be designated

a priority resource area, the area must serve an important economic function and

be subject to loss of the resource-in the absence of conservation measures.

Included in the category of priority resources are: forest lands, fisheries,

agricultural lands, mineral resources, and water supplies. Other resources may

be added to this list.

Each priority resource area has policies and planning action. s to guide deci- -

sion making relative to these areas. Techniques for carrying out policy may

include zoning, conservation easements, clustering, and special property assess-

ment.

SUMMARY COMMENTS

The approach outlined in' this paper represents a'beginning of a performance

planning process,'not an established formula. It presents some 'ideas and proced-

ures which can be molded and shaped to fit local conditions and planning goals.
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The various parts of the Environmental Plan can be more finely tuned in

time. The landscape units, for example, can be broken down into various levels

of detail to better reflect complex environmental Conditions affecting develop-

ment. It would also be desirable to create perf

scape units which would express carrying capaci

may even be dOrable to go beyond this and a

recognizing that not each unit has the same

ance standards to correspond to levels of v

kinds of environmental performance standar

and devised to express carrying capacity

continuing research effort.

In order for environmental'values

sion making process, we need to proce

With a choice of methods and techniq

combination which responds best to

rmance standards for the land-

y limitations of each unit. It

ign values to the landscape units,

lative value. Levels of perform-

lues could then be devised. These

s, weighted to reflect varying values

f ecological units, will require a

have a significant place in the deci-

d beyond rhetoric and propose methods.

es the planner can then put together the

is planning needs.
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Session 19

THE ULTIMATE CIVICS COURSE

William R. Van Dyke

i

Among the materials I received-in preparation for this disqussion was a

multi-colored brochure with the theme of the World's Fair prom nently displayed

do the front: "Celebrating Tomorrow's Fresh New Environment." I can't help but

feel that the celebration is a little premature. While we', e made some excellent

initial 'seeps in the direction of environmental protecti26', many of these efforts,

began in a time of economic prosperity and supposed energy abundance. Now that

both economic prosperity and an abundance of energy a/e in question, there is/ a

temptation to sacrifice environmental values. The al test of these values lies.

ahead, not behind. Because the real tests are r us, the question looted in

this session, "How can environmental values be i(corporated into decision making?"

is a highly important one.

My approach to this question will draw heavily upon my experience with OSPIRG.

BeTore I address the question, therefore, it is important that you know a little

about this organization. OSPIRG stands for Oregon Student Public Interest Research

Group. The research we do involves consumer and civil rights, Is .well as environ-

mental issues. But, the important word ,is Student. Students on 15 Oregon campuses

make up the board of directors which decides the policy, projects undertaken,:pd

hires and fires staff. And students provide the person-power to carry out these

projects under the supervision and advice of the ten staff members they have hired.

Early in OSPIRB's three year existence, the student board of directors depi- .

ded that a major goal of the organization would be to examine the performance of

government agencies and recommend changes where research showed that improvement

was needed. This decision added two major tenets to the previous commitment to

student participatiOn: recommendations for change would only be based on thor- .

ough, in-depth research; and the government decision-making process would be a

major focus of that research. ,

Today, the student who participates in OSPIRG research ge4 more than just

a chance to press for more equitable consideration of environmental values --or

William R. Van Dyke is a staff member of the Oregon Student Public Interest r.
Research Group ( OSPIRG) in Portland, where he directs student research as well
as carrying out his own research in government agency policies; for exampld;
those relating to highways, pesticides, reforestation, and parking.
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consumer and civil rights values -- in government decisions. He or shetalso

participates in an intensely educational process which might be termed, "The

Ultimate Civics Course." In the process of his research, the student closely'

Scrutinizes and analyzes the actions of gchernment. Upon completion of the

research, he often becomes' involved in the governmental decision-making machin-

ery as he tries to 1.1chieve adoption of his recommendations for change.

My answer to the question posed for this session is this: more peoplei-

\ not just students-- must participate in that .Ultimate Civics Course. Environ-

mentarvalues will only be reflected in the decisions of government when the

. public actively makes it clear that it desires these Values. o illustrate how

this involvement can work,'I will briefly look at some example of OSPIRG's

participation in three steps of the decision-making process: legislation,

standard setting by administrative agencies,'and enforcement of estabiiqed

standards.
,

OSPIRG's full participation in the legislative arena is limited by a tax

status which prevents any substantial lobbying. Nevertheless, OSPIRG research

has played an important part in some legislative.decisions. The issue of Cape

Kiwanda is one example of this importance. ,

Cape Kiwanda is a virtually unique area of sandstone formation onithe Oregon

coast, one that has'been widely acknowledged as a natural wonder.' The Cape it-

self was formed as a result of a large off-shore rock which protected the sand-

stone on shore from the ravages of the sea for thousands of years. Unlike most

of the Oregon coast, this area was privatelnY owned. While the owner had main-

tained the area in its natural state, he experienced increasing difficulty in

meeting tax payments on the land. In 197?, he offered to sell the Cape and some

surrounding land to the state as a park. The State TranSportation Commission

turned him ddft. The Commission claimed that a number of personal injury acci-

dents resulting from falls from high,cliffs on the land rend red the area unsuit-

able as a park. In late 1972, a private utility announced t at it had pjrchased

*ions on the land, and was considering construction of a n ar power plant

north of the 'Cape.
. ...

OSPIRG's study of the area found that the Cape was in fac a iltique natural

formation. Moreover, through comparison to the structures of ther nLiclear

plants, the study demonstrated that it would be virtually imposSible to hide the

yisual resence of the plant facilities. They would inevitably obtrude upon ttle

natura beauty of the area from many vantage points. Finally, OSPIRG discovered

that m t of the personal injury accidents had occurred in one isolated area

which c tld be easily fenced. As a result of this study; OSPIRG disputed the

findinoS o the Transportation Commission and recommended state purchase of the

land as a park.
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As a result of the findings in this report, the state legislature passed a

resolution expressing.its sense that the Cape should be acquired by the state.

This resolution, together with publicity which followed disseminatiom of OSPIRG's

report and presentation of findings to the press, generated pressure on the pri-

vate utility to abandon its plans.' In mid-1973, the utility's options expired.

After some negotiation with the owner, the-State Transportation Commission

purchased the Cape for use as a park.

It took the intervention of a private group to demonstrate the environmental

value of Cape Kiwanda, to dramatize the fact that it wasendangered by private

development, and to, discover that the major Transportation Commission objection

to. acquisition of the land could easily be 'remedied by fencing an isolated sec-
,.

tion of the land..

ti

AdMinistrative policy or standard setting has been'the area of greatest focus

for OSPIRG's environmental efforts. Our most recent proposal in this area deals

with airquality standards.

The Environmental Protection Agency has'already required that certain air

quality standards be met nationwide. The main problem areas in meeting these

standards have been'metropolitan areas. As a resultsof a court suit, the EPA,

was directed two years ago to establish policies for "non-degradation" of air

in areas which exhibit less pollution than this first set of guidelines would

allow. -

In the fall of 1973, the EPA took testimony from the'states on non-degrada

tion policy. In the name of the Governor, the Oregon Department of Environmental

Quality suggested fairly strict guidelines. The guidelines would have allowed

states to designate areas as especially important for preserVation of air quality.

Any facilities constructed in these areas would be required to meet certain pollu-

tant standards.

The EPA has now proposed its guidelines of non-degradation. These.are far

less strict than the proposal urged by the Oregon environmental agency. Moreover,

while the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality has authority under state

law to establish such standards, it has not followed its own advice to the EPA.

To date, no standards have been adopted to insure non-degradation of air quality.

in the more pristine areas of Oregon.

OSPIRG his formally proposed regillationo insure maintenance of pristine

air quality'. With certain modifications, this proposal is identical to the advice

given the EPA over a year ago by the State of Oregon. OSPIRG, however, has.,,,

ally called for designation of.Na0onal Forests and Parks as specially regulated

areas. In addition, the proposal would require monitoring of air quality in any

pristine areas for fifteen months prior to construction of any,facility Which

would emit certain pollutants. Any facility constructed would then be required

to control pollutants so as not to reduce air quality below a certain level.
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Under state law, the Department of Environmental:Quality'must react to

theseprOposed regulations Within thirty days. Again, the prodding of a private

group has been necessary to force action by state government on an environmental

problem.

Environmental standards must, of course, be enforced to be effective. With-

out good enforcement, su.cessful efforts to gain adaption of environmentally

sound standards become empty victories. OSPIRG is also involved in work to

insure that environmental standardd, will be enforced.

During the summer of 1974, an OSPIRG student intern. compiled a handbook on 4

water quality. The book tells citizens how they .can analyze water pollutant''

discharge permits to determine if permits have been validly written by the State

Department of Environmental Quality.. The handbook also details procedures for

challenging these permits, if they are less than adequate. '

As a second part of'this project, OSPIRG has organized' students to determine

if permits already issued are being complied with. Throughout the state this

,fall, students from a number.of colleges and.universities have been patrolling

certain rivers on weekends.' Discharges and dumping into each river are.carefully

recorded, and samples of discharges are taken for analysis. Using this informa-
,

,

tion, students then check Department,of Environmental Quality files to determine
...

if. permits have been issued to allow dumping or discharges they have found. In

cases where discharges are allowed students also compare analysis of the disCharge

-tojevels of pollutants which the permit allows. Violations of any permits will

be brought to the attention of theDepartment of Environmental Quality. Students

will then monitor any actions of the environmental agency to bring violators into

compliance with their permits.

In pressing for consideration of environmental values, we have found several

state laws extremely Helpful. Oregon has a recent public information law which
. .

requires disclosure of tvernment information except in specifically limited

cases. A new public open meetings law requires that meetings on most public

policy decisions - aside from hiring, and firing of personnel - be open to the.

public with adequate notice to the public, An administrative petition law requires

state,government agencies to react to rules proposed by any group with legal'

standing,within.thirty day's. This last law allowed OSPIRG to propose the air

quality standards I mentioned earlier.

University and college faculty members have provided support for dSPIRG's

research. Some instructors have allowed credit for OSPIRG projects. Others

with expertise in areas OSPIRG has researched have served as. excellent resources

for that work. -

OSPIRG has researched many areas in addition to those I have mentioned: the

use of DDT on tussock moth infestations, the; removal of prime farm land from

agricultural production, and statewide land use planning,to name a few. The
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examples I have detailed here are, hOWever,, representative of OSPIRG's total

experience with public decision making. This experience illustrates. that action

by private citizens can be highly effective in urging consideration of environ-

mental values. More importantly, our experience shows that these values may be

considered barely, if at, all, without citizen action.

Citizen action is needed at all levels of decision making: \legislative, .

administrative policy setting, and enforcement. Projects like Cape Kiwanda and

the air quality proposal are designed to induce action where goyprnment is reluc-

tant to act. Projects such as the water quality handbook and river monitoring

are designed to hold government accountable for its decisions when it does act.

This is the focus of The Ultimate Civics Course.

The OSPIRG experience provides several guides for those who want to increase

the importance of environmental values in decisions that are made. The firit\

civics lesson: there is no substitute for solid factual research to bdck up

arguments for these values. OSPIRG's impact on decisions has.clearly-increased

as it has built a reputation for credible research. Second, it must be clear to

decision makers that there is wide support for the course of action being argued.

OSPIRG has the support of students on 15 different campuses in the state. It

achieves even bi'oader public support by disseminating the results of its research

through releases to.thinews medi . Finally, people in states lacking laws, which

open the decision-making-process to the public must begin pressing for public'

information, public open meeting and administrative petition laWs such as those

I have described: These laws ar_, of course, not immediately environmental issues.

But without them;'the public la ks access to the decision-making process. With-

out this access, the difficulty of pressing for consideration of environmental

values is multiplied many time . This is perhaps the most important lesson in

The Ultimate Civics Course.

Participation in The Ultimate Civics Course can be exciting and reward-

ing experience. I would be dishonest if I did not also say it can sometimes he

a frustrating experience: But above all, it is an important undertaking. With-
,

.out wider public interest in government's decisions, "TomorroWs Fresh New

EnvironMent" is an unachievable dream.
.
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Session 19

ENVIRONMEkAL VALUES AND DECISION MAKING

N. Lee

An talking ttiday about the incbrporation Of environmental values in-public

decision making, I shall take it for granted that the decision making processes as

we know them are elite. processes. That is not, of course; to say that the feelings

of the general publit are unimportant, or even that they are not taken into ac-

count. But there can be no doubt that environmental values have been articulated

in recent years primarily by members of what is, by any historical political stan-

dard, a special interest group_ I say that not to denigrate the environmental

movement--certainly the results that have been achieved by environmentalists are

far out of proportion even to the intensity of their own, often passionate, feel-

ings. Yet it is important to remember that 'environmental polittts has, over the

past several years, become a subsec'tor of "politics as usual." This elite or

\"politics as usual" emphasis, however, sets some interesting and important limits

ththe kinds of values which are articulated andeiheh incorporated into the.dec-

isiorakingprocess.

Therefore, rather' than rehearsing with you the positions normally taken by en-

vironniesnstelists as they, confront government- decision makers,. 'useful

to try to. place some of these claims in a broader, though stip elite perspective.

To do thet, I'd like to. share with you some of the thoughts of three writers:

LaurenceTribe (1) is an attorney with a mathematical background, who now teaches

.
at the Harvard Law School; Robert Socolow (2) is a physicist who now teaches en-,

vironmental studies at Princeton; and Robert Heilbroner (3) is well known to many

of you as an economist whose most recent book, An Inquiry into the Human.Prospect,

has gained wide attention. What these men share is ari uncommonly broad perspective

on the nature of the environmental problems which we. face. I'd like to use their

ideas today to suggest the kinds of questions we should raise about the incorpora-

tion of values into. decision making processes, particularly the decision-making

processes that we'ye faced with in the United States.

But to start off with, I'd like to give you an excerpt from a speech that was

given here in Spokane on August 15th (4), It was originally to be given by Vice

Kai N. Lee is Research Assistant Professor in the Program in'Social Management
of Technology; andin the Department of Political Science, at the University of

. Washington. Educated in experiMental physics at Columbia and Princeton, his recent
research has concentrated on energy policy, particularly nuclear powerylant sit-

' ing, and how natural resources are related to policy development.
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President Gerald Fordh but by August 15th he was no longer Vice Presid nt, and was

detained in Washington on whathis predecessor called the people's bus ess,"

Ford's speech was read for him by Interior Secretary Rogers Morton, In t at speech,

Mr. Morton said, "there are some well-meaningpeoRle who see the environmen al

issue as an 'either/or' proposition. They would make the environment the ov

riding considerAtion in all our activitie47, regardless of the consequences, re

gardless of, the sound; middle-ground alternatives that might be worked out...I

respect, those views and the people who hold them. But will they please explain,

under a zero growth philosophy, how we can prOvide.the jobs required..,We Must

generate 17 million new jobs in.theqleXt decade. Novi are we goingto do it with-
,

out, vigorous ei,.onomic growth? How do we rebuild our cities, modernize our trans-

portation system and provide better health-facilities for our people, without the

fuhds that growth produces? How do we generate the revenue to meet the growing

.claims upon government for expanded public services? And how do we pay for the

.environmental enhancement envisioned, in programs already underway? The cost to

goVernMent and industry will reach $275'billion dollars during the next decade.

Where is the money coming from, excer through economic' growth and.the productivity'

increases that help to provide it?"

The President's words reflect a set of thoughts which have been heard far and

wide, particularly in, recent months, as the energy shortage has provided a public

issue which can be brought to bear against the pleas of environmental advocates.

That theme is that environmental concerns are not the only concerns '?',o be met by

public agencies.' Accordingly, environmental values are not by any means well en-

trenched, particularly now at the national government level. As one moves from

state to state, there is also a great deal of variation among the different states.

Hence, the need for continued pressure 'by that group of people who have special-

ized in the past on the advocacy of.environmental values--the environmentalists.

Without that pressure, it is likely that environmental programs would,,in many

cases, wither away.

In addition, it is most important that we realize that opponents of the en-.

vironmental movement have some strong values of their own to defend. The next

paragraph of Mr. Ford's speech'began, "Man isn't built to vegetate or stagnate.

We like to progress." Of eourse the President's invOcation of progress here was

meant specifically to take issue with the 4tilosophy.of no growth. And the res-

ponse of those whd advocate a slowing of our growth rate would surely be that pro-
,

gresS,has become, in this advanced society, a goal of many dimensions; that is,

that progress need not come only in the form of economic expansion, BLit if pro-.

gress is to have,a non:economic component as well,_ wlit should this component look .

like ?.
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In 1972 highway officials in Los Angeles County decided, to instalLnearly 1,000

plastic trees along the side of a freeway': They had been impelled to do this by

the fact that new, construction had left too narrow a strip.of dirt by the side of

the road to sustain natural plants. Moreover, it seemed likely that nri natural

trees would be able to survive in the smog -laden atmosphere next to. he freeway. '

Shortly after
,

the trees Were installed ft hardly 'seems fair to say "planted"),a

number of unknown, but presumably irate citizens came by at night and stole sev-

eral of the plastic trees. Some others, wittier but presumably no less irate,.

installed plastic birds in the plastic trees, The combination of vandalism ands,

ridicule proved quite persuasive to Los Angeles County officials and the plastic

trees program was summarily halted.

The symbolic--that is,value-laden--impact of the plastic trees decision has

so far sufficed to fuel two scholarly articles. The first of these was written

by my former colleague Martin Krieger, a planner who now teaches at the Uniyersity

of Minnesota. In an article entitled "What's Wrong With Plastic Trees?" Krie6er

noted that the demand for rare environments is...learned." This means that "con-

scious public choice can manipulate this learning so that the environments which

people learn,to use and want reflect environments that are likely to be available

at a. low cost." 15) Krieger's bold statement of this position (which is rather

more common-than we suppose, I think) inspired in turn Laurence Tribe's "Ways Not

to Think About Plastic Trees" which 'I shall turn to in a few minutes. What is

germane here is that we would do well. to consider in addition to the idea Of

(one.-dimensional) progress, the notion that human beings are, after all, quite

adaptable. Thus, although we have only one earth in which to live, there may be

many milligns of ways in which the,people who live on that earth.can learn to live

with whatever state the environment is.in. Between progress and adaptability, we

have two sets of important values which stand, at least partially, in opposition

to some rather.deeply held positions of anyone who would count himself an environ-

mentalist.

I think it is clear that analyzing the fundamental value conflicts that:are

embodied in these issues is an enterprise which compleMants the more pragmatic

concerns that Bill Van Dyke and Jim Pease have shared with us already in this panel,

What I should like.to propose is that we consider two approaches to the question

of values., The first of these is the analysis of what Robert SOcolow has called

ofdiscourse." That 4s,.SocoloW argues that environmental conflicts

are, in significant respects, failures .of communication rather than fundamental

conflicts,. He offers us the hope, then,. that environmental value confliCts may be

"dissolved"; that they may be resolved in freer communication. The second approach

is that of Laurence Tribe, namely the idea that in the environmental ethic we may

find at least the beginning of a religious restoration in our society, the restor-
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ation of religious values. Certainly, the idea that Nature is in some respects

holy is not a totally foreign-one.

Although environmental conflicts are undoubtedly complicated by communications

problems, Socolow's,notion of a failure of discourse is meant to describe some-
,

thing deeper than.a mere misunderstanding. A failure of discourse involves a set'

of habitual attitudes taard natural things,:and also a set of habitual attitudes

toward the deci ,sion making process. In order to change them, it is not enough.

simply to say, "Well, we are reasonable people, we can reason this through." That

something more than an appeal to reason is involved is important, at least tact-

ically, For example, one of the spekers this morning was a state official, who

appealed to university people to maintain their credibility in the public arena.

He meant by credibility' technical skill. Yet I believe it important to keep in

mind that.tredibility is first of all a political quantity; just because one is

technically correct does not mean that.what one says is .credible, Believability

is not an entirely rational matter.

Socolow discusses four failures of discourse, all of whidh are interesting for

those of you who are involved in negotiationover environmental projects. The

first failure of discourse is that of technical.credibility: quantitative data

are. very often discredited. If the "experts" disagree - -as they often do in en-,

vironmental cases - -there can rapidly come to be mistrust and squabbling over facts

jhich are really-quite elemental. That is, even facts which, in other settings,

all the disputants would agree to suddenly turn out to be up for grabs.

A related challenge to technical judgement is the 'failure of discourse-.which

develops when numbers become constraints, 'Often, empirically based numbers are

adopted within regulations or legislation. Once this happens, the numbers are,

in effect, froZen.. They become non-negotiable items which serve to bind future

discussion. Perhaps the clearest case is, the standards adopted-ih the Clean. Air

Act of 1970. In the case of the clean air standards, performance limits for auto-.

motive engines were set on the basis of slight, probably jnsufficient technical

research. Yet the point is not that technical analysis was done badly by the

Congress, but.rather that the existence of definite, and definitive, standards

serves zs.a barrier of enormous Political significance to both auto makers and en

vironmentalists on preserving these standards. Conversely, environmentalists often

have an opportunfty.to invest an environmental conflict with a kind of flexibility

that is rare indeed. They can find this flexibility in seeking to reoPen.a tech-

nical discussion about the appropriate numerical standard to be set. By and large,

this opportunity is forgone in the heat of advocacy,

A third failure of discourse that Socolow identifies is that the ecological

ideas 'that are used in decition making are often extremely primitive, Indeed, a

'major thrust of the environmental movement over the last several years has been to
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encourage the hiring of professionally trained'ecological biologists in the staffs

of agencies, both public and private, charged with environment-altering responsib-

ilities. To some extent, then, the problem of ecological primitivity is being

overcome; But there is a political side to this as well, Environmentalists--as

distinguished from ecologists--are very often in the busineiss of opposing

ject backed by powerful interests. Yet the environmentalists have few resources:

'generally, they have very.little money; they have weak organizations. Frequently,

the, only thing environmentalists can do is to usescientific facts--couched in

ecological language- -in a way that tends to cast a pall of uncertainty over the

project, and that provide a rhetorical opening for the raising of all kinds of

concerns, both ecological and social. This is a very important and very useful

tactic. Socolow's point, and it is one with which faw would disagree,-is that

this tactic has its limits; I note here only that it also has its uses.

As in the case of a (deliberately) oversimplified ecology, Socolow's fourth

failure of discourse .points towards a political response to unequally'distributed

powers and resources. As he and others have noted, proponents and opponents of a

given project will often 'have in mind very different images ofthe future-. These

different images lead, in turn, to different operational expectations abo,A. the

consequences of proceeding with-the project. When this is true, the addition of-

ostensibly value-neutral facts can often destablize a consensus; or worsen a dis-

agreement. Yet, it remains extremely difficult to articulate the differences in

the futures envisioned... for 'in a dispute, knowledge is power. To talk articul-

ately about the future one foreseet is to talk as well about what one truly wants.

Certainly many a bruised proponent of projects over the past few.years must have

Wished that he knew what hisopponents '"really" wanted. That begins to suggest

the power inherent in denying or at least obscuring one's -.true intent,

In sum, the idea of a failure of discourse is one which helps to organize a

great deal of our intuitive understanding and experience of environmental dis-

pUtes. Nonetheless, I thinkit important to keep in mind that the word "failure"

here sometimes points too to successes, cases in which environmentalists have

converted obstruction into political power in the making of decisions. One has

the feeling, however, that the virtues of ObAruction will not-last forever for .

the environmental movement. It is an interesting, and unanswered, question when

obstruction will have lost its efficacy.

Let me turn now to the second approach to the question of values, the concern

for the rediscovery of religious values that may
\
be inherent in environmental de-

cision making. IA' his critique of Kriegert's argument in favor of. plastic trees,

Laurence Tribe cites a passage from the philosopher David Hume's Treatise on Human

Nature. It bears repeating here, and if you listen to it closely it sounds rather

peculiar. David Hume said in the eighteenth century, qlleasod is and ought only to
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be. the slave of the passions." What Hume meant was, that our preferences, our val-

ues, are in an important sense beyond the powers of our reason:to determine. In

turn, our reasoning .powers should be subservient to the essentially irrational

values that we possess. .Yet it is not clear,any longer that we can regard ou.in-

dividUal .preferences as simply,the, givens of our political system. It is no longer

clear, in Other words, that governments, and agencies, are only the passive. react-

ants to public opinion. This is true partly:because-public opinionthe Passions

to which government ought to be the slave--has become a rather elusive matter,

especially on environmental. affairs. But it is als that,the fliture has become-

incr:easingly important to matters of current publi policy making. The difficulty

is simply this; where are the values of the future o come from? And how can we

find them in today's world? The difficulty that:Tribe raises for us is that our

whole conception of rationality has been shaped-by David Hume and the kinds of

thoughtthat he pioneered. Hence, if we are 'to try to find a way for reason to

be the slave of the passiOns, we are faced with some rather sizeable difficulties

at the conceptual level. That is, we are faced with difficulties not k.owing

how to think about some of these issues. Is it, for example, clear that more

thinking can tell us something about future values? More troubling; if we'could

know something abcut future. values., what kind of knowledge would that be? Obvious-

ly, philosophy has some rather,practical and immediate consequences, here at least..

.Despite his philosophical interests; however, Tribe is in the end an attorney.

He points the way but of this tangle of, future values and presgnt decisions through

an interesting, if 'somewhat flawed route. Tribe argues that the environmental

ovement represents far more than the emergence of a new interest group,. concerned

a ut the preservation of hiking trails and other upper-middle-class amenities,

Rat r, he sees in the environmental movement the development of a different at-

titud toward nature. It is an attitude which he calls ethical: 'Even the seeT-

ingly i oCuous act of supplementing the inadequacies of nature with human arti-:

facts-7ere -ting plastic trees...--may transgress the'imperatives of an emerging

environMenta ethic. Plastic trees implicitly reduce the entities they portray

to terms of servicability, utiliq and adornment. And such caricatures in turn

reinforce th belief that the depicted objects exist not for themselves but-only

to serve sup rior needs." The environmental ethic, then, i.s one which asserts the

independent e hical validity of the natural world for itself.

Tribe's is,the position of the committed ecologist, Man is part of nature,

nature is not merely part of the man's ambitions and uses of resources. The flaw

I rind in such a pOsition is not one of principle, but rather one of-practice..

For decisions remain, irrevocably, in humAnhands, mid they are inescapably the,ex-

pres'sion-of human values.- It is for this reason that,a substantive:-rather than

ethical -- aspect of the environmental cause may toil-out to be far more influential .
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bn the course of decision making, and the values manifested in those deciSions,

than the ecologist-ethic whith Tribe argues for, In the end, the environmental

value that counts is an end to growth.',

It is by now'wellknewn that the great magic of growth,is the "trickle down"

effect. As the economy grows, more of the growth' can be given -to those at the

4 bottom of the .economic ladder than to f.hq,se who are at the top, -hi periods 'of no

overall. growth, the enriching of the poor can only come from the impoverishing of

the rich. Themagnitude=of the effect here has been'estilthated by Robert Nilbroner

in his new hook An Inquiry Into the Human Prospect; HeilbroneNstimetes that

short-term no growth, in combination with a program of redistributive social ,jus-

tice, would lead, to deprivations of people in the middle classes of our present A

society. He argues that in order to achieve minimal social justice; those making

ove $15,000 aryear would have to be, deprived by something'ori the order Of 40 to
,

50, of their incomes. I should guess that nearly all environmentalists fall into

this Socio-economic class. I trust that you will make your own calculations about

the.kindOf deprivation that a 40 to 50% cutin income would amount to, To be

sure, this kind of redi§triLution is the sort that would lead to far more equit-

able, though still extremely small shares for most of-the people in the Third

World: Such redistribution, it seems to me, is far from likely given our present

pblitical' climate.. 1

Yet I believe theee it no gainsaying Heilbroner's long term predictions that

hectic growth, particularly the economic growthtof the twentieth century, simply

Ilnnot,be the.permanent future of,the world. It cannot even be the future of

l'America. The recognition of tht'fact, in its everyday manifestatiOns, is what

we call the environmental movement.*-

'What kind orsociety, then, is envisaged by follow.49 through with these'en-

vironmental values? Heilbronet uses the word,"stoic" to describe the world that

he sees comingin the rdistan, future. It is a,sobering ward, What we should find

troubling about stoicism, of course, is not that stoicism is, at the individual

level, a value not worth sharing. Far from it.ezt, difficulty lies in envision-

ing the development of a collective sense o$ stoicism. How, if at all, can we

move to a social and a cultural appreciation of the environment in whiCh we live?

Here, Tribe's environmental ethic seems more and more apt as we realize the limits

of our own ability to grow. Yet the key question is the social one: can we, as

a nation, as a,world, come to hold this kind of ethic? If we can, I believe the

incorporation of environmental values into decision making will be a rather triv-

ial .-iSsue. It will happen as a matter of course. If this collective stoicism it

not possible to achieve, however, the historic commitment to progress, and the

perhaps too easy confidence in human adaptibility, may leave us'with a society

which is not stoic, but only mean, only unjust in its meanness.
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Thus, the issue of environmental values and their place in decision making is

linked with surprising finnediacy to the political problems of fashioning a habit-

able, :perhaps even just future, It is a connection that I think lies at the heart

of what needs to be taught in environmental education,
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Session 19

.

DISCUSSION

Question: Would it be possible to tie tax incentives to some of the goals

that communitiesilve, perhaps in a much more positive way? You spoke of not hav-

ing much that could be done except zoning. Tax incentives, tax credits for cer-

tain kinds of things, tax penalties for other kinds of things, ways to get land

that was misused into some other form of use which we wanthave you considered

them? Or are there reasons why ,you can't do that?

Pease: I'm interested in that topic. It's a, complex topic and one that we

didn't, have a chance to get into much in this particular project. There are some

people investigating that, and perhaps thet,,J,largest project is a $2,000,000 a year

project at UCLA entitled "Windfalls and Wipeouts":' They started the project last

September, and they have a progress report they put out in April. Then they have

an annotated bibliography which, came out in July. This is one of the main things

they're looking at -as well as, some other techniques, like transferrable develop-

ment rights. Ther are a variety of techniques available. But right now they all

seem to be just in the incipient stage, and WS difficult to pick out five tax

incentive programs and shape them up in a form that an_ unsophisticated county can

use without stirring up all kinds of problems, It's had enough just conveying

the idea of perf mance standards, something a little .different.

But I agree'that there are a lot of things that can be done. Some of the

things the UCLA study is looking at indlude traditional assessments--should a new

development be required to pay its own freight for any kind of"public faciliqes

that are providgd? 'We used to use that technique pretty commonly ck in the 30's

and 40's,"but we've gotten away from it more and more recently. Now require /

bonds of a developer to agree that he's going to dedicate, a road and put c

facilities in his development, and so forth.

But-the idea of a special assessment, perhaps a tax attached to the number of"

bedrooms in the development, would get at wha is probably the most' xpensive

problem associated. with development, and that lis the support of public chools..

That sort of thing has been done before. You could treat residential d velop-

ments like a businest, and have 'some variation of -.a business tax, some fo ula

Alice Shorett, Public'Service Coordinator at the Institute for Environmen al.

6 Studies, University of Was'hington,Inoderated Sgssion 19.
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for applying this to various kinds of development. That would reflect your com-

munity goals. Now if those goals were low income housing, or if they included

clustered housing instead of scattered, single family housing, some kind oftax

could tie those in. That project is investigating those kinds of questions.

There are a couple of researchers on the extension staff in economics'who are also

looking at the relationship of taxes and land use policies, ,,So I think it will be

something that we can turn to in a couple more years, and then have some concrete

tax incentive proposals that we can implement at the local level.

. Question: I'd like to go back to the point about passions'versus facts. It

Strikes me that decision making normally is a prqcess more of passion and right-

fully so. The
*procesS

Jim talked about, for example, is founded on something

called ecological values which are really more ecological principles. f've al-

ways been confused about how those principles, work to determine values, because as

I have observed the decision-making process, there is no set of consistent values

that are equally weighted across the board. The decision is always a situation in

which there are tradeoffs among all kinds of conflicting values which people have

to weight. The strongest environmentalist might weight environmental values or

, oriiiciples very low when some personal interest like his job, or losing his house,

orrhis family's health is at stake as a tradeoff against preserving some stream in

its natural condition. How can we relate these values or these passions to the

kinds of principles that a technical specialist wants to use to decide the' right"

use of resources? Basically, .he's setting'standards for resource use, which are

based on some principles. Now., if I don't like those,am I wrong? Or am I mad at,

environmentalists? Or what?

Lee: My first response is to say that decisions are normally made within con-

texts and in particular situations that don't repeat themselves very well'. And if

there is a way to sort out environmentalists in a situation, it is that consist

ently they will take the point of view that environmental values, or the sorts of

things that Jim was talking about before, ecological processes'anq harmony and .

that sort of thing, come near the 'top of their lists.

Indeed, one of the biggest problems in environmental decision making, or de-

cision making that affects the environment, is for an environmentalist to 63, to

steer a path through the rather narrow ground of, on the one hand, having some

sort of private concern that gives him a place fyom which to stand and say, "No,

you shouldn't do that ecause'I care about this part of it and affect me

adversely", and, on the other hand, the very diffuse nature of a/lot of environ-

mental concerns. There are people that have great passions about parts of nature

that they will never see personally, that they will never experience--as when you

lobby to have,a great tract of land declared a wilderness. Wfiat you've done is
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point to an important set of confusions within our culture. We don't know very

much about where to draw the line between a principle and a value and a standard

and so on.

So, part of my response is that making that clear is not our task, certainly

not this afternoon, but alto that it may be misleading to think that clarity will

help in that direction. Things are very'llnclear, and what one needs is a kind of

persona] strength, hopefully augmented by'lorganizational strength and augmented

by the kinds of rules that Jim Pease is designing or that Bill Van Dyke uses, like

public disclosure laws. I don't know that there's any general principle that

/would help us to clarify it, or that even if it were clarified that would help us

/I to act.

Question: I
think it's a little more important to clarify it than you say,

because what happens in not clarifying the difference between passion and princi-

ple is that planners insert themselves and their passionate values into a process

of planning which is basically technical. In that process they often make many

social desirability,-i.e. passion-type, decisions by applying their own personal

values in the day-to-day process of planning, thereby- foreclosing all kinds of

options on the one hand and basically just skewing the process in a certain direc-

tion. This is what the Corpsof Engineers is always accused of, exerting ceftain

organizational and personal values, engineering values.

I as a 'forester was trained to accept without question certain principles

yhich
became my personal values. Its good to do something because that's what

oresters db, so it must be good. And so one of the problems that we have in any.

ind of public works. planning crew, for example, is that planners don't differen-

tiate between the application of their own values,their personal values, their

passion values and the application of their principles. They mush them all

together, so that doing, what Jim is doing is good, and it's the right thing, and

its the best thing for society. And when you question him on this and say, "Look,

[you should'be providing information for people o make decisions ", lie says, "Well,

I'm 'a people, too. I have values. My values a e as good as anybody else's

'values." I 4hink one of the biggest problems in ing is that planners don't

clearly differentiate'themselves as individual people with passions from their

-.role as experts with principles to apply to a problem. I knoa it'S 'fficult to .

separate those roles, but its extremely important to be cognizant of t m,. and I

don't think that planners are.
r

Lee: I certainly would disagree with nothing that you just said. F think

that ultimately there maY'not be a way to make that. separation. But that doesn't

mean that we forget about the problem. That means we have to pay more attention

to it.
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Question: And one final pointee I don't know what you mean by environmental

decisions, because it seems to me that the decisions are should we build this

street7four lanes or six lanes? Should we tear down this hotel? There is really

no such thing as an environmental decision--there are decisions with environment-

al implications. , But those decisions also have all kinds of other implications.

'I get disturbed by,talk like that because it doesn't help people understand

the system they're working in. The decisions aren't environmental decisions, and

there are a lot of people with a lot of values that are just as important as yours

or mine who have a right to express their views. And if,they're for development

and you're not, why that doesn't make thir bad or insidious people. When we use

terms like "environmental decisions" it helps.;, maybe, to bringenvironmentalists

together, but I don't. think it helps getting public decisions made any better,

because then we tend to think of decisions as our turf.

Question: Who establishes what factors get cOnsidered in any given situation,

and then who weights them in the quality point system? And whose weights are pre-

dominant if there is a conflict? Now does that system work?

Pease: Let me just back up for a minute and say that I agree, that one of

the things that I'm concerned about is that 'the plan is there in principle: And

the other problem is, who's a planner? Everybody's a planner. They come to'us

from almost every discipline imaginable., The planners themselves have very little

in common, so when we talk about principles for planning, there aren't very many

that all planners subscribe to:. One of my interests in plannihg in the natural

'resource area is to try to establish some set of principles, some framework that

is defensible,.that's based on theory, or on ecological principles, or.on specific

hazards that we can prove. It's,based on data and as much as possible, narrowed,

down, where we have to make that kind of value decision: I don't think you can do

:planning without making value judgments, strictly on the basis of data and princiL

ple.

Now, in our situation, to answer your question, the citizen advisory commit-

tees, whoare the spokesmen for the citizens in their areas, set the general goals.

Those goals could haA a development tone to them, be predominantly concerned with

employment, jobs, raisin" land values through various kinds of developments. Or

they can be very much concerned with preserving existing kinds of amenities in

their area. But in any case, that.has implications for what kind of planning

policies come out.

So, first of all, 'they set the goals. The points that are assigned to various

items in the quality point system reflect those values that the citizens have

' determined.
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Shorett: Who makeS the list of points in the quality point system? Who

determines what actually goes on the list?

Pease: That .has to be done,, at least in this situation, by the planning

department. They're the ones who are supposed to be on top of what the-issues

and problems are in their county. If low isncome,housing, for example, is not an

issue in Clatsop County, then that's reflected in the qualitj, point .system. If

it is a signifiCant problem that's supported by data; for example, we know that

50 percent of the people have incomes that are less that) $6500, and ,a certain

percentage of,the housing is substandard, then we know we need better, low in-

come housing. Then there is data to support a value paint assigned to that in

the quality'point system.

But there may be other things. When you get into environmental quality, you

have to deal with preservation of wildlife habitats, That's a tough one. Is

that a value judgment? Or' can we go back and draw up an ecological principle

that says, it's important to the health of the total system that we preserve six

wetlands in a class of plains? And then we can describe Sll the functions that

can occur in that wetland. Then somebody else can say, "There's plenty of other

wetlands. Let's fill it in."

Question:. But that's the rub. You're in the situation now where somebody

is going to make a decision about what to do with those Wetlands, and some Ab-

stract set of goals, no matter who developed them or whether they were developed

yesterday or today, can't be applied directly to the decision about those 27

acres of wetlands, because the tradeoffs on that are very specific to thaesitua!

tion.

There's an interesting parallel with a burning policy on wild lands in the

Grand'Tetons: They just let na 'tural fires burn. There are a lot, of people in

that area who don't like to look at the scars. They're putting a lot of politit

cal, passion pressure on Interior Secretary Morton to'change that policy. They

doWt care aboutthe ecosystem, and whether its good for it to burn or not. You .

can't even talk to them about it, because all they know is when they look out

their window they see a big,%lack scar where a nice, green forest used to be.

That's the nature of the deciSion-making process, and there isn't any way you'll

ever convince them that they're better off with a nice, healthy ecosystem, even

with a big, black scar.

Pease: I think it can be argued that there isn't, any set of ecological prin-

ci,ples in the abstract, apart from their value to man.
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Question: That's the point--it disturbs me, because if you say there has to

be a total of 100 points and you as the planner are deciding Which factors to con-

sider and then Which weights to pUt on those points, you're deciding what things..

really are important. More important than what? And who are you or who am I of

a planner to decide that housing is the most important thing?

Pease: Let me just explain oneother thing..'' We have to get at this question

of who's going to make the value judgment. My perspective on this is that the

people who are being planned for ought to make the value judgments as much as pos

sible, on the baSis o1: informed judgments. We make some effort to make* them aware

of what the varioug\isSuesare, and what the alternatives are, and then it's up to

them to make the judgments on it. To me, that isn't having the planner do it,

laying it on them.

As much as possible, where there are facts and data that can support a given

policy, that's laid out on the table and people can understand it. But there are.

lot of _other areas that are more fuzzy, where somebody has to make a value judg-

men . 111e way we went about it was, those.value judgments are made by the citizen

advisory committees.

First they start With the general goals, which. at least get you pointed in the

right direction as far as what they're thinking, And then tht's focused down on

a policy: Policy we could call criteria, if we wanted to. One of the things that

I've been hollering abbut for quite a long time is that we. need criteria that we

can evaluate our decisions against, whether they're economic criteria or ecologi-

cal criteria. Maybe the criteria will change next week, but we need to set them

down right now, so that we can make decisions tomorrow and we know what we're

evaluating against. The policies that we're using in that project could in a

sense be called criteria, they're specific. Now, if were talking about preserva-

tion of wetlands in the quality point system, that is based on a poltcy that the
.

county has adopted, protection of certain kinds of wetlands. We might call that

a criterion. That's stated in policy. It's not something out of thin air. And

that policy is'arrived.at by going through the ITrocess of the citizen advisory,

committee, the policy advisory committee of elected and collected officials, the'

planning commission, and has to be adopted.

In Oregon, once a polid is adopted in a plan, every decision has to be con-

sistent with that polidy. ilf later on you make a decision that's inconsistent

with that policy, ybu can be hauled into.couet and your decision theown.out.

That's what the law says. So these policies become the whole foun2atiOn for ordi-
.. ...

nances, zoning ordinances or any kind of land use decision that's made later on.

Nan,Dyke: I wanted to comment on something that Jim just said, because I
. .

think you're painting the whole process of planning and the importance of policy

\
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as a little more solidly fixed in Oregon than it really is. There virtually

no plan I have ever seen or know of that doesn't have some parts in it that might

contradict other parts. Some value judgmentS still havg to be made after that

plan is set forth. 'So you can say that a decision has to be congruent with a

policy plan adopted by a county, but within each one of these plans there are

some contradictory values. The case L'ar,Iclosest to is Portland, because I sit

on one of these citizen advisory committees to the downtown'plan of Portland, and

the fatt is, it's just like the Bible. You can kovelnythingyou want to with

that policy plan. And its happened time and again. Before we had the plan, vir-

tually every deVeleOment that came up was approved, no matter what was saidabout

the guideline plan. Now we have a full staff of planners_that go through and\an-

'alyze it in terms ofthe downtown plan, and the city council still goes ahead and

approves virtually every development that cones up. But we do have a plan. So

think that you're placing a little too much :mporthnce on that law because there

are contradittions in almost every plan I've ever seen.

Pease: That's true, but nevertheless the Supreme Court of Oregon has ruled
. -

that policies set forth in the plan have to be the basis for ordinances and quasi -

official decisions that are made by planning commissions or elected officials.

And secondly, the state law says in a planning act that passed in 1973, Senate

Bill 100, that the plan, the policies in the plan are the:Legal base for ordi-

nances, and judicial decisions that are made pn that.

Thirdly, I think that Portland isn't representative of Oregon in planning.
.

Shorett: Kai, I was disturbed as you talked about the problem of cognitive

distance and the fact that people have differing images of the future, and also

the fact that you foresee different sets of elites going after one another. What

do you see for any reasonable discussion of values? What are we in for? Are

there any things' we might attempt to do?

Lee: There are a numbe'r of things. We first should distinguish between the

short term and the longer term. The longer term looks pretty uncertain, and one

can see that.it looks pretty bad in the sense that there are these longer term

resource restraints which will show up probably economically rather than as abso-

, lute limits to development, but they will show up'in real forms.

In the short term I think it's important thdt the environmental movement;

peopiE who consider( themselves environmentaliSts; first realize the extent to

which they have id a very short order becOme a force to_be contended with in

American politics and in the routines of decisionomaking. The success of organi-

zations like OSPIRG and many other public interest organizations that have to do

with the environment has led to a lot of progress and a lot of changes in
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substantive 'ways. So we are already talking to each other about environmental

values.

There are a lot of other values which have not Yet shown Up very effectively;

the welfare rights kind of stance is something that hasn't been taken seriously

yet. And the conservation people who've been in the environmental movement since

the beginning or since a, long time ago will_tell you that there were long periods

of time when they were just totally ignored. So I think there is quite a bit of

hope in the Short'term.

There is also a place that has been surprisingly underemphasized here for

universities that do research'related to environmental matters., generally environ-

mental science and technology, and also environmental policies, policies that

have environmental tmplicationi (to accept that clarification which I think is a.

useful one). It's-very important that universities make their findings much more

visible than they are Pow, particularly to citizens who.are, in search of, let me

call it relatively less biased information. I think its unfair to call4ft un-

biased. But,th6re is another point of view.' Universities, particularly state

universities that are.dependent upon the legislature for approval and funding and

thaY,sort of thing, have an affirmative responsibility to serve as a channel for

the wishes of the public, for articulating the kinds of things that various groups

of citizens fenl. By various groups of citizens I would include lots of groups

that are not very positively inclined toward environmental values, from agricul-

turalists td industrialists to labor union interests in cities. And I think those

responsibilities are all:there. But I think we can do, a lot in the short term.

Van Dyke,: There's one comment I wanted to make on what you just said. It

seemed to me that in what you talked about, .the most important thing would be the

conflicting images of the future. The ,.fact is that we just don't know howto talk

about values 'at all. We just can't handle that.

One of the things you stated was that the environmentalists have to look at

how fast they have become a force to be reckoned with...But if you stop and

think about the way environmentalists have become a force to be reckoned with,

they've done it by playing the sorts of games. I talked about when I gave my

speech, which is factual research. I don't believe that there's any such thing

as completely objective research. Maybe more nr less unbiased. But 'do. you use

facts, or are you for valueS? You don't Argue values per se.

So I guess I didn't find your answer an answer, for me. D9 you see any begin-

ning of people being Ole to talk to each other about values, rather than if we

put air pollution control on a plant, it will cut down heart attacks and we'll

put a dollat' figure on how much medical payment that will save each year, and com-

pare that to the'dollarsthat are used putting the air pollution controls on the

stack. That's not really arguing any values, that's arguing dollars and cents.
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Lee: Well, that is a kind of value, let's not forget that, first of 01.
\

That encodes a lot of values that are quite important to society.

The second thing is that I'd like to dodge your question slightly in the sense

that I think the real concern is over this future business, about how we can en-

vision futures for collectivities that are larger than our own families. I think

we-know how to think about, how to discuss what it is that we expect for our par-

ents and our children and. ourselves in the future. To a large extent, we have

very positive images about where we are individually going to go in the future,

and we expect success for our children and success for ourselves and so on. But

we have very few ways of talking about success for whatever the relevant unit is:-

Success for Spokane; or success for the state of Washington or Oregon. Success

for .the United States. I'm not very sanguine at all that we can talk about those

kinds of futures.

question: I wonder if you would comment on how long you think it Will take

for WIT environmentalists to have less impact on the political process. You com-

mented on the very rapid rise of environmentalists. What about the other side of

that curve?

Lee: i would say that you can probably measure it inversely proportional to

the unemployment rate. 'That's one way. If that gdes up another point then envi-

ronmentalists will fall with an elasticity....

Comment:' There are a lot of environmental values that are contradictory.

WO're finding that right now in Oregon. We've got two candidates running for

senator, both of whom call themselves environmentalists, both endorsed by many of

the environmental organizations;. in fact, one of them is very good on population

and wilderness and the other one is very good on recycling and greenways, parks

something like that. It's not simple.

I think that interest in the environment has changed from essentially an inter-

est in wilderness preservation toward an interest in air pollution, _land use

planning, all kinds of things. Perhaps the best thing wc' .:an do is keep adapting

and adopting. I think, when we talk about environmental versus other values, it

comes down to the value of short term success or immediate success versus long

range success; and I think that's.going to be the issue in the future rather than,
_ .

say, specific air pollution policies.



Session 20

LIVING ON A FINITE PLANET

Walter Bogan, Jr.

We've heard some specific and startling statements as to the dilemma We're

, facing. I. am in the fortunate position of commenting on living on a finite pla-

- net. That could,be disposed of in two minutes, or it could take'us all a life-

time to address it with any reasonable degree of sensitivity. What I will do is

comment on what I think to be a real dilemma in addition to the environmental

one, and that is the one of communications. We've seen some evidence of it today.

I'll comment on statements made by Congressman Foley, for instance, with regard

to funding for education. I happendd to attend a session a few minutes ago where

people talked about the separation of fact and value.' I'd like just to call your

attention to some things that are in the press, and suggest to those,of you not

familiar with these authors and their ideas that you read them carefully, because

I think they suggest a part of the dilemma.

On October 16 there was a meeting in Philadelphia at the Franklin, Institute,

at which one of the .speakers was Dr. Jay Forrester from MIT. Many of you are

familiar with Dr, Forrester's work, both under his own name and in the popularly

translated "Limits to Growth" studies. Dr. Forrester nn that occasion used as

the title of his speech The Limits of Growth Revisited."

According to the New York Times, Dr. Forrester said, "The igoals of society

.
are changing. Physical pressures have crossed over to the social'realm, result-

ing in such things as increased' drug addiction, crime, pollution, and 'war. We're

at a point now where we must give up the idea that_good is good in the ideal

sense; and realize that what is good now may bea--d in the future." He is fur-

ther editorialized on by the person writing this article as having said that we

have to look forward to an ethicsof triage, explaining that this,termas used

historically in wartime; means that we give.aid only to those who have the best

chance for survival. We evelop a system in which we designate others as having

little or no chance of survival. Consequently we don't address their needs at

all. In response to that, there was an interesting observation and comment by a

graduate student at Cornell, Cheryl Fox, who said, 'My generation has a legacy

of hope. For that reason I don't go along with the doomsday approach: For me,
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the beginning of wisdom is not in science and technology but in the value of

human life."

Much of what we're dealing with in the environmental- dilemma, whether it's

in terms of our own domestic experience or internationally, is a failure of

communication, a failure of common image, a compon'base from which we project'

idealized alternative futures. in the past three or four years-we've seen a

number of instances in which this has been brought to the attention of-the pub-

lic,through thiggs like the U.N. conference in Stockholm in 1972, more recently

the population conferencein Bucharest. However, to comment on thesuggestions

. of,Congressman Foley at this point, he said that we're talking to a limited

number-of people. That is, there are different perceptions held by different

communities. There's the one community that argues that we have to have limits

to growth both in population and in terms of economic growth. There is another,

much larger, somewhat less vocal community that doesn't believe that any of

these things are rival, and they have faith in some%other answers.

The reasons for suggesting that dilemma are very simple. That is to

ask what mechanism do we have for attempting to establish a dialogue between

those very divergent groups and .what processes we have, at least in this country,

for dealing with the "fact", that is the scientific fact, that rational percep-

tion of reality versus the values that people espouse. How do we put them to-

gether? I think we have, in addition to that doomsday perspective, some rational

reason to have hope. I'm convinced that if we Utilize some of the mechanisms

that exist at the moment, we can move from that verx polar,ized discussion to one

in which we can talk about negotiating and arbitrating the kind of future that

will consider a range of values.

There are ,two specific pieces of legislation that provide vehicles for ad-

dressing the fact , value dichotomy. One is the National Environmental Policy

Act. The most important feature of that act, at least for our purposes as I

view theM, is that it requires public participation in the planning process,

which is to say that a small group of planners or people with one set of values

or one particular point of view, Should in fact not make decisions affecting large

numbers of people without an opportunity for some appreciation, a dialogue about

what they view as the future they want to strive for. Additionally, we have in

the passage of the Technology Assessment Act another possible vehicle, a device

for planning. We have another means of projecting the future, and again the

explicitly stated requirement that there shall be public participation.

Further, many.states are .how in an intensive process of planning, primarily

around the land use issue. I would call your attention to the obServations that

Congressman Foley made about national land use pl'anhing,.and why, in fact, is

there no law? Why, in,fact, there's,little likelihood that there will be one at

least in the short term? That is uiat we don't have consensus. We have a'nUmber
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of people who have values that they hold very dear, and thelir sense of their

values is that they are reality-based. They are based on science, and what we

want to do is to persuade larger numbers of people to. this Position.

The fact is, we have done an extremely effective job as evidenced, by the

extent to which this issue is one in which there's continual confrontation and

polarization. As many citizenl'groups, partitularly environmental groupg, attempt

to communicate to wider and wider sectors of the population what their percep-

tion of the problem is, what their purported solution is, and attempt to elicit

the values that other sectors of the population place on these or conflicting

things, we have a possible means of workirig ourselves out of the dilemma. I

think the experience.of interpreting NEPA is very instructive. We have a process

by which we can arrive at consensus. We don't haVe to'maintain a dichotomy of

scientific facts versus values and create the impression in the minds of other

people that their'values are not considered. important -- that's when the dil-

ogue breaks down.

1"

,We can and should create mechanisms by which the developer is involved, the

environmentalist is involved, and as broad a spectrum of the citizenry as puss-.

ible, because the ultimate decision on all the issues that are of fundamental.

concern are not decisions on scientific or technical issues. They're not ones

that scientists are going to be able, to provide answers for, and even if they

could, the citizenry would not be prepared to accept those answers as credible.

It was commented on earlier that credibility is a political quantity.1,We

need to appreciate the extent to which its not always sufficient to be right,

that one must also be persuasive. The most effective mechanism for persuading

is to develop strategies by which your position is put forward. There's ample

opportunity for argument. At the same time, there is the opportunity for ggu-

ment, dialogue, expansion from people who have an entirely Vferent point of

view. And it should not be viewed in terms of absolute persuasion on the one

hand, but there should be open-mindedness and ah attempt to understand that

other person's point of view. Out of that kind.of dialogue we can vrive'at.

''consensus" and We can go forward. That's a very idealistic precription; and

its very difficult. But its the only orie:thae I can see that addresses the

Variety of interests and needs, how we deal with competing interests. In'my

*jadgment, going to have to pint a lot more emphasis'on dialogue and attempts

to resolve problems in a more constructive adversary situation than we've had.

The courts provide one model, withthe notion of rules of evidence.

One of the things that I was especially interested in in an earlier session

was the observation that environmentalists came into political prominence with

great speed. That is, the environmentalists were able, to affect public policy.

as a force in the society in.a matter of a few years. They,came'from nowhere,

to the ability to pass legislation. 'I asked, how long will it be before environ-
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mentalists are no longer a force in4pociety, and are sloughed off as.just another

fad? The general tenor of society, Moth in terms of people's perception of their

interests and the current economic situation, is going to force us to conscien-

tiously and consistently explore strategies for solving differences, unders*and-
.

ing differences and negotiating relief. There will be no either/or. We've had

fairly high carbon monoxide levels in Spokane eor the last few days, but 1 don't

think anyone would have been it tenable position had he suggested that Expo,

be closed down, that automobile traffic be curtailed, because there would not

have been a very responsive audience.

1.ese are the kinds of issues that we're going to have to work out strategies

for dealing with, rather than one side saying, "We're going to discharge any-

thing we want to without any attempt to understand what the implications are,"

'while the other side says, "We're going to close that down because we don't like

it." There it a great difference in people's perceptions of what constitutes an

aesthetically desirable e:percience. It can be said categorically that the envir-

onmental movement (though Lhappen to idegtify with the issues undertaken) repre-,

sents a very small sector of society, and is termed elitisty a number of peo-

ple. It would be interesting to look at the number of citizens participatjng in

conferences like this ane who are not employed 4n some way in environmental

activity.tTo what extent are we communicating effectively with the people who

will be most affected by pol'ution control activities, for example, people who

will be unemployed if a given Plant clpses down? What kind of relief will there

'16 be and what kind of dialogue arethey going to be able to engage'in? This is not

a negative view. It is the only viable view, because even if environmentalists

are right, if allotheir assertions, are absolutely correct, they will still not

be persuasive until a larger'number of people are &ivinced. So the challenge is

to go to ,hose sectors of the community t4t don't now understand, appreciate

or identify their interests as being consistent with the interests of this move-

ment and establish A dialogke, whether in the union hall or the board room

or in many, many parts of.communities that some of us might not be particularly

familiar with. It's only with that broad base pf'supportthat we're going to

arrive at a just decision in which all interests are taken into account.

Another thing heard today was the question of what constitutes an environ-

mental decision. It was suggested that environmentalists operating on their,

value structure define certain decisions as environmental. The observation was

made that thcise decisions are indeed environmental to a degree. But in the main,

they're human decisions to go forward with achieving human goals and purposes.

A subset of that decision will impact on the environment. The extent to which we

can sensitize people to concern for the ',impact that decision will have on

the environgent is the extent to which we will allow them to participate in

achieving those things we ,cant to achieve -- that is, this larger human decision,
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this larger purpose, at the same time assuring that the environment is protected.

We can't do either of these things without utilizing 'all of the vehicles avail-

able to us.

Were particularly fortunate. I don't claim to know the legislation and the

legal structure in countries around the world; but I don't know of any other

country in which there is the direct legal requirement for citizen partiCipation,

the invitation for citizen involvement ih policy formulation. What's significant

is that as we talk about environment, we're really talking about policy ;

formulation. All of the kinds of things were concerned about have to be brought.

into some reasonable conceptual consideration with regard to the overall pur-

pose, whether were talking about transportation or energy or housihg, any of

-these issues. So without belaboring it, I think it's appropriate to say that

while we think there's.a serious problem, there are not nearly enough people

who 1i'ave,that persuasion. People think there are 'serious problems of various

kinds. Not enough people think the environmental problem is as serious as en-

vironmentalists would like them to think. One of the observations that they

would' make is, ,"Well, that's .a serious problem, but I've got many other serious

problems that are not being qtended to and I'm going to invest my energy ih

those."
4,,

The challenge to environmentalists is to demonstrate the extent\to which

that thing which they think is, serious is indeed serious. However, the environ-

ment is indeed serious, and it's,not unrelated to the other serious problems.

And the extent to which we cansbuild an "ecological" sense that goes beyond the

basic biological ecological and thirik of social ecological Ts the extent to

which we will grapple with some of these problems. Utilization' of the existing

mechanism to the fullest is our first step and out of that citizen participation

there is the likelihood that if more are needed, they will be.generated, because

there will be the consensus base which is the guiding principle for our decision-

making process in the first place.

Now, just to comment very quickly on how that relates to the issue I'm

primarily concerned about, and that is environmental education. I think what

I've.been suggesting is fundamental. That is, there are points of view, there

are issues, there are ways in which one goes about getting answers to certain

kinds of problems. I. think, we want to structure experiences for the adult public

that will provide them with access tda variety of points of view and. allow

them to look at what in their judgment is their primary interest ancith&

interest. f

f I think there are two items at issue. The concerns that we have about the

environment in terms of the confrontation that exists in the society, the possi-

bility for serious backlash, the relaxation of certain standards, laws, codes,
P."

or their deferral, is more likely to be reasonably addresSed over the course of .
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a few years by bringing about,a different kind of dialogue with people who are

in the adtilt working, voting age. The strategies that we mold employ to better

prepare future citizens are quite different, because the responsibilities and

the requirements of formal education are quite different. I'd like to discuss

those, but'they should be discussed in a different context because these two

issues, while not wholly separate; are quite different. I said at the outset

that the topic was such that it could have been disposed of in 30 seconds or

in two hours, or we could stay here for the rest of our lives. We are back and

forth.again with the values discussion, which we don't now have a discipline

for dealing with except the public one which I think is quite effective. My

concern is that we learn how to use it more effectively.
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